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AGENDA OF THE CONFERENCE

The agenda of the Conference is contained in Resolution R No. 719
which was adopted hy the Administrative Council at its 28th Session in 1 97 3 .
The text of the Resolution is annexed hereto.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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A N N E X

R No. 719

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE LF/MF BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
■The Administrative Council,
recalling
its Resolution No. 671 adopted at the 25th Session;
considering

that the proposals of the Administrative Council
contained in Circular-Telegram No. A 75 of 3 May 1973 were approved by a
majority of those Members of the Union in Regions 1 and 3 who replied
thereto;
resolves
that the first session of the Regional (Regions 1 and
3) Administrative Radio Conference to draw up frequency assignmentplans
for LF/MF Broadcasting shall meet in Geneva on 7 October 197k for a
duration of three weeks with the following agenda :
-

To prepare the technical and operational criteria
which will serve as a basis for the preparation, by the
second session of the Regional Administrative Radio
Conference, of frequency assignment plans for the LF/MF
broadcasting bands in Regions 1 and 3, taking into
account the following non-exhaustive list of items :
1)

propagation data;

2)

modulation standards and channel spacings;

3)

protection ratios, including noise levels;

U)

transmitting antenna characteristics and
transmitter powers;

5)

planning methods;
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-

To specify the form in which requirements for inclusion
in the frequency assignment plans should he submitted
to the Union and fix the date by which they should be
submitted;
instructs the Secretary-General

to take all necessary steps for convening the first
session of the Conference.

Ref. : Documents UU879 b ^ 2 b , l+523(Rev.) and ^533(Rev.)/CA28 - April/May 1973
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PREFERRED CHANNEL SPACING IN THE MF/LF BROADCASTING BANDS

Introduction
Preliminary studies have "been made"^ , of the optimum channel
spacing for a medium frequency radio service. The relevant factors and
the findings are summarized in the following :
1.

Transmitter characteristics
The channel separation that may he used can he influenced by
the degree of compression and to a lesser extent, hy the audio frequency
bandwidth of the modulating signal. Studies have shown^) that using a
high value of modulation compression and restricting the audio frequency
modulation to about U.5 kHz would result In adjacent channel interference
at 8 kHz separation being similar to that experienced at 9 kHz separation
with relatively little compression and 10 kHz modulation bandwidth.
The figures obtained for the different transmissions in
conjunction with the standard reference receiver are :

Transmission
(both wanted and unwanted)

^
fif

#\
Relative protection ratio >
for adjacent-channel
spacings of :
8 kHz

9. kHz

Limited modulation compression and
audio bandwidth of 10 kHz

-16 dB

-21 dB

High modulation compression and audio
bandwidth of U.5 kHz

-22 dB

-29 dB

i.e. the ratio of co-channel to adjacent-channel interfering signals
causing the same annoyance.
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Receiver characteristics
Tests of the selectivity of typical transistor portable
receivers have shown, as must be expected, a wide spread in the performance
between the cheap and expensive models. The figures in the table
indicate that a -21 dB relative protection ratio is relevant to 9 kHz
spacing with little compression. High compression has been introduced by
ten European br o a d c a s t ers^' but the improvement in adjacent-channel
protection ratio this offers is probably largely offset by the addition
of a large number of stations outside the provisions of the Copenhagen
Plan. Since receivers now in service do not suffer unduly from adjacentchannel interference at present, it might be expected that they would
perform satisfactorily in a carefully controlled plan having 8 kHz channel
separation using both high compression and audio bandwidth restriction at
the transmitter which would make possible -22 dB relative protection ratio,
when using a standard reference receiver.
Limited tests, made on receivers marketed in recent years, have
shown that they have, on average, failed by some 7 dB to perform
satisfactorily with the adjacent-channel protection-ratio quoted in the
table for limited modulation compression, 10 kHz bandwidth transmissions
at 9 kHz separation. Typical receivers how being marketed however have
substantially the required performance. It seems realistic therefore to
base planning upon standards that can be realized by a good cross-section
of receiver designs.
If, as expected, a new plan based on 8 kHz channels will result
in reduced co-channel interference but perhaps relatively greater
adjacent-channel interference, it can be expected that receivers
particularly those in the middle and upper price range will be
manufactured with improved selectivity.
Quality of reproduction
The Copenhagen Plan was based on a channel separation of 9 kHz
but the bandwidth of the transmitter emissions was not defined, and, in
general, energy was radiated well outside the nominal channel limits.
This was of little significance at' that time and could provide good
quality reception to those listeners not situated near the limit of the
service area. During the past 20 years, to combat increasing
interference, receivers have been developed having rather narrower IF
passbands which results in only the lower audio frequencies being
reproduced, it being generally accepted that listeners requiring high
quality reception should use VHF. The audio bandwidth restriction being
advocated for use with 8 kHz is not substantially different from that
now being applied voluntarily, with the present 9 kHz channelling, by a
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number of European broadcasters. Replanning with 8 kHz channel spacing,
combined with a transmitter input that is highly compressed and has an
AF bandwidth restricted to about U.5 kHz is not likely therefore to
reduce quality to an extent that would be noticed by the large majority
of listeners^).
Optimizing the number of channels
The MF band (525~1 605 kHz) within Region 1 is divided into
121 channels having a 9 kHz separation /_ except for the 2 lowest frequency
channels which have 10 kHz separation and the 9 highest frequency channels
which have 8 kHz separation_/. Studies of the distribution of interference
levels in the service areas of European transmitters having powers of
2 kilowatts or greater have shown that co-channel interference is of
far greater significance than adjacent-channel interference. This suggests
that the channel width should be reduced thereby making more channels
available. Assuming receivers conformed to the protection ratio curves
of C.C.I.R. Recommendation UU9-I, 8 kHz channel spacing could be used
without significantly increasing interference levels^.
Idealized planning
In an idealized lattice network in which co-channel transmitters
are sited at the -apexes of triangles of side D, the a,djacent channel
transmitters would be separated by a distance of D/ /3. The optimum
coverage would obtain when the radio-frequency protection ratio for
adjacent-channel relative to co-channel, approximately compensates for the
smaller separation distance of the adjacent-channel stations. Studies
have shown that for any probable co-channel transmitter separation the
ratio of the interfering field-strength from an adjacent channel
transmitter (in the idealized lattice) to that of a co-channel transmitter
is unlikely to exceed 15 dB. This value, taken in conjunction with the
figures quoted in paragraph 1, indicate that a co-channel separation of
about 8 kHz would provide the best balance between co-channel and
adjacent channel interference and hence the optimum coverage.
Theoretical studies of coverage
Theoretical studies relating to both ground-wave and sky-wave
services lead to the conclusion that 8 kHz spacing would provide optimum
coverage'*''.
Conclusions
1.
It is highly desirable that a uniform channel spacing be adopted
within each I.T.U. region and if possible throughout the contiguous
Region 1 and Region 3.
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2.
The optimum technical choice for channel separation that would
he satisfactory with most modern receivers lies near 8 kHz and, given that
it would he convenient to separate channels by an integral number of
kilohertz, 8 kHz should be used.
3.
Both the transmitter modulation characteristics and the
selectivity of the receiver required to operate satisfactorily with 8 kHz
separation, would not involve a significant degradation in the quality
of reproduction. Even with existing receivers any degradation.is not
likely to be sufficient to generate criticism by the listeners in general.
k.
Any increase in the susceptibility of receivers to adjacent
channel interference could be overcome by development in receiver design.
The greater the population served by broadcasting having an agreed uniform
channel spacing, the greater would be the incentive for manufacturers to
design receivers to suit that particular spacing.
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ALTERNATIVE MODULATION SYSTEMS FOR LF/MF SOUND BROADCASTING

1.

Introduction
Double sided'and amplitude modulation has been the system used
for sound broadcasting in the LF and MF bands since the start of
broadcasting over 50 years ago. It provides satisfactory reception with
a comparatively simple and cheap receiver but ideally requires a channel
bandwidth of approximately twice the highest modulation frequency.
Various alternative modulation systems have been considered for
broadcasting during recent years, all of them aimed at reducing the
channel bandwidth required, thus enabling the number of transmitters that
could be accommodated in the LF/MF broadcasting bands to be increased.
The advantages and disadvantages of these systems are considered briefly
together with the planning problems they pose.

2.

Alternative systems
2.1

Single sideband

A single sideband may be used to transmit the required
information with or without a carrier component. This type of modulation
is extensively used in commercial point-to-point services and for
communication to ships and aircraft. If a full carrier component (i.e.
a carrier equal in amplitude to the peak amplitude of the transmitted
sideband) is transmitted, a simple envelope detector will give an
intelligible output but with far more distortion than could be accepted
for a broadcasting service. With partial or complete suppression of the
carrier a more elaborate and costly demodulator is required to extract
the audio signal and suitable receivers for domestic reception have not
yet been developed.
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2.2

Compatible single sideband

For a -compatible single sideband transmission the full carrier
component is included, together with one sideband.However,
the modulation
signal is pre-distorted in such a way as tocompensate partially
for the
distortion normally introduced when a single sideband signal is demodulated
by means of an envelope detector. However, when a simple receiver is used,
the remaining distortion is considered to be too great to be acceptable in
a broadcasting service.
2. 3

Vestigial sideband

With vestigial sideband transmission the whole .of one sideband
and a part or vestige of the other is transmitted together with the carrier.
It requires a greater channel width than a fully single sideband system but
gives rather less distortion when .demodulated with.an. envelope, detector.
However, there remains significant distortion particularly at the higher
audio frequencies unless a more complicated system.of demodulation is
used.
2 .k

Independent sideband

An independent sideband transmissipn may "be thougjht of as a
double sideband transmission in which two sidebands axe used independently to
convey two different programmes. , The carrier may be transmitted at full or
reduced level. The two transmissions are thus contained in a channel
bandwidth equal to that used for one programme only with double .sideband
modulation. The receiver required to separate the two programmes, would be
complex and costly.
Receivers

,

The most important feature of any broadcasting service is the
complexity, and hence the cost,, of the receivers involved. It can be
argued that the relatively complex receivers, for the alternative systems
of modulation will not be unduly costly in the future in view of the
rapid developments taking place in technology. However, most MF radio
listeners currently use battery portable receivers and the problem of
combining low first cost with low battery consumption in new designs ■
appears very difficult indeed to resolve. The new receivers would also
have to be capable of receiving the existing double sideband transmissions
which would continue to be radiated for many years.
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4.

Conversion of the transmitting network
If it were decided to change from double sideband to another
form of modulation the procedure might be as follows :
i)

Without departing from the basic double sideband assignment plan,
services could be changed over to another form of modulation as
soon as a sufficient proportion of listeners had acquired receivers
suitable for the new form of modulation.

ii) If one of the bandwidth saving systems were chosen to replace the
double sideband system, the full benefits would only be achieved
if the total frequency assignment plan were revised to make full
use of the smaller channel bandwidth necessary. This re-planning
could only be undertaken when a very high proportion of all the
listeners, in all the countries concerned, had acquired the
necessary receivers. In the meantime, there would be little
incentive for listeners to re-equip themselves with new and more
expensive receivers from which they would gain no advantage while
all the transmissions were double sideband.
iii)

iv)

5.

If an independent sideband system were chosen to replace the
double sideband system, no changes would be necessary in the
frequency assignment plan and individual countries would be able
to convert their broadcasting systems and thereby provide twice
as many programmes irrespective of what other countries might
choose to do.
An alternative approach would be to set aside a part of the
broadcasting bands, with closer channel spacing, exclusively
reserved for single sideband transmissions. This part of the
band could then be expanded if and when the new receivers came
into widespread use. Because this scheme would restrict the
band available for conventional double sideband services it is
considered to be unacceptable.

Re commen dat ion
In view of the impractibility of introducing single sideband
broadcasting within the foreseeable future, it is recommended that the
re-planning of the LF/MF broadcasting bands should be on a double sideband
basis, leaving the way open for individual countries to replace their
double sideband transmissions by independent sideband transmissions if and
when such a change becomes practicable.
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DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAE IN MF PLANNING

Introduction
The characteristics of simple directional antennae were examined
by the Technical Committee of the Copenhagen Conference in 1948. It is not
clear, however, to what extent the use of such antennae was assumed in the
development of the frequency plan. The separation between co-channel
stations seems to have been based only on transmitterpoweralthough
in
the final plan the use of directional antennae wasagreed for somethirteen
stations.
This paper briefly considers the -technical results that may be
achieved by the use of directional antennae.
1.

Planning advantages of

directional antennae

It is generally considered that the concept of radiated power
rather than transmitter power should be used at the conference because
account can then be taken of antenna efficiency and directivity in assessing
the interference potential of a particular station. The service area of a
medium power omni-directional transmitter is approximately a circle having
a radius of less than 100 miles* This coverage could be approximately
matched by siting a directional transmitter towards one edge of the required
service area and tailoring the radiated power to provide the necessary
coverage. Such a transmitter might radiate, towards the nearer edge of the
service area, less than one tenth of the power required of an omni-directional
transmitter at the centre of the service area. This would enable the
separation from a co-channel station in that direction to be reduced from
2000 km to less than 1200 km for the same interference field strength.
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Directional arrays in North America
Complex and highly directional MF antenna systems have been used
extensively in North America, but only to a very limited extent in Europe.
In the U.S.A., broadcasters are permitted to commence a service only if
they can demonstrate that the proposed station will not cause unacceptable
interference to existing stations using the same channel. This has led to
the development of antenna systems using up to 9 masts and occupying very
large sites, so that the radiation pattern can be tailored to fit in with
the restrictions necessary to protect other stations. These complex
antennae are either used for new stations or to improve the coverage, by
increasing the power radiated in certain directions, of existing low power
stations. It is thought that in Western Europe the use of arrays having more
than four masts is unlikely to be widespread.
Types of directional horizontal radiation pattern
The attached Figures 1-3 give examples of some of the theoretical
directional patterns which may be obtained, in the horizontal plane.
Pattern 2.1 (Figure l) is representative of a class of simple
directional antennae which has been in use for many years in the U.K.
The diagram shows a pattern obtainable when both antennae are driven;
somewhat similar patterns having minima rather than zeros are obtainable
when one antenna is parasitic* Cardioid and "figure-of-eight" patterns
are also obtainable.
Patterns 3.1 and 3*2 are straight-forward three-element in-line
arrays. These arrays represent a good compromise between range of patterns
available and complexity of installation and could find considerable
application* Pattern 3.3 (Figure 2) is another three-element in-line array
but here the elements are more closely spaced and the current distribution
would be more difficult to set up. Patterns 3*4 and 3*5 are examples of
triangular arrangements.
The range of directional patterns is even greater with four
elements and examples are shown in Figure 3* Patterns 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
The patterns discussed above all relate to the horizontal
radiation pattern which is appropriate for assessing the relative level of
the ground wave. In many instances interference will arise via the skywave and the antenna radiation pattern must then be calculated in solid
angle. It should be noted, however, that owing to the diffuse nature of
the ionosphere, a sharp minimum in the antenna radiation pattern tends
to be blurred on reflection in the ionosphere. Moreover if the ground is
not perfectly flat in the neighbourhood of the transmitter the three-
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dimensional radiation pattern will be distorted by the addition of energy
scattered upwards. Both these effects will limit the reduction in skywave associated with a sharp, minimum in the radiation pattern,
Time scale
With the relatively simple antenna systems at present in use,
any new frequency plan involving power changes or change of frequencies,
might be undertaken within a period of about 1 year of the acceptance of
the new plan. However, if new high masts are required, even on an existing
site, the period could extend to 3 years. Should it be necessary to re-site
major stations to take advantage of directional antennae, the delay in
obtaining suitable sites could extend well beyond the time allowed for the
implementation of the new frequency plan. Indeed, because of environmental
considerations it may prove impossible to obtain a suitable site in the
vicinity of major conurbations, a situation that may not become clear until
some time after the new plan has been accepted.
Discussion
Examples have been given of some of the directional horizontal
radiation patterns which may theoretically be obtained with arrays of two,
three and four mast radiators.
However, in practice the performance will
be limited by imperfect adjustment, and by drift in electrical circuits.
Taking this into account, single minima of -20 dB relative to the maximum
can generally be achieved in the ground-wave patterns of directional
antennae. In particular cases where protection is only required over a
restricted arc a single minimum may suffice so that a simple two-element
array may be all that is required. Where protection is required over
extended arcs, however, arrays of three or four elements will be necessary.
Suppression of the sky-wave will generally be less complete for
the reasons discussed in Section 3 but information on this subject is meagre.
An effective maximum/minimum ratio of 12 dB is probably the most that is
realistic to assume.
The use of directional antenna systems is restricted by economic
considerations particularly for frequency allocations in the lower part
of the MP band, and by environmental considerations. As a general guide
for planning purposes it is suggested that the number of elements specified
should rarely exceed those given in Table I below.
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Table

I

Frequency range
kHz

Maximum number
of elements

525 900
900 - 1 300
1 300 - 1 605

2
3
4

It is useful to draw a clear distinction between the conditions
in the U.S.A. and those that might arise in Europe if a new frequency
plan were to assume the use of directional antennae. In the former the
directional arrays are used for new stations or to increase the average
radiated power of existing stations; in Europe the object would be to plan
for new stations equipped with directional arrays to serve areas that are
at present covered by large omni-directional centrally sited transmitters.
In view of the difficulties of site acquisition and cost in trying to
achieve this requirement, it would be preferable to base initial planning
upon the use of omni-directional arrays. Where serious planning difficulties
arise, they may perhaps be resolved by allowing for the use of directional
antenna systems having listed directivity, possibly under bilateral
agreement between the countries concerned.
Conclusions
Although there are clear advantages from the frequency planning
viewpoint in using directional antennae for MF services, in many countries
serious difficulties may be likely to arise in finding suitable sites for
multi-mast MF stations. Moreover, the cost involved in the re-building of
transmitting stations on such sites could be very considerable.
The time scale involved in acquiring and developing new sites are
sueh that a new frequency plan would need to be accepted before it was
known if suitable transmitter sites could in fact be obtained.
Recommendation
It is recommended that frequency planning should proceed on the
basis of using omni-directional transmitters, and only in individual cases
should the planning conference take account of the use of directional
arrays. In this latter case it would not be realistic to assume the use
of antennae having a maximum to minimum radiation ratio greater than 12 dB
for sky-waves and 20 dB for ground-waves.
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INTERNATIONAL L0W-P0WER CHANNELS

Introduction
In the Copenhagen Plan countries that elected to use
International Common Frequencies (iCFs) were entitled to use them with
transmitter powers up to 2kW, anywhere within their territory without
consulting other administrations. Countries or stations not mentioned
in the plan could similarly use power up to 0.25 kW. This method of
planning does not lead to efficient use of the channels since some 2 kW
stations may cause serious interference to neighbouring countries while
others more remote from national boundaries might be able to operate at
higher power without causing unacceptable interference.
There are at present two ICFs and it has been suggested that
there should be more. If a more realistic approach to the interference
problem can be accepted, a substantial number of International
Low-power Channels (iLCs) might prove very useful in planning
low-power stations, particularly if interference could be maintained at
a reasonable level without the need for protracted discussion at the
planning conference.
This paper suggests that radiated power limits should be
dependent upon the total number of stations projected in any one country
and their distance from the nearest points of the territories of
neighbouring countries.
,, v

Co-channel interference
Before any change to the power limitation of transmitters could
be made some nominal value of interfering field-strength which can be
tolerated should be agreed.
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Assuming that an interfering field strength of 1 mV/m could be
accepted, then the total contribution from neighbouring countries should
not exceed this value. At long distances the interference is due to
ionospheric waves but as the distance between stations is reduced below
approximately 100 km the interference is primarily due to ground wave
propagation.
Because the night-time interfering field-strength reaches a
maximum at a distance between 150 - 250 km from the transmitter and
because within Europe there are no more than, on average, four countries
within a distance of 300 km from each other, it may be argued that any
one country should not contribute an interfering field-strength
exceeding 0.5 mV/m within the border of any other country, to ensure that
the total interfering field strength does not exceed about,1.0 mV/m.
Within this constraint a country would have freedom of choice,
both of power and location for its low-power assignments using these
channels, without prior consultation with other administrations.
Figure 1 shows values of effective monopole radiated power
that produce a field-strength of 0.5 mV/m as a function of the distance
from a transmitter; at the higher ranges the curve includes the effect of
night-time propagation. The land curve is for 1 MHz with 0.01 S/m
conductivity.
From this curve it is possible to calculate the power each
country could radiate on a particular ILC without consultation with
neighbouring countries. It is assumed that the total interfering signal
from country A affecting country B is the sum, on a power basis, of*the
signals from all the interfering transmitters in country A computed at
the nearest boundary of country B (or any other part of B that might be
more seriously affected). An example is given in Table 1 of ten
possible ILC transmitters in one country, working in the same channel
and situated at distances varying from 50 to 500 km from a neighbouring
country over a land path computed for 1 MHz and 0.01 S/m.
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TABLE 1

Permitted Effective Monopole Radiated Power*)
Transmitter
Identification

*)

Distance
km

For each trans
mitter alone

When all 10 transmitters
are considered together

kW

dB rel to
1 kW

kW

dB rel to
1 kW

(1)

(2)

(3)

(b)

(5)

(6)

1
2
3
b
5
6
T
8
9
10

50
50
100
100
200
200
300
300
500
500

0.1
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.6
b.O
U.O

-10
-10
0
0
+1
+1
+2
+2
+6
+6

0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.13
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.1+
0.1+

-20
-20
-10
-10
-9
-9
-8
-8
-1+
-1+

Effective Monopole Radiated Power (emrp) is : The power supplied to an
antenna, multipled "by its gain in a given direction referred to that
of a short vertical antenna in the horizontal direction.

Columns 3 and b give the effective monopole radiated power that
could he tolerated from each transmitter so that the contribution from
the country would not exceed 0.5 mV/m if that transmitter operated alone.
Columns 5 and 6 give the effective monopole radiated power that
could he tolerated from each transmitter so that the contribution from
the country would not exceed 0.5 mV/m if all the transmitters operated
simultaneously in the same channel, assuming they made equal
contributions to the total interfering field-strength.
The effective monopole radiated power figures refer to the values
in the direction affecting the neighbouring country and do not
necessarily correspond to the maximum permitted value in any other
direction if a directional antenna is used.
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It should perhaps be noted that the overall efficiency of
small station antenna systems is often low and that the radiated power will
often be considerably less than the transmitter power.
The figures are, of.course, the greatest values that can be used
on a "non-consultation basis"; if higher powers are required and are
thought not to interfere with the country concerned the negotiation for
the increase could be made in the usual way between these countries.
It would be necessary to make a separate calculation for every
neighbouring country to which significant interference may be caused.
This paper has suggested a basis of calculation and has given examples
on the assumption that 0.5 mV/m should be the maximum interference from
one country to another. A similar principle could, of course * be applied
to any permissible interference level that might be agreed.
Conclusions
It is proposed that any country should be permitted to operate
low-power transmitters in such a way that, in any channel, the total
interfering field-strength created in any other country does not exceed
0.5 mV/m. If a group of channels is allocated for such transmitters to
replace the existing ICFs - it should be possible to use them more
effectively without the need for international co-ordination, or
individual assignment in the new frequency plan.
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Agenda Item 5
Proposal No. 1
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to adopt a uniform
channel spacing in the LF and MF bands.
Reason : The use of different channel spacings will result in channels
which overlap one another and whose mutual, interference may be
up to 20 dB higher than the co-channel interference. Consequently,
such interference will cover a distance which is larger than
that of the co-channel. Interference will therefore be reduced
by the introduction of a uniform channel spacing in the whole
planning area.
Agenda Item 2
Proposal No. 2
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to use a uniform
channel spacing of 8 kHz in the LF and MF bands.
Reason : Detailed investigations which were based on a given quality of
reception have revealed that the greatest total coverage will be
achieved by a uniform channel spacing of 8 kHz.
Agenda Item 3
Proposal No. 3
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to use a RF protection
ratio of 30 dB between constant wanted signal and constant interference
signal.
Reason : The minimum value of 30 dB for the co-channel RF protection ratio
is sufficient to obtain a quality which is still acceptable.
This is a realistic value, and it would not be advisable to
impose a too stringent requirement on the absence of interference
caused by other transmitters because the remaining unavoidable
interference (caused by the close-range fading area and by the
transmission bandwidth) has a considerable influence on reception
anyway. In addition, a too stringent requirement imposed on the
absence of interference will lead to a considerable reduction of
the possible frequency assignments.
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Agenda Item 3
Proposal No. k
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes the RF protection ratio
between constant wanted signal and fading interference signal (referred
to 2^.00 hrs for at least 50% of the nights of the year) to be 30 dB .
Reason : Fading interference signals will cause more annoyance to the
listener than constant interference. As a matter of fact, a
RF protection ratio of more than 30 dB would be required for
the same quality in the case of fading interference signals.
An increase in that value may, however, be disregarded because
the decreased protection ratio would only appear for a short
period of time.
Agenda Item 3
Proposal No. 5
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes the RF protection ratio
between fading wanted signal and constant or fading interference signal
(referred to 2 ^ .0 0 hrs for at least 50 % of the nights of the year) to
be 27 dB.
Reason : In the case of sky wave propagation, the propagation effects
will result in a reduction of the reception quality. For this
reason, the protection ratios for the sky wave coverage may be
smaller than for the ground wave coverage.
Agenda Item 3
Proposal No. 6
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to use the curves of
the protection ratio plotted in Figure 1 for the planning of transmitter
networks.
Reason : All proposed curves allow to make further use of the receivers
currently employed. Curves A and B apply to the transmitted AF
bandwidths which are in use at present. Curves C and D permit
a limitation of the bandwidth which conforms to the system,
and thus an improved coverage. When used in connection with
improved receivers, these factors are a basic condition for an
improved transmission quality.
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Annex : Figure 1
Legend
Curve A : normal dynamic compression/a residual dynamic of at least 30 dB
AF bandwidth being 10 kHz.
Curve B : increased dynamic compression/a residual dynamic of at
least 20 dB; AF bandwidth being 10 kHz.
Curve C : as A; AF bandwidth, however, is U.5 kHz.
Curve D : as B, AF bandwidth, however, is U.5 kHz.
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Proposal No. 6

Figure 1
Relative RF protection ratio
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Agenda Item 2
Proposal No. 7
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to take dynamic
compression as a prerequisite for frequency planning. The residual
dynamic should not be smaller than 20 dB.
As a consequence of this
proposal, curves B and D of Figure 1, Proposal No. 6, shall be used.
Reason : The unavoidable interference occurring at the transmission
between transmitter and receiver can be reduced by means of
dynamic compression. The latter will increase the medium
degree of modulation of the signal emitted, thus improving
the minimum signal-to-noise ratio at the reception.
Agenda Item 2
Proposal No. 8
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to provide a
transmission bandwidth suitable for the system which is shown in curve 1
of Figure 2. Based on this proposal, curve D of Figure 1
(Proposal No. 6) is intended to be used.
Reason : The curves have been based on the assumption that it is
expedient and sufficient to have a relative RF protection ratio
of -20 dB against adjacent channel interference. The AF bandwidth
and the rate of cut for the transmitter filter are shown in
curve 1. An optimum transmission quality will be achieved if
the receiver characteristics also correspond to the values based
on curve 1. In the case of receivers with a smaller attenuation
slope of the filters, it will be necessary to reduce the bandwidth
in accordance with the values of curves 2 to 6 in order to ensure
the required protection against adjacent channel interference.

Annex : Figure 2
Legend : Transmission bandwidth b as a function of channel spacing A f*,
parameter : ae , attenuation slope of the receiver filter. The
transmitter is based on a rate of cut of 60 dB per octave.
Curve 1 : Transmission bandwidth suitable for the system.
Curves 2 to 6 : Decrease of the bandwidth .due to smaller attenuation
slopes of the receiver filters.
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Proposal No. 8
3 0

Figure 2
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Agenda Item 5
Proposal No. 9
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to divide the MF band
into several sub-bands for different types of coverage.
Reason : The propagation characteristics of the lover and upper parts of
the MF band differ from one another. If the MF band is sub
divided, these characteristics may be better utilized for
frequency planning. Thus, it vill be possible, for instance,
to use the lover part of the band preferably for ground vave
coverage and the upper part preferably for sky vave coverage.
Agenda Item 3
Proposal No. 10
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to adopt in Europe a
value of 60 dB above 1 jiV/m for the minimum field-strength at the
frequency f = 1 MHz.
Reason : Experience gained so far in Central Europe has shovn that this
is a safe value.

Annex : Figure 3
Legend : Correction factor for the frequencies of the MF band.
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Proposal No. 10

c!3

Figure 3
Correction factor of minimum field strencth
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Agenda Item 5
Proposal Ho . 11
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes the nominal channel
frequencies to be integral multiples of the channel spacing.
Reason : Such a measure would be a prerequisite for the reduction of
interference occurring in the receiver.
Agenda Item 5
Proposal No. 12 .
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes the intermediate
frequencies used in receivers of the LF and MF bands to be integral
multiples of the channel spacing.
Reason : When Proposal No. 11 is taken into consideration, such a measure
would result in a considerable reduction of the interference
occurring in the receiver.
Agenda Item 5
Proposal No. 13
The Federal Republic of Germany proposes to adopt the following
RESOLUTION
RELATING TO THE INTRODUCTION OF SINGLE-SIDEBAND MODULATION
IN THE BANDS 5 (LF) AND 6 (MF)
The Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 197^-j
considering
a)
the inefficient use of the frequency bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF) due
to the application of double-sideband modulation;
b)
the difficulties involved with transmitters, receivers and the
frequency planning when a later transition to single-sideband modulation
is envisaged;
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resolves
that the Administrative Council should he invited to convoke as
soon as possible a further conference at which the technical and
administrative problems concerning the introduction of single-sideband
modulation in bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF) as well as the problems to be
expected during the transition period should be discussed and at which
decisions should be taken with the aim to introduce as soon as possible
the single-sideband modulation for broadcasting in the above-mentioned
bands.
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CONSIDERATIONS ON QUESTIONS TO BE STUDIED BY THE CONFERENCE
AT ITS FIRST SESSION

•

Technical criteria to serve as a basis for the work of the second
session of the Conference

1.

Propagation data
The curves given in C.C.I.R. Recommendation No. 368-1 should
be used to calculate ground-wave propagation. Field-strength measurements
taken in Roumania in recent years have confirmed the values calculated by
means of these curves. Similar conclusions are to be found in new
C.C.I.R. Report No. ... (Document 10/ll2).
For sky-wave propagation, the curves given in C.C.I.R. Report
No. 26b-2 should be used, supplemented for distances greater than
3 500 km by the curves given in C.C.I.R. Document 10/82.
C.C.I.R. Recommendation U35-I, C.C.I.R. Document UOO-1 andthe
report submitted to the E.B.U. General Assembly, Torremolinos, 1973,
concur on the above points.

2.

Modulation standards and channel spacing
1
At the present stage only double sideband modulation should be
considered as a modulation standard for LF/MF broadcasting.
Single sideband (SSB) modulation cannot be introduced at present
since no compatible system has yet been devised, and the use of an
incompatible system is unrealistic in view of the very many amplitudemodulation receivers in use by the-public. Documents submitted to the
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C.C.I.R. (Documents 10/124, 10/T9> 10/48, etc.), to the E.B.U. (Report 449)
and tothe O.I.R.T. (TK-IV-425) all agree on these facts.
With regard to the audio-frequency bandwidth and processing of
the audio-frequency signal, we propose that :
a)

the bandwidth be half the channel spacing (despite the adverse
effect on audio signal quality), for this is the only way of
eliminating adjacent-channel interference. The advantage of
this proposal is apparent from C.C.I.R. Report 457, C.C.I.R.
Document IO/I96 and E.B.U. Document 440.

b)

The reduction of the audio-frequency bandwidth should be
accompanied by the introduction of 4 to 10 dB compression in
accordance with C.C.I.R. Report 458 and C.C.I.R. Documents
10/164 and 10/148.

We consider that the channel spacing should remain at 9 kHz
since existing data do not justify any further reduction. However, in all
cases, it must be ensured that the same spacing is used in Region 1 and
Region 3.
Protection ratio» including noise levels
For the HF protection ratio in the case of a constant wanted
signal (ground wave) and a varying interfering signal (sky wave), we
propose 34 dB for 90% of nights. We regard the protection ratio of
30 dB proposed in C.C.I.R. Document 10/226 as insufficient.
We do not consider that atmospheric and even man-made noise
(except on long waves) are of any importance, in view of the very high
level of radio interference caused by other transmitters (wanted
E . ^ 5 mV/m).
mm
We also think that the protection ratio might be improved if
the carrier frequencies are a multiple of the channel spacing, as
indicated in C.C.I.R.•Report 458 .

.'-:
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Transmitting antenna characteristics and transmitter,powers _
We propose the use of vertically-polarized horizontal-directivity
antennae in all cases where they might help to reduce interference caused
by transmitters working on the same frequency.
..
. .r
We therefore propose that the vertical radiation patterns of the
antennae be ^o calculated as to reduce loi^g-distance radiation as much as
possible.
We do not regard horizontally-polarized antennae as suitable
since they can be used only at night and coordination with other
transmitters working on the same frequency is very difficult, if-not
impossible,
. / ;
As far as transmitter powers are concerned, we have not observed
any ionospheric intermodulation.
Planning method
In the present state of occupancy of the LF and MF broadcasting
bands, planning (ip the proper sense of the term) of the transmitter networks
cannot be contemplated. The method or methods devised will: have to define
the measures to be taken to improve the present state of affairs on the
basis of actual frequency occupancy by each country and the corresponding
transmitter poyers.
Wo positive results can be expected from an approach to the
problem which would involve heavy investment (due, for example, to
changes in transmitting channels), relinquishing some of the frequencies
used or employing transmitters wfth lower powers than those already
installed.
We consider the principal yays of improving the situation to
be :
-

establishing the same channel spacing for Region 1 and
Region 3j

-

ensuring an HF protection ratio of 3^- dB for 90 % of nights
for transmitters operating in the same channel;
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-

choosing transmission frequencies which are en integral *
multiple of the channel spacing;

- -introducing horizont^JL-directivity antennae with a minimum
long-distance sky-wave radiation;
-

reduction of the eudio-frequency band to h .5 kHz;
introduction o f U to 10 dB compression of the audio-frequency
signal;

-

changing not more than one channel, if necessary, to improve
the protection of other channels and to avoid incompatibility
with other radiocommqnication services.
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SOME POINTS RELATING TO THE TECHNICAL STANDARDS AND
PLANNING METHODS PROPOSED FOR THE LF/MF BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

Introduction
Resolution No. 5 of the African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference,
Geneva, 1966, drew the attention of the I.T.U. Administrative Council
to the need to consider convening at a suitable date a regional conference
of the countries in the African Broadcasting Area and the European
Broadcasting Area, the countries in the Western part of Region 3 and the
countries of the Middle East, for the purpose of preparing a common
LF/MF broadcasting plan.
Subsequently, in a report to the Administrative Council, the
I.F.R.B. and the C.C.I.R. concluded that the Conference should consider
Regions 1 and 3 as forming a whole with regard to MF broadcasting (the
LF band being allocated for broadcasting purposes in Region 1 only), pwing
to the long-distance propagation conditions obtaining during the night.
Pursuant to the Resolution adopted by the African Broadcasting
Conference, the I.T.U. Administrative Council consulted the African, Asian
and European countries concerned on the date which they thought suitable
for the holding of such a Conference.
Most of the European countries considered that the Conference
could not be held until such time as detailed technical studies had
demonstrated the feasibility of a more efficient use of the radio spectrum
which would make it possible to meet requirements which had emerged since
the Copenhagen Conference, while allowing for the requirements of those
countries which had received a more or less satisfactory number of fjrecjuedey
assignments at Copenhagen.
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The E.B.U. entrusted Working Party A with these studies, the
findings of which are contained in Document CT/512.
Preparatory studies for the Regional Administrative Radio
Conference for LF/MF Broadcasting were also carried out by the
Radiocommunication Working Party of C.E.P.T., which reached findings akin to
those of the E.B.U.
In the meantime, the I.T.U. Administrative Council decided that
the Conference to establish frequency assignment plans for LF/MF broadcasting
should be held in two sessions and that the first session, lasting three
weeks, would start on 7 October 197*+; the agenda would include the technical
and operating criteria required for the establishment, by the second session
of the Conference, of frequency assignment plans for LF/MF broadcasting
in Regions 1 and 3.
Basic principle of the studies carried out
The studies conducted by the E.B.U. were based on the principle,
approved by the Radio Programme Committee, that a larger number of frequency
assignments should come before a high grade of service in LF/MF broadcasting.
The E.B.U. therefore proposes technical parameters (protection
ratios, AF bandwidth) selected so as to strike an acceptable compromise
between grade of service and the number of assignments.
Planning methods
The planning of a transmitter network calls for the establishment
of a suitable correlation between the transmitter powers of, and the distances
between, co-channel and adjacent-channel transmitters. This correlation
determines the interfering field-strengths which, in conjunction with the
protection ratios, serve to establish the usable field-strengths in the service
area of each transmitter. An increase in the distance between co-channel
(and hence between the adjacent-channel)!—transmitters normally enlarges the
service area of each transmitter, but reduces the number of assignments of
each country; a reduction in the distance between the transmitters increases
the number of assignments of each country but may diminish the service areas
of each transmitter. It is therefore essential to strike a balance between
these two desiderata.
To increase the number of assignments without unduly reducing the
radius of the service areas, the E.B.U. proposes that transmitters should be
split up into a number of categories according to the type of service to be
provided. This makes it possible: to protect a fairly low field-strength
for transmitters using sky waves, thus enabling them to serve fairly distant
areas; to protect a higher field-strength for transmitters using ground
waves, thus enabling them to serve fairly extensive and sparsely populated
areas; and to protect very high field-strengths for transmitters serving
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small and densely populated areas. Thus each country can be given a greater
number of assignments, and a number of transmitters can be used to serve
distant areas by sky wave and fairly extensive areas by ground wave.
To ensure that fair consideration is given to the countries’
requirements, the coverage resulting from the application of the new plan
must be equivalent in all countries. This should not prevent each country
from using its assignments differently according to its specific needs. A
country may achieve its coverage by using one and the same programme
throughout its territory or by using a number of regional or local programmes
broadcast in the same language or in different languages in parts of the
territory in such a way that the whole territory is only covered once.
The Conference may determine the percentage of coverage of the
planning area on the basis of the technical criteria and the requests
aqcepted.
Requests submitted by the various countries
The countries in Regions 1 and 3 will have to submit their
requirements for frequency assignments*to the second session of the Regional
Administrative Broadcasting Conference in keeping with the technical criteria
established by the first session.
Hence there should be no incompatibility, and the second session
of the Conference should fix the number of channels to be allocated to each
category in accordance with the majority of requests submitted.
The number of channels allocated to each category of transmitters
may alter from one part of the planning area to another, if the requirements
differ widely in the various parts.
If, despite the acceptance of the technical criteria established
for the requirements, the latter can still not be satisfied, the second
session of the Conference will have to reach agreement either on technical
criteria relating to a lower grade of service or on a reduction in the
number of requirements.
In the first case, the parameters which might be reduced are:
channel spacing, protection ratios, distance between transmitters operating
in the same channel.
The values proposed by the E.B.U. for the channel spacing are those
giving the greatest coverage, so that a reduction in the channel spacing would
not yield any benefit, since the increased adjacent-channel interference (at
least with the very large number of existing receivers) would produce a greater
effect than an increased number of channels.
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The protection ratios proposed by the E.B.U. represent a grade of
service which is considered only just acceptable by the Radio Programme,
Committee, so that it would be difficult to agree on lower values.
Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that the interfering fieldstrengths are based on propagation curves which give the field-strength
value exceeded for 50% of the time; hence, the night-time protection
guaranteed for at least 90% of the time will be about 10 dB below that
indicated by the proposed protection ratios. This level of protection will
be even lower in the areas served by sky wave, in which the same
considerations should be applied also to the wanted field-strength-. A
reduction in the distance between co-channel transmitters results in a
larger usable field-strength and consequently a smaller service area. A
lowering of this parameter might therefore increase the number of
transmitters for each country, but it would reduce the service areas of
each transmitter, which would ultimately mean a reduction in the country’s,
coverage. This reduction would largely affect the distant areas served by
sky wave and the extensive rural zones served by ground wave, i.e.; the
zones which can be served solely by long or medium waves.
It emerges from the foregoing argument that, should too many
requirements be received, the most suitable action which the second session
of the Conference could take would be to seek agreement on their reduction*
Requirements may be reduced drastically to bring the requirements
of each country within the limits allowed by the technical criteria adopted,
or flexibly by shifting to the lower category those assignment requirements
which, in each service category, exceed the limits allowed by the technical
criteria.
In this way, quality would not be impaired, nor would there be
any excessive reduction in the service areas, at least for a number of
transmitters designed to serve the larger areas.
The Conference could therefore act on various factors, by reducing
the protection ratios, the distances between co-channel transmitters or by
shifting a number of requirements to the lower category and reducing the
number of requirements.
For these reasons, any reductions made in the technical criteria
should be restricted to prevent the quality or extent of reception from being
affected to an unacceptable degree.
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It must be borne in mind that any change involves expense and that,
particularly in the LF/MF range, this expense is liable to be very high.
Therefore, any changes made as a result of the forthcoming Conference should
be warranted by a genuine improvement in service, i.e. by an actual increase
in the areas served and hence in the coverage of each country. This cannot
be achieved merely by increasing the number of transmitters or the
transmitter power, except in cases where this does not lead to increased
interference.
The main purpose of a Planning Conference, in fact, is to meet the
requirements of the countries in the plan area, while limiting interference
and ensuring, so far as possible, the protection of the entire service area
of each transmitter included in the Plan.
Although this is the least spectacular result, it is the one which
achieves a genuine advantage for listeners by improving the quality of
reception and increasing the number of programmes which can be received.'
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SOME VIEWS ON THE FREQUENCY PLANNING FOR BROADCASTING
STATIONS IN THE LF/MF BANDS

1.

General principles
If the LF/MF hands are split up for different use, this will
reduce the possibility of efficient utilization of the available channels.
The use of common frequencies is also considered to give poor results and
poor utilization, as VHF can be used to better advantage for local
coverage. The propagation conditions in the LF/MF bands suggest the use
of relatively large transmitters and a fairly even distribution in the
bands, both as regards power and geographic location, in order to utilize
the possibilities of the LF/MF bands to cover great areas. To obtain a
reliable basis for the frequency planning, a theoretical network should be
used. What this network should be based on, is partly given by the
propagation conditions for the LF/MF bands. For coverage of a country,
range and area should be the most important factors in frequency planning.
Consequently, consideration should be given both to the size and the
shape of a country in order to obtain a reasonable distribution of these
frequencies.
Population density should be of minor importance. If there is
sufficient field strength in an area, it is of little avail to further
increase the power, or to build more transmitters. Such an increase will
only harm the planning and give a poor utilisation of the channels.
However, due to a higher noise level in densely populated areas, it may
be necessary to take the population density into account by calculating
■with a somewhat higher field strength.
Because the LF/MF bands offer possibilities of covering large
areas, preference should be given for the coverage of sparsely populated
and remote areas, where it is very difficult and expensive to establish
a VHF coverage.
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The use of small LF and MF transmitters for local coverage
would not serve the purpose. The effective range would he so short that
a large number of transmitters would be needed, thereby making interference
conditions unacceptable, especially in the evening and at night.
Moreover, it is generally accepted that stationary local
reception can best be provided by VHF. However, for broadcasting to
mobile units in mountainous areas LF/MF is more suitable because VHF
reception in such areas is liable to degradation resulting from
reflections.
Because of the limited number of channels, the number of LF/MF
transmitters should be substantially reduced to obtain a suitable
frequency plan. Consequently, LF/MF should not be used to transmit
several programmes at the same time covering the same area. There are
hardly enough channels for more than one coverage per country. Should
any country, in spite of this, require more than one coverage, it should
not be entitled to claim the same protection against interference as a
country planning only one coverage.
Use of different networks for day and night coverage may be
suitable in equatorial areas with quick change-~over periods between day
and night. However, the method would not be suitable for areas situated
in the far North, where the transitional periods between day and night
are slow and may vary considerably according to the time of year.
For'LF/MF broadcasting, a high quality cannot be achieved. The
programmes should mainly be based on intelligibility, and for this purpose
a bandwidth of +U.5 kHz is sufficient. With this bandwidth, 8 kHz is a
suitable channel separation.
Each country should preferably present plans with a reasonable
distribution of stations for only one coverage of the country. Planned
georaphical location and power should be indicated. For coordinating
purposes it is not necessary to know the exact location of the station.
Minor deviations from the planned position are of little
importance. For practical reasons it must be possible to make minor
adjustments without necessitating a coordination.
Better utilization of the LF/MF bands
Future studies
Up to this time, only double sideband AM has been used for
broadcasting in the LF/MF bands. It is also assumed that during this
Conference there is little possibility of changing to any considerable
extent the type of modulation.
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However, this fact should not prevent a continued study of a
better utilization of the LF/MF bands.
Sooner or later we have to find a better method of utilizing
the frequencies in these bands. However, because of the large- number of
ordinary AM receivers in use a change must be prepared a long period of
time before it can take place. Consequently, Administrations should be
encouraged to study the possibilities of changing to other and more
efficient methods of modulation. Possible transitional systems should
inter alia be subject for further studies.
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A N N E X

Note by the Director, C.C.I.R.
Document No. 10 and its Annex contain a series of
texts of the C.C.I.R. which are relevant to the technical
discussions of the Broadcasting Conference.
To assist participants in the Conference, this
document gives a brief summary of the most important of these
texts, grouped into sections dealing with specific topics of
concern to the Conference.
The texts are identified by the serial numbers they
will bear in the printed volumes of the Xlllth Plenary Assembly,
Geneva 197^- s and each reference is followed by the page number
of the Annex to Doc. No. 10 on which the commencement of the text
in question is to be found.
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1.

FIELD STRENGTH, SERVICE AREA, PROPAGATION AND NOISE

1.1

Field strength and service area
A fundamental text for this section is Recommendation 449
(p.245) which cites specific definitions of usable field strength
and, on the basis of these definitions, defines the service area
of a broadcasting transmitter.
The principal texts in this section are Report 400-2
(p.28l) (§3) and Report 6 l6 (p.357) which deal in an exhaustive
manner with the coverage during the day and at night for band 6 .
Proposals are set forth as to how the coverage can be improved,
either by the use of synchronized transmitters or by exploiting
antennae directivity. Tabular values are given of the advantages
to be gained by the adoption of the techniques set out in the
Report. Of almost equal importance is Report 6l8 (p.379) which
defines radiation in bands 5 and 6 in terms of effective monopole
radiated power (e.m.r.p.) and cymomotive. form (c.m.f.).
Of subsidiary interest to this question is Report 516
(p.3 5 3 ) dealing with the evaluation of the field strength resulting
from two or three stable electromagnetic fields. Useful back
ground information concerning the general problem of interference
is contained in Report 4l4 (published separately).
The concepts of service probability and time availability
are discussed in Report 322 (published separately). See also § 1.4.

1.2

Ground-wave propagation
Recommendation 368-2 (p.73) is the fundamental text as
far as the propagation aspects of service areas for LF/MF broad
casting are concerned. All frequencies between 10 MHz and 10 kHz
are covered, for all distances up to where the field falls below
luV/m. The curves are for ground-wave propagation^ These curves,
while based upon the parameter values of the electrical character
istics of the earth, are readily applicable to practical cases
because a valid method of calculating field strengths over mixed
paths is also described. "Mixed paths" in this context means
paths along which the values of the electrical characteristics
of the earth vary, for example such a path may contain successive

* This relates to continuous coverage of the service area only. As
regards interference propagation, which is also an essential parameter
for broadcasting planning, reference should also be made t o '§ 1 .3 .
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sections of land and water, or low-conductivity soil and highconductivity soil. Understanding of this text will he assisted
by some study of the associated Reports. These associated
Reports 229~2 (p.97) and 235~2 (p.107) explain the measurement
of the electrical characteristics of the surface of the Earth,
on whose values the propagation curves depend. As a result of
new contributions during the period 1970-1974, Figs. 1, 2 and 3
of this Report give values of dielectric constant, conductivity
and depth of penetration in graphical form as functions of
frequency. The general measurement of field strength and
associated parameters in practical cases is given in Report 227~1
(p.87); in this regard it should be noted that computer
programmes already exist for this purpose (see Doc. 5/1040).

i

1.3

Sky-wave propagation
Recommendation 435~2 (p.121) - Prediction of sky-wave
field strengths between 150 and 1600 kHz, recommends the
method provided in § 7 of Report 575 (p.203) and its Annex, for
provisional use. This new Report, which reconciles several important
methods for the calculation of field strength, and which extends
the useful distance range, was prepared with a view to its use
by the LF/MF Conference.
Ionospheric cross-modulation is discussed in § 2.2
in relation to transmitter power. The use of "orthogonal transmission"
to reduce sky-wave interference is discussed in Report 431-1 (p.l6 l).

1.4

Atmospheric and man-made noise
Recommendation 372 (p.119) “ The use of data on radio
noise, recommends the use of Report 258-2 (Doc. 6/1014) - Man-made
radio noise, and Report 322 (Doc. 6/1032 and separately published
booklet) - World distribution and characteristics of atmospheric
radio noise, were not included in Doc. No. 10 on account of their
bulk.

*

2.

TRANSMITTER POWER AND ANTENNAE

2.1

Transmitting antennae
Report 401-2 (p.30l) describes high-efficiency trans
mitting antennae which give reduced radiation in unwanted directions,
and more efficient use of the wanted radiation, either to increase
the service area or to enable the same service area to be obtained
with reduced transmitter power. Report 6 l 6 (p.357) shows how the
directional properties of transmitting antennae may be used to
improve the coverage (see also § l).

Annex to Addendum to
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2.2

Transmitter power
Terms and definitions relating to transmitter power
are given in Recommendation 326-2 (p.l) which also describes the
relationships between peak envelope power, mean power and carrier
power. This Recommendation was recently revised in respect of
methods for measuring peak envelope power.
The phenomenon of
the steps that can be taken
of the transmitter power at
discussed in Recommendation

3.

ionospheric cross-modulation and
to keep it to a minimum, by adjustment
critical angles of elevation, are
4-98 (p.243) and Report 460-1 (p.34l).

METHODS OF MODULATION, CHANNEL SPACING AND PROTECTION RATIOS
The basic texts dealing with these aspects are Reports
40Q-2 (p.28 l) and 458-1 (p.3 2 3 ) which investigate the whole
problem of planning a broadcasting service in bands 5 and 6 with
specific reference to the factors limiting the coverage area and
the channel spacing, and the various types of modulation that can
be employed. A general discussion on channel spacing is given.
Definitions and explanatory notes for terms dealing with
bandwidth and spectra of emission for different types of modulation
are given in Recommendation 328-3 (p.21). The necessary bandwidth,
the power spectrum within the necessary band and the out-of-band
spectrum from the viewpoint of spectrum economy, are set out for
amplitude-modulation sound broadcasting in § 2.5* Report 457~1
(p.3 1 1 ) amplifies the discussion of necessary bandwidth, and was
extended during the recent period in respect of the relation
between system bandwidth, carrier spacing and adjacent channel radio
frequency protection ratio. Proposed methods for compatible single
sideband transmission, and a discussion of their advantages and
disadvantages, are given in Report 299~3 (p.257)Report 531 (p.6 9 ) discusses single-sideband broadcasting
transmitters with respect to acceptable levels of intermodulation;
it defines carrier suppression and peak envelope power and
describes the power components of a single-sideband emission as a
function of the carrier suppression.
The subjective assessment of the quality of sound
broadcasting programmes is discussed in Report 623 (p.383).
Since the service area (see § l.l) is defined by the limits
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of acceptable quality, from this the protection ratio at the
edge of the service area can be determined. Definitions of the
various types of protection ratio at audio and at radiofrequencies
are given in Recommendation 447~1 (p.233), whereas the values of
protection ratio to be achieved under various conditions are given
in Recommendations 44-8-1 (p.235) and 449~2 (p.237)A general
summary of information regarding protection ratios for amplitudemodulation sound broadcasting is to be found in Report 298-3 (p.249).
The particular case of a system of synchronized transmitters is
given in Report 459~1 (p-333).
The objective two-signal method of measuring protection
ratio is described in Report 399~2 (p.2 6 3 ) and the way in which
the results of such measurements should be presented will be found
in Recommendation 4l3~3 (p.231). A mathematical model for
determining adjacent-channel interference in amplitude-modulated
systems is outlined in a new Report 523 (p.35). The calculation
method indicates the effect of system parameters, such as rateof-attenuat-ion slopes of band limiting filters, on the relative
radio-frequency protection ratio, and shows good agreement between
measured and calculated values.
RECEIVING INSTALLATIONS
The principal characteristics of sound broadcasting
receivers and receiving antennae that should be taken into account
for planning purposes are set out in detail in Report 6l7 (p«37l)«
The Report also contains a comprehensive list of references to
C.C.I.R. and other texts dealing with this problem.
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Corrigendum No, 2 to
Document No. 10-E
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BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSIO N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
TEXTS OF THE C.C.I.R. CONCERNING BROADCASTING

The Director of the C.C.I.R. has informed me that the map of
magnetic declination in £>qc. 10, page 228, corresponds to the 19^5
situation. The Secretariat of the C.CfI.R, recently obtained a more
recent map, corresponding to the 1970 situation. Tfyis is reproduced on
the two attached sheetsr
.
These maps will be reproduced, in an appropriate form, in the
final version pf the documents of the Xillth Plenary Assembly of the C.C.I.R.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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L’inscription d'un pays ou d’un territoire sur cette carte ainsi que le tracd de frontidres n'impliquent,
de la part de I'U.I.T., aucune prise de position quant au statut politique de ces pays ou territoires, ni
aucune reconnaissance offfcielle de ces frontidres.
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The mention of the name of a country or of a territory on this map, as well as the tracing of borders.
do not imply, on the part of the I.T.U., any position with respect to the political status of such a country
or territory, or official recognition of these borders.
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to

TEXTS OF THE C.C.I.R. CONCERNING BROADCASTING

Annex to Document No. 10, Page 121 :
1.

After "Recommendation 1+35“ •*. (Doc. 6/1056(Rev.l))", add an
'asterisk

2.

For "UNANIMOUSLY RECOMMENDS", read "RECOMMENDS"

3.

Add the following footnote at the Bottom of the page :
"* The People's Republic of China reserves its opinion on this
Recommendation."

Page 22k : the last line should read

"f* at 350 +

(2 .8d) + 3 0 0

1/3 „

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION
Document No. 10-E
August 197^
Original : English

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSIO N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General

TEXTS OF THE C.C.I.R. CONCERNING BROADCASTING
IN BANDS 5 (LF) AND 6 (MF)

As requested by the Director of the C.C.I.R., I attach herewith
a list of texts, approved by the Xlllth Plenary Assembly of the C.C.I.R.,
which are considered to be of interest to the Conference. In the listing
the left-hand column shows the number of the text in its original form as
it appears in the New Delhi Volumes, while entirely new texts are so indicated.
In the right-hand column, where appropriate, the number of the plenary document
considered by the Plenary Assembly is given.
These texts are already available to administrations and they will
be reproduced again in the form of a booklet which will be made available
to participants in the Conference on their arrival. One copy will however,
be despatched to each Administration when available.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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A N N E X

C.C.I.R. TEXTS TO BE PRESENTED
TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE ON LF/MF BROADCASTING

STUDY GROUP 1
(Spectrum utilization and monitoring)

Text

Pink
Document
No.
Refers

Recommendations
326-1

1/1026

Power of radio transmitters

328-2

1/1025

Spectra and bandwidths of emissions

New

1/1051

System models for the evaluation of
compatibility in spectrum use

New

1/1052

Measures of voice transmission performance

New '

1/1056

Provisional signal-to-interference protection
ratios required for spectrum utilization
investigations

New

1/1062

Power of radio transmitters

Reports

\

Document No. 10-E
Page 4

STUDY GROUP 5
(Propagation in non-ionized media)

Text

Pink
Document
No.
Refers

Recommendation
5/1024

Ground-wave propagation curves for frequencies
between 10 kHz and 10 MHz

227

5/1026

General methods of measuring the field-strength
and related parameters

229-1

5/1027

Electrical characteristics of the surface
of the earth

235-1

5/1030

Effects of tropospheric refraction at
frequencies below TO MHz

428

5/1040

The computation of ground-wave propagation
curves

New

5/1045

Free-space propagation

368-1

Reports

Document No. 10-E
Page 5

STUDY GROUP 6
(Ionospheric propagation)

Text

Pink
Document
No.
Refers

Recommendations
372
435-1

6/1044
6/1056(Rev.l)

Use of data on radio noise
Sky-wave propagation curves between 300 km
and 3*500 km at frequencies between 150 kHz
and 1 600 kHz in the European broadcasting
area

Reports
264-2

6/1068

Sky-wave propagation curves between 300 km
and 3*500 km at frequencies between 150 kHz
and 1 600 kHz in the European broadcasting
area

266-2

6/1079

Ionospheric propagation characteristics
pertinent to radiocommunication systems
design (Fading)

431

6/1063

Analysis of sky-wave propagation measurements
for the frequency range 150 kHz to 1 600 kHz

.New

6/1073

Ionospheric cross-modulation

New

6/1083(Rev.1)

Methods for predicting sky-wave field strengths
at frequencies between 150 kHz and 1 600 kHz

Resolution
12-2

6/1055

Sky-wave propagation at frequencies between
150 and 1 600 kHz

1
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STUDY GROUP 10
(Broadcasting Service (sound))
I

--Text

T------------------

--- --

-----

■

Pink
Document
No.
Refers

Recommendations
413-2

10/1027

Presentation of the results of measurements
of radio-frequency protection ratio for
sound broadcasting.in bands 5(LF), 6 (MF),
and 7 (HP)

414

-

Directional antennae - Presentation of antenna
diagrams

447

- ,

Signal-to-interference ratios in amplitudemodulation sound broadcasting - Definitions

448

10/1039

Sound broadcasting in bands 5(LF) and
6 (MF) - Radio-frequency protection ratio

449-1

10/1018

Amplitude-modulation sound broadcasting Relative radio-frequency protection radio
curves

New

10/1019

Sound broadcasting in bands 5(LF) and 6 (MF) Interference due to ionospheric cross
modulation

New

10/1031(Rev.1)

Sound broadcasting in bands 5(LF) and 6 (MF) Definitions of specific field strengths and
service area

Reports
298-2

10/1047

299-2

10/1055

Compatible single-sideband transmission for
| amplitude-modulation and broadcasting services

399-1

10/1049

Amplitude-modulation sound broadcasting Objective two-signal methods for the
determination of radio-frequency protection
ratios

Protection ratios for amplitude-modulation
sound broadcasting

Document No. 10-E
Page 7

Study Group 10 (cont.)

Pink
Document
No.
Refers

Text

Reports
lO/1053+Corr.l

400-1

Sound broadcasting in bands 5(LF), 6 (MF) and
7 (HP) - Factors limiting broadcasting coverage
in band 6 (MF)

401

10/1015+
Add. 1

Broadcasting in bands 5(LF) and 6 (MF) - High
efficiency transmitting antennae

457

10/1050

Broadcasting in bands 5(LF), 6 (MF) and
7(HF) - Necessary bandwidth.of emission

458

10/1058

Sound broadcasting systems in bands 5(BF)j
6 (MF) and 7(HF)

459

10/1008

Radio-frequency protection ratio for
synchronized broadcasting transmitters

460

10/1017

Ionospheric cross-modulation

46l

-

516

.

-

Broadcasting in band 6 (MF) - Reduction of
sky-wave field strength
Field strength resulting from two or three
stable electromagnetic fields

New

IO/IO6O

Broadcasting coverage in band 6 (MF) Operational aspects

New

10/1052

Characteristics of sound broadcasting receivers
and receiving antennae - Principal
characteristics for frequency planning purposes

New

10/1005

Definitions of radiation in bands 5(LF) and
6 (MF)

New

10/1025

Subjective assessment of the quality of sound
in broadcasting

I

Annex to
Document No. 10

CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE CCIR TO THE
ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE FOR
SOUND BROADCASTING IN BANDS 5(LF)
A N D 6 (MF)
(REGIONS 1 2)
(GENEVA, 1974) x

General Secretariat
of the
International Telecommunication Union
Geneva, September 1974

INTRODUCTION

In accordance with the provisions of Article l4, paragraph 2(2),
(No. 191) of the International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux,
1965 and of Chapter 18 (Nos. 809 and 810) of the General Regulations annexed
thereto, the Director, C.C.I.R. herewith submits the following texts to the
Administrative Radio Conference for Regions 1 and 3 (LF/MF Broadcasting) ,
1974. These texts were selected as representing the most recent C.C.I.R.
results on technical subjects to be considered and were approved by the
Xlllth Plenary Assembly for submission to the Conference.

Jack W. HERBSTREIT
Director, C.C.I.R.

Geneva, 28 August 1974
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INDEX

Text

No.
(New Delhi,

1970)

N o . Doc.

C.C.I.R.
197^

Title

Page

STUDY' GROUP- 1
(Spectrum utilization and monitoring)
Recommendations

1

326-1

1/1026

Power of radio transmitters

328-2

1/1025

Spectra and tandwidths of
emissions

21

System models for the evalua
tion of interference

35

Measure of voice transmission
performance

47

Prov isional signal-t0-int erfer enc e
protection ratios required for
spectrum utilization investigations

59

Power of radio transmitters

69

Reports
New

New

New

New

1/1051
1/1052
1/1056

1/1062

STUDY GROUP 5
(Propagation in non-ionized media)
Recommendat ion

368-1

5/102U

Ground-wave propagation curves
for frequencies between 10 kHz
and 10 MHz

73

General methods of measuring the
field-strength and related
parameters

87

Electrical characteristics of
the surface of the Earth

97

Reports

227

229-1
235-1
U28
New

5/1026

5/1027
5/1030
5/1040
5/10U5

Effects of tropospheric refraction
at frequencies below 10 MHz

107

The computation of ground-wave
propagation curves

111

Free-space propagation

113

STUDY GROUP_fi
(ionospheric Propagation)
Recommendations
372

6/10hk

Use of data on radio noise

119

1+35-1

6/1056

Prediction of sky-wave field
strength between 150 and
1600 kHz

121

Sky-wave propagation curves between
300 km and 3500 km at frequencies
between 150 kHz and 1600 kHz in
the European broadcasting area

123

Ionospheric propagation character
istics pertinent to radiocommuni
cation systems design (fading)

141

Analysis of sky-wave propagation
measurements for the frequency
range 150 kHz to 1600 kHz

161

Reports
264-2

6/1068

266-2

6/1079

1+31

6/1063

New

6/1073

Ionospheric cross-modulation

191

New

6/1083

Methods for predicting sky-wave
field strengths at frequencies
between 150 kHz and 1600 kHz

203

Sky-wave propagation at frequencies,
between 150 and 1600.kHz

229

Resolution
12-2

i
1

6/1055

STUDY GROUP 10
(Broadcasting service (sound))
Recoiranendations
U13-2

10/1027

Presentation of the results of
measurements of radio—frequency
protection ratios for sound
broadcasting in bands 5 (.LF), 6 (MF)
and 7 (HF)

231

1+lU

-

Presentation of antenna diagrams

233

1+1+7

—

Signal-to-interference ratios in
amplitude-modulation sound
broadcasting

233

1+1+8

hk9-l
New

New

298-2
299-2

399-1
1+00-1

1+01-1

1+57

1+58
1+59

10/1039

10/1018

10/1019

10/1031

10/101+7
10/1055

10/101+9
10/1053
+Corr.1

10/1015
+Add.1
10/1050

10/1058
10/1008

1+60

10/1017

1+61

—

516

V.

Sound broadcasting in bands 5 (LF)
and 6 (MF). Radio-frequency
protection ratio

255

Amplitude-modulation sound broad
casting

237

Sound broadcasting in bands 5 (LF)
and 6 (MF). Interference due to
ionospheric cross-modulation

243

Sound broadcasting in bands 5 (LF)
and 6 (MF). Definitions of specific
field-strengths and service area

245

Protection ratios for amplitudemodulation sound broadcasting

249

Compatible single—sideband trans
mission for amplitude-modulation
sound broadcasting services

257

Amplitude-^nodulation sound broad-^
casting

263

Sound broadcasting in bands 5 (.LF),
6 (MF) and 7 (-HF) . Factors
limiting broadcasting coverage in
band 6 (MF)

281

Broadcasting in bands 5 (-LF) and
6 (MF). High efficiency trans
mitting antennae

301

Broadcasting in bands 5 (LF),
6 (MF) and 7 (-HF). Necessary
bandwidth of emission

311

Sound broadcasting systems in
bands 5 (LF), 6 (MF) and 7 (HF)

323

Radio-frequency protection ratio for
synchronized broadcasting trans
mitters

333

Ionospheric cross-modulation

341

Broadcasting in band 6 (MF).
Reduction of sky-wave field strength

353

Field-strength resulting from two
or three stable electromagnetic
fields

353

New

New

New

New

10/1060
10/1052

10/1003
10/1025

Broadcasting coverage in band
6 (MF): Operational aspects

357

Characteristics of sound broad
casting receivers and receiving
antennae

371

Definitions of radiation in
band 5 (LF) and 6 (MF)

379

Subjective assessment of sound
in broadcasting

383
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RECOMMENDATION 326- ,. » (1 / f0 Z&)

*

POWER OF .RADIO TRANSMITTERS
(1951-1959-1963-1966-19T^)

The C.C.I.R.,
C O N S ID E R IN G

(a) that the Radio Regulations, Article 1, N o. 94, lay down that, when the power o f a radio
transmitter is referred to, it shall be expressed in one of the following terms :
— peak envelope power;
— mean power;
— carrier power;
but that indication of one only o f these powers is adequate only for certain classes of emission
and for certain uses, whereas in many cases it is desirable to express the transmitter power
in other forms (see Appendix 1 of the Radio Regulations);
(b) that the direct measurement of each of these powers, or the deduction o f one of them from a
measurement of. another, can only be effected under very precisely defined operating
conditions;

1

2 (Doc. 1/1026-E)

(c) that a specification o f emitted power is advantageous for use in calculation o f radio pro*
pagation, spacing between assigned frequencies, sigdal-to-interfeoenoo ratios sad sigcaH cnoise ratios involved in radiocommttmcatitm;
(d) that, to act as a basis for administrative regulation* o rfo r tb e calculation* mentioned, usds?
§ (c), the relationships between values o f power aatprcaaed in various terms with dl£b;\.at
types and levels o f the modulating signal, m ustbtloibw n.for each^laas e f em ission;
(e) that the automatic recorders, which may harmed in tnonjicciag emlatfoa t or m iasm ing tha
field strength o f received signals, more often imhcate average, rtther than peak field
and that, depending on the class o f emteiQQ <
tMan field intensity may or may not he
affected by the modulation;
(f) that, consequently, it is always necessary for the field strength, as measured by such equlpaM t,
to be interpreted before being related to the power o f the transmitter;
(g) that Article 2 o f the Radio Regulations introduces a new classification o f emissions g>?.d
new terminology;

Ubf

IfcouSLYRE COMMENDS

1.

Terminology and definitions
that the following terminology and definitions should be used in dealing with questions
relating to the power o f radio transmitters and to the relationships between ths various
forms of that power.

POW ER

1.1 Peak envelope power o f a radio transmitter (Radio Regulations, Article 1, N o. 95)
The average power supplied to the antenna transmission line by a transmitter during
one radio-frequency cycle at the highest crest of the modulation envelope, taken under condi
tions of normal operation.
Note 1.1.1 — Applies to French text only.
1.2 Mean power o f a radio transmitter (Radio Regulations, Article 1, N o. 96)
The mean power supplied to the antenna transmission line by a transmitter d ork s
normal operation, averaged over a time sufficiently long compared with the period o f the
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lowest frequency encountered in the modulation. A time of 0-1 s during which the mean
power is greatest will normally be selected.
1.3 Carrier power o f a radio transmitter
The average power supplied to the antenna transmission line by a radio transmitter
during one radio-frequency cycle under conditions of no modulation; for each class of
emission the condition of no modulation should be specified.

C A R R IE R S

1.4 Full carrier
Carrier emitted at a power level of 6 dB or less below the peak envelope power.
Note 1.4.1 — Double-sideband amplitude-modulated emissions normally comprise a full
carrier with a power level exactly 6 dB below the peak envelope power at 100% modula
tion.
Note 1.4.2 — In single-sideband full-carrier emissions, a carrier at a power level of 6 dB
below the peak envelope power is generally emitted, to enable the use of a receiver designed
for double-sideband full-carrier operation.
1.5 Reduced carrier
Carrier emitted at a power level between 6 dB and 32 dB below the peak envelope power
and preferably between 16 dB and 26 dB below the peak envelope power.
Note 1.5.1 — A reduced carrier is generally emitted to achieve automatic frequency control
and/or gain control at the receiver.
1.6 Suppressed carrier
Carrier restricted to a power level more than 32 dB below the peak envelope power and
preferably 40 dB or more below the peak envelope power.

IN T E R M O D U L A T IO N

1.7 Intermodulation component (in a radio transmitter for amplitude-modulated emissions)
Sinusoidal oscillation produced in an imperfectly linear amplitude-modulated radio
transmitter in response to sinusoidal oscillations applied at the input to the transmitter,
the frequency of which is, at the output of the transmitter, the sum or difference of the fre
quencies of the normal sideband components resulting from the modulation of a carrier by
the exciting oscillations, or the sum or difference of integral multiples of these frequencies.
The frequency of an intermodulation component at the output o f the transmitter is
given by the formula :
F = p (Fo ± /i) ± q (Fo ± fz ) with p, q = 1, 2, 3, . . .
where Fo is the carrier frequency, f i and f z the frequencies of the exciting oscillations.

The positive sign between the two terms of the sum corresponds to much higher frequency
oscillations with, as a general rule, very low amplitudes; this case is of minor interest for
the purpose of this Recommendation.

3
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1.8 Intermodulation products (for amplitude-modulated emissions)
All the intermodulation components produced in an amplitude-modulated transmitter
in response to given sinusoidal oscillations applied to the input.
1.9 Order o f an intermodulation component (in a radio transmitter for amplitude-modulated
emissions)
Sum n = p + q of the two positive integral coefficients determining the frequency of
an intermodulation component at the output of an amplitude-modulated radio-transmitter
with a given carrier frequency, as a function of the frequencies of two sinusoidal oscillations
applied simultaneously at the input to the transmitter.

2.

Relationships between the peak envelope power, the mean power and the carrier power of a
radio, transmitter

that in the following Tables, the conversion factors are given which can be used to relate
the power of a radio transmitter, expressed in one of the forms defined above, to the power
given in another of these forms.
The conversion factors are calculated on the basis of certain assumptions; these assump
tions are explained in the notes following the Tables.
2.1 Conversion factors with respect to the peak envelope power
2.1.1 Table I gives the conversion factors applicable when the peak envelope power is taken
as unity.
2.1.2 Column 5 gives the theoretical values of the mean power which would be obtained,
with linear transmitters for amplitude modulation. In practice, the imperfect linearity
of the transmitter and other causes may increase the mean power above the figures
shown in the Table.
2.1.3 As the conversion factors depend on the modulating signal, one or more examples
described in Column 2 have been chosen to enable representative values for the factors
in Column 5 to be determined.
2.1.4 Similarly, Column 4 gives the theoretical carrier power in the specific conditions of
no-modulation described in Column 3, and chosen so as to make that carrier power
easily measurable.
2.1.5 Unless otherwise specified, the expression “ sinusoidal oscillation” in this Recom
mendation means an audio-frequency periodic sinusoidal oscillation.

4
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T able

I

C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

M o d u l a t i n g s ig n a l

C o n d itio n o f
n o - m o d u l a t io n

C a r r ie r

pow er

M ean pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(5)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Series of rectangular dots;
equal alternating marks and
spaces; no emission during
space periods (Note 1)

Continuous emission

1

0-500
( —3*0 dB) .
(Note 1)

Series of rectangular dots;
equal alternating marks and
spaces; single sinusoidal os
cillation modulating the main
carrier; no emission during
space periods (Note 1)

Continuous emission

1

0-500
( —3*0 dB)
(Note 1)

oscillation

Continuous emission,
modulating oscilla
tion suppressed (car
rier only)

0-250
(-6 -0 dB)

0-312
( —5-1 dB)

(b) modulated carrier keyed

Continuous emission
with modulating os
cillation

0-250
( - 6 0 dB)

0-187
(-7 -3 dB)
(Note 1)

Continuous emission,
modulating oscilla
tion suppressed (car
rier only)

0-250
(-6 -0 dB)

0-375
( —4-3 dB)

(1)

Amplitudemodulation
Double-sideband
A1
Telegraphy without
modulation by a
periodic oscillation

F2
Telegraphy
with
on-off keying of
carrier frequencymodulated by a
low-frequency peri
odic oscillation

A2
Telegraphy
with
on-off keying of
one or more lowfrequency periodic
oscillations ampli
tude - modulating
the carrier, or with
keying of the car
rier modulated by
those oscillations
(see Table II)

Series of rectangular dots;
equal alternating marks and
spaces; single sinusoidal
oscillation modulating the
carrier at 100 %

(a) modulating
keyed

(Note 1)

A2
Continuous signal
of carrier ampli
tude-modulated by
low-frequency peri
odic
oscillation
(Example : some
radio beacons)

Single sinusoidal oscillation
modulating the carrier to
100 %; no keying

>
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C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

(1)
A3
Double-sideband
telephony, full car
rier (see Table II)

C o n d itio n o f
n o - m o d u la t io n

M o d u l a t in g s ig n a l

(a) single sinusoidal oscilla

M ean pow er
P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(4 )

(5 )

Carrier only

0-250
(-6 -0 dB)

0-375
(-4 -3 dB)

Carrier only

0-250
( - 6 0 dB)

0-262
(-5 -8 dB)

tion modulating the car
rier at 100%

(b) smoothly read text

pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(3)

(2 )

C a r r ie r

(Note 2)

Amplitudemodulation
Single-sideband
A2H
Continuous signal
of carrier ampli
tude-modulated by
periodic
oscilla
tion, full carrier

Single sinusoidal oscillation
modulating the carrier at
100%; no keying

Modulating oscilla
tion suppressed (car
rier only)

0-250
(-6 -0 dB)

0-500
( —3-0 dB)

A3A
Single-sideband
telephony, reduced
carrier

(a) two sinusoidal oscilla

Reduced carrier only

0 025
(-1 6 -0 dB)
0-0025
(-2 6 -0 dB)

0-379
(-4 -2 dB)
0-454
(-3 -4 dB)

Reduced carrier only

0-025
( —16-0 dB)
0-0025
( - 2 6 0 dB)

0-096
(—10-2 dB)
0-093
( —10-3 dB)

( a) single sinusoidal oscilla
tion modulating carrier
at 100%

Carrier only

0-250
(-6 -0 dB)

0-500
( - 3 0 dB)

(b) smoothly read text

Carrier only

0-250
( - 6 0 dB)

0-275
(-5 -6 dB)

Suppressed carrier

< 0 0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-500
( —3 0 dB)

Suppressed carrier

< 0 0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-100
( - 1 0 dB)

tions modulating trans
mitter to peak envelope
power

(b) smoothly read text
(Note 2)

A3H
Single-sideband
telephony, full car
rier

A3J
Single-sideband
telephony,
sup
pressed carrier

(Note 2)

(a) two sinusoidal oscilla
tions modulating trans
mitter to peak envelope
power
( b) smoothly read text
(Note 2)
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C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

(1)

M o d u la t i n g s ig n a l

C o n d it i o n o f
n o - m o d u la t io n

C a r r ie r

pow er

M ean pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
power

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(a) single sinusoidal oscilla

Reduced carrier only

0-025
( - 1 6 dB)
0-0025
( - 2 6 dB)

0-379
(-4 -2 dB)
0-454
(-3 -4 dB)

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-500
( - 3 0 dB)

0-025
( - 1 6 dB)
0-0025 '
( - 2 6 dB)

0-061
(-12-1 dB)
0-048
( —13-2 dB)

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-050
(- 1 3 dB)

0-025
( - 1 6 dB)
0-0025
( - 2 6 dB)

0-096
(-1 0 -2 dB)
0-093
( —10-4 dB)

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-100
( - 1 0 dB)

1

0-500
(-3 -0 dB)

0-250
( - 6 -0 dB)

0-375
(-4 -3 dB)

Amplitudemodulation
Independentsideband
A3B
Two independent
telephony
side
bands, carrier re
duced or sup
pressed

tion on each sideband,
modulating the trans
mitter to peak envelope
power, both bands being
modulated to the same
level

(b) smoothly read text on

Suppressed carrier
Reduced carrier only

each of two sidebands
simultaneously
(one
channel per sideband)
(Notes 2 and 3)
Suppressed carrier

(c) smoothly read text on

Reduced carrier only

each of the four chan
nels simultaneously (two
per sideband) (Notes 2
and 3)
Suppressed carrier

Amplitudemodulation
Facsimile
A4
Facsimile : direct
modulation of the
main carrier by
the picture signal

A4
Facsimile: sub-car
rier
frequencymodulated by the
picture signal, and
amplitude - modu
lating the main car
rier

Black and white chess
board picture giving square
wave; modulating the carrier
as for A1

Continuous emission

Any picture, 100% ampli
tude-modulation of main car
rier (the conversion factors
are independent of the form
of the picture signal)

Main carrier only

i*
{
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C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

0)
A4A
Facsimile :
subcarrier frequencymodulated by the
picture signal and
amplitude - modu
lating the main car
rier,
single-side
band; reduced car
rier
A4J
Facsimile :
sub
carrier frequencymodulated by the
picture signal and
amplitude - modu
lating the main
carrier, single-side
band, suppressed
carrier

'

C o n d it io n o f
n o - m o d u l a t io n

M o d u la t in g s ig n a l

C a r r ie r

pow er

M ean pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(3 )

(4 )

(5 )

For this class of emission, the
modulating by the picture
signal alters the power distri
bution within the occupied
bandwidth without affecting
the total power

Reduced carrier only

0-025
( - 1 6 0 dB)
0 0025
( - 2 6 0 dB)

0-733
( —1-3 dB)
0-905
(-0 -4 dB)

For this class of emission, the
modulation by the picture
signal alters the power distri
bution within the occupied
bandwidth without affecting
the total power

Suppressed carrier

< 0 0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

1

(2)

Amplitudemodulation
Television
A5C
Television, vesti
gial sideband, pic
ture only

(a) All white
- 405 lines, 50 fields,

(Note 4)

positive modulation
- 525 lines, 60 fields
negative modulation
- 625 lines, 50 fields,
negative modulation
- 819 lines, 50 fields,
positive modulation

-

0-800
(-1 -0 dB)
0-164
(-7 -9 dB)
0-177
(-7 -5 dB)
0-742
(-1 -3 dB)

(b) All black
- 405 lines, 50 fields,
positive modulation
- 525 lines, 60 fields,
negative modulation
- 625 lines, 50 fields,
negative modulation
- 819 lines, 50 fields,
positive modulation

8
•>

(Note 4)

0-080
( - 1 1 0 dB)
. 0-608
(-2 -2 dB)
0-542
( —2-7 dB)
0-085
(—10-7 dB)
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C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

M o d u la t i n g s ig n a l

C o n d it io n o f
n o - m o d u l a t io n

C a r r ie r

pow er

M ean pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(4)

(5)

2 channels

0-025
( - 1 6 0 dB)
00025
(-2 6 -0 dB)

0-379
(-4 -2 dB)
0-454
(-3 -4 dB)

3 channels

0-025
( - 1 6 0 dB)
0-0025
(-2 6 -0 dB)

0-261
(-5 -8 dB)
0-302
( —5-2 dB)

4 or more channels (Note 6)

0025
( - 1 6 0 dB)
0-0025
(-2 6 -0 dB)

0-202
(-6 -9 dB)
0-228
( —6-4 dB)

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-500
(-3 -0 dB)

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-333
(-4 -8 dB)

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-250
( - 6 0 dB)

Reduced carrier only

0-025
( - 1 6 0 dB)
0-0025
(-26 -0 dB)

0-132
(-8 -8 dB)
0-138
(-8 -6 dB)

Suppressed carrier

<00001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-151
(-8 -2 dB)

Reduced carrier only

0-025
( —16-0 dB)
0-0025
(-2 6 -0 dB)

0-105
(-9 -8 dB)
0-105
(-9 -8 dB)

Suppressed carrier

<0-0001
( < - 4 0 dB)

0-113
(-9 -5 dB)

(2)

(3)

Frequency-shift or 2-tone
voice-frequency channel tele
graphy :

Reduced carrier only

0)

Multichannel
Telegraphy
A7A and A7B
(Note 5)
Multichannel
voice-frequency
telegraphy, single
or
iqdependentsideband, reduced
carrier

A7J
Multichannel
voice - frequency
telegraphy, singleside-band,
sup
pressed carrier

Frequency-shift or 2-tone
voice-frequency channel tele
graphy :

Suppressed carrier

2 channels
3 channels

•

4 or more channels (Note 6)
/
A9B
(Note 5)
Combination
of
speech and multi
channel telegraphy,
independent - side
band, reduced or
suppressed carrier

Smoothly read text on one
channel and one group of
multichannel telegraph sig
nals; 4 or more channels
(Notes 6 and 7)

Smoothly read text on two
channels and one group of
multichannel telegraph sig
nals; 4 or more channels
(Notes 6 and 7)
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C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

C o n d it io n o f
n o - m o d u la t io n

M o d u l a t i n g s ig n a l

(2)

(1)

(3)

C a r r ie r

pow er

M ean pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(4)

(5)

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

d

d

O-lSOd

0-312d
( —51 +
10 log d) dB

Frequency
or phase
modulation
FI
F2
(frequency displa
cement on modu
lating oscillation)
F3
F4
F5
F6
F9

For these classes of emission
the modulation changes the
distribution of power in the
frequency spectrum while
leaving the total power un
changed

Various

Periodic series of identical
non-modulated pulses : am
plitude, width (duration),
repetition frequency of pulses
are constant

Without change

Pulse modulation
P0
Continuous emis
sion of a series of
periodic pulses for
radio-determina
tion. (See Note 8
for definition of d)
Telegraphy
with
on-off keying of a
periodic oscillation
which modulates a
series of periodic
pulses. (See Note 8
for the definition of

Series of rectangular dots;
equal alternating marks and
spaces; a single sinusoidal os
cillation modulating the
pulses

d)

P2D
Periodic oscillation
modulating
the
amplitude of the
pulses

Amplitude of pulses modu
lated by sinusoidal oscillation
at 100%

(a) modulating oscillation
keyed

(b) modulated emission
keyed (Note 1)

Continuous periodic
series of pulses, mo
dulating oscillation
suppressed
Continuous series of
pulses with modulat
ing oscillation

1 0

( —6-0+
10 log d) dB

Q2S0d
(-6 -0 +
10 log d) dB

0187rf
( —7-3 +
10 log d) dB
(Note 1)
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C o n v e rs i an fa c to r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

M o d u la t in g s ig n a l

pow er

M ean pow er
P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

(3 )

(4 )

(5 )

Continuous periodic
series of pulses with
modulating oscilla
tion suppressed

d

d

Continuous series of
pulses with modulat
ing oscillation

d

0-500d
(-3 -0 +
10 log d) dB
(Note 1)

Continuous periodic
series of pulses with
modulating oscilla
tion suppressed

d

d

Continuous series of
pulses with modulat
ing oscillation

d

0-500rf
( —3 0 +
10 log d) dB

( a) single sinusoidal oscilla
tion modulating pulses
at 100 %

Periodic series of non
modulated pulses

0-250d
(-6 0 +
10 log d) dB

0-375</
(-4 -3 +
10 log d) dB

(b) smoothly read text

Periodic series of non
modulated pulses

0-250d
(-6 0 +
10 log d) dB

0-262d
( —5-8 +
10 log d) dB

(2 )

(a) modulating oscillation
keyed

(b) modulated emission
keyed (Note 1)

P2F
Periodic oscillation
modulating
the
phase or position
of the pulses to
constant mean
spacing

C a r r ie r

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er
(1 )

P2E
Periodic oscillation
modulating
the
width (duration) of
pulses to constant
mean width (dura
tion)

C o n d itio n o f
n o - m o d u l a t io n

(a) modulating oscillation
keyed

(b) modulated emission
keyed

Pulse modulation
Telephony
P3D
Pulses amplitudemodulated by tele
phone signal

(Note 2)

P3E
Pulses width (dura
tion)
modulated
to constant mean
width (duration) by
telephone signal

The mean width (or dura
tion) and spacing being con
stant, the conversion factors
are independent of the modu
lating signal

Periodic series of non
modulated pulses

d

d

P3F
Pulses phase (or
position)
modu
lated to constant
mean spacing by
' telephone signal

The mean width (or dura
tion) and spacing being con
stant, the conversion factors
are independent of the modu
lating signal

Periodic series of non
modulated pulses

d

d
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2.2 Conversion factors with respect to the carrier power
2.2.1 Table II gives the conversion factors applicable when the carrier power is taken as the
unit, as is the common practice at least for the two classes of amplitude-modulated
emissions A2 and A3.
2.2.2 Column 5 gives the theoretical mean power obtained with the modulating signals
described in Column 2, with practically linear transmitters. The conversion factors
shown are the quotients of the corresponding factors in Columns 5 and 4 of Table I.
2.2.3 Similarly, Column 4 gives the theoretical peak envelope power. The conversion factors
shown are the reciprocals of the corresponding factors in Column 4 of Table I.
2.2.4 Column 3 gives the conditions of no-modulation from which the carrier power chosen
as the unit can be determined and measured.

T able

II

C o n v e r s io n f a c t o r

C la s s o f e m is s io n

M o d u l a t i n g s ig n a l

(2)

<*>
A2
Telegraphy
with
on-off keying of
one or more perio
dic oscillations am
plitude - modulat
ing the carrier, or
with keying of the
carrier modulated
by those oscilla
tions

P e a k e n v e lo p e
pow er

M ean pow er

C a r r ie r p o w e r

C a r r ie r p o w e r

(3 )

(4 )

(5 )

Continuous emission,
modulating oscilla
tion suppressed (car
rier only)

4
(+ 6 0 dB)

1-25
( + 1 0 dB)

Continuous emission
with modulating os
cillation

4
(+ 6 0 dB)

0-75
(+1-3 dB)
(Note 1)

Carrier only

4
(+ 6 0 dB)

1-5
(+1-8 dB)

Carrier only

4
(+ 6 0 dB)

1-05
(+0-2 dB)

Series of rectangular dots;
equal alternating marks and
spaces; single sinusoidal os
cillation modulating the car
rier at 100 %

(a) modulating oscillation
keyed

(b) modulated carrier keyed
(Note 1)

A3
Double-sideband
telephony, full car
rier

C o n d it io n o f
n o - m o d u la t i o n

(a) single sinusoidal oscilla
tion modulating carrier
at 100%

(b) smoothly read text
(Note 2)

2.3 . Explanatory notes
Note 1. — When the modulating signal, instead of consisting of a series of alternating

1 2
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marks and spaces, is coded with the help of a telegraph alphabet, the conversion factors in
Column 5 should be multiplied by the following coefficients :
Morse alphabet :

0-49/0.50 = 0-98 ( - 0 - 1 dB)

International telegraph alphabet No. 2 :

0*58/0-50 = 1*16 (+ 0 -6 dB)

Seven-unit alphabet as in Recommendation 342-2 :

0*5/0-5 = 1.

Note 2. — It is assumed that for smoothly read text the mean power level of the speech
signal is 10 dB lower than the power level of a reference sinusoidal oscillation. The con
version factors in Column 5 are based on this ratio which can be considered as a practical
value for telephony except for sound transmissions in the broadcasting service.
For the classes of emission to which this note applies, the reference level of this sinusoidal
oscillation is determined as follows :
— A3, A3H and P3D emissions : the level of a sinusoidal oscillation which would modulate
the transmitter to a modulation factor of 100%;
— single-channel A3A and A3J emissions : the level of a sinusoidal oscillation which would
modulate the transmitter to its peak envelope power;
— multi-channel A3A, A3B and A3J emissions : the level of a sinusoidal oscillation which
would modulate the transmitter to one quarter ( —6 dB) of its peak envelope power.
Although these assumptions do not in all cases correspond to the practice adopted by
some Administrations, they result in practical average values in Column 5.
Note 3. — For independent-sideband emissions (A3B) of 3 or 4 channels, it is assumed
that independent modulating signals are applied to each channel.
Note 4. — The condition of no-modulation cannot be defined exactly because of the highly
complex and asymmetric nature of the modulation; the figures given in Column 5 are average
figures which may vary according to the tolerance in width of the synchronizing pulses
and of the black level. Detailed characteristics of the television systems are given in
Report 308-2.
Note 5. — The power relationships in multi-channel voice-frequency telegraphy depend
on the number of channels and not on the bandwidth they occupy. Therefore, either one or
both sidebands can be occupied, and there is no distinction to be made here between A7A
and A7B emissions.
Telegraph signals can occupy all the channels of an emission as in A7A and A7B
telegraphy, or can occupy one or more channels of a composite (A9B) emission. It is there
fore convenient to regard the group of voice-frequency telegraph channels as equivalent to
one or more normal speech channels.
Note 6. — The ratios given in Table I are based on the conditions mentioned below which
are considered typical of present practice.
— When one to four telegraph channels are used, the mean power of each channel is deter
mined on the basis of voltage addition. Thus, if n is the number of channels of identical
level, the mean power of each channel is given by :
Peak envelope power allocated to the group o f channels
-----------------------------------------------------

,when

n = 1, 2, 3 or 4.

— When more than four telegraph channels are used it is normal practice to increase the
level of each channel above that for which the peak envelope power allocated to the

'1 3
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group of channels would never be exceeded. Since it may be assumed that the phases
of the different sub-carriers are randomly distributed, the mean power of the emission
may thus be increased without this peak envelope power being exceeded for more than
a specified small fraction of the time.
In this case, the mean power of each channel is given by :
Peak envelope power allocated to the group o f channels
—----------------------------, when n > 4.
4/i
Under this condition, the peak envelope power allocated to the group of channels is
not exceeded for more than about 1% to 2% of the time.
Note 7. — For composite emissions, the mean levels in speech channels are assumed to
be adjusted to the values set out in Note 2 for A3B emissions. To avoid interference from
the group of telegraph channels, the level of this group is assumed to be reduced, relative
to the level as set out in Note 6, by 3 dB when one channel is used for speech and .by 6dB
when more than one channel is used.
Note 8. — For pulse emissions, it is assumed that the pulses are rectangular and that the
peak envelope power is unity. The duty cycle d is the ratio of pulse duration to pulse repes
tition period, and is a constant for amplitude-modulated pulses. Where the duty cycle ivariable, as with position or width modulated pulses, d is to be taken as the average value.

3.

Determination and measurement of the power of a radio transmitter
that the determination and measurement of the power of a radio transmitter should be
made on the basis of the following considerations and methods :

3.1 Peak envelope power and intermodulation distortion o f amplitude-modulated transmitters for
single-channel and multi-channel telephony either double-sideband, single-sideband or independent-sideband, and fo r multi-channel voice-frequency telegraphy.
3.1.1 General considerations
For amplitude-modulated transmitters, it is not always possible to measure
directly the peak envelope power. F o r,an ideal, perfectly linear transmitter this can
be calculated theoretically from measurement of the mean power or of the carrier power
of the emission, but the difference between the actual peak envelope power and the
value thus calculated depends primarily on the degree of non-linearity of an actual
transmitter.
Moreover, the coincidence of the measurements of the ratio of the mean power
to the carrier power with the theoretical values is not a sure criterion of the linearity
of the transmitter because of the distortion which may, as a function of the input
level, increase the mean power linearly without proportionally increasing the peak
envelope power.
The peak envelope power of a perfectly linear, double-sideband transmitter with
full carrier (A2, A3 or A4), modulated at 100%, would be four times greater than the
carrier power. But all transmitters are to some extent non-linear, and this defect
produces signal distortion and also an increase in out-of-band radiation. To keep
these undesirable effects to the minimum, it is necessary to limit the peak envelope
power to a useful value which, for a double-sideband transmitter with full carrier, is
equivalent to limiting the modulation depth to less than 100%.
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The peak envelope power is limited by the acceptable intermodulation distortion.
The method recommended for defining and measuring the peak envelope power of a
single-sideband or independent-sideband transmitter (A3A, A3B, etc. emissions) is
described below. The same method may also be used for double-sideband transmitters
(A3 emission).

3.1.2 Intermodulation

3.1.2.1 Principle for the measurement o f intermodulation distortion
The imperfect linearity of amplitude-modulated radio transmitters can be
expressed as a function of the level of the intermodulation products. To deter
mine that level, it is convenient to measure separately the amplitude of each
intermodulation oscillation resulting from the application, at the input of the
transmitter, of two periodic modulating sinusoidal oscillations with frequencies
f x and f z.
As a rule, the amplitudes of the two modulating oscillations are adjusted in
such a way that they produce, at the output of the transmitter, fundamental
components of equal amplitude at the radio frequencies Fo + f x and Fo + f z
(or Fo —f x and Fo —fz).
Only the intermodulation products corresponding to integral coefficients
whose difference is unity (p. — q = 1), fall within the necessary band or near
enough to it and have an appreciable amplitude. The intermodulation
products of the third order ip 4- q = 3) generally have the greatest amplitude,
but for certain transmitters higher orders, for example of the fifth order
ip + q = 5), may also show appreciable amplitudes. To limit these inter
modulation products, which may cause excessive out-of-band radiation, a
level, valid for all orders of intermodulation products, should be fixed.

3.1.2.2 Choice o f frequencies fo r modulating oscillations
To measure the amplitude of the intermodulation products, it is desirable
to use modulating oscillations having frequencies near the limits of the audio
frequency passband. The audio-frequency passband to be considered here
is the band at the input of the transmitter which corresponds at the output,
to the whole of a sideband of an emission.
Harmonics and intermodulation components, mainly of even order,
may originate in the low-frequency equipment at the input of the transmitter
or during the processes of modulation. To prevent these coinciding or
interfering at the output of the transmitter with the intermodulation com
ponents of the third and the fifth order to be measured, the modulating
frequencies fx and fz should be chosen carefully.
A harmonic relation between the modulating frequencies f i and fz should
be avoided, as well as a ratio fx/fz having a value in the neighbourhood of
2h , 2/s, 2h , 3/ 4 , 3/5, 3/7 and 4/s. With respect to the latter condition it is
assumed that for most practical purposes intermodulation components of
orders higher than the fifth may be neglected.
In an audio-frequency passband between 300 and 3000 Hz, for example,
a value in the neighbourhood of 700 or 1100 Hz may be chosen for fx, and
in the neighbourhood of 1700 Hz or 2500 Hz for fz, in which case the require
ments stated above are satisfied.
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3.1.2.3 Acceptable intermodulation level
The intermodulation level considered here is expressed in term , o ' the
ratio, generally in decibels, between the powers of the largest inter modula
tion component at radio frequency p (Fo ± f o — q (Fo ± f o and the power
of the fundamental component at radio frequency (Fo ± f i or Fo ± Jz) pro
duced by one of the two f i and f z modulating oscillations applied singly at
the input of the transmitter, the amplitudes of which are adjusted as indicated
above (§ 3.1.2.1, 2nd paragraph).
The intermodulation level that can be regarded as acceptable depends
on the class of emission and the service for which the transmitter is intended.
From this aspect, three main categories o f emissions can be considered :
First category
— Single-sideband single-channel radiotelephone emissions (A3A, A3J, A3H)
without a privacy device.
For these classes of emission, the major part of the energy of the modu
lating signal is concentrated in the part of the spectrum containing relatively
low audio frequencies. If, after modulation, the high power components
remain near to the carrier in frequency, fairly high levels of intermodulation
can be tolerated without serious increase in out-of-band radiation or notice
able distortion.
The acceptable intermodulation level can be taken as —25 dB or less.
If an emission of the same class is used with a privacy device which may
transpose the high power components to any position in the necessary band,
the preceding condition is not met, and the emission must be transferred to
the second category.
Second category
— Independent-sideband radiotelephone emissions (A3B)
— Multi-channel voice-frequency telegraph emissions (A7A and A7B)
— Independent-sideband multiplex emissions (A9B)
— Single-sideband or double-sideband single-channel radiotelephone emissions
(A3, A3A, A3J, A3H) with a privacy device.
For these classes of emission, intermodulation products cause inter
ference between channels or undesirable out-of-band radiation. Their level
must be more strictly limited.
The acceptable intermodulation level may be taken as —35 dB or less.
Third category
— Double-sideband amplitude-modulated emissions.
The peak envelope power of double-sideband transmitters may also be
measured by means of the method recommended in § 3.1.3. This is mainly
of use in determining the out-of-band radiation characteristics of the trans
mitter.
Some Administrations prefer to use the harmonic distortion method
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of measurement using a single sinusoidal modulating
oscillation. For acceptable performance the modulation
depth does not normally exceed 90%.
3.1.3 Methods for measuring the peak envelope power
It results from the foregoing that, because of non-linearity in
the transmitters, the measurement of the peak envelope power must
take into consideration the accepted intermodulation level for the
transmitter in question, and that different measuring methods may
give results which do not agree.
Hence it is desirable to adopt a single measuring method which
is as simple and certain as possible.
The following method is recommended :
3.1.3.1 Single- or independant-sideband amplitude-modulated
transmitters with reduced or suppressed carrier
(a)

The transmitter output is connected to the antenna feeder
line or to a test load with the proper terminal impedance.
Provisions should be made to measure the mean power. Any
instrument suitable for measurement of mean power of a
sinusoidal radio-frequency oscillation of constant
amplitude may be used for this purpose.

(b) A selective measuring device, e.g. a selective
radiofrequency voltmeter or a spectrum analyzer, and an
instrument responding to the peak amplitude of the
modulated signal, e.g. an oscilloscope
are coupled to
the terminal load.
The selective measuring device is used to measure the
relative amplitudes of the spectral components of the
radiofrequency signal. The peak value of the envelope of
this signal is determined by the peak responding
instrument.
(c)

The carrier control switch or attenuator of the
transmitter is set to the position corresponding to the
required carrier leve.l.
This carrier level is preferably :
- for suppressed carrier emissions : -^0 dB or less
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- for reduced carrier emissions : between -l 6.dB to
-26 dB
- for full carrier emissions : -6 dB
relative to the level of a sinusoidal reference
oscillation. The level of this oscillation (0 dB) is
called the reference level.
(d)

The deflection of the peak responding instrument,
corresponding to the reference level is initially
determined by setting the carrier control switch or
attenuator to 0 dB.*

(e)

Once the deflection corresponding to the reference level
is known and the carrier control switch has been set to
the position indicated in item (c) the transmitter is
modulated by two sinusoidal oscillations, the frequencies
of which are chosen as indicated in § 3.1 .2 .2 .

(f)

The input levels of the two modulating oscillations are
adjusted so that, at the output :
- the radiofrequency oscillations corresponding to the
modulation signal have fundamental components which
are of equal amplitude, and simultaneously,
- the deflection of the peak responding instrument
resulting from the composite radiofrequency signal is
equal to the deflection corresponding to the
reference oscillation, as obtained in item (d).

(g)

Next, the level of the complete signal, including the
carrier, is adjusted so that, at the output, the
largest intermodulation component as measured with the
selective measuring device reaches the acceptable
intermodulation level, as defined in § 3.1 .2 .3 .

The measurement procedure is applicable to equipment provided with a
carrier control switch. If the equipment is not so fitted, or if the
fitted control does not allow a 0 dB setting, the procedure is till
applicable if the attenuation of the carrier with respect to the
reference level is known and appropriate allowances sire made.
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(hj

The deflection of the peak responding instrument,
resulting from tjie signal mentioned in item (g), is
recorded.
1

i
i

(j ) This last instrument is calibrated in terms of peak
envelope power by using a single sinusoidal oscillation.
This may be accoprplished either :

i
- by replacing tjie two modulating oscillations by a
single sinusoidal oscillation and by suppressing
the carrier or^ if this is not possible,

i
- by suppressing! the two modulating oscillations and by
increasing the Icarrier. The modulation input level or
the carrier leyel, whichever is applicable, is adjusted
to obtain an arbitrary deflection of the peak
responding instrument, which, for purposes of optimum
overall measurement accuracy, preferably should be
equal to the deflection obtained in item (h) above.

i
The deflection i^ recorded and the corresponding mean
power is measured.

*
I

(k)

The peak envelope power is calculated from the
formula :
deflection obtained
in (h) with two
oscillations
peak envelope power = mean power x
deflection obtained
in (j ) with one
oscillation

3.1 .3 .2 Single-sideband or dohble-sideband amplitude
modulated transmitters with full carrier

I
If the transmitter is capable of being operated also
with suppressed or reduced carrier and is provided with a
carrier control switch, it is preferable to follow the same
procedure as outlined'in item 3.1 .3 .1 .
If the transmitter is suitable only for operation with
full carrier, the measurement is performed as follows :
(a)

same as in item 3.1 .3 .1 ,
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(b)

same as in item 3.1.3.1,

(c)

The transmitter is modulated by two sinusoidal
oscillations, the frequencies of which are chosen as
as indicated in item 3.1.2.2.

(d)

The input levels of the two modulating oscillations are
adjusted so that, at the output :
(i) the radiofrequency oscillations corresponding to the
modulating signal have fundamental components, which .
are of equal amplitude, and simultaneously,
i
(ii) the level of ihe largest intermodulation component is;
measured by the selective measuring device, reaches
to acceptable,intermodulating level as defined in
item 3.1.2.3.

(e)

The deflection of the peak responding instrument,
resulting from the;
:signal mentioned in item (d), is
recorded.
1

(f)

Next, the modulating signal is suppressed; the carrier
power is measured,iand the corresponding deflection of t
peak responding instrument is recorded.

(g)

The peak envelope power is calculated from the formula :
deflection.
1
obtainable in (e)
with two oscillations
peak envelope powe^ - carrier power x
deflection
obtainable in (f)
carrier amplitude

Note.- Doc. 1/116(Canada)197 0 - 1 9 d4scribes in general a method for
measuring the peak envelope power of transmitters utilizing the conversion
factors contained in Table 1 of this ]&ecommendation. This method is
applicable strictly in the ideal case 1of insignificant intermodulation
distortion but, additionally, may be Utilized to give results with less than
approximately 3% error for transmitters when intermodulation.levels are
-1*0 dB or less relative to the level of either fundamental component of the
radiofrequency signal.
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SPECTRA AND BANDWIDTHS OF EMISSIONS
(Study Programme

(jbec1’H00ty

(1948-1951-1953-1956-1959-1963-1966-1970-1974)
The

C.C.I.R.,
C O N S ID E R IN G

(a) that it is of the utmost importance to ensure economy of the radio spectrum by reducing the
spacing between assigned frequencies;,
(b) that, to this end, it is necessary to reduce, as much as possible, the bandwidth occupied by
each emission, in accordance with Article 12, § 5 and Article 14, § 4 of the Radio Regula
tions; that moreover Appendix 5 to the Radio Regulations is provided as a guide for the
determination of the necessary bandwidth;
(c) that, for the determination of a spectrum of minimum width, the whole transmission circuit
as well as all its technical working conditions, and particularly, propagation phenomena,
must be taken into account;
(d) that one cannot, strictly speaking, mention bandwidth without having previously adopted
quantitative definitions of the various bandwidths by fixing well-determined points on the
complete spectrum;
(e) that the definitions of “occupied bandwidth” and “necessary bandwidth” given in Article 1,
Nos. 90 and 91, of the Radio Regulations, are useful to specify the spectral properties of
a given emission, or class of emission, in the simplest possible'm anner;
(f) that, however, these definitions do not suffice when consideration of the complete problem
of radio spectrum economy is involved; and that an endeavour should be made to establish
rules limiting, on the one hand, the bandwidth occupied by an emission to the value strictly
necessary in each case and, on the other hand, the amplitudes of the components emitted in
the outer parts of the spectrum, so as to decrease interference to adjacent channels;
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(g) that the three concepts :

— necessary bandwidth,
— occupied bandwidth,
— spectrum emitted outside the necessary bandwidth,
should be applied according to the following principles :
(g.a) the necessary bandwidth should be established at the smallest value possible, while
including the spectrum components useful to a good receiver to ensure communication
with the quality required by the two correspondents (for example, maintaining the
telephone quality laid down, or the error rate admitted in telegraphy), under given
technical conditions;
(g.b) the occupied bandwidth enables operating agencies, and national and international
organizations to carry out measurements of the bandwidth actually occupied by a
given emission and thus to ascertain, by comparison with the necessary bandwidth,
that such an emission does not occupy an excessive bandwidth for the service to be
provided and is, therefore, not likely to create harmful interference beyond the limits
laid down for this class of emission. The use of this concept appears to be a useful
way of ensuring that operating agencies restrict the emitted energy outside the necessary
bandwidth;
(g.c) the emitted spectrum outside the necessary bandwidth must be determined by reconcil
ing the following requirements :
— the necessity for limiting the interference caused to adjacent channels to a strict
minimum;
— the technical and practical possibilities of transmitter design;
— the limitation of shaping or distortion of the signal to a permissible value;
(h) that, although some problems of spacing between channels or even interference can be dealt
with in an approximate but simple manner, merely by use of the data for the necessary band
width (for a given class of emission), or occupied bandwidth (for a given emission), or for the
spectrum emitted outside the necessary bandwidth; interference problems can be dealt with
accurately only if complete knowledge is available, either of the Fourier transform of the
signal or of the function representing its energy spectrum for all frequencies in the radio
frequency spectrum;

U tfW

iM O U C u y

1.

Rec o m m en d s

Definitions
that the following definitions and explanatory notes should be used when dealing with band
width, channel spacing and interference problems :

1.1 Necessary bandwidth
•

For a given class of emission the width of the frequency band which is just sufficient
to ensure the transmission of information at the rate and quality required under specified
conditions.

1.2 Out-of-band spectrum (of an emission)
The part of the power density spectrum (or the
power spectrum when the spectrum consists of discrete
components) of an emission which is outside the necessary
bandwidth, with the exception of spurious radiations.
Note.- For definition of spurious radiation, see
Recommendation 329-2.

2 2
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1.3 Out-of-bana emission
Emission on a frequency or frequencies of the out-of-band
spectrum
l.U Unwanted emission

Expi'evUo-v*
.spurious radiations and out-of-band emissions.

1.5 Permissible out-of-band spectrum (of an emission)
For a given class of emission, the permissible
level of the power density (or the power of discrete
components) at frequencies above and below the limits of
the necessary bandwidth.
Note.- The permissible power density (or power) may be
specified in the form of a limiting curve giving the power
densityo(or power), expressed in decibels relative to the
specified reference level, for frequencies outside the
necessary bandwidth. The abscissa of the initial point
of the limiting curve should coincide with the limiting
frequencies of the necessary bandwidth. Examples of
limiting curves for various classes of emissions are
given in § 2 of this Recommendation.

1 . 6 Out-of-band radiation (of an emission)
The total power radiated at the frequencies of the out-of-band spectrum.
1 • T Permissible out-of-band radiation
For a given class of emission, the permissible level of mean power radiated at frequencies
above and below the limits of necessary bandwidth.

Note.- The permissible level of out-of-band radiation
should be determined for each class of emission and
specified as a percentage ($) of total mean power radiated
derived from the limiting curve fixed individually for
each class of emission.
1 . 8 Occupied bandwidth
The frequency bandwidth such that below the lower and above the upper frequency
limits, the mean powers radiated are each equal to a specified percentage
mean power radiated by a given emission.

The percentage

class of emission.

ft
y

of the total

J will be specified for each
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1.9 x dB bandwidth
A bandwidth such that beyond its lower and upper
limits any discrete spectrum component or continuous
spectral power density is attenuated by at least x dB
relative to a given and predetermined zero dB reference
level.
Note.- The x dB level, measured with respect to the zero
level, may be specified individually for each class of
emission. The x dB values for some classes of emission
and various methods of establishing zero levels are
described in Recommendation HU3 and Report 275
»(t>ocrlA
Report 32U-1 also describes an evaluation of bandwidth
using x dB values.

1.10 Emission of a transmitter, optimum from the standpoint
of spectrum economy

An emission is considered optimum from the
standpoint of spectrum economy when its occupied bandwidth
coincides with the necessary bandwidth for the corresponding
class of emission and when the out-of-band spectrum
envelope is inscribed within the appropriate limiting
curve.
Note.- To facilitate monitoring, an emission optimum from
the standpoint of spectrum economy may be regarded as an
emission whose x dB level bandwidth stands in a fixed
relationship to the necessary bandwidth for the corresponding
class of emission, this relationship being determined
by the x dB level and the parameters of the limiting curve
for the out-of-band spectrum.

1 . 1 1 Assigned frequency band (Article 1, No. 89, of the Radio Regulations)
“ The frequency band, the centre of which coincides with the frequency assigned to the
station and the width of which equals the necessary bandwidth plus twice the absolute value
of the frequency tolerance.”
1 • 12 Build-up time o f a telegraph signal
The time during which the telegraph current passes from one-tenth to nine-tenths
(or vice versa) of the value reached in the steady state; for asymmetric signals, the build-up
times at the beginning and end of a signal can be different.

1.13 Relative build-up time of a telegraph signal
Ratio of the build-up time of a telegraph signal defined in § 1.12,
to the.half-amplitude pulse duration.
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2.

Limitations of the emitted spectra
that, since some present emissions (particularly Class A1 emissions), occupy an unduly
wide bandwidth, Administrations should endeavour, with the minimum practicable delay,
to limit the emitted spectra to those shown below for various classes of emission.
Note. — The modulation rate in bauds, B, used in the following text is the maximum speed
used by the corresponding transmitter. For a transmitter operating at a speed lower than
this maximum speed, the build-up time should beincreased to keep the occupied bandwidth
at a minimum, to comply with Article 12, § 5, No. 674, of the Radio Regulations.

2.1 Class o f emissions A1 with fluctuations
’

When large short-period variations of the received field are present, the specifications
given below for single-channel, amplitude-modulated, continuous-wave telegraphy (Class Al),
represent the desirable performance obtainable from a transmitter with an adequate input
filter and sufficiently linear amplifiers following the stage in which keying occurs.
2.1.1

Necessary bandwidth
The necessary bandwidth is equal to five times the modulation rate in bauds.
Components at the edges of the band are attenuated by at least 3 dB relative to the
levels of the same components of a spectrum representing a series of equal rectangular
dots and spaces at the same modulation rate.
This relative level of —3 dB corresponds to an absolute level of 27 dB below the
mean radiated power of the continuous emission.*

The permissible amounts of out-of-band radiation, above
and below the frequency limits of the necessary bandwidth, are
each approximatelz 0.5$ of the total mean power radiated.
2.1.2 Out-of-band spectrum
^frhe curve representing the out-of-band spectrum should lie
below a curve starting at the points (t5B/2, -27 dB) defined
above, with a slope of 30 dB per octave, extending over at
least one octave out to the points (± 5B, -57 dB). Beyond
these points, the level of all components emitted should be
below -57 dB.

Cu*J

* See Recommendation
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2.1.3 Build-up time o f the signal
The build-up time of the emitted signal depends essentially on the shape of the
signal at the input to the transmitter, on the exact structure of the filters to which this
signal is applied, and on filtering and non-linear effects which may take place in the
transmitter itself (assuming that the antenna has no influence on the shape of the
signal). As a first approximation, it can be accepted that a spectrum curve close to
the limiting spectrum defined in §§ 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 corresponds to a build-up time
of about 20% of the initial duration of the telegraph dot, i.e. of the order of ll(SB).
2.2 Class o f emission A1 without fluctuations
For amplitude-modulated, continuous-wave telegraphy, when short-period variations
of the received field strength do not affect transmission quality, the necessary bandwidth
can be reduced to three times the modulation rate in bauds.
2.3 Class o f emission A2
For single-channel telegraphy, in which both the carrier frequency and the modulating
oscillations are keyed, the percentage of modulation not exceeding 100% and the modulation
frequency being higher than the modulation rate (f > B ), the specifications given below
represent the desirable performance that can be obtained from a transmitter with a fairly
simple input filter and approximately linear stages.
2.3.1 Spectrum
Outside a bandwidth equal to twice the modulating frequency f plus five times
the modulation rate in bauds, the envelope of the spectrum should lie below a curve
starting at the points [ ± ( / + 55/2), —24 dB] with a slope of 12 dB per octave,
and extending over at least one octave, that is, out to the points [ ± ( / + 55), —36 dB].
Beyond these points the level of all the components emitted should be
below —36 dB.
The reference level corresponds to that of the carrier in a continuous emission
with modulating oscillation.
The permissible amounts of out-of-band radiation, above and below the frequency
limits of the necessary bandwidth, are each approximately 0-5% of the total mean
power radiated.
2.4 Amplitude-modulated radiotelephone emission, excluding emissions fo r sound broadcasting
The spectrum limits described in this section for radiotelephone emissions have been
deduced from various measurements. The peak envelope power of the transmitter is first
determined using the method described in Recommendation 326#, § 3.1.3, and the transmitter
is adjusted for an acceptable distortion for the class of service.
Measurements have been made using several different modulating signals substituted
for the two audio tones. It has been found that white or weighted noise, with the band
width limited by filtering to the desired bandwidth of the information to be transmitted
in normal service, is a satisfactory substitute for a speech signal in making practical
measurements.
In the curves defined in §§ 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 the ordinates represent the energy intercepted
by a receiver of 3 kHz bandwidth the central frequency of which is tuned to the frequency
plotted on the abscissa, normalized to the energy which is intercepted by the same receiver
when tuned to the central frequency of the occupied band.
However, a receiverwith 3 kHz bandwidth cannot provide detailed information in
the frequency region close to the edge of the occupied band. It has been found that pointby-point measurements with a receiver having an effective bandwidth of 100 to 250 Hz or
with a spectrum analyzer with similar filter bandwidth are more useful in analyzing the
fine structure of the spectrum.
To make these measurements, the attenuation-frequency characteristics of the filter
limiting the transmitted bandwidth should first be determined. The transmitter is then
supplied with a source of white noise or weighted noise, limited to a bandwidth some
what larger than the filter bandwidth.
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In applying the input signal to the transmitter, care should be taken that, at the output,
the peaks of the signal do not exceed the peak envelope power of the transmitter or the level
corresponding to a modulation factor of 100%, whichever is applicable, for more than a
specific small percentage of time. This percentage will depend on the class of emission,
and in this connection, reference is made to §§ 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 of Report 325. .(5>oc.-ffeo4e).
2.4.1 Class o f emission A3, double-sideband
2.4.1.1 Necessary bandwidth
The necessary bandwidth F is, in practice, equal to twice the highest
modulation frequency, M , which it is desired to transmit with a specified small
attenuation.
2.4.1.2 Power within the necessary band

'

The statistical distribution of power within the necessary band is determined
by the relative power level of the different speech frequency components
applied at the input to the transmitter or, when more than one telephony
channel is used, by the number of active channels and the relative power level
of the speech frequency components, applied at the input to each channel.
When no privacy equipment is connected to the transmitter, it should
be assumed that the power distribution in the relevant band o f speech frequencies
at each channel corresponds to the relative response curve given in C.C.I.T.T.
Recommendation G.227 (see Annex II). This curve is not applicable to
broadcast service.
If the transmitter is used in connection with a frequency inversion privacy
equipment, the same data can be used with appropriate frequency inversion
of the resulting spectrum.
If a band-splitting privacy equipment is used, it should be assumed that
the statistical distribution of power is uniform within the frequency band.

2.4.1.3 Out-of-band spectrum
If frequency is plotted as the abscissa in logarithmic units and if the power
densities are plotted as ordinates, in decibels, the curve representing the outof-band spectrum should lie below two straight lines starting at point
( + 0-5F, 0 dB) or at point ( —0-5F, 0 dB), and finishing at point
( + O IF , —20 dB) or ( —0-7F, —20 dB), respectively. Beyond these points
and down to the level —60 dB, this curve should lie below two straight lines
starting from the latter points and having a slope of 12 dB per octave. There
after, the same curve should lie below the level —60 dB.
The reference level corresponds to the power density that would exist
if the total power, excluding the power of the carrier, were distributed uniformly
over the necessary bandwidth.
2.4.2 Single-sideband, classes o f emission A3 A, A 3H and A 3J (reduced, fu ll or suppressed
carrier) and independent-sideband, class o f emission A3B
2.4.2.1 Necessary bandwidth
2.4.2.1.1 For classes of emission A3 A and A3H, the necessary bandwidth F
is, in practice, equal to the value of the highest audio frequency fz,
which it is desired to transmit with a specified small attenuation.
2.4.2.1.2 For class of emission A3J, the necessary bandwidth F is, in practice,
equal to the difference between the highest f z and lowest / i o f the
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audio frequencies which it is desired to transmit with a specified
small attenuation.
2.4.2.1.3 For class o f emission A3B, the necessary bandwidth F is, in practice,
equal to the difference between the two radio frequencies most remote
from the assigned frequency, which correspond to the two extreme
audio frequencies to be transmitted with a specified small attenu
ation in the two outer channels of the emission.
2.4.2.2 Power within the necessary band
For considerations with regard to the power in the necessary band,
reference is made to §2.4.1.2.
2.4.2.3 Out-of-band spectrum for class o f emission A 3B ; four telephony channels
simultaneously active
The out-of-band radiation is dependent on the number and position of
the active channels. The curves described below are only appropriate when
four telephone channels are active simultaneously. When some channels
are idle, the out-of-band radiation is less.
If frequency is plotted as the abscissa in logarithmic units, the reference
frequency being supposed to coincide with the centre of the necessary band,
and if the power densities are plotted as ordinates, in decibels, the curve
representing the out-of-band spectrum should lie below two straight lines
starting at point (+ 0 -5 F , 0 dB), or at point ( -0 - 5 F , 0 dB), and finishing
at point (+ 0-7F , —30 dB) or ( —0 -7F, —30 dB), respectively. Beyond
the latter points and down to the level —60 dB, this curve should lie below
two straight lines starting from the latter points and having a slope of 12 dB
per octave. Thereafter, the same curve should lie below the level —60 dB.
The reference level corresponds to the power density that would exist
if the total power, excluding the power of the reduced carrier, were distributed
uniformly over the necessary bandwidth.
2.5 Amplitude-modulated emissions fo r sound broadcasting
The spectrum limits described in this section for amplitude-modulated emissions for
sound broadcasting 'have been deduced from measurements performed on transmitters
of recentdesign which were modulated by weighted noise to an r.m.s modulation factor
of 35% in the absence of any dynamic compression of the signal amplitudes (see § 7.1.3
of Report n s r m c m . 3 2 s - . . . ( b o c * / t o w ) .
2.5.1 Class o f emission A3, double-sideband sound broadcasting
2.5.1.1 Necessary bandwidth
The necessary bandwidth F is in practice equal to twice the highest
modulation frequency M which it is desired to transmit with a specified
small attenuation.
2.5.1.2 Power within the necessary band

/

fDoc

The statistical distribution of power within the necessary band is deter
mined by the relative power level of the different audio-frequency components
applied at the input to the transmitter.
The power distribution in the audio-frequency band of an average broad
cast programme can be assumed to correspond to the curve given in
Report 399V. In practice, this curve will not be exceeded for more than 5 %
to 10% o f the programme transmission time.
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2.5.1.3 Out-of-band spectrum
If frequency is plotted as the abscissa in logarithmic units and if the power
densities are plotted as ordinates, in decibels, the curve representing the out-ofband spectrum should lie below two straight lines starting at point ( +0-5F, 0 dB)
or at point (—0-5F, 0 dB), and finishing at point (+0-7F, —35 dB) or
( - 0 1 F , —35 dB), respectively. Beyond these points and down to the
level of —60 dB, this curve should lie below two straight lines starting from
the latter points and having a slope of 12 dB per octave. Thereafter, the same
curve should lie below the level —60 dB.
The reference level corresponds to the power density that would exist
if the total power, excluding the power o f the carrier, were distributed uni
formly over the necessary bandwidth.
The ordinate of the curve so defined represents the average power
intercepted by an analyzer with an r.m.s. noise bandwidth of 100 Hz, the
frequency of which is tuned to the frequency plotted on the abscissa.
2.6 Class o f emission FI
For class of emission F I, frequency-shift telegraphy, with or without fluctuations due
to propagation :
2.6.1 Necessary bandwidth
If the frequency shift, or the difference between mark and space frequencies is
2D and if m is the modulation index, 2D IB, the necessary bandwidth is given by one
of the following formulae, the choice depending on the value of m :
2-6/0 + 0-55B within 10% for l - 5 < m < 5 - 5 ,
2-1D + 1-9B within 2% for 5-5 < m < 20.
The permissible amounts of out-of-band radiation, above and below the fre
quency limits of the necessary bandwidth, are each approximately 0-5% of the
total mean power radiated.
2.6.2 Out-of-band spectrum
The curve representing the out-of-band spectrum should lie below a curve of
constant slope in decibels per octave, starting from points situated at the frequencies
limiting the necessary bandwidth, and extending to —60 dB. The levels are indicated
relative to a zero level corresponding to the mean power of the emission. The
starting ordinates of the curve and its slope are given in the following Table, as func
tions of the modulation index m :

M o d u la t i o n

in d e x

1-5 < m < 6
6 <. m < 8
8 < m < 20

S t a r t in g o r d in a t e s ( d B )

S lo p e ( d B

-1 5
-1 8
-2 0

p e r o c ta v e )

13 4 - 1'8 m
19 + 0-8 m
19 + 0-8 m

At frequencies more remote from the central frequency than those where the
curve reaches the level —60 dB, the level of all emitted components should lie below
- 6 0 dB.

j J
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2.6.3 Build-up time o f the signal
A spectral curve, close to the limiting spectrum described in §§ 2.6.1 and 2.6.2
corresponds tp a build-up time equal to about 8 % of the duration of the initial tele
graph dot, i.e. about 1/(12 B), provided that an adequate filter is used for signal
shaping.
2.6.4 Bandwidth occupied, for unshaped signals
For the purpose of comparison with the above formulae, it may be mentioned
that, for a sequence of equal and rectangular (zero build-up time) mark and space
signals, the occupied bandwidth is given by the following formulae :
2-6D + 1-42? within 2% for 2 < m < 8,
2-2D + 3 1 B within 2% for 8 < m < 20.

Annexes : 2
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ANNEX I
Examples of spectra illustrating the definitions of out-ofband radiation, necessary bandwidth and x dB bandwidth.
Abscissae : Frequency
Ordinates : Power per unit frequency.

Symmetrical snectra are assumed.

0 dB

FIG. 1

FIG. 2

Evaluation of spectra, comparing out-of-band
radiation and band limitation

3 1

Evaluation of s p e c t r a hv means n f
the x dB bandwidth
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(Symbols used in Figs. 1 and 2)
Bn

;necessary bandwidth

B jc

:x dB bandwidth

x

rvalue of measurement level (dB)

y

:required relationship between x dB bandwidth and necessary
bandwidth, determined by the' x dB level and the para
meters of the limiting curve for out-of-band spectra.

B

—
2

:half of permissible out-of-band radiation.

(Dotted lines denote the oermissible limiting curve for out-of-band radiation)

3 2
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ANNEX II

(dB)
Attenuation

Attenuation

(Np)

Extract from C.C.I.T.T. Recommendation G277

Relative response curve of the weighting network of the conventional telephone
signal generator
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Tolerance of components : + 1%
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REPORT*..,.
IwicJTrlcX-e^ QJZ__
SYSTEM MODELS FOR THE EVALUATION OF »SQMFATIBILIJP¥ -IN SPECTRUM USEA mathematical model for determining the adjacentchannel interference in radio transmission systems
with amplitude modulation
(Question 44-1)

(1974)

1. Introduction
The mutual interference (adjacent-channel interference) to be
expected between two adjacent-frequency channels of a sound
broadcasting transmitter network in bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF)
operating, for instance, with double-sideband amplitude modula
tion is the governing factor in the design of such a network
and the attainable quality of the transmitted signals.
In amplitude-modulated sound broadcasting the effect of adjacent
channel interference is characterized by the relative RF protec
tion ratio A f i 9 2 J which depends in an involved way on the
technical parameters of the transmission system composed of
transmitter, receiver and propagation path. The most essential
parameters of the transmitter and receiver, whose influences are
to be considered here exclusively, axe:
- the channel spacing AF
- the bandwidths of the transmitter Bj^and of the receiver
- the rate-of-attenuation-slope of the hand-limiting filters at the trans
mitter c^^and the receiver# R
- out-of-band radiation of the transmitter

35

- the modulation factor m
- the spectral energy distribution of the modulation signal
Utf\C»-rv(<v>Ovjr5>\v
* * This document will he published later in the C.C.I.R.volumes,possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bearfinal number:
S
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- pre-emphasis and de-emphasis of the upper frequencies of the
signal to be transmitted at the transmitter or receiver
- the dynamic compression.
For measuring the RF protection rati/o there has been available
to date, apart from the expensive and relatively inaccurate
subjective test methods, only the Objective measuring method
according to

Report 399-jfc7. Since this method

only

allows measurements to be performed on systems already developed

and implemented, it is not suited for an optimization of the
system parameters, e.g. as regards best possible utilization of
the available frequency range with optimum transmission quality.
To investigate the influence of the parameters of a system on
the relative RF protection ratio a graphical £5] and a calcula
tion method [ l*, 5 J were developed which permit the
determination of the relative RF protection ratio as a function
of the parameters mentioned above in good conformity with the
values measured according to the objective method [ Q .
2. Principle of the calculation method

*

To determine the relative RF protection ratio the physical process
underlying the objective method, viz. the determination of the
weighted power caused bjpfthe modulationyirr"the adJ^rrgntTchannel, is
simulated by means of a mathematical model.

^

Two channels with the carrier frequencies f^^and f^ are assumed
whose frequency difference is equal to the channel spacing A F
" nder consideration. The transmitter power density spectrum related

^

to

„he incremental bandwidth B ff is simulated by the function Fg^depending on the

relative frequency I f I . This function is formed by multiplicative
sub-functions (e.g. attenuation, speotral energy distribution,
pre-emphasis of the higher audio-frequencies) and additive sub
functions (e.g. out-of-band radiation) [l] or it is built up by
piece-wise approximation /

In a similar way, the overall response

of the receiver, including weighting of the noise power with the
aid of the psophometer filter,.is represented by means of the

3 6
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function FR depending on the relative frequency |(*F-f) |.
In the case of double-si deband modulation, F ^ a n d FR are
symmetrical to the respective carrier frequencies. To make
allowance for the objective interference impression , involving
the influence of the noise power in the adjacent-channel on the human ear,

function F^ must include a weighting factor obtained by means
of the psophometer curve. Fig. 1 shows the fundamental shape
of the functions F^^gind FR , the most important sub-functions
as well as the meaning of the designations used.
The transmitter spectrum with the carrier frequency f^>Tproduces
an interference power*Ps in the adjacent-channel with the
frequency fR , which, at given channel spacing

af

carrier

, can be calculat

ed by integrating the product F ^ # FR . As a result, one obtains
f2

APS =

f

Fg (|f |) • PR ( |£F-f |) df

(1)

T

When performing the integration according to (1), however, for
a f = 0 (receiver exactly tuned to the transmitter frequency), one
obtains the wanted receiver powerAPT . The relative RF protection
ratio A is the ratio of interference power to
the adjacent channel

A =

10

' l 0 S|0

^ 7

l°*l

wanted

power in

(2)

' It is expedient to carry out the integration according to (l) with the aid
of computers and numerical integration methods.

In practice, most problems

can be solved to satisfaction with an incremental bandwidth of B
« 100 Hz
•
effby numerical integration.

3 7
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3. Accuracy and limits of the method
In Figs. 2 and 3 a comparison is made between the calculated
values and those measured according to the objective method.
Fig. 2 shows the results obtained for a double-sideband system
and Fig. 3 those for a single-sideband system. In either case
the measured values are represented by crosses. As long as the
values of the relative RF protection ratio do not go beyond
-40 dB, the deviations between calculation and measurement amount
to about 1 dB. Beyond -40 dB, the measurements are increasingly
affected by unavoidable noise inherent to the equipment used and
by the intermodulation distortion in the receiver which may no
longer be neglected, but was not taken into account in the cal
culation method.
Since the method described is based on the determination of
power it does not provide the additional noise suppression by
3 dB [Q] found during measurements of the co-channel interference
performed on systems with linear demodulation caused by the
detector.
With the aid of the calculation method in question, it is also possible
to determine the interference components in the adjacent channel caused
by the carrier (beat note) and by the sidebands, separately.

4. Application of the method
As an example of application, Fig. 4 shows the calculated relative
RF protection ratio of a sound broadcasting transmission system
as a function of the rate-of—attenuation-slopes of the band—limiting
filters at the transmitter and receiver. The bandwidth B T a B^
= 4.5 kHz has been assumed to be equal for transmitter and re
ceiver. The attenuation of the filters corresponds to the Butterworth characteristic. Their rate—of attenuation slope ot relates to the
steepest point (point of inflection) of the attenuation curve and is given

in dB/kHz.

3 8
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As the calculation method described indicates the effects of
the system parameters of a radio transmission system on the
relative RF protection ratio unambiguously and reproducibly, it
is considered a valuable aid e.g. to optimizing the technical
parameters of a future transmission system for sound broadcasting
in bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF).
If a different spectral*energy distribution (e.g. conventional
speech signal according to C.C.I.I.T. Recommendation G.227f
Geneva 1964, Vol. Ill, p. 90) and a corresponding psophometer
curve are assumed, the described method may also be applied
to other AM systems (for instance, commercial telephony).
5.

Comparison of results

Future comparative studies seem appropriate, especially between the method
described and the non-coherent receiver performance model
(see

. Report
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Legend to FIG. 1

Bt

3 dB bandwidth

B

= 3 dB bandwidth

of the transmitter (overall)
of the receiver (overall)

- incremental bandwidth used in the integration process

.f

= carrier frequency of the transmitter

f_

= carrier frequency of the

AF

=schannel spacing

R

adjacent-channel

fl»f2 = lower and upper limits of integration
Q

= spectral energy distribution in the sideband

0

= filter attenuation characteristic for band limitation
at the transmitter

©

= pre-emphasis (of high frequencies) at the transmitter

0

= out-of-band radiation of the transmitter

F ^

= function representing the transmitter power density spectrum

D

= attenuation of the intermodulation products of the
transmitter in the case of measurement with two tones

a^

= relative level of maximum power density in thesideband,
related to the carrier level

©

= filter attenuation characteristic for band limitation
at the receiver

©

= weighting curve of the psophometer filter

F

- function representing the overall attenuation
characteristic
of the receiver including weighting by
means of the psophometer filter (weighted receiver
attenuation)

R

a

- level of the transmitter spectrum at frequency f
T

a_

R

* weighted receiver attenuation at frequency f
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relative level (in dB, related to the
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1

Relative RF protection ratio A (in dB)
Comparison between the calculated relative RF protection
ratio and the measured values (double-sideband system) :

Measured values

— 1 Calculated values
++++++++
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FIG.3

Comparison between the calculated relative RF protection ratio
and the measured values (single-sideband system)
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Calculated relative RF protection ratio :
Influence of the rate-of-attenuation-slope of the band
limiting filters at the transmitter and receiver

)

B„ = 3 dB bandwidth of the transmitter and receiver
N
a = rate-of-attenuation-slope at the band limiting filters
(being the same of the transmitter and receiver) indicated
for the steepest point (point of inflection) of the attenuation
curve (in dB/kHz).
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REPORT

MEASURES OF VOICE TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE
(Question HU-l)
(197*0

General

/(W

/io s t)

This Report/ discusses the measurement of baseband
output signals/(desired and undesired) to evaluate performance
degradation of/ voice modulated systems. Such measures are
important as a means of "quantitative assessment of interfer
ence effects in spectrum utilization, and may be used in
presenting "sognal to interference" protection ratios as in
Report'jMIPE Objective measures are valuable
ror computing interference effects as discussed in
Report,
.
...(DoC.1/I0S*)
The "complete" mathematical modeling of a system*s
performance is the objective of a prediction analysis.
However, there does not gxist one mathematical operation
for analyzing all types of system performance and the
best that can be accomplished is to use the measures that
are most appropriate to a particular system (i.e., mean
square measures, probability measures, etc.). The basic
difficulty is to determine what exact type of evaluation
should be associated with interference degradation. Although
considerable research has been conducted on performance
degradation evaluation, the desired outputs for ^receiving
systems still reduce to a few basic types. In particular,
for voice systems, Articulation Score (the percent^ of words
correctly received) is still used as the main intelligibility
standard. For digital systems, the probability of detection
and probability of false alarm are desired. For analogs
signals, the mean square error (or the SMS error) is usually
desired.
The following discussion will examine the performance
measures of articulation score, articulation index, CORODIM
and minimum interference thresholds for voice systems.
*

The Director, C.C.I.R., is asked to communicate this Report,
which was adopted unanimously, to the Director, C.C.I.T.T. for
comment by the appropriate C.C.I.T.T. Study Group.

**

This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes,
possibly with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear
final number 526 .
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Articulation score

The basic measure of the intelligibility of a voice
system is in terms of the percent of words correctly under
stood ovei*a channel perturbed by interference. This
intelligibility indication has been designated as an articu
lation score (AS) and its measurement is usually conducted
with specific types of words or syllables as well as specific
system parameters
Li] • In an attempt to define the main
voice parameters that are involved, experiments have been
conducted by varying (at audio frequencies) the word content,
bandwidth, audio (S/N) and the types of talkers and listeners
that are involved. Through these experiments, articulation
scores have been obtained as functions of the above variables
and, as one would expect, the scores increased with increas
ing bandwidth, number of syllables in the words, speakerlistener familiarity, and audio (S/N).
If the receiving system is subjected to a range of distortioiv or masking conditions, the AS may then be determined
as a function of the interfering condition. Figure 1 presents
typical AS curves for different phonetically balanced (PB)
word groupings in which the interference was white noise of
various bandwidths
'
[l] . White noise, which con
tains a continuous uniform spectrum, is one of the most
effective maskers of speech and is often used in speech
intelligibility studies as a standard or reference inter
ference.
The articulation testing procedure is not simple nor has
it always been standardized. Because it deals with the
performance of human beings, the tests can yield variable
results in individual cases when proper statistical safe
guards are not taken. It is generally necessary to use a
number of listeners in order to obtain statistically mean
ingful results. Proper conduct of the test is tedious and
time consuming. The situation is aggravated by the necessity
for training the listeners to an efficiency level where the
improvement resulting from repeated exposure to most word
lists no longer occurs. The test procedures, the material
used, and the techniques employed to measure the average
power of the desired and undesired signals vary among
investigators.
!

In spite of such shortcomings, the tests provide the
most valid objective method available for evaluating the
intelligibility of speech communication components or systems.
When the AS tests are carefully organized, the scores are
repeatable 68% of the time within a 2 dB data spread.

4 8
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Articulation

score in percent

100

Output Signal-to-Interference

(S/i)

in dB

FIGURE 1
ARTICULATION SCORE VERSUS NOISE INTERFERENCE
A : PB 50
B : BW 2 6 kHz

C : PB 1000
D : BW » 3 kHz
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The AS, .test is generally used as the basic standard of
intelligibility. However, degradation measurements involving
a large number of parameter variations, signal~to-noise, unde
sired signal pulse width, undesired signal pulse rate, etc.,
can be required for an interference investigation. Because
of the time required to run AS tests with these parameter
variations, it is desired to use an automated measure. A
number of techniques that can be automated will be subse
quently discussed.
Articulation index

There are a number of approaches that provide a measure
of the effects of undesired signals on speech communications
systems by calculation and/or instrumentation of a criterion
measure in each of a number of bands in the speech frequency
spectrum. The articulation index (AI) approach is relatively
well-known. Others are the formant intelligibility and
pattern correspondence index (PCI) approaches.
All these methods operate on the short-term power spectrum
to obtain a performance measure of speech. Basically, the
procedures stem from the original work of French and Steinburg
that led to the concept of articulation index (AI) (Reference
2). That effort, essentially, determined that one can divide
the speech spectrum into N unequal contiguous bands which
contribute equally to intelligibility (in terms of AS). The
method ideally assumes there arfe negligible effects on intelligi
bility due to the speech sounds from one band masking, or in
some way affecting, sound components of another band. Effects
of noise and other factors (interference, distortion) prevent
these bands from making their full contribution to intelligi
bility. The intensity of speech varies according to the band.
For these and other reasons, a weighting factor must be in
cluded for each band in recognition of the fact that some
bands do not make the maximum possible contribution to speech
intelligibility. The weighting factors vary for each band
according to the ratio of the speech energy (in that band)
to the hearing threshold. When the speech energy level in
the band is 30 dB or more above the threshold level, it
contributes its maximum value and hence has a unit weighting
factor. When the speech energy level is between 0 and 30 dB
above the threshold, the band's contribution is proportional
to its energy level, in dB. When the energy level is below
the threshold, there is no contribution to intelligibility
and the weighting factor vanishes. These weighting factors
are additive and the sum can be used with empirical curves
to determine the corresponding articulation score.

5 0
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The French and Steinburg method is, however, still
fairly complex and simpler methods have been developed.
Another procedure, the tonal method, asserts that the
intelligibility of speech depends, not on the absolute
magnitude of speech and undesired signal intensities, but
rather on the amount by which the speech exceeds the auditory
threshold level for a particular type of noise. This per
ception level is determined in each of 20 equally contributing
bands covering 100 to 10,000 Hz for standardized speech and
for particular undesired signals. The tonal method, "formant
intelligibility"
£3] has the property of additivity
such that the overall intelligibility is the sum of the
contributions from each band.
The formant intelligibility process is readily automated
by feeding pure tones from an artificial voice source, one
at a time, to each of the n channels. Listeners then measure
the excess noise in each^ band by attenuating the standard
test signal until it is barely audible. The formant intelligi
bility can then be related to syllabic intelligibility by
empirically obtained curves. The importance of this method
is that it eliminates most of the variabilities associated
with the transmission process and eliminates the AS scoring
procedure. It does not, however, eliminate the listener as
the end subjective evaluator.
Other methods have been developed which measure the
effects of the undesired signals without subjective listener
evaluation. Two of these have led to the development of
testing machines based upon the assumption that speech intel
ligibility resides principally in the short term spectrum
(Refce.rc.txPG[4 ,5j .
One machine measures a number called the pattern corre
spondence index (PCI)
[4j. This number is an index
of the correlation between a speech spectrum without interfer
ence and the same speech pattern with interference. The PCI
is actually obtained by taking the average spectral difference
between recorded sentences without interference and the trans
mitted sentences with interference. The PCI, theoretically,
has a monotonic relationship to articulation score and should
be calibrated for white noise interference. It is postulated
that the curve for white noise is universally applicable as a
function of signal-to-noise, independent of the type of inter
ference. If AS versus noise curves are available for the
particular undesired signal case being investigated, a direct
translation between PCI and AS can be made. This machine uses
an autocorrelation measure of the desired signal and the
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corrupt
output.
Therefore, except for possible mechanical
deficiencies, this approach is adequate or inadequate depend
ing on the Effectiveness of the autocorrelation measure for
the particular interference being considered.
The other machine, produced to measure voice intelligi
bility mechanically, is called the Voice Intelligibility
Analysis Set (VIAS)
[5^ aeod Q . This device also
operates on the principle, previously described, of dividing
the spectrum into a number of unequal continuous bandwidths
(1 4 )
and measuring the desired-to-undesired signal ratio
relative to the hearing threshold.
The width of each band
is selected such that all bands contribute equally to intel
ligibility.
The sum of the contributions from each band is
then averaged over all 1 4 bands to produce the composite A I .
The 1 4 VIAS frequency bands are shown in Figure 2 and the
Calculation of AI is depicted graphically in Figure 3. In
order to perform this basic calculation, a synthetic desired
speech signal, which consists of a triangle-modulated 950
cycle tone, is transmitted over the test channel and is then
measured by the recording portion of the device, in order to
determine representative speech levels in the 1 4 bands.
The
average power (over a 1 7 sec. period) of the undesired signal
in the 1 4 bands is then measured and from knowledge of the
average desired signal in that band, the desired-to-undesired
signal ratio is computed.
The articulation index is then
computed by summing the contribution from each of the 14 bands.
VIAS incorporates empirically-derived correction factors to
account for the upward spread of masking.
This is the phenome
non in which interference at a low frequency masks a higher
frequency portion of the voice spectrum.
A correction must
also be inserted manually for the receiver's frequency
characteristics, which are determined by measurement of the
system.
Reference/^, jdiscusses this correction factor in detail.
The important difference between the AI machines and the
tonal method is the simplification to one test signal and the
elimination of the subjective evaluation.
The VIAS method
implies that interfering effects are independent and, con
sequently, additive.
This last statement is especially criti
cal since the use of a number based on this technique, even
for the simplest use (i.e., that of system comparison and
not performance measurement), requires validation for situa
tions in which the undesired signals (interference) is not
additive.
Another device that automatically calculates the A I , in
a slightly different manner, is the Speech Communications
Index Meter (SCIM) «2^££neitceL7] . The basic difference
between this device and VIAS is the manner in which the
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FIGURE 2
LONG TERM SPEECH SPECTRUM ARP ASSOCIATED AI BMPS
Note : The curve represents the voice spectrum, while the S values represent the voice
power in each AI hand.
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Frequency band

Ik

AI =

I (AI),
i = 1

ih

-(S/N)i (dB)
(S/N). = 10 log

fi
N.
l

FIGURE 3
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF AI SCORE
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CORODIM process with the simulated receiver output described
in Doc. 1/127
to obtain simulated AS scores.
Minimum interference thresholds

The Degradation threshold, or minimum interference
threshold (MINX'!), is the level at which the interference is
first observed. For voice transmission, the MINIT is the
level at which the interference is first heard. Since this
level is obtained through a subjective evaluation, there is
an inherent variability due to the human observer and also
one due to the manner in which the threshold is defined to
the observer. In particular, the threshold level can be
determined by decreasing or increasing the interference
level relative to a fixed desired signal level. In the
first case, the test begins with very noticeable interfer
ence and stops when the interference is just perceptible.
In the second case, the interference is increased until
the subject records that the interference was first heard.
The first method is more repeatable than the second, although
care must be taken to insure that the level recorded is
indeed the last level that can be heard. This is easily
implemented by allowing the subject to adjust the interfer
ence level above and below the threshold level to definitely
determine that the interference was or was not heard.
The test can also be made without the presence of a
desired signal. This type of test would be used for high
fidelity or television sound systems where the presence of
interference during the time the desired signal intelligence
is absent may be unacceptable. A lower threshold interfer
ence level would be required'for this case than if the
desired signal were present, since the desired signal aids
in masking the presence of the interference.
The validity of this type of measurement is shown in
^efejrenceL^J. Two separate listening crews were used to de
termine the threshold of perceptibility (MINIT) for speech
masked by noise. One crew contained three experienced lis
teners and the other contained eight inexperienced listeners.
The signal (speech)-to-noise ratio (S/N) was then adjusted
by each listener until he obtained the threshold of percepti
bility. With the exception of one individual in the crew of
eight, the maximum variation in the S/N ratio required by
each listener was 3 dB. The average difference in S/N
between the two crews was less than 1 dB.
The MINIT can be obtained from an objective procedure
by measuring the interference level which produces approxi
mately a 1 dB change in the desired signal-to-interference

5 5
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synthetic voice signal is generated. In the SCIM machine,
a noise spectrum is transmitted that has been frequencyfiltered or shaped to correspond to the average voice
spectrum. This signal is then filtered into nine frequency
bands and used to compute the desired-to-undesired signal
ratios. Ideally, therefore, this system has an advantage
over VIAS in that the actual synthetic signal power in band N
is used rather than an extrapolation of that signal. The
SCIM machine also takes into account the upward spread
of the masking effect.
v
The latest version of the automated AI calculator is the
PSI/COMP machine. The performance of this machine should be
very similar to the SCIM machine, since it employs the same
basic signal processing.
Another concept, called CORODIM (Correlation of the
Recognition of Degradation with Intelligibility Measurements),
has also been developed
E8l. This technique is
similar to the previous methods in that the baseband power
spectrum is again used as a basic measure. It differs from
other automatic intelligibility measuring techniques in that
it transmits a test signal composed of speech-like sounds
representative of phonemic consonants. The degradation
manifests itself as an "effective noise spectrum" which is
measured and matched to one of a library of reference noise
spectra. For each reference spectrum, data are stored
relating phonemic recognition probability to speech-to-noise
ratio. Thus, by means of the spectrum matching operation and
a measurement of signal-to-noise ratio, each component sound
of the test signal is assigned a probability of recognition.
These values are weighted by.phoneme probability of occurrence
factors, summed and normalized to obtain a score representa
tive of word intelligibility based on either initial or final
consonant recognition. CORODIM evaluates scores" for both the
initial and final consonants and takes their product for the
overall word intelligibility score.
The scores obtainable for CORODIM are directly comparable to
listener
panels < '
C$] . If sufficient audio spectra
have been pretested, the AS results from CORODIM should also
be generally applicable for other (but not necessarily all)
interfering signals. This technique, therefore, has an
important theoretical advantage over all previous automated
scoring techniques.
CORODIM has potential use in future voice degradation
problems. In particular, it is only necessary to couple the
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plus noise iratio. This has been documented in the literature
as a Just Noticeable Difference
£lQ . The procedure
can also be automated lj>y taking the simulated receiver output
described in ^
and obtaining the input level of
interference Which corresponds to a 1 dB change in the simulated
output desirek-to-undesired signal ratio.
Speech quality

-4 &

«agr/(M fits 1*))

The concept of speech quality encompasses the total
auditory impression of speech on a listener. In addition
to intelligibility, speech quality includes factors such as
loudness, naturalness and clarity, speaker identifiability,
timbre and rhythmic character, systematic amplitude or time
distortions, and many others. Fidelity of speech is usually
measured by subjective methods. Subjective methods as opposed
to objective methods are most often used when intelligibility
in terms of AS score is almost 100 percent. A Special
Committee
[*10] was organized in 196 3 to study and
to recommend a practice for subjective speech quality measure
ments. After six years of study, the committee concluded
that a single method should not be recommended. However,
they did narrow their selection to three subjective methods:
the Isopreference Method, the Relative Preference Method,
and the Category Judgment Method. The three methods all
require a trained listening group, who must compare and
choose between a test signal and a reference signal. These
methods are expensive to implement because of the number of
people employed and the amount of time needed to administer
a test.
Conclusions

Several measures of baseband signals [desired and undesired]
are described which permit evaluation of voice transmission
degradation due to interference and/or noise. Of these, the
most useful is Articulation Index [AI] and the minimum inter
ference threshold for which calculation and measurements are
easily implemented. These methods have been used to measure
voice degradation in the output of the computerized precision
model described in
(''Docl/lOS'*).
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PROVISIONAL SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE PROTECTION RATIOS REQUIRED FOR
SPECTRUM UTILIZATION INVESTIGATIONS
(Question U5/I)

(1 9 1 A)

This report summarizes provisional receiver input signal-to
interference power ratios for various combinations of desired and undesired
modulation required to investigate spectrum utilization problems. The
interference protection ratios are given for three levels of
performance and are applicable to different classes of emission.
In Order to be able to investigate a range of spectrum
utilization problems a compendium of signal-to-interference
values is desired. Referencej[l]generates an initial compendium of
protection ratios. This report summarizes the results of Reference 1 and
adds a number of additional desired and undesired modulation cases
appropriate to a wide range of modulation types and threshold criteria.
The protection ratios are given for three performance levels and
a co-channel (the frequency separation between the desired and undesired signal
is approximately zero) and adjacent channel (the frequency separation between the
desired and undesired signal is less than half the necessary bandwidth of the
wanted signal) frequency separation. The threshold levels range from a minimum
interference threshold (MINIT) to a maximum interference threshold (MAXIT) in
order to parametrically bracket the limiting definitions of performance
degradation criterion.
The MINIT for a voice signal / 1_/ denotes the boundary
between a region in which there is no interference and a region
in which there is detectable interference but no degradation to
intelligibility. The MINIT is obtained from a subjective evaluation
process for audio information systems. This also corresponds to
a 1.0 AI (Articulation Index) score. For a voice signal, a 0.7 AI
score is used for the second threshold to separate the region between

*
**

Adopted unanimously
This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes,
possibly with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear
final number 525.
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degradation to intelligibility and degradation to intelligibility
J . For a voice signal a 0.3AI is used for a MAXIT to
separate the region between a degraded but usable signal and an unusable
___ ^ O C .3 /^ 0 ? )

signal

Performance degradation levels in voyce systems have also been
defined according to the subjective terms denoted in Table I . The three
subjective criteria are basically defined in iprms of the receiver output
desired signal-to-interference ratios of 33 <33, 15 dJB and 6 dB, as
measured with a VU meter (Recommendation 339~0) • _These ratios correspond
to power ratios of 32, lU and 5 d-B respectively
£9_J • Although
power ratios are generally useful in denoting approximate voice quality
criteria, they_are not
unique voice intelligibility degradation measure.
The AI score
is a measure of voice intelligibility
and consequently can be used to denote various degradation regions. Since
both the AI scores and the subjective definition in terms of power ratios
have been widely used results for both criteria are given for comparative
purposes.
The MINIT for digital systems has been given for a bit error
probability of 10 ~6 . The MAXIT for digital system has been given for a
bit error probability of 10~2 ana the middle criterion for a bit error
probability of 10“^. It should be noted that a value of 10“^ is typically
used as the lowest acceptable error probability for digital systems.
The bit error probability thresholds are not unique for all digital
systems but do bracket the range of usable error rates for most systems.
The thresholds have been given in terms of bit error probabilities
instead of character error rates so that the results will be
applicable to all systems independent of message structure. The results
that have been given can be approximately converted to character error
rates with the methods discussed in
, It should be noted that
this conversion is approximate since the distribution of the receiver
output noise and interference is only approximately gaussian under
special circumstances.
The MINIT for TV systems is given in terms of a Television
Allocation Study Organization (TASO) score of 1. The middle criterion
and the MAXIT are given in terms of TASO scores of 2 and 2.5 respectively.
Definitions of TASO grading criteria are shown in Table II.
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Table III summarizes the wanted and interfering modulation cases
for which the C.C.I.R. desires to obtain signal-to-interference protection
ratios.
Table IV summarizes the provisional protection ratios that have
been completed for three performance threshold, two frequency separation
cases and lists the reference appropriate to. each s.ignal-to-interference
entry. The protection ratios are applicable to stable conditions and are
given in terms of the mean desired signal-to-mean interference power ratio at
the receiver input for continuous (non-pulsed) transmissions. The ratio is
given in terms of peak power for pulsed signals (i.e., mean desired signal-topeak interference power for pulsed interference; peak desired signal-to-mean
interference power for a pulsed desired signal). Tahle IV also gives protection
ratios for cases where the interference is comparable to white gaussian noise.
The peak envelope power (PEP) for the A3J or A3A wanted or
interference case is 6 dB greater than the mean power used in Table IV.
The carrier power for the A3 case (30% modulation) is approximately equal
to the mean signal power used in Table IV. The two frequency separations are
given for a case in which carrier frequency separation is approximately zero or
co-channel (symbolized by CO in the Table) and an approximately worst off-tuned
case (symbolized by Af in the Table) whose value is given in the parameter
column. The frequency separation for the single sideband A3J or A3A cases is the
difference between the assigned frequencies.
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TABLE I
Voice degradation criteria

Subjective Degradation
Evaluation

AI

Criteria

ignal power-to-noise power
atio at the receiver output
/dB)
v /

Minimum t-nterference
•threshold (MINIT) *

1.0 AI

Good/Commercial
Quality

1.0 AI

32

Marginally /Commercial

O.Bh AI;

ih

Threshold of intellibility degradation

0. 7AI

Just Jtfsable quality
(Operator to operator)

0 .5 7AI

Maximum Interference
Threshold

£. 3AI

*32

9

-3

*

Note*" This is equal to or greater than the"Good (Commercial Quality
criterion.

**

Note.- This signal-to-noise criterion corresponds to a sentence
intelligibility of greater than 90 $ and a word intelligibility
of approximately 80 $ (for a 1000 phonetically balanced word list).
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TABLE II
TASO scoring grades
Number

Name

1

Excellent

Description
|
I

The picture is of extremely
high quality, as good as you
could desire.

1

2

!

Ki no

i

3

Passable

The picture is of acceptable
quality. Interference is
not objectionable.

)t

Marginal

The picture is poor in
quality and you wish you
could improve it. Interference
is somewhat objectionable.

Inferior

The picture is very poor but
you could watch it. Definitely
objectionable interference is
present.

Unusable

The picture is so bad that,
you could not watch it.

i

I
9

|
i
i
i
i

1)

'

i
■H -------- :
---------

*

The picture is of high
quality providing enjoyable
viewing. Interference is
perceptible.

Mote.- Doc. IO/383 (Joint Working Group 10/ll-B) C.C.I.R., 1970-197^,
discusses both a 6 level and a 5 level impairment scale, and concludes
that a 5 level scale should be used in the future to determine
protection ratios. The data used in this report was taken from tests
that used the 6 level TASO scale.
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TABLE III
Modulation cases to be studied

A1

telegraphy .
aural reception
telegraphy
printer

CM

on

<

X

X X

X

X

©Z)

X
X

)

X
X

X
X
X
X

A3H

CM

<

A3J or
A3A

A2

3
d
OJP
<

A2
;wo tone

f

73
aural

AI
aural

Wanted signal

*
Q
+
rH q

<

<
<

0

<

lr\
<

<
t—
<

pq
t—
<

t—

<

PP
Ch

<

0

<

£

on
CM

_dCm

\S\
Cm

VO

Pm

ON
Cm

2

On
Pm

on

<

0

on
CQ Cm

0
«

Noise

Interfering signal

Class of emission*

X

telegraphy
aural reception
telegraphy
2 b baud
A2

two tone

A2H

telegraphy

A3

A3J
or
13A

A3H

voice
(
criterion)
voice (S/I
criterion)
SGB-SC^rfTce
j®r"criterion
'Sg B-'Sc voice
criterion)
SSB-FC voice
(AI criterion)
SSB-FC voice
(S/I criterion)

(
(lS/I

Ab

facsimile

A^A

facsimile SSB
reduced carrier
facsimile SSB
suppr. carrier
vestigial SB
nicture onlv
multich. vft
SSB rede. car.
multich. vft
ISB
multich. vft
8GB sunn. car.
voice mplex ISB
(AI criterion)
voice mplex IBS
(S/I criterion)

,, .

AbJ

'

A7B
._
A7J

A9B

AO
r 1

F3

FA
F5
pg

F9

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

£

X X
X X
X *

X
X
X ><
X X

X
*
X
X

X

X

(decca)
telegraphy
.
printer
voice (AI
criterion)
voice (S/I
criterion)

X
X
X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X
X X

X
X

X X
X

X X
X X

X
X
X

facsimile
television
picture only
b freq duplex
telegraphy
voice multiplex
(AI criterion)
voice multiplex
(S/I criterion)

X

PO

A3

broadcasting

F3

broadcasting

X denotes cases for which values are given in Table IV.
X denotes cases for which partial results are given in Table IV.

_ -

,/

32C-{(ic
J?o)

* If the class of emission is not defined in this table, see Recommendation 336
In cases of automatic telegraphy and SSB telephony, cases using automatic repeat requested (ARQ) and LINCOMPEX (Report
respectively should be included.
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' T ABLE IV*
Signal-to-interference (S/I) protection ratioa ( in dB~)

GCQ = Good Commercial Quality

CO = Frequency S spar at ion approximately zero

MCQ = Marg i n a l l y Commercial Q uality

A f = Off-tuned values indicated

JUQ = Just U s e able Quality
N o t e .- The values given in this table for the n o i s e interference case for A3 and A 3 J are 2 dB higher than the corresponding values given in Recomnendation 3 3 9 ^ .
is due to the difference in the modulation specifications.

*

For aeronautical mobile (R) service above 30 MHz,

Recommendation W

a)

For UHF and VHF land and maritime mobile services,

>
■ Report 3 5 8 - # # #

b)

For A3 broadcasting, band 5 (LF), band 6 (MF), and band 7 (HF),

f*

f-*

AS

Recommendation

fw - J y * AOh ev*'))

Hew Delhi, 1970.

-)

For F3 (monophonic) broadcasting, band 8 (VHF), and band 9 (UHf)

a)

For Fi (stereophonic) broadcasting, band 8 H # I P ) ,

e)

For A3 broadcasting, protection ratios to avoid interference

VHF

T]

Recommendation hi?, Ma U m

(U/yv>fT-

fcanjAHi~»dAtjfcan *u>
the band shared with broadcasting in the tropical

Recommendation

A fW O ).
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GLOSSARY
AI

= Articulation index

BAUD

= One bit per second in a train of binary signals

bIf
dpk

= 3 dB IF bandwidth (Hz)
= Maximum frequency deviation
= Interference signal modulation index
= Desired signal modulation index

MAXIT

= Maximum interference threshold

MINIT

= Minimum interference threshold

N

= White gaussian noise

PE
PW

= Probability of bit error
= Pulse width

(S/N)I = The mean signal-to-mean noise power ratio in dB at the
receiver input
REF

= The appropriate documents listed in the Reference section
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REPORT ... Cl/'lQGZ)*#
POWER OF RADIO TRANSMITTERS

1. Introduction
For some time already, European countries have
been carrying out experimental single sideband broadcast
emissions for the purpose of studying, inter alia, the
implications of the use of various carrier suppressions
for the technical design of single sideband receivers. For
experimental single sideband emissions and for the possible
introduction, at a later stage, of the single sideband technique
for amplitude modulated broadcasting, it would seem desirable to
use the existing definitions. The single sideband technique
has been used In the fixed radioooninunioaticp service for
some decades. The experience gained is embodied In various
C.C.I.R, Recommendations.

2. Definition of carrier suppression and peak envelope power
According to Recommendation'^ljjt, the
carrier component must be defined in relation to the peak
envelope power
of the emission.
The peak envelope power Pp of a radio transmitter
is rated by the acceptable intermodulation level Dn.

3.

Acceptable intermodulation level
For single sideband radio broadcasting
transmitters, the acceptable intermodulation level Dn
which determines the order of magnitude of the non-linear
distortions within the transmitter passband and the
out-of-band radiation has not yet been established.
OfkCX
/■ *

v W\ o o a. l y
*

.
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In view of the high quality requirements of
broadcasting with regard to non-linear distortions and to
adjacent channel interference the acceptable intemodulation
level »Dn will be probably not less than 38 dB.

1*. The power components of a single sideband emission as a
function of carrier suppression
The sideband power Pg of a transmitter will
depend on the peak envelope power Pp and the chosen
carrier suppression "a".
"For a single sideband broadcasting transmitter,
the most appropriate value of "a" will depend not so much
on considerations of transmitter design but on the carrier
recovery requirements in the cheap single sideband receiver.
In order to be able to produce the reference carrier for
the product demodulator of a single sideband receiver at
an acceptable cost, carrier suppression ranging from about
6 to 12 dB must be reckoned with in the single sideband
broadcasting transmitter.
Fig. 1 shows the relation between the sideband
power Pg and the carrier suppression "a” for a given peak
envelope power. Index (1) denotes the values for
modulation by a sinusoidal signal and index (2) denotes
the values for noise or programme modulation. The values of
the voltages U and the powers P are given as percentages
related to their peak envelope values. With programme
modulation and a carrier suppression of about 30 dB, the
sideband power Ps (2) will be about 10# of Pp. A transmitter
operating with a carrier suppression of 6 dF can only
radiate a sideband power Ps (2) of about 2.5# of Its nominal
peak envelope power.
For the calculation of Ps (2), it has been assumed
that the ratio of the meanpover to the peak envelope power
is 0.1 (see Table I, Recommendation
class of
emission A 3 J).
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Symbols used in Fig. 1
Abscissa : a (in dB) : relative level of carrier
in relation to the peak envelope power
(carrier suppression).
Ordinate : p (in %) : relative levels of the voltage and
power components of a single sideband emission
in relation to their peak envelope values.
P

:peak power of the transmitter (defined by means
of the acceptable intermodulation level Dn)

Uc

:carrier voltage (rms value)

Us(l)

:sideband voltage for modulation with a sinusoidal
signed (rms value)

Us(2)

: sideband voltage for programme or noise
modulation (rms value)

Pc

:carrier power

Ps(l)

:sideband power for modulation by a sinusoidal
signal

Ps(2)

:sideband power for programme or noise modulation

Pm(l)

:mean transmitter power for modulation by a
sinusoidal signal

Pm(2)

:transmitter mean power for programme or noise
modulation
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RECOMMENDATION 368-

(s / ^

a)

GROUND-WAVE PROPAGATION CURVES FOR FREQUENCIES
BETWEEN 10 kHz AND 10 MHz
(Bp s ¥%- Question

3-#../? (Do c 5//013)^
(1951-1959-1963-1970-197*0

The C.C.I.R.,
CONSIDERING
(a) that ground-wave propagation curves for an extended range of frequencies
are of continued importance for all types of radiocommunication, including
navigational aids;
(h) that such curves are needed for a range of conductivities if they are
to apply to the varying conditions met with in practice along land paths;
iJNANiNUWSLX RECOMMENDS
that the curves in the Annex be used for the determination of ground-wave
field-strength at frequencies below 10 MHz under the conditions stated.

ANNEX
The attached curves apply to propagation at frequencies
below 10 MHz.
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The following points are to he especially noted with regard to them :
1 . they refer to a smooth homogeneous earth;
2 . no account is taken of tropospheric effects at these frequencies;
3.

the transmitter and receiver are both assumed to be on the ground. Heightgain effects can be of considerable importance in connection with navigational
aids for high-flying aircraft, but it has been decided not to include them
at the present time;

U.

the curves refer to the following conditions :
-

they are calculated for the vertical component of electric
field from the rigorous.analysis of van der Pol and Bremmer;

-

the transmitter is an ideal Hertzian vertical electric dipole
to which a vertical antenna shorter than one quarter wavelength
is nearly equivalent;

-

the dipole moment is chosen so that the dipole would radiate
1 kW if the Earth were a perfectly conducting infinite plane
under which conditions the radiation field at a distance of
1 km would be 3 x 105yV/m;

-

the curves are drawn for distances measured around the curved
surface of the Earth;

-

the inverse-distance curve A shown in the figures, to which the
curves are asymptotic at short distances, passes through the
field value of 3 x 105yV/m at a distance of 1 km;

5. the propagation loss defined in Recommendation 3^1 for ground-waves may
be determined from the values of the field-strength in dB relative to
lyV/m given in the attached curves by the use of equation (19) of Report 112;
6.

the curves should, in general, be used to determine field-strength, only
when it is known that ionospheric reflections at the frequency under
consideration will be negligible in amplitude - for example, propagation in
daylight between 150 kHz and 2 MHz and for distances of less than about
2000 km. However, under conditions where the sky-wave is comparable with,
or even greater than the ground-wave, the curves are still applicable when
the effect of the ground-wave: can be separated from that of the sky-wave,
by the use of pulse transmissions, as in some forms of direction-finding
systems and navigational aids;
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the curves may he used for the determination of propagation over mixed
paths (non-homogeneous smooth earth) as follows :
Such paths may be made up of sections S]_, S2 j S3 , etc. of lengths
^1 > d-2 * d.3 , etc. having conductivity and dielectric constant a-]_,£]_•, a2 » e2 >
°3> e3 e^a • as shown below for three sections :
S1 (ai 9 £1^
•

S2 (a2 9 V
1

—

&2~

S3 (a3 9 e3^
.d3.

^

There are various semi-empirical methods of
determining the propagationover
such paths,
of which that due to Millington
/ Millington, 19^9_/ is themost
accurate and has been made to satisfy the reciprocity condition. The method
assumes that the curves are available for the different types of terrain in
the sections
S2 , S3 etc. assumed to be individually homogeneous, all
drawn for the same source T defined, for instance, by a given inverse-distance
curve. The values may then finally be scaled up for any other source.
For a given frequency, the curve appropriate to the section Sj_, is then
chosen and the field E^d^) in dB(lpV/m) at the distance d^ is then noted.
The curve for the section S2 is then used to find the fields E2 (d]_) and
■^2(^1 + ^2^
an<^-» similarly, with the curve for the section S3 , the fields
E3 ^dl + d2 ^
and ^3^dl + d2 + ^3 )are f°un(l's
an(i so on.
A received field strength E^ is then defined by
EK = V

V

“ V ' V + E2(dl +V

" E3(dl + d2 ) + E3 (dl + d2 + V

The procedure is then reversed,andcalling R the transmitter and T the
receiver, a field Erp is obtained, given by
E t

=

E3 (d3 )

- E2 (d3 )+

E2 (d3

+ d g )

The required
field is given by 2" /
being obvious.

-

E1 (d3 +

+ %>_/

d g )

+

E 1 (d3

+

d£

+

dx )

5 extension to more sections

The method can in principle be extended to phase changes if the corresponding
curves for phase as a function of distance over a homogeneous earth are
available. Such information would be necessary for application to
navigational systems.
this Recommendation should continue in use until such time as any
revision can be made in accordance with the suggestions made in Report

- 1* (Doc. 5/1021*)
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1.

Introduction

This fjeport is concerned with general methods when
measuring the field-strength or other related parameters, for
instance the power flux-density, the power available from the
receiving antenna or the radiated power. The relations between
these parameters are given in Report
•9m(fiocSft0^^i
2.

Purpose of measurements
M easurem ents of the above param eters are generally made for one of several purposes:

2.1

to determine the adequacy o f the radio signal for a given service;

2.2

to determine the interfering effects of an em ission;

2.3

to observe propagation phenom ena, either for use in com m unication studies or to gain
inform ation of value to other physical studies;

2.4

to check the strength o f unw anted radiations o f any waveshape arising from equipm ent
which produces electrom agnetic energy not intended to carry inform ation and also to assess
the efficiency of devices for the suppression of such radiation.

3.

Antennae used for the measurements
The m easurem ent of field strength may be m ade with any kind of receiving antenna, but
below approxim ately 30 M Hz, either loop or rod antennae are generally used on ficld-strength
sets [7, 8, 9], The loop antennae are balanced an d /o r shielded to reduce electric field pick-up.
At present, general practice is to use an unbalanced loop with an electric shield split at
the top. Most loops are m ulti-turn, although some instrum ents employ single-turn loops.
R od antennae cannot be effectively shielded from magnetic fields and, in this frequency
range, are normally operated in an unbalanced m anner with the rest o f the instrum ent and
power supply acting as ground.
Above about 30 M H z half-wave dipoles [7, 8, 9] are generally em ployed, although they
are sometimes used in portable field-strength equipm ent as low as 18 M H z and for recordings

opted unanimously.
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o f field strength at fixed locations &'iotoch lower Crfcquencies.At these frequencies, when
grazing incidence at the ground & involved, propagation is norm ally independent o f
polarization. However, certain noise and interference m easurem ent procedures are in use [1,
2,3, 4,13,15], in which very close spacings are.employed an d arbitrary standards are norm ally
required. Even then com plications arise, due to th e rapid rate o f decay o f the fields in the
near-in region. M easurem ents so m ade m ay h o t be representative o f the actual fields at greater
distances and this type of procedure should be avoided if a t all possible, except where it
simulates the actual physical situation encountered in practice.
The measurement of the available pow er in the same receiving antenna, as is used in the
radio system under test, will often provide a m ore directly useful result than would be p ro 
vided by the use of a simple standard antenna, particularly in view o f the fact th at the received
field will often be so complex that it will be m ost difficult to calculate the perform ance o f the
actual system, in terms of field-strength measurem ents m ade with simple dipole antennae.
For the measurement of weak electrom agnetic fields, directional antenna arrays m ay be
required.

4.

Effects of environment on the measurements

Field-strength or available pow er m easurem ents should, in general, be m ade w ith the
receiving antenna at the same location in which it will be used in practice. F o r a broadcast
system, the perform ance is substantially affected by the presence of trees, buildings, overhead
wires, etc., and it is im portant that such environm ental factors should n ot be avoided in the
measurements. A broadcast system is best evaluated by m easurem ents m ade a t a series of
receiving locations, systematically chosen by the m ethod described in R eport 228-1.
However, in the special case o f field-strength' measurem ents m ade for the purpose o f
determining the radiated power or directivity of a transm itting antenna, it is desirable to use
carefully selected sites with a m inim um o f disturbing environm ental factors, so th at the values
on the transmission loss or inverse distance field may be determ ined w ith greater accuracy.
In selecting a site for making measurem ents, the following factors should be kept in m ind:
4.1

The radio-frequency fields at V H F and U H F may be distorted by wooden poles o r other
dielectrics as well as by conductors. If either the rad iato r or receiver is housed in a building
for protection from the weather, this structure should be m ade preferably from m aterials
of low dielectric constant which will n ot absorb water. Certain plastic m aterials have been
found suitable in this respect. W here possible, measurem ents should be m ade w ith and
without the structure to determine its effect. If there are buildings at the field-strength set
location, the ends o f the receiving antennae should be as far as possible from the walls.

4.2

At all frequencies, the effects o f overhead wires, cables or other conductors m ust be con
sidered, and the receiving antenna should, if possible, be located a t a distance from the
disturbing object of at least several times the height o f the object in areas o f good ground
conductivity and even further away in areas o f p o o r conductivity. If a loop receiving antenna
is used, the presence o f such disturbing influences may often be detected from observations o f
the direction o f arrival of the signal o r from the poor definition o f the nulls in the directional
receiving pattern. If it is required to investigate nulls in a radiation pattern, special pre
cautions may be necessary, since a long power-line o r com munications-line may conduct
energy into the area of the null region where measurem ents are being made.

4.3

A t frequencies above a few m egahertz, disturbing effects from underground cables do n ot
usually have to be considered, but at frequencies much below 2 M H z, such cables can cause
appreciable errors in field-strength measurem ents m ade near them, even when the cables are
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buried a few metres. Very long underground cables (or cables connecting to overhead lines)
are especially to be avoided. Fortunately, the disturbing fields are generally the induction
fields and the effect o f the cables can be determ ined by m easuring at a num ber o f locations
a t different distances away from the cables to determ ine the rate o f attenuation o f field
strength. In regions o f very poor ground conductivity, these cables can be very troublesom e
and the effects may be com plicated by directional patterns.
4.4 Vertically polarized fields in the V H F and U H F bands m ay be greatly affected by the ground
conditions. If the source antenna and the field-strength m easuring antenna are horizontally
polarized and close to the ground and either one is raised, the fields will tend to rise alm ost
linearly with height until a maximum is approached an d then the field will vary cyclically as
the antenna is further raised. However, w ith vertically polarized antennae, the fields will
rem ain substantially the same until a certain height is reached, and then there will be cyclic
variations. The height range o f a relatively constant field will vary alm ost inversely with
frequency and alm ost directly with dielectric constant, except where conductivity is high, as
with sea water. F o r example, a vertically polarized field at 40 M H z is fairly constant with
height up to about 5 m over ordinary land; however, m easurem ents over fresh water show
th at the field is constant to a considerably greater height. Failure to appreciate this
phenom enon m ay lead to some serious errors in evaluation.
4.5 The disturbing effects may differ for different kinds o f equipm ent; for example, m ovem ent
o f the operator in the vicinity o f a field-strength set w ith a loop antenna has little influence
but if a rod antenna is used the effect may be considerable.
*
4.6 It is shown in the Annex that it is sometimes preferable to measure either the field strength,
or the propagation loss, rath er than the transm ission loss, since these param eters are m ore
nearly independent o f the effects o f the receiving antenna height or other environm ental
factors.

5.

Effects of polarization

A t low frequencies, vertically polarized waves are o f alm ost exclusive interest, except for
sky-wave reception, where horizontal polarization may be used. So far as ground-wave
propagation is concerned, the polarization continues as radiated, except for m inor wavefront tilt. However, for ionospheric reflections, the received signal is a m ixture o f vertical
and horizontal polarization [10], except for certain frequencies and distances. Thus, a loop
receiving antenna will not exhibit norm al directional characteristics with reflected iono
spheric signals.
Above about 30 M Hz, both polarizations are useful for transm ission purposes, since the
antennae are located an appreciable fraction o f a wavelength or m ore above ground and
absorption o f the horizontal com ponent by the ground is not a serious problem. There is
little change in the polarization whether the signal is propagated over long distances via the
troposphere or over short distances along the ground. However, conductors and other
bodies near the transm itter or receiver may absorb one polarization and re-radiate or scatter
an appreciable com ponent o f the other. M any sources may radiate both types o f polarization.
In addition, harm onic and other spurious radiation may be polarized differently from the
fundam ental, as well as having maxima and minima at different locations from those o f the
fundam ental.
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32.

6.

Units of measurement
Field strengths are usually m easured in volts per m etre o r convenient sub-multiples
thereof. This unit is strictly applicable only to the electric com ponent o f the field, but it is
also generally used for expressing measurem ents o f the magnetic com ponent, especially for
radiation fields in free space where the energies associated with both com ponents are equal.
Alternatively, at frequencies exceeding 1 G H z, the pow er flux-density (field intensity) may
be measured in watts (or sub-multiples) per square metre.
If the emissions being measured have a bandw idth greater than th a t o f the field-strength
set, consideration m ust be given to the effect o f this factor on the measurem ents. F o r im pul
sive noise with widely spaced impulses and a uniform energy distribution th roughout the
part o f the spectrum under consideration, the peak voltage will be a direct linear function
of the bandwidth and this leads to the unit of microvolts per m etre per kilohertz (or m icrovolts
per metre in a 1 kHz band) [1, 3]. The concept o f transm ission loss is very useful for certain
systems and propagation studies [16]. The transm ission loss is defined as the ratio (in decibels)
of the transm itting antenna power input to the available pow er o u tput from the receiving
antenna. The unit employed is the decibel.

7.

Accuracy and repeatability of the measurements
From the discussion in the Annex, it is observed that the m easurem ent o f all the quantities
under consideration here involves the determ ination b oth o f the open circuit voltage in
the receiving antenna as well as either the effective length, o r the radiation resistance. The
accuracy of determination of the latter tw o factors will depend upon the nature o f the antenna
and especially its environm ent, but, under ideal conditions, such errors should be negligible
com pared to the error in measuring the open circuit voltage. The feasible absolute accuracy
of measurement of the open circuit voltage is probably som ew hat better than is shown in
............
.............................. ........................ ...... ...............
Table 1.
.. .
,

T a b le

V

F re q u e n c y b a n d

I

A c c u ra c y o f m e a s u re m e n t

(±

1030
3 0 - 300
3 0 0 -3 0 0 0
3 30
3 0 - 300
300 - 3000
330

kHz ..........................................................
kHz ..........................................................
kHz ..........................................................
M H z ..........................................................
M H z ..........................................................
M H z ..........................................................
G H z ..........................................................

dB)

2
2
2
2
2
*3
5

M i n i m u m f i e ld s t r e n g t h
a t w h i c h t h is a c c u r a c y
is o b t a in e d ( g . V / m )

l o t 1)
S t1)
2 ( 1)
2 ( x)
2
5 ( 2)
10

( 2)

( * ) T h e m i n i m u m v a lu e s w i l l b e s o m e w h a t h i g h e r f o r f i e l d - s t r e n g t h s e ts w i t h l o o p a n t e n n a e .
(*)

1 | x V / m c o r r e s p o n d s t o 2 -7 x 1 0 _l5x w a t t s / s q . m .

U nder the special conditions encountered at m onitoring stations, some im provem ent
o f the accuracy figure should be obtainable at considerably lower minimum field strengths.
Recom m endation 378-1 covers these requirem ents. W hen measuring noise and interference
o f an impulsive nature, lower accuracies may, in general, be tolerated [1, 3, 13J.
The relative accuracy or repeatability o f the measurem ents will usually be substantially
greater than their absolute accuracy, provided the radiation source being measured remains
constant. However, certain types of radiation sources, such as the leakage from a signal
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generator, harm onics and o th e r spurious outputs from transm itters, oscillator radiation from
receivers, radiation in the null o f a directional an tenna, etc., may vary substantially with time,
and this may result In ap p aren t inaccuracies o f m easurem ent which, in reality, are simply due
: to a lack o f stability o f:th e quantity being m easured.

8.

Circuitry of the fleld-strength measuring set [1, 2, 7]

■; ‘

;.‘1 y ■

.

T he signal delivered to the field-strength set m ay vary from a fraction o f a m icrovolt to
several volts and the design m ust hie such as to avoid errors due to overloading and cross, m odulation in the early stages. A t least one tuned circuit before the first tube and a radio, frequency attenuator are generally, employed and are followed by a mixer and an amplifier
. having suitable gain and bandw idth. A calibrated interm ediate-frequency atten u ato r may
precede the intermediate-frequency amplifier chain, b u t sometimes change o f bias to the
interm ediate-frequency tubes is used to provide the required attenuation. The interm ediatefrequency amplifier drives the detector and m etering circuits. Occasionally, pre-set switching
o f m easuring circuits by coaxial relays may speed up measurem ents.
M any sets are designed to provide an approxim ately logarithm ic in p ut/output charac
teristic, which is very Useful when measuring o r recording fading signals, etc. The required
characteristic is obtained either by shaping the pole pieces o f the output m eter or, m ore
frequently, by the use o f a suitably designed autom atic gain control of the interm ediatefrequency amplifier.

9.

Self-calibration techniques

A few sets depend solely on their co nstructional stability, w ithout provisions for self
calibration. Some check may be obtained in these sets by noting the tube noise indication.
This approach is not to o satisfactory, at present, unless signal generators are available for
frequent checking. In general, self-calibration is provided by one of the following m ethods:
9.1 continuously variable frequency calibration oscillator with therm o-couple am plitude check.
This probably has the best long-term"'stability;
9.2 continuously variable frequency calibration oscillator with crystal diode, tube diode, o r grid
current indicator. The latter is generally unsatisfactory, because o f errors which often occur
in its use;
9.3 fixed frequency calibration oscillator for setting the sensitivity o f the field-strength set at
one or m ore places in each band. This m ethod has the difficulty that changes in receiver
alignment can cause serious errors at other frequencies unless some further check is employed,
such as the use o f an impulse generator for extrapolation to other frequencies;
9.4 noise diode (especially for noise measuring sets). This is a com pact and convenient type of
calibrator for noise measurem ents, o r rough m easurem ents, but is not wholly satisfactory
as used a t present for other kinds o f m easurem ent, both because o f its own accuracy problem s
and the effect o f receiver bandw idth. The observed instability may be more related to the
portable nature o f the equipm ent in which this m ethod is used, rather than to any fundam ental
inherent errors o f a noise diode;
9.5 impulse generator (especially for noise meters). This type o f source is preferable for impulse
noise measurem ents, but it has the lim itation that, if changes in receiver bandw idth occur,
the calibration may be unsatisfactory for m easurem ents other than impulse noise;
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9.6 built-in signal generator and signal generator attenuator. This is probably the best m ethod,
but generally results in increased cost and weight, especially since very good shielding and
filtering are required.
The self-calibration facilities are generally satisfactory over limited periods o f time and
the instrum ents should be periodically checked against external standards which should,
whenever possible, provide the same type o f waveform as the signal to be measured. It
is advisable to m ake frequent checks until the stability o f th e particular instrum ent is deter
mined. These should be made at various levels, to check attenuators as well as signal sources,
and should include checks of the linearity o f the interpolation meter. D uring these checks,
it is generally advisable to verify the alignment w ith a sweep oscillator a t several levels.
Misalignment may cause operating difficulties, affect attenuator ratios, affect response on
broadband,signals, and cause regenerative effects resulting in bandw idth Changes w ith signal
level. Occasionally, the regenerative effects m ay be due to the feeding back o f an intermediatefrequency harm onic to earlier stages and m ay result in a rath er sharp change in sensitivity
as the frequency is varied. Similar abnorm al effects may occur in sets in which there is
unwanted coupling between the calibrating oscillator and the rest o f the set.

10.

External methods of calibration
O f the external m ethods o f calibration, tw o have found wide application. A t frequencies
below 20 M H z, it is possible to calibrate a field-strength set with a loop antenna by the
establishment o f an accurately calculable voltage”, induced"by a second coaxial loop o f known
dimensions carrying a know n current [5, 8, 9, 14]. In the other m ethod, which is particularly
useful at the higher frequencies and which is applicable w ith either loop or rod antennae,
calibration is effected by means o f a know n radiation field using horizontally polarized
waves [6, 8, 9, 14]. F or both methods, an overall calibration o f the field-strength set, including
the receiving antenna, is obtained under conditions similar to those likely to be encountered
during subsequent use of the set.

11.

Power supplies
All power supplies, including those for the tube heaters, should be adequately stabilized,
and the prim ary power source should provide sufficient voltage a t all times to ensure proper
operation of the stabilizing apparatus.

12.

Special precautions [7]
Before measurem ent is m a d e:

12.1 radio-frequency and intermediate-frequency attenuators should be checked against each
other, if possible, and against the scale o f the indicating m eter ;
12.2 when m easuring strong signals, o r a weak signal in the presence o f strong signals
e.g. harm onic or other spurious emissions, precautions should be taken to avoid over
loading the early stages o f the set. In the latter case, the use o f filters at the set input is
recommended.

13.

Parameters suitable for measurement purposes
F o r continuous wave signals, the type o f m easurem ent m ade (average, peak, etc.), is
relatively unim portant. However, with complex waveforms, the indicated value o f the field
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strength or available pow er will be influenced by the characteristics o f the m easuring instru
m ent, i.e., its detector characteristics, bandw idth, dynam ic range, integration tim e, etc. Thus,
the equipm ent m ust be designed to m easure a param eter th a t is suitable for the evaluation o f
the type o f waveform th a t is present. W ith a coherent signal o f know n w aveform, one p ara
m eter is usually sufficient; but w ith a h incoherent function such as atm ospheric noise, two
or m ore param eters are often necessary for an adequate description.

13.1 M easurement o f average value
The average value o f a signal is given by the receiver, when the circuit following a linear
envelope detector is designed to average the detector o u tp u t voltage over a tim e interval long
enough for rapid variations to be imperceptible. T he average value is generally preferred
for m any m odulated emissions, including am plitude- and frequency-m odulated telephony
(A3 and F3). It is also used fo r on-off keyed telegraphy (A I o r A2), where th e key-down
position can be m aintained during measurem ent. It m ay also be used to m easure the peak
value on signals having a high duty factor for pulses a t the peak value, such as television
visual emissions w ith positive synchronizing signals. The peak value will, o f course, be
derived from the average value by the addition o f a predeterm ined correction factor. It is
also used as one o f the param eters in evaluating atm ospheric noise and other interference
phenom ena.

13.2 Measurement o f peak value
The peak value o f a signal is given by the receiver, when the detector circuit is designed
to give an output corresponding to the m axim um instantaneous voltage o f the signal. This
may be m easured by one o f the following types o f circu it:
— cathode-ray oscillograph at the o u tp u t of the radio-frequency or interm ediate-frequency
amplifier;
— slide-back detector w ith audible or visual indicator to show when the threshold has been
exceeded;
-— peak detector with slave rectifier having a m em ory and a m anual o r autom atic zero reset
ting device.
Peak m easurem ents are particularly suitable for low duty-cycle signals, including im pul
sive interference, but are often subject to greater fluctuations than the quasi-peak or average
values. If the bandw idth of the signal to be m easured is greater than th a t o f the field-strength
set, then the peak value o f the emission, as m easured by the detector, is affected. While
m easurem ents m ade a t one bandw idth can be corrected to another bandw idth for certain
simple types of emission, this is n ot the typical situation and bandw idth standardization for
the sets is necessary if com parisons are to be made. U nder such conditions, the bandw idth
o f the field-strength set should be stated. Similar bandw idth considerations m ay apply as in
quasi-peak measurem ents, and reference should be m ade to Table II in § 13.3 for standard
bandwidths.

13.3 Quasi-peak measurement
The quasi-peak value is th at m easured when the detector output is weighted by adjust
m ent o f its charge and discharge time constants Te and Ta and the mechanical time constant
o f the indicating m eter Tm. Because o f its convenience, the quasi-peak value is generally
used for types o f emission which are keyed or pulsed, or for which the average value varies
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with m odulation level. It is generally appropriate for impulsive interference m easurem ents
and, if the charge and discharge time constants are suitably chosen, quasi-peak m easurem ents
can provide a direct indication o f the audible effect produced by interfering signals o f any
shape on modulated transm issions such as telephony.
As regards bandwidth, similar considerations to those o f p eak m easurem ents apply, and
care m ust be used in selecting b oth the bahdw idth an d the charge and discharge tim e
constants to suit the type of emission being m easured and to prevent overloading the set.
Only a few sets of standard constants have been recognized by qualified organizations, and
these are listed in Table II.

T a b le

B a n d w id th
at 6 dB dow n
(k H z )

C h a rg e tim e
c o n s ta n t
T ,( s)

D is c h a r g e t i m e
c o n s ta n t

Tt (s)

0015-0-15

Variable (0 08-0-8) 0

0 001 0

015-30

90
Variable (1-12) (a)

0 001 0

oo

F re q u e n c y ra n g e
(M H z )

II

25-300

120 0
150 0

0 001 0

0-550 0
0-600 0

M e c h a n ic a l
tim e c o n s ta n t
Tm ( s )

88

33

sh*-*

0-600 0
0-160 0
0 -1 0

( ‘ ) C . I . S . P . R . [1 ].
( * ) A . S . A . [ 2 ].
( 3) U s e d b y b o t h t h e a b o v e o r g a n iz a t i o n s .

13.4 R.m.s. voltage
The r.m.s. voltage [17] is m easured by m eans o f a therm ocouple o r electronic squaring
circuit in conjunction with a suitable averaging circuit. I t provides a direct m easurem ent
of the average pow er received in the bandw idth of the m easuring instrum ent. F o r emissions
with a uniform frequency spectrum, th e r.m .s. voltage is proportional to the square ro o t o f the
bandw idth (the average power is proportional to the bandw idth). The r.m .s. value is suitable
for the m easurem ent o f m any types o f b roadband phenom ena, b u t is particularly useful in
the m easurem ent o f atm ospheric nbise [18]. Since th e squared values have a w ider range o f
fluctuation than the original phenom enon, a wider dynam ic range and longer tim e constant
are required. W ith atmospherics, a tim e constant o f 500 s has been found satisfactory.

13.5 Average logarithm
The average logarithm is obtained by inserting a logarithm amplifier between the
detector and the averaging circuit. This type o f measurem ent, in conjunction w ith m easure
ments o f the average and r.m .s. values, provides inform ation on the character o r interference
potential o f noise. F o r atm ospheric noise, these three param eters provide a m eans o f deter
mining the com plete am plitude-probability distribution [11, 17).
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13.6 Statistical measurement
It is frequently o f interest to determine the statistical variations o f field strength with
time, by considering the variation o f the instantaneous values, or the variations o f the average
value o f any o f the above parameters. The latter can be measured by means o f time totalizers
with several pre-set thresholds, so that the total time above each threshold is indicated on
motor-driven counters. These counters are read at the end o f any desired period o f time.
When the variations o f the instantaneous values are o f interest, electronic counting
circuits are used, that will respond to the instantaneous IF or detector output. By means o f
suitable gating and threshold circuits, the amplitude-probability distribution o f these values
can be obtained. The complete ampiithde-probability distribution has been found useful in
evaluating the interference, particularly that o f atmospheric noise, to the reception o f various
types o f signal [12].
14.

Parameters to be measured for different types of emission
Table III is a summary o f suggested parameters for the measurement o f various emis
sions, as classified in Article 2 o f the Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959.

T able I I I

Type of emission

AO, A2, A3, A4, A9
FO, F I, F2, F3, F4, F5, F9 0
AI (key down)
A5 (negative sync.) 0
A I, A3 A, A3B, A9A
A5 (positive sync.)
PO and other pulsed emissions

Parameter measured
(see § 12)

Average

Quasi-peak

Quasi-peak or peak

( l ) C a r e m u s t b e e x e r c is e d t h a t t h e b a n d w i d t h o f t h e f i e ld - s t r e n g t h m e t e r is a d e q u a t e t o p a s s t h e F M

e m is s io n s .

( * ) I t is u s u a l t o d e f in e t h e f i e l d s t r e n g t h o f a n e g a t iv e s y n c , t e l e v i s i o n s ig n a l a s t h e p e a k - w h i t e v a lu e . T h i s c a n b e d e r i v e d
f r o m t h e a v e r a g e v a lu e , i f t h e w a v e f o r m b e in g r a d ia t e d is k n o w n a t t h e t i m e t h e m e a s u r e m e n t is m a d e .

W hen the radiated pow er is wholly or largely independent of the degree o f m odulation,
it should suffice, for m ost field-strength m easurem ents, to specify the unm odulated carrier
power. However, when the radiated power is largely dependent on the degree o f m odulation,
it appears desirable, for high precision field-strength measurements, for the two term inals to
cooperate, either by recording the transm itter o u tp u t power with an instrum ent having charac
teristics sim ilar to those o f the field-strength recorder, or by the transm ission of special
signals.
15.

Radiated power
The radiated pow er from a transm itting antenna may be determined, either a s :

15.1 the input power to the transm itting antenna diminished by the loss in its antenna circuit, or;

15.2

the measured available power in a lossless recoving antenna increased, by the transmission
loss, the reception being carried out at some cdrefcfiy chosen Ideation where the transmission
loss can be calculated.
At the lower frequencies, the radiated power is often determined by measuring an unattenu
ated inverse distance field, i.e. the radiation field expected at a unit distance on a perfectly
conducting plane surface. Then the radiated power tnay be determined by calculations
which allow for the radiation characteristics o f the particular antenna under consideration.
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1.

Introduction
This Report d is c u s s e s the physical f a c t or s upon i h i ch the e l e c t r i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of
the surface of the Earth depend, reviews the methods which have been used to determ ine the
ground constants and assesses the value of these methods in connection with the calculation
of radio propagation; a list of references to published literature on this subject is given in
C.C.I.R. documents of the X lth Plenary Assembly, Oslo, 1966, Vol. II, page 74.

2.

The characteristics of the ground
The electrical characteristics of the ground or other medium may be expressed by three
constants, the relative permeability, the dielectric constant and the conductivity. The relative
permeability can normally be regarded as unity so that, in most propagation problems, we
are concerned only with the dielectric constant, e and the conductivity o. These two constants
jointly influence wave propagation, in accordance with the following expression for the com 
plex dielectric constant relative to a vacuum:
z = e — j 18 000 a / / = e — j 60 oX
where a is in S/m, / i s the frequency in MHz, X is the free-space wave-length in metres,
and the timefactor exp (jo./) is assumed. It may be noted that the displacement and the
conduction current densities are in the ratio of z to 60 aX, from which their relative im portance
can be judged. Figs. 1 and 2 show typical values of the ground

constants as a function of frequency. It is seen that at
frequencies above 1 0 0 / H z , account must be taken of the variation
of dielectric constant with frequency and of the total conductivity (dipolar and ionic) [1].
Furtherm ore, it should be noted that a value of 80 has often been used for the dielectric
constant of sea water over a wide range of frequencies. This value is incorrect, except for low
temperatures and frequencies below about 1 GHz. The actual value even at low frequencies
depends on the temperature and composition of the sea water.

The conductivity values given for the specified types of
surface in Figs. 1 and 2 are average values. The conductivity
can vary considerably due to differences which exist in
different parts of the world. In fertile areas higher values
are applicable, while in mountainous and arctic regions the
conductivity at frequencies below 100 MHz may be as low as
1 0 ~ 5 s/m. The water in lakes and rivers has a conductivity
that increases with the concentration of impurities.
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3.

Factors determining the effective ground constants
The effective values o f the constants o f the ground are determined, not only by the nature
o f the soil, but also by its moisture content and tem perature, by the frequency, by the general
geological structure o f the ground and by the effective depth of penetration and lateral spread
of the waves. The absorption of energy by vegetation, buildings and other objects on the sur
face must also be taken into consideration.

3.1 Nature o f the soil
Although it has been established by num erous measurements that the constants vary with
the nature of the soil, it seems probable that this variation may be due n ot so much to the
chemical composition o f the soil as to its ability to absorb and retain moisture. It has been
shown that loam, which normally has a conductivity o f the order o f 10~a S/m can,
when dried, have a conductivity as low as 10-4 S/m, which is of the same order as that of
granite.

3.2 Moisture content
The moisture content o f the ground is probably the m ajor factor determining its electrical
constants. Laboratory measurements have shown that, as the moisture content is increased
from a low value, the constants increase, rapidly reaching their m axim um values as the mois
ture content approaches the values normally found in such soils on site. A t depths of one
metre or more, the wetness o f the soil at a particular site seems to be substantially constant
all the year round and, although it may increase during rain, the drainage o f the soil and sur
face evaporation soon reduces it to its norm al value after the rain has stopped. The moisture
content o f a particular soil may, however, vary considerably from one site to another, due
to differences in the general geological form ation which provide better drainage in one case
than another.
3.3 Temperature

Laboratory measurements of soil constants have shown
that, at low frequencies, the temperature coefficient of
conductivity is of the order of 2$ per degree centigrade,
while that of the dielectric constant is negligible. At
the freezing point, there is generally a large decrease
in both constants.
Although these changes are appreciable, it must be
borne in mind that the range o f tem perature variation during the year decreases rapidly
with depth, so that tem perature effects are likely to be im portant only at high frequencies
where the penetration o f the waves is small (see § 3.5), or when the ground is frozen to a
considerable depth.
3.4

Frequency
Laboratory measurements on soil samples show that there is a variation of the constants
with frequency which depends markedly on the moisture content. This variation

is especially marked above 1 GHz, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The values for fresh water and sea water can be calculated
for any frequency from the data given in [l].
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3.5

Genera! geological structure
The ground involved in over-land propagation is not usually homogeneous, so that the
effective ground constants are determined by several different types o f soil. It is, therefore,
of great importance to have a complete knowledge of the general geological structure of the
region concerned. The effective constants over an area or along a path are determined, not
only by the nature of the surface soils, but also by that of the underlying strata. These lower
strata may form part of the medium through which the waves travel or they may have an
indirect effect by determining the water level in the upper strata.

3.6

Penetration and spread of waves
The extent to which the lower strata influence the effective earth constants depends upon
the depth of penetration of the radio energy, 8, which is defined as that depth at which the
wave has been attenuated to I /e (or 37%) of its value at the surface. It depends upon the values
of the earth constants and the frequency and is given in F i g .
F i g . ^ show s t h a t th e p e n e t r a t i o n d e p t h v a r i e s
c o n s i d e r a b ly w ith f r e q u e n c y .
A t low frequencies, except for sea water,
strata down to a depth of 100 m or more must be taken into account. This is o f particular
importance when the upper strata are of lower conductivity and the energy can penetrate
more readily to lower levels.
The radio energy received at a point does not travel solely by the direct path from the
transm itter, but also by a large number of indirect paths distributed on either side o f it.
It is necessary, therefore, to consider the constants of the ground not only along the path
itself, but also over the area covered by the lateral spread of the wave paths. N o definite limits
can be put on this area, but it has been suggested that it is effectively the first Fresnel half
wave zone, i.e. the ellipse having the transm itter and receiver positions as its foci and axes
of (D
X/2) and \ DX respectively, where D is the length of the direct path and X is the
wavelength.

3.7

Energy absorption by surface objects
Although surface objects have no d ir e c t influ e nce on the constants o f the ground
i t s e l f , they can coniribu+e aopreciably to the a tten u a tio n o f ground waves, and the
e ff e c ts of such energy losses may be 4aken i n t o account by using appropriate values
of the earth constants in propagation c a lc u la t io n s .

P a r t i c u l a r ly high a 'te n u a tic n ^rates are associated with transm issio n loss in
wooded t e r r a i n as shown in Fio . A
2, 3, 4, 5_/. Such a tte n u a tio n may increase
even more when the +rees are covered with wet snow and under co n d itio n s o f rain
when the trees are i r l e a f .

J_

4.

Methods of measuring ground constants
The following methods have been used to determine one or both constants.

4.1

Laboratory measurement of soil samples
The dielectric constant and conductivity of samples of soil are determined by measure
ments of the resistance and reactance of capacitor units containing the soil as the dielectric.
This method has been used for measurements on sea water and a wide variety o f soils, inclu
ding rock, at frequencies mainly in the range 1 kH z to 10 MHz.

t
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4.2

Probe method of ground resistivity measurement
The conductivity of the ground is obtained by measurements on site of the resistance
between probes driven into the ground. The measurements are usually made with direct
current using a system o f four probes, a current being passed between one pair and the resul
tant potential difference being measured between the other pair. The depth to which the
measurements are effective is determined by the spacing between the probes and the thickness
of the surface layer or soil, or the height of the water table can be determined by a series of
measurements made at different spacings.
The conductivity has also been deduced from the measured mutual impedance between
two parallel lines laid on, or just above, the surface of the ground and earthed at their ends.

4.3

Wave-tih method
This method is based on the fact that the surface losses give rise to a small radial com
ponent of the electric force vector. In general, the electric vector is elliptically polarized, and
the major axis of the ellipse is tilted forward to account for the flow of power into the surface.
The method involves a careful measurement of axial ratio and forward tilt of the ellipse with
a rotable dipole. When the surface is not horizontal, the measurement of the forward tilt
should be made relative to the local normal to the surface, not relative to the vertical.
It is reported that careful use of this method allows measurement of earth constants over a
range of frequencies from 100 kHz to 40 M Hz .
The wave-tilt method has been used successfully to measure horizontal inhomogeneities
of the surface. Errors will result, however, if the measurements are made in the vicinity of
areas where there are large horizontal gradients o f conductivity, as with a transition from land
to sea or from light soil to swampy soil.

4.4

Measurements of ground-wave attenuation
Measurements are made of the attenuation with distance of waves propagated along the
ground and the ground conductivity is deduced by the comparison of the results with propaga
tion curves, derived according to rigorous theories or semi-empirical methods regarded as
acceptable in the case considered. The method is applicable at all frequencies.

4.5

Attenuation with depth below the surface
The ground constant may also be determined by measuring the relative rate of attenua
tion of the field strength with a receiver as it is lowered below' the surface of the earth tn a
well or other suitable hole [5].

4.6

Measurements of phase-change
The conductivity over homogeneous ground may also be deduced from measurements
of the change of phase with distance of a ground-wave, the value of the constant being deter
mined from the rate of change of the phase. This method, which has been used only at low
frequencies, is found to be a more sensitive means of locating discontinuities in the ground
than that provided by an attenuation measurement,

4.7

By measurement of reflection coefficient
The reflection coefficient of the ground is measured in the field by methods involving
normal incidence radiation. From the results, both the dielectric constant and the conductivity
can be deduced, though with less accuracy in the case of the latter. This method is only suitable
at very high frequencies.
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4.8

Atmospherics : dispersion o f waves
When an impulse, such as that generated by certain lightning strokes, is propagated
over the earth, the wave shape is changed, i.e. the pulse is stretched, as the wave propagates
over the surface. The degree of dispersion is a function of the conductivity. If the wave shape
can be measured at two points in line with the source, one fairly close to the source, and the
other remote, the observed change can be related to the calculated dispersion for various
values of conductivity in an equivalent homogeneous earth. This m ethod is only useful for
the low-frequency range and for paths ranging from several hundred to several thousand
kilometres in length.

5.

Use of the methods in connection with propagation problems
From a study of the methods and of the factors affecting the ground constant, it is clear
that most of the methods dp not give all the information required for propagation calculations
and that occasionally an extensive series of measurements is involved.

For example, laboratory measurements of soil samples may give accurate and detailed
data on the constants of soil under its natural conditions, but it is necessary th at this sampling
should be extensive both along the path of propagation and in depth. It is also necessary to
have an accurate knowledge of the geological structure of the path, to be able to use the
data to assess the effective constants of the ground. This m ethod is probably more suited to
the investigation of the possible variations in the constants and the param eters on which they
depend, than to the determination of the characteristics of a particular path.

The ground resistivity method takes more account of the general structure o f the ground
but only over a relatively small area. It is simple and convenient in practice and is probably
the most suitable in cases where only the characteristics o f the ground in the immediate
vicinity of the transm itter or receiver are required. The effective constants to various depths
are readily obtained, but for the assessment of path attenuation, measurements at a num ber of
points along the path would have to be made, the intervals between the points being
determined by the vertical stratification of the ground.

The wave-tilt method also takes account of the general structure of the ground around
the point of measurement and gives the effective constants of the earth corresponding to the
frequency used. The measurements will be in error near regions of large gradient o f conduc
tivity or in the vicinity of surface or buried objects of high conductivity. Measurements should
not be made too close to the transmitting antenna, the minimum distance being ab o u t 10 wave
lengths at low and medium frequencies, or one that, is large com pared with the antenna
dimensions at high frequencies. The method becomes rather inaccurate at frequencies below
100 kHz because of the small angles of tilt which occur. In view of the dependence of the
tilt on height above the surface, the usefulness of this method is restricted to frequencies
below about 40 MHz .
It may be used for determining path attenuation if a series of
measurements is made along the path .

The ground-wave attenuation method is one of the most comprehensive, since it takes
all factors into account. As with the method discussed in the preceding paragraph, the varia
tions of earth constants along a path may be deduced if a series of measurem ents is m ade
along the path. However, the results are probably not so accurate as those given by the ground
resistivity or wave-tilt methods. Moreover, the results will apply only to the particular path
used, or to one very similar. The method is not suitable for detailed measurements o f earth
constants over given small areas.

-
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The phase-change method also takes all factors into account and, in addition, seems to be
capable of giving more detailed information on inhomogeneous paths that can be obtained
by the attenuation method. It has, however, the disadvantage of requiring an auxiliary VHF
or U H F link to provide a reference for phase at the receiver.

Caution must be exercised in the last three methods to ensure that the measured field is
not influenced by ionospheric waves, and that tall vegetation does not influence the results
unduly, unless, of course, this is the effect it is desired to study.

The reflection-coefficient method provides data which are applicable to only a small area
of ground around the point of measurement, and, since it can be used only at very high
frequencies, the depth of ground involved is also very small.

The dispersion method is well adapted for relatively long paths and low frequencies,
and it therefore finds its principal application in connection with low-frequency navigation
systems. The method has the advantage that no transmitter need be provided, but it also
suffers the disadvantage that data can be accumulated only very slowly, because of the
random and infrequent occurrence of suitable lightning strokes. It can be used at all distances,
because the pulse method allows separation of the ground-wave from the ionospheric-wave.
It requires more complicated equipment and involves more mathematical complexity than
other methods. Further development of this method seems to be required to overcome some
of the difficulties mentioned.
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FIGURE 1
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
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FIGURE 2
CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF.FREQUENCY
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FIGURE 3
PENETHa TIOM DEPTH AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
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EFFECTS OF TROPOSPHERIC REFRACTION
AT FREQUENCIES BELOW 10 MHz
^Question

)

f5$^5fW§)
(1 9 5 6 - 1963 - 1970)

1.

Introduction
In the ground-wave propagation curves in
Recommendation
as is axplained in its Amtx,
no account is taken of tropospheric-refraction, whereas in the C .C.I.R. Atlases of ground-wave
propagation curves for frequencies above 30 MHz [1,2], the effect o f a linear decrease o f refractive
index with height has been allowed for by the use of an equivalent radius o f the earth equal to
4/3 times the real radius. Even at these higher frequencies, it is im portant to rem em ber that the
refractive index of the troposphere does hot decrease linearly with height, but eventually approaches
the value of unity for free space. Thus, although it is justifiable to assume a 4/3 earth radius as far
as the rate of attenuation with distance is concerned, with increasing height the curves overestimate
the field strength, and instructions are given in the second Atlas for finding the correction factor
for a given profile o f refractive index, in particular for an exponential law o f the type assumed for
the basic reference atmosphere in Recommendation 369-1.
At frequencies below 10 MHz, the height-gain effects become small at moderate heights and
it was partly for this reason that the ground-wave propagation curves have been made to refer
only to the case in which both terminals are on the ground. On the other hand, below about
3 MHz, the range of height entering into the determination of the rate o f attenuation of field
strength with distance around the Earth has extended to the region where the refractive index of
the troposphere begins to depart seriously from the value corresponding to a linear decrease with
height appropriate to the use o f a 4/3 E a rth ’s radius. Thus the rate o f attenuation of field strength
with distance around the E arth no longer corresponds to the use of an atmosphere in which the
refractive index decreases linearly to indefinitely great heights.
While at the upper limit of 10 M H z for the ground-wave propagation curves in
ffecommendation
it is still nearly correct to use an equivalent radius o f 4/3 times the real radius of
the Earth for both terminals on the ground, the troposphere can have very little effect at the lower
limit of 10 kHz, where the range of height entering into the determ ination o f the rate of attenua
tion o f field strength with distance around the earth extends to many kilometres above the
Earth.
There is thus a transition that becomes marked at about 3 M Hz and almost complete at
10 kHz, from the use of a 4/3 E arth ’s radius at 10 M Hz to the use of the real radius of the Earth
at 10 kHz. It has long been realized that this transition must occur, as is shown by the existence of
the appropriate
Question

2.

Theoretical and experimental approaches
Progress in this study has been slow for two reasons: firstly because of the diffi
culty of handling the mathem atical analysis when the relevant eigen-value equation contains
a law o f variation of refractive index such as the exponential form proposed, and secondly, because
with decreasing frequency, the ionosphere becomes a dom inant factor in propagation to great
distances, as is pointed out in § 6 of the Annex to
Recommendat I an

¥

.

- 3 (Doc. 5/1030-E)
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It has been suggested that the degree to which tropospheric refraction modifies ground-wave
propagation at frequencies below 10 M H z can be investigated experimentally. Such results as have
been obtained in this way have in general been inconclusive. It is difficult over a land path to be
certain that any effects observed are due to the troposphere and not to irregularity o f the earth
constants, or because the conductivity is actually greater than the value assumed in using the curves
for comparison with the measured results.
Even over a sea path, where the conductivity is well defined, the ionosphere can produce an
appreciable effect at mid-day at distances where the troposphere may be expected to produce a
marked increase in signal, though there is some evidence o f significant tropospheric refraction at
frequencies as low as 1500 kH z a t distances o f 200 km or more (see Doc. 176 (France),
Warsaw, 1956).
The conclusion had been reached that there was not much likelihood that the curves could
be materially improved on the basis of such experiments. It also appeared that the whole subject
was somewhat academic in view o f the limited use of such ground-wave propagation curves when
the effect of the ionosphere is taken into account, as indicated in § 6 o f the Annex to
Recommendation

3 S 8 - . . . CD oc5 A

o 2 4 ).

The use of pulse techniques

3£B~4**

5^4024^

However, with the advances that have/b^en made at low frequencies in the use o f pulse tech
niques and high radiated powers w ith lh e co n seq u en t development o f new navigational aids, the
whole emphasis of the study has h^en revised. The possibility envisaged in § 6 o f the Annex toRecommendation
n f isolating the ground-wave has become o f m ajor importance, and for
this reason the use of pulse techniques has been introduced prom inently into the revised form of
the study given in
Question
3 “ .« ./ 5 f ( D o c 5 / l O » 3 ) ,
It now appears that further experiments, at least over long sea paths, using pulse techniques
may well help to resolve the nature of tropospheric refraction at frequencies below 10 MHz.
It may be pointed out that, in comparing experim ental values ilth those given by the curves,
the im portant feature is not the absolute value of the field strength at a given distance, which will depend
upon such factors as the estimated radiated power, but the law o f attenuation with distance.
At sufficiently great distances where the first term of the residue series in the diffraction formula
is predominant, the decrease of field strength with distance will be effectively exponential, giving
an attenuation which may be expressed in dB/km. This is the rate o f attenuation which is given
primarily by the solution of the eigen-value equation in the mathem atical statement of the problem
and which forms the simplest measure of the effect o f tropospheric refraction on ground-wave
propagation. The computing of the absolu te v a lu e s of field strength folloes froa the
solution of the fundamental eigen-value equation.

The mathematical analysis
The mathematical analysis is intimately concerned with the study o f the height-gain function
from which the eigen-value equation is derived. In §5 of the Annex to
ftocoaaendation 368-f
„0
the importance of height-gain effects is stressed, in connection with high-flying aircraft using
navigational aids depending on ground-wave propagation by the use o f pulse techniques. However, the
i n c l u s i o n o f h e i g h t - g a i n e f f e c t s in the curves would b e a formidable
task. I n a d d i t i o n s u c h a n Atlas would be unduly large as compared with
t h e e x i s t i n g A t l a s e s [l, 2 ] and this has been a sufficient reason for
n o t i n c l u d i n g s u c h height-gain effects in the past.
M a t h e m a t i c a l t e c h n i q u e s have now been developed for the general
s o l u t i o n o f t h e eigen-value equation, even for refractive-index profiles
c o n s t r u c t e d f r o m experimental data [ 3 , 4» 5* 6 , 7» 8 ] and the production
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(29)
of propagation curves with associated height-gain information can now
be undertaken with the aid of modern computing methods. It is known
from this work that although, as expected, the troposphere has little
effect on groundwave propagation at 10 kHz, there is still a marked
modification in terms of an increased radius of the earth at 1500 kHz.

J jU c M ))

5 /k

One of the talsks assigned to Interim Working Party
set up under
Resolutiorris to propose amendments toRecom
mendation 368-^
Une aspect of the work will be to include
the effect of \he troposphere in the curves with the aid of the
mathematical techniques now available, and to decide to. what extent it
is desirable or practicable to give height-gain information.
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REPORT 428- ...

THE COMPUTATION OF GROUND-WAVE PROPAGATION CURVES
(Recommendation

Report fllSi) ^

,
.
,
^ Q » c .s /iO X )

(1970i - 4 i m
f

R eport 2 3 5 4 discusses the problem o f ground-wave propagation curves with special reference
to the effect o f the troposphere on frequencies below 10 M H z. It is pointed Out th a t there is a
discontinuity in this respect between the C .C .I.R . Atlases o f curves for frequencies above 30 M H z
and those o f Recom m endation 368-# in which no account is taken o f the troposphere o r o f
height-gain effects. M oreover, users hhve found th a t th e range o f p erm ittivity and conductivity
-values given m -this R ecom m endation ifc n o t great enough to -m cludc the rango o f-valuea indicated
■in Tafele-I o f R eport 229- h
Pg n c . s f i m )
/jdopted unanimously.

In the preparation o f the program m e and o f further curves, account should be taken, if possible,
o f the effect o f the troposphere in accordance with the discussion given in R e p o rt3 3S»l ;~since over /
a considerable range o f frequencies below 10 M H z its neglect m ay be m ore serious th an errors due
to uncertainties in the knowledge o f e and a along a given transm ission path.
As height-gain effects can be o f im portance at frequencies well below 10 M H z, the opportunity
might be taken o f providing height-gain curves in due course. H ow ever, the lim itations o f their
use would have to be carefully explained, as it is n o t proposed to ad o p t the presentation o f heightgain inform ation that is employed for frequencies above 30 M H z; such a presentation is undesirable
as it would lead to an unduly large Atlas.
In the description of any revised curves, attention should be draw n to the relative im portance
at any given frequency o f the permittivity and conductivity term s, w hich should be tak en into
account in the choice o f values for which the curves are given. Reference should be m ade to the
relevant inform ation in R eport 229-J|** ( » * s / i o e 0 .
N o consideration has been given here to the effect of the ionosphere, b u t such a program m e
o f w ork as here envisaged would be o f special interest a t frequencies in the m edium - an d lowfrequency range where the ground-wave can be isolated by appropriate techniques. I t w ould also
represent a p art fulfilment o f the urgent requirem ents o f medium- an d low-frequency broadcasting.
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REPORT*___
FREE-SPACE PROPAGATION
(*?<►)

Introduction

As free-space propagation is often used as a reference in other
C.C.I.R. texts, this report lists certain relevant formulae, together
with nomograms for rough graphical calculations which may be useful in
many cases.
Basic formulae
Free-space propagation may be calculated in two different ways,
each of which is adapted to a particular type of service.
2.1
If there is a transmitter serving several receivers distributed
randomly (broadcasting, mobile service), the field is calculated at some
distance from the transmitter, and in a given direction, by the relation :
J K ? /30 W
k

(mks«r)

(l)

d

in which :
E;£<s the field^
W:-tfce e.i.r.p., ofcd
d;the distance

* This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear final number:

1 1 3

Formula (l) is often replaced by (2) which uses practical units :
EmV/m

=

mkW

173

(2)

<3km
These two relations are shown in Fig. 1.
2.2
With a point-to-point link it is preferable to calculate the
attenuation between isotropic antennae, also known as the basic transmission
loss :
= 20 log 10 (W.d)
in which :

(3)

_

L^Vile the basic transmission loss
d;ttoe distance
X;t(k£ wavelength, and
d and AJadCe expressed in the same unit.
Formula (3) can also be written using the frequency instead of the
wavelength.
Lb = 32,1+5 + 20 log10 fMHz + 20 losio d mb * *
Relations (3) and (U) are shown in Fig. 2.

i

,1 1 4

(U)
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2.3
There are also relations between the characteristics of a plane wave
(or a vave which can be treated as a plane vave) at a point :
p

X

E2

■ U lfW

, .

.

l l o ’iT ' " 2"

(5)

in which :
P£j£ the power flux-density
E^the field
te d ,

W:the power pgghsA af by an isotropic antenna located at
this point
X;the wave-length
Formula (5) is shown in Fig. 3.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOITHIAS, L. : Calctil par nomogrammes de la propagation des ondes (Four

language edition, Eyrolles, Paris 1972).
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. RECOMMENDATION 37? ~ .. C& P 0L* h)
USE OF DATA ON RADIO NOISE

(1951-1953-1956-1959-1963-197^)

The C.C.I.R.
UNftNMOUSLr RECOMMENDS
that the information contained in Reports ' ^ 2 — .., ( t o I<0 ''C";u>\4 1?d .v.
should be used m assessing the intensity and/or other characteristics
of man-made and natural radio noise until new information to justify
revision of these Reports is made available.
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RECOMMENDATION 4?5- , -- (fa/ ^ ' 6 (

))

PREDICTION OF SKY-WAVE FIELD STRENGTH
BETWEEN 1^0 and 1 600 kHz
(1966-1970-1974)

The C.C.I.R,,
^L Pl ;

CONSIDERING
(a) that there is a need to give
broadcast services in bands

'

'

‘

'

)lanning of

(b) that it is important, for stations working in the same or adjacent frequency
channels, to determine the minimum geographical separation required to
avoid interference resulting from long-distance ionospheric propagation;
(c) that the method given in §17 of Report »_ „
its Annex is based on the statistical analyses of field strength
measurements for 217 paths distributed throughout the world, supplemented
by the results of analyses for geographical areas from which individual
path data is not available;
AN ».M OtiLf RECOMMENDS
that the method provided in § 7 of Report ... {._
.A
and its Annex be adopted for provisional use, taking particular note of
the cautions on accuracy in its application to certain regions stated
therein.
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REPORT 261*-
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W

SKY-WAVE PROPAGATION CURVES BETWEEN 300 km AMD 3,500 km AT
FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 150 kHz AND 1,600 kHz IN THE
EUROPEAN BROADCASTING AREA
(Study Programme ITA-

(1959 - 1963 - 1966 - 1970- 1974}
1.

Introduction
The purpose of this Report is to present a set of propagation'fcurves for the prediction
of noctur . .i field strengths in the frequency range 150 kHz to 1600 kHz at distances between
300 km and 3500 km in the European Broadcasting Area. T h / wider problem o f extending
these curves for shorter and longer distances and of providing curves for other areas, and if
necessary for daytime conditions, is considered in Report 4Hfc£<$0Vpra1 fie ld -stre n g th

radlctlon Methods f or application lit other regions or on • *or1d-sildt basts are
^ e s c r ib e d In ReporT^. ^ /u ;2 V ^ d ) T h e p o s s ib ility of providing curvss fo r
frequencies bsbv 150 kHz Is discussed In Report -££>$'-•■
The nocturnal field strength at low frequencies (band 5) and medium frequencies (band 6)
has been the subject of a measurement campaign organized by the European Broadcasting
Union since 1952 and by the International Broadcasting and Television Organization
(O.f.R.T.) since 1958. These measurement campaigns were undertaken independently of one
another; the number of hours recorded were greater in the case o f the E.B.U. than that
of the O.I.R.T. but the 0 .1 .R.T. measurement campaign covers more frequencies.
This Report is based on the field-strength recordings made by the two organizations in
the European Broadcasting Area up to 1962; the total num ber o f hours recorded exceeds
67 000. It is intended for forecasting the nocturnal field strength in this area, such forecasts
being necessary to solve any problem relating to the assignment of frequencies. It docs not,
therefore, propose to give a scientific explanation of the physical phenom ena that underlie
the variations of the nocturnal field strength, and it does not seek to justify the methods
used; it has been intentionally designed as a working instrument.
The organization and analysis o f the measurements arc described in detail elsewhere
[Ebert, 1962; C.CT.R., 1963].

Notc i. — As these predictions are based on data obtained only iri the European Broad
casting Area, they do not necessarily apply to other areas.
Note 2. — Administrations are encouraged to examine the m ethods in the light of information
at their disposal, with a view to extending them to other areas.

Annua) median value of field strength
The field strength can be represented by the following general expression :
F\ — Ab H

(1)
1 2 3

b ’ Tkl* w tfi® nuk Rpport opttfllod
f o r c e d s S r e s W h /
at fr^guaialbs
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F, is the annua! median value of the field strength (dB rel. 1 \iVfm) which is defined as the
median observed during a time interval of 30 minutes, centred round a reference hour,
for a power of 1 kW radiated by the transmitting antenna, reception being by a small loop
antenna.
F0 is the annual median value of the field strength (dB rel. 1 (iV/m) which is defined as the
median which would be observed during a time interval of 30 minutes, centred round a
reference hour, for a reference transmitting antenna giving, over perfectly conducting
ground, a field strength of 3 x 105 p.V/ni, at a distance of 1 km in all directions above the
horizon, reception being by a small loop antenna.
A,4 is a correction factor (dB) for the transmitting antenna to account for the radiation
pattern; if this antenna radiates a power of 1 kW, the factor A,* is equal to the ratio
(dB) between the field strength for a given angle of departure in the vertical plane at a
distance of 1 km and a field strength of 3 x 10® nV/m.
The correction factor A4 may be deduced from the horizontal and vertical radiation
patterns of the transmitting antenna assumed to be placed on a perfectly conducting earth.
Fig. I gives values of A^ as a function of the distance between the transmitting and receiving
points in the theoretical case of:
— a lossless unloaded vertical antenna o f height (A),
— a reflection at a virtual height of 100 km above a spherical earth. (The height of 100 km
corresponds to propagation via the E region of the ionosphere, which is usually the case,
except occasionally at frequencies approaching 1600 kHz, for the later hours and for the
shorter distances.)
The discontinuity of the curves at 2200 km corresponds to the distance beyond which there
are at least two hops.
The value of Fo is given by:
Fc = 80-2 - 10 log D - 0-0018 f™ D

(la)

where
D - the distance (km);
/

- the frequency (kHz).

The values of F\ and Fo are valid for the following conditions:
— the frequency range is from 150 to 1600 kHz;
— the magnetic dip af the mid-point of the path is 61°;
— the sunspot number (W olf number) is S — 0;
(In this Report, the letter S is used instead of R to indicate the annual mean value o f the
sunspot number (Wolf number). This has been done to avoid confusion with the symbol R ,
used for the field-strength ratio in § 4 of this Report);
— the reference hour is local midnight at the mid-point o f the propagation path;
— the distances D are between 300 and 3500 km.
Fig. 2 shows a family o f propagation curves for F0, computed from equation (la), for
frequencies of 150, 200, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 1300 and 1600 kHz, so that the family covers
the whole of the broadcasting band tc which the curves apply.
The following equation* should be used to obtain the annual median values for more
general conditions:
F h (50) — Fj + P f- A, -r A// (50) - 0 0 2 5
(2a)

#0n the basis of a re -a n a lysis o f i t s oeasuresents the E.8.U. fe e ls th a t a b e tte r c o rre c tio n
fo r s o la r a c t iv it y in Band 6 (HF) is given by replacing the ts ro -0.02S in equation (2a)
by

-SO xlO"^

where 0 is the tr a n s iitt e r - r e c e iv s r distance in ks /C .C .I.R ., lS7G -lS*jj/»
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The symbols in this formula have the'following significance:

Fh (50) is the annual median value of the vertical electric field strength (dB rel. 1 nV/m) at
H hours local time at the mid-point o f the propagation path, for:
— a transmitting antenna characterized by

.

— a sunspot number, S\
— a magnetic dip, /, at the mid-point o f the propagation path.

F\
P

is the value given by equation (1);
is the power radiated from the transmitting antenna (dB rel. 1 kW);
A/
is the correction to be applied to take account of the magnetic dip /, at themid-point
of the propagation path. The value o f this correction (dB) is given by the curves shown
in Fig. 3. The magnetic dip considered is given by the maps shown in Figs. 4 and 5;
50) is the correction to he aj plied when the local time H at the mid-pointof the path
differs from midnight. The value o f this correction (dB) is given in Fig. 6.

Note. — I f the concept of propagation loss is used (see Recommendation 341-1 and Report
112), formulae (la) and (2a) become respectively:
Lpo

10 log D r 20 log / + 0 0018 / ° ' 26 D - NA - 7 75
Lp„ (50)
Lpo - A/ - L „ (50) -F 0-02 5

(lb )
(2b)

Lpo denoted the annual median value of propagation loss between the transmitting antenna
and a small loop receiving antenna, and LpH{50) denoted the annual median value of propa
gation loss at a local time H at the mid-point of the propagation path. The symbols in the
two formulae and the conditions in which the formulae are used are the same as for
formulae (la) an-.. (2a) respectively. For reception with other types o f receiving antenna,
equation (lb ) may still be used, if an additional term of the type A A is subtracted to allow
for the direct'onal pattern of the receiving antenna in azimuth and elevation. Equation (1)
cannot be moralized in a similar way, since the field strength is independent o f the kind o f
antenna used for its reception.

3.

Statistical variations of the field strength or of the propagation loss

3.1

Distribution of hourly medians
Observed values, particularly when recorded over short periods o f time, may be expected
to depart significantly from the long-term values given in this Report.
The curves of Fig. 7 give the order of magnitude of the statistical variations of the
hourly medians (it is shown by Ebert [1962] that the long-term distribution o f the halfhourly medians is very nearly the same as that of the hourly medians) o f the field strength,
taking into account both the time at the mid-point of the path and the percentage of the
nights considered. They make it possible to determine, approximately, the correction that has
to be applied to the annual median value, to ascertain the field strength during a given per
centage of the nights of a year. Thus (2a) and (2b) become:
Fh ( T ) - - F „ ( 5 Q ) + 8 h {T)
LpH ( T) — LpHm - 8 „ ( T )

(3a)
(3b)

Note. — Fig. 7 shows the values <$// (T) — A h (T) — Ah l50), where A« ( T) are the values
given by Ebert [1962],
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Distribution within an hour
In Report W / l k it is suggested that the short-term variations (within a half hour or an
hour) follow the Rayleigh distribution.
All the statistical variations considered above refer to the hourly median values. To
assess, in a more complete fashion, the possibilities of interference, the quasi-maximum value
of the field strength during the course of an hour may well have to be considered.
At any given point of reception, the annual median value of the ratio between the hourly
quasi-maximum (10%) value and the hourly median value, varies little from one year to
another. This ratio is, however, a function of the distance and the frequency. The study of
the median value of this ratio, based on a large number of measurements made during the
course of several years, shows that it increases with the frequency and that it decreases when
the distance increases. Depending upon the distance and the frequency, this value varies
between approximately 6 dB and 3 dB for medium frequencies (band 6) and between 4-5 dB
and 2 dB for low frequencies (band 5).
However, for distances where single-hop propagation is no longer possible (above about
2000 km), this ratio no longer obeys an obvious law, but its median value remains in general
below 6 dB for medium frequencies and around 2 dB for low frequencies.

Formula for estimating the wanted-to-mterfering signal ratio R
Consider a particular receiving location, at a distance Du from the*wanted transmitter
of power Pu and at a distance D„ from the interfering transmitter of power P„, and consider
an interval of one hour, the mid-point of which corresponds to the local times H u and H n
of the mid-points of the path of the wanted and unwanted transmissions, then the ratio R (7 )
in dB between the wanted hourly median signal level and the interfering hourly median
signal level, exceeded for a percentage T greater than 50% of the hours of the year when the
value R is e cceded, can be calculated for a non-directional receiving antenna from the
following formula:
R ( T ) - FHu(50) - Fh „ (50) - vW ( ' n + W ( 1 0 0 - T) + 2 PSHu( T ) 8 Hn (100 - T) (4)
where p represents the correlation between the changes in hourly median values for the
wanted and interfering signal propagation paths. In the absence of measurements of this
factor p. it is suggested that it be set equal to 0-5 in using equation (4).
It should be noted that 8#* and 8//„ always have opposite signs and that the minus
sign before the radical in (4) is associated with the practical situation normally encountered,
where the time availability T of satisfactory service is greater than 50%.
Strictly speaking, equation (4) is applicable only to the extent that a log-normal
distribution describes the data. However, for the distributions encountered in practice, the
formula is an adequate approximation. It neglects the rapid variations of both the wanted
and interfering signals.

Temporal variations of the field strengths
Combined influence o f the hour and season
Fig. 6 provides a correction of the hourly median as a function of the hour at the mid
point of the path. But this correction term is itself no more than a yearly median derived
from results obtained with different frequencies and at all times of the year. The spread of
the correction, shown in Fig. 7 is, therefore, very great. Its value can, however, be rendered
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more precise and its dispersion reduced by bringing to the fore the seasonal factor obtained
through statistical study carried out separately for each of a num ber of frequencies.
A first study has been effected using as a basis recordings made at 845 kH z throughout
the night, over a period of three consecutive years (1959, 1960 and 1961), on the RomeW ittsmoor, Rom e-Darm stadt, Rome-Belgrade and Rome-Tel Aviv paths, the lengths of
which vary between 700 and 2200 km. This made it possible to establish the family o f curves
in Fig. 8, giving the median value o f the correction A# (50) to be made, as a function o f the
m onth and the hour, to the field strength calculated with the m ethod described above. The
curves clearly show two seasonal maxima, in March and in September, the latter being the
greater. This seasonal effect is quite apparent on each of the paths used to establish the curves.
The present study of data obtained for other frequencies enables it to be assumed already
that, for the European Broadcasting Area at least, a similar effect occurs throughout the
medium-frequency broadcasting band and that the family o f curve* in Fig. 8 is also valid for
the high end of the medium-frequency band. However, the com pletion of this study must be
awaited to know whether the same results will be found at lower frequencies, including the
low-frequency band, and to determine the effect of the geographical position of the path.
An analysis of the seasonal variations of the median values o f the field strength over the
period 1959-1965 was carried out by Taum er and Starick [1969]. The transm itters used were
Allouis (164 kHz), Rome (845 kHz) and Monte Carlo (1466 kHz) over one-hop propagation
paths at distances between 1000 and 1150 km (Figs. 9(a), (b ) and (c ))• The seasonal variations
of night-time field-strength medians have the following trend:
— at all three frequencies, the semi-annual variation in sky-wave field strength is clearly
pronounced. In the MF band the maximum field strengths appear in the equinoctial
months, while in the LF band they arise in the summer and winter m onths;
— the sunspot activity has an effect at all three frequencies, where a steady increase in field
strength from sunspot maximum to sunspot minimum may be seen;
— the year-to-year trend in field strength at all three frequencies is not com parable, so that
it d tv , not seem admissible to combine seasonal variations over a whole sunspot cycle.
The slight field-strength maximum in the second half of the night, to be seen on Fig. 6
relating to the whole o f one year, is also found on each of the curves established each month
for the four paths indicated earlier for 845 kHz, and its position in the course o f the night
seems to be sensibly independent of the time of sunset.
The final objective of this study is to replace Fig. 6 by several families o f curves giving
the values Ah (50), A h (90) and A// (10) and valid for the whole medium-frequency band in
the European Broadcasting Area. In certain applications, these families of curves might
replace all those in Figs. 6 and 7.

Influence o f the angle o f elevation o f the Sun

A provisional method for giving a correction A'H (50) in place of A h (50) so as to obtain
median values for the actual time of year rather than the yearly median value, has been
proposed, based on an analysis of measurements. It takes account of the changes in the
times of sunrise and sunset during the year and the decreasing attenuation during the night,
arising from the decay of D-rcgion ionization, and is given by:
A'h (50) - 9 |/ (X) -

I] f 0 4 7 t

where

1 2 7

(5)

(}>,

« 'h o 6 8 - 2 )

t is the time in hours relative to midnight,
X is the negative angle of elevation o f the Sun (beneath the horizon) and
/

(/) ~ sin 2 x when x < 45°
- 1
when,x > 45°.

The validity of this correction is restricted to the period from three hours before midnight
^ —3) to three hours after midnight (/ = 3), as m ost measurements were m ade in this
period. Charts are available for obtaining x as a function o f latitude and tim e o f year [Muller
and Taumer, 1965].

6.

Properties of sky-wave field strength distribution in bands 5 and 6 (LF and MF)

The analysis of the properties o f the sky-wave field strength distribution in the L F and
MF bands on three frequencies in the European Broadcasting Area was carried out by
i
Taumer and Sulankc [1967 and 1968]. An explanation o f the distribution function valid in
Y k ' <\ </ T Y jhese bands is given in Report 2 6 6 . The e, vj distribution function determined is valid
v ^
' ^for the half-hourly and hourly median night-time sky-wave field strength in an undisturbed
lower ionosphere (D and E regions).

S\x

7.

Influence of finite ground conductivity on the vertical polar diagram of the antenna
The finite ground conductivity near a transm itting or receiving antenna modifies the
vertical polar diagram, as com pared with the diagrams for perfectly conducting ground. The
measurements used for deriving the propagation curves were not adjusted for this, and F 0
therefore includes the effect o f ground of average conductivity at both sending and receiving
ends of the path. The correction for other cases depends on the angle of elevation o f the
path, and, to a lesser extent, on the type of antenna. As a rough guide for paths exceeding
1000 km, good conductivity at the transm itter (10~2 5» /m) gives a greater sky-wave field
strength by about 1-5 to 2 dB, while poor conductivity (10-3 S ’ /m) gives a reduction o f the
same order. An extreme case is a transm itter sited near to the sea, with very good conductivity
maintained for many wavelengths in the direction of the receiving point. An increase o f
about 6 dB is expected for this case, and a similar correction would also apply for sky-wave
signals received at sea. In all cases, the correction for ground conductivity becomes less as
the path length is reduced below 1000 km (see Report 4 0 1 -£ |

8.

Remarks concerning the reliability o f the predictions
The preceding results have been obtained from measurements with path lengths between
360 and 3200 km. The measurements towards the upper limit of the distance range were less
numerous and refer only to frequencies below 845 kHz. The predictions for the higher
frequencies and greater distances are thus less reliable §ven within the indicated limits of
validity. In this respect, it would be useful to consult
Report 431_ . , ,
f\
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A NNEX

EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETE CALCULATION OF FIELD STRENGTH

C alculate the probable field strengths that are exceeded during 50% a n d 10% o f the nights
during a year, under the follow ing conditions:
Length o f p ath :

D = 1500 km

Magnetic dip at the m id-point:

/ — 66°

Local tim e at the m id-point o f the p a th :

H — 2130 h.

W olf n um ber:

S = 100

Frequency:

/

A ntenna height:

h — 150 m, non-loaded antenna

R adiated pow er:

p

= 800 kH z

100 kW
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The successive stages of the calculation are as follows:

Value

Figures

rjrnctci ^

Nl.tyo

Term calculated
(dB)

/
D

800 kHz
1500 km

1

P

100 kW

3

S

100

4

/;
r

150 m |
800 kHz | 1,1'■

s

/

66

3

A, -

6

H

2130 h.

6

A H (50)

1

2

10 log 100 :
0 02 .5 -

1

7
•S

33

Fo

P

nA
04

10 ".,

7

20
- 2
'
-1

-

Fh (50) =
7

(tiV/m)

-2
49

-S//17-) -

6

FH (T) -

55

280

560

It is. of course, assumed here that the factors /, D and H have been determined in advance,
in particular, the local time H at the mid-point of the path is obtained normally from the local
time at the point of reception.
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Distance, D (km)

F igure 1

Correction factor Aa o f vertical transmitting antennae o f various lengths
as a function o f the distance D from the point o f reception
(The figures on the curves represent values of the parameter h/x)
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Distance, D (km)
F ig u r e 2

Family o f basic curves iAJke/\fie/& to determine the annual median value o f the field strength F0
for the frequencies (kH z), indicated on the curves
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Magnetic dip, I (degrees)

F ig u r e 3

Correction ( A/) t^JfMyfa/tiaCL to take account o f the magnetic dip
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Latitude

Mar ofEurope on

V
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Longitude

o

Latitude
F ig u re 5

System o f rectilinear coordinates o f geographic latitude and longitude for the whole world
The curves are lines of equal magnetic dip; those below the 0° curve correspond to negative dip, i.e. a dip
downwards iov;ards magnetic south
NMP; North magnetic pole
S M P: South magnetic pole
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Time at the mid-point of the path (H)
F igure 6

to take account o f the time at the mid-point o f the path

8H (T) (dB)

Correction Ah (50)

Time at the mid-point of the path (H)
F ig u r e 7

Correction Sh ( T)

take account o f the percentage o f the nights o f a year
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Time at the mid-point of the path (H )

Aw.

F ig u r e 8

fcdFrection

to take account o f the time at the mid-point o f the path H
and o f the season o f the year
(Frequency: 845 kHz)
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1959

1960

1901

1992

1963

1964

1965

(b)

F ig u r e 9

Seasonal variation o f median values o f night-time field strength on path (a) Allouis-Kolberg (164 kHz),
(b) Rome-Kolberg (845 kHz), between 1959 and 1965
—W — Winter

trend uncertain
E — Equinoxes
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S> = Summer

Median value of night-time
held strength (dB)
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1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

F ig u r e 9

Seasonal varidtion o f median values o f night-time field strength on path (c) Monte-Carlo-Kolberg (1466 kHz),
between 1961 and 1965
W = Winter
E = Equinoxes
S = Summer
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Introduction
Experience has shown that information concerning
the mean value of the received signal is not sufficient for
planning radiocommunication systems. The variations in
time-, space and frequency, collectively described as fading,
also have to be taken into consideration. Fading has- a
decisive influence on the performance of radiocommunication
systems and on the type of modulation that may be used
effectively. It is essential to know-the severity and
rapidity of fading to be able to. specify the power required
for transmitters, the necessary protection ratio to guard
against interference and, with additional knowledge of the
correlation of signals at separate antennae or frequencies,
to be able to determine the most efficient and economical
diversity or coding systems. A discussion of the importance
of fading in connection with frequency utilization,
together with a treatment of various aspects of fading, is
given in Reports 413, 4l4 and 415.
P.

General causes of fading
Fading may be caused by several different effects,
such as:
-

movement of the ionosphere and multipath changes causing
interference fading*,
rotation of the axes of the polarization ellipses;

-

variations of the ionospheric absorption vith time;
focusing and temporary disappearance of the signal due
to MUF failure /^Davies, 1965.17 •

On an 8000 km north south transmission path long-term
fading has been attributed to atmospheric gravity waves /fFottger, 1973 J

4

.
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As also remarked by Davies J/”l96^_7', the period of
the fading cycle depends largely upon the cause of the
fading. As a result, the period for interference and
polarization fading may last for a time of the order of a
fraction of a second to a few seconds, focusing may last
something like 15 to 50 minutes, absorption fading may
last for more than an hour; MDF failure is highly irregular
and occurs at times of fade-in and fade-out.
Fading tends to be faster on high frequencies
than on low, because a given movement in the ionosphere
represents a greater phase shift at the shorter wavelengths.
Motion of the ionized regions gives rise to selective
fading and to a distortion of the modulation envelope of a
signal. The motion produces changes in path length, and
Doppler shifts of frequency on each of the individual
contributing signal components.
Sampling periods
For the purpose of communication system analyses,
it is not always essential to identify the individual
contributory effects;
instead, it is possible to observe
the resulting time series and characterize the fluctuations
of signal levels in time as a random or stochastic process
_/~Brennan, 196lJ7. Characterization of the time series
requires, first, the selection of an observation period Ts,
long enough to include a sufficiently large number of
fluctuations of the signal level. The choice of Ts, while
somewhat arbitrary, is generally made to suit the objectives
of the analysis. Thus, for HF paths, samples from a few
minutes to an hour in length have been found suitable
where the interest was in the fast fading;
sampling periods
of a month have been used to estimate the random variations
of each hourly mean period in a day.
It is expedient to consider short-term and long
term fading separately. The short-term fading component
includes phase interference between multipath propagation
components, and rapid variations of signal strength caused
by ionospheric irregularities. The long-term fading
component arises from random changes in the short-term
median values of the received signal. For example, long
term fading would include variations in the median field
strength measured from day to day at a fixed time. Diurnal,
seasonal and solar—cycle variations are of a more systematic
nature and are usually not associated with fading.
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Severity and rapidity of short->period fading
The terms "severity" and "rapidity", as used hen.-:,
refer to the characteristics of the variations of the
received signal amplitude when a steady tone is emitted
from the transmitter.

4.1 Severity of fading
The signal amplitude distribution function P(v q '>
conventionally employed gives the probability of finding
the signal amplitude v greater than v q . It is related to
the probability density function p(v) by :
oo

P(V0 ) =

Jp(v)dv
v0

Probability density functions, obtained
analytically to describe the envelope of a fading signal,
differ according to the different assumptions made with
respect to the structure of the contributory signals.
Among the most frequently used models is the one which
assumes that the received signal before detection is
composed of a steady sinusoidal component and a random
Rayleigh component with a uniform phase probability
density/"VleNicol, 1 9 ^ 9 Bramlcy, 19pl/?.
This leer:
to the Nakagami—Rice probability density function
/ Nakagami, 1943; Rice, 1944 and 19^5/7
P ( v ) = (2 v /v 2 ) e x p / " -

n

( v 2 + v ^ ) / v 2V

1

n

I~

0

(2 v ,

1

v /v “ )

n

whe re :
I^(x) = modified Bessel function of zero order
v

= received signal envelope voltage A [2

v

= rms voltage of steady sinusoidal component

v^

= rms value of random voltage component.

Pig. 1 gives the corresponding signal amplitude
distribution function P (v ). Each eurv'- represents a
constant probability P(v J that the level vQ (shown as
the ordinate) is exceeded. The abscissa is the ratio

1 4 3
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V /v , the parameter that is needed to specify a particular.
p
Nakagami-Rice distribution. For instance, if the »u*a, IolCio ot 0_, VVV»
random voltage to rms steady voltage
equals 1
'
(i.e.OdB), then a level that is 7-5 dB below the median
will be exceeded 90$ of the time.
If
density function

then (2) reduces to the Rayleigh

p(v) = (2v/v^Jexp (- v2/v^)

(3 )

Fig. 1 shows, however, that the actual distribution
approximates closely to the Rayleigh distribution
provided vn/v-^ > 2 (6 dB).
If vn/v^<5c: 1* then (2) reduces to the normal or Gaussian
distribution function
P(v) =

.1
v VtT
n

exp

(v - vx )2

2

v

n

The signal then varies symmetrically about
the median value v.. with standard deviation v y v j .
Fig. 1 shows that the distribution about the median value
is almost symmetrical provided v /v <0.1 (-20 dB); the
distribution may therefore be regaried as approximately
normal whenever this condition is satisfied.
If the signal strength is expressed in decibels
relative to a specified level the distribution referred
to in (4) is known as the log-normal distribution. Both
the normal and log-normal probability density functions
may be expressed through one formula, as follows :
P(x ) =

.1

exp

(5)

For the normal distribution, x is to be interpreted as
(v-v ) while for the log-normal distribution in dB, x is
m
to be interpreted as 20 log.,-(v/v ), where v is the median
t
„
iu
m
m
value of v.
In addition to the above probability densities,
which are bound up with certain theoretical assumptions
(stationary processes, random motion of secondary
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radiators), there are other probability density functions
worth considering, because they contain several arbitrary
parameters to which values pay be assigned to fit the
measured data. In this connection, mention may be made
of the m-distribution ^Nakagami, 1960j7, which is similar
to the x 2 and gamma distribution*
often used in statistics.
The simplest method of characterizing empirical
signal distributions is by the statistics which give an
indication of the incidence of specified levels. As in
Fig. 1 a distribution can be characterized by stating the
levels exceeded for a number of specified time-percentages.
The following Table gives these levels for the
tneoretical distributions discussed earlier /~Norton et al..
1955_7.

Distribution

Level (dB); relative to median, exceeded
for the following percentages of time
10$

1$
h igh

90$

99$

8.22

5.21

-8.18

-16.39

II;ikagami-Rice
V, = V
i
n
v = 3.16 v
1
n

7.02

4.48

-7.53

-17.55

3.54

2.12

-2.80

- 5.98

Normal and log-normal

2.326a,

1 .282c x

-1.282ax

- 2 .326ay.

Having discussed some of the mathematical formulae
that may be used to describe fading, we pass on to some
measured results. With short analysis intervals (3 to 7
minutes), distribution functions close to the Rayleigh
distribution seem to predominate. On the other hand, during
.longer analysis intervals (30 to 60 minutes), the distribu
tion seems to follow the log-normal law rather than Rayleigh.
The fading range is often defined as the difference (in dB)
between the signal levels exceeded for 10$ and 90$ of the
time, and values of 13 + 3.2 dB^Grosskopf, 1953_7 and
16.6 i 3*2 dB ./“Konopleva, 1964_7 have been given for long
distance HF paths. The value does not appear to vary greatly
with path length in the range 1 500- 6 000 km, with time of
day or with season ^Konopleva, 1964_J7. It is of interest
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to note that,' although the form of the measured distri
butions may differ from the Rayleigh distribution, the
observed fading range is of the same order as the value
of 13.4 dB expected for the Rayleigh distribution. However,
at high signal levels the fading range has been observed to
fall below the Rayleigh value, possibly due to a strong
constant term arising from a specular reflection, and
distributions of the Nakagami-Rice type will apply under
these conditions.
The properties ofYslcy-wave field strength
distribution in the bands 5(LF) and 6 (MF) show that the
log-normal and the Rayleigh distribution apply only in
marginal cases and that the 30 min and 60 min recording
intervals follow a different distribution law when
performed over several years and during various seasons
^/""Taumer and Sulanke, 1967., 1968J7. Further information
is contained in Report 264A'O
4.2 Rapidity of fading
The rapidity of fading can be characterized i n 
different ways ^McNicol, 1949; Ratcliffe, 1956; Price, 1957;
Rice, 1958J7« 0ne description of fading which is useful
for a number of purposes is given by the channel auto
correlation function in time or by the corresponding power
spectrum.
With certain theoretical assumptions (normal
distribution of the components of the velocities of the
secondary radiators), a normal curve is to be expected
for the auto-correlation function :
R(t) = R (0) exp ( - t2/2t^).

(6 )

where t is called the correlation (or coherence) timeconstant of the fading channel. The corresponding power
(i.e.^D^ppler) spectral density is proportional to
exp ( - tQf /2 ), a Gaussian shape with standard deviation of
l/t . The latter is also known asAcorrelation (or coherence)
bandwidth of the fading channel. tw^T'
However, it is questionable whether the assumption
for the velocity distribution of the secondary radiators
is always justified. Therefore, the possibility of other
velocity distribution functions should also be taken into
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consideration. These other velocity distributions can
lead to other forms of the auto-correlation function as
well as different Doppler spreads.
Other parameters have often been used for
characterizing the rapidity of fading. There is, first
of all, the fading rate defined as the number of positive
crossings per unit time through any specified level.
When the signal fades according to (2), the
fading rate for all values up to and including level v
is given by :
N(v) = (fg v Y4rc/vn ) exp/"- (v^ + v2 )/v2_7 IQ ( ^ v / v 2 )

(7

where f , the rms frequency of fading, is defined as follows.
If the random variable Z denotes the number of crossings of
the median per unit time, then f is the square-root of the
Q
5
average value of Z .
In the special case of the Rayleigh distribution,
we can introduce the median value v^ obtaining / “’Rice, 195QJ7:
N(v) = 2.95 f

exp ^ “ °*693 v^/v^ )

(6

where, if v = v , it follows that N(v ) = 1.47 f . Results
similar to these can be derived for various distributions
of signal fading, such as the normal and log-normal
distributions (5) or others. The main result is the
proportionality of N (v ) to f .
m
s
Fading rates up to and including the field-strength
level exceeded for 90% of the time, were measured in the
Federal Republic of Germany by recording on station WWV
(15 MHz). The fading rates varied between 6 and 16 per min,
the mean value being 11.25 per min.
On a certain proportion of days, HF paths in the
tropics may show much more rapid fading than paths confined
to higher latitudes /"Osborne, 1952; Yeh and Villard, 1958;
Bennington, I960; Koster, 1963/7* This phenomenon is
f/r
associated with equatorial F-scattering (see Report 343-»«*(^ (of 10 7)
and usually occurs, starting about 2000 hrs local time, for
some two to four hours. It is likely to affect transmission
paths with a reflection point in the F region between
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magnetic latitudes - 15°• Seasonal and sunspot-cycle varia
tions occur, but may differ in nature with the path orienta
tion. Long-distance paths appear to be affected more at the
equinoxes and at sunspot maximum ^/""Humby, 1959_7* Besides
increased fading rates, brief frequency changes of 20 to
30 Hz have been reported and there is a possibility that a
lower frequency may be affected, but not a higher frequency
]_ Davies and Barghausen, 1964__/. More data are needed before
a more exact account of the various fading characteristics
can be given.
Long-period variations
In the case of long-period variations, the random
component is usually analyzed by taking hourly median values
and evaluating the amplitude distribution over a long period.
For simplicity, a log-normal distribution of the longperiod variations is usually assumed, and often gives a good
approximation to the actual distribution. A very full
analysis, carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany
/"Grosskopf, 1953; 1955a; 1955bJ7 on long-period variations,
showed that distribution curves for a sun-rotation period
were closely log-normal for 50$ of the 28 rotation periods
examined; 25$ could be split into two log-normal distri
butions, each valid over a different range of field
strengths. The remainder* could only be described in terms
of the log-normal distribution if split up into more than
two ranges.
Results for the spread of long-term variations
have been analyzed in a number of countries. Expressed in
terms of the standard deviation Gx of the log-normal
distribution ^ “equation 5_7 > the analyses mentioned above
gave an average result of 8 dB, with some indication of
greater values at night than in the daytime. U.S.S.R.
experiments at HF over paths of 1 500, 3 000 and 6 000 km,
for all seasons and times of day, have given values within
the range 5 to 10 dB ^/"Konopleva, 1964J7. Any systematic
change with season or between day and night appears
relatively small. Results obtained in the United Kingdom
for Accra—U.K., Bombay-U.K. and Colombo-U.K. paths showed
vaJues in the range 5.5 to 7 dB. In certain regions,
higher values ma.y be obtained, e.g. a value of 10 dB or
more may be found for paths crossing polar areas with high
absorption. Information about long-period variations in
bands 5(LR) and 6 (MF) is contained in Report 432.
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Correlation of signals in space, time, frequency and
polarization
The study of correlation between two received
signals as a function of their separation in position,
time, frequency or polarization can provide useful
information for the design of a communication system
in the presence of fading.
An alternative /""Stein, 1966/7 to the use of
increased transmitter power, etc., is the utilization
of techniques of modulation and reception which are less
vulnerable to fading. Most widely known are multiple—
receiver combining techniques classified as diversity
reception. Depending upon the mechanism of the
propagation, there are a variety of ways for obtaining
signals for which the periods of fading occur independently
of one another, such as :
_ space (spaced antenna) diversity
- frequency diversity
angle-of-arrival diversity
- polarization diversity
- time (signal repetition) diversity
—

multipath diversity (Rake).

Of these, the last two have been considered primarily for
digital transmission.
It is not within the scope of this report to
discuss the details of channel characterization and
diversity methods. It can be remarked, however, that most
diversity analyses have been based upon slow, non-selective
fading. However, in recent years, increasing attention has
been directed to fast, non-selective types of fading. Very
useful data on multipath ionospheric propagation have been
obtained by Balser and Smith / “1962J7 using oblique-incidence
pulse sounders, which have pulse lengths of the order of
10 to 100 microseconds.
From typical data, it is deduced that any attempt
to transmit serial digital streams over long distances^ via
the ionosphere, at a rate exceeding 100 to 200 pulses/second,
will tend to result in a severe intersymbol interference
problem / Stein, 1966J7.

I ’ *1
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Operators attempt to minimize these undesirable
multipath effects by using frequencies near the MQF.
Another approach has been the use of highly directive auto
matically adjustable antenna arrays, such as the MUSA
/■“Polkinghorn, 19^Q_7> which discriminate against certain
multiple-hop paths in favour of others.
For characterizing the degree of approximation
to slow non-selective fading, the spread factor is a
useful parameter/"Stein, 1966/7.
For information pulse
length T, fading is essentially non-selective if the
multipath spread
satisfies
TM

« T

(9 )

Similarly, if the Doppler .spread (the width of the
received power spectrum with an unmodulated carrier) is
B^, the requirement for essentially slow fading is
T

« U D

(10)

Then, to approximate slow non-selective fading, T should
satisfy both (9 ) and (10), and, therefore, the spread
factor L, where
L = BDTM

(11)

is required to be
L «

1

(12)

Considering now diversity, Stein /~1966_/ lists
among the common linear methods (which are applicable both
to digital and to distortionless reception of analogue
transmission) :
— combination of selected signals
— combination of signals having the maximum ratio
of strengths
combination of signals on an equal gain basis.
He also discusses more sophisticated methods: decision
oriented diversity for digital transmission, in which
signal, fidelity is abandoned as- an irrelevance, and instead
minimum error rate is established as the sole goal.

- 11 -
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It should be mentioned that limited tests in the
.
iIni ted Kingdom of space diversity reception of single sideXtxw4
telephone transmission indicated only a small
advantage under the conditions of the test. The
,correlation bandwidth was too low; the "instantaneous"
.rnplitude of the reduced carrier was a poor indicator of
the speech-band transmission. On the contrary, diversity
is very effective with double-sideband amplitude—modulated
telephony (carrier transmitted), and on typical telegraph
e L rn a ls

*

Normally in ionospheric propagation, the single most important
limitation is multipath spread, Tjyj. A bandwidth, &f, may be defined in
terms of the reciprocal of

M
which is similar to "coherence bandwidth", "flat-fading bandwidth" or
"selective-fading bandwidth" (Stein and Jones, 1967), Multipath spread in
ionospheric propagation stems from :
-

0 and X ray transit-time differences

-

high and low ray transit-time differences

-

multi-mode transit-time differences

-

irregularity (spread F, etc.) transit-time differences

-

pulse broadening in normal reflection due to dispersion

The range of delays in_ionospheric reflection have been studied
by Bailey / 1959_/ and Salaman / 1962_/.

1 D ivo rsit.v reception
Early investigations of space-, polarizationVi'id frequency-diversity were carried out prior to 19^0 .
However, the mathematical techniques for the investigation
of the theoretical and empirical aspects of diversity
reception have largely been developed, since 19^7 ./“Briggs
-9 al., 1950; Bookerjr
Glazer
and Farber, 1953; Ratcliffe, 1956/7.
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Based upon a simple, though not completely satis
factory, model of scattering from an inhomogeneous and timevarying ionosphere, a spatial correlation function p(d),
normalized to unity at d = 0, may be derived to show the
jopendence of CW signals at two antennae spaced at a
distance d
ramiey, 1951* Grisdale et al., 1957;
? /V\^v\
Khmelnitzky, i960_J viz. :
p (d) = e x p d 2/2x2J7

(1?)

The parameter x is a function of the structure
size of the ionospheric inhomogeneities, of the path length,
and the frequency. At a separation d = x, the correlation
is 0.6l and at d = xf2, it is 0.37. At even the shorter
of these distances, experience and theory have shown that,
for all practical purposes, substantially all the benefits
..i diversity have been obtained. For example, with two
independently fading signals (p =0), the diversity
improvement was 14 to 15 dB at the 99*9$ reliability level.
For p = 0.6l, the diversity improvement was 13 dB. For
liis reason, it appears justifiable to identify the
distance d = x V 2 as the "diversity separation distance"
or "correlation distance".

t

In the United Kingdom, tests made in the
frequency range 6 to 18 MHz over distances of 2 000 to
17 000 km indicates that the structure size, x, was
between 150 and 400 m, implying diversity separation
distances of 210 to 560 m (10 to 25 X ). These findings
were confirmed by recordings made in the Federal Republic
of Germany on station WWV (15 MHz). In addition, it was
shown that the separation distances required, when specular
reflection at the ionosphere is predominant, are much
greater than when a substantial random component is present.
In other United States measurements below HF, the
average correlation distance at 5^0 kHz was 29.4 \ £ 17.1 A.
./"Brennan and Phillips, 1957_7* while at 85 kHz /~Bowhill,
1957J7 * two distinct fading periods were observed, one of
7 min--and one of 1.5 min. The correlation distance was
determined to be 5 km for 7 min fading and 1 km for the
1.5 min fading.
Polarization diversity in the frequency range
6 to 18 MHz was studied in the United States of America
and the United Kingdom. The antennae were at the same
location, but arranged to respond to waves with mutually
perpendicular polarization. The result was that the
diversity action was about the same as that obtained with
an equivalent space separation of 240 to 480 m / “Grisdale
et al.. 1957'J,,
Experiments in Australia and New Guinea withfvertical-incidence
broadcasting in the MF and HF bands have indicated that a polarization diversity system would significantly reduce fading and distortion.
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6.2 Frequency correlation
For the transmission of information, a band
of frequencies is always required. It can be shown that,
for analysis, it suffices to understand what happens to a
pair _of spaced tones transmitted simultaneously
Stein,
1966J .
In practice, with sufficient tone spacing, the
cross-correlation of the fading fluctuations at the two
tone frequencies decreases toward zero. The lack of
correlation in the fading of spaced tones is called
selective fading.
An early investigation of selective fading by
the use of multitone signals on a transoceanic path was
reported in the classic paper by Potter
193QJ7* Other
work was accomplished in the 1950*s ./""Briggs, 1951;
Price and Green, 1958J7*
7.

Characterization of channels for modulated signals
There has been a rigorous mathematical development
of theory which encompasses the characterization of channels
as time-varying f ilters/"”Zadeh and Pesoer, 1963_7» Such an
empirical development for characterization of radio channels
requires a more complete identification of the total radio
environment than has been possible with the limitations in
the design of propagation experiments carried out so far.
Although much of the theoretical background has been
developed by a number of investigators /Green, 1963; Bello,
1963, 1964_7, much remains to be done.
Others have contributed to this field : / ”*Turin,
1956; Brennan, 1959; Barrow, 1963; Staras, 1956; Pierce and
Stein, i960; Wozencraft, 1961; Baghdady, 1961; Bello and
Nelin, 1963_7.
A number of models have been used for channel/''*
characterization and Report fAA/3(Rev.7^') (Doc . 3/1002/^J of
Study Group 3 deals in detail with HF ionospheric simulators.
Watterson et al. C 1970 7 describe one model and its experimental
confirmation. Their paper also included a comprehensive list of
references. The abstract of their paper is reproduced here, as an
example of current work on this subject:
"Specially designed HF ionospheric propagation
measurements were made and analyzed to confirm the validity
and bandwidth limitations of a proposed stationary HF
ionospheric channel model. In the model, the input (trans
mitted) signal feeds an ideal delay line and is delivered
at several taps with adjustable delays, one for each
resolvable ionospheric modal component. Each delayed
signal is modulated in amplitude and phase by a gain func
tion for each baseband tap and the delayed and modulated
signals are summed (with additive noise) to form the output
(received) signal. Statistical specifications for the tap-
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gain functions involved three hypotheses : (1 ) that each
tap-gain function is a complex-Gaussian process that
produces Rayleigh fading, (2) that the tap-gain functions
are independent, and (5 ) that each tap-gain function has a
spectrum that in general is the sum of two Gaussian
functions of frequency, one for each magneto-ionic
component. Statistical tests were performed on day-t!«•
and night-time measurements confirming the validity of
the three hypotheses, and thereby the validity of the model.
For practical applications, the model can be considered
valid over a bandwidth equal to about one fourth of the
reciprocal of the effective (weighted) time spreads on
the ionospheric modal components. The model should be
useful both in theoretical analyses of communication system
performance and for channel simulator designs.”
Another approach has been made by considering propagation path
models which makes more precise the quantitative assessment of the
possibilities for information transmission /_ Konopleva and Khmelnitsky,
1972; Konopleva and Khmelnitsky, 1970J . The accuracy of this method of
assessment and the possibility of basing the calculations on real channel
characteristics, with regard to the variation in both wanted signal
£ Khmelnitsky, 1970J and unwanted signal /_ Khmelnitsky, 1969_/ parameters
should be verified using circuits of various orientations and lengths.
Further studies desirable
Continued studies, along the lines of
sections 6 and 7 above, particularly as applied to iono
spheric paths in various parts of the world, are desirable.
For example, among the physical causes of fading,
it is felt that focusing and defocusing effects ./“Fok,
1950; Liakhova, 1965; Rawer, 1952; Kerblai, 1965_]7 merit
more intensive study. Since these phenomena show con
siderable regularity, it may be that their description
can be improved over that given by present random
statistical models.
With regard to improving knowledge of the severity
and rapidity of fading, different theoretical approaches to
the important practical problem of longer-lasting fades and
field increases associated with ionospheric irregularities
are needed.to supplement the random statistical theory
approach. Auto-correlation methods should be helpful in
studying phenomena which can be described as being between
regular and random.
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Thejpropagation curves in R eporM fl^jT w hich form the basis of Recommendation ^ M ll refer only to nocturnal field-stpength values and the range of^distances from
300 to 3500 km in the European Broadcasting Area. Study Programme ITA90%a ndKesoluritfnM ^^nention the need to extend these curves for shorter and longer distanoes, and to
provide curves for other areas and, if necessary, for daylight conditions in which there is
significant reflection from the ionosphere.
However,.MAs realizing the urgency of the problem as expressed in Resolutions No. 614
(May 1967), No. 635 (May 1968) and No. 652 (May 1969) of the Administrative Council.
Interim Working Party 6/4, set up under the terms of reference in Resolution 12-M which
is actively pursuing this study.

'
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Several field-strength prediction methods for either
restricted or world-wide application have, however, been developed
in some countries, t\Wiir
v£z>4
Jp-ao.^
oB Jcft&Zi.
Xtie.
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As a further measure, it is desirable to have some indication of the progress of the work
in terms of the areas where experimental work is. being done and for which field-strength
measurements exist. Such a review follows, together with some discussion on measurements
made at distances shorter than 300 km and longer than 3500 km and suggestions for future
work.

2.

Australia

2.1

Prediction curves
A study of medium-frequency sky-wave characteristics has been conducted by the
Australian Broadcasting Control Board since March 1953. Measurements made during
this study have been the subject of publications [Dixon, 1960, 1962] and contributions to the
work of the C.C.I.R. [C.C.I.R. 1962 a, 1963-1966 b]. The field-strength curves of Figs. 1,
2, 3 and 4 are derived from the latter document which contains the results of two major
measurement campaigns conducted in 1958-1959 and 1963-1965. These figures show the
hourly median field strength exceeded on 50% and 10% of the nights of a year for an
unattenuated field strength of 3 x 10s p.V/m at 1 km in the direction of propagation and at
the angle of departure appropriate to one-hop E propagation.
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Figs. 1 and 2 refer to the field strength at the second hour after sunset for paths which
are predom inantly north-south, Fig. 1 being for the period of high sunspot activity and Fig. 2
for low sunspot activity. Fig. 4 also applies to the second hour after sunset and the period
of low sunspot activity, but relates to long paths which are predom inantly east-west. Fig. 3
relates to the field strength at 2330 hours during the period of low sunspot activity, for paths
which are predom inantly north-south.
Ivsfj?
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Corrections given in Fig. 1 o f R eport'fl^fcishould be applied to field strength predictions
from Figs. 1,2, 3 and 4 to com pensate for th e transm itting antenna vertical radiation pattern
and to enable the predictions to be m ade on the basis of a radiated pow er o f 1 kW. The
inverse o f this correction was applied to measured field strengths from which the basic
prediction values were derived. Corrections given in Fig. 1 of R eport
are considered
to be sufficiently accurate, except where the transm itting antenna environm ent departs
significantly from that o f the transm itting stations used in the sky-wave measurement
campaigns. M ost of these transm itting sites have a ground conductivity between 5 x 10~3 and
1 0 -2 mhe/m.

Interpretation p f predictions
2.2.1

When applied to individual cases, these predictions may be in error for the following
reasons:
2.2.1.1

The random variation from night to night which produces a standard
deviation o f 2 dB over a period of one m onth for measurements made at a
particular time o f night.

2.2.1.2 The variation which occurs from hour to hour throughout the night.
2.2.1.3 The seasonal variation which produces a standard deviation of 2*5 dB for
measurements m ade at the second hour after sunset.
2.2.1.4 The variation which occurs from site to site in the one locality. F or reception
in an urban area, this variation can be negligible at one frequency and up
to ± 6 dB at another frequency. Predictions in Figs. 2 and 3 were developed
from measurements processed in such a way that this variation was eliminated.
Figs. 2 and 3 therefore refer to the field strength exceeded at 50% o f locations.
A n additional increase in field strength o f the order of 6 dB may occur, where
the receiving antenna is in very close proximity to domestic electric wiring.
The predictions are not applicable to reception sites with sea water in the
foreground.
In this connection, it should be noted that the selection o f reception
sites for M F sky-wave field strength measurement campaigns is usually
dom inated by considerations o f convenience for the staff who make the
measurements, rather than by considerations based upon technical features
of the site environment. It is not uncommon for such measurements to be made
at radio receiving centres surrounded by large rhom bic aerials and adjacent
to aerial feeder lines. This presents no m ajor difficulty provided the system
is calibrated by measurements made at a clear rem ote site. However, where
this is impossible, a more elaborate calibration m ethod is required. This was
the case at the reception site near Melbourne, used in the Australian M F
sky-wave measurement campaign o f 1963-1966 [C.C.I.R., 1966-1969 a].
Tests were conducted around the M elbourne site which revealed the
spatial variation of field strength in the locality, and the degree of correlation
between instantaneous measurements made at separate sites within the
locality. From this inform ation, site correction factors were determined
which convert values obtained at the reception site to values exceeded at 50%
o f the sites in the locality. This method of calibration reduces the variance
of annual median values measured at the site and therefore increases the
accuracy o f field strength curves derived from these measurements.
The degree of correlation between instantaneous measurements is usually
moderately strong out to a distance of two miles, but it becomes quite poor at
a distance of four miles.
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2.2.2

2.2.1.5

The variation between sunspot minimum and sunspot maximum.

2.2.1.6

All other variations. These produce a standard deviation in annual median
values o f 1 dB.

The type o f variation mentioned in §§2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3 can be seen in Fig. 5, which
shows the hourly median held strength exceeded at 50% of locations on 50% o f the
nights o f a month, in dB relative to the hourly median held strength at 50% o f locations
on 50% o f the nights o f a year (April 1964-March 1965) at the second hour after
sunset. Fig 5 may be used in conjunction with the predictions given in Fig. 2 to deter
mine the field strength at any time o f night and in any month during the period o f low
sunspot activity, for a transmission frequency of 1000 kHz. When Figs. 2 and 5 are
used in this manner, the predictions will be more accurate for a distance o f 700 km
than for a distance o f 1600 km.

2.3 Comment on the development of world-wide prediction methods
!

/

In connection with_the develop»nt of vorldMdrat prediction methods
a comparison has been made ^ C.C.I.R., 1970 - 197^*7/00 » time-of-night/ *
month-of-year plot, of hourly median field-strength j4lueg for the European
and Australian regions, given in Fig. 8 of Report M l and Fig. 5 of this
Report, respectively. The same information is repeated here in simplified
form as Fig.<o .. with values for Australia shifted by six months to make the
seasons in both hemispheres coincide.
There are significant characteristic differences between the two
sets of results, as will be seen from Fig.G ; these differences must pose
certain difficulties in developing world-wide predictions within conventional
prediction methods.
It is suggested that it may be preferable to adopt a different
approach to the whole question of sky-wave prediction. Features in accord are
the maximum monthly median levels in any one hour and the season in which
these maxima occur at mid-latitudes. In comparison with existing methods
which refer to annual distributions it is probable that prediction of this
maximum level would :
- be more meaningful in regard to interference calculations as it
refers to the maximum monthly median irrespective of the season
or time of night,
- be in close agreement from region to region,
- involve less work if collection of additional field-strength data
is necessary, as the observation period is reduced from a
minimum of twelve months to a minimum of one or two months.
Apart from the variation with time of night and season, there are
other ways in which medium-frequency sky-wave field strength varies
(sunspot activity, distance, location and direction) most of which warrant
further study.
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2.4

New transmission system

A method o f sky-wave field-strength reduction, which exploits the high absorption o f A " ^
extraordinary waves for transmission frequencies near the gyrofrequency, was proposed jOr
1965. The transm itting antenna for this system is required to radiate a signal p o la riz e d ^
such a m anner that waves entering the ionosphere do so exclusively through extraordinary
modes. The system is termed “ orthogonal transmission ” (see also R eport 293—
Propagation tests [Dixon, 1965, 1968] conducted in 1965 and 1967 indicate that the
median value o f the sky-wave field strength from a broadcasting transm itter operating in
band 6 (M F) may be reduced by 16 dB on paths to the north in the southern hemisphere,
when vertically polarized transmission is replaced by orthogonal transmission. N o significant
change in this reduction was evident on south-north paths extending from 243 km to 695 km.
The reduction decreased on paths with eastward or westward com ponents due to features in
the design of the transm itting antenna, which did not provide the polarization ellipse tilt
required on such paths. A field-strength reduction o f 13 dB was measured on paths which
were 19° to the east or west of the bearing o f the target area (magnetic north).
W hen the reduction in sky-wave field strength is examined in relation to its variation
with time, sky-wave absorption, and path bearing, the results are found to be consistent
with:
— a small variation in the limiting polarization of the .ionosphere at night;
— propagation along paths which depart from the most direct path when the signal fades
during vertically polarized transm ission;
— the expected variation of the reduction with change in non-deviative ab so rp tio n ;
— characteristics of the transm itting antenna.

3.

New Zealand

3.1

Detailed study
A detailed study of medium-frequency sky-wave propagation was commenced by. the
New Zealand A dm inistration in February 1969 across the sea path between A ustralia and
New Zealand at distances between 2000 km and 3200 km. The field-strength measurements
were taken at the second hour after sunset with the transm itter-receiver relationship being
west-east in all cases. M easurements in the range 550-1500 kH z are to continue through a
period of one sunspot cycle [C.C.I.R., 1966-1969 b].

3.2

Interpretation o f results
While there are at present not sufficient data for propagation curves to be plrepared,
Fig. 7 represents median values of results so far from a total o f 240 measurem ent hours.
In com paring results with those obtained in A ustralia (see § 2 above) the measured values
are 6 to 7 dB higher at 3200 km. Assuming about a 4 dB variation o f field strength over a
sunspot cycle, as found by the European Broadcasting Union, it appears that the difference
in measured values is due to sea reflection for the 2-hop E-layer propagation paths between
A ustralia and New Zealand, whereas the A ustralian measurements were taken over land
propagation paths.
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India
The field strengths of transmitters operating at frequencies
between 550 kHz and 1 560 kHz and over distance ranges from 185 km to
1760 km have been recorded in India.
Measurement results covering paths/in different azimuthal
directions indicate that field strengths inyftorth-South direction are about
b - 6 dB higher than the corresponding field strengths irtyEast-West
direction due to high polarization coupling losses on East-West propagation
paths at the lower latitudes. Measurement values obtained from North-South
paths tend to be about 6 dB higher than the corresponding predicted values
for the European Broadcasting Area and about 3 dB lower than those
predicted in Australia j_ C.C.I.R.-, 1970 “ 197^bJ7«,f
Japan
Radio waves transmitted from a number of MF broadcasting stations
in Asia at 57 frequencies in the range 5^8 kHz to 1550 kHz have been
received since 1961 at several receiving stations in Japan. West-East path
median field strength values obtained as a result of point-to-point
measurements at frequencies centred around 600 kHz are plotted, as a
function of distance, in Fig.8S£/“C.C.I.R., 1970-197fcc_7.
Results of two series of mobile MF field-strength measurements
covering West-East/East-West and North-South propagation paths, which were
carried out in. June and July, 1973, in the Pacific Ocean area on board ships,
are shown in Fig.^JSS^/ C.C.I.R., 1970-197^c_/. All results, regardless of
the direction of propagation paths, tend to follow rather closely the N-S Cairo
curve / ~ * C . C . I ,R., 1937 and 1938_7» if the latter is adequately converted from
quasi-maximum to median values by subtraction of 9 dB.
United States of America

The F.C.C. standard broadcast curves o f yearly median field strength [F.C.C., 1968],
derived from measurements m ade in the U nited States o f America, have been available for
many years and considerable use has been m ade o f them in other countries. T he m easure
ments refer to a period of low solar activity, and th e presentation adopted for the curves is
based on the second hour after sunset and shows how they vary w ith latitude.
A detailed com parison [Barghausen, 1966] has been m ade between th e curves o f
R eport<26^%and the F.C.C. curves referred to above, which shows, for th e sam e conditions,
that good agreement is obtained when the F.C.C. curves are applied in the E uropean B road
casting A rea (at least for field strengths exceeded for 10% o f the time). On th e other hand,
when the curves of Report
are com pared with the F.C.C. curves in the middle latitudes
o f the northern part of the western hemisphere, differences of the order o f 5 dB a t 1800 km
and 25 dB at 3200 km are indicated for both the 10% fields and th e 50% fields. The higher
values are predicted by the F.C.C. curves in the area for which they were developed. It is
believed that these differences are due, in a large measure, to the use o f the correctioi
A/ for the magnetic dip latitude at the m id-point o f the path shown in Fig. 3 o f R eport
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Africa

A joint measurem ent campaign was organized in A frica by the three broadcasting organi
zations—O .I.R .T ., E.B.U. and U .R .T .N .A .—for the African L F /M F Broadcasting C on
ference. The campaign lasted in all for about one year, from June 1963 to July 1964, but m any
paths were studied for less than one year. U nfortunately, it was too short for sufficiently
reliable propagation curves to be prepared. However, 760 measurement sheets (one per path
and per evening) were collected, representing a to tal o f 2700 measurem ent hours distributed
over 23 paths, and the results apparently correlate fairly well on th e whole w ith w hat could
have been gathered from the curves for the E uropean Broadcasting Area, except for a relatively
large spread which could not be accounted for. The results, together with additional data
on sea-paths provided by a member o f E.B.U ., are shown in Fig.
together w ith a curve of
field strength against distance for a frequency o f 1 M H z at 2200 h\ours local tim e at the mid"pom t o f the path, as deduced from the curves in Fig. 1 ot Report*
The plotted points
are the m edian values o f the field strength measured for the various paths in Africa, correc
tions o f the type valid in Europe having been applied to convert them to 1 M H z at 2200 hours.
(This reference time was chosen because it corresponded closely to m ost observations, thereby
minimizing errors du.e to uncertainty about the time correction for Africa.) It appears that,
in the absence o f other data, the curves o f th e E uropean Broadcasting A rea could be used
tem porarily for A frican planning requirem ents, b ut w ith some caution. F o r instance, near
the magnetic equator, the measurem ent results seem to confirm th at propagation loss is
greater along east-west as com pared w ith north-south paths, as might be predicted from
theoretical considerations o f wave polarization [Phillips and K night, 1965]. Also, the varia
tion o f the hourly m edian value o f the field strength during the night may differ from that
found in Europe and may depend considerably upon th e magnetic dip.

Field strengths at distances below 300 km

Field-strength predictions
As a contribution to the African Broadcasting Conference (1964, 1966), I n t e r i m
W orking Party 6 /4 prepared ionospheric field-strength curves for distances below 300 km
for use in the A frican Broadcasting area. They were based on pulse m easurem ents at vertical
incidence carried out in Tsumeb (South-W est Africa) [Elling, 1961] in the M F band. The
data obtained were extrapolated for oblique incidence b o th in th e E and th e F region. From
these calculations tw o families o f curves for the case o f either E or F reflection were obtained
at frequencies between 300 and 1100 k H z . _____________ _
These curves were combined with those in R ep o rt” ^
for planning purposes by
drawing curves in the transition region with deviations up to ±1-5 dB from the tw o sets o f
curves so combined. These com posite curves were used during the African L F /M F Broad
casting Conference (I.T .U ., 1966). The interpretation o f the shape o f these curves was
given by Taum er [1968].
The field-strength prediction curves for distances below 300 km are now referred for
further consideration to Interim W orking Party 6/4.
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8,2 Aleasurements

8-2.1 Pulse measurements at vertical and oblique
For the study of short-distance sky-wave propagation, it will be recalled th a t a
knowledge of the possible values of the ionospheric reflection coefficients at vertical
and oblique incidence (see Study P rogram m e.
can be very helpful in giving a
complete understanding of the physical phenom ena underlying m edium-frequency
modes of propagation. The w ork done in South-W est A frica can be m entioned in
this connection. M easurements at a number o f frequencies between 350 kH z and
5600 kHz have been made at times o f high and low solar activity [Elling, 1961 and
C .C.I.R., 1966-1969c]. At b oth times, values o f the mean night-time attenuation
ranging from 6 dB at 1070 kH z to 17 dB at 365 kH z were found. D aytim e values are
much higher and at one hour before sunset and one h o u r after sunrise they m ay be
several times higher than the night-tim e values. However, the relationship between
the vertical-incidence measurem ents and the propagation o f medium-frequency
uavcs arriving in the ionosphere at oblique incidence is n o t very clear. Verticalincidcnce reflections m a y occur at a height of approxim ately 100 km (at which height
obliquely arriving waves are generally reflected) and at around 250 km (F layer) and
even at intermediate heights (150 km), or even at several heights sim ultaneously.
Observations at the same station in South-W est A frica have also shown daytim e
reflections in the D region between 70 and 100 km. In general, m axim um absorption
at vertical incidence was found in the region of 500 kH z, apparently associated w ith a
change of reflection level. Thus, the lower frequencies were reflected in th e D region
where, due to the small gradient o f ionization, th e deviative absorption increases w ith
frequency. Reflections from the E region appear at about 500 kH z; here the ionization
gradient is steeper, especially when sporadic E is present, and at higher frequencies
only non-deviative absorption is im portant. In the evening after sunset, for verticalincidence reflection at frequencies below about 500 kHz, the ordinary com ponent is
more highly attenuated than the extraordinary com ponent, while at higher frequencies
the reverse is true [C.C.I.R., 1963-1966cj.
fonograms made by the NBS at Boulder [Belrose, 1965] actually show th a t the
‘*100 km stratum ” has a very irregular structure and, since th e origin o f this
“ stratum ” is unknow n, its irregularity and its partial transparency to verticallyincident medium-frequency waves ' com plicate extrapolation to obliquely-incident
waves. The “ 150 km stratum ” seems, in actual fact, to be the real nocturnal E layer
[Belrose, 1965]. This fact is of interest for the physics o f the nocturnal ionosphere, but
probably this layer has no effect on the propagation o f obliquely-incident mediumfrequency waves.
Systematic analysis [Wakai, 1967, 1968] of low-frequency and medium-frequency
innograms (50-2000 kHz) at vertical incidence obtained at Boulder by th e ESSA
reveals the nocturnal variation as well as solar-cycle dependence o f the night-tim e E
layer as below:
— many stratifications can usually be observed on the ionogram s. The lowest
stratum , however, at a virtual height o f less than 100 km, is less sensitive to geo
magnetic activity and varies in a regular m anner during the night. Stratifications
at virtual heights less than about 135 km show m ore or less sim ilar characteristics
to those o f the lowest stratum . These may be identified as the night-tim e E layer.
On the contrary, it is sufficient to classify the higher stratification having a virtual
height o f about 150 km as an independent layer (so-called interm ediate layer)
which is separated from both the F layer and the norm al night-tim e E layer by
valleys o f ionization. This layer usually exhibits close association w ith the geo
magnetic activity;
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— the variation with local tim e o f th e night-time E layer shows different features in
summ er and w inter;
— the peak electron density o f the night-tim e E layer is related linearly tb the relative
sunspot number.
Analysis of conventional ionogram s at 24 sounding stations in th e American
m eridional zone shows that night-tim e ionization in the E region varies with latitude
during both geomagnetically quiet and disturbed nights. Evidence o f night-time
plasm a frequencies in the E region exceeding 1 M H z is found during quiet nights w*
highep hrtihidca than 52° iictbft geomagnetic latitude. On the other hand, a sm ooth
increase in critical frequency o f th e night-tim e E layer is seen up to 52° in latitude
during disturbed nights. Above this latitude, high critical frequencies behave discontinuously up to about 80°. Somewhat lower frequencies m ay be observed in
the polar cap region above 80°.

Pulse measurements in the MF broadcasting band have
been carried out in the P.R. of Poland. A comparison of
the first results with those of vertical ionospheric
sounding indicates_that MF propagation is often controlled
by Es ionization / C.C.I.R., ]t9 T O - 1 9 7 ^ d _ 7 .

8.2.2

Field-strength recordings fo r distances below 300 km
There are much less experimental data for distances below 300 km than for greater
distances. This is partly due to the fact th at in the E uropean broadcasting A rea at
least, only in exceptional cases is th e reception free from interference. A nother
reason is the difficulty o f obtaining th e sky-wave field strength from broadcast trans
mitters because, in general, the field strength has a contribution from the g ro u n d ^
wave.
A reduction o f the ground-wave com ponent can be achieved by using a loop
antenna at the transm itting or at the receiving site, or at both sites. M oreover, a
m ethod o f analysis o f the recordings o f the com bined ground-wave and sky-wave
field strength has been developed [M uller, 1965] which enables the sky-wave field
strength to be derived from the am plitude distribution. This m ethod can, however,
only be used when the grounctyvave is not the predom inant com ponent o f the total
field strength because otherwise small errors in the measurements would give rise to
considerable uncertainties in the sky-wave com ponent so derived.
W ith the use o f more than one receiving point at different ranges (e.g. from 100
to 300 km), the sky-wave field strengths can be com pared and, taking into account
the vertical radiation diagram o f the transm itting antenna, the presence o f reflections
from the E or F regions can be distinguished.
M easurement results for a distance range of 38 km have been obtained [C.C.I.R.,
1963-1966 d] by means o f a loop receiving antenna. They show an average reflection
loss o f about 12 dB at 827 kH z for the period from tw o hours after sunset to 2200 hours.
There is, however, an im portant seasonal variation w ith stronger reflection in summer.
In A pril 1965, field-strength recordings were m ade in the Federal Republic of
Germ any [C.C.I.R., 1966-1969 d] on 30 consecutive nights between 0100 and
0720 hours CET. The same transm itter, which operated successively at 620, 889,
1160 and 1529 kH z for a period o f 50 minutes at each frequency was received simul
taneously at 4 receiving sites located on a straight' line at distances between 60 and
275 km. The transm itting antenna was o f a small vertical type, whereas the receiving
antenna was a loop at all receiving sites.
At 63 km the ground-wave com ponent was predom inant at the lower frequencies
and could not be eliminated by the analytical m ethod [M uller, 1965]. F o r com parison
purposes the average o f the nocturnal median values o f the recorded field strength
was expressed in dB relative to 1 pV/m related to the unattenuated field o f a reference
antenna giving a field strength o f 3 x 105 pV/m at a distance o f 1 km in all directions
above the horizon.
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F ig/Mshows the measurem p m resul ts and a referenartS n/e which can be obtained
fmm formula (la ) o f Report
for distances greajpr tl\an 300 km or^for smaller
distances,from formula (1+) of Report
^ o / l o ^ ^ P o v j ’o ) entitled

’’Methods for predicting sky-wave_Jrield strengths at frequencies
b e t w e e n 150 kHz and 1600 kHz” . ’HjBslfermumsfeased on the hypothesis
that the ionospheric reflection coefficient remains constant for reception at distances
below 300 km. The mean values o f the standard deviation were 3-5 dB at 128 km,
3 6 dll at 185 km and 4-6 dB at 274 km.

A

%

Further measurements were carried out on at least three successive days from
to 2300 hours C E T at 822 kHz at a distance o f 11-6 km (M ay-June 1968) and at
30- -SO 100 and 370 km (October-November 1968). Loop antennae were used at both
t e r m i n a l s . In FigXJt^curve A shows the median values obtained in the measurements,
c u r v e C i s the corresponding reference curve, and curve B is obtained as the annual
m e a n it t h e seasonal variations observed [ C . C . I . R . , 1966-1969d] are used for a correc
tion of curve A.
An analysis o f the M uller method of recording total field strength in the range
i so to 230 km from a’ broadcast transm itter on 191 kH z in Sweden has shown good
agreem ent with the expected reflection losses according to the m ethod o f calculation
described in Report
f e / l O ^ O '

9.

Measurements made at distances above 3500 km

9.1 E.B.U. measurements
Measurements of long-distance propagation between 3200
and 9300 km at frequencies between 620 and 13^5 kHz have been
carried out as part of the activities of the E.B.U.
/ C.C.I.R.,
1966-1969e and C.C.I.R., 1970-197*+^/ • The Federal Republic of
Germany has carried out measurements at Tsumeb, South West Africa,
on three North-South paths at distances of about 7000 km and
frequencies of l6U kHz (Allouis), 8^+5 kHz (Rome) and 1602 kHz
(Ismaning) / C.C.I.R., 1970-197t» n* 1970-197iie_/. In Fig. .
these measurements are compared with measurements made before
1938, but the latter have been reduced by 9 dB to convert quasi
maximum values to median values. Fig.A3 also shows the curve
adopted by the C.C.I.R. at Cairo / C.C.I.R., 1937 and 1938_/ for
North-South paths, but with field strength.v.alues reduced by 9 dB.

A6u-~i(tee/Ao<3S)
The results show that field strengths observed at
distances exceeding 3500 km, especially on North-South paths, are
considerably higher than values obtained by extrapolating the p
curves of Fig. 2 of Report
The Cairo curvef shown In
\
Fig.13 appears to be satisfactory for predicting the highest
field strengths which are likely to be observed when the trans
mitting and receiving antennas are situated on ground of average ^
conductivity. Higher field strengths will be observed if either, (geJ
or both, terminals are situated near the sea (see Report U01-^P.»» QjjtfAc 1A o \ s 7).
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Measurements have been made/in the U.S.S.R. on frequencies
between 150 and 1500 kHz at distances Ibetween 600 and U500 km
/ C.C.I.R., 1966-1969f 7 and are showli in Figs. lfy, lS"and 1 6 . The
results j& usa show that at the highest! frequencies in this band the
field strengths may already be higherfatVclistance* beyond 2000 km,
and that between 2000 and 1+500 km the propagation curves would
approach progressively towards the extrapolated curve for the frequency
of 200 kHz as indicated in Figs.
and £3d» AC*
The U.S.B.R. r ^ u l t s show that the magnetic dip correction
curves of Report
are valid for paths up to 2200 km. For longer
paths characterized by multihop propagation, it is better to determine
the correction separately for each hop and to add up the results.

9.3 A.B.U. measurements
A series of long-distance sky-wave propagation measurements
in band 6 (MF) have been conducted since 1971. In Fig. 17> the
maximum, median and minimum field strength values are shown for each
of the 25 paths under study. The values have been derived from either_
half-hourly or hourly cumulative distributions / C.C.I.R., 1970-197^c_/.
It is apparent that the entirety of these long-term median field
strengths is very close to the N-S Cairo curve / C.C.I.R., 1937 and
1938_/, when the latter is adequately converted from quasi-maximum to
median values.

10,

Daytime propagation of the sky^wave

Within the framework of studies carried out by the E.B.U. on medium-wave propagation,
the Norddeutscher Rundfunk’s receiving and measuring station at W ittsm oor near H am burg
has made daytim e measurements.
The transm itters used for these measurements were Strasbourg (1160 kHz, 150 kW) at
a distance of 610 km and Mainflingen (1538 kHz, 270/300 kW), at a distance o f 405 km.
The recording period was from November 1963 to N ovem ber 1964, and the recordings were
made between 0500 G M T (beginning of transm ission) and 2200 G M T (close-down). 107
recordings are available of the transmissions from Strasbourg and 128 from Mainflingen
[C.C.I.R., 1963-1966 a].
From the results obtained from these recordings it may be concluded that, for the
frequencies and the propagation paths concerned, the annual mean value o f the sky-wave
field strength at noon, at the midpoint o f the path, is about 45 dB lower than the corresponding
value at midnight.
An analysis of the seasonal variations of the median values o f the daytime field strengths
over the period 1963-1965 was carried out by Taum er and Starick [1969]. Their results show
at daytime an increase in absorption, that is a decrease in field strength, from winter
to summer, of about 18 dB at 845 kH z and 31 dB at 1466 kHz. The difference between daytime
and night-time m edian field strengths at 845 kH z varies between about 42 dB in winter and
54 dB in*summer, and is even greater in the higher part o f the M F band. At the frequency
1466 kHz the difference lies between 40 dB in winter and 65 dB in summer.
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The daytime field strength at a frequency of 750 kHz
and for a path length of 7^0 kin has been recorded in Japan since
1969. The seasonal variation of the field strength at noon is
similar to that of the zenith angle of the sun. The difference
of the annual median field strengths at noon and at midnight
, during the moderate period of the sunspot cycle is k 2 dB. The
correction to be applied to the annual mean reference field
strength valid for R 12 = 0 is about - 0.055 R ^GrVhere R 12
denotes the 12-month running average of the sunspot number
/ C.C.I.R., 1970-197 1+f_/.
11,

Imtiirc work

I uture work should deal with several aspects of the question, nam ely:
11.1

to widen the geographical area in which propagation curves similar to those prepared for the
European Broadcasting Area could be available and to associate such curves with one another,
in accordance with various values of some param eters o f geographical situation. In theory,
plans for assigning and sharing medium-frequency channels over very wide areas, such as
F-urope or Australia or the U nited States o f America, can be dealt with independently of
one another, but there are bound to be problem s in adjoining regions in the case of areas
such as Europe, Africa and A sia; also, com parisons between measurem ents m ade at different
parts of the world might give very useful inform ation about geographical factors affecting
lie Id-st length curves. After the first measurement cam paign m entioned in §
O.T.R.T.,
R l lU . and U .R .T.N .A . have jointly undertaken a new m easurem ent campaign lasting for
about one year in 1965-1966;

11.2

to expand the range of propagation-pat h lengths for which m ost measurem ents have so far been
made, both for short distances (below 300 km) and for very long distances (above 3500 km).
( )nc problem with short distances is the difficulty of separating ground-wave effects from skywave effects, and the curves prepared so far have been based, not on direct measurem ents
of the sky-wave field, but on the theoretical deductions from knowledge o f the coefficient
of ionospheric reflection at vertical incidence. However, m ost reflection data coefficients are
derived from measurements of vertically-incident waves at a relatively small num ber o f
stations, and since little work has been done up to now on the critical frequency o f the
I . layer at night, it is highly conjectural to extrapolate the vertical-incidence data to cover
obliquely incident waves and therefore the short-distance calculation of sky-waves. There
is therefore a need to develop studies on the critical frequency o f the E layer at night and on the
reflection coefficient of the E and F layers for various incidences o f medium-frequency and
low-frequency waves and also to study further general m ethods of total-field recordings
to enable the sky-wave term to be derived from them. If possible, direct short-distance
measurements of sky^waves should be made.
As regards long-distance measurements, they should help tow ards determ ining inter alia
1 he influence of sunspot activity, and there are appreciable differences between oversea
paths and over-land paths.
It is suggested that as early as possible the material dealing with measurem ents in this
R e p o r t should be separated from that on the prediction m ethods so far available, to form a
special report on field-strength predictions in the LF and M F bands b oth at distances below
30b km and above 3000 km.

11.3

There is a lack o f detailed data on daytim e ionospheric propagation between 150 and 1600 kH z;
this form o f propagation may be considerable, particularly in winter months.

11.4 It will be useful to obtain m ore accurate data on the influence o f rapid fading on the value
of the field strength for a given percentage o f time.
11.5

Still further statistical studies, based on known data or, even better, on new results,
arc required to reduce the area of uncertainty of predictions based on the curves available at
present or to reduce the area o f uncertainty by better knowledge, either of param eters affecting
the field or o f the correlation between the field and other param eters. Some A dm inistrations
or authorities arc at present undertaking studies of this kind.
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F ig u r e 1

Hourly median values o f the field strength exceeded at 50% o f locations on 50% and 10% o f the nights o f a year
at the second hour after sunset
(North-south paths; annual mean Zurich sunspot number IM)
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F iourb 2
Hourly median values o f the field strength exceeded at SO% o f locations on 50% and 10% o f the nights of
a year at the second hour qfter sunset
(North-south paths; annual mean Zurich sunspot number 10)
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F ig u r e 3

Hourly median values o f the field strength exceeded at 50% o f locations on 50% and JO% o f the nights o f
a year at 2330 hrs
(North-south paths; annual mean Zurich sunspot number 10)
----------------50%
10%
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F ig u r e 4

Hourly median values o f the field strength exceeded on 50% and 10% o f the nights o f a year Hi $ke ssmmi
hour after sunset. The number o f the paths investigated was not sufficient to obtain an acct&ate predi&i&nmer
the dashed section.
(East-west paths; annual mean Zurich sunspot number 20)
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F igure 5

Field-strength variation with time o f night and month o f the year
Contours show the hourly median values of the field strength exceeded at 50% of locations on 50% of the
nights of a month, in decibels above the hourly median value of the field strength exceeded at 50% of
locations on 50% of the nights of a year (April 1964-March 1965) at the second hour after sunset. The values
shown are accurate for quasi-longitudinal transmission on a path of 700 km for transmission frequencies in
the range 900 kHz to 1100 kHz. Dashed lines show the times of sunset and sunrise.
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Field strength received for 50% and 10°/o o f the time for 50% o f locations
(West-east paths: mean Zurich sunspot number 90)
A: 10%
o = 10% values
B: 50%
a = 50% values
C: E.D.Urrl 006 k ilt
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NIGHT-TIME SKY-WAVE FIELD STRENGTHS MEASURED AT FREQUENCIES AROUND 600 kHz, AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
Annual medians of hourly or half-hourly medians
(Results from point-to-point measurements)
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NIGHT-TIME SKY-WAVE FIELD STRENGTH MEASURED AT BAND 6 (MF) AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
Half-hourly medians of recordings made around midnight local time at the mid-point of the propagation path
(Results obtained in the Pacific Ocean, on board ships, in June and July, 1973^
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e

Medium-frequency measurements in Africa (median field strength corrected for 1 M Hz, time 2200 hours
and a transmitting antenna giving, over perfectly conducting ground, 3 x 105 jj. K/m at 1 km in all directions
above the horizon).
: Fo = 80-2-10 log D -0 0 0 1 8 Z ) / 0 2 6 + A22Oo(50)
• : paths over land,
x : paths ove^e^hore-sited tran sm itter^
Key:/== frequency (kHz), I = magnetic dip at mid-point,
<bm = approximate magnetic bearing of transmitter from mid-point.
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F igure

Average o f median values o f field strength, Fo, as a function o f distance

Curves A and B are calculated according to foraul
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Median values o f field strength, F«, at 822 kH z as a function o f distance
Curve A: measurefli«kt values
Curve B: corrected for seasonal variations
Curve C: reference curve
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C.C.I R. propagation curves and results o f measurements in U.S.S.R.
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NIGHT-TIME SKY-WAVE FIELD STRENGTHS MEASURED IN BAND 6 (MF) AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
Results from the regular survey
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IONOSPHERIC CROSS-MODULATION
(Question £ 3 --../6 C l>ot-6/-fo5fQ)
Introduction

(197*0

The basic theory_of non-linear phenomena in a plasma as developed
by Ginsburg and Gurevich / i960J and Gurevich / 19T1_/ extends the earlier
work of Bailey / 1937_/ on wave interaction or ’’cross-modulation". Briefly
stated, the propagation of strong modulated waves through a plasma produces
perturbations in the plasma which causes changes to take place in the
electron temperatures which in turn affects the collision frequency, ion
chemistry and electron density; and therefore the conductivity and
permittivity of the medium. The result
of these changes in the medium
produced by one modulated intense radiowave is the superimposition of its
modulation on the carrier of another wave propagating through the same
region. Because of the large number of transmissions using the HF, MF and
LF bands which propagate through the D and E-regions, this wave
interaction or ionospheric cross-modulation is difficult to distinguish
from co-channel interference and even more difficult to measure. / Huxley
et al, 1950, 1955; Fejer, 1955; Ratcliffe and Shaw, 19U8 ; Shaw, 1951;
Bell, 1966; Hibberd, 196H; Cutolo, 196U, etc._/.
Measurements_made when the bands were less crowded have been
summarized by Knight / 1972_/, and show cross-modulation depths less than
7% when standardized to a power of 100 kW. The standardized measurements
are shown in Fig. 1 of Report ^60
For the communications engineer concerned with estimating the
interference caused by cross-modulation, the main features of a treatment
given by Huxley and Ratcliffe / 19*+9_/ in a paper designed to give a simple .
physical explanation of the phenomenon are presented.
The electron collisional process
j

C

1

The free elections ihfch are mainly responsible for the reaftlon of the Ionosphere on
radio eaves are located 1nn) and lover E regions and aay be regarded as a gaseous constituent
statistically in thermal equilibrium with the far more numerous molecules in
the atmosphere. Each electron may be considered to have a thermal energy Q
and a velocity v related to the temperature 0 of the atmosphere by the
gas equation
Note:
The Director, C.C.I.R., is requested to transmit this text to the
International Union of Radio Science (U.R.S.I.) for comments.
$

Z 7 c / o/ o 6 q c /
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This document will be published lar.er in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear final number:
S''"Hi
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_ l mv
2
'o = i k
-

e0

(i)

where m is'the mass
the electron (9-1 X 10 ^ k g m ) , k isVBoltzmann^fev
constant (1.37 X 10
Joules per degree Kelvin) and 0Q is in degrees Kelvin,
Q0 and vQ being in M.K.S. units.
If at the point under consideration the equilibrium is disturbed
by increasing the velocity of the electrons to v, Q0 and 0O change to Q and
0 in accordance with (l), the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere
being unchanged. The mean free path of the electrons is unaltered so that
the collisional frequency v is increased from its equilibrium value v
proportionately with v. Thus from (l)
v2 _ 0

(2!

v§ = 5,

At each collision some energy is transferred to the surrounding
atmosphere, the amount being proportional to the energy excess and equal to
G (Q - Qo) where G is a constant that from laboratory experiments on nitrogen
is found to have a value of about 10”^. The equilibrium is disturbed by the
passage of a radio wave, and if the energy extracted from the wave by an
electron in a collision at the time t is Qe , the energy equation for the
electron is

= VQe - VG (Q - Qo)
which from (2 ) may be written
dV
dt

(3 )

2 Qc

13

If Qf
V

constant, V would|take up a value V given by
/
Q
\ 2
= Vo

1 +

6

GQ

(h )

o

Except possibly for very high fields, Qe« G Q n an v-v0« v 0 , Thus
with the removal of Qe ,V-V0 decays exponentially to zero with a time constant
of I/Gv0 , In the region of the ionosphere under consideration Vq i-s °I the
order of 10^ collisons per sec, so that this time constant is about 10-3 sec
corresponding to a frequency of 1000 Hz. It therefore follows that the
collisional frequency is unable to respond to the changes at radio frequency
in the wave.
As, however, Qe is proportional to the power density in the wave
and hence to the square of the electric field E, the collisional frequency
can respond to the r.m.s. value of the field. If this r.m.s. value is
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amplitude modulated at audio frequency, the collisional frequency will in
some measure be able to follow the modulation for frequencies not greatly
in excess of 500 Hz.
The modulation process
In general the modulation on the radio wave will contain many audio
frequencies, but to estimate the level of cross-modulation it is sufficient
to consider a singlefrequency o)/2tt and only the component ofthis frequency
in the square of the field. Thus writing the r.m.s. radiofield
as
E = Eq (l + M

co s

(5)

cot)

the square will be taken as
E2 = E^

(1 + I ) +E2 2M cos cot

(6)

where M =1 for 100% modulation.
The mean value of E2 is thus significantly above E2, and it is this
increased value that determines the mean value of V in (^), while V takes the
form
V = V

where

+

( l

M y )

( 7 )

is the modulation derived from the modulation term in (6)
Writing Qe as
Qe = C E2

(8)

where the constant of proportionality will befound by considering the
attenuation of the radio wave by the electron collisions as it passes through
the ionosphere, and taking the modulation component of V in (7) as VQ My, the
modulation equation derived from (3), (6) and (8) becomes
dMv

_ v2 CE2 2M cos art

G

2Q „

2

"

or

dM
dt

+

G vo MV

\inC Eo

M cos art

■ ---------- ^

-----------------

°

°

V

whence

|v I

(9)

CEpM

=
QnG
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The denominator shows how the response drops off at higher audio
frequencies.
TV a . absorption process

As the radiowave passes through the ionosphere, the loss of the
t
'gy
extracted by the electrons in the collisional process causes the wave
to be exponentially attenuated according to an amplitude reduction factor
exp (-Jxds) where the integral is taken over the transmission path and k
is an absorption coefficient.
By considering the absorption of the wave
passing through a thin slab of unit cross-section, it can be shown that the
energy Qe extracted by each electron in a collision is
— r< ^ y

af

■

,iw

where y is the real part of the refractive index of the ionosphere given by
the Appleton-Hartree equation, IT is the electron density (number per cu.m.;
and Z0 is the impedance of free space, the fi.eld E being in V/m.
As the radio frequency may be in the neighbourhood of the gyromagneticfrequency f^,
it is important to include the effect of the earth's
magnetic field by considering the case for which it is greatest, when the
propagation is along the direction of the earth's field. The value of <
is then known to be
<

N e 2 Zo

=

2y m

(11 )

2(f - fH )2

+

where e is the electron^ charge (l.60 X 1G~^^ coulpmb) , f is the radifrequency in Hz, and the + and - signs refer to the ordinary and
extraordinary waves respectively.
Thus from.(8 ), (10) and (ll)
n

e2__________

_

m j^ T i2 ( f I f H ) 2

(12)

+ ^

The V2 term in the denominator can be neglected in.the present
estimate of cross-modulation if, say, k~2 (f - fu)2 >10v2 or (flfv)>
t_,
. . . . . .
'
.cor hign. frequencies this criterion is well enough obeyed and at medium
frequencies, except for the extraordinary wave near to the gyrofrequency,
which is of the order of 1 MHz, where a resonance occurs increasing the vaT
of C. Under theseYconditions, especially for high power transmissions, th?
value of
_ vq may be comparable with V 0 , and (k) from (8 ) and (12) shoul:
nescMcjiKe"")
V._____
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be regarded as a quadratic equation in V . At lower frequencies where f is
of the order of or less than V, a much more sophisticated full-wave treatment
of the whole problem is really needed.
The value of C in (12) used in (9) gives
K

|

=

-------------- r= ------------------------------------

3 m k 0 o I *«T2

(flfH )2

(1 3 )

+ V 20 | G |1 + (“ -V q ) 2

j*

where Q0 has been given its value in (l) and in the denominator V 2 has been
approximated by v20 , in keeping with the assumption made in deriving (9 ) that
C is a constant.

Demodulation and cross-modulation
As the attenuation of the wave has the form of an amplitude
reduction factor, the direct dependence of k in (11) upon V implies that the
modulation transferred from the wave to the collisional frequency reacts back
on the amplitude of the wave. Actually this produces some demodulation of
the wave, which is a phenomenon of considerable interest when using
modulation experiments to investigate the physical structure of the lower
regions of the ionosphere. For this purpose a much more detailed
statistical analysis of the electron motion than has been adopted here is
really necessary, with a close study of the gyromegnetic resonance.
More importantly here, however, the modulation imposed on k can
similarly be transferred to the amplitude reduction factor of another wave of
different frequency passing through the modulation region, giving rise to
cross-modulation. Apart from its physical significance, this phenomenon is
a source of interference which it is here the purpose to assess. In principle
the effect is mutual, each wave to some extent being demodulated and
modulating the other, but it is now desirable to distinguish between the
frequencies and to regard one transmission as wanted, with its own modulation
on to which some modulation is imposed from an unwanted or disturbing
transmission. Calling the frequencies fg and fp respectively, the frequency
f in (13) must now be interpreted as fDIf the amplitude reduction factor for the wanted wave is P, it is
then given from (7) and (11) by
Ne2Z0

p

=

v (1 + MyO ds

v

(lU)

exp / 2ym pit2

(fw i f H ) 2 + 'j2J

The integration is extended over the region of cross-modulation,
which is of limited size because of the attenuation suffered by the disturbing
wave in passing through the ionosphere, whereby the modulation in (13) imposed
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on the collisional frequency decreases with the decrease in E0 . The region
may, however, he sufficiently extended for the increase of N and the
decrease of v with height in the ionosphere to be significant in estimating
p in (lH). Eventually the product Kv decreases, but initially it can
increase with height.
The time of passage of a wave-front through the region is so short
that {lk) may be regarded as an integration across the region at a moment of
time on the audio-frequency time scale. Thus Mv is held constant with
respect to time during the integration, and the consideration of the time
variation of Mv at the audio frequency shows that p becomes modulated and may
be written in terms of a mean value and modulation Kp by
p

=

p (1 + Mp)

(15)

Thus
or since it may be anticipated that Mp «

1
*)

'

A/Vt f ~

P

'Ui V ir M

p

(l6)

As Mp = 0 when M = 0, it follows from (ik) and (l6 )
that

£v> f

= -(
J

and

M

(1Tj

2|im |UTT2(fw ± fH )2 +

r

J

P

Ne2Z0 y ds

Ne2ZQ ^ M^ds
2Pm

IT2 (fy 1

(l8)

%)2+ V 2

j

where in the denominators the modulation on v2 has been neglected by using
the mean value.
The integral for Mp in (18) may now be estimated by taking M^
outside as a mean value while formally retaining the dependence of N and V)
on position inside the integral, so that from (17) in terms of amplitudes
IM p |

=~|M*|

tn. 7

(19)

and hence from (13)
M‘P 1 -

2 e2E2M
2
3m k0o Qnr2(fD t fH )2 +

Vq| G

with an estimated mean value of E q within the modulation region.
essentially the result given by Huxley and Ratcliffe.
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The determination of
from (17) implies a knowledge of the
distribution of N and v in the modulation region for an assumed model of the
ionosphere. Huxley and Ratcliffe point out that the reduction factor p may
he derived from measurements of the reflection coefficient of the ionosphere
for the frequency of the wanted wave on the assumption that there is no
deviative absorption near to the reflection point in the ionosphere,
the absorption all occurring at the level of cross-modulation, remembering
that the modulation may not occur on both the upgoing and downcoming paths.
If p is expressed in terms of a positive decibel loss D, then
D ='20 log fyu. % =-8.7 TipgL £■
so that

tvi V

<>

I; = -0.115 D

(21)

If also the cross-modulation region is at a distance d km. from
the disturbing transmitter which has an e.i.r.p. of P kW in the direction
of the region, then

So

=

0UD2 V?
d

V/E‘

(22)

It will then be found from (20), (21) and (22) that with th^
numerical values of e. m and k already given, the value G = 1.3 x 10
quoted by Huxley and Ratcliffe and the value 0O = 300$K of the atmosphere
at the modulation level
0.31 F D M
fD t % )

+ 0.02?vJ

n

2.3U * 10 5l 7

1 + --- 2-----

(23)

vO

m

lere f^, f^, and vn are in MHz and the modulation frequency f,M^ = co/27

is

az.

Discussion
The main purpose here has been to give a simple derivation of- the
cross-modulation equation in symbolic form in (20) and in numerical form in
(23). It has been based on the concept of the collisional frequency as the
link between the modulation on the disturbing wave and that transferred to
the wanted wave. Report
(lists some of the factors on which the depth of
the cross-modulation depends-\
^
\
• U io k -

. , > . ■. , 'A w *

)

A .
As is to oe expected, the cross-modulation is directly proportional
to the depth of modulation on the disturbing wave and on the radiated power
in the direction of the modulation region in the ionosphere from the
disturbing transmitter. The dependence upon the decibel loss suffered by
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the wanted wave in the modulation region stresses the fact.that not only
must the wave pass through the modulation region on its passage to the
receiving point on the earth, hut that it must also suffer absorption in
the process. Thus although the cross-modulation does not depend intrinsically
on the power of the wanted transmission, this power must be sufficient for
the received signal to survive the loss by absorption in the region. A
typical value of D would be 10 dB if the loss is not to be excessive, while
it is clear that the phenomenon will not be observed on sufficiently high
frequencies where the absorption is very small because of the large value
of fw in (lk).
The direct effect of the earth’s megnetic field on the wanted
wave is not evident in (23), but it is implicit in (21) in determining the
value of D from p given by (17). It is greatest for the extraordinary wave
for which under some conditions it may be effectively complete, leaving
only the cross-modulation on the ordinary wave. The reception of cross
modulated signals therefore depends on the polarisation characteristics of
the transmitting and receiving antennae and on the time of day. It has
also to be remembered that the wanted transmission may be primarily intended
for reception by the ground-wave on a medium frequency at a distance where
at night the sky-wave may be a source of interference that will be rendered
less tolerable if in addition it carries some modulation from a disturbing
transmission.
The part played by the earth’s field is more evident for the
disturbing wave, as seen in (23). Here again the transmission may be
intended for medium or low frequency ground wave propagation on the basis
that the wave entering the ionosphere is heavily absorbed. It is evident
that the extraordinary wave is particularly effective in modulating the
collisional frequency when the disturbing frequency is near to the
gyrofrequency. On the other hand the absorption of the wave restricts the
volume of the cross-modulation region and hence the decibel loss of the
wanted wave in traversing the region.
The relation between Mp and M\> in (19) is based on a mean value
of Mv and this implies a mean value of v0 in (23) and a power P somewhat
less than the actual e.i.r.p. of the disturbing transmitter. The
collisional frequency has a controlling influence at the gyrometgnetic
resonance for the extraordinary wave, but otherwise the rapid decrease of
with increasing height mainly restricts the audio-frequency range over which
cross-modulation is obtained, as seen from the square-root factor in the
denominator of (23) which for % = 100 Hz and v0 = 0.1 MHz (lO^ collisions
per sec) has a value of 5 *
Writing vQ as 10n collisions per sec, n decreases at night linearly
with height, changing by unity in a height range of 13 km, with a value of
6 at about 8l km. These figures are derived from a graph given by Knight
(1968) in a review containing details of the ionospheric parameters and the
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related attentuation characteristics at different heights and frequencies.
It also contains a very useful discussion of the gyromagnetic effect,.
As the frequency of the disturbing wave is increased above the
gyrofrequency, the cross-modulation eventually varies as fp 9 and Huxley and
Ratcliffe writing in 19^9 stated that the highest frequency that has so far
been observed to produce cross-modulation was in the neighbourhood of the
gyrofrequency. With the availability now of much higher radiated powers,
it is desirable to make an estimate of the power required to produce
interference by cross-modulation on higher frequencies.
For this purpose (23) can be put in the simple approximate form
P =

3.21 M l d2 f2
1 P1______ E
MD

kW

(21+)

Assuming that a nuisance level of interference on the wanted wave
occurs when |Mp| = 0 .05, and that the disturbing wave is 100% modulated so
that M = 1, while d = 150 km corresponding to a wave incident on the
ionosphere at about 1+5°, the value for P in (2*+) for D = 10 dB on a frequency
of 2 MHz for the disturbing wave is ll+00 kW or 1.1+ MW. With the e.i.r.p.
values now obtainable, it seems likely that cross-modulation interference
troubles may arise from disturbing transmissions on frequencies well above
the gyro-magnetic frequency, especially as the simplified form in (2k)
excludes possible gyromagnetic resonance effects.
Fig. 1 shews some results of cross-modulation measurements, using
the 60 kHz transmissions from WWVB as the wanted.signal and a 7*^ MHz
transmission from Platteville (U.S.A.) with_an e.i.r.p. of 50 MW as the
modifying signal / Wieder and Chilton, 1973^4
The
measurements were made at Bennett, Colorado. Both ordinary and extraordinary
polarizations of the Platteville signal were used. The cross-modulation
effects are, as expected, much stronger for extraordinary than ordinary.
Interpretation of cross-modulation effects has been largely confined
to the changes in conductivity (i.e., modulation transfer as a result of
changes in wanted signal attenuation) and has not considered changes in
permittivity. The changes in permittivity that can result from the presence
of signals from high power transmitters suggests that wanted signals involving
modulation other than amplitude modulation may also be affected by a cross
modulation phenomenon.
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Percent of full power

FIG. 1
Cross-modulation caused by the Platteville transmitter
Frequency : 7*^ MHz

Modulation frequency : 10 Hz
Percentage modulation : 100 %

Maximum e.i.r.p. : 50 MW

A : ordinary wave
B : extraordinary watfe
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Introduction

\<>r»6)
9
" —~
7-" >-!
i>U
/
The propagation curves contained in Reperf^t
were derived
from measurements made in Europe. Report iBl.*|jdraws attention to the
fact that these curves may he seriously in error, especially when
extrapolated, if used for paths outside Europe, or for paths longer than
3,500 km. To overcome this difficulty, several field-strength prediction
methods which can also he used outside the European Broadcasting Area
have heen proposed. The purpose of this Report is to describe these
various methods,
The Cairo curves
°AL'<
A '
An extensive series of ^measurements over distances between
5,000 and 12,000 km was made in 1936 and 1937 at frequencies of about
1 MHz. These measurements w^re used to derive the so-called Cairo
curves / International Bo?«ia«Le&stiiig Conference, 1938_/. The original
curves gave quasi-maximum field strengths; to enable comparisons to be
made with other curves, and other prediction methods, all values have
been reduced by 9 dB to give median field strengths. There are two
Cairo curves. The East-West curve was derived from measurements made
across the North Atlantic; these measurements may have been affected
to some extent by auroral absorption. The North-South curve was
derived from measurements between North and South America; one terminal
(Buenos Aires) was situated near the sea.
/

*
I
*

#
Section 2.3 of ReportjMii^also contains Australian comment on the
development of world-wide prediction methods.
This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear final number:
75

5
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Method proposed by the U.S.S.R.
To establish sky-wave propagation curves suitable for field-strength
prediction throughout the U.S.S.R., methods for field-strength measurement
and analysis have been developed Jjtddvn, 1964; Ivanov - Ktolodny and M kolfsky, 1969;
V flan tkl f t a t . , 1970; Udaliaov, 1971; Udalttov and SMyugar, 1972/:
C .I.R ., 1970 - 1974 t j .
Maaaurotenta vara aada on 14 fraquanclea In tka v ic in ity o f 200, 500, 1 000 and 1 500 kHz at
d lffa ra n t latltnd aa .

r*''(poc-G/J068)
The measurements made in the U.S.S.R./were analysed both
statistically and theoretically. The analysis /ias shown that the magneticdip corrections given in Fig. 3 of Report 26h~m are much too large,
especially when applied to long paths at the higher latitudes.
Statistical analysis of these measurements has enabled an
empirical formula to be derived which gives the dependence of field
strength on distance and frequency at a geomagnetic latitude of 37°,
as follows :
Fq = 105.3 - 20 log10d - 1.9 x 10~3 f°-a 5 d

(1)

where FQ is the annual median field 'strength (dB^iuV/m) when 1 kW is radiated
from a short vertical antenna, d is the ground distance (km) and f the
frequency (kHz). The generalized r.m.s. deviation of the measured
results from the propagation curves was found to be 3.63 dB. The
reliability of the correlation between the experimental data and the
propagation curves was found to be better than 0 .999.
In calculating field strengths at geomagnetic latitudes
other than 37° s the following formula is used :
Fq = 105.3 - 20 log10d - 1.9 x 10"3 f°*1?d- 0.2k x 10_3f°,i+d
/~tan2$ - tan237°_7
where $ is the geomagnetic latitude at the path mid-point.
Is v a lid fo r valvts o f

§

bottoan 37° and 60° aad caatalna^froqaeacy dipandawt

(2 )

This formula

Urnff*

Figs. 1 to
show sky-wave propagation curves, calculated
from Equation (2), for a range of frequencies and geomagnetic latitudes,
for distances up to 6,000 km. From these curves the annual median
field-strength for midnight local time at the path mid-point can be
determined for standard conditions. To calculate field strengths for
other times of day and for particular seasons, the correction coefficients
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glvtn In Rvport
m t b» taken Into aceeunt excluding that fo r qoonaqnotlc la titu d e aa th is I t
contained In equation (2 ). Equations (1) and (2) uoro derived froa •eaaurenonti nade at distances
■hich are s u ffic ie n tly great fo r the ground save to bo n e g lig ib le . At short distances, the
ground save Is strong and special stops have to be taken to distinguish

between the ground wave and the sky wave. Consequently, when establishing
single curves for, both short and long distances, great care must be
taken with the construction of the curves at distances between 300

andiOOl^.
Th£ U.S.S.R. curves show a much smaller dependence of field—
strength
frequency at middle latitudes than do the curves of
Report
At higher latitudes, ionospheric absorption increases
rapidly as the frequency increases, resulting in a much greater dependence
of field-strength on frequency than is found at lower latitudes.

Methods proposed by the E.E.U.

A contribution from the E.B.U. / C.C.I.R. 1970 - 197^b_7
draws attention to a field strength prediction method for medium
frequencies proposed by the B.B.C. / Knight, 1973_/. In this method,
called(the wave-hop-method, estimated losses due to all the ionospheric
and terrestrial factors which affect a wave as it propagates from’
transmitter to receiver are subtracted from the field-strength which
would arise if losses were absent. This process is carried out for
each propagation mode which is likely to make a. significant contribution
to the received signal; the contributions are then added on a power
basis. Ths nethod Is Intended fo r paths of any length and fo r vorld-elde application «1th the
exception, at present, of the auroral regions. Field strengths have been predicted fo r
152 paths In d iffe re n t parts of the eorld and coaparod c lth aeasurod values. On paths shorter
than 3,000 kn, 84J o f the differences are less than 10 dB and oa longer paths 661 of the
differences cone ilt h ln th is range.

A further contribution from the E.B.U. / C.C.I.R. 1970 - 197^c 7
uses the wave-hop method to calculate fieldcstrength arising from the
use of horizontal transmitting aerials. Measurements have shown that
transmissions from horizontal aerials, at the higher frequencies in
the medium frequency band, give rise to field-strengths at distances
of about 2,000 km which are comparable with those produced by transmissions
from vertical aerials. The calculations show that propagation to this
distance is probably caused by multi-hop high-angle modes, which are
strongly excited by horizontal aerials.
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In planning exercises at medium frequencies, the E.B.U. has made
use of the following empirical formula, known as the Minne formula :

Fo = 1+ + 0 .0Old “ **0

^

where FQ is the annual median field strength (dB//uV/m) when a semi-isotropic
source radiates with a cymomotive force (c.m.f. )*of 300 volts, and d is
the ground distance (km)^. The formula has been used for all ground
distances up to 10,000 km. At distances greater than 5,000 km it gives
values which are about 10 dB less than those given by the Cairo North-South
curve.
Method proposed by the United Kingdom
For frequency planning, there is a requirement for a simple
prediction method applicable to paths in any part of the world. As a
contribution to the work of Interim Working Party 6/U, the United Kingdom
has produced a semi-empirical prediction methQd, which is based on
physical principles but which contains coefficients derived from measured
field strengths ]_ C.C.I.R. 1970 - 197^d_/.
The basic formula xacludes terms which take account of
terminal losses, inverse distance attenuation and th t lo ttts associated a lth the
groaid a*d Ionospheric re fle c tio n processes* The prediction nethod Includes corrections fo r p re x filty
o f te rn la als to the sea, fo r geoaagnetlc la titu d e , fo r polarization coupling loss,

for solar activity and for diurnal variation. A correction, similar
to that given in Fig. 1 of Report
, .is applied for the vertical
directivity of the transmitting antAna. •

*

A semi-isotropic source radiating with a c.m.f. of 300 volts
is a fictitious antenna which provides a convenient reference.
A short vertical antenna which radiates 1 kW with an efficiency
of 100$ produces the same c.m.f. in the horizontal'direction as
the semi-isotropic source. At distances greater than 1,000 km,
the semi-isotropic source and the short vertical antenna
produce almost identical field-strengths and may be regarded
as equivalent.
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The method is intended for use in both the LF and MF
broadcasting bands. At LF its use is restricted to paths of lengths up
to Uy500 km in the European area. At MF it can be applied to paths of
lengths up to 12,000 km in any part of the world, but it should be used
with caution for paths which pass through the auroral regions.
The method shows no frequency dependence within each of the
LF and MF bands since, on the basis of the analysis of the available
measurements, no significant dependence was found. / See for example
C.C.I.R. 1970 - 197^e, f_/.
6.

Prediction methods for short distances

.\
6(4062)
For distances smaller .than 300 km which are not covered by
formula (la) of Report
^ the following formula was derived in the
Federal Republic of Germany :
Fq = 60.6 - 10 log10

1 + 1.0175

^200^2-^ ~ ° ‘5l+ f0‘26

where FQ is the annual median fieid strength (dB/yV/m) obtained when a
semi-isotropic source radiates with a cymomotive force of 300 V, d is the
ground distance (km) and f is the frequency (kHz). This formula is
based on the hypothesis that the ionospheric reflection coefficient
remains constant for reception at distances below 300 km. The Minne
formula, equation (3), and the United Kingdom method are also intended
for use at short distances.
Measurements, described in.Report
various countries.
7•

Method proposed by I.W.P. 6A

have been made in
'

(modified U.S.S.R. method)

Interim Working Party 6/U has considered the prediction methods
above and has compared in detail their accuracy of prediction. The
I.W.P. was able to show that the range of validity of the U.S.S.R. method
can be extended to distances, less than 300 km* and to regions beyond the
U.S.S.R. if the following modifications are made to the U.S.S.R. formula :
l)

*

The ground distance d is replaced by the slant-propagation
distance p.

However extension of the formula derived for. paths longer than 300 km
to distances less than 300 km requires additional study.

2 0 7
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2)

The U.K. correction for sea-gain is added where applicable.

3)

The U.K. correction for polarisation-coupling loss is applied
in tropical regions.

U)

Paths longer than 3,000 km are divided into two equal sections
and the loss factors for the two sections calculated
separately and averaged, as in the U.K. method.

These modifications have negligible effect on field-strength predictions
within the U.S.S.R. Outside the U.S.S.R., the U.K. and modified U.S.S.R.
methods give similar results and agree reasonably well with field
strengths measured in most parts of the world.
The general opinion reached within the I:W.P. is that the
modified U.S.S.R. method and the U.K. method are in reasonable agreement
with the measured data. Although the possibility of a frequency
dependence, particularly at high latitudes, requires additional study,
the inclusion of such an effect in the U.S.S.R. method did not dissuade
the I.W.P. from proposing the modified U.S.S.R. method described in the
Annex. For the future, however, the I.W.P. considers that the U.K. method
holds considerable promise, and when more data are available, the U.K.
method may prove to be more accurate.
Figures 5a and 5b show histograms of the differences between
measured and predicted field strengths for 217 paths in various parts of
the world for frequencies in Bands 5 and 6 . These histograms are so
arranged as to provide direct comparison between the U.K. method, the
U.S.S.R. method and the modified U.S.S.R. method proposed by the I.W.P.
Further measurements in equatorial regions are desirable, as
the accuracy of the modified U.S.S.R. method has not been sufficiently
tested in these areas. Field strengths in these regions appear to differ
to some extent from those predicted by the method. Suitable correction
factors may need -to be introduced.
4>e^*\ 4^*-^- 4a
~'-'A w| P-i
^21*4 a * 4 C e c i t y
Field strengths measured on paths between North America and
Europe are 15 to 20 dB higher than those predicted by the modified U.S.S.R.
method. Further measurements on paths near and across the auroral zone
are therefore desirable.
The method contained in the Annex is essentially complete with
Annex Figures 1 , 2 and 3. The additional Annex Figures t to 10 are
provided for convenience.
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AMEX

SKY-WAVE FIELD-STRENGTH PREDICTION METHOD
FOR THE FREQUENCY RANGE 150 TO 1600 kHz

.

J&u

t of symbols

luaf

.

f\

g/<* ■

tiftj

v

o . iss.

T

b

Solar-activity factor given in Section 2.6

d

Ground distance between transmitter and receiver (km)

F0

Annual median field strength at the reference time
(dB above 1 pV/m)

F-t

Annual median field strength at time t (d3 above

f

Frequency (kHz)

f'

A frequency defined in Equation (6 ) (kHz)

Go

Sea gain for a terminal on the coast -(dB)

Gg

Transmitting aerial gain factor due to horizontaldirectivity

Gg

Sea gain for a terminal near the sea (dB)

Gy

Transmitting aerial gain factor due to vertical directivity (dB.)

h

Transmitting aerial height

W<©
Inn I
(km)

1

jiV/m)

(dB)

4 J.

hr

Ua-?
Height

I

Magnetic dip angle (degrees)

k

Basic loss factor

kp

Loss factor

Lp

Excess polarisation coupling loss (dB)

Lt

Diurnal loss factor (dB)

P

Radiated power (dB above 1 kW)

p

Slant propagation distance (km)

Q

A sea-gain parameter given in Section

R

Twelve-month smoothed Zurich sunspotnumber

s

Distance of terminal from sea, measured along great-circle path (km)

t

Time relative to sunset or sunrise (hours)

V

Transmitter cymomotive force (dB above

.of

wa-PI aa^*1! m n * layer
1
reflecting

defined in Section

.

1

\J.

2.3

;

300 volts)

Wavelength^
Direction of propagation relative to magnetic East-West (degrees)
A geomagnetic latitude parameter
Geomagnetic latitude of transmitter 1
jTp

Geomagnetic latitude of receiver

[
j

2 1 6

(degrees, positive in northern
Hemisphere, negative in south
hemisphere;

-
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3..

Introduction

.

This method of prediction gives the “night-time sky-wave field strength
produced for a given power radiated from one or more vertical aerials, when
measured by a loop aerial at ground level aligned in a vertical plane along the
great circle path to the transmitter.
It Applies for path3 of lengths up to
12,000 tarn., However in Band 5 it was only verified for paths of up to 5000 kin.
The accuracy of prediction varies from region to region and may be improved in
certain regions by applying modifications'such as those shown in Section 5* In any
case the method should be used with caution for geomagnetic latitudes greater than SO°.
2.

Annual median night-time field-strength
The predicted sky-wave field strength is given by
F0 = V +■ Gs - Lp + 1 0 5 . 3 - 20 l o g ^ p - lCr3 k^p

.....(p)

vjhere F0 - annual. medlari . of half-hourly median field strengths (dB above 1 ptf/m)
at the reference time defined in Section 2.1$.
V = transmitter cymomotive force, dB, above a reference cymomotive force of
300 Volts
Gg - sea-gain correction, dB
Lp = excess polarization-coupling loss, dB
p = slant-propagation distance, km
kp = loss factor incorporating effects of ionospheric absorption, focussing
and terminal losses* and losses between hops on multi-hop paths
2.1

Reference time

The reference time is taken as six hours after the time at which the sun sets
For paths shorter than 2000 km, S is the
mid-point of the path.
On longer paths, S is 750 km from the terminal where the
sun sets last, measured along the great-circle path.

at a point S on the surface of the Earth.

2.2

Cymomotive force
The cymomotive force V is given as:
V - P + Gy + G r

where P

(2)

- radiated power, dB above 1 kW

Gy = transmitting aerial gain factor (dB) due to vertical directivity,
given in Annex Fig. 1
Gy - transmitting aerial gain factor (dB) due to horizontal directivity.
For
directional aerials, Gy is a function of azimuth.
For omnidirectional
aerials, Gy = 0
2.3

Sea gain

Gg is the additional signal gain when one or both terminals is situated near
the sea.
Gg for a single terminal is given, by:

217

gs = c;0-:io-3 ^ £

(dB).

(3)
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where G0 is the sain when the torminal is on the coast, f is the frequency in kHz
and a is the distance in km of the terminal from the sea, meaourod along the
groat-circlo path.
Q = 0.44 in Band 5 and 1.75 in Hand 6. Go is givam in Annex Fig. 2
as a function of d for Banda 5 and 6.
In Band
G0 ~ 10 dB when d > 6500 km.
Equation (3) applioa for valuoo of a such tna Gg > 0.
For larger values of s, Gy -- 0
If both terminals are near the sea, Gs is the sura of the values of Gg for the
individual terminals.
2.4

Polarisation coupling loss

Lp i3 the oxccas polarization coupling loss.
at low “latitudes, for Jlj ^ 45°*

In Band 5» ^ = 0.
*

L

dB/terminal-

2

== 180 (36 + 02

+ I2H ‘ -2

In Band 6

.... (4 )

whore I is the magnetic dip in degrees at the torminal and 6 is the. path azimuth
measured in degrees from the magnetic Id—V/ direction,.such that |o| ^ 90°.
For
H | > 45°» U - 0.
Lw should be evaluated separately for the two terminals,
because of tne different 0 and I that may apply, and the two Ip values added.
The
most accurate available values of magnetic dip and declination should be used in
determining 0 and I,
,
t

2.5

Slant propagation distance

For paths longer than 1000 km, p is approximately equal to the ground distance
d (km).
For shorter paths
P * (d

+ 4hr ^

.... .(5)

where hr = 100 km if f ^ f 1 and 220 km if f >f', where f^iF^given by
f*

b

350 + /"(2.8d)3 + 3003_7 ^

(6)

Equation (5) may be used for paths of any length with negligible error.
2.6

Loss factor
The loss factor kg is given by
kR = k + K T 2 bR

where R = twelve-month smoothed Zurich sunspot number.

(7)
In Band 5 f b

b

0.— ,

-In Band 6, b = 4 for North American paths, 1 for Europe and Australia and
0 elsewhere.
k

b

1.9f0,15 + 0.24f0,4(tan2/ ‘- tan237°)

f

b

frequency (kHz)

.....(8)

iJ

For paths shorter than 3000 km

O -I o

/
*lo
§ b (^T t JTr )j 2.......................... ....(9)
where _p<p and jSjj are the geomagnetic latitudes at the transmitter and receiver
respectively, determined by assuming an Earth-centred dipole field model with
northern pole at 78.5°N, 69°W geographic-coordinates.
andJTr are taken as
positive in the northern hemisphere and negative in the southern hemisphere.
Paths
longer than 3000 km are divided into two equal sections which are considered
separately.
The value of § for each half-path is derived_by taking the average of
the geomagnetic latitudes at one terminal and at the mid-point of the whole path,
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the geomagnetic latitude at the mid-point of the whole path being assumed to be the
average of
and /r .
As a consequence

/ = (3fc + ! * ) / *

(10)

for the first half of the path and

/ = (If + 3 / r ) / 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 1 1 )
for the second half.
The values of k calculated from Equation (8) for the two
half-paths are then averaged and used in Equation (7).
If i/l >60°, Equation (8) is evaluated for §
3*

-

60°

Nocturnal variation of annual median field strength

Ft « *0 - 1*

....(12)

where F^ = annual median field-strength, at time t, dB above* 1 pV/m
F 0 = annual median field-strength at reference time defined in
Section 2 . 1 dB above 1 pV/m, given by Equation (l)

-v
foAcCl)
.
1 0 6 S )
V
'
J
Annex Fig. 3 shows the average of the annual median nocturnal variations for Eprope and
Lt = diurnal loss factor, dB, given in Annex Fig.j3 .

Australia, derived from Fig. 8 of
Report
and Fig. 5 of CdHb Report
respectively.
The time t is the time in hours relative to the sunrise or sunset
referencetimes asappropriate.
These are
taken at the ground at the midpath
position for d < 2000
km and at 750 km from theterminal
wherethe sun sets last or
rises first for longer paths.

4. Day-to-day and short-period variations of field-strength
The field strength exceeded for 10$ of the total time on a series of nights,
during short periods centred on a specific time.is:

8 dB greater in Band 5
10 dB greater in Band 6
than the values of F0 and F-fc given above.
5.

Accuracy of the method

This method is believed to be reasonably accurate in ITU regions 1 and 3.
Comparison of predicted and measured values shows, however, that its accuracy in
certain regions may.be further improved by making the following corrections.
1) Since field strengths measured in Australia and New Zealand are 4 to 7 dB
higher than those predicted by the method, a better prediction formula for this area is
F0 = V + Gs - Lp + 108 - 20 log10p - 0.8 x 10”5 kRp
(lp)
The fieldstrength exceeded on Band 6 for 10°b of the total time on aseries of nights,
during short periods centred on a specific time, is only 7 dB greater than the annual
median in this area.
2) The accuracy may be improved in North America by subtracting 3 dB from
field strengths predicted by the method.
2 X 9
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GROUND DISTANCE, d (km)
h

= Aerial Jieight

h

= 100 km (E layer reflection)

h

= 220 km (F layer reflection)

ANNEX FIGURE 1
Transmitting aerial gain factor (G^)
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GROUND DISTANCE, d (km)
ANNEX FIGURE 2
Sea gain (G ) for a single terminal on the coast

TIME AFTER SUNSET (HOURS)
— X.U J

lac+o ^Lt')

.

g g ? FI0TOE 3

S ezfvrb
/n
TIME « H P SUNRISE)'UO'V*
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GROUND DISTANCE, d (km)
ANNEX FIGURE U
Basic field strength
The curves show 105*3 ~ 20 log-, n P
where p = (d2 + Uh2 )r

2 2 2
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$
AMEX FIGURE 5
Basic loss factor
k = 1.9f0'15 + 0..2Uf0,1* (tan2 f - tan2 37°)
(0 < t < 60°)
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GROUND DISTANCE, d (km)
ANNEX FIGURE 6
Frequency defined in equation (6)
\
f1 « 350 +■'/ 2.8 d3 + 30037
_
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DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION RELATIVE TO
MAGNETIC EAST-WEST, 0 (DEGREES)
ANNEX FIGURE 7
Excess polarization coupling loss L
L

= 180 (36 + 02 + I2)“^ - 2
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C.C.I
XIIlth Plenary Assembly
GENBVA, 197

Doc. 6/1055-E
19 February 1974
page 1

The Editorial Coipmittee, after exami
ssented by Study Grbup

submits the follow

Plenary Assembly for apjJroval :

RESOLUTION 12-,.. ^£/fDbS)
SKY-WAVE PROPAGATION AT FREQUENCIES BETWEEN
150 AND 1 600 kHz
(Study Programme 1

7

A

I t

(*G / loS

(1963 - 1966 - 1970 - 1974
The C.C.I.R,>
CONSIDERING
that new night-time propagation curves and formulae for use at frequencies
between
150 and 1 600 kHz for worldwide application are required
by :
- administrations in connection with their broadcasting
and other services;
- the. I.F.R.B.;
- the I.TiU. in connection with future regional broadcasting
conferences;
■IClf—

/ITr

that the/ results of work done in the European Broadcasting Area (see
Report
in response to Study Programme
do not necessarily
apply to low latitudes or to middle latitudes in the southern hemisphere
or even in other parts of the northern hemisphere;
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(c)

that, for the determination of the interference zone between the sky^wave
and the ground wave, it is desirable to have sky-wave propagation curves
for distances less than 300 km;

(d)

that there is a lack of systematic observations of the critical frequency
of the nocturnal E-layer;
tfMNwousi.Y' DECIDES

1,

that Interim Working Party 6/4 should continue its work and should invite
assistance from other administrations and organizations who are able to
undertake measurements in the areas referred to in § (b), and to
cooperate in tests made over long distances;

2,

that the Interim Working Party should be asked to report as early as
possible to Study Group 6 on j
- the results of studies on L P and MF propagation in various
geographical areas, including the field-strength of signals
propagated over paths less than 300 km and paths greater
. than 3 500 km;

- the usefulness and limitations of presently available
propagation data as to -iw&csuitability for the production
of propagation curves for frequencies between
150 kHz and 1 600 kHz;

|
;

- the nocturnal values of foE as a function of geographical
location, time and season;
- the effects of polarization coupling loss, as well as
absorption loss, with particular emphasis on the equatorial
region, including multi-hop transmissions;
3,

that the Interim Working Party should be asked to report further on :
- the accuracy with which L P and MP field-strengths can be
calculated for the various areas of the world and
particularly for low latitudes, as a matter, of urgency;
- the information needed to achieve such accuracy in the
provision of propagation curves of sky-wave field-strengths
for frequencies between 150 and 1 600 kHz.

j/io c g )
...f r f /io a s f t w i p
Mote.- Attention is drawn to ReportszSte2', 1*32, and Hew Report .jnctv
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RECOMMENDATION 4f3-.,a,.
PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF
RADIO-FREQUENCY PROTECTION RATIOS TOR SOUND BROADCASTING
IN BANDS 5 (LF). 6 (MT) AND T (87)
(Question 25/10)
(1963 - 1966 - 1970 - 197*0
The C.C.I.R.,
CONSIDERING
(a) that the value of radio-frequency protection ratio depends on a large number
of parameters;
(b) that, if valid comparisons are to be made between values of radio-frequency
protection ratios established by different workers, it is essential that
as many as possible of these parameters be standardized;
UtiANtMG US LY RECOMMENDS

1.

that, whenever possible, the results of measurements of the radio-frequency
protection ratio between two broadcast signals should be presented in
terms of the following characteristics and parameters :
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type of modulation,

- separation. Af.between the

carrier-

frequencies (kHz)

( A f should

modulation depth of both signals,
occupied bandwidth,
modulation processing (compression and pre-emphasis),
“

tyPe °^*

programmes of the wanted and unwanted signals,

-

characteristics of fading if present,

-

radio-frequency input voltage of the wanted signal,*

-

passband of the receiver before demodulation,

-

overall response curve at audio 7frequencies of the receiver,
including the loudspeaker,

-

the grade of listener satisfaction aimed at and the statistical
distribution of such grades;

that the measuring technique should be indicated (subjective or objective,
stable or fluctuating wanted and interfering signals, etc.).

*

The radio-frequency input voltage should be chosen in such a way that
the protection ratios are not significantly affected by non-linearities
within the radio-frequency and intermediate-frequency stages of the
receiver.
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RECOMMENDATION 414

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAE
Presentation of antenna diagrams
(Question
T he C.C .I.R .
U N A N IM O U S L Y

O 963)
RECOMMENDS

that the new diagrams to be published in the C.C.I.R. B ook o f A ntenna D iagram s be p re
sented in the same form as at present, but th at the curves o f equal field strength be expressed
in dB referred to the maximum, instead o f in percentages o f pow er;
th at the curves o f equal field strength be determ ined by the following values (in dB below
the maximum):
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 0 0
or a t least for some of these values, preferably:
0, 3, 6, 10, 20, 40 an d

00

.

RECOMMENDATION 447
SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIOS IN
AMPLITUDE-MODULATION SOUND BROADCASTING
Definitions
The C.C.I.R.
U N A N IM O U S L Y

(1966)
RECOMMENDS

that, when considering problems o f interference in sound broadcasting, the following defini
tions should be used:

the audio-frequency signal-to-interference ratio is the ratio, expressed in dB, between the
values o f the voltage of the wanted signal and the voltage o f the interference, measured under
specified conditions, at the audio-frequency output of the receiver.
This ratio corresponds closely to the difference in volume of sound (expressed in dB)
between the wanted programme and the interference.

The audio-frequencyprotection ratio is the agreed minimum value o f the audio-frequency
signal-to-interference ratio considered necessary to achieve a subjectively defined reception
quality.
This ratio may have different values according to the type o f service desired.

The radio-frequency wanted-to-irtterferingsignalratiois

the ratio, expressed in dB, between
the values o f the radio-frequency voltage o f the w anted signal and the interfering signal,
measured at the input o f the receiver under specified conditions.
F or example, in the case o f wanted and interfering transm issions o f the classical type
(carrier with double sideband), the chosen values will Ije the effective radio-frequency voltages
that correspond to the wanted and interfering carriers.

Theradio-frequencyprotectionratiois the value o f the radio-frequency wanted-to-interfering
signal ratio that enables, under specified conditions, the audio-frequency protection ratio to
be obtained at the output o f a receiver.
These specified conditions include such diverse param eters as spacing Af o f the wanted
and interfering carrier, emission characteristics (type of modulation, m odulation depth, etc.),
receiver input and output levels as well as the receiver characteristics (selectivity and suscepti
bility to cross-modulation, etc.).
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RECOMMENDATION

^ . ( i 0 j ) O 3 ') )

SOUND BROADCASTING IN BANDS 5 (LF) AND 6 (MF)
Radio-frequency protection ratio
(Study Programme

JdM\f

lu^

£$A - - A © Cbeciofio^
(1966-197*0

The C.C.I.R.,
UNANIMOUSLY RECOMMENDS
that the radio-frequency protection ratio (as defined in Recommendation 1+1+7),
for co-channel transmissions (± 50 Hz), in bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF), should
be 1+0 dB when both the wanted and the unwanted signals are stable
(ground-wave).
When the wanted signal is stable and the unwanted signal fluctuates
(sky-wave), the radio-frequency protection ratio should be 1+0 dB at midnight
for at least 50JJ of the nights of the year.
The radio-frequency protection-ratio values specified above will
permit a service of excellent reception quality. For planning purposes,
however, lower values may be required. In this respect, proposals have been
made by some countries and organizations (see Report
.

£38-...
ANNEX
This value of 1+0 dB takes account of the subjective effect of
short-term fluctuations of the unwanted signal (see also Report 298“

.

.

^ ( D o c /0/10
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2 Ck~—

oc. G H 0 6 &)

§2.2 and Report
3T.lB~ahd- corresponds to the ratio of the wanted
field-strength and the annual median value of the hourly medians of the
interfering field-strength at 2U00 hflMi local time at the midpoint of the
path..
The protection so defined -is, provided :
- for 50# of the nights at 2U00 h s w , local time,
- for more than 50# of the nights between sunset and midnight and
between 0300 hours and sunrise in the European Broadcasting Area;
. .- for more than 50# of the night® between sunset and 2100 horn* and
between midnight and sunrise in Australia, and
- for 100# of the days during daylight hours.
Note 1.- The minimum usabie field strength to which this protection ratio of
'U0 dB applies varies in the different regions and with frequency. Within
the European zone, this minimum is of the order of 1 mV/m.
Mote 2 .-/ In the United States of America, when the wanted and unwanted
signAlihare stable {ground-wave)the radio-frequency protection ratio for
co-channel transmissions is 26 dB. When the unwanted signal is fluctuating
(sky-wave), the same protection ratio is applied for 90# of the nights of
the year, computed for the second hour after sunset. The minimum usable
field strength is either 100 or 500 yV/m, depending upon the class of
servicfe.
*
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RECOMMENDATION W 9 - ...(\zf\OYZ)
A!teITUI)E-MCDd^ION .SOUND BROADCASTING
Relative radio-frequency protection ratio curves
(Study Programme

i5>/K-.»fioCl)ocAOl*oy!))

(1966-1970-1971*)
The C.C.I.R.
ftfflNlHOU&XRECOMMENDS

that once a value for the co-channel radio-frequency protection ratio
(which is equal to the audio-frequency protection ratio) has been
agreed upon, then the radio-frequency protection ratio, expressed as
a function of the carrier-frequency spacing, is given by the curves
of Fig. 1 :

\

-

curve A, when a limited degree of modulation compression is
applied at the transmitter input, such as in good quality
transmissions, and when the bandwidth of the audio-frequency
modulating signal is of the order of 10 kHz;

-

curve B, when a high degree of modulation compression (at
least 10 dB greater than in the preceding case) is applied
by means of an automatic device and when the bandwidth of
the audio-frequency modulating signal is of the order of
10 kHz;

^

/
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-

curve C,when a limited degree of modulation compression
(as in the case of curve A) is applied and when the
bandwidth of the audio-frequency modulating signal is of
the order of U.5 kHz;

-

curve D, when a high degree of modulation compression (as in
the case of curve B) is applied by means of an automatic
device and when the bandwidth of the-audio-frequency modulating
si©ial is of the order of U.5 fez.

The curves A, B, C and D are valid only when the wanted and
unwanted transmissions are compressed to the same extent. They have
been obtained mainly from measurements and calculations with a
reference receiver. (See Note)
The particular case of a 5 kHz carrier-frequency spacing
between fluctuating wanted and fluctuating unwanted signals as applied
for broadcasting in band 7 (HF) is dealt with in Recommendation 262-1.
Note - The overall frequency response curve of the E.B.U. reference
receiver used passes through
dB, -2k dB and -59 dB at 2 kHz, 5 kHz
and 10 kHz, respectively, ]_ 1_/.
CE
1.

PETKE, G. £ October 1973_/, Determination by calculation of the
RF protection ratio for AM transmission systems. E.B.U.
Review Technical No. lUl, pp. 227-23^.
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FIGURE 1
RELATIVE VALUE OF THE RADIO-FREQUENCY PROTECTION RATIO AS A FUNCTION
OF THE CARRIER FREQUENCY SEPARATION

P A G E INTEN TIONALLY L E F T B L A N K
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ANNEX

The shape of the relative radio-frequency protection ratio
curves depends on the receiver selectivity, on the bandwidth of the
audio-frequency modulating signal, and also on the ratio of the energy
of the carrier and of the sidebands. This latter phenomenon is most
important between 250 Hz and 5 kHz approximately, where the disturbance
is essentially due to the whistle produced by the carrier-frequency
beat. The shape of the curves therefore depends on the average modulation
depth and on the dynamic compression of the modulation signals.
Curve A represents average values derived from calculations
and from tests made with various receivers mainly designed for reception
in band 5 (LF) and band 6 (MF), with modulation compression typical of
that currently applied in the studios, i.e. with compression permitting
a maximum dynamic range of at least 30 dB.
Curve B applies to the use of compression, as applied by an
automatic device, of at least 10 dB higher than in the preceding case.

Both curves A and B, as distinct from curves C and D, apply
to a bandwidth of the audio-frequency modulating signal of the order
of 10 kHz.
Curves C and D apply to the use of compression of the same
order of magnitude as in the cases of curves A and B, respectively.
The bandwidth of the audio-frequency modulating signal,®® is
restricted to about U.5 kHz. This degree of bandwidth limitation reduces
interference from adjacent channels without in practice leading to any
significant degradation of the reception quality.
It should be noted that, in some circumstances, listeners are
able to reduce the interfering effect of an unwanted transmission
spaced by more than approximately 3 kHz, by adjusting their receivers
(slight detuning, selectivity control, tone control, etc.). Under
these conditions, the curves of Fig. 1 are no longer applicable for
spacings of more than about 3 kHz. However, the practice of detuning
leads to distortion and cannot be used when two interfering emissions
of approximately equal strength are present, on both sides of the
wanted carrier frequency. Moreover, many receivers are not equipped
■frith a selectivity control or a tone control.

2 4 1

Note 1 - In addition to the relative radio-frequency protection ratios
given in this Recommendation there are other factors of importance in
determining optimum frequency spacings (see Question 25/10).
Note 2 - Caution should he exercised when relative values of radio
frequency protection ratio beyond -50 dB are obtained from the curves
because, in practice, non-linear distortion orginating in the transmitter
may lead to poorer protection than indicated.

2 4 2

^-4 -Oa.Q,

SOUND BROADCASTING .flflOTWfli IN BANDS 5 .(LF) AMD 6 (MF)
interference due to ionospheric cross-modulation .
%$£•**floCOocAOfitfsj)

(Study Programme

(197*0

The C.C.I.R.,
CONSIDERING
that; ionospheric cross-modulation and hence harmful interference can
result from excessive radiation towards the ionosphere;
RECOMMENDS#
that the maximum permissible radiation at any angle of elevation should
be such that annoyance due to ionospheric cross-modulation does not exceed
that agreed for co-channel interference (see Recommendation bkb%-9',Q)oc.40//’
7&3>g
Note.- For the determination of the maximum radiation as a function
of the angle of elevation see Report ^60*:...(pocAOfi^i^)

* This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear final number: 4 - 9 3 .
----------------------

~

fic Un'ikd

# The People's Republic of China/Veserve|opinion on this Recommendation,
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tWi03t (fov.t))* .

soum BMAaeAarmG n a u m e -5 ( l » abb 6 (tor)
Definitions of ipccific field-atrepgth« and service «rea.
(1971»)
'*

' ''

The C.C.I.R..* .
.1

UUAWiMOUSLY RECOMMENDS
that the following definition# should be ueed for sound Broadcasting in
hands 5 (LF). and 6 (MF) :
1. Minimum usable field-strength
The minimum value of the field-strength necessary to permit Satisfactory
reception, under given specified conditions, in the presence of noise
(natural and man-made) but in the absence of interference from other
transmitters.
* This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear final number: if- ^ «

The minimum usable field-strength corresponds to the term "minimum
field-strength to be protected" w^ich appears in many C.C.I.R. texts.
Where there is no possibility of ambiguity, the expression "minimum
field-strength" may be used.

2 4 5

The value of the minimum usable field-strength depends on ;
- the frequency i
- the time of day and season of year;

the geographical region;

)
/
\
) see Report yiz-^(p»c-i/AOyL)
)

- the protection ratio to be provided against noise;
- the receiver bandwidth.
rIn the broadcasting bands 5 (l*F) and 6 (HF) man-made noise is usually more
annoying than natural noise and,'in areas of high population density,
frequency planning will have to take account of these enhanced noise levels
Nominal usable
field-strength
(Enom )
" 1
1
“
The minimum conventional value of the ,field-strength necessary to permit
satisfactory reception, under specified conditions in the presence of
noise and interference from other transmitters.
Various studies show that, in the presence of interference due to other
transmitters it is preferable, that for optimum spectrum utilization,
the service area (see V, below) should be limited by interference rather
than by.noise.
Thv

jxns p ic w sry iric i . ( l/lfifwx/ Jfa/Us 44 'YVO

4r£

Usable field-strength (E.,)
The minimum value of the field-strength necessary to permit satisfactory
reception, under specified conditions, in the presence of noise and
interference in a practical situation (or in that resulting from a
Frequency Plan).
It may be expressed by the formula ;
E ■ / Z (a. E .)2 ♦ E . 2
u
i i ni Tain
where :

.

E . is the field-strength of the i-th unwanted transmitter (

. ni

.

.

yV/m)*.

* For a fluctuating unwanted signal the percentage of time during
which Eni. is exceeded should be stated,
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E . is the minimum usable field-strength (
min

yV/m).

af is the radio-frequency protection ratio associated with the i-th
unwanted transmitter, expressed as a numerical ratio of field-strengths.
In general, the usable field-strength is different for each transmitter.
For instance for two transmitters operating in the same channel but with
different powers the usable field-strength is higher for the transmitter
having the loweS; power.

Service area (of a broadcasting transmitter)
The area within which the field-strength of a transmitter is equal to
or greater than the usable field-strength.
The percentage of time during which this condition is satisfied should
be stated.
The service area may be different under day-time and night-time
conditions or vary with other factors.
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REPORT 298- ... ^10/-I&47)*

PROTECTION RATIOS FOR AMPLITUDE-MODULATION SOUND BROADCASTING
(Study Programme

£5A-*~/to CiMo/«3t))
(1971*)

Introduction
This Report is a summary of the information available on the subject of
protection ratios for amplitude-modulation sound-broadcasting services.
The protection ratio-s quoted refer, in all cases, to the ratios at the
input to the receiver, no account having been taken of the effect of
using directional receiving antennae.
Agreed values of protection ratios are essential for the solution of
frequency assignment problems in amplitudemnodulation sound broadcasting.
Moreover, they may serve as basic reference data for the evaluation of
the relative merits and the effectiveness to be expected vith various
amplitude-modulation transmission systems.
Protection ratios depend on a multitude of parameters among which
transmission standards and receiver characteristics play an important
role. Apart from technical factors there are others of physiological
and psychological nature which have to be respected. It is, therefore,
extraordinarily difficult to determine generally-agreed values of
protection ratios even if both the transmission standards and the receiver
characteristics are given.
A great amount of research work has been carried out since the beginning
of broadcasting; this Report, however, is confined to results obtained
since 1948.
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2. U h

Audio-frequency protection ratio

The audio-frequency protection ratio is
aljtiwum value of
the audio signal-to-interference ratift cbirsr<Hfer»dtt*<*«»ary to
achieve a subjectively defined reception quality
Recommendation 447).
This ratio may have different values according to the type of service
desired. It depends greatly on the type of the Vented and the unwanted
programme. It is essential, therefore, to carry out a considerable
amount of subjective listening testsj before a minimum value of the
audio signal-to-interference ratio can be agreed upon.
It must clearly be stated that, due to physiological and psychological
effects it is completely, impossible to fix reasonable values of the
audio-frequency protection ratio by methods other than subjective tests.

^i

Radio-frequency protection ratio
The radio-frequency protection ratio is the value of the radio-frequency
wanted-to-interfering signal ratio that enables, under specified condi
tions, the audio-frequency protection ratio to be obtained at the output
of a receiver.
These specified conditions include;
- the frequency spacing between the wanted and the interfering
carrier;
- the characteristics of emission (type of modulation, modulation
depth, dynamic compression, bandwidth of emission, harmonic
distortion, etc.);
- the receiver characteristics (selectivity, susceptibility to
non-linearities depending, for instance, on the receiver input
voltage, etc.).
' '
N

\

The radio-frequency protection ratio may, thus, be determined by means
of subjective tests as in the ckse ‘of the audio-frequency protection
ratio. When proceeding in this way the number of parameters to be taken
into account and, hence, the amount of work to be done will prove to be
by far greater than in the preceding case. Comparable results can only
be obtained, if the test conditions‘are rather similar. R e c o m m e n d a t i o n .V
therefore, calls for a clear statement of the test conditions, together with &&
v
results obtained, in terms of the characteristics and parameters
mentioned above.
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However, the tesessment of radio-frequency protection ratios can
be considerably facilitated, once the audio-frequency protection ratio
has been determined.
Due to the fact that the majority of physiological
and psychological effects only influence the audio-freqUency protection
ratio it is possible to derive, under specified technical conditions and
for a given value of the audio-frequency protection ratio, values of
radio-frequency protection^ ratios either by abjectjwe measuring
methods or by graphical / 1
or numerical / 2, 2l7 methods

J

(see Report
It must be emphasised that the last-mentioned three methods for the
establishment of radio-frequency protection ratios are based on the
same basic ideas. They should lead, therefore, in principle, to the
same results and, in fact, they do if the three methods are used with
sufficiently high precision.
The lack of suitably reliable values for radio-frequency protection
ratios in the past was mainly a consequence of the very complicated
relationship between the radio-frequency protection ratio and the overall
amplitude/frequency response of the receivers. The latter depends on
the selectivity of the radio-frequency and the intennediate-frequency
stages, the selectivity of the demodulator and the amplitude/frequency
response of the audio-frequency stages.
This difficulty has been partly
overcome as a consequence of the establishment of the objective two-signal
measuring method.
This method, although quite reliable, has proved to
be too complicated for general use, e.g. by receiver manufacturers.

Numerical methods previously mentioned may however be used to relate
data on receiver selectivity characteristics, as provided by the
receiver manufacturers, to values of radio-frequency protection ratio. Although
the calculations are complicated and need electronic aids, they enable,
in contrast to the objective measuring method, the determination of the
overall frequency response of the receiver for a given radio-frequency
protection ratio curve.

General principle of non-subjective methods
All non-subjective methods assume the use of standardised conditions
at both the transmitting and the receiving end of the transmission system,
as described in Report
7HV
(Pnrirr/lfrtl).
In all interference problems there are two different types
of annoyance :
- the cross-talk from the interfering channel into the wanted
channel, caused by the modulation, and
- the beat-note produced by both carriers.
The beat-note predominates in annoyance when the carrier-frequency
separation is between about 0.25 kHz and 6 kHz, at least for the majority
of receivers in use.
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Data available on protection ratios

i
K♦-•••(boc-w/wM)
b
?- *•••iOob-IOjlOSo)
Generally agreed /rallies of radio-frp<piency protection ratios are given in
Recommendations ■frliftfrta*iTfr)
. Report t5?(RevVr*r) deals
with the effect of a limitation of the bandwidth of emission on radio
frequency protection ratios. The information given in these texts refers ifo~...(0<x.AO(ioi$
explicitly or, in the case of Recommendatinn\
, mainly to
»
'
1
amplitude-modulation sound broadcasting in bands 5_(LF) and 6 (MF). Further
information on protection ratios may be found in ]_ k_ / , j_ 5_/. Data for
broadcasting in band 7 (HF) are contained in Recommendations 262-1
and Ull-1. The curves reproduced in Report 302 represent data at present
available on the subject of Question 27/10 and Study Programme 270/10 and
refer principally to the protection ratios required to provide an acceptable
broadcasting service in the Tropical Zone in the shared bands.
Radio-frequency protection ratios for ground-wave services
5.1.1 ■ Stable wanted and interfering signals (ground-wave signal
I interfered with by another ground-wave signal)
J
hk 8 iCbvio/io2B)
In Recommendation
, a value of 1+0 dB is given for use on
hectometric and kilometric waves for co-channel transmissions.

With this value of RF-protection ratio a high reception quality
is possible.
For planning purposes, however, it may be necessary to
adopt lower values. This problem has been studiecl_by the E.B.U.
[_ Doc. 10/226 (E.B.U.), 1970-197^_/ and in Japan j_ Doc. 10/286 (Japan),
1970-197^_/*
The values that have been proposed are 30 dB and 26 dB,
respectively.
Relative values of radio-frequency protection ratios as a function of the
separation between the carrier-frequencies of the wanted and the interfering
signal are given in the form of curves in Recommendation
• These
curves are based partly on measurements made in accordance with the •••CD°c ~fO/
objective t w o - s i g n a l n i e a s u r e m e n t and partly on computations
(see Report 399-2$$WW&)V' The influence of dynamic compression and audio
frequency bandwidth limitation can also be seen from these curves*
•*’
It should be noted, however, that the full improvement in protection
resulting from bandwidth limitation can only be obtained when the
non-linearity of the transmitter is small.
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5.1.2

Stable wanted and fluctuating interfering signal

5*1.2.1

6_/

Short-term fading

Short-term fading of the interfering signal modifies the character of
the disturbance felt by the listener : if, for a given audio-frequency
signal-to-interference ratio, the interfering signal is made to fluctuate,
the disturbance is subjectively felt to be more severe. Docs. X/5 (E.B.U.),
1963-1966, X/31 (Federal Republic of Germany), 1963-1966 and X/36 (France),
1963-1966 indicate that, to obtain the same degree of satisfaction of the
listener, the protection must be increased by about 5 dB in the latter case.
4U8>C.(D dc-»o (io39)
In Recommendation
, this value has been incorporated in the escd
frequency protection ratio.
5-1.2.2

Long-term field-strength variations
•m (Do c 6/-C068)
Report 26U-W, § k gives a formula permitting the determination of the
ratio between two fluctuating field strengths transmitted by the ionosphere.
In the case under consideration, this formula becomes, with some
simplifications of form :
R(T)

=

F
ou

F (50) - 5(100 - T) - Ah (50)
on
^
11

where
R(T)

is the ratio (£& dB) of the two field strengths exceeded
during T% of the nights in a year;

F
ou

is the field strength of the ground-wave of the wanted
signal;
is the field strength of the ionospheric wave of the
unwanted signal at midnight (local time) at the mid-point
of the propagation path, which is exceeded during 50$
of the nights in a year;

Ar(50)

is the correction factor to be applied to field strength F ^
to take into account the time at the mid-point of the path;

5jj(T)

is the correction factor to be applied to field-strength
Fon to take into account the percentage T of the nights in
a year, at H hours (local time) at the mid-point of the
path.
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The values of Ajj(50) and <Sjj are given respectively in Figs. 6 and 7
of Report
as far as the European Broadcasting Area is concerned.

VM(£Dec6/*06g)
To ensure protection corresponding to a protection ratio of A(dB),
the condition
A < R(T)

(2)

must be satisfied.

Radio-frequency protection ratios for sky-wave services

A characteristic cf the sky-wave service, especially when reception
is being made with envelope detectors, is that propagation effects
usually bring about a degradation of the received signal quality, e.g.
distortion in the case of selective fading. Because of this fact, it
is considered that lower values of protection ratios should be
applied to a sky-wave service as compared with a. ground-wave service,
the precise values depending upon whether the service is a primary
one, as for broadcasting in band 7 (HF), or a secondary one, as for
broadcasting in bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF), where the primary service
is provided by the ground-wave.

h-L*2 --Wt**facioflcfa)
In Recommendation ( ■ ■ ■ H I no value is recommended for use when in hands 5 (LF)
and 6 (MF) the service is provided by the sky-wave. As a result of _the
studies carried out by the E.B.U. J_ Doc. 10/226 (E.B.U.), 1970-1971+_/ a value
of 27 dB has*been proposed. However, only a restricted amount of information
is at present available on this aspect of broadcasting and administrations are
strongly urged to carry out further studies.
Data used by the I.F.R.B.
In its technical examination of frequency notifications, according
to the terms of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations
'the
I.F.R.B. uses the figures for protection ratios and receiver discrimination
contained in its own Technical Standards,Series A, Fourth Edition, 1 9 6 8 .
4*.

Subjective assessment of the quality of reception

Doc. X/53 (U.S.S.R.), Bad Kreuznach, 1962, gives the results of
statistical and subjective tests carried out in the U.S.S.R., on the
effects of distortion and interference in a broadcast channel.
The tests were performed using a statistical-subjective method, using
special equipment which enabled a comparison to be made between an
undistorted sound programme and a second programme, into which predetermined
levels of distortion had been injected.
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The object o f these experiments was to determine the perceptibility o f distortion and
the following groups o f listeners participated:
— qualified experts (sound-broadcasting producers),
— observers w ithout special musical education and w ithout training in the observation of
distortion.
The results o f these experiments were published in the form o f graphs, showing the
percentage o f perceptibility as a function o f the level o f the distortion o r interference injected.
All these tests were m ade on the basis o f a large am ount o f statistical data. The correct
ness o f the data obtained was checked by the m ethods o f m athem atical statistics. Results
were given (see Doc. X /53), in term s o f :
— linear distortion o f different types (at various levels and for different frequency ranges),
— non-linear distortion (cubic, quadratic and “ central-cut off ” types),
— background noise (sinusoidal),
— white noise.
In the same docum ent, a system of classification for the estim ation o f quality o f recep
tion is given.
F our classes of quality o f reproduction are recommended which are established on the
basis of the degree o f perceptibility o f distortion and interference (see D oc. X /53 (U.S.S.R.),
Bad Kreuznach, 1962).

Some similar subjective listening tests were
Japan (1973) and the results are reported in the
Doc. 10/286 (1970-1974). From this document the
was drawn that a RF-protection ratio value of 26
about 66.7# of listeners.
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performed in
C.C.I.R.
conclusion
dB satisfies
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1.

( 1 9 6 3 - 1 9 6 6 - 1 9 7 0 . 1974)

Proposed methods of generating compatible single: sideband signals
Compatible singlc-sideband transmission has been the subject o f study in several
countries, namely, Australia [1], Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Federal Republic of
Germany, Netherlands, People’s Republic o f Poland, United States o f America and the
U.S.S.R., as well as in the European Broadcasting Union.
For modulation o f a radio-frequency / , by a sinusoidal signal at a frequency F, it can
be shown that the required single-sideband signal, with an undistorted envelope, can be
formed from a signal with three components / , ( / -f F ) and ( / -f 2F ), as shown in (1):
E - K sin 2 nft + a sin 2M f + F )t + (a*/4Q. sin 2 n ( f + 2F )t

(1)

o f which the envelope amplitude is given by:
A = Z + (a*/40 + a cos 2* Ft

(2)

At low indices o f modulation only two components are required. It is possible also to
calculate the degree o f phase- for frequency-) modulation necessary to produce, together
with the required amplitude-modulation, the required compatible single-sideband signal.
The required phase-modulation is given by:
<P = arc sin {[a sin 2tt Ft -f (a*/40 sin 4n Ft] / K + (a*/40 - f a cos 2tt Ft])

(3)

In spite o f a similar theoretical background, workers in the various countries have
worked along different lines to bring about results which are very close to the theory.
1.1

In the United States of America [2], a signal is generated by passage o f a single-sideband
signal through two different non-linear circuits. By a suitable com bination o f addition and
mixing procedures, a phase-m odulation is achieved which is appropriate for elim inating the
unwanted sideband, and which gives a close approxim ation to the waveforms of ths threecom ponent signal.

1.2

In the Netherlands [3], it was observed that it would be possible to achieve the necessary
three-com ponent signal by squaring a full-carrier single-sideband signal. However, a correc
tion must be applied to neutralize interm odulation distortion.

1.3

In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic [4], a signal is obtained, which is very nearly a singlesideband signal, from the original audio-frequency input by a com bination of a non linear
network and a phaSe-shift network. Suppression o f the unw anted sideband is then improved
by the use of negative feedback.

1.4

In the U .S.S.R . [5, 6, 7], a com patible single-sideband signal is generated by dividing the
audio-frcquency input signal along tw o paths: the first path, through a dela>-lmc and un
am plitude-m odulator; the* second, through a special integrating network and a phasem odulator.

V

f>£d

i-» ‘-Cif

* * A transmission is said to be ’’compatible" if it can be
received on an existing conventional receiver, without
any modification whatsoever to the receiver, and then
gives a quality of reception at least as satisfactory as
that obtained at present in a double-sideband system.
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2.

1 ^Standardization aspects
The standardization o f a com patible single-sideband system should take account o f the

2.1

following factors:
3 8 X - W £ .» * • » /« « )
It m ust satisfy the provisionsp f Recom m endations<M lP(out-of-band radiation for am plitudem odulation emissions) and
(spurious emissions).
M oreover, it is essential that out-of-band radiation should not exceed that specified
for existing double-sideband systems, and that this condition be m aintained, in practice,
under norm al conditions o f operation. In particular, no system should be standardized
which requires constant supervision o f the working transm itter to satisfy this stipulation.

2.2

It is necessary to define the audio-frequency response. It is likely that different definitions
will be needed for:
— broadcasting in band 5 (LF) and band 6 (M F),
— broadcasting in band 7 (HF).

2.3 T he extent (in decibels) to which the unw anted sideband should be reduced.
2.4 T o avoid the need for highly selective filters, suppression o f the unw anted sideband below
300 H z should not be required.
2.5

In connection with § 2.4, there is a possible advantage in perm itting double-sideband or
reduced sideband transm ission up to 750 Hz. However, this transmission may lead to
increased co-channel interference on account o f fixed beat-frequencies.

2.6

D istortion and interference in norm al types o f receiver should be o f the same order as those
acceptable in norm al double-sideband broadcasting.

2.7 It is not necessary to use always the same sideband (upper or lower). Doc. X/33 (France),
Bad Kreuznadh, 1962, gives a channel arrangem ent (“ tete-beche ” channels), which would
perm it either an increase in the num ber of channels or an im provement in the quality of
services, depending upon the interpretation given to the various technicaldata relating to
the problem.
3.
3.1

Harmonic distortion of the envelope o f the modulated radio-frequency signal
In the People’s Republic o f Poland theoretical and experim ental investigations have been
* carried out on the sensitivity o f some com patible single-sideband systems [2, 3] to harm onic
distortion o f the envelope o f the m odulated radio-frequency signal, caused by transnu sion
o f the signal over lines, the amplitude*frequency and phase frequency transfer characteristics
o f which are imperfect.
The results o f these investigations (Doc. X/47, 1966-1969) suggest that both the systems
considered are m ore sensitive to harm onic distortion than double-sideband systems.

3.2

In the People’s Republic o f Poland, investigations were carried out o f the harm onic distortion
produced in the envelope o f the com patible single-sideband and double-sideband i.-.fissions
when they pass in the receiver through a piezo ceramic, interm ediatc-fuqucncy bandpass
filter (Doc. X/49, 1966-1969).
The results o f a comparative analysis show, that the values o f harmonic distortion in
the envelope o f the compatible single-sideband signal are similar to those for the double
sideband signal. For this reason, broadcast receivers equipped with properly designed piezoceramic intermediate-frequency bandpass filters are more suitable for reception o f compatible
single-sideband emission, than existing receivers with conventional types o f intermediatefrequency filter.

3.3

D oc. X/48, 1966-1969, gives information concerning the preliminary investigations carried
out in the People's Republic o f Poland, into the harmonic distortion o f the modulated signal
envelope. This distortion originated in electro-mechanical filters (designed for conventional
single-sideband receivers), when the compatible single-sideband or double-sideband signal
passed through the filter.
The results o f these investigations show that the harmonic distortion in the compatible
single-sideband signal at the output o f this filter is greater than in a double-sideband signal.
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3.4

3.5

Similar theoretical studies [8, 9, 14] and experimental investigations [10] on a compatible
single-sideband system [2] have been carried out in the Federal Republic o f Germany.
The results show that in current type receivers the amplitude and phase responses o f the
pass-band filters cause higher harmonic distortion to a compatible single-sideband signal
than to a double-sideband signal.

Theoretical studies in the analysis of envelope distortion covering
the case when the modulated signal consists of three spectral com
ponents, e.g. a carrier modulated by a sinusoidal tone, have been
carried out in the People*8 Republic of Poland (Doc. 10/79* 1970-1973).
In these studies, it has been assumed that the modulated signal is
affected by both amplitude and phase distortion £ 17_7As a result of this analysis, which applies for both double
sideband and compatible single-sideband modulation, formulae axe
given and graphs are produoed which show the dependency of envelope
distortion on the amplitude and phase characteristics in the case of
this three-component signal.

5.6

3.7

On this basis a further contribution of the People*s Republic of
Poland (Doc. 10/78, 1970-1973) describes ways for the determination
of tolerances for the overall amplitude and phase characteristics of
a double-sideband or a compatible single-sideband transmission system
with respect to harmonic distortion.
Harmonic distortion when receiving sky-wave transmissions over path lengths o f up to
600 km has been studied by the European Broadcasting Union (Doc. X /2 0 4 ,1966-1969) [16].
Once again the distortion factor due to receiver pass-band filter effects was 2*3 to 4 times
higher for compatible single-sideband transmissions [2] than for double-sideband trans
missions ds was the case with ground-wave reception. In the sky-wave service area the distor
tions were still higher, but the ratio o f the distortion factors o f the received compatible single
sideband and double-sideband signals remained virtually unchanged.

3.8

With current types o f receiver the compatible singlersideband systems described do not
appear to have any important advantages over the double sideband system. In particular,
the quality o f the received compatible single-sideband signal is often inferior to that o f a
double-sideband signal for both ground-wave and sky-wave reception. It is, therefore,
not appropriate to use these systems unless reception quality is not an essential factor.

4.

Other points o f general interest

4.1

Measurement results obtained in the Federal Republic o f Germany (Doc. X /32, 19631966) [10] with the system described in [2] indicate that correct operation o f the automatic
gain control in current types o f double-sideband receiver depends on the modulation depth
and in practice this leads to dynamic distortion.

4.2

In present types o f receivers, where the intermediate-frequency bandw idth limits the audiorcproduction that can be achieved, the use o f com patible single-sideband may perm it an
increase of up to 1*5 to 2 kH z in the audio-frequency bandw idth, as long as no change
in channel allocation is made.
The extended audio-frequency bandw idth can only be obtained when the receiver is
detuned by an am ount equal to the extension. This measure, however, gives rise to additional
non-unear and dynam ic distortion [9, lOj.
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T he effect o f the in tro d u c tio n o f c o m p atib le single-sideband o p e ra tio n on the service area o f a
tran sm itte r d ep en d s on th e facto rs w hich lim it this area. id the area i:s lim ited by in terference
from o th e r tran sm itters, m easu rem en ts o f rad io -freq u en cy w an ted -to -in terferm g signal ra tio
w ould clarify th e p roblem . I f th e a re a is lim ited only by noise,, the a d d itio n a l energy in th e
w anted sid eb an d m ay assist in in creasing th e service area.
In a co m p atib le single-sideband system , it is im p o rtan t th a t co rrect tu n in g o f th e receiver
shall not be m ade ap p reciab ly m ore difficult th a n th a t of a cu rre n t'd o u b le -sid e b a n d receiver.
F ro m theo ry it is cie*r th at d em o d u latio n techniques using a rein serted c a rrie r c a n n o t be
used fo r th e dem . .■>;„ a u o n o f c o m p atib le single-sideband signals.

In Das, 10/48 (E.B.U.), 197Q-19?3» the S,.D„U. has expressed the
following view :
4.6.1
It is possible, in theory, and there exist several practical
methods to produce compatible single-sideband signals adequate
for transmission. The shape of the radio-frequency envelope of
these compatible single-sideband signals is sufficiently olose
to that of the modulating signal, but it is more difficult to
reduce out-of-band radiation in the suppressed sideband with a
C.S.S.B. system. Furthermore, transmitters are required to be
tuned and maintained far more carefully than conventional
double-sideband transmitters as out-of-band radiations of high
magnitude will occur for maladjustments.
4.6.2 Due to imperfections of current type receivers which have no
bearing on the reproduction quality when receiving double-8ideband
transmissions it can be expected that :
4.6.2.1' dynamic distortion may occur when the automatic gain
control follows a portion cf the spectrum with high energy
density rather than the carrier:
4.6.2.2
non-linear distortion may occur due to the amplitude
and phase response within the radio-frequency and
intei^nediate-frequency stages.

4.6.3
Additional distortions, similar to those which affect double
sideband signals, are to be expected when receiving sky-wave
signals. These ncn-linear distortions cannot be reduced by using
a different demodulation technique instead c-f envelope detection.
For example, product demodulation would greatly reduce non-linear
distortion in the reception of double-sideband emissions, whereas
serious distortion under all conditions of reception rather than
a reduction of distortion would occur with compatible singlesideband emissions.
4.6.4
It is, therefore, the -opinion of the E.B.U. that compatible
single-sideband systems are unsuitable for general use in
amplitude-modulation sound broadcasting.
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AMPLITUDE-MODULATION SOUHD BROADCASTING
Objective two-signal methods for the determination of radio
frequency protection ratios

Introduction
Numerical values of radio-frequency protection ratios for
amplitude-modulation sound broadcasting have been suggested from time to
time by various authorities and agreed values of these protection ratios
are needed both for the use of future broadcasting conferences and for the
solution of frequency assignment problems for broadcasting in bands 5 (LF),
6 (MF) and 7 (HF).
Recommendation ^ 7 defines :
- the audio-frequency signal-tp-interference ratio,
- the audio-frequency protection ratio,**
- the radio-frequency wanted-to-interfering signal ratio, and
- the radio-frequency protection ratio.**
These terms are interdependent, the audio-frequency signal^tointerference ratio at the receiver output being directly related to the
raaio-frequency wanted-to-interfering signal ratio at the receiver input.
This relationship depends on a number of technical parameters, as there are
- the channel spacing, AF;
- the bandwidth, of the transmitter, B *,
- the bandwidth of the receiver, B^;
- the rate-of-cut of the band limiting filters at the transmitting
and receiving end;

*

**

This Report^is considered to be a conclusive answer to
Study Programme 25B/lO^
See also Report
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- the type of modulation;
- the modulation depth, m;
- the amplitude of the receiver input voltage;
- out-of-band radiation of the transmitter;
- the spectral energy distribution of the modulation signal;
- the dynamic compression;
- the pre-emphasis and de-emphasis characteristics, if any;
- the amplitude/frequency response of the human ear simulated
by the weighting network of the measuring instrument
(Recommendation
)t
The need to establish a minimum quality of reception leads to a
minimum audio-frequency signal-to-interference ratio, that is to say, to
the audio-frequency protection ratio.
For receivers with a given overall amplitude-frequency response
the radio-frequency protection ratio and especially its dependency on the
carrier-frequency spacing can be obtained either by subjective or objective
tests or by graphical or numerical methods.
Objective measuring method
Principle
_ ITie objective method developed by the European Broadcasting
Union J_ 1_/ and used by broadcasting organizations and Administrations in
the Federal Republic of Germany, France and the Netherlands, is essentially
a two-signal method which consists in modulating successively, with a given
modulation depth, the wanted and the interfering transmitter by a standard
coloured noise signal, the spectral amplitude distribution of which
corresponds to modern dance music (in France a mixture of 16 types of
programmes has been used).
The interference effect is measured at the audio-frequencyIoAtput
of the receiver by means of a standardized instrument (RecommendatioiN^BB^f"^
Tne reference value used to define the audio-frequency signal-to-interference
ratio is that which is measured at the audio-frequency output of the
receiver with the same instrument, when the wanted transmitter is modulated
with tne "coloured" noise, while the unwanted transmitter is switched off.
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a.a uutput.measurement

^kOr„<XM»M

For measuring the wanted and interfering signals aAtheoutput of
/. vthe receiver, an instrument in accordance with Recommendation
and
^ ^ R e p o r t j M n i is to be used. This includes a network for weighting the
subjective interference effect of different interfering frequencies and a
voltmeter
portion of defined characteristics.
}
2.3 Noise signal for modulating the signal generators
Two conditions must be fulfilled by the standardized signal to
simulate programme modulation :
- its spectral constitution must correspond to that of a
representative broadcast programme;
- its dynamic range must be so small as to result in a constant
unequivocal reading on the instrument.
The amplitude distribution of;modem dance music was taken as a
basis, as it is a type of programme with a considerable proportion of high
audio-frequencies, which occur most frequently. However, the dynamic range
of tnis type of programme is too wide and does not fulfil, therefore, the
second requirement mentioned above. A signal which is more appropriate for
this purpose is the standardized coloured noise signal the spectral
amplitude distribution of which is fairly close to that of modern dance
music (see curve A of Fig. 2).
This standardized coloured noise signal may be obtained from a
"white-noise" generator by means of a passive filter circuit as shown in
Fig. 3. The frequency-response characteristic of this filter is reproduced
as curve B of Fig. 2. (It should be noted that the difference between
curves A and B of Fig. 2 is due to the fact that curve A is based on
measurements with "one-third octave" filters which pass greater amounts of
energy as the bandwidth of the filter increases with frequency.)
The spectrum beyond the required bandwidth of the standardized
coloured noise should be restricted by a low-pass filter having a cut-off
frequency and a slope such that the bandwidth of the modulating signal is
approximately equal to half the standardized bandwidth of emission. The
audio-frequency amplitude/frequency characteristic of the modulating stage
of the signal generator shall not vary by more than 2 dB up to the cut-off
frequency of the low-pass filter.
2.1+ Measuring arrangements
Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the measuring arrangements,
in which tne elements of fundamental importance are drawn in thick outlines.
The other elements are measuring and control devices that are required for
putting the investigations into practice, or for facilitating them.
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Schematic o f the measuring apparatus

: 1 kHz audio-frequency generator N
(for calibration of the depth
of modulation)
: calibrated attenuator
p
: noise generator
: noise-shaping filter (see
Q
Fig. 3)
r
: calibrated attenuator
: low-pass filter
S
: signal generator (wanted
signal)
ip
: modulator
: calibrated attenuator
: signal generator-(interfering
U
signal)
: modulator
: calibrated attenuator

frequency meter for measuring the
frequency difference between
signal generators G and K
artificial antenna (according to
C.C.I.R. Recommendation 331-J|$«c-f/'10&y
receiver under test
'*
‘
measuring instrument in accordance
with Recommendation 1+68—
oscilloscope (for monitoring
purposes)
selector switch for the modulation
(1 kHz tone or standardized noise
signal)
changeover switch for the
modulation (signal generator G or
K)

Denth of modulation of the test transmitters
The depth of modulation of the wanted or interfering signals
is determined by the following procedure. The signal generator is first
modulated to a depth of 50# with a sinusoidal tone from the generator A,
adjusted by means of the attenuator B and verified by oscilloscope S at
the radio-frequency outputs of modulators H or L, and the required audio
frequency voltage is measured at the modulator inputs (switch U) by means
of the instrument R. The amplitude of the noise signal (.C + D), which is
measured with the same measuring instrument R, should then be adjusted
(by means of the attenuator E) to read 6 dB lower than the value^obtained
with the sinusoidal signal, provided that the instrument has a time
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constant of 200 ms. This corresponds to a depth of modulation of 50#
measured with a programme-meter with quasi-peak indication. Deeper
modulation is not appropriate, because, on account of its very small
dynamic range, the noise would have a more disturbing effect than any
real programme.
2.6 Audio-frequency signal-to-interference ratio
The signal generator (wanted signal) (G + H + J) modulated with
noise according to §§ 2,3 and 2.5 produces a signal at the audio
frequency output of the receiver under test Q, which represents - measured
with the instrument R - the reference level "zero11. The noise modulation
is then transferred by means of the switch U, from the audio-frequency
input of the modulator H of the signal generator (wanted signal) to the
audio-frequency input of the modulator L of the signal generator (interfering
signal). After suppression of the wanted signal, the radio-frequency level
of the signal generator (It + L + M) is then adjusted so that the unwanted
voltage, as measured by means of the instrument R at the receiver output,
results in the required audio-frequency signal-to-interference ratio, for
example, 20, 30 or 40 dB below the reference value.
2.7 The radio-frequency level of the wanted signal at the receiver input
The radio-frequency output voltage of the signal generator
(G + H + J) should be, to begin with, as small as possible, so that only
linear receiver characteristics enter into the measurement. The level
of the unmodulated signal generator should, however, be chosen high'
enough for the noise voltage (mostly the inherent noise of the receiver),
measured at the audio-frequency output of the receiver, to lie at least
3 dB below the noise voltage in the presence of the modulated interfering
signal according to § 2,6. The radio-frequency output of the signal
generator (G + H. + J) should then be increased in steps to include the
non-linear characteristics of the receiver (cross-modulation).
2.8 Influence of non-linear distortion in the signal generators
The non-linear distortion occurring during the modulation process
in the signal generator has components which widen the radio-frequency
spectrum.and thus give rise to increased radio-frequency wanted-tointerforing signal ratios in the region of the adjacent channel and adjacentehanriol-but-one.
The non-linear distortion in the signal generators should not,
therefore, exceed 1# to 2#.
2.9 Accuracy
The results obtained with the objective method have been compared
with the results of corresponding subjective tests. From these tests it
has been found that objective measurements give a first approximation to
those obtained with the subjective method.
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frequency (Hz)
F igure 2

Curve A: Frequency spectrum of standardized noise (measured with one-third octave filters)
Curve B : Frequency response characteristic of filter-circuit

Filter-circuit

3.

Graphical method

3.1 Principle
The graphical method / 2 / makes use of the principles of the
objective two-signal measuring method. It is applicable, only if the
following assumptions are fulfilled :
a sinusoidal modulation signal weighted according to
curve B of Fig. 2 has the same envelope as the spectrum
of a real programme signal*
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the protection ratio against an interfering sigaal modulated
by sinusoids of various frequencies is largely the same as if
the interfering signal were modulated only by that one of the
audio frequencies that' gives rise to the most severe of the
disturbances*
when reception is interfered with principally by one of the
sideband signals of a sinusoidally-modulated carrier on a
near-by frequency, the same result is obtained by replacing
that sideband signal by an unmodulated RF signal of the same
frequency and the same amplitude;
u. «-4~

the veighting network of Recommendation fcfli represents
faithfully the sensitivity of the ear to sinusoidal interference
at the different audio-frequencies,
j
3.2 Receiver autonrotection curve
First of all, the curve of the protection ratio against an
unmodulated RF signal is measured, for a given receiver. The curve
is determined as follows :
by means of an instrument (Recommendation fctF) connected to the
output of the receiver, a reference level corresponding to the
reception of a wanted transmission, modulated to a depth of 30%
by a signal of 1 000 Hz is determined;
the modulation of the wanted signal is then removed, and the
unmodulated interfering RF signal is introduced and its
amplitude is adjusted for each frequency until the instrument
indicates N dB less than the reference level.
In this manner, the protection ratio against an unmodulated RF
signal is obtained for an assumed AF protection ratio of N dB,
The curve of that protection ratio as a function of the
frequency spacing is a characteristic of the receiver. It results from
the combination of the RF and IF selectivity characteristics, the AF
response characteristic and the characteristic of the weighting network
included in the instrument (.Recommendation
For each value of the protection ratio against an unmodulated
RF signal determined in this manner, that is to say, the wanted
signal/interfering signal (WS/IS), there corresponds a reciprocal, IS/WS.
This last ratio (interfering signal/wanted signal) defines, for each
frequency, a threshold of the interfering signal relative to the wanted
signal.
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The IS/WS curve can be determined for any particular receiver and
is termed the "receiver autoprotection curve". In order that the reception
shall be free of interference, it is necessary and sufficient that the level
of any unwanted signal be below that curve.
3.3 "Transmission" diajrram
The "transmission" diagram is obtained by drawing the envelope
of the spectrum of a transmission of known characteristics, using the
following scales :
Abscissa : a scale linear in frequency, from -15 kHz to 0 kHz
(0 kHz corresponding to the carrier frequency of
the interfering transmission);
Ordinate : levels in decibels, referred to the level of the
interfering carrier.
3.1* Utilization

Of

thfr d-iftfrrwmg

The "receiver" diagram is obtained by drawing the autoprotection
curve of the receiver in question on a transparent sheet. The same scales
are to be used as in § 3*3, related however to the frequency and level of
the wanted carrier. The curve need only be drawn for the frequency range
from 0 to +15 kHz.
The two diagrams are placed one on top of the other in such a
fashion that the axes of their coordinates are parellel respectively and
the transparent "receiver" diagram is shifted horizontally and vertically,
in order to bring the two curves into contact. The RF protection ratio for
a given value of the spacing between the carrier frequencies (read off the
frequency scale) is the level of the wanted carrier relative to the level
of the interfering carrier (0 dB position of the "receiver" diagram on the
vertical scale of the "transmission" diagram).
An example of this graphical method is given in Fig.
The
autoprotection curve of the receiver was determined for an AF protection
ratio of N = 30 dB. The method gave an RF protection ratio of
R = +12 dB for a spacing of 9 kHz between the carrier frequencies,
corresponding to the relative RF protection ratio Are^ = R - N, resulting
in a figure of -18 dB.
The point of contact between the receiver autoprotection curve
and the envelope curve of the transmission spectrum is what finally
determines the value of the protection ratio. If, in this particular
case, it were required to improve the protection ratio, it would be
necessary :
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either, to filter the transmission spectrum in such a
fashion that the point, of contact hetman the two'curves
was lover,
- or to increase the receiver selectivity at that same point,
3.5 Accuracy and limits of the method
This method is, in general, appropriate for estimating protection
ratio values, provided there is only one clear point of contact between the
two curves. Differences of such values when compared with those derived
from objective measurements do not exceed 3 dB.
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(a) "Transm ission” diagram : origin = ° tranfmjg#jon
—

(d)

—

E n v e l o p e of spectrum

” Receiver” diagram : origin; 0recep|jon
A utoprotection curve

FIG* ^

Graphical determination of RF pro te c tion ratios.
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Numerical method

k . l Principle
To determine the relative RF protection ratio the physical process
underlying the objective method, viz, the determination of the weighted
noise power in the adjacent channel, is simulated by means of a mathematical
model.
Two channels with the carrier frequencies fg and fp are assumed
whose frequency difference is equal to the channel spacing AF under
consideration. The transmitter spectrum related to the incremental
bandwidth Beff is simulated by the function Fg depending on the relative
frequency |f|» This function is formed by multiplicative sub-functions
(e.g. attenuation, spectral energy distribution, pre-emphasis of the
higher audio-frequencies) and additive sub-functions (eAg._out-of-band
radiation) jj> s j® * it is built up by polygonal, traces / V / .
In a similar
way, the overall response of the receiver, including weighting of the
noise power with the aid of a weighting filter (Recommendation W K ), is
represented by means of the function Fp depending on the relative frequency

In the case of double-sideband modulation, Fg and Fp are
symmetrical to the respective carrier frequencies.
Fig. 5 shows the fundamental shape of the functions Fg and Fp,
the most important sub-functions as well as the meaning of the
designations used.
The transmitter spectrum with the carrier frequency fg produces
an interference power APg in the adjacent-channel with the carrier
frequency fp, which, at a given channel spacing AF, can be calculated
by integrating the product Fg • Fp. As. a result, one obtains

V
APS = /

Fg (|f|) • Fr (|AF-f|)-df

(1)

1
When performing the integration according to Cl)* however, for
AF = 0 (receiver exactly tuned to the transmitter frequency), one obtains
the useful receiver power APN# The relative RF protection ratio Aj.el is
the ratio of interference power to useful power, in the channel under
consideration.

rel

= 10 • log

AP
^
N

dB
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(2)

1

With the aid of the numerical method it is also possible to
determine separately the interference components caused by the carrier
beat and by the sidebands. It is expedient to carry out the integration
according to (1) with the aid of computers and numerical integration
methods. In practice, most problems can satisfactorily be solved with
an incremental bandwidth of
- 100 Hz by numerical integration.
Since the method described is based on the determination of _
power it does not provide the additional noise suppression by 3 dB / 6_/
found during measurements of the co-channel interference performed on
systems with envelope detection.
The relative RF-protection ratios obtained with the numerical
method must therefore be corrected by -3 dB,
U.2 Accuracy and limits of the method
The results obtained for a double-sideband system are shown
in Fig. 6 in comparison with measurement results.
As long as the values of the relative RF protection ratio do not
go beyond -U0 dB, the deviations between calculation and measurement
amount to about 1 dB. Beyond -U0 dB, the measurements are increasingly
affected by unavoidable noise inherent to the equipment used and by the
intermodulation distortion in the receiver which may no longer be
neglected, but were not taken into account in the calculation.
5.

Conclusions
The measuring method is more accurate than the graphical or
numerical method, since all technical parameters are most exactly taken
into account. The graphical and the numerical methods, however, have
the essential advantage of permitting the immediate determination of
the RF-protection ratio, values for any receiver, existing or projected.
By means of a single computer programme, the numerical method can be
executed in a fraction of the time needed to make objective measurements.
The numerical method is, therefore, suitable for the optimization of
the technical parameters of any AM-transmission system for soundbroadcasting in bands 5(LF) and 6(MF) and with only a few minor
modifications for single-sideband systems.
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P A G E INTEN TIONALLY L E F T B L A N K

P A G E L A I S S E E EN B L A N C IN T E N T IO N N E L L E M E N T

LEGEND TO FIG, 5

Basic interrelations
abscissa : f * frequency
ordinate : a ■ relative level (fct dB, re lata? to the
carrier level) or an attenuation
B„
N

* 3 dB bandvidth of the transmitter (overall)

B
R

* 3 dB bandvidth of the receiver Coverall)

B
e

* incremental bandvidth to vhich the pover spectrum
is related and vithin vhich the pover density and
the receiver attenuation response may be assumed
to be constant in each case for the calculation

f
O

■ carrier frequency of the transmittar

f
K

= carrier frequency of the adjacent-channel

AF

= channel spacing

f. #f_ = lover and upper limits of integration
l; d
(l)

* spectral energy distribution in the sideband

©

* filter attenuation characteristic for band
limitation at the transmitter

Q)

* pre-emphasis (of high frequencies) at the transmitter

©

* out-of-band radiation of the transmitter

F
s
n
aM
©

= function representing the transmitter spectrum
= attenuation of the itttermodulation products of the
transmitter in the case of measurement vith tvo tones
* relative level of maximum pover density in the
sideband, related to the carrier level
.= filter attenuation characteristic for band
limitation at the receiver
= veighting curve of the psophometer filter

Fr

= function representing the overall attenuation
characteristic of the receiver including veighting
by means of the psophometer filter (veighted
receiver attenuation)

Sg

* level of the transmitter spectrum at frequency f

a^

= veighted receiver attenuation at frequency f
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Comparison between the calculated relative HF^protection
ratio and the measured values (double-*sideband system) :

: calculated values
: measured values
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1.

Introduction
Broadcasting transmitter networks should be planned in such a way that coverage o f
the required area is provided using the minimum number o f frequencies.
From the purely technical standpoint, the service area o f each transmitter depends on
a number of factors, e.g. transmitter power, minimum usable fie ld strength, radio*
frequency protection ratio, distance between transmitters sharing the same channel, channel
spacing, ground conductivity and operating frequency.
The service areas vary considerably with the type o f service required which may be
ground wave by day, ground wave or sky wave by night.
Studies have been carried out in France and in the Federal Republic o f Germany
in the framework o f the activities o f the European Broadcasting U n i o n In these
studies one o f the main aspects was to examine the influence on coverage o f the radiofrequency protection ratio and the distance between transmitters sharing the same frequency.

Further studies, carried out e lth ln the European Broadcasting Union r
have Indicated the Influence o f channel spacing on area coverage* "

^ J
*"

an<!

2. Coverage factor as a function of distance
2,1 Definition and basic assumptions
In the absence of noise, two transmitters operating on the same frequency with an equal
power P (kW), separated by a distance D (km), have a service range R (km) which depends
on the radio-frequency protection ratio A (dB), but is independent o f the transmitter power.
In the presence o f noise the service range is also dependent on the transmitter power.
The coverage factor, c, may be defined to be the ratio o f the sum o f all service areas,
s„, o f the individual transmitters operating on the same frequency on a very extensive area S
to the total area:
c = 2 sn/S = (2tt/*/3) (R 2ID*).
.
The quantity R*/D2 is, thus, proportional to the coverage factor.

The coverage factor so defined is also known as area coverage per channel and is
normal 1y expressed as a percaitage. If the area coverage obtainable using all the
available MF channels exceeds unity (1001) then this number represents, on average,
the number of programmes that can be received at any location throughout the whole
area under consideration.
To establish curves showing the dependency o f 10* x R'jD* or c, respectively, on the
distance D with either A or P as parameters the following conditions were taken as a basis:
— transmitters o f equal power;
— ground-wave propagation curves o f Recommendation 3 6 8 -£ *»• (l)OC 51^ 07,4)*
— sky-wave field: annual median value o f the hourly median values at midnight;
— sky-wave propagation curves derived from Repo
rapolated beyond
3500 km (Fig. 1).
The extrapolation was made in t k m diffwm n

'TyuAfoxfa;

— by extending the curves using formula (la) o f § 2. o f Report 4 M R (propagation type

No D;

*c6l<o6$)

— by halving the mean slope o f the existing curves every 500 km from 3500 km onwards
(propagation type N o. 2);
— by taking an intermediate curve between the firsttwo curves(propagation type N o. 3);

— sky-wave propagation curve : Cairo

N/S ^

— sky-wave propagation curve U.S.S.R.
of 25.4* N (propagation type No. 5).

6_/ (propagation

type No. 4);

for 1 MHz and geomagnetic latitude
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Correction factors taking account o f the vertical radiation diagram o f the transmitting
antenna, magnetic dip, sunspot number, etc., were not applied to the fMd*«trength values
obtained from the curves.
Note. — Field-strenath measurements carried out in hands 5 (LF) and 6 (M F) in the U.S.S.R. / 4,

shot th at, p a rticu la rly In ban* 6. substantially Mghar

n \ m

o f fig 14 s tr ength t s r t

obtained at distances beyond 2000 km than would be expected from the curves o f Report- f l l i p

*■

dJaeary of those observations Is contained In Report

C/t od)*

2.2 Results
2.2.1

Plane Earth
The curves 1n Figs. 2, 3 and 4 fo r a frequency of 1 MHz are given as exaaplss.
Figures are based on the assumption that there is only one interfering station and the service
range was calculated under the worst condition, i.e. on the straight line connecting the wanted
and unwanted transmitter. The Figures show the dependency o f the coverage factor on the
distance between transmitters operating on the same frequency.
Fig. 2 is valid when a ground-wave serviceis limited by sky-wave interference from the
unwanted transmitter and when, in the absence o f noise, there is no power dependency.
The parameter indicated on the curves is the radio-frequency protection ratio
Also shown
in decibels relative to 1 jiV/m is the field Fi o f the wanted transmitter at the limit o f the service
area, for a transmission power o f 1 kW with a short vertical antenna. For instance, a point o f
intersection on a curve shown by long dashes, for Fi -= 40 dB, and a curve JPfD* - A D ),
for A = 25 dB, means that if the transmitters are separated by a distance D km (abmissa o f
the point o f intersection) and for a protection ratio A = 25 dB, the field at the limit o f the
area, where the radio-frequency protection ratio is > 2 5 dB, is 0*1 mV/m.

A.

Fig. 2 shows that:
— initially the coverage factor decreases as D increases and is smallest at approximately
1500 km. However, in practice, these relatively high coverage fkctor values at small
distances between transmitters cannot be achieved because interference from more than
one transmitter is to be expected;
— for distances beyond about 1500 km up to at least 4000 km, the coverage factor increases;
— beyond 4000 km, the variation o f the coverage factor depends on propagation conditions.
With propagation o f type N o. 3, the variation is only slight, at least for high radio
frequency protection ratios;
— the general shape o f the curves, though varying with the propagation type for distances
beyond 3500 km, is practically independent o f the conductivity o f the soil and the
frequency;
— the optimum separation depends considerably on the propagation type but less so on the
radio-frequency protection ratio.
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Figs. 3 and 4 J_

Bj

show the influence of the'power P (which is the parameter

indicated on the curves) in the presence of noise for a radio-frequency protection
r a t i o A * 40 dB and 26 dB re sp e c tiv e ly . The coverage factor c is presented on a
logarithmic scale to enable a comparison to be made between the five examples shown :
— ground-wave service in terfe re d jy a ground-wave signal (day-time con d itio n s),
ground conductivity a * 3 x 10" , S fwr9 curves(a); F ics. 3 and 4
— ground-wave service inte rfe re d by a sky-wave signal (night-time co nditions),
ground conductivity a « 3 x 10” , S/m; propagation type No. 1 : curves ( b l ) ; Figs. 3 and 4
propagation type No. 4 : curves (b2) of Fig. (3); propagation type No. 5 :
curves (b2) of Fig. (4);
— sky-wave service in te rfe re d by a sky-wave signal (night-time conditions);
propagation type No. 1 : curves ( c l ) ; propagation type No. 4 : curves (c2); Figs. 3 and 4
Figs. 3 and 4 show t h a t , in the presence of noise :
— the optimum separation between transmitters using the same channel varies considerably
with transmitter power;
— the optimum separation is completely different under day-time and night-time conditions;
— the optimum separation is not very different under night-time conditions both for a
ground-wave or a sky-wave service;
— the lowest coverage will be obtained when a ground-wave service is interfered by the
sky-wave signal o f an unwanted transmitter;
— a t least with high-power transmitters (P > 30 kW), a sky-wave service would give a
coverage similar to that of a ground-wave service at day-time.

— the sky-wave coverage is considerably reduced when propagation types Nos. 4 and 5
are applied;
— the ground-wave coverage durinq n iq ht-tiw e is also reduced considerably fo r
propagation types Nos. 4 and 5. In th is case the maxima of coverage are
less pronounced or disappear almost in comparison to those obtained with
propagation type No. V;
— a t short distances the ground-wave coverage during night-tim e increases with
decreasing co-channel distance almost independently o f the propagation type
applied fo r the ca lc u la tio n of the sky-wave inte rfe re n ce . This e ffe c t re su lts
in higher coverage at lower co-channel distances whereas the service ranges
decrease to a few kilom eters onlv.
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Spherical Earth
For interference from sky-wave signals either to a ground-wave or to a sky-wave service,
suitable co-channel distances are o f the order o f the Earth’s radius, so th^j. the spherical
nature o f the Earth must be taken into account. This has been done in
only skywave service is considered and where potential interference from the nearest co-channel
transmitters, all equally spaced, has been taken into account.
An attempt has been made, therefore, to cover a sphere with a network o f equilateral
spherical triangles. It can be shown that this can be done by approximating the sphere to a
polyhedron. A tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron provide surfaces consisting o f 4,
8 and 20 equilateral triangles, respectively. These triangles may be developed on to a plane and
it is then possible to apply without difficulty a linear channel distribution to this development.
However, when reconstituting the polyhedron, some o f the triangles will share sides or
apices with other triangles, from which they were separated in the plane development.
In those groups of triangles the channel distribution will then no longer necessarily be linear,
and consequently restrictions on the use o f the channels shown on these triangles will occur.
The proportion o f these (unusable) triangles with respect to the total number will be at most
40% in the case o f the icosahedron, 25 % in the case o f the octahedron and 50% in the case
o f the tetrahedron. On the other hand, these triangles may be ignored to a large extent by
making use o f the fact that dry land occupies only one third o f the Earth’s surface. It is,
therefore, still possible to utilise the results that have already been obtained by considering
networks on a plane surface.
Assuming that for the coverage o f the land masses about 50% o f the triangular surfaces
will in fact be used, each channel can be used precisely 0*25 times the number o f existing
triangular planes. It is now possible to show as a final result the full relationship between the
number o f transmitters b, co-channel distance £>, necessary transmitter power P and coverage
factor c, that can be obtained in one single diagram. Fig. 5 shows this result. It should be
noted that the absolute value fixed for any one o f these parameters determines the values o f
all the others. When using this Figure one should bear in mind that it can only give an
estimation o f these relationships.
■ In an additional study the influence o f the radio-frequency protection ratio on the
coverage factor was calculated using the same assumptions as stated previously. The results
are shown in Fig. 6 and indicate that the coverage factor increases more rapidly with

decreasing values of radio-frequency protection ratio when the distance between co-channel
tran sm itte rs i s r e la tiv e ly small. For a distance of 3000 k i, for example, the coverage
factor is 100 times higher when the radio-frequency protection r a t i o is 20 dB instead of 40 dB.
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Conclusions
The main r e s u lts of the studies mentioned above are reproduced in Fig* (5)*
Although the studies were purely th e ore tic al and although l i t t l e vat kmo«m9 a t the time, of
propagation beyond 3SQ0 km (on which matter, however, further eork has since been
done, Report
the re la tio n s h ip betseen the parameters shorn
In Fig. 5
[here I s , esp ecially , no escape from the fact th a t the number of tra n sm itte rs
th a t may operate on the same frequency is inversely proportional to the tra n sm itte r
separation. I t Is also true th a t the coverage fa c to r a t le a s t for the sky-vave
increases e ith increasing tra n sm itte r se p a ra tio a for distances belov about 5000 km*
The accurate values of the coverage factor may, hosever, be considerably smaller,
due to e ith e r additional Interference (e .g . from adjacent channels) or higher f ie ld
strengths from far d ista n t tra n sm itte rs or sim ilar e f f e c t s .
It should be noted that the coverage that can be achieved is least when a ground-wave
service is interfered with by sky-wave signals.
There are, however, means by which improvements in coverage can be made,
e.g. the use o f synchronized transmitter networks and, in certain cases, the use o f directional
transmitting antennae (see
Report
£ 0 ))

3.

Coverage factor as a function of channel spacino

3.1 Basic assumptions
The influence of channel spacing on MF area coverage for both ground-vave
and sky-vave services a t night has been Investigated for channel spacings betveen
5 and 10 kHz. The area considered was the combined European and African Broadcasting
Areas ( 42jM*^km9 and a constant number of frequency assignments was assumed. The

'* ic y
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to ta l area coverage mith these assignments eas calculated under various assumptions
and presented in a number of curves shoeing coverage factor as a function of channel
spacings beteeen 5 and 10 kHz and fo r various numbers of to ta l frequency assignments
as a parameter.
a & hsvuj ciJr
3.2 6roun*-»ay« wrfw

Studies fo r groqnd-iave coverage have been carried out in Japan. The results
are given in Fig. 7. They shorn that the maximum of coverage is obtained e ith a
channel separation if about 8 kHz, almost Independently o f the number o f
assignments mi th in the given area. The absolute value of coverage does not depend
strongly on the number o f assignments.
3.3 Skv-iave
Sim ilar studies eere carried in the
o f Germany fo r sky-mave coverage. The
resu lts are given in Fig. 8. In this case too the maximum coverage is obtained efth
a channel spacing of about 8 kHz. The value of the coverage, homever, depends
strongly on the number of assignments in the given area.
3.4 Conclusions
The results shoe th a t, compared l i t h the present situ a tio n (essentially 9-kHz
or 10-kHz spacing), greater coverage mould be obtained mith a channel spacing of
8 kHz. This evidence is based on studies eith a regular transm itter la ttic e and
mith t r i a l assignments In the European and African Broadcasting Areas.
The re s u lt of a unique optimum value ef 8 kHz in pra ctica lly a ll cases may be
explained mith the help of Fig. 9.
If N frequency assignments in the MF band to tra n sm itte rs (or synchronized
groups) are required in a given area S and i f co-channel interference only has to
be taken into account, then the coverage improves l i t h decreasing channel spacing,
thus, increasing the number of channels a v aila b le . I t is obvious th a t , in such a
case, the average co-channel distance mill also increase (curve fr of Fig. 9) and
th a t interference mill be reduced by th is measure. Lorn values of channel spacing
mould, in th is case, be preferable.
I f , homever, adjacent-channel Instead of co-channel interference had to be
taken Into account, the r e s t of the parameters remaining unchanged, interferen ce
mould increase and, hence, coverage mould decrease mith decreasing channel spacing
(curve B o f Fig. 9 ) . High values of channel spacing mould, th e re fo re , be
d esirab le in th is case.

In practice, however, both types of interference have to be
considered and it is obvious that the resulting coverage curve, as a
function of frequency spacing, will be situated below the two curves
discussed above. Furthermore, from the shape of the two limiting
curves, it is very probable that the resulting coverage curve will have
a maximum (curve fo of Fig. 9)«

2 8 7

It has been shown by a further study that the channel spacing
corresponding to maximum coverage depends mainly on the relative RF
protection-ratio curve and corresponds to a relative value of about

It has also been shown that in the present situation, in the
European Broadcasting Area, for high-power transmitters (_> 100 kW), the
effective interference levels are more than 10 dB greater for co-channel
stations than for adjacent-channel stations. This indicates that the
spacing could be reduced below 9 kHz, gaining more channels and permitting
greater co-channel distances, without leading to undue adjacent-channel
interference.
StUclCtzd
f y r e i c r i/Cm/p

tru st
ci c b i m r u s l

b u s ts
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Coverage factor per channel, c as a function of
distance between co-channel transmitters, D for
various propagation curves
(a) Ground wave service under day-time conditions
(b) Ground wave service under night-time conditions
(c) Sky wave service under night-time conditions
Radiation is constant at all angles of elevation.
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5

Number o f transmitters, b, transmitter power P and coverage factor per transmitter, c, as functions o f the
separation between co-channel transmitters, D
Curves /V transmitter power (dB rel. 1 kW) for Fmln - 74 dB rel. 1 jiV/m
Pt : transmitter power (dB rel. 1 kW) for Fmln - 60 dB rel. 1 jxV/m
b : number of co-channel transmitters
c : percentage coverage factor per channel

RF protection r a t i o
Frequency /

: 40 dB

: 1 MHz

Example:
If the number of transmitters sharing the same channel is taken as b - 17, then the co-channel trans
mitter separation is D - 4100km, the coverage factor/channel is c - 3*7% and the e . g . r . p . necessary for a ll
transmitters to make the coverage limiting factor interference rather than noise is:
P - 21*5 dB rel. 1 kW for F ^ , - 60dBrel. 1 ^V/m
or
'
P - 35*5 dB rel. 1 kW for F ^ - 74 dB rel. 1 (iV/m
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Separation between co-channel transmitters, D (km)
F tou u

6

Coverage factor for a spherical Earth, c, as a function o f separation between transmitters, D,
with protection ratio, A as a parameter
Frequency: 1 MHz
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Propagation curve
Ground wave : C.C.I.R. Recommendation*
Sky wave
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Protection ratio
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Fig. 7 Area coverage obtainable using 1 080 kHz band with N
stations in 42^000^000 km^ are$ by ground wave service
under night-time conditions.
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Fig. 8 Area coverage-by the sky-wave obtainable
with all channels in the MF band
Parameter : number of frequency assignments N
Basic assumptions :
- total area : U2,000,000 km
11
t \
- co-channel protection ratio for the median field : 27 dB
'rtir—
«
- relative protection ratios : curve of C.C.I.R* Recommendation
- each wanted transmitter interfered by three co-channel and three adjacent-channel
transmitters
- sky-wave propagation curv°e •
wanted signal : Report
unwanted_signal : Repo:
(see / 3_/

formula (3).
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LEGEND TO FIG. 9

Limits for area coverage

Abscissa :

channel separation Af/kHz

Ordinate : area coverage
Curve a

: area coverage obtainable in the absence of
adjacent channel interference

Curve b

: area coverage obtainable in the absence of
co-channel interference

Curve c

: area coverage obtainable with both types of
interference taken into account.
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BROADCASTING IN BANDS 5 (LF) AND 6 (MF)
H igh-effkiency transm itting antennae

(Question

(3#//o)
(1966-1970 -

1.

1974)

Antenna with reduced vertical radiation
D oc. X/21 (U.S.A.), 1963-1966, describes a high-efficiency anti-fading antenna consisting
o f a sectionalized tower o f two 120° sections (used at the WOAI station at San Antonio,
Texas). The “ fading zone ” area relative to tbr ground-wave service area is reduced from
approximately 50% (for a 0-311 X antenna) to about 30% for a ground conductivity of
10 x 10~* mhos/m. The document emphasizes that in this type o f antenna the current distribu
tion must be kept as sinusoidal as possible by using a thin structure o f uniform cross-section.
Observations. — From experience in other countries it is evident that a high-efficiency anti
fading a n t e n n a should be o f sectionalized construction and have a total electrical height of
2X/3 to X, to produce the necessary rapid rise of sky-wave field strength near to the point
where it equals that o f the ground-wave. The effect of the resistive component o f the antenna
current on the vertical radiation pattern of a sectionalized tower can be reduced or
compensated by multiple feeding. It should be noted that the location and extent o f the
“ fading zone ” varies due to changes in the properties o f the reflecting ionosnherir l»v*r«
In practice, the fading zone is somewhat larger than that calculated. This might be
due on the one hand to variations o f the E-layer reflection and on the other hand to F-layer
reflections. The design o f antennae should take care of these effects.

2.

Influence o f ground conductivity on the vertical radiation pattern

^Doc. 10/188 (United Kingdom), 1970-197^» gives the results of
a theoretical study into the influence of ground conductivity on the
vertical radiation patterns of typical vertical antennae. The study takes
account of the diffraction of waves around the curvature of the Earth.
Fig. 1 shows the field-strength reduction which would occur if
flat perfectly-conducting ground were replaced by an imperfectly-conducting
curved Earth. Fig. 1 applies to vertical transmitting antennae up to
0.6 X high. The curves of Fig. 1 extend to negative radiation angles, which
apply when waves diffract around the curvature of the Earth and which are
defined as the angular distance between the antenna and the tangent point
for the wave.
Ground loss may be defined as the field-strength reduction which
occurs above a curved Earth when land replaces sea water. Ground loss
may therefore be derived from Fig. 1 by subtracting field-strength
reductions for sea water from those for ground of the appropriate
conductivity. The corresponding increase which occurs when land is
replaced by sea water is known as sea gain.**
Doc. X/143 (United Kingdom), 1966-1969, gives the results o f field-strength measure
ments carried out to determine the effects of ground conductivity on low angle radiation over
a relatively long transmission path o f 1400 km. Transmissions from Rome at 845 kHz were
measured simultaneously at coastal and inland sites along a radial extending 100 km inland
from a coastal site in Southern England. Because o f the principle o f reciprocity it is immaterial
whether the antenna transmits or receives.
—
— : C /

—

/'£>/(M

Fig. 1 shows the vertical radiation pattern calculated at a frMuency o f 1 MHz for a
short vertical antenna over flat ground o f poor conductivity ( 10~* jmm|4m), good conductivity
(10~* mhMjtttf) and sea water (4 mhM^ft); fresh water appears to behave like ground o f good
conductivity. The vertical radiation pattern which would be obtained if the ground were a
perfect conductor is also shown for comparison.

0
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Fig. 2 shows the results of measurements in terms of field strength at the inland sites,
MtoK, relative to the coastal site, A. This Figure, therefore, shows how ground loss varies
with distance from the sea at the frequency 843 kHz for an angle of arrival of about 4°. Also
shown in Fig. 2 are theoretical curves for ground conductivities of 5xl0-*^ hestfq /and
which aiebdieved to be die limits for most of the area. Part of thetheoretkal
carve ib r2xlO -*iriN gW is also included since the first 10 km inland was known to be of
about this value. Fig. 2 dearly demonstrates the large ground loss at sites well inland from
the coast

/ c
i

y
/

The effective ground loss as a function of the propagation path for single and multi-hop
propagation has been calculated and is shown in Fig. 3. E-layer propagation has been
It is concluded that a transmitter operating in the MF band (band 6) will radiate skywaves more efficiently at low angles of radiation if it is situated on a coastline facing the area
to be served and that the ground loss does not reach its limiting value until the antenna is at
least 50 km inland. To obtain maximum advantage open sea must extend from the coastline
for a distance o f at least 100 wavelengths in the direction of propagation.
Ground loss applies equally to transmitting and receiving antennae.
Doc. X/3I (Italy), 1966-1969, shows the influenoe o f ground conductivity on sky-wave
reception.
Field-strength measurements were made over a 450 km tnuwmission path (conesponding to the angle of elevation of about 24°) simultaneously at two points, one on the
coast and the other situated inland about 2 km away in the same direction. In the first case,
the wave awe reflected by the tee and in the second by the ground. Two transmitters in Rome,
one operating at *45 kHz and the other at 1331 kHz, w en used.
All the djUa recorded at both receiving points indicate that the
field strength
at die coastal site on both frequencies, is 0*5 dB higher than the value measured inland. This
result is in agreement with the calculated theoretical value.

*Doe. 10/29^ (U.S.S.R.), 1970-1971** gives comparative fieldstrength measurement data in the frequency band. 150 - 1 500 kHz. The
data were obtained at two receiving points of different ground
conductivity one of which was located near the sea and the other
inland at a distance of 60 km from the coast in the direction of the
transmitter. Measurements were made on different frequencies over
transmission paths of 1 200 to 1 500 km.
Median field-strengths were measured at the two receiving points
and compared with calculated values for a parallel polarized wave and
for the corresponding ground surface by means of the modulus and phase
of the Fresnel reflection coefficients.
The measured results indicate that the increase in field-strength
from a transmitter sited near to the sea when compared with an inland
sited transmitter depends to a large extent on the length of the
transmission path and that, on long paths, it. may exceed 6 dB.*
3.

fH g h -w ffic iw n g y t r a n s m it t in g a a ta n n a a

It should be emphasized that the capital and maintenance
oosta of a high-efflciency transmitting antenna should not be
considered in isolation hut rather with regard to the cost
end effectiveness of the broadcasting station as a whole. For
example, for a broadcasting station with a transmitter output
power of 100 kW or more, the cost of the antenna is often a
relatively small part of the total expenditure.
3.1

Doc. X/57 (Federal Republic of Germany), 1966-1969, describes a transmitting antenna
for use in band 5 (LF), which improves the service area by virtue of its high radiation effi
ciency. This antenna operates in the band ISO to 160 kHz, has a height of about tylO and a flat
frequency response up to at least ± 6 kHz o f the carrier frequency. Its radiation pattern is
that of a vertical unipole antenna of the same physical height.

3.2

Doc. X/190 (Sweden), 1966-1969, gives information on experience gained with the broad
casting ring antenna for use in band 5 at Motala (191 kHz). The antenna is a stationary
field ring antenna consisting of one central element (a vertical radiator of height 250 m) and
five vertical radiators with a height of 200 m, equally spaced on a radius of 630 m (0*4 X).
The total field strengths at distances of up to 300 km from the antenna were recorded at
night over a period of several years at several locations both before, and after, the change
was made from a short vertical radiator to the ring antenna. The measurements show a
substantial extension of the fading-free zone after the change of antenna. The theoretical
vertical radiation diagram shows suppression of radiation at angles of 40° to 45° and this has
been roughly confirmed by measurements from aircraft.
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Ooc. 10/28 (Federal Repebllc ef 6«raafiy), 1970-1973, describes a sulichable

3

transmitting antenna for optimized day and night service in hand 6 (MF).
Two antennae of this type are in use at two broadcasting/stations
(Ismaning 1 602 kHz and Langenberg 1 586 kHz). The antenna consists of
three insulated sections and this permits very flexible, adjustment of the
current distribution and allows changes in the vertical radiation
pattern over a wide range. For example, it is possible to effect a
reduction of the low angle radiation by up to 3.5 dB, a side lobe
attenuation up to a maximum of 38 dB, and a gain in the horizontal plane
of up to 6 dB. A suitable combination of these parameters results in an
'improvement in the co-channel radio-frequency wanted-to-interfering
signal ratio of .between 3 dB* and 10 dB,

4

Doc. 10/62 (People's Republic’of Poland), 1970-1973,
describes a double half-wave cage-type antenna for use in band 6 (MF).
This antenna consists of four cages of copper or aluminium wires. The
cages are suspended on an earthed, non-divided, mast,each cage (X/4)
being galvanically connected with the mast at its upper end and insulated
from the mast at its lower end (see Fig.4). In the document are given the
results of theoretical analysis of the antenna and the results of
measurements on a metre-wave model.
By appropriate selection of the ratio and phase of the currents
in the two dipoles, the vertical radiation pattern can be shaped within a
wide range. This enables selection of the optimum operating conditions
for both day-time and night-time conditions.

5

Doc. 10/73 (France), 1970-1973, reports on the*existence of a
high-gain band 6 (MF) broadcasting antenna at LILLE-Camphin on a
frequency of 1 376 kHz. This antenna is of the dipole type and is
designed to increase the horizontal gain by reducing radiation in
directions other than that of the horizon. It is centre-fed but its
quarter-wave skirt structure avoids cutting the tower with insulators.
There is also no insulator at the base of the tower. Feeder matching is
effected without the classical antenna cabinet, inductance or capacitance.
The radiation diagram was regulated by helicopter measurements. A
detailed description of the antenna may be found in /"l6J .

6

Doc. 10/2921 (U.S.S.R.), 1970-1974, describes the cLesign or an
antenna the radiation pattern of which can be regulated in the vertical
plane. The upper part of the antenna is a normal vertical radiator whilst
the lower part is a vertical radiator with a reactance in the form of
a short circuit loop connected to the base. To reduce its characteristic
impedance inclined wires are suspended from the upper part of the
antenna. A vertical wire screen is fixed to the lower part of the
antenna reaching from the ground to a height of Hp = 0 . 4 'H.

Regulation of the radiation pattern in the vertical plane
is provided by adjusting the current distribution by means of
distributed constant lines. The antenna possesses anti-fading
properties in a wide frequency band and has a gain of up to twice
that of a base driven half-wave antenna.
The antenna can be used in band 6 (MF) with current regulation
and in band 5 (LF) under conditions corresponding to current antinode
at the lower end of the screen."
3 0 n
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BROADCASTING IS BAUDS 5 (LF), 6 (MF) AMD 7 (HF)
Necessary bandvidth of emission
(1970-197lt)

1.

Introduction

/

In an amplitude-modulation double-sideband sound broadcasting system the bandwidth
o f emission is approximately twice the audio-frequency bandwidth o f the programme and,
therefore, greatly influences the quality o f reception. On the other hand, for a given frequency
separation between adjacent channels, a limitation o f the bandwidth o f emission is desirable
to avoid mutual interference.
The difference between the transmitted bandwidth for amplitude-modulation sound
* broadcasting and the receiver bandwidth has le d to research / I , 2f 3 , A, U / ai Red at improving
the whole transmission system. It appears that it would be useful to fix values for the audio
frequency bandwidth of the programme to be radiated as well as for the overall response of
the receivers and to obtain these values by the use o f band 1i ai ti ng fi 1t e r s . 1f both

these bandridths are nearly equal and are suitably re la te d to the channel spacing
the transmission system provides for the fu ll u t i l i z a t i o n of the transm itted b a n d « id th _
as veil as for the most favourable protection against adjacent channel interference
2.

Assessment of the necessary bandwidth -of emission
Obviously the bandwidth o f emission as well as the passband o f the receivers should
be chosen in such a way that there is no unnecessary impairment o f reception quality or any
increase in adjacent channel interference [2]. In this respect a good solution would be to
make the channel spacing, the bandwidth o f emission and the receiver passband o f equal
value. Moreover, ideally there should be rectangular limitation o f the bandwidth o f emission
and the received selectivity curve and no non-linear distortion in the transmitter. Under these
conditions no adjacent channel interference would occur.
In practice, however, none o f these requirements is met. In particular, the bandwidth
o f emission usually exceeds the channel spacing by a considerable amount and, in conse
quence, this has led to the manufacture o f domestic receivers with reduced bandwidths which
degrades the quality o f sound reproduction. Moreover, adjacent channel rejection is not

s u f f ic ie n tly improved. For planning purposes, hoeever, i t i s necessary to achieve
a su ita b le value of r e la t iv e RF-protection r a t i o , Report M M M ?

faijljdb

3 1 1

3,

Genera) considerations

3.1

There exists a eell-knoin In te rre la tio n betieen systea bandildth, c a r r ie r spacing and
adjacent-channel RF-protectlon ra tio
\hj.

3.2

The theoretically obtainable optimum value o f protection against adjacent channel inter
ference can be assessed by using an ideal receiver with rectangular passband characteristics.
In this case the radio-frequency protection ratio is mainly determined by non-linear distortion
in the transmitter.

3.3

A theoretical study o f the energy spectrum including out-of-band radiation caused by
transmitter non-linearities is contained in [6]. Experimental investigations of the energy
spectrum of a high-power transmitter operating in band 6 (MF) [7] show that the term occu
pied bandwidth as defined in [8] does not give an adequate indication of the effects of band
width limitation on adjacent channel interference.

4.

Measurement results

4.1

Measurements o f the radio-frequency protection ratios for the case o f various values of
audio-frequency bandwidths, which are equal at both transmitter and receiver, and at different
channel spacings have been carried out in the Federal Republic o f Germany [4] using the
objective two-signal measuring method [9]. For the measurements a high quality commercial
receiver with an almost ideal passband characteristic was used. The interrelation between
the parameters involved are shown in Fig. 1. For a given channel spacing there are many
pairs of values of audio-frequency bandwidths and adjacent channel protection ratios.
If, however, two o f the parameters have been chosen, the third is definitely fixed.

4.2

Subjective listening tests were made in the United States of America and in the United
Kingdom [1, 3] whereas in the Federal Republic of Germany radio-frequency wanted-tointerfering signal ratio measurements [2] were made according to the objective two-signal
method o f measurement [9]. In both cases the radiated bandwidth was restricted by means of
a low-pass filter at the audio-frequency input to the transmitter.
In the United States of America two table models, one pocket transistor set and one
automobile transistor set were used. In the United Kingdom four transistor portables and
one valve table model were taken. In the Federal Republic o f Germany the receivers used
were E.B.U. reference receivers MEK and MBF [10], five domestic receivers currently
manufactured in the Federal Republic o f Germany and two special receivers equipped with
mechanical intermediate-frequency filters.
In the three countries no noticeable degradation of the reception quality was observed
with current types of receiver when the bandwidth of emission was limited by a low-pass
filter, having a cut-off frequency of about half the adjacent channel carrier frequency separa
tion, inserted at the input to the transmitter.
Mean values of improvement in adjacent channel rejection with current types o f receiver
resulting from the limitation o f the bandwidth o f emission, are given in Table I. Values
obtained in the Federal Republic o f Germany with a special receiver equipped with mechan
ical filters are shown in parenthesis.
In the subjective listening tests carried out in the United States o f America the absolute
values of adjacent ratio vary considerably with the type of programme, nevertheless, the mean
values of improvement correspond fairly well to the values obtained by the objective method
of measurement used in the Federal Republic o f Germany.
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T able I

Improvement in adjacent channel rejection

R a tio o f
a u d io - f r e q u e n c y
b a n d w id t h t o
c h a n n e l s p a c in g

0*45
0-5
0-5
0-525
0-5625
0-5625
0-643
0-7

C hannel
s p a c in g
A /
(k H z )

10
9
9
10
8
8

7
7-5

C u t-o ff
fr e q u e n c y o f
lo w - p a s s f i l t e r
(k H z )

4-5
4-5
4-5
5-25
4-5
4-5
4-5
5-25

( l ) T h is f ig u r e re p r e s e n ts t h e d if fe r e n c e b e tw e e n t h e e x tr e m e l i m i t * o f t h e

S u b je c t iv e
te s ts ( 5 )
or
o b je c t iv e
m e a s u r e m e n ts
(O )

0
o
s
s
0
s
s
s

(FRG)
(FRG)
(UK)
(USA)
(FRG)
(UK)
(UK)
(USA)

“ ju s t p e r c e p t ib le "

M e a n v a lu e
o f im p ro v e m e n t
i n a d ja c e n t
channel
r e je c x io n
(d B )

12
(29)
5
(20)
3-6
30
2
(7)
0-9
0-3
negligible

r a d io - fr e q u e n c y w a n t e d - t o

in t e r f e r i n g s ig n a l r a t io s o b t a in e d w i t h a n d w i t h o u t f i l t e r (s e e I I ] ) .

The relationship between system bandwidth, carrier spacing, and
adjacent channel RF protection ratio has been studied further by the
E.B.U. These studies were based on the assumption that both the carrier
spacing and the adjacent-channel RF protection ratio have predetermined
values. Furthermore, it was assumed that any AM sound-broadcasting system
to be specified for future use should be compatible with existing receivers.

In this study useynas been made of the RF protection-ratio values
of
Recommendation
thereby taking due account of the charac
teristics of current types of receiver. A channel spacing of 8 kHz has been
assumed, since this is likely to provide highest efficiency in spectrum
utilisation (see Doc. 10/280, 1970-197*0. The corresponding relative RF protection
ratio value then is -20 dB.
The determination,
be transmitted by a suitably
best be carried out by means
of the RF protection ratio /

on these grounds, of the AF bandwidth that can
designed OSB/AM sound-broadcasting system, can
of the nunneriral method for the determination
ii+ J.

Any AM sound-broadcasting system has, in principle, the same effect
on the reception quality as a low-pass filter. AM systems designed in
conformity with the channel spacing and protection ratio requirements men
tioned above may, therefore, differ to some extent in bandwidth and rate of
cut of the overall amplitude/frequency response. The investigations carried
out were, therefore, extended to cover this aspect of the reception
quality problem.
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It was assumed that the influence on the overall
amplitude/frequency response of the entire system was equally distributed
between the transmitting and receiving ends.
This approach should, however,
be considered as a first attempt only and additional studies will have to
be carried out for different conditions.
As a result of the calculations made it was found that any one
of the three overall amplitude/frequency response curves shown in Fig. 3
would provide satisfactory adjacent-channel protection in an 8~kHz channel
ling system.
The curves of Fig. 2 present pairs of values for the bandwidth,
b^and rate of cut^ a^required at either end of the AH sound-broadcasting
system. The solid curve is valid only if use is being made of a notch fil
ter in the receiver in order to eliminate the beat note between adjacent
channel carriers, whereas the broken line applies to the case when there
is no notch filter. The particular points in Fig. 2 numbered £ P © or ©
correspond to terminal equipment characteristics that would provide overall
amplitude/frequency response curves of t y p e s
or
respectively in
Fig. 3.

ft

The results obtained are in close agreement with Fig. 1 which
should be considered to provide limiting values since it applies to the
ideal case of rectangular pass-band characteristics. The system bandwidth
thus decreases rapidly with decreasing rate of cut.
Results of listening tests
The influence on reproduction quality of an AM sound-broadcasting
system with 8-kHz channel spacing and a relative protection ratio value of
-20 dB for adjacent channel interference has been simulated by using three
specified low-pass filters.
The pass-band characteristics of these filters
are those of curves
and(3* in Fig. 3.
Subjective listening tests then showed quite clearly that a better
subjective quality impression is obtained with frequency response curves
a n d $ than with c u r v e C
However, the difference in quality between curves
is very small, a fact which may be of considerable economic interest,
since the receiver's rate of cut is 20 dB/octave less with curve ^ t h a n with
curve
.

ft
ftandfy
ft
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5.

Radio-frequency and intermediate-frequency passband characteristics o f current types of
receiver
Receiver characteristics have been collated in various countries and are partly repro
duced in [11]. Radio-frequency and intermediate-frequency passband values between the
6 dB points are quoted ranging between 5 and 10 kHz. It should be noted that the reproduced
audio-frequency bands are about half these values. The highest values mentioned are those
o f “ first category ” receivers in the U.S.S.R. [12] with variable selectivity.
It is known that there are many receivers with even smaller passbands than those
mentioned in the above references.
I t has, hovever, been indicated th a t in soae areas

there e x i s t receivers vith larg er pass-band.
6.

U se o f bandwidth lim itation in operational practice
On an experimental basis a growing number o f transmitters are now operating in
bands 5 (LF) and 6 (MF) with a limited bandwidth. One or more high-power transmitters
are operated in this manner in the following countries: Austria, Finland, Federal Republic

of fieraany, Franca, I t a l y , Luxeibourg, Monaco, the Netherlands, Sveden and
the United Klngdoa £ 13J
This development started in 1966 and public reaction to the effect on programme
quality has been negligible. On the other hand, improved, reception has been reported in
several cases where adjacent channel interference had previously been severe.

7.

A bandvidth- saving overtone transmission and reception system
A new method has been described j_ 15, 1 6_ / , applicable in
bands 5 (hF), 6 (MF) and 7 (HF), which allows improved sound quality
at the receiver while the audio-frequency modulating signal is
restricted in bandwidth. The system is based on the fact that the
human ear is unable to identify overtone frequencies above about h kHz
in relation to the fundamental tone.
The improvement of the sound quality is effected by the addition
of artificial overtones generated in the receiver.
The amplitudes
of the overtones are controlled by a pilot-tone at the upper end of
the audio-frequency pass-band. The pilot-tone carries the information
on the amplitude of the overtones and the necessary synchronizing signal
in the form of a single sideband modulation.

8.

Out—of—band spectrum of double—side* band sound broadcasting
emissions
__
., *
o n -...oui/int)
1 H Recommendation
, t, g 2.5.1, gives the
limit curves for the level of the out-of-band radiation of
amplitude modulated double-sideband broadcast emissions. The
curves have no fixed relation to the level of the carrier
since this relation depends on:

—

3 1 5

-

the modulation factor of the transmitter (r.m.s. value);

the necessary bandwidth of the emission;
-

the bandwidth of the spectrum analyser.

However, the limit curves have a fixed relationship to the
maximum level of the sideband components which depends only on
the power distribution within the sidebands.

in

Detailed information on the corresponding values is contained
Report 325-'
§ 9.

Necessary bandvidth of emissions in band 7 (HF)
.1

Listening tests have been made on the quality ox reception
obtainable on short waves and the effects of a reduction of the
necessary bandwidth.
From these tests, it has been deduced that,
although there will be some loss in quality if the audio-frequency
band is limited to a highest modulating frequency of 6 U00 Hz, this
loss is not serious.
Testshave also been made in which the audio
frequency band has been restricted to a highest modulating frequency
of 5 000 Hz, w h e n , however, the loss in quality becomes quite
noticeable.
In band 7 (HF) 5 kHz channelling is common.

It is therefore

considered desirable that the bandwidth of the audio-frequency
modulating signal band 7 (HF) should be 5 000 Hz and should in
no case, exceed 6 1+00 Hz.

Conclusions
1 Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the adjacent channel radio-frequency protection ratio,
the channel spacing and the audio-frequency bandwidth and assumes that the audio-frequency
bandwidth o f the radiated programme is the same as that reproduced by the receiver. When
two of the three parameters are selected, the third is definitely fixed. In general the channel
spacing will be given and a particular value o f radio-frequency protection ratio will be re
quired. Then the full audio-frequency bandwidth as taken from Fig. 1 can be transmitted but
full use o f the bandwidth of the radiated signal can only be made if the receivers have selec
tivity characteristics corresponding to that o f the audio-frequency filter at the transmitter.

2

Measurements made in the United Kingdom, the United States o f America and the Federal
Republic o f Germany show that a reduction o f adjacent channel interference can be obtained,
if the bandwidth o f emission is made approximately equal to the channel spacing. Neither
in laboratory tests nor in practice has the restriction o f the bandwidth o f emission led to
any noticeable deterioration in reception quality when using current types o f domestic
receiver. Thus, bandwidth limitation techniques could lead to a more efficient use of
bands 5 (LF). 6 (MF) and 7 (HF) for broadcasting.
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^

flU.
The predetermination of values of channel spacing and adjacentchannel protection ratio in an AM sound-broadcasting system is equivalent
to a determination of the AF reproduction quality.
For example, in the
case of 8-kHz channel spacing and -20 dB adjacent-channel protection ratio,
Fig. 2 shows that, with reasonable values for the rate of c u t , an AF
bandwidth of
kHz can hardly be exceeded.
Moreover, it is evident from
this figure that decreasing rates of c u t ,imply decreasing values of
AF bandwidth.

k.2

From subjective listening tests it is apparent t h a t , within the
predetermined limits shown in Fig. 2, the reception quality mainly depends
on the AF bandwidth.
However, when approaching the limits,, a slight increase
in AF bandwidth may imply a substantial increase in rate of cut, whereas
the increase in reception quality may hardly be noticeable.
It may be assumed that similar studies for 9-kHz or 10-kHz channel
spacing would lead to corresponding results showing the same tendencies.
The apportionment of the overall amplitude/frequency response equally to the
transmitter and receiver does not necessarily correspond to optimum conditions
On the contrary, computations indicate that the adjacent-channel protection
ratio is more sensitive to a modification of the amplitude/frequency response
at the receiving end than at the transmitting end of the system.
From an
economic point of view, however, it may be undesirable to improve receiver
selectivity.
Further studies are, therefore, necessary before a final
decision can be made.
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Radio-frcqucncy protection ratio relative to co-channel value (dB)

3

4

S

6

7

I

9

Channel spacing (kHz)
F ig u r e 1

Use o f the frequency spectrum
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10

11

12

13

response,
(dB/octave)
Rate of cut of the araplitude/frequehcy
a , of the transmitter or the receiver

System bandwidth, b (kHz)
FIGURE 2
Characteristics of an amplitude-modulation sound-broadcasting
to give optimum quality of reproduction
Basic assumptions:

Channel spacing 8 kHz
Relative adjacent-channel protection
ratio, -20 dB
: Characteristics including the effect of a not
filter for eliminating the carrier beat
: Characteristics without notch filter.
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A u d i o —f r e q u e n c y

bandwidth ,f (kHz)

FIGURE 3
0 ve ral1 ampli tude/fre quency rs sponse curves f or an tam£l itud e-

modulation sound-broadcasting system to give optirrr■im quality
of reproduction
Note.- Curves A,B and C refer to rates of cut of the whole
system of 120,80 or 40 dB respectively.
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SOUND BROADCASTING SYSTEMS IN BANDS 5 (LF), 6 (MF) AND 7 (HF)

(1970 1.

Introduction
Question 25/10 relates to the possibility o f standardizing one or more sound broad
casting systems on a worldwide basis. It is clear that the study o f this complex question is
not sufficiently advanced to achieve this aim. The present Report, therefore, is only a summary
o f the information available, intended to encourage Administrations, broadcasting organiza
tions and industry to take an interest in these questions and to undertake the studies necessary
to solve them.
At present, broadcasts in bands 5, 6 and 7, unlike sound and television broadcasting
in band 8 (VHF), are operated throughout the world with an almost complete absence o f
internationally standardized transmission characteristics, with the exception o f channel
spacings and carrier frequencies for bands 5 and 6, but even these differ from Region to
Region. The other transmission characteristics vary from country to country and in many
cases even from transmitter to transmitter [ 1].

2.

Systems available for standardization
The following list o f possible systems cannot, at the present time, be considered as
complete. Several o f these systems are compared in [2]. This study also shows that interference
between transmitters must be considered when defining a system and the importance o f welldefined channel spacings becomes apparent.

Modulation

Code

Detection

Amplitude-modulation,
double sideband

Envelope detection

AM-DSB-ENV

Amplitude-modulation,
double sideband

Synchronous detection

AM-DSB-SYNC

Compatible single sideband
amplitude-modulation

Envelope detection

CSSB

Single sideband
amplitude-modulation

Synchronous detection

SSB-SYNC

Frequency modulation
(narrow band)

FM

'

Each o f the above systems may incorporate modulation processing devices (see Note).
If such a device is necessary in the receiver to obtain full advantage o f a similar device in the
transmitter, the code should be completed by a suitable abbreviation. Thus, an amplitudemodulation double-sideband system with envelope demodulation comprising a compressor
in the transmitter and an expander in the receiver, is coded AM-DSB-ENV-COM PANDOR.
An example is given in Annex I.
Note. — By “ modulation processing ” is understood any process consisting in altering certain
characteristics o f the modulation, such as the dynamic range, audio-frequency bandwidth, etc.

*

ptCci Line11

Lx
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Descriptions o f amplitude-modulation double-sideband systems with synchronous
detection appear in [3] and [4] and it should be noted that only these systems can serve as
transition systems from amplitude-modulation double-sideband systems with envelope
detection to single-sideband systems with synchronous detection. Receivers based on syn
chronous detection would produce undistorted audio-frequency signals for both the above
systems (“ receiver compatibility ”)•

3.

Characteristics to be specified

For the systems mentioned in § 2, the characteristics whose standardization will be
required are given below. This list is not necessarily complete.

3.1 All systems
channel spacing,
carrier frequencies,
intermediate frequency or frequencies,
receiver oscillator frequency stability.
Note 1. - The relationship between these characteristics is shown
in Annex II.
audio-frequency bandwidth of the programme,
necessary bandwidth of emission,
overall bandwidth of the receiver. ^

^

Note 2. - For the relationship between these characteristics and
the channel spacing, see Report i B M i l
Deviations from
standardized values may be tolerated, if they do not result in
unacceptable interference.
characteristics of modulation processing devices,
In addition, the following characteristics should be standardized

Mu Cj h oi'tucr* ti-u. ksl cUxiptatu^ cj- ^ jree^^.y

tZcci-S*?1S <>'f Y&LSOi-ui&fc

pawn;ice.
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3.2

Amplitude-m odulation double-sideband systeos

— maximum depth o f modulation.

When laying down the characteristics of the transmission
system and the reference receiver*, the following rules should
be taken into account :
3.2.1 The transmission system and receiver characteristic
should be suitably related, particularly in the
amplitude/frequency response. Harmonic distortion
Should be reduoed to acceptable values. In this respect,
criteria for the determination of tolerances for the
overall amplitude and phase characteristics and ways for
the assessment of practical values are set out and
discussed in ■£“5J •

3.2.2

The audio-frequency bandwidth transmitted should be related
to the carrier spacing.* (The precise bandwidth cannot be
given; some Administrations are of the opinion that it
should be 0.5 of the spacing between carriers, and some
of them believe that this value may even achieve the
value 1. But this is dependent on the absolute channel
spacing).

3.2.3

Uniform carrier spacings, with nominal carrier
frequencies being an integral multiple of the
carrier spacing, should be adopted at least within
the broadcasting bands 5 and 6. (There are
technical advantages also in the adoption of
uniform carrier spacing on a world-wide basis,
including band 7 ) i

3.2.4

The receiver intermediate frequency or frequencies
should be an integral multiple of the carrier
spacing.

3.3 Single-sideband systems wit^i synchronous detection

degree of reduction** of the carrier wave,
degree of suppression of the unwanted sideband,
maximum permissible values of intermodulation products,
auxiliary signals to obtain receiver synchronization.

0
9*

3 2 5

Note 3. ~ Some information on a range of suitable values for the degree
of carrier reduction and on an acceptable level of intermodulation products
is contained in Annex III (Doc. 10/lU (Federal Republic of Germany),
1970-1973).
Note U. — In single-sideband suppressed carrier systems, the precision of
the locally re—inserted carrier is important for the reception quality.
Comprehensive subjective listening tests have shown / 6_/ that the effects
of non-linear distortion and inaccuracy of the re-inserted carrier
superimpose and can be described by :

=
where :

AQ =

k2 ,k3 a
Af =

( k j m f

r C k i/ c % ) L

impairment of quality on the basis of a 6-grade scale,
.
/ /
distortion fact015 of the 2nd^ 3rd harmonica
J
frequency error*.

ofy re-inserted carrier.

A maximum value A(^
= 0.25 appeared to be just tolerable. Values
^2 = ^’9
k^ = 1.7 % and Af = 3.5 Hz would jointly be
admissible if the disturbing effects are assumed to be evenly distributed.
The considerations under 6 5.2 would apply, and where
possible the same characteristics should be adopted. In
addition account should be taken of the following rules :
3.3.1

The suppression of the same sideband (upper or
lower) would have to be adopted within each
broadcasting band. The present state of research
in IF and AF filter technology indicates that
the suppression of the lower sideband is
preferable. It is therefore suggested that for
broadcasting in bands 5 and 6 the upper sideband
should contain the full audio-frequency modulation,..

3.3.2

The degree of carrier reduction
exceed 12 dB.

3.3.3

Agreement would be required on whether one
sideband should be totally suppressed or whether
there should be a form of vestigial-sideband
transmission according to a fixed amplitude/
frequency response.

should not
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3.3.4

3.4

Frequency modulation

-

3.5

The audio-bandwidth transmitted should be
related to the carrier spacing.
(The precise
bandwidth cannot be given, the fraction of the
channel spacing might well approach unity).

modulation index,
maximum modulation frequency.

Compatible single-sideband systems

- maximum depth of modulation;
- degree of suppression of the unwanted sideband;
- maximum permissible values of intermodulation products.
4. Transition period
In order to achieve a smooth transition from double
sideband to single-sideband broadcasting, any single-sideband
system as specified in § 3.3 should enable the satisfactory
reception of a double-sideband signal as specified in 8 3.2.
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Annex I

THE USE OF VARIOUS MODULATION PROCESSING DEVICES
In the O.I.R.T. studies have been made on the
possibilities of increasing the modulation factor, i.e. the
sideband power, by either trapezoidal modulation or dynamiccoapression operation with tra n sm itte rs operating 1n bands 6 (MF) and 7 (HF)

^ 1_/.
The results were, that dynamic compression
without clipping should be preferred, if the objective is to
increase the sideband power with a minimum loss of quality
(e.g. for music programmes). On the other hand, if a loss
of quality is deemed unimportant (e.g. for speech programmes)
trapezoidal modulation leads to a higher degree of sideband
power.
Experiments carried out in the RFZ, Berlin, have
confirmed the assumed increase of the sideband power as
follows :
- Compression of the dynamic range by 12 dB :
average gain with a rise-time of 0.5 ms and a
decay-time of 35 ms : £ 6 dB
- Compression of the dynamic range by 6 dB :
average gain with a long decline period (1.5 s)
for programmes with a wide dynamic range :~ 3 dB
- Trapezoidal modulation
average gain with 5 dB increase in the level of
the audio-frequency signal and clipping : = 3 dB.

Studies have been carried out in Sweden concerning the improvement in
radio-frequency wanted-to-interfering signal ratio obtained by using audio-frequency
compression and expansion in connection with a double-sideband amplitude-modulation
system and a frequency modulation system with a maximum deviation o f ± 5 kHz
The audio-frequency range was from 40 to 5000 Hz.

The compressor reduced the
expressed in decibels, to h a lf

dynamic range of the audio-frequency sign a l,
i t s value, the time-constants were 2 ms for the

rise-time and 20 ms for the decay-time. The expander had characteristics reciprocal to those
o f the compressor.
The test results can be summarized as follows:
In the absence o f interference, no change in quality was observed when using both
compressor and expander in the system. The quality was also judged to be satisfactory by
listening when only the compressor was used.
In the presence o f co-channel interference, the radio-frequency protection ratios (dB)
were found to be as follows:
Type o f modulation
A m p litu d e

— without compressor and expander
— with compressor only
— with compressor and expander

40-50
30-40
20-25

F re q u e n c y

40-45
30-40
25-30

It should be noted that these values were obtained when the unwanted tra n sm itte r was
equipped with a compressor.
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In a more extensive study covering double-sideband amplitude
modulation only, the effect of compression and expansion on
the radio-frequency protection ratio was investigated when
— —
the unwanted transmitter was also equipped with a compressor / 3_/.
The study was made with different types of programme transmitted
by both the wanted and the unwanted transmitters.
When a speech programme was interfered with by another speech
programme, the reduction of the radio-frequency protection
ratio was about 15 dB when using compression and expansion.
Ho deterioration in reproduction quality has been reported.^ When
only compression was applied there was a smaller reduction
in protection ratio of about 10 dBj in this case, the quality
of the reproduced sound was considered lower than acceptable
and significantly worse than when no compression was applied.
When a music programme was disturbed by either music or
speech, the result depended to a great extent on the character
of the wanted programme. The advantage obtained with
compression plus expansion or with compression only was always
smaller than when the wanted programme was speech, and
sometimes even negligible.
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Annex II
C H A N N E L

S P A C IN G ,

P R O T E C T IO N

R A T IO

A N D

IN T E R M E D IA T E

FREQ UENCY

When choosing the carrier frequencies, channel spacing and also the intermediate
frequencies to be used in receivers, it is important that they should be chosen to minimize
interference from
-r- the local oscillators of the receivers in use or of nearby receivers, either by the fundamental
or a harmonic frequency;
harmonics of a transmitted frequency, or other possible intermodulation products L 1 ,
If both the carrier frequencies and the intermediate frequency are an integral multiple
of the carrier spacing, then all interfering products will also be integral multiples of the carrier
spacing. Theoretically, therefore, maximum protection could then be obtained because the
frequency difference between any interfering signal of this kind and the wanted carrier fre
quency would be zero or a multiple of the channel spacing.
If these requirements are to be met in a particular broadcasting band it would be
essential for the channel spacing to be uniform throughout the band. It- would be more advan
tageous, moreover, if this condition could be met in both bands 5 and 6 or better still through
out bands 5, 6 and 7. On the other hand, this condition should be satisfied on a world-wide
scale or at least in those areas, where a single frequency assignment plan exists or will be
established [3].
However, it must be noted that the disturbance caused by an interfering signal increases
rapidly as its frequency difference from the wanted signal increases from zero.
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4j

Under present-day conditions the frequency differences might have any possible value
With the adoption of the
proposed arrangement, the maximum frequency difference would depend on the accuracy
with which the local oscillator frequency and the centre frequency of intermediate-frequency
passband can be controlled. In order to achieve an improvement close to the maximum
possible it would be necessary to achieve stabilities o f the order of 100 Hz. As far as the
intermediate-frequency stability is concerned this could be achieved by using ceramic or
mechanical filters rather than using conventional intermediate-frequency coils. The control
of the'initial tuning operation and the frequency drift of the local oscillator may require
special techniques in which automatic frequency control may be required. The adoption of
the proposal would, therefore, give little improvement in the short term, with existing receivers,
but would offer the chance o f substantial improvement in the future without any disad
vantages under present-day conditions.

and th is «ay require an additional protection ra tio of up to 17*5 dB*
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Annex III
CARRIER REDUCTION AM) ACCEPTABLE INTERMQDULATION LEVEL
FOR SINGLE-SIDEBAND BROADCASTING TRANSMITTERS
In case of introduction of the single-sideband
technique for amplitude modulation broadcasting, it would
. seem desirable to use the definitions existing in 3 K .
Rec ommendat ion

According to this Recommendation the carrier
component is defined in relation to the peak envelope
power Pp of the emission.
The peak envelope power, P p 7of a radio transmitter
is rated by the acceptable intermodulation level. D .
y n
For single-sideband broadcasting transmitters, the
acceptable intermodulation level, D ^which determines the
non-linear distortion (quality) ancl the out-of-band radiation
(adjacent channel interference) has not yet been established.
Since small non-linear distortion and adjacent
channel interference are required the acceptable
intermodulation level,D ;will be probably not less than
38 dB.
n
The sideband power ,P ,of a transmitter depends
on the peak envelope power^ P and the chosen carrier
suppress ion^a*.
■P;
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For a single-sideband broadcasting transmitter,
the most appropriate value of^a^will depend mainly on
the carrier recovery requirements in the cheap single
sideband receiver. In order to be able to produce the
reference carrier for the product demodulator at an
acceptable cost, carrier reduction must be restricted to
between about 6 and 12 dB at the transmitter.
Fig. 1 shows the relation between the sideband
power P and the carrier reduction^a^for a given peak
envelope power of the transmitter. Index (l) denotes
the values for modulation by a sinusoidal signal and index (2)
denotes the values for noise or programme modulation.
The values of the voltages U and the powers P are given as
percentages related to their peak envelope values. With
programme modulation and a carrier suppression of more than
30 dB the sideband power P (2) will be about 10 % of P .
A transmitter operating with a carrier reduction of
^
6 dB can, when modulated with a programme s i g n a l , only radiate
a sideband power P (2) of about 2.5 % of its nominal
peak, envelope power.
For the calculation of P (2) it has been assumed
that the ratio of the meanpower to the peak envelope power
is 0.1 (See
Hecommendation
Table I
class of emission A3J).
>

p . 100% « P
p

to

FIGURE 1

peak power of the transmitter (defined by means
of the acceptable intermodulation level D ).
n

ps(1)

: sideband power for modulation by a sinusoidal
signal.

P s (2)

: sideband power for programme or noise Modulation

V 1)

: transmitter mean power for modulation by a
sinusoidal signal.

P (2)

: transmitter mean power for programme or noise
modulation.

carrier voltage (rms value).

U
U (1)

s

Ug ( 2 )

sideband voltage for modulation with a sinusoidal
signal (rms value).
sideband voltage for programme or noise
modulation (rms value).

m

carrier power.
"S.
'-a •
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It is a well-known fact that the radio-frequency protection
ratios for transmitters working in the same channel can be improved
/ \ considerably by synchronizing techniques, thereby increasing the
{t60L effective service areas of these transmitters; see also
Report^tt^-K). Actual values for these protection ratios depend on
various factors, including the synchronization method. For
frequency planning purposes it is desirable to have available
internationally agreed radio-frequency protection ratios. For
the African Broadcasting Area a value of 8 dB was laid down at the
African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference £ \ J .
The following sections supply information concerning other
regions on protection ratios and associated matters.
1.

Investigations carried out in the U.S.S.R. /~2 7
These investigations have been carried out to determine
values of signal-to-interference ratio applicable to reception of
transmissions from synchronized transmitter groups comprising two
or three transmitters. Both phase and frequency methods of
synchronization were considered.

1.1 Explanation of the term radio-freQuenqy protection ratio
The term protection ratio means the ratio of the field
strength of the strongest signal from one of the transmitters in
the synchronized group to the resultant field strength of the
remaining transmitters in the same group.

*
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1.2 Determination of the protection ratio

For the purpose of determining the protection ratio, use
was made of a statistical method based on subjective impressions of
reception quality from a transmitter in a synchronized group compared
with reception quality of a single non-synchronized transmitter
8tation. Twenty-six experts were employed - all of whom were
technical and scientific broadcasting staff.
Protection ratio values for non-fading signals were
determined under laboratory conditions and later verified under
operational conditions.
For fading signals only operational tests using a
synchronized network were carried out.
For all these tests the depth of maximum modulation was 90$.
1.3 Results of investigations
Fig. 1 shows the variations in protection ratio as a function
of the phase shift between the carriers of two stations during daytime
in the absence of fading. The parameter used in these curves is the
percentage of experts who rates the total signal as being at least
satisfactory. It will be seen from this figure that, to satisfy 90$ of
the listeners, the protection ratio for a network consisting of two
synchronized stations for reception without fading was 4 dB.
Fig. 2 shows the variation in protection ratio as a function
of the difference in frequency between two synchronized transmitters
for the percentage of experts who found the reception quality to be
satisfactory. This figure shows that, for non-fading signals with two
synchronized transmitters and a protection ratio of 4 dB, it is
necessary to have a synchronization accurate to 0.015 to 0.02 Hz, to
satisfy 90$ of listeners. With a frequency difference of 0.1 Hz the
protection ratio has to be increased to 6 dB.
Fig. 3 contains similar curves for phase synchronization
operation of three transmitters. To satisfy 90$ of the listeners
the protection ratio should not be less than 3.1 dB. (The standard
used is 4 dB.)
It is concluded that when reception is affected by fading
it will be necessary to increase the protection ratio to 7 to 8 dB in
the case of two synchronized transmitters, and to 6 dB in the case of
three transmitters.
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2.

Investigations carried out within the E.B.U, C " b J
Synchronizing techniques as developed up to 1964 (and in most
cases still in use) in several countries, notably, Austria, France,
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United
Kingdom, Australia and the United States of America, are described in
£ ~ 3_7 which oontains an extensive bibliography , as well as a survey over
the theoretical basis of these techniques.

3.

Investigations carried out within the O.I.R.T. /*“4. 5J
In the O.I.R.T. it was found that it is possible to simulate
all essential effects of synchronized or non-synohronized common
channel systems (seme programme) in practice by a model. Such a model,
a block diagram of which is shown in Fig. 4» was developed by the
Rundfunk- und Femsehteohnisches Zentralamt of the Deutsche Post, Berlin.
That model offers both economical and operational advantages, when
carrying out studies on reception problems in the area, where the
ground waves of synchronized transmitters interfere; i.e. without
taking into account ionospheric fading effects.
When using the above-mentioned model system, It is possible
to study synchronized or non-synchronized common channel systems in a
laboratory. In particular, it has been found that the following
measures are suitable £ 5 J . If the carrier frequencies differ only
about 0.1 Hz and if the delay times of the sound signals between the
studio and the transmitters of this system have been equalized, the
following advantages may be obtained :
- decrease of the interference zone to almost zero, and
%

- decrease of the selective fading effects, so that only
amplitude fading effects still remain, which are entirely
compensated by the automatic gain control of the receiver,
without unacceptable distortions.
In conclusion, it can be said that these effects permit a
protection ratio of 0 dB for daytime reception.
These theoretical results have been confirmed in field tests
by using two transmitters of 20 kW operating in band 6 (MF) with a
spacing of about 80 km.

3 3 5
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IONOSPHERIC CROSS-MODULATION
(Study Programme

l)jf£'-/»Cp*de/ioid)

The effects of ionospheric cross-modulation in bands 5(U?) and
6(MF) aaae becoming a problem of increasing severity as the power of
' *
transmitters continues to increase.
1.

Detailed experiments on this subject have been carried out within the
framework of E.B.U, in several countries, notably in the United Kingdom
and in the Federal Republic of Germany /""l9, 21 7- These experiments were
carried out with conventional amplitude-modulatlon double-sideband
transmissions. It is not yet possible to give the exact and final values
of the interference observed, but the following results may be deduced
from these experiments :

1.1 The percentage of cross-modulation increases practically linearly with the
power of the interfering transmitter and also increases with the depth of
modulation.
Note.- The percentage cross-modulation is the percentage by which the carrier
of the wanted transmitter is modulated by the modulating frequencies of
the interfering transmitter.
1.2 The cross-modulation depends primarily on the power radiated by the
interfering transmitter in the direction of the reflection point of the
wanted signal in the ionosphere.
Cross-modulation percentages less than 1C$ are directly proportional to the
power / 20_7; a 3 dB increase in interfering transmitter power, therefore,
increases cross-modulation levels by 6 dB. The cross-modulation percentage
is also directly proportional to the, modulation depth of the interfering
transmitter / 20 7#
1.3 The percentage of cross-modulation decreases as the modulating frequency
of the interfering transmitter increases. Laboratory experiments /~22 7
have shown that the subjective effect of cross-modulation eaii be related
to co-channel interference. To produce a given subjective grade of
impairment, interference resulting from ionospheric cross-modulation .
requires 6 dB less input signal-to-interference ratio than does co-channel
interference providing that the cross-modulation is referred to a
modulation frequency of 300 Hz.

A cfof)ItlL U-i-u c:lv-a.i4.\L4
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1.4 It should he noted that studies on the problem of ionospheric crocsmodulation carried out by Study Group 6 of the C.C.I.R. are summarized in
Beport.
i f o fjj).
2*

Fig* 1 shows the percentages of cross-modulation measured in many experiments
/~20 7* Each measurement has been standardized to the value which would
have been observed if the interfering transmission had been radiated from
a short vertical aerial with a carrier power of 100 kW and amplitude
modulated at 300 Hz to a depth of
Fig. 1 includes a semi-empirical curve which shows the greatest
percentage cross-modulation, averaged over a short period, likely to be
observed; the condition for this is that the wanted signal should traverse
the region of the ionosphere most strongly illuminated by the interfering
transmitter. Fig. l\shows that cross-modulation rises to a second maximum
when the frequency of the interfering transmitter is close to the gyromagnetic
frequency. A map showing the value of the gyromagnetic frequency for
different parts of the world [_ 23_/ is contained in Fig. 5*

3.

The effects of cross-modulation should be taken into account not only
for sky-wave reception, but also for ground-wave reception at the edge
of the service area when at night the sky-wave is no longer negligible.
However, the effect of cross-modulation is reduced approximately in the
ratio of the wanted signal levels, ground-wave to sky-wave, at the
receiving point.

4.

Preliminary conclusions

f

*

On the basis of measurements / 19 7 and / 21 7 examples may be
given of the power flux levels, or the transmitter power as a function of the1
angle of elevation, which can cause disturbance to wanted transmissions.
For this purpose, an assumption is first made regarding the
tolerable level of/the depth of cross-modulation./^According to the Annex
to Recommendation
in connection with R e p o r t § 3* (Statistical
variation of the field-strength or the propagation loss) and Report
1 2.2.2.1 (Short-term fadings), a radio-frequency protection ratio
approximately 30 dB is agreed for 10%> of the time in the case of a
fluctuating unwanted signal. Ignoring the effect mentioned in § 1.3,
the same disturbing effect is produced by y% cross-modulation for 10%
o f the time.
In / 21 7 it has been shown that for frequencies at the upper
end of the MF broadcasting band this level of cross-modulation may be
produced by a power flux within the E region of the ionosphere of about
2 yW/m^ (-57 dB (W/m^)), which, corresponds to a maximum field-strength of
27 mV/m (89 dB (yV/m)).
Assuming a height of 100 km of the reflecting layer
(E region), it is possible to calculate the power radiated from various
types of antenna which would produce this power flux within the E region.
The vertical transmitting antennae that are commonly used show a vertical
radiation pattern which depends in a well-defined fashion on the height
(expressed in fractions of the wavelength A). In particular such vertical
antennae do not radiate at an angle of elevation of 90°, Table I, taken
from / 21 /, indicates, for a number of vertical transmitting antennae at
different heights the transmitter powers to be fed into these antennae
to meet the above-mentioned requirements.
_
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TABLE I

Length of
vertical
antenna

0.25 A 0.5 A 0.55 A 0.64 X 0.64

«0*25A

Transmitter
320
carrier
power (kW)

340

560

370

670

840

(1) First side lobe compensated
/U4fUAA€4& / q fy tftU u o e / sCAa * &*****/ / uThHa/

It is also possible to calculate the dependence of the radiated
power on the angle of elevationjf covering the whole range from 0 (horizontal
radiation) to 90 (vertical radiation).
The results are given in Table II

-
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0
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40°

0

0
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.... ..

Angle of elevation 0°
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TABLE II

e.m.r.p.*

(dB/lkW) or
c.m.f. *(dB/300V)

e.m.r.p.
(kW)

39*5

9000

32

1600 570

230

85

90°

75

The above tables give Only approximate values because it is known,
from theory, that ionospheric cross-modulation may be influenced by several
parameters such as the frequencies of the wanted and of the interfering
transmitter (in particular seen in theirrelationship to the gyro-frequency)
and the polarization of emission.
e.m.r.p. : effective mononole radiated ower;
See also Report]
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c.ir.f.

: cymomotive force

The powers given in the Tables are examples based on a small number
Of measurements at a frequency near the top end of the MP band; they make
no allowance for the change of cross-modulation with the carrier frequency
of the disturbing signal. Also, they do not include the effect of reduced
cross -modulation at the higher audio frequencies which permits
interfering-transmitter powers to be increased by 3 dB*
It may be noted that services other than broadcasting have also
suffered degradations due to ionospheric cross-modulation.
The results of many other measurements of ionospheric crossmodulation have been compared /“20 7 and Fig. 1 shows that 100 kW radiated
from a short antenna at frequencies in the lower part of the MP broadcast
band produces cross-modulation which may exceed 2\$ for 50$ of the time.
From /"21 7 it may be shown that this corresponds to a cross-modulation
level~of 5$ exceeded for 10$ of the time. The power of 100 kW may therefore
be directly compared with the power of 320 kW given in Table I. The
greater power in Table I arises because the series of measurements on which
it was based appear to give lower cross-modulation than the estimated worst
case values shown by the curve in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 also shows that crOss-modulation levels caused by disturbing
transmitters operating either at LF or at frequencies close to the
gyromagnetic frequency may be 10 dB greater than levels arising at
frequencies in the lower part of Band 6 . A 5 dB reduction of disturbingtransmitter power reduces the cross-modulation level by 10 dB. Allowing
for the modulation-frequency effect we conclude that, depending on
the disturbing frequency in the LF or MP band, transmitter powers in a
range varying from the values in Tables I and II down to 7 dB lower may
at worst give interference to a sky-wave service comparable with
co-channel interference for 30 dB protection ratio.
Somewhat greater disturbing-transmitter powers may be radiated if
ground-wave services, rather than sky-wave services, are to be protected from
the effects of ionospheric cross-modulation, because the disturbing
transmitter influences only the sky-wave component of the received signal.
If the limit of the ground-wave service area is defined as the line
where the ground-wave field-strength exceeds the median sky-wave
field-strength by 10 dB, the median cross-modulation of the resultant
signal will be
dB less than the median cross-modulation of the sky-wave.
Disturbing-tranfemitter powers may therefore be £ dB greater than the
equivalent powers when the sky-wave is being protected.

M
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Practical application of the conclusions
The E.B.U. has investigated the consequences on the planning of
broadcasting network? .11 bands 5 (IF) and 6 (MB') to be drawn from the
preliminary conclusions summarized in section 4 of this report. The
most urgent problem is that of maximum effective monopole radiated power as
a function of the angle of elevation and type of antenna when a certain amount
of interference by ionospheric cross-modulation is not to be exceeded. The
conclusions drawn so far from these studies are set out hereafter.
It is recommended that the annoyance due to cross-modulation
should not exceed that resulting from co-channel interference with a
protection ratio of 30 dB. However, cross-modulation, unlike co-channel
interference, decreases with increasing modulation frequency, so that
subjective experiments are necessary to relate the two effects. Such
experiments have been carried out, and have shown that the maximum
depth of cross-modulation could be 6 .3 ^ when the interfering transmitter
is 8 Qffo modulated by 300 Hz tone. It is recommended that this should be
regarded as the maximum acceptable limit of cross-modulation.
Taking into account the dependence of cross-modulation on the
carrier frequency of the unwanted emission and the height of the reflecting
layer, Fig. 2 (curve l) shows the maximum effective monopole radiated power
(dB/lkW) or c.m.f. (dB/300V) directed vertically upward which would produce,
for
io of the time, the depth of cross-modulation specified above. The
abscissa is the ratio of unwanted carrier frequency FD to the gyrofrequency
F^ (about 1.25 MHz in Europe). This curve is based on a large number of
measurements in Europe and Australia as described in section 4 and Fig. (1),
C&Jf&rtJij Cfaz,
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In practical cases account must be taken of the vertical radiation
pattern of the antenna and of the increasing distance between the antenna
and the reflecting point in directions other than vertical. Fig. 3 shows
the permissible increase in e.m.r.p. in directions other than vertical
allowed by the increasing distance only. .An additional increase or decrease
in power resulting from the vertical diagram of the antenna has to be taken
into account. For practical application the influences of increasing
distance to the reflecting point and of the vertical radiation pattern of the
antenna have been combined to one single correction factor AP which has to
be added to that read from Fig. (2). This correction factor has been
calculated for vertical antennae of different electrical length x »( &/A and
horizontal dipoles 0 .5 A long, at different heights X < h / A abcve
ground assuming a height of 85 km for the region of
ionosphere in
which cross-modulation should occur. The result of thia calculation is
given in Fig. (4).
\
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In the case of a ground-wave service to be protected against cross
modulation at night, it may be assumed that the sky-wave field-strength
of the wanted transmitter is 10 dB below the ground-wave field-strength
at the service limit. Since only the sky-wave component is subject
to cross-modulation, an increase of 5 dB in radiation # is permissible if
only ground-wave services need be considered. This leads to curve 2 of
Fig. (2).
As a practical example, consider a short vertical antenna in the
low-frequency band (%/Fpj = 0.2). Fig. (2) shows that to protect a
groundwave service, the maximum e.m.r.p. in a vertical direction would
be 20 dB relative to 1 kW, i.e. 100 kW. However, a short aerial
produces maximum field in the ionosphere at an elevation angle of 45° J
Fig* (3) shows that an increase of 3 dB is permitted at that angle,
giving an e.m.r.p. of 200 kW. However, it is more convenient to specify
the e.m.r.p. in the horizontal direction; for a short aerial this is
3 dB greater than at 45°» i.e. 400 kW.
Accordingly, in this case from curve 1 in Fig. (4) for a short
vertical antenna ( & « 0.1 ) the value of A? = +6 dE can be read out
X
which results in a total power fed to the antenna of
P = +26 dB rel. 1 kW | 400 kW.
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Ionospheric cross-modulation measurements at medium latitudes
D
O

: measurements before 1945C 1,2,3,4J
:measurements at Cambridge and Birmingham£5,6,7,10,12,13J
9
:measurements in Italy LB,9,11,171
®
:measurements in Australia £15,18 .3
A
:measurements in Western Europe after 1945 lll9,2lJ
%
: other measurements
- - : semi-empirical upper limit
A : band 5 (LF)
B : band 6 (MF)
nights,
vertical lines: range of median values measured during a night or on different
<|r : measured values less than the value shown
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cross-modulation
percentage
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Fig.2 - Vertically-incident radiation giving quasi-maximum of 6.3%
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Fig. 3 - V ariation o f perm issible ra d ia tio n with angle o f e le v a t io n
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BROADCASTING IN BAND 6 (MF)
Reduction of sky-waw field strength
(Question 11
•
1.

'

(1970)

Introduction
Studies have been carried out in A ustralia to investigate a m ethod o f sky-w ava fieldstrength reduction which dkploits the high absorption o f extraordinary waves for trans
mission frequencies near the gyrofrequency. T h e transm itting an tenna for this system is
required to radiate a signal polarized in such a m anner th at waves entering the ionosphere
do so exclusively through extraordinary modes. The system is term ed orthogonal transm ission.

2.

Experimental tests

'

D oc. X/133 (Australia), 1966-1969, describes propagation tests conducted in 1965
and 1967 which indicate that the median value o f the sky-wave field strength from a b ro ad 
casting transm itter operating in band 6 (M F) m ay be reduced by 16 dB on paths to the north
in the southern hem isphere, when conventional vertically polarized transm ission is replaced
by orthogonal transm ission. N o significant change in this reduction was evident on southnorth paths extending from 243 km to 695 km . T he reduction decreased on paths with
eastw ard o r w estward com ponents due to features in the design o f th e transm itting antenna,
which did not provide the polarization ellipse tilt required on such paths. A field-strength
reduction o f 13 dB was m easured on paths which were 19° to the east o r west o f the bearing
of the target area (magnetic N orth).

B ib l io g r a p h y

1.

D ix o n ,

J. M. The absorption of medium frequency sky-waves by close coupling to the extraordinary
mode. Proc. I.R.E.E. Australia, 26, 369-380 (December, 1965).

2.

D ix o n ,

J. M. Experimental tests with orthogonal transmission. Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 115, 12, 1755-1761
(December, 1968).

REPORT 516*
FIELD STRENGTH RESULTING FROM T W O OR THREE
STABLE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
(1970)
D oc. X/56 (Italy), 1966-1969, discusses th e com position of several fields a t one an d the
same point.

1.

Field strength resulting from two stable electromagnetic fields
. I f .two fields o f different frequencies are considered at a point in sp ace:

* This Report was adopted unanim ously.
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1-

; '

E x ~ A cos (at
E 2 => B cos [(<» + Ato) t +

9

]

where A , B, u . A u and ? are constant in tim e, and if it is assumed th at both fields are polarized
in the same direction, th e instantaneous am plitude o f the vector representing the resultant
field is :
'l__________________________________
E * * Y A* + B* + 2 A B cos (Ag>/ + <p)
T he m ean value o f E in the period T *= 2 rr/Ato is :
( '0

£ * = (1 /7 -)

+ T)

'

E (!) Al = A f ( A I B )

V
I f the values A , B and E r (dB rel. 1 (xV/m) are designated by Fv F2 and (F x + A*) respectively
and assuming that F x > F 2, a graph can be draw n of the value o f A* as a function of
(Fj — F 2) and the curve (continuous line) shown in Fig. 1 is obtained.
T he dotted line show n in Fig. 1 is obtained by calculating the r.m.s. o f the am plitudes
________
o f the tw o fields
i_
E r = V A* + B \
T he values o f the first curve are always lower than those o f the second curve, for each
value o f (Fx — F 2). T he m aximum difference is 0-8 dB for Fx .= F2.

2.

Field resulting from three stable fields
Let:
Ex — A cos t>>t
E 2 — B cos [(o
Fg = C cos [(«

+ A<ax)t 4- <Pil
+ Abi2)t + <p2]

be three fields (with the same assum ption as before).
I f the values A , B, C an d the m ean instantaneous am plitude o f the vector representing
the resultant (dB rel.
1 nV/m) are designated by Fv F2,F a and (Fx-f A R)respectively, and
assuming that Fx > F-, F x > F 3, a graph can be draw n in which the curves give the values
o f A r as a function o f (Fx — F2) an d (Fx — F 3).
The results obtained are shown in Fig: 2._*K can be seen, for example, th at when
Fx = 63 dB, F2 = 61 dB and F3 = 60 dB, then AR
2-6 dB.

3.

Experimental results
M easurem ents o f field strength carried o ut at the R A I m onitoring centre at M onza have
led to the following deductions:
— considering tw o o r three am plitude-m odulation emissions in band 6 (M F) on the same
channel,
— assuming a difference o f a t least a few hertz between the carrier frequencies, and
— assuming th at the signals at the reception point are stable,
it m ay be taken th at the m easured value o f the resultant field is, with an approxim ation o f
0-2 dB, th a t which is deduced from the continuous lines in Figs. 1 an d 2 respectively.
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BROADCASTING COVERAGE IN BAND 6 (MF) : OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
(Study Programme

tjF

(1974)

Daytime coverage
The following results are based on the ground-wave propagation
curves of M B I Recommendation
0>bc5/fe2$.
Due to the strong absorption of the sky-wave in band 6 during
the daytime, only the ground-wave can be used for coverage. The service
radius (see Annex I) depends on the frequency and on the electrical
characteristics of the soil within the service area; this radius for
higher^transmitter powers is about 100 km. A transmitter network
optim^ized for daytime coverage could be based on very low co-channel
distances, i.e. on a considerably higher transmitter density than that
existing at present. For example, a daytime network based on an
average co—channel distance of roughly 500 km would provide, at any
location, about ten radio programmes with good quality of reception.
Coverage during the daytime therefore does not represent a
technical problem.
Night-time coverage
With the onset of darkness the absorption of the sky-wave is
greatly reduced and high values of field-strength may build up oeaea
during a period of one or two hours at
distances of thousand of kilometres. This produces interference and limits
the ground-wave service range. In general, the sky-wave has been regarded
mainly as a source of interference, and the systematic use of the skywave for coverage purposes has been envisaged for special cases only.
At night-time, the presence of the sky-wave gives rise to
complicated technical problems and necessitates planning methods for
very large areas based on internationally-agreed rules.
To obtain a clear picture of the possibilities of providing
radio programmes in band 6 under various basic assumptions, a great
number of frequenoy-assignment exercises have been carried out within
the E.B.U. and the coverage factors obtained have been calculated.
These studies were made for the European and African broadcasting
areas.

A d a p te d

iu U 'U i r i t n

1

•* * This document will be published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then bear final number:
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exercises were made on tne oasis or rainur evenly
distributed transmitters with equal power radiated from omnidirectional
antennae, the sites of which, however, coincided with real or planned
sites in Europe and Africa. The service areas were calculated using a
statistical method and taking into account only the interference caused
by the other transmitters. This method enables a valid comparison to
be made between the results of two different exercises, but the absolute
values of the results should not be used without due care.
For the purpose of the calculations, certain values of radio
frequency protection ratio* have been adopted. These different values
of radio-frequency protection ratio correspond, of course, to different
grades of service. It is evident that the service areas so calculated
are larger for smaller values of this ratio than for the higher values.
The increase in service area with decreasing value of protection ratio
(i.e. with decreasing grade of service) does not imply that better
listening conditions will be obtained: the listening conditions do not
depend' on the protection ratio, but only on the power and on the
configuration of the interfering transmitters.
It should be noted that, when comparing the results of two
different exercises, the differences may be more or less pronounced
depending on the radio-frequency protection ratio, i.e. the grade of
service adopted. Therefore the calculation results should not be
discussed without making mention of the corresponding grade of service.
Finally, it should be recalled that, in the calculations,
statistical propagation data have been used. In particular, ionospheric
field-strength prediction curves have been taken, which represent median
values (that is, values for 5Ofo of the time) for an average frequency of
1 000 kHz.
It can be assumed, therefore, that the results obtained are
reasonably suitable for representing the average situation for the whole
of the spectrum covered by band 6.
Some of the results are summed up hereafter.

*

Radio-frequency protection ratio as defined in Recommendation
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2.1 Ground-wave coverage at night

The total amount of ground-wave coverage depends in the first
place on the co-channel distance, i.e. on the transmitter density. For
a given transmitter power the ground-wave coverageincrease^with
increasing co-channel distance (see
Report f l H H H H I B '
Thus, for 300 kW transmitters, and protection ratios assumed to be 40 dB,
33 dB and 27 dB, the following percentages of the combined surface areas
of Europe and Africa can be covered by employment of the 121 channels n c W
available in band 6 :

TABLE I

Ground-wave coverage
Co-channel
Radio-frequency protection ratio (dB)
40
35

distance

27

Area
Area
Area
Number of
Number of
coverage programmes coverage programmes coverage

(km)

Number of
programmes

2 J 00

1

6 %

1

11 %

1

21 %

3 500

1

8 %

1

15 %

1

25 %

U 100

1

9%

l

17 %

1

28 a

Because of the uncertainty of field-strength prediction data for
distances beyond 3 500 km, it cannot yet be stated to what extent co
channel distances greater than the values quoted will lead to a further
increase in ground-wave coverage. These coverage factors can possibly
be improved by the use of synchronized networks and of directive
antennae.
Moreover, the population coverage can be made superior
to the surface coverage by appropriate transmitter siting.
Little
numerical information is available on these possible
improvements.

s n
>rowades the greatest possible groundWhat transmitter power provides
wave coverage for a given transmityfr density has been the subject of
detailed studies (see
from which a
sufficiently accurate answer may. be derived. Furthermore, it should be
recalled that night-time ground-wave coverage is also limited by
interference between the ground-wave and the sky-wave from the same
transmitter. But this effect has been ignored in the calculation of
the approximate service ranges as given in Annex II.

2.2 .Sky-wave coverage
Under the same assumptions asIthose made in S 2.1 (300 kW
transmitters, 40 dB, 33 cIB or 27 dB projection ratio) the sky-wave
would provide coverage of the combined /surface areas of Europe and
Africa, with use of the entire W* bandl as follows :
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TABLE II

Sky-wave coverage
Co-channel
Radio-frequency protection ratio (dB)
35
40

distance
(km)

2 700

Number of
Area
Number of
programmes coverage programmes
negligible

3 500

1

k 100

2.5

1

27

Area
Area
Number of
coverage programmes coverage
30 %

6.1

100 %

15

7.^

100 %

23;3

100 %

100 %

lU.9

100 %

31.6

100 %

It can be seen that at night the sky-wave service depends far more than the
ground-wave service on the transmitter density adopted : for high transmitter
densities (i.e. co-channel distances even smaller than 2 700 km) nocturnal
coverage decreases rapidly, whereas a co-channel distance of 1
+ 100 km would
permit the reception of several programmes at any location within the area
considered.
The majority of these programmes would, of course, be
originated far from the reception point.
Moreover, it should not be lost
from sight that it is impossible, contrarily to the ground-wave, to achieve
consistently good quality by means of the sky-wave.
Account should also be
taken of the fact that in practice the area covered at night will not be
continuous, for there will be an annulus embracing ranges in the region
between 100 km and 200 km in which severe selective fading will be caused
by interference between the ground-wave and the sky-wave.
This effect
has been neglected in the studies made so far.
Examples .for approximate
service ranges are given in Annex I I . The fact remains that the
utilization of the sky-wave would allow better use to be made of the
spectrum in respect of area coverage because the ratio between the service area and
the area of interference is more favourable.
Finally, it should be recalled that,
in conditions yielding satisfactory night-time ground-wave coverage, there
will normally also result a reasonable amount of sky-wave coverage.

2.3 Combination of ground-wave and sky-wave services
It can be concluded from §§ 2.1 and 2.2 that good results for
both types of service may be obtained if the high-pover co-channel
transmitters are sufficiently widely spaced.
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Combination of day-time and night-time services

As shown in §§ 1 and 2, transmitter networks devised for good
coverage during the day-time differ fundamentally from those set up for
good coverage at night-time : the co-channel distances would, for example,
be about 500 km for day-time and about U 000 km for night-time. As the
corresponding total number of transmitters of these networks would have a
ratio equal to the square of the ratio of the co-channel distances, the
coexistence of both networks would mean that, in this example, only one out
of every GU transmitters could be operated after sunset. In this example,
two extreme cases of optimum coverage conditions are compared, neither
of which corresponds to present practice. Any network where
all transmitters remain in operation day and night leads to reduced coverage
either at day-time or at night-time, or, in the case of a network based on
a compromise between the two types of network, to reduced coverage during
day and night.
On the other hand, the transition from efficient day-time
operation to efficient night-time operation would lead to some problems
of an operational and administrative nature. In fact, as shown, the
majority of the day-time transmitters would have to be closed down at
sunset, to avoid unacceptable interference during the hours of darkness.
The time of close-down itself may then depend on the season and the
latitude, especially at high and medium latitudes. Moreover, because of
the comparatively slow build-up of the sky-wave after sunset, there will
always be a period when either the ground-wave network suffers interference
(if all transmitters are still in operation) or the sky-wave signals are
still too weak. Although the difficulties mentioned above appear to make
the general use of such a mode of operation impracticable, its potential
advantages are such that a further study is desirable notably for certain
special cases.
Population coverage
While the area coverage assumes an important aspect of
coverage, there is another aspect of the coverage problem i.e.
population coverage. Studies on the problems of population coverage
have been initiated in some countries / 3 7 but further study is
required on this point.
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5.

Improvements of coverage

5.1

Synchronized networks
A synchronized network is a group of transmitters intended
primarily for a ground-wave service radiating the same programme at a
common frequency.
In most European countries the use of synchronized networks to
replace single transmitters of equivalent power leads to better adaptation
of coverage to population distribution, and thereby increases total
population coverage. Annex III shows some examples of the results obtained
in various countries. The yse of synchronized groups is most effective in
those countries where there are widely-spread areas of high population
density.
It should be emphasized :
that acceptable reception quality of the sky-wave signal is more likely
in those areas where the sky-wave of one transmitter of the synchronized
group predominates;
-

that the interference from a synchronized group is equivalent to that
from a single transmitter sited at the centre of gravity of the group,
with a power equivalent to the total power of the group, provided that
the average distance between the group of transmitters is not more than
about 1 /1 0 of the distance to the nearest co-channel transmitter;

-

that synchronized networks are of less value in small countries;

-

that the use of directional transmitting antennae improves the coverage
from synchronized networks;

-

that the use of product demodulators decreases the non-linear distortion
due to interference between the transmitters of a synchronized network;
this would increa'se the coverage obtained.

On the other hand, transmitters of a synchronized network may
radiate different programmes during daylight hours, if the transmitters are
sufficiently widely spaced.
It is obvious that investment and operational costs are higher
for a synchronized network than for a single transmitter; nevertheless the
use of synchronized networks should be envisaged in each case where the
advantages quoted are to be. expected.
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Antenna directivity
5.2.1

Vertical diagram of vertically-polarized transmitting antennae

An antenna may be designed to have a particular vertical
radiation pattern so that the pover is concentrated in the particular
vertical segment or segments that will achieve the type of coverage
required.
By concentrating the power in the horizontal plane it is possible
to improve the ground-wage day-time coverage or to use a lower trans
mitter power for the same coverage. Where the onset of fading and not
co-channel interference is the factor limiting ground-wave coverage, an
anti-fade antenna will improve ground-wave coverage. This improvement
is only likely to be obtained with frequencies at the lower end of
band 6 in situations where ground conductivity is better than average.
Finally, such antennae may lead to a reduction in ionospheric cross
modulation. On the other hand, they provide poorer sky-wave service
at shorter ranges for the same interference at distances greater than
2 000 km.
By concentrating the power away from the horizontal plane, the
sky-wave coverage is improved, but ground-wave coverage becomes
less good and the risk of ionospheric cross-modulation is greater.

5-2.2

Horizontal diagram of vertically-polarized transmitting antennae

/flflknnaeJ

By concentrating the radiated power in given horizontal directions
particular coverage requirements can be met. Although the general use of
directional iwtnnnp in a frequency plan does not lead to an overall
improvement of coverage, the use of directional antennae will be
advantageous when considering the coverage within individual countries,
mainly because it may lead to a better adaptation to specific wanted
service areas and also to a reduction of interference in specific cases.
In a particular case the employment of an antenna which is directional
in the *horizontal plane will allow a frequency channel to be used in a
given zone where this frequency could not be used with an omnidirectional
antenna. The use of such a directional antenna can reduce the
interference in the service area of another co-channel transmitter and
as a result permit the reduction of the co-channel distance. This is the
principal advantage of an antenna with a directional horifcjpntal pattern.
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5.2.3

Economic considerations

In general any antenna, the vertical or horizontal radiation
characteristics of which are designed to fulfil specific requirements,
will cost more than non-directional antennae.
Special requirements for
the vertical radiation pattern normally lead to higher structures, and the
cost of a vertical structure increases rapidly with height.
Special requirements for the horizontal radiation pattern lead to
multi-element antenna arrangements and therefore to the use of more
extensive sites.
The cost of any antenna design will be lower at the higherfrequency end of band 6 . Local weathertconditions will be an important
factor influencing the cost.

Relative merits of antennae with horizontal and vertical radiating elements
A conventional vertical transmitting antenna will provide a
useful ground-wave service for a limited range and a sky-wave service at
night at greater ranges. At an intermediate range there is a zone where
fading is more severe because the ground- and sky-wave field-strengths
are nearly equal.
The use of a horizontal radiating element or an array of such
elements, which is practicable in band 6 (MF), has certain advantages
when the main purpose is to provide a night-time, sky-wave service, but
it is not suitable for providing a day-time service by ground-wave.
The main advantage is that it can be designed to provide a nearly
constant sky-wave field-strength from the transmitter out to the edge of
the service area. The design may provide for a service range up to the
maximum that is feasible (about O )00 km) or rimy be designed for a more
limited service range (e.g., about 500 km). Nevertheless, very close
to the transmitter (within a few kilometres) there may be degradation of
quality because of interference between the small unavoidable ground-wave
and the sky-wave. If this area is required to have a good service, a
small ’’fill-in" transmitter using a different frequency and vertical
polarization may be necessary.
Calculations which take account of the differing directivities
and polarization-coupling losses for the case of a single horizontal
dipole in place of a short vertical antenna have been presented / 5_/.
The importance is stressed of allowing for the effects of imperfact ground
conductivity, which not only reduces the low-angle radiation from vertical
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antennae but also increases the low-angle radiation from horizontal
antennae in certain directions. In the latter context, the reduction of
co-channel interference from low-angle propagation modes expected from
the use of a horizontal transmitting antenna, if used in place of a
vertical antenna, may be over-estimated by as much as 20 dB if perfectly
conducting ground is assumed when in practice the ground conductivity is
poor.
The results of the theoretical studies / 2_J show that, for a
given transmitter power, where reflections are confined to the E Region,
the use of a horizontal dipole in piace of a short vertical antenna can
reduce the level of co-channel interference by 10 to 15 dB for typical
ground characteristics. More recent studies and practical measurements
at temperate latitudes have, however, shown that for frequencies and times
at which high-angle F Region reflections occur the advantage is much
reduced, because of the strong excitation of multi-hop propagation modes.
A disadvantage of the use of a horizontal antenna is that it is necessary to change over tc> a vertical antenna for day-time service, but
in general, a comparable area of service may not be obtained without the
use of many transmitters. Here also there is a problem of change-over as
discussed already under § 3- Another disadvantage is that the cost of
transmitting antenna may be large, particularly for the lower frequencies
in Band 6 .
In general, it will be necessary to limit the radiated power to
suitable values as a function of the angle in the vertical plane, to avoid
causing serious ionospheric cross-modulation. (See fl
Report f i m B ) .
This requirement may be more difficult to fulfil with
zontal/'antenna
systems than for a vertical antenna.
It has recently been suggested that a horizontal antenna should
consist of one or more pairs of crossed dipoles appropriately fed to
transmit elliptically-polarized waves in the wanted directions and so as to
excite the ordinary wave more strongly than the extraordinary wave. The
main advantage over a system radiating linearly polarized waves is that
since ionospheric cross-modulation is caused mainly by the extraordinary
wave, less cross-modulation should in theory result for a given transmitter
power. A further advantage would be a reduction of polarization coupling
loss.
In conclusion, it can be stated that vertical radiation from
horizontally-polarized aerials can be valuable in certain special cases.
Its general introduction into a frequency-assignment plan, however,
cannot be recommended on the basis of the information available now, as
a means of obtaining a higher density of assignments.
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Measurements have been carried out in Poland to compare the
effectiveness of vertical and horizontal polarization for ground-wave
coverage using frequencies in the upper part of the MF broadcasting band.
Measurements were made at distances of up to 20 km from the transmitter,
the transmission paths being over built-up areas as distinct from open
country, and the results indicate that the attenuation of horizontally
polarized waves appears to be considerably less than would be expected
from the theory of ground wave propagation over a smooth earth / «B_/.
5.4 Low-power stations
The purpose of low-power transmitters is to cover limited areas,
such as towns, where the field-strength of the main transmitters is
insufficient, or possibly for the transmission of local programmes'.
For an efficient service these stations must be included in the
plan. It seems that in practice they can only operate with a protected
field-strength well above that of other stations (in particular at night).
Apart from low-power transmitters which are part of a synchronized
network (see § 5.1 )» these transmitters may use :
- either channels allocated to transmitters of different powers;
- or one or several special channels (formerly called ICFs).
In the first case, the sites of the stations and their other
characteristics must be clearly determined in the plan, and any later
addition would be dangerous. In the second case, it would be sufficient
to state the geographical areas where these transmitters may be sited
(taking account of adjacent-channel interference) and, in addition, to
indicate the number of transmitters per area and the maximum power which
may be used.

Studies already made show that the present number of
International Common Frequencies (two) is quite insufficient, and that a
total of five to ten would be preferable.
\ M

m

\
) j

From a technical point of view, these transmitters would be/moreefficient if their frequencies were in the lower part of
band^but
in practice some of them would no doubt have to use channels throughout
the spectrum. Moreover, the maximum power admissible and the number of
low-power transmitters depend on the frequency /”4 7 -
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ANNEX I

APPROXIMATE DAY-TIME SERVICE RANGES
Day-time servic^/ranges have been calculated in the absence of
interference from unwant/reL transmitters by using the propagation curves
given I n H B Recoaiendationffmm* For the llaltatlon of the service ranges
tentative values of the minimum field-strength have been assumed :
2.2 mV/m (67 dB rel.lyV/m) "for the lower third of
band 6 (MF) (525 kHz - 900 kHz approximately)
0.8 mV/m (58 dB rel.lpV/m) for the upper third of
band 6 (MF) (l 250 kHz approximately - 1 605 kHz)
Three values of ground conductivity are assumed :
- good conductivity

(o =

&
10 x 10-3WtB/m)

- average

"

(cr=

3 x 10 ^■(fi/m)

- poor

M

(o=

1 x 10 ^ Wtfk/m)

When considering the figures so obtained, it should be borne in mind that
the average situation of transmitting sites in many countries by no means
corresponds to a ground conductivity of o = 3xlO~3 ai^/mv moreover, the
fact that many such sites are situated on hilly or mountainous terrain
would normally lead to service ranges below the figures quoted in the
following sections.
The radiated power in the horizontal plane is assumed to be
500 kW.
TABLE I I I

Frequency (kHz)

0 = 1

Service range (km)
a = 3

a = 10

Lower third of band 6
525
900

180
80

310

130

Upper third of band 6
1 250
1 605

105
60

90
-
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ANNEX

II

APPROXIMATE NIGHT-TIME SERVICE RANGES

The following assumptions are made for the calculation of the
night-time service ranges :
two transmitters on the same frequency at a distance of 3 500 km
and radiating the same power of a value such that the interference
caused mutually is the only factor determining the service range*;
the interference between the ground-wave of the wanted transmitter
and its own sky-wave has been ignored;
^
- ground-wave propagation according to

. .

Recowiendation

- ground conductivity : a = 3x10
- sky-wave propagation according to H I B Report
- protection ratio : 27 dB, 33 dB, and 1+0 dB.
The tendency shown in the Table also appears for other cases of
interference (more than two transmitters, different distances,
etc.).

TABLE IV

Protection ratio
(SB)

Service range (km) at
525 kHz

1 605 kHz

Ground-wave service
27

170

90

33

135

. TO

1+0

95

55

27

635

850

33

1+20

660

Sky-wave service

1+0

< 300 (1)

1+50

(1) The C.C.I.R. curves are not valid for distances less than 300 km.
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AM EX I I I

COVERAGE OBTAINED FROM SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMITTERS

The following table shows the result of studies where the day-time
and night-time coverage of existing groups of synchronized transmitters were
compared with the coverage that would have been obtained by a fictive single
transmitter suitably placed and having a total power equivalent to the total
power of the synchronized group.

TABLE V
Ratio of the coverage obtained by a synchronized
group of transmitters and a single transmitter

Coverage ratio
Origin

Number of Total
Frequency
power
trans
(kHz)
(kW)
mitters

Day
Surface

O.R.F.

1 025

k

300

B B.C.

1 21b

16

270

RAI

1 367

lU

85

1.1*5

2.12

Night

Popula
Surface
tion

Popula
tion

1.68

1.83

1.26

3.2 C1)
3.0 (2)

3.81*

6.21(3)
1.39(3)
1 .18(U) 7-39(U)
1.81(5) 17-71(5)

(^) Including interference from transmitters not belonging to the
synchronized group.
2

( ) Interference between the transmitters of the synchronized group only.
3
( ) Co-channel protection ratio 20 dB against transmitters not belonging
to the synchronized group.
b
( ) Co-channel protection ratio 25 dB against transmitters not belonging
to the synchronized group.
(^) Co-channel protection ratio Uo dB against transmitters not belonging
to the synchronized group.
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REPORT^ . . (1 of!
'i)K£)
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUND BROADCASTING RECEIVERS
AND RECEIVING ANTENNAE
Principal characteristics for frequency planning purposes
(Study Programme

1,

36A/IO)

Introduction

( w 4/

Many characteristics of sound broadcasting receivers and
antennae may be defined together with methods of measurement and
limiting values but only those concerned with frequency planning are of
interest to the C.C.I.R.
Certain aspects of these characteristics
are treated in numerous Recommendations / 1 7 and Reports /"2 /,
Many of the contents of these Recommendations and Reports have
been rendered obsolete by changes in receiver design techniques.
Furthermore,
the data on some receiver characteristics is presented in the form
of maximum, mean and minimum values for a wide range of designs.
This Report lists the characteristics of sound broadcasting
receivers and antennae necessary for frequency planning work with
appropriate references where definitions, methods of measurement and
limits come within the scope of other international organizations
such as the IEC and. CISPR.
2,

Categories of receivers
A planning conference should take into consideration the
category of receiver which will be used for the system of broadcasting
service envisaged.
Data collected in accordance with this Report
should relate only to the mean values of the characteristics for receivers
that are typical of good, current engineering practice in the country
concerned.
This is to avoid undue influence being exerted on future
planning standards by receiver designs at the extreme upper and lower ends
of the performance range.
A reference receiver could be defined taking into account the
mean values.

**
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published later in the C.C.I.R. volumes, possibly,
with minor editorial corrections, and will then hear fine m m >er . <a \ \ l

4 * This document will be

3.

Technical characteristics

3.1 Antennae
EM Reception
The values of antenaa characteristics contained in
Recommendation 419 and Report^BHB* relate to antennae in situ. Only data
relating to directivity, forward gain and cross-polarization protection of
antennae tested under idealized conditions need be recorded*
Definitions and methods of measurement are contained in
IEC Publication 1 5 ^ m | H H E E D
AM reception
No characteristics are suggested for antenna systems.
Note.- IEC Publication 315-1A describes methods of coupling signals into
magnetic antennae for both AM and EM receiver measurements.
3*2 Selectivity
3.2.1

Pass-band and attenuation slope
Definition and method of measurement

For the AM broadcasting bands see IEC Publication 315-3
clauses 15, 17, 18 and 19, the value of the parameter "a" being fixed
at 6 dB. This refers to single signal measurement, the results of which
can easily be transferred, graphically or numerically, to radiofrequency protection ratio values (see claise 3«4\) by the two-signalmethods described in Report-4W**feWtftW
(o/fofe),
A two-signal measuring method is also mentioned in clause 16 of
IEC Publication 315-3.
For frequency-modulation broadcasting in band
Publication 315-4* clauses ...
5.2.2

8

(V H F )

see

IE C

Intermediate frequency rejection ratio
This characteristic is of interest to amplitude-modulation broadcasting
Definition : IEC Publication 315-3 clause 24
Method of measurement
The single signal method described in clause 25 (ibid.).
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Presentation of results
From the graphs obtained according to clause 27 (ibid.) only the
worst figure in each broadcasting band is recorded.
3.2.3

Image rejection ratio

Definition : IEC publications 315-3 for AM and 315-4*
for FM.
'
'
Method of measurement
For the AM bands the single signal method described in
IEC Publication 315~3 is used.
For frequency-modulation broadcasting in band 8 (VHF) it is necessary
to use a two-signal method as described in IEC Publication 315-4*.
Presentation of results
From the graphs obtained according to IEC Publications 315~3
and 315~4* only the worst figure in each broadcasting band is
recorded.
3.2.4

Intermediate frequency values

The main factors determining.the interference.in receivers are :
The value of image and IF rejection ratio and the production.of
harmonics of the intermediate frequency and/or the oscillator frequency.
It is necessary to choose fcarefully) the value of the intermediate
frequency^to minimize ‘the risk of interference without unduly increasing
the cost of the receiver.
AM Receiver
No single•value of intermediate frequency is, at present,
satisfactory for the whole European area.

Nevertheless, studies have shown that when a frequency plan is
being established for a large area, two values of IF may be
recommended to minimize interference and to permit all available
channels to be used.
Finally, any future plan must take into account compatibility
with existing receivers.

*
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Doc. 10/273 (Prance) gives in Annex II additional
information on the determination of intermediate frequency / 3 7 *
The following table
and should be completed.

Country

Oscillator
position

gives some values of IF used at present

Values of T F l m z )
1
2

France

High

455

480

-

United
Kingdom

High

460

-

-

German
Democrats *
Republic

High

455

468

-

Observation

*++
H iff.

455

Attention is drawn to Report 45§ which proposes that the value of
IF should be chosen as an integral multiple of the frequency separation
between carriers.
FM Receiver
For this type of receiver a value of 10.7 MHz is usual.
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3.3 Sensitivity

3.3.i

Definition

For planning purposes the word "sensitivity” covers the maximum
usable sensitivity, which is understood as noise limited sensitivity,
as defined in IEC Publication 315~3 for amplitude modulation and in
IEC Publication 315"^* for frequency modulation. This refers to a chosen
value of AF signal-to-noise ratio which is defined in IEC
Publication 315“3.
Sensitivity should be presented as a single.mean
figure for each broadcasting band, from which the minimum
usable field-strength may be calculated.
Other limitations may be significant, for example, impulsive
noise, galactic noise, atmospheric noise, man-made noise, etc.,
depending on the location and on the receiving antenna used.
3.3.2

Conditiais of measurement

According to IEC Publications 315-3 for AM and
315-U* for FM.
No specific signal-to-noise ratio is standardized at this moment,
but a choice may be made for the type of receiver being considered.
The followingparameters

are suggested :

- AF-signal-to-noise ratio : 26 dB for AM
30 dB for FM
- output power

: 50 mW.

3.U RF Protection ratios
General
Radio-frequency protection ratio#^, as a parameter for frequency
planning, is defined as the radio-frequency wanted-to-interfering
signal ratio at the receiver input, producing a specified grade of
sound impairment. It will depend, amongst other things, on the nature
of the wanted signal (modulation characteristics, frequency deviation,
etc.), on the type of interfering signal (AM, FM, CW, etc.) and their
frequency separation. The information should be presented in the form
of graphs showing the protection ratio, for interference assessed as

3 7 5

Grade 4 impairment*, i.e. perceptible, but not annoying, as a' function
of frequency separation between the wanted and unwanted signals for
each type of unwanted signal. If the protection ratio varies with the
wanted signal level (due to non-linearity in the input stages of the
receiver ) this should be indicated. For frequency planning purposes
'4
the protection ratio figures obtained, for Grade 4 impairment,*^would
need to be modified to take account of the grade of impairment that can
be tolerated, bearing in mind the percentage of the time the impairment
can be suffered. For this purpose additional observations for more than
one grade of impairment would be valuable.

&

The terms usable field-strength and service area are
defined in Recommendation
/

FM receivers
The radio-frequency protection ratio graphs should cover frequency
separations from zero to 400 kHz above and below the wanted signal
frequency.

It should be noted that protection ratio is only directly
related to impairment grade under linear conditions. For example,
whereas a 6 dB increase in the level of an unwanted co-channel
signal may result in an impairment assessment that is numerically
one grade smaller, a similar increase in the level of an adjacent
channel interfering signal may lower the impairment grading by more
than one. To convert a protection ratio based on Grade 4
impairment to that for a lower grade it is necessary to define this
relationship. This can be done by making observations at levels of
impairment other than Grade 4.
AM receivers
Radio frequency protection ratio for AM receivers employing
an external jintenna is defined in terms of the wanted-to-interfering
signal ratio at the receiver input terminals. However, for receivers
employing built-in magnetic antennae the protection ratio is more
conveniently expressed in terms of the ratio of wanted-to-interfering
field-strength required to produce a specified grade of sound
impairment. The protection ratio will depend, amongst other things,
on the depth of modulation, the programme material of both signals,
the extent of any audio bandwidth restriction, the degree of
compression applied at the transmitter and the frequency spacing
between wanted and unwanted signals. The protection ratio figures
for Grade 4 impairment should be presented in graphical form,
relating them to frequency spacing from zero up to J or 4 channel
widths.

*

**
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FM

In some instances objective methods are available that provide
good correlation with subjective observations (see Report
and Report

/
y

3.5 Oscillator frequency
The position of the oscillator frequency relative to that of
the wanted signal should be indicated as follows : "low" or "high”. The
tuning tolerance should also be indicated, that is the limits between
which the receiver can be mis-tuned whilst still giving acceptable sound
quality.

3.6 Interference generated by the receiver
The radiation of the oscillator at its fundamental frequency
and its harmonics on the one hand and of the intermediate frequency and
its harmonics on the other hand should be reduced to comply with CISPR
Recommendation 2k / k / .
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REPORT*.. ( 4: ; 1 O 0 i •f #
DEFINITIONS OF RADIATION IM BAUD 5 (LF) AMD 6 (MF)
(1971*)

The LF/MF frequency-assignment plans for the European
Broadcasting Area (Copenhagen, 19^8) and the African Broadcasting Area
(Geneva, 1966) are based on the carrier power supplied by the transmitter
to the antenna. It is not possible, therefore, to determine the
interference potential without a knowledge of the radiation characteristics
including the efficiency of the antenna and feeder system.
Two definitions may be used to specify this radiation :
- the cymomotive force (c.m.f.);
- the effective monopole radiated power (e.m.r.p.).
1.

Cymomotive force

1.1 Definition
Cymomotive force (in a given direction)
The product formed by multiplying the electric field-strength
at a given point in space, due to a transmitting station, by the
distance of the point from the antenna. This distance must be
sufficient for the reactive components of the field to be negligible;
moreover the finite conductivity of the ground is supposed to have no
effect on propagation.
The cymomotive force (c.m.f.) is a vector; when necessary
it may be expressed in terms of components along axes perpendicular
to the direction of propagation.
The c.m.f. is expressed in volts; it corresponds numerically
to the field-strength in mV/m at a distance of 1 km.

*
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1.2 Determination of the c.m.f.
Vertical antennae: For vertical antenna systems ■which are
actually in operation, the c.m.f. in a horizontal direction is
obtainable by measurements of field-strength on a radial line over
the range 21 to 15A from the aerial system. Here X is taken to be
either the wavelength or the maximum dimensions of the antenna,
whichever is the greater, in order to avoid the effect of reactive
fields. If E is the field-strength at distance d, the product Ed
is plotted graphically against d. The best-fitting line is extrapolated
to d - 0 ,- and the product (E^d^) gives the c.m.f.

1.2.1

For the single mast it is desirable to take the average of
values for a few radials. For a multiple mast system, separate
measurements are required on a number of radials to establish the
c.m.f. as a function of bearing.
For directions above the horizontal, a correction should be
derived theoretically from the behaviour over a perfectly-conducting
plane. Alternatively, field-strength measurements may be made from
a helicopter.
For antenna systems which have net yet been constructed, or
when for some other reason measurements cannot be made reliably, the
c.m.f. may be estimated from a calculation of the system performance
over a perfectly-conducting surface, and from the estimated efficiency
'of the antenna system.
Horizontal dipole array: In this case the most practical
method is a computation for the array over perfectly-conducting ground,
assuming the total transmitter power (less feeder loss) represents the
radiated power. In this case the c.m.f. should be the combination of
two orthogonal components, perpendicular to the direction of
propagation, made on a root mean square basis.
1.2.2

1.3 Transmitter carrier power as a function of c.m.f.
In the case of a single vertical mast radiator and neglecting

losses :
P

where P

(F /300)2 . ( 1 / g )
c
e

= transmitter carrier power £&(kw)

Fc =
6e

=

= 6 ain

the horizontal direction

iV)

antenna relative to a short vertical antenna
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More generally, the total power radiated into space (in
other words, the power to he supplied to the antenna if losses are
neglected) is related to the c.m.f. by

W

=

1/1207T

jj

Fc2 (4>,0) cos0.d0d(f>
sphere

where F (4>,6 ) is the c.m.f. as a function of the azimuth 4> and the
angle o£ elevation 0 (W is in watts and F^ is in volts).
2.

Effective monopole radiated power

2.1 Definition
The power supplied to an antenna, multiplied by its gain
in a given direction, referred to that of a short vertical antenna
in the horizontal direction.
Radio Regulation No. 102 defines gain referred to a short
vertical antenna as :
"The gain (Gv) of an antenna in a given direction when the
reference antenna is a perfect vertical antenna, much shorter than one
quarter of the wave-length, placed on the surface of a perfectly
conducting plane earth".
The reference antenna when fed with 1 kW produces a fieldstrength of 300 mV/m at 1 km distance and is aligned precisely with
the ground-wave propagation curves of
Recommendation
and the sky-wave curves of &SS& Report 3&*F-.2VffcWW) ■
3(t
2.2 Determination of e.m.r.p.
For vertical antennae only, e.m.r.p. may be measured or
estimated in the manner described in § 1.2 for determining c.m.f.
3.

Relationship between c.m.f. and e.m.r.p.
The value of c.m.f. is related to e.m.r.p. by the formula :
e.m.r.p.

(kW) = (c.m.f.(Volts)/300)2

The following table gives some practical examples of c.m.f.
and e.m.r.p. in the absence of losses.

r

Transmitter
power
(kW)
0.01
0 .1
1 .0
10

100
300

1 poo

4.

Antenna

------------

Gain relative to
c.m.f.
a short vertical c* m. f.
(dB
rel.300V)
■
(v)
antenna

short vertical
t»
n

° »
.oZ

.,

,

e.m.r.p.
(kW)

30

-20

0.01

95

-10

0 .1
1 .0

it

M

0

300

0

it

it

o

950

+10

10

2 |

3 800

+22

160

"k/2 vertical
ii

it

2 fo

6 600

+27

475

M

It

2 %

12 000

+32

1 600

Use of propagation curves

a

36$

a Wr~(p*tli©<«J

The ground-wa^epropagation c\jpr£sof fiSSUBt
Recommendation
fyybA/yWj and tl^*glcy-wave propagation curves
given in A M I Report %$&Ei94-ftftrtfl/Ml are drawn nominally for a fieldstrength of 300 mV/m at 1 km and thus apply to a c.m.f. of 300 V.
However, the sky-wave curves were established from measurements4to
which a correction was applied in each case for the vertical radiation
pattern (over good ground) of the transmitting antenna, but no
correction was applied for the effect of finite ground conductivity on
the sky-wave field-strength. These curves therefore include the
effect of average ground conductivity, which (as compared with
perfectly-conducting ground) can cause significant reduction of skywave at low angles. This effect is discussed in
Report
It can be shown that for all types of vertical antenna
systems of interest for LF and MF application, the ground effect is
substantially independent of the type of antenna, and correction for
the antenna gain and vertical radiation pattern may be made with
good accuracy by correcting the calculated pattern for a perfectlyconducting flat earth.
The practice is already established for propagation curves
to apply to a radiated power of 1 kW from a short vertical antenna and
this corresponds to a c.m.f. in the horizontal direction of 0 dB
relative to 300 V.
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SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF SOUND IN BROADCASTING

(19 H )
1.

Introduction
The purpose of subjective listening tests in sound broadcasting and
reproduction is to assess by means of quality and impairment scales the
degree of annoyance caused by any impairment to the wanted signal during the
course of its transmission from the originating source to the listener. This
implies that a programme sequence which is impaired after its passage through
the system under test should be compared with the original sequence which
preferably should be of "excellent" quality with "imperceptible" impairment.
Programme sequences used for testing should include silent intervals
so that, in the absence of the wanted
signal, the subjective
assessment of
the impairment caused by noise in the system is not excluded. On the other
hand, the tests should exclude any assessment of defects, the audible effects
of which might, in certain cases, not be objectionable and which might even
give a subjective impression of improved quality. The programme sequences
used for testing should, therefore, be free from any audible defects similar
to those produced in the system under
test but wherethis is
impracticable,
the consequent limitations on the validity of the results should be clearly
indicated.
A system of lights should be used to indicate to the listener at all
times the source (impaired or unimpaired) of the programme he is hearing.
The amount of data which needs to be collected depends upon such
interrelated factors as the confidence which iS"needed in the answer, the
standard deviation of the measurements, and the relative magnitude of the
effect which it is required to detect. The following suggestions are intended
as guide-lines to assist in formulating a considered experimental design.

/\clxjpl"£z( Ci/i'Liln-hi

y
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.

Protection ratios

The assessment of receiver protection ratio, that is the wanted-tounwanted signal ratio that results in a specified grade of impairment, requires
a slightly different testing procedure. In this case, the unimpaired programme
sequence used for comparison should be that sound quality reproduced by the
receiver under test when receiving a transmission of the quality appropriate
to the broadcasting system for which the receiver is designed.
3.

Selection of listening panel
Although in a normal listening audience there will be some expert
listeners*, the proportion of them is likely to be so small that it is proper
to concentrate the objective of laboratory tests on the opinions of non
experts, because the use of experts could lead to results which are much more
critical than would be obtained with normal listeners. The choice
of test listening conditions should be more critical than average
but not unduly so.
As testa with non-expert listeners tend to be
lengthy, it is often desiraiale that a quick test should be carried out
by experts.
In this case, a saaller number of listeners can be used.
However, it should be noted that in certain, circumstances tests carried out with
expert listeners may not be a satisfactory substitute for tests carried out
by non-experts. In cases of doubt, the relationship between expert and non
expert opinion should be investigated.
The minimum number of non-expert listeners should normally be twenty
whilst the minimum number of expert listeners should normally be ten. In all
cases, the number and category of listeners and the duration of the tests
should be stated. Whenever the system is intended for high-quality sound
broadcasting or reproduction, expert listeners should be used exclusively.

U.

Test procedure and duration
Because of the extreme unreliability of the long or medium-term aural
memory,'the instantaneous comparison method should always be used.
Each process involves the repetition, four times consecutively, of
the same programme sequence in the following order :-

The term "expert listeners" is considered to apply to listeners who
have had recent extensive experience of assessing sound quality or
impairment particularly of the type being studied in the subjective
tests.
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1 - Original sequence
2 - Same sequence, impaired
3 ~ Original sequence (repeated)
- Same sequence, impaired (repeated)
After these four repetitions, the listener should be allowed 15 to
20 saacfKds to make a judgment and to prepare for the next test.
Programme sequences should not last longer than 15 to 20 sezxaaffir.
The four repetitions of the same sequence should be separated by
intervals of silence of about 0.5 to 1 saattttft', the duration depending upon the
type of programme. The instantaneous switching device should not introduce
audible interference.
The programme sequences and impairments should be presented in random
order with the proviso that the same sequence should never be presented on
two successive occasions with the same or different levels of impairment.
No session with any one listener should last for more than about
15 to 20 minutes without interruption. If the sessions must be consecutive,
they should be separated by rest periods of roughly the same length.
5»

Choice of programme sequences
Depending on the precise objective fixed and in particular on the
category of the broadcasting or reproduction system tested, the following
programme sequences should be used :
- either a representative selection of typical programme material,
- or, a selection of a few sequences picked deliberately for their
highly critical behaviour with respect to the impairments introduced
by the system being tested.' For example, when assessing protection
ratios, a suitably critical, test sequence would be speech on the
wanted programme impaired by "pop" music on the unwanted programme.
Whenever the system is intended to carry high-quality sound, the
second type of programme sequence should be used.
In any event, the artistic or intellectual content of a programme
sequence should be neither so attractive nor so disagreeable or wearisome
that the listener is distracted from his purpose.
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6.

Sound level

As it is a matter of establishing degrees of annoyance for certain
impairments, the sound level during the tests is obviously of great importance
as aural perception varies considerably with the sound level and any masking
effect of room noise. The level should, therefore, be exactly specified.
The sound level, whether of the wanted signal or room noise, should
be measured with a sound level meter with weighting A and the "slow" time
constant standardized by the I.E.C. (Publication 123)• For measurement of the
sound level of a programme sequence in the special conditions of the test and
at a given position in the listening room, the sound level will be taken by
definition as equal to the maximum value shown by the sound level meter during
the sequence.
The sound level considered in defining exactly the conditions in
which the tests have been carried out will be the mean of the sound levels
measured at the various positions occupied by the listeners. The difference
from this mean value for any position must be as small as possible. A value
of + U dB might be reasonable.
7.

Listening conditions
Whenever the tests are conducted with loudspeakers, the organizer of
the tests should give, for the benefit of other workers, all the essential
information concerning the dimensions and the reverberation time of the
listening room, the arrangement of listeners in the room and their distance
from the loudspeaker(s).
Generally speaking, an effort should be made to minimize the masking
effect produced in the listening room by roomnoise, particularly when
establishing tolerances for high-quality sound transmission.
Whatever mean level is fixed for the room noise, however, it should ,
always be indicated and whenit is manifestly likely to have a noticeable
masking effect, the mean spectrum should also be indicated.
Furthermore, precautions should be taken to prevent as far as possible
the listener(s) from being annoyed or distracted by certain features of the
surroundings (temperature, light, moving objects or persons, etc.).

8

. Grading scales

/

■
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The following fdve-point scales,
iliirg 'Co^Rec ommendation
should be used for the assessment of quality and impairment. The nature and
object of the tests will determine which of the two scales is the more
appropriate.
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Five-point scale
Impairment

Quality

5

5

Excellent

Imperceptible

1+ Good

1+ Perceptible but not annoying

3

Fair

3

Slightly annoying

2

Poor

2

Annoying

1

Bad

1

Very annoying

For certain types of subjective tests it may be more convenient to
use a comparison scale in which case the following seven-point scale should
be used :

9•

3

Much better

2

Better

1

Slightly better

0

The same

-1

Slightly worse

-2

Worse

~3

Much worse

Presentation of results

The results obtained by the use
presented separately from those provided
should be given of listening conditions,
methods used to analyze the test results

of expert listening panels should be
by non-expert panels and details
sound levels and any statistical
should be described.
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A GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF PROPAGATION
OVER MIXED PATHS

With reference to C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-1 (Rev. 74) a semi-empiri
cal method due to Millington /Millington, 19 ^ 9 j is to he used for the
calculation of field strengths over mixed paths (in-homogeneous smooth
earth). The use of this method is described in Annex (7) of this Recommen
dation (Doc. 5/1024, Geneva, 1974).
The Millington-method is generally easy to use, particularly with the aid
of a computer.
For planning purposes where the coverage of a certain transmitter is
needed, a graphical procedure, based on Millington's method, might be
convenient for a quick estimation of the distance at which the field
strength has a certain value.
A short description of the graphical method is given here.
Figure 1 applies to a path having two sections with different but indivi
dually homogeneous electrical constants

<5^

and

£ 2 respectively f°r

the distances d^ and d^. Here the complex dielectric constant
ECo^S^) > 6 (°2l^ 2)

* For d-is'ta,
nces d > d.j the field strength curve

obtained by the Millington-method lies between the curves corresponding
to the two different electrical properties E (

) and E ( o£, Eg ).

At the distance d = 2 d ^ where d^ is the distance from the transmitter
to the border separating the two sections, the Millington curve goes
through the mid-point (the mean) between the curves E ( 0^
E ( <T2

) and

) provided that the field strength is labelled linearly in dB.

In addition, the Millington curve approaches an asymptote, which differs
by

m dB from the E ( 0^ £ 2 ).“curve as indicated in Figure 1 . m is here

the difference in dB between the curves E ( 0^
d

and their mean. The point

easy to draw the Millington field

) and E ( 02 8 ^ )
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Figure 2 also shows the Millington curve for a two sectionspath with
electrical constants now changing from

<5^

complex dielectric constant

8 ^ to

0^

8^

as above.

where the
The corres

ponding procedure can be applied here bearing in mind that the asymptote
8 ^)~curve.

is now parallel to the E (

For paths consisting of more than two sections, the Millington field
strength curve is consecutively constructed at each border separating
two sections. The resulting curve has to be a continuous curve, and the
Millington curves for each

section are displaced parallel to the value

at the end of the previous section.
Figure 3 indicates how the

approximate graphical method can be used to

find the distance (coverage) where the

field strength is 1 mV/m for a

transmitted power of 100 kW over a path having several sections with
different values of conductivity.
By means of ground-wave propagation curves for the three different values
of conductivity where the field strength is given in dB relative to
1 jm'V/m for a transmitted power of 1 kW, the graphical procedure is

repeated for the various sections. The values 1 mV/m and 100 kW corres
pond to 40 dB relative to 1 juV/m and 1kW, which gives a distance
(coverage) of 1TO km in the example. •
Using the graphical method it should be convenient to have ground-wave
propagation curves for some different sets of electrical constants at
each frequency concerned. Examples of such curves are given in Figures 4
and 5 for 200 and 700 kHz. Further sets of

curves can easily be prepared'

for a number of frequencies by means of Recommendation 368-1 (Rev. 74).
A full description of the approximate graphical method is given by
K.N. Stokke (to be published).
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d = 2d1
Figure 1 - Figura 1
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Figure 2 - Figura 2
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Terre

dB par rapport a 1 liV/m, P-l kW
dB over 1 /uV/m, P»1 k W

700 kHz
Figure 3 - Figura 3
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10 October 197*JOriginal : English

GENEVA, 1974

J

PLENARY MEETING
I
\

Federal Republic of Nigeria

PROPOSALS TO THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE FOR LF/MF
BROADCASTING (FIRST SESSION) GENEVA (OCTOBER 1 9 7 * 0

The Federal Republic of Nigeria proposals for the work of the
Regional Administrative Conference for LF/MF Broadcasting (First Session)
1 9 7 1+ are given in the following modifications and additions to the Final
Acts of the African LF/MF Broadcasting Conferences Geneva, 1 9 6 6 . The
proposals include a draft recommendation on the study of the IS B + C
system and its compatibility with the existing DSB-AM receivers.
These proposals are designed to meet the expanding needs of
the LF/MF Broadcasting service and where necessary, to bring existing
provisions up to date.
Method of presentation
A.

MOD - modification of the current provisions.

B.

ADD - addition to the current provisions.
Annex 1
to the
Regional agreement concerning the use by the broadcasting
stations in the African broadcasting area
MOD

*

WIG ~ 1

CHAPTER 1

Plan for the assignment of_frequencies to broadcasting
stations in the African broadcasting area (band 525 - 1 605 kHz)
Channel spacing
The Federal Republic of Nigeria proposes that the channel
spacing in Region 1 should be 9 kHz.
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Reasons :
1)

While 10 kHz is used as standard channel spacing throughout
Region 3, in Region 1 where channel spacings of 8, 9 and 10
are employed at various places, there is no such uniformity.
There is therefore a need to standardize on one channel spacing
in Regions 1 and 3.

2)

The reasons adduced in the 1966 LF/MF African Plan for
the choice of 9 kHz channel spacing still remain valid and
can he adopted as suitable compromise between the use of
10 kHz and 8 kHz.
Annex 2

Technical data used for the establishment of the medium
frequency broadcasting plan
CHAPTER 3
MOD 3-5
NIG - 2

Protection against interference :
co-channel protection ratio

It is proposed that in order to accommodate more assignments
within the MF band, the co-channel protection ratio should be reduced
to 30 dR as against UO dB used in the African LF/MF Plan 1966.
Reason :
Within the African broadcasting area we consider that as of
now, priority should be placed on increased coverage area
without prejudice to reasonable standard of quality.
CHAPTER 5
MOD
NIG - 3

Transmission characteristics

Maximum transmitter carrier power
It is proposed that the maximum transmitter carrier power
should be 250 kW, and that as much as possible ground wavo couverage should
be usedon the LF/MF bands in Regions 1 and 3, except in cases where more
powerful equipment is already in use as provided in AF66,
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Reasons :
1)

The average co-channel distances are 350 km day-time and
3,500 km night-time with 9 kHz channel spacing. Because of
large co-channel distances covered by skywave, night time,
we propose transmitter power reduction at night time, to limit
night time skywave distances to the day time ground wave
distances. This should be mandatory on administrations so
as not to cause harmful interference on other assignments
within and outside any country.

2)

In the U.S.A., MF transmitter powers by regulation are limited
to 50 kW, with proviso to reduce power at night to limit skywave
co-channel distances.

3)

In the.European area, the average transmitter power densities
for Region 1 are known to be far in excess of that used in
U.S.A.

Using the 1973 figures, the present comparative power densities
for U.S.A., Europe and Africa are as follows :

Area

Number of
transmitters

U.S.A.
Europe
Africa

: ' 7 300
1 586
892

Total transmitter
power

Transmitter density ■
kW per transmitter

15.2 Megawatts

3.72
34.4

}\r[ . 1

i

1 8 .2

1

-

2 2 .6

From the figures above-, it will be seen that with less than
one-third the number of transmitters in U.S.A., the power density in
Europe is roughly 10 times greater than the U.S.A. The number of
transmitters in the U.S.A. is 5 times that in Africa, yet the power
density in Africa is 7 times higher than that in the U.S.A.
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that greater coverage
can be achieved with judicious reduction in transmitter power and distribution.
Footnote : The list of requirements attached to our original proposals in
D12 is withdrawn. It will be resubmitted with modifications, if necessary,
in the light of the procedure adopted for the submission of requirements
for the second session of this conference.
Annex .1 : Draft recommendation relating to IS B + C system
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A N N E X

1

DRAFT RECOMMENDATION RELATING TO IS B t C SYSTEM

The Regional Administrative Conference for LF/MF Brpadcasting
(Geneva, 1974)
considering
a)
that the independent sideband AM (ISB + carrier) system
appears a break-through in modulation method,
b)
that the IS B + C system provides twice the number of programme
transmissions compared to DSB - AM, since both sidebands can carry two
different programmes simultaneously.
requests
the C.C.I.R. to undertake, as a matter of urgency, the
study of the technical and operational aspects of the IS B + C system
with special attention to compatibility with existing DSB - AM receivers,
with a view to fully exploiting its advantages.
recommends
that the next appropriate World Administrative Radio Conference
determine, in the light of the results of the work of the C.C.I.R.,
the introduction of the IS B + C system.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

Document No. 12-E
8 August 197*+
Original : English

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Federal Republic of Nigeria

PROPOSALS TO THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE FOR LF/MF
BROADCASTING (FIRST SESSION) GENEVA (OCTOBER 197*0

The Federal Republic of Nigeria proposals for the work of the
Regional Administrative Conference for LF/MF Broadcasting- (First Session)
197*+ are given in 'the following modifications and additions to the Final
Acts of the African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, Geneva, 1 9 6 6 . The
proposals include a draft recommendation on the study.of the IS B + C
system and its compatibility with the existing DSB-AM receivers.
These proposals are designed to meet the expanding needs of
the LF/MF Broadcasting service and where necessary, to bring existing
provisions up to date.
Method of presentation
A.

MOD - modification of the current provisions.

B.

ADD - addition to the current provisions.
Annex 1
to the
Regional agreement concerning the use by the broadcasting
stations in the African broadcasting area
MOD
' NIG - 1

CHAPTER 1

_Plan- for the assignment of frequencies to broadcasting
stations in the African broadcasting area _(band 525 ~ 1 605 kHz)
Channel spacing
The Federal Republic of Nigeria proposes that the channel
spacing in Region 1 should be 9 kHz.
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Reasons :
1)

While 10 kHz is used as standard channel spacing throughout
Region 3, in Region 1 where channel spacings of 8 , 9 and 10 kHz
are employed at various places, there is no such uniformity.
There is therefore a need to standardize on one channel spacing
in Regions 1 and 3.

2)

The reasons adduced in the 1966 LF/MF African Plan for
the.choice of 9 kHz' channel spacing still remain valid and
can he adopted as suitable compromise between the use of
10 kHz and 8 kHz.
Annex 2

Technical data used for the establishment of the medium .
frequency broadcasting plan
CHAPTER 3

•

MOD 3.5
NIG - 2

Protection against interference :
co-channel protection ratio

It is proposed that in order to accommodate more assignments
within the MF band, the co-channel protection ratio should be reduced
to 30 dB as against *10 dB used in the African LF/MF Plan 1966.
Reason :
Within the African broadcasting area we consider that as of
now, priority should be placed on increased coverage area
without prejudice to reasonable standard of quality.
CHAPTER 5
MOD
NIG - 3

Transmission characteristics

Maximum transmitter carrier power
It is proposed that the maximum transmitter carrier power
should be 50 kW, and that as much as possible ground wave coverage should
be used on the LF/MF bands in Regions 1 and 3.
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Reasons

:

1)

The optimum co-channel distances are 500 km day time and
5,000 km night time with 8 kHz channel spacing.
Because of
large co-channel distances covered by skywave, night time,
we propose transmitter power reduction at night time, to limit
night time skywave distances to the day time ground wave
distances. This should be mandatory on administrations so
as not to cause harmful interference on other assignments
within and outside any country.

2)

In the U.S.A., MF transmitter powers by regulation are limited
to 50 kW, with proviso to reduce power at night to limit skywave
co-channel distances.

3)

In the European area, the average transmitter power densities
for Region 1 are known to be far in excess of that used in
U.S.A.

Using the 1973 figures, the present comparative power densities
for U.S.A., Europe and Africa are as follows :

|Area

Number of
transmitters

Total transmitter
power
'

U.S.A..
Europe
Africa

k

Transmitter density
kW per transmitter
'

300
l 386

15.2 Megawatts
47.1

3.72
34.4

892

18.2

22.6

From the figures above, it will be seen that with less than
one-third the number of transmitters in U.S.A., the power density in
Europe is roughly 10 times greater than the U.S.A. The number of
transmitters in the U.S.A. is 5 times that in Africa, yet the power
density in Africa is 7 times higher than that in the U.S.A.
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that greater coverage
can be achieved with judicious reduction in transmitter power and distribution.

Annex 1

:Draft recommendation relating to IS B + C system

Annex 2

:List of frequency requirements for MF broadcasting services

Annex 3

:Map showing frequency requirements
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ANNEX 1

DRAFT RECOMMENDATION RELATING TO IS B + C SYSTEM

The Regional Administrative Conference for LF/ME Broadcasting
(Geneva, 197*0
considering
a)
that the independent sideband AM (ISB + carrier) system
appears a break-through in modulation method,
b)
that the IS B + C system provides twice the number of programme
transmissions compared to DSB - AM, since both sidebands can carry two
different programmes simultaneously.
requests
the C.C.I.R. to undertake, as a matter of urgency, the
study of the technical and operational aspects of the IS B + C system
with special attention to compatibility with existing DSB - AM receivers,
with a view to fully exploiting its advantages.
recommends
that the next appropriate World Administrative Radio Conference
determine, in the light of the results of the work of the C.C.I.R.,
the introduction of the IS B + C system.
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ANNEX 2
L IS T OF FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR MF BROADCASTING SE R V IC E S

^Serial
N o.

Station

Geographical
Co-ordinates

Channel

Freq
uency
kH z

Carrier! Antenna Broadcas-i
|
Type ting
Power
Authority

20KW

ND

NBC

1241

20KW

ND

NBC

43

908

50KW

ND

NBC

04E53-10N14

62

1079

10KW

ND

NBC

Lokoja

06E45-07N45

32

809

2 OKI.7

ND

NBC

6.

Hadeija

10E10-12N30

107

1484

1KW

ND

NBC

7.

Katsina

08E00-12N30

44

917

1KYJ

ND

NBC

8.

Kontagora

05E29-10N30

107

1484

10KW

ND

NBC

9.

Akure

05E15-07N15

21

710

10KW

ND

NBC

10.

Aba

07E25-05N05

35

836

1OKU

ND

NBC

11.

Qgo ja

08E45-06N40

117

1570

1CKW

ND

NBC

12.

Warri

05E42-05N32’

10

611

1OK1//

ND

NBC

; 13.

Yola

12E29-09N12

60

1061

10KU

ND

NBC

: 14.

Abeokuta

03E18-07N10

47

944

1OKU

ND

WNBS

15.

Agunrege

04E53-06N46

17

674

1OKW

ND

WNBS

16.

Ondo

04E50-07N10

14

647

1OKW

ND

WNBS

17.

Ibadan

03E57-07N24

62

1079

30KW

ND

WNBS

18.

Olorunda

02E33-06N46

68

1133

30KW

ND

WNBS

19.

Elelenwa
. (PH)

07E01-04N50

37

854

5OKW

D

RSBC

20.

Brass

06E15-04N15

104

1457

1KW

ND

RSBC

21.

Uzalla

05E37-06N19

2

539

100107

ND

MBS

22.

Eku

05E35-05N59

19

692

10CKW

ND

MBS

23.

Jattu

05E34-06N40

54

1007

5010//

ND

MBS

24.

Foroados

05E25-05N25

25

746

5OKW

D

MBS

25.

Owerri

07E15-05N25

31

800

1OKW

ND

ECBS

26.

Umuahia

07E26-05N31

38

863

1KW

ND

ECBS

27.

Aba

07E23-05N05

39

872

50107

ND

ECBS

28.

Oguta

06E50-05N45

22

719

1KW

ND

ECBS

29.

Abakaliki

08E05-06N17

16

665

1KW

ND

ECBS

30.

Nsukka

07E22-06N52

56

1025

110/

ND

ECBS

,

1.

Minna

06E42-09N58

29

2.

Bauchi

09E48-10N18

80

3.

Makurdi

08E31-07N44

4.

New Bussa

5.

782
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Serial
No.

Station

Geographical
Co-ordinates

Channel

Freq
uency
kHz

Carrier Antenna Broadcas
Power
Type
ting
Authority

31.

Gnitsha

06E47-06N10

52

989

1QKW

ND

ECBS

32.

Afikpo

07E59-05N59

18

683

1 0 KW

ND

ECBS

33.

Okigwe

07E20-05N50

59

1052

1KW

ND

ECBS

34.

Awka

07E03-06N15

42

899

1KW

ND

ECBS

35.

G-ombe

11E05-10N20

39

872

5 OKW

ND

NE State

09E48-10N18

46

935

5 GKW

ND

it

n

Yola

12E29-09N12

66

1115

10KW

ND

tt

it

| 38.

Potiskum

11E02-11N50

98

1403

10QKW

ND

tt

tt

I 39.

Maiduguri

13E55-11N53

1

529

100KW

ND

it

tt

40.

Jalingo

11E22-08N50

103

1448

100KW

ND

u

t!

I 41.

Hadeija

10E10-12N30

55

1016

10CKW

ND

| 42.

Kano

08E33-12N03

5

566

100KW

ND

j
i 43.

New-Bussa

04E33-10N14

1475

5OKW

ND

:
i

4 4 .

Lokoja

06E45-07N45

25

746

1 0 0 KW

ND

it

tt

45.

Ilorin

04E32-08N30

7

584

100KW

ND

ti

ii

46.

Minna

06E42-09N38

53

998

1 0 0 KW

ND

1 47.

Kontagora

05E29-10N30

59

1052

1 0 0 KW

ND

it

it

j 48.

Sokoto

05E20-13N10

24

737

1 0 0 KW

ND

ti

t;

| 49.

Katsina

07E31-12N52

50

971

5CKW

ND

NC. State

! 50.

Kafanchan

08E20-09N40

8

593

250KV/

ND

NC. State

1

Makurdi

08E31-07N44

82

1259

1 0 0 KW

ND

BP. State

Jos

08E53-09N52

3

548

100KW

ND

it

tt

53.

Pankshin

09E30-09N25

79

1232

5OKW

ND

:i

n

54.

Ogoja

08E45-06N40

91

1340

5CKW

ND

SE. State

55.

Calabar

08E19-04N58

20

701

50KW

ND

ii

it

56.

Uyo

07E50-05N03

98

1403

5CKW

ND

it

ti

! 56 * Bauchi
37.

j_ .. .

51 •

I 52.

106

Kano-State
tt

u

Kwara-State

NW. State
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Algeria
(Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic)

DETERMINATION OF EQUIVALENT GROUND CONDUCTIVITY
IN THE REGION OF ALGIERS BY THE GROUND-WAVE
ATTENUATION METHOD

Amend Document No. 13 as follows :

Page 6 : In the first full paragraph, delete the word "Tunisia” .
Page 7 : At the foot of the map showing conductivity, delete the scale.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Document N o . 13~E
21 August 197*+
Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Algeria
(Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic)

DETERMINATION OF EQUIVALENT GROUND CONDUCTIVITY
IN THE REGION OF ALGIERS BY THE GROUND-WAVE
ATTENUATION METHOD

1.

Introduction
The work of the planning conferences on the assignment of long and
medium wave frequencies for broadcasting is always based on different
technical standards supplied by the various broadcasting organizations and by
the C.C.I.R. Propagation data are fundamental in calculating the ground-wave
and sky-wave fields to determine the service areas of transmitters and
interference distances as a function of the protection ratio adopted.
Among these data the equivalent ground conductivity plays a
particularly important role. Although the field of the ground-wave at a
given distance from the transmitter can be estimated if the conductivity
value for a region is known, the latter is also important in evaluating the
field-strength of the sky-wave.
The research work being carried out at present on sky-wave
propagation and particularly the method known as the "wave hop method" (l)
lay particular emphasis on the conductivity factor.
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Map shoving the conductivity of the African continent
In January 197^- s "the Preparatory Meeting of Experts of the African
LF/MF Broadcasting Conference considered it desirable to obtain a minimum of
data on equivalent ground conductivity in Africa in the best possible
conditions.
In view of the need for a map showing ground conductivity in
Africa and the fact that measurement results were inexistent in many
countries of the African continent, Working Group 3A took as a basis for its
discussions the data available at the time and it drew extrapolations between
certain natural conditions such as the vegetation, nature of the soil, etc.
of the African continent and of other regions of the world (especially
Europe).
On the basis of these comparisons, the Working Group prepared'a
table giving the approximate conductivity for different types of terrain and
vegetation. The results were plotted on a map of Africa from the Oxford
Atlas and the result is to be seen in a map included in the Report on the
Group of Experts Meeting.
In Recommendation No. 1 concerning the measurement
of equivalent ground conductivity in Africa, the Meeting recommended : "that
the Administrations or broadcasting organizations in Africa should submit to
the C.C.I.R. Secretariat for. use by the African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference
the results of measurements of equivalent ground conductivity already
completed or which may be made before the Conference".
In accordance with the replies from certain organizations (2)
amendments were made in the provisional map which.incorporates all the result
communicated to the C.C.I.R. Secretariat by September 196U. Since then no
change has been made.
With regard to the accuracy of this conductivity map, the
following remark is pertinent :
-

The conductivity data were selected, for the sake of simplicity,
to correspond to the values for which the C.C.I.R. adopted the
curves in Recommendation 368 and can only be considered as very
approximate; the table of correspondence between the classes of
conductivity and the actual values is shown below :

Class of conductivity
mmho/m

Conductivity values
mmho/m.

1

0.55 ~

1.8

3

1.8

-

5.5

10

5.5

- 18

30

18

- 55
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* The extent of the conductivity intervals corresponding to these
classes can be considered an important source of- error.
Conductivity map of Algerian territory
As part of its technical preparation for the First Session of the
Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference (Regions 1 and 3),
Radiodiffusion Television Algerienne has undertaken a. series of
measurements to determine the equivalent electrical conductivity for .
Algerian territory. The results set out in this document concern the
Algiers region.
3.1

Methods used

•

The equivalent conductivity was determined as follows :
-

measurement of the field-strength of the ground-wave along the .
path chosen to determine the field attenuation curve;
location, from this curve, of homogeneous zones and division of the path into several parts;

-

determination of the value of
in the first part of the path
by comparison with the theoretical curves in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 368. Where the difference between the practical
and theoretical curves is excessive, the analytical method was
used;
in certain cases, the equivalent numerical distance method (3 )
was used;
extension of the results obtained to zones with similar
geographical and geological characteristics.

3.2

Measurement campaign

The measurements were made from the transmission centre (medium wave
centre at Ouled Fayet) J_ 35°^5 ?N - 0°36'E_/. The orientation of these axes
was determined by two requirements :
-

the possibility of finding the measurement points easily and
ease of access to the measurement sites;

-

the undesirability of having the same geographical and geological
features in two different directions.
.
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It is very difficult to achieve, an optimum situation, particularly *
with respect to the first point. The measurements therefore include some
values obtained in places to some degree distant from the main direction
owing t'o difficulty of access.
In order to plot the field curve as a function of the given direction,
the measuring points were :selected so that the sites were evenly distributed
(about every 10 km). In addition,; the measurement sites.had to meet specific
criteria, e.g. :
-

they could not be near power or telephone lines or, generally
speaking, any metallic structure which might give rise to
secondary radiations.

The measurements were carried out in the period May-July 1973, i.e.
at a time when the worst climatic conditions were likely to prevail.
Measurements were carefully avoided o a rainy days and were taken only when
conditions were again normal. ' .
;
The measurements were made in the daytime, two hours after sunrise
and two hours before sunset so that, given the various parameters involved
(distance, antenna radiation pattern, frequency, etc.), the field resulting
from ionospheric propagation would be negligible1with respect to the
ground-wave field.
3.3

Measuring equipment

An "RCA FIELD-STRENGTH METER" model 120 E, was used; its
characteristics are :
F r e q u e n c y .....................5^0 - 1 600 kHz
Scale . . . .

. ....

i . . . 10 pV/m - 10 V/rn

A c c u r a c y .....................2.%
The field was measured on two transmitters, one working on 980 kHz
and the other on 1 ^21 kHz. In ,t,his way tyo ground-'wave propagation curves
were obtained for the same direction. The comparison of the two curves
showed differences in certain places; in these cases the median values
were taken as reference.
3.U

Curves obtained

The curves of C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368 with which .the curves
obtained experimentally should be compared after to,the following conditions :
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-

the transmitter is an ideal Hertz vertical electric dipole to -which
a quarter-wave antenna is almost equivalent;

-

the dipole moment is.chosen so that /the dipole would radiate a
power o i l kW if the earth were an infinitely conducting plane in
which case the1 radiated field would’be 300-mV/m at a distance of
■1 km*

To compare the values obtained in practice with the theoretical
curves, a parameter must.be introduced to take account of the power or the
directivity and output of the antennae of the transmitters used.
In practice,
it must be ascertained how much the values Obtained on the theoretical curves
should be shifted to arrive at the'same conditions. The powers effectively
radiated by each transmitter, therefore, had to be measured in a direction
in which the field measurements were to be made.
From the curves obtained, the'conductivity values were deduced axis
by axis.. Given the approximation of the methods used- and the values measured
(errors in the power radiated in that direction, or error -in the position of
the measuring points), it is obviously not -possible to define the conductivity
exactly. To avoid errors due to the choice of conductivity classes, the
following table was adopted :

Conductivity value
in mmho/m

Class of conductivity
in mmho/m
'
1
1. 8 :

■

.

10

18.
30
55

1.1+5

1.1+5

-

2.U

-

1+.25

1+.25 '
•-

7-75

- 2.1+

3
5.5 ■■

0.775 -

■

'

..

7*75 x - 11+.5
11+.5

- 2k'

... 2l+ ' .. - 1+2.5 .
1+2.5

Conclusions
The results obtained are shown on the annexed map.
The regions in which the measurements were made appear to have the
following characteristics :
,
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a

= 30 mmho/m

O

=

18 mmho/m

Undulating cultivated land
High plateaux with considerable surface water

o
o

=

10 mmho/m

High Plateaux (Alfa region)

=

5.5 mmho/m

Mountainous forested areas of the Tellien
Atlas Foothills of the Saharian Atlas

cr = 3 mmho/m

Cultivated region in the plains of the
Tellien Atlas -

Forests in the north of-the country.

Results for the. other regions of the country (the-east -of Algeria +
Tunisia, west, Sahara) will be given in later contributions.
In conclusion, it may be said that the theoretical conductivity
values estimated for Algerian territory in Document No. 25 of the Preparatory
Meeting of Experts (Geneva, I 96U).(*+) and.those determined from the vegetation
map of Africa show, after comparison with the values obtained in the
measurement campaign, that to arrive at an appreciable definition of
conductivity it is not possible to ignore the particular physical and
climatic conditions of the terrain examined, •
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PLENARY MEETING

Algeria
(Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic)

RESULTS OF SKY-WAVE MEASUREMENTS (1973 - 197^ PERIOD) CARRIED OUT IN LOW
AND MEDIUM FREQUENCIES

Introduction

'

Various methods for predicting the sky-wave field have been studied in
recent years by different authorities with a view to making proposals to the
Conference.
-

The propagation curves in Report 26U-2 based on field strength
measurements carried out on European paths are essentially valid for the
European Broadcasting Area. The other methods are proposed for use on a much
wider scale.
The measurements described in this document have been carried out
in Algeria with a Rohde & Schwarz RFH measurer according to E.B.U.
standards. They could be used by the Conference to study the differences
between the median values measured and predicted by the different methods for
predicting the sky-wave field at, frequencies between 150 kHz and 1 600 kHz.
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Transmitter measured : ALLOUIS
Measurement site :

TAMANRASSET

Frequency : l6 U kHz
Measurement period : 22h30 to 23h00 GMT
once a week

Power

1973

197U

dB y

dB y

No. of measure
ments per month

January

55.1

k

February

52.6

3

Comments

March
April

b3

May

U6

June

5 1

•6

July

U5

. 2

August

U5 . 1

2

September

U3.8

.b

October

U3.3

u ':

November

58. 2

u;’

December

57-h

5

3

average
for 1973

■U8.2

k
5

average
for 197^

53.8

F'

n

(50) Average of half-hourly median

values, corrections AA, Al and AH not
applied
F'

( 5 0 ) = 51
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Transmitter measured

BAGHDAD

Measurement site

TAMANRASSET

Power

2U0 kW

1973

■•

197^

Frequency : 1 355 kHz
Measurement period : 22h30 to 23h30 GMT
once a week

No. of measure
ments per month

Comments

dB y
January
February
March
April

30.2

May

12.5

June

28.2

| July

3U.2

;

AugUSt

32.9

j

September

i
j

|
I

■ s October
-

November

;

December

average
for 1973

27.6

average
for 191 k

F’

n

(50)

Average of half-hourly median

values, corrections AA, AI and AH not
applied

F ’h (50) = 27.6
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Transmitter measured : ISMANING
Measurement site :

TAMANRASSET

Power

185 kW

Frequency : 1 602 kHz .
Measurement period : 23h30 to OlhOO GMT
once a week

1973

1971

dB li

dB u

January

U7.1

February

U5.8

No. of measure
ments per month

Comments

March
April
May
June
July

39-5

August

16.8

September

19.7

October

1 7 . 2

November

10

December

52.3

average
for 1973

I5.8

average
for 1971

16.1

F'

XI

(50)

Average of half-hourly median

values, corrections AA, A l and AH not
applied

F'h (50) = 1*6.1
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Transmitter measured : BATRA
Measurement site :

TAMANRASSET

Power

U 50 kW

Frequency : 620 kHz
Measurement period : 21h30 to 22h30 GMT
once a week

1973

1971

dB y

dB y

No. of measure
ments per month

January

it.3

5

February

11.9

3

Comments

March
April

36.8

1

May

31.1

2

June

37-9

3

July

It. 8

1

August

it

3

September

it

-i

1

October

16.1

1

November

18.3

1

December

It. 2

1

average
for 19T3

13.3

average
for 19T1

16.1

F'

(50) Average of half-hourly median
n
values, corrections AA, Al and AH not
applied
F'

(50) = 11.7
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Transmitter measured : DAKAR
Measurement site :

TAMANRASSET

Power

200 kW

Frequency : 761 kHz
Measurement period : 23h30 to OlhOO GMT
twice a week

1973

1971

dB y

dB y

January

29 .2

February

31.6

No. of measure
ments per month

Comments

March
April

25-7

May

1.3

June

32.5

July

36.2

August

33.6

September

31.8

October

27

November

25-7

December

11.2

average
for 1973

29

average
for 1971

30.1

F'

n

(50)

Average of half-hourly median

values, corrections AA, Al and AH not
applied
F'h (50) = 29.7
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Transmitter measured :

qqnaiqry

M e^sur^eiat site :

TAMANBASSET

Frequency : 1 4 03 kHz
Measurement period ; 23h00 to 24h00 GMT
once a week

100 kW

1973

1974

dB y

dB y

No. of measure
ments- per month

January

38

5

February

35-5

2

Comments

March
April

18.5

1

May

2 0 .8

1

June

32.5

1

July

37-7

1

August

10.3

1

September

33-8

1

October

35 •4

3

November

42.6

5

December

10.7

3

I

i
i
i

|
j

j

average
for 1973

33.6

average
for 1974

36.7

F'

ti (50)

Average of half-hourly median

values, corrections AA, AI and AH not
applied

F'H (50) = 35.15
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Transmitter measured : KUWAIT
Measurement site :

TAMANRASSET

Frequency : 1 3^5 kHz
Measurement period : 22h00 to 22h30 GMT
once a week

Power

1973

197^

dB y

dB y

January

35-8

February

37-8

No. of measure
ments per month

Comments

March
April
May
June

39-5

July

39

August

33.3

September

36

October

3 b .6

November

39-5

December

37.8

average
for 1973

37-1

average
for 197^

36.8

F*

H

(50)

Average of half-hourly median

values, corrections AA, A l and AH not
applied
F'

(50) =
H

^
36.9
J

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1 974

^

Original ; English

PLENARY MEETING

Pakistan

PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

Agenda Item No. 2
Channel spacing
As far as Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation is concerned the
MF Broadcasting offers the only alternative of providing a quality service
to our listeners in Pakistan. We do not have a n y VHF service in the
.country and it ■would take years before the quality service o f VHF can
be introduced.
The experiments have been performed by us on a number of selected
Receivers in use in the country which shows that the reduction in Channel
Spacing from 10 KHz to 9 KHz or 8 KHz will deteriorate the reception
quality. Quite a large number of receivers used in the country have very
good response up to 8 KHz and any reduction in Channel Spacing would create
problems of co-channel and adjacent channel interference.
We would, however, at the same time strongly support the adoption
of a uniform channel spacing in Region 1 and 3.
We are, therefore, of the opinion that 10 KHz channel spacing may
be -considered during the deliberation of forthcoming LF/MF Broadcasting
Conference being held at Geneva.
As far as the desired quality standards for MF Broadcasting
limitations on bandwidth of emission is concerned, since the medium wave
transmission is the only means of providing quality service to our listeners,
it would not be possible for us to reduce our bandwith of emission. We
have observed a marked deterioration in quality of the received signal, if
the bandwidth of emission is reduced.
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Agenda Item No. 3
Protection ratios
Our field tests conclusively prove that reduction of Protection
Ratio from 30 dbs for co~channel sharing stations would deteriorate the
quality of reception and cause serious interference problems specially when
the wanted signal is speech and unwanted signal is music. We, therefore,
propose that protection ratio should remain at 30 dbs-.
The minimum signal to be protected in Urban Areas may be of
5 m v / me'tre. However, in the rural areas we would like a signal of
3 m v / me'tre as the minimum signal to be protected.

Agenda Item No. U
Transmitter powers
We are not in favour of any segregation of the MF band to
accommodate certain power of transmitters. As a matter of fact, Pakistan
being in the Tropical Region, we have to use higher powers while operating
in the lower part of the spectrum to overcome the inherent noise. The
suggestion to restrict the use of higher powers to the upper part of the
ME spectrum does not suit u s .
Pakistan is a medium sized country with its population
concentrated in the northern region.
It is, therefore, necessary to use
a higher powered transmitter for providing national coverage. For our
zonal services we use a power of about 100 kW.
As far as the prevention of further usage of supper power
transmitters for external broadcasting is concerned, any restriction imposed
on the use of supper powers for external broadcasting would be meaningless,
if this is not done with retrospective effect i.e. the countries who are
already using supper powers in their external services should be made to
discontinue their transmissions.
Agenda Item No. 5
Planning methods
The linear lattice distribution plan for MF spectrum does not
suit the condition in Pakistan as the basic premises of uniform linear
distribution of transmitters would not suit existing population pattern in the
country. However, the number of channel available to Pakistan would be far
less than our present requirements as the area of the country is not very
large.
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It may further be added that any plan which does not take into
account the existing frequency usage would cause unnecessary burden on the
financial resources of the developing countries.
It is required that any
frequency assignment plan should take due notice of this fact.
It is also stated that due to very high noise in the tropical
region it may not be very useful for Pakistan to broadcast in the Li1 band.
Developing country like Pakistan has very limited resources
available and it is not possible for us to provide alternate services on
VHF within the forseable future.
In the integrated National Development
programme the broadcasting services do not have a very high priority and
as such we will have to depend upon the medium wave transmission as the only
means of providing quality to our listeners.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
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(FIRST SESSION)
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Memorandum by the Secretary-General

SECOND SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE

The attached Resolution, adopted by the Administrative Council during
its 29th Session, is published for the information of participants.

M. MI LI
Secretary-General
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A N N E X

RESOLUTION
|

.

SECOND SESSION OF THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE
CONFERENCE (REGIONS 1 AND 3) TO DRAW UP FREQUENCY
PLANS FOR LF/MF BROADCASTING

R No, 7l3

The Administrative Council,

considering

the result of the consultation made in telegram
No, A 96 dated 21 June 197^- (Document No, 1626);

considering

Resolution No. 719 of the Administrative Council;

resolves

1.
that the Conference shall he convened on 6 October 1975
for a duration of seven weeks;

2,

that the agenda of the Conference sh^ll he as follows

a)

to consider the report of the first session of tho
Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference
on technical and operational criteria and methods Tor
frequency planning in the LF/MF broadcasting hands in
Regions 1 and 3;

h)

on the basis of these technical and operational
criteria and planning methods, to draw up an agreement
and an associated frequency plan of assignments in the
LF/MF broadcasting bands in Regions 1 and 3 to replace,
as appropriate, existing plans for those bandsT

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

29 August 1974

(FIRST SESSION)

Original : Russian

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

U.S.S.R.

ON THE CHOICE OF CARRIER-FREQUENCY SPACING
IN LF AND MF BANDS

The choice of broadcasting network parameters in bands

150-285 kHz and 525-1 605 kHz, apart from the need to aim at an optimum,
means ensuring an appropriate aualit:v of broadcasting programme
reproduction at the reception points or at least striking a compromise
between various criteria which are given in conflict with one another.
One of the major network parameters is the value of the carrierfrequency spacing. This determines the number of channels which can be
included in the frequency allotment plan and the quality of broadcasting
programme reproduction at the reception points.
The latter criterion is most important for many countries :
those covering vast areas cannot possibly provide high-quality coverage if
they confine themselves to developing broadcasting networks in FM/UHF bands,
since this would call for substantial capital investment, while relatively
small countries have for various reasons not yet developed UHF networks using
FM transmitters. At the same time, the correct correlation of the technical
characteristics of LF/MF networks, particularly the values of carrierfrequency spacings with reception quality requirements, makes it possible to
provide-within the existing AM system (A-5) - a high quality of broadcasting
programme reproduction for an overwhelming majority of the population, since
UHF transmitters are normally located near administrative, cultural and
industrial centres where the density of population in the service area is
highest. Nmmerous studies have shown that the quality of broadcasting
programme reproduction depends largely on the modulation bandwidth and
the receiver passband. The studies published in the U.S.S.R. / 1 7 and the
U.S.A. / 2_/ will be quoted as examples.
The curves in Figure 1 show an appreciable determination in the
quality of musical (curves 1 ,5 ) and speech (curves 4,5) programme reception.
It will be noted that, when the bandwidth is extended to 10 kHz, the percentage
of listeners able to detect the poor quality of reproduction decreases
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considerably. Document No. 2 points out that, when musical programmes
are transmitted, 69$ of the listeners prefer the 10 kHz passband
(modulating bandwidth 15 kHz) compared with only ^>1% of listeners who
prefer the 5 kHz passband. For speech programme transmission, these
figures are 7^% and 24$ respectively. Thus there is no doubt that the
high quality of broadcasting programme reception is achieved by enlarging
the receiver passband and modulating frequencies. At night and at long
distances from the transmitter, this frequency widening encounters
increasing difficulties arising from co-channel interference, the large
number of transmitters involved and their radiated power. However, at
short distances from the transmitters, where the ground wave field
considerably exceeds that of the interfering stations, there is quite a
large service area with high quality of reproduction. This is borne out
by the experience acquired in the U.S.S.R., where the passband of most
domestic receivers can be changed to a wider one for short-range
reception and to a narrower one for distant reception.
In order to illustrate the range in which the optimum values of
Af for the frequency channel utilization factors h are located when the
receiver passband is expanded for short-distance reception, we shall
refer below to the following receivers, which are mass-produced in the
U.S.S.R. : Hi-Fi "Festival" , "Rigonda" of the first quality class, "VEF-IO"
and "Alpinist" in the second quality class.
In / 3J the curves showing the protection ratio A as a
function of the carrier-frequency spacing Af are taken to justify the
8 kHz spacing in accordance with C.C.I.R. Recommendation 449-1 / 4_/ •
These curves relate to a reference receiver MEK (Document No. x'/2-E/F),
whose passband characteristics for long-distance reception are akin to
those of the Soviet-produced receivers : Hi-Fi "Festival", "Spidola" and
"VEF-10", of the second quality class. A comparison of the protection
ratio curves A(Af) for the receivers "Festival" and "Spidola" (curves 2
and 5) under long-distance reception conditions with that recommended by
the C.C.I.R. (l) Document l
_ 4 J in Figure 2, shows that in the band
A f = 7 - 9 kHz the slope of the selectivity characteristics (dB/kHz) in the
receivers "Festival" and "Spidola" is even smaller than on curve 1. The
protection ratio values at Af = 5 — 10 kHz are also smaller. The same
figure shows a function A(Af)|(for the receivers "Festival" - curve 4,
"Rigonda" - curve 5* "VEF-102 and "Alpinist" - curve 6 under long-distance
reception conditions. Curves 4, 5 and 6 prove that the slope of the
characteristics A(Af) in the section Af = 8 - 10 kHz is more than double
that of curve 1. As noted in Document No. 5* it leads inevitably to a
shift of Af = 8 - 1 0 kHz toward higher values. It is clear from the
tables p(Af) below for the receivers "Festival", "Rigonda", "VEF-10"
and "Alpinist".
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t) is a frequency channel utilization factor. R $ values have
been calculated for the 525-1 605 kHz band for the case when coverage
area radii are determined by the ground wave (for short-distance
reception) and interference by sky waves. Interference fields formed by
sky waves at reception points are estimated from the curves recommended
for the planning of IE/ME broadcasting networks by Working Party 6/4
of C.C.I.R. JStudy Group 6 (Document 16 of 15_ May 1964) . In :
Documents / 5 / and / 6 /, as' in Document" / 3_/, an idealized network and
considered in which transmitters were located at the apices of
equilateral triangles.
All transmitters were assumed to be equipped with an antifading antenna raising their efficiency
P
kW
(where P is
■
■
=S
km2 ■
the radiated power and S is a service area
with a
radius R ) ,
For calculation purposes, the following numbers of transmitters
(N) were taken : N = 500, 1000, 1500 ; they are assumed to be located in
the European and African_Bro ad casting Areas., the size of which, according
to Documents / 3_/, / 5_/4 / 6_/ is 42 x 10b km’
2. ‘ Their equivalent
P = 0 dB/1' kw.
”
The curves

R(Af) in Figures 5-6, where f = 700 kHz, ground

conductivity a = 5 and 10
and geomagnetic latitude 9 = 57° and 45° *
represent the functions of a frequency channel utilization factor "n(Af) in
the cases :
a)

•when only co-channeT transmitter interferences are taken into
account (broken lines);

b)

when only interferences from adjacent channel transmitters are
taken into account (solid lines). ■
The data given in these Figures are used as parameters.

' In Figures 7 - H * the curves r](Af) for the corresponding receivers
also apply in two cases : ;a)

when only :co-channel transmitter interferences are taken into
account (broken lines);

b)

when only interferences from adjacent channel transmitters are
taken into account (solid lines).
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The following conclusions can be drawn from these curves :
1.

In all cases, the maximum values of r\% are either near Af = 9 kHz
or exceed Af = 9 kHz or, in pertain cases (hardly probable when
N = 500), are equal to or more than Af = 10 kHz.

2.

With an increase in the number of transmitters, the maximum
values of r\% are located near Af .= 9 kHz, except when N = 1500
for second category receivers of lowest quality ("VEF-10" and
"Alpinist”).

5.

The value cp has noticeable effect on r (Af). When cp is moved
to higher geomagnetic latitudes, the maximum values of r)(Af)
shift toward greater Af, And conversely, at lower latitudes, the
maximum values shift toward smaller Af, This can impair the
reception quality in the countries of Region 5*

It is clear from the foregoing that A f = 9 kHz is the most
acceptable choice of a single value of the carrier-?frequency spacing for
all countries in Regions I and III. For a considerable proportion of
listeners, this value represents a compromise between higher frequencychannel utilization factors and high quality of LF/MF,broadcasting
programme reproduction,
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(NHK Technical Research Laboratories) COM.T(A) 275-rev.
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Protection ratio as a function of carrier
spacing fpr receivers of different quality.
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Document n o . i 8-e
29 August 197^
Original : Russian

PLENARY MEETING

U.S.S.R.

CONCERNING ITEMS ON THE AGENDA OF
THE FIRST SESSION OF THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO
CONFERENCE ON LF/MF BROADCASTING

The adoption of international frequency,assignment plans in the.LF/MF
range for the European Broadcasting Area (1978) and the African Broadcasting.
Area (1966) marked a definite success on the part of the International
Telecommunication Union and created favourable basis for the future development
of the broadcasting media of the countries parties to these Agreements.
The forthcoming Regional Administrative Radio Conference on
LF/MF Broadcasting should lead to improved broadcasting in Regions I and III
to the benefit of a large number of the countries members of I.T.U., including
the new and developing countries. The first session of the Conference is
extremely important and should establish the necessary basis for the second
and final stage of the Conference, scheduled for 1975Attaching great importance to the forthcoming Conference, we consider
it useful to express some preliminary views on some points of the agenda,
namely :
1LF/MF broadcasting is at present, and will continue to be in the
future, one of the most important aspects of the worldwide broadcasting
network.
Broadcasting in the bands I 5O -285 and D25~l 605 kHz represents a mass
broadcasting medium which
is particularly vital to countries with a large
area as well as to those which, for a variety of reasons, have not developed
their FM USW broadcasting facilities. LF/MF broadcasting networks, installed at
considerable cost, usually provide high-quality programme reproduction with
economically efficient transmitting and receiving networks.
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2.
The U.S.S.R. Administration considers that the forthcoming first
session of the Regional Administrative Radio Conference on LF/MF broadcasting
should be directed primarily at improving the quality of broadcasting in
Regions I and III, taking into account :
-

the Copenhagen (I9U 8 ) and Geneva (African Broadcasting Conference, 1966)
Frequency Allocation and Assignment Plans and other regional agreement
registered with the I.T.U.,
frequency registration in the I/.F.R.B.'s Master International
Frequency Register,
the existing use of frequencies by broadcasting stations.

Account should also be taken of the fact that the African Frequency
Plan (Geneva, 1966) has so far been impJ.emented only to an insignificant degree.
3.
It is perfectly justifiable to maintain the double side-band. AM system
(A3). With this system, the bandwidth of the modulating frequencies, if the
Administration so wishes, may be selected such that it is roughly equal to half the
value of the spacing between carriers, or to the full value of the spacing
between carriers.
Should broadcasting stations be affected by interference from
neighbouring countries when the transmitters are modulated by a wider frequency
spectrum, then the Administrations concerned must reach agreement on the use of
a narrower spectrum for modulation. At the same time, it would be advisable for
the I.T.U. to continue exploring ways of achieving a more economic use of the
frequency spectrum for LF/MF broadcasting.

k.

In view of the increasing occurrence of cases of frequency
incompatibility of electronic equipment, the first session of the forthcoming
Conference should adopt a standard technical basis for the planning of LF/MF
broadcasting in Regions I and ITT, paying special attention to the establishment
of a standard value for the carrier spacing of broadcasting stations in these
Regions.
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5.
The Copenhagen (19^-8) and Geneva (1966) Plans established a
carrier spacing of 9 kHz. The transmitting and receiving network now
operating would appear to comply with this value both technically and
economically.

6.
For the purpose of improving the broadcasting quality in
Regions I and III, account should be taken of the geographical features of the
countries concerned (area, relief, etc.), the number of national languages
used and the political and administrative divisions connected with the
language structure.
7.
In planning the frequencies and transmitting powers used by
broadcasting stations, it is advisable to protect the areas of ground and sky
wave reception in accordance with the country’s requirements and the reasons
given to justify the protection of receiving areas with a view to improving;
the broadcasting services provided to the public.
The following values should be adopted for the field strength to be
protected :
kHz
E dB/1 yV/m

150

73

500

6k

1 000
60

1 500'

58

The ground wave field strength values should be based on-C.C.I.R*
Recommendation 368-2, and the sky wave field strength values on Document 16
(15 May 197^0 of Working Party 6 /k of C.C.I.R. Study Group VI. However, to
determine the field strength values at distances of up to 300 km, attention
should also be given to the possibility of using the general formula E(P)J
established for distances of more than 300 km.

8.
Previous studies point to the advisability, to ensure high quality
MF/LF reception, of applying the standard protection ratio for HF broadcasting
in a common channel :
30 dB for day-time conditions,
27 dB for night-time conditions.
In particular cases, and by agreement between the Administrations
concerned, other protection ratios may be fixed for night-time and day-time
operation.
For synchronous networks, 6 dB should be adopted as the standard
protection ratio for day-time and night-time operation.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Document N o . 19~E
26 September 197^
Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

BUDGET CONTROL
COMMITTEE

Note by the Secretary— General
BUDGET OF THE CONFERENCE

The budget of the Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting
Conference, First Session, as approved provisionally by the Administrative
Council of the Union at its 28th Session in 1973 and adjusted at its
29th Session in 197^-» is annexed hereto for the information of the Budget
Control Committee.
At its 27th Session, the Administrative Council decided that
this Regional Conference should be divided into two sessions. However,
with the entry into force of a new Convention on 1 January 1975s the
expenses of the first session in 197^- must be posted separately to
Members ' accounts at the end of the current year.
This Regional Conference concerns the countries in Regions 1 and 3
within the meaning of Article 5 of the Radio Regulations.
Consequently,
under No. 210 of the International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux,
1965 9 the relevant expenditure must be borne by all the Members and
Associate Members of these two Regions in accordance with the class of
contribution they have chosen and, on the same basis, by any Members
and Associate Members in Region 2 which may participate in the Conference.
The Members and Associate Members which will have to defray the
expenses of the Conference are listed in Annex 2 below.
A list of the recognized private operating agencies and
international organizations participating in the Conference which are not
exempt from contribution to the defrayal of expenses, with the number of
contributory units they have chosen, will be published later.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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A N N E X

1

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE UNDER
No. 210 IN ARTICLE 16 OF THE CONVENTION
(MONTREUX, 1963)
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE LF/MF BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(First Session - Technical standards)
Geneva, October 197^

1.

Staff expenses

It will he necessary to engage supernumerary staff to help the
established staff both with the preparatory work and with the servicing
of the First Session of the Conference itself. It is estimated that the
following temporary staff will be necessary :
a)

Salaries and related expenditure
Work during the
Conference

Preparatory ,and
final work

Total
expenditure
Number Salaries Number Number Salaries
. Sw. frs.
of
of days Sw. frs.
of days Sw. frs.
staff
■
Chairman's secretary
Executive Secretariat
I.F.R.B.
Delegates, agenda
Interpretation .
Translation
Minute-writers
Proof-readers
Typing
Document reproduction
Document distribution
Personnel
Messengers
Ushers
Telephonists
Other Secretariat staff

■77*)
270
300
390
70
Uo
-

-

5 ,^ 0 0
-35,000
57, 70 0
26,900
2 6 , 0 00
^,500
^,500
-

160,000

1
3
■ 3
37
21
11
7
32
13
12
1
6
5
1
-

23
61
68
687
399
222
39
608
297
228
19
llU
103
19

2,800
k , 900
5 ,800
212,800
81,300
UU.500

57 ,700
19,900
lU ,800
2,100
6,900
6,600
1 ,3 0 0
5,200

2,800
10,300
35,000
5,800
212,800
1 3 9 ,0 0 0
UU,500
U,Uoo
8U ,600
1*5 ,900
1 9 ,3 0 0
6,600
6,900
6,600
1 ,3 0 0
5,200

1*7 1 ,0 0 0

631,000

h,k00

-

Provision for overtime

5 3 ,0 0 0

Total, salaries and related expenditure

68U ,000

b)

Travel

U7,000

c)

Insurance (accident insurance, sickness insurance. et c.)

1U,000

Total

*)

P r e p a r a t o r y d o c u m e n ts , o t h e r p r e p a r a t o r y w o r k , f i n a l a c t s .

7^5,000

Annex 1 to Document No. 19~E
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Article 17 of the Financial Regulations of the Union stipulates in
point 2 that, when permanent staff of the Union is seconded to the regional
administrative conferences mentioned in No. 210 of the Convention, all the
expenses of such staff shall be borne by the Regional Administrative Conference.
The amounts thus charged, corresponding to the salaries (including allowances
payable in accordance with the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules and the
Regulations of the S.S. & B. Funds) of the staff seconded, shall be credited to
the I.T.U. as income in the budget, but excluding the cost of recruiting
supernumerary staff to replace the seconded staff members.
However, since the Regional Administrative Conference in question will
meet at headquarters and in the immediate vicinity for a short period, it is
expected that the established staff who will work for the Conference will
continue to carry out their normal duties. There is thus no need to apply
Article 17 of the Financial Regulations in respect of the first session of the
Conference.
2.

Premises and equipment
a)

Premises, furniture, machines

The provisional budget provided a credit of 100,000 Swiss francs for
this purpose, allocated as follows :
Swiss francs
- rental of half of the International Conference Centre of
Geneva (C.I.C.G.), 23 days at U,25'0 Swiss francs a day
- hire of typewriters, photocopying machines, etc.

97,750
3 ,000
100,750
100,000

The estimate was based on the assumption that the number of participants
would not exceed 350.

Annex 1 to Document No. 19~E
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Since then it has been found that there will be more than U00
participants, so that it is necessary to rent the whole of the C.I.C.G. Moreover,
the rental of these premises was raised on 1 January 197^, so that the credits to
be provided for premises, furniture and machines are as follows :
Swiss francs
- rental of the whole of the C.I.C.G., 23 days at
10,500 Swiss francs a day
•- hire of typewriters, photocopying machines, etc.

2Ul,500
3 ,000

2hh ,500
2 ^5 , 0 0 0

b)

Document production

Expenditure is foreseen for the reproduction of.preparatory
documents
for the participants of the Regional Conference, including the
additional reproduction of the relevant conclusions of the Xlllth C.C.I.R.
Plenary Assembly which will meet in July 1 9 7 *
Swiss francs
On the basis of a total of 1,200 copies in
three languages and an average of eight pages per
document, the costs of reproduction by the services
of the Union are estimated at

c)

30,000

Office supplies and overheads
The budget estimates cover :

-

office supplies and equipment
local transport and internal removals

8,000
3,000
11,000

d)

Postage, telephone

calls,telegrams

It is proposed that the following credits should
be provided :
-

postage (including
documents)
telephone calls
telegrams

thedespatch ofpreparatory
20,000
1,000
1,000
22,000

Annex 1 to Document No. 19~E
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e)

Technical installations

The rental for the I.C.C. includes the use of the
technical installations for simultaneous interpretation,
telex, etc. with which the building is equipped. The budget
estimates therefore cover only additional expenses (for
example, magnetic tapes)

f)

Sundry and unforeseen

It is proposed that the credit for this purpose
should amount to

3.

Other expenditure
a)

Preparatory work by the I.F.R.B.

The I.F.R.B. will undertake preparatory work for which
the following credits are proposed :
-

supernumerary staff : a credit for this purpose is
provided in point 1. a) above
supplies for work performed by the I.T.U. computer
document reproduction
office supplies and miscellaneous

b)

Report to the Second Session of the Conference

The First Session will draw up a report for submission
to the Second Session of the Conference which will meet in 1975*
The cost of reproducing this report consisting of about
one hundred pages is estimated at

Annex 1 to Document No. 1 9 -E
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c)

Interest to be credited to the ordinary budget

In accordance with Article 38 iii) of the Financial Regulations of
the Union, interest must he paid on sums advanced from the ordinary budget to
finance a regional administrative conference.
The rate of interest is laid
down in No. 222 of the Montreux Convention (1965), namely, 3% per annum for
the first six months and 6% as from the seventh month.
As the First Session of the Conference will meet in the first
two weeks of October 1974, the relevant accounts> will probably be sent to
participants on 30 November 1974. Allowing 60 days for payment, the
invoices must be settled by 31 January 1975 at the latest.
It is therefore until that date that interest should be included
in the accounts of the First Session of the Conference.
Swiss francs
The interest to be included in the accounts is
estimated at

F’rovisional
budget

1974
Staff
Salaries and related expenditure
Travel
Insurance

2.

• 437,000

20,000
9,000

684,000
47,000
14,000

466,000

745,000

100,000
30,000
11,000

245,000

Premises and equipment
Premises, furniture, machines
Document production
Office supplies and overheads
Postage, telephone, telegrams
Technical installations
Sundry and unforeseen

3.

Final
budget
1974

- Swiss f rancs -

1,000
3,000

30,000
11,000
22,000
1,000
3,000

167,000

312,000

13,000
45,000

13,000

9,000

15,000

67,000

73,000

22,000

Other expenses
I.F.R.B. preparatory work
Report to the second session
Interest credited to the ordinary
budget

Total, Section 9

700,000
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

1.

15,000

45,000

1 ,130,000
L=:== == ==:==r====
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A N N E X

2

List of Union Members and Associate Members
and their contributory units

A.

MEMBERS in Regions 1 and 3
------------- °-------------------------------1. Afghanistan (Republic of)
2. Albania (People's Republic of)
3. Algeria (Algerian Democratic andPopular Republic)
k. Germany (Federal Republic of)
5. Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)
6. Australia
7 . Austria
8. Bangladesh (People's Republic of)
9. Belgium
10. Byelorussian Soviet SocialistRepublic
11. Burma (Socialist Republic of theUnion of)
12. Botswana (Republic of)
13* Bulgaria (People's Republic of)
lU. Burundi (Republic of)
15. Cameroon (United Republic of)
1 6 . Central African Republic
17. China (People's Republic of)
18. Cyprus (Republic of)
19. Vatican City State
20. Congo (People's Republic of the)
21. Korea (Republic of)
22. Ivory Coast (Republic of the)
23. Dahomey (Republic of)
2k. Denmark .
25• Egypt (Arab Republic of)
26. United Arab Emirates
27. Group of Territories represented by the French
Overseas Post and Telecommunication Agency
28. Spain
29. Ethiopia
30. Fiji
31. Finland
32. France
33. Gabon Republic
3J+. Gambia
35• Ghana
36. Greece
37* Guinea (Republic of)
38. Equatorial Guinea (Republic of)
39* Upper Volta (Republic of)
UO. Hungarian People's Republic

Contributory
un

\
J
3
20 •
1
18
1
1
8
1
1
j
1
§

\
\
15

\
\
\
1
1

\
'

5
5
1
1
3
1
j
3
30

\
\
1
1

\
\
\
1
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MEMBERS in Regions 1 and 3 (continued)

Ul.
1+2.
1+3.
1+1+.
1+ 5

.

1+6.
1+7.
1+8.
1+9.
50.
51*
5-2.
53.
5I+.
55•
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
61+.
65 .
66.
67 .
68.
69 .
70.
71.
72.
73.
7I+.
75*
76 .
77•
78 .
79•
80.
81.
82.
83.
81+.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

India (Republic of)
Indonesia (Republic of)
Iran
Iraq (Republic of)
Ireland
Iceland
Israel (State of)
Italy
Japan
Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of)
Kenya (Republic of)
Khmer Republic
Kuwait (State of)
Laos (Kingdom of)
Lesotho (Kingdom of)

Contributory
units

13
1
1
1

3
1

10
20

Lebanon
Liberia (Republic of)

Libyan Arab Republic
Liechtenstein (Principality of)
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malawi
Maldives (Republic of)
Malagasy Republic
Mali (Republic of)
Malta
Morocco (Kingdom of)

Mauritius
Mauritania (Islamic Republic of)
Monaco
Mongolian People’s Republic
Nauru (Republic of)
Nepal
Niger (Republic of the)
Nigeria (Federal Republic of) ■
Norway
New Zealand
Oman (Sultanate of)
Uganda (Republic of)
Pakistan
Netherlands (Kingdom of the)
Philippines (Republic of the)
Poland (People’s Republic of)
Qatar (State of).
Syrian Arab Republic
German Demo crat ic Republi c
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
Roumania (Socialist Republic Of)
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Rwanda (Republic Of)

1

3
1

3
3
1

30
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MEMBERS in Regions l and 3 (continued)
------------91.
92.
93.
9U.
95*
96.
97.
98 .
99 .
100.
101.
102.
103.
10^.

105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
llU.
115.
11 6 .
B.

Contributory
units

Senegal (Republic of the)
Sierra Leone
Singapore (Republic of)
Somali Democratic Republic
Sudan (Democratic Republic of the)
Sri Lanka (Ceylon) (Republic of)
Sweden
Switzerland (Confederation of)
Swaziland (Kingdom of)
Tanzania (United Republic of)
Chad (Republic of the)
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Spanish Saharian Territory
Overseas Territories for the international relations
of which the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland are responsible
Thailand
Togolese Republic
Tonga (Kingdom of)
Tunisia
Turkey
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Viet-Nam (Republic of)
Yemen Arab Republic
Yemen (People’s DemocraticRepublic of)
Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of)
Zaire (Republic of)
Zambia (Republic of)

1

\
1
1
1

1
10
10

\
\
\
3
1

1
2

\
§
2
2
30
1

\
\
1
1
1

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS in Regions 1 and 3

\

1. Papua New Guinea
C.

MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS in Region 2 participating
in the conference
1. Brazil (Federative Republic of)

/

5

3^7

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
Document No. 20-E

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

27 September 197^Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

r
>'I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------■
PLENARY
MEETING
-I

Memorandum hy the Secretary-General

CONVENING OF THE CONFERENCE

1*
Annex 1 to this memorandum (extract from the Administrative Council's
Report to the Plenipotentiary Conference, 1973 describes the various measures
taken since 1959 with a view to the convening of the first session of the
Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference.
2.
With regard to the convening of the second session of this Conference,
reference is made to Resolution No. 7^3 adopted by the Administrative Council
at its 29th Session (197^) (see Annex 2).

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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ANNEX

3.3.7*

1

Regional Administrative Conference to draw up frequency plans for
LF/MF Broadcasting (Date foreseen - October 197*+)

Since 1959, in response to a wish expressed by them at the
Administrative Radio Conference held in that year, Administrations of the
European Broadcasting Area have been consulted at required intervals on
the need to review the European Broadcasting Convention, Copenhagen, 19*+8.
The last such consultation was carried out under the terms of Council
Decision No. 338 in 1966 and showed that the views of Administrations on
the subject were still divided.
In the meantime, the African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, Geneva,
1966, in its Resolution No. 5» drew the attention of the Administrative
Council to the need to consider convening at a suitable date a Regional
Conference of the countries in the African Broadcasting Area and the European
Broadcasting Area, the countries in the Western part of Region 3 and the
countries of the Middle East which did not belong to the European Broadcasting
Area, for the purpose of preparing a common Broadcasting Plan covering the
frequency requirements of all the countries in the abovementioned areas.
At its 22nd Session, the Council felt however that additional
information was required in order satisfactorily to undertake a revision of
the European Broadcasting Plan, Copenhagen, 19*+8, or other frequency planning
for LF/MF broadcasting and requested the C.C.I.R. to accelerate its studies of
questions relating thereto. It also invited the I.F.R.B. to undertake studies
of methods of frequency planning for LF/MF broadcasting and to assemble data
on the implementation of frequency plans for VHF broadcasting.
In 1970, the Council proposed that a first session of a Regional
Administrative Conference to draw up frequency plans for LF/MF broadcasting for
Regions 1 and 3, be held in 197*+Finally* in 1972, the Administrative Council, having examined a report
submitted by the I.F.R.B., agreed that the first session of this Conference should
be held in the first two weeks of October 197*+ 5 to establish the technical criteria
to be used for planning in the second session.
Finally, in 1973, the Administrative Council, after consulting the
Members of the Union, adopted Resolution No. 719 whereby it resolved that the
first session of the Conference should meet in Geneva on 7 October 197*+ for a
duration of three weeks. The Council fixed the agenda of the Conference in the
same Resolution.
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ANNEX

R No. 7^3

SECOND SESSION OF THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE
CONFERENCE (REGIONS 1 AND 3) TO DRAW UP FREQUENCY
PLANS FOR LF/MF BROADCASTING
The Administrative Council,
considering

the result of the consultation made in telegram
No. A 96 dated 21 June 197^+ (Document No. U626);
considering
Resolution No. 719 of the Administrative Council; .
resolves
1.
that the Conference shall be convened on 6 October1975
for a duration of seven weeks;
2.

that the agenda of the Conference shall be as follows

:

a)

to consider the report of the first session of the
Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference
on technical and operational criteria and methods for
frequency planning in the LF/MF broadcasting bands in
Regions 1 and 3;

b)

on the basis of these technical and operational
criteria and planning methods, to draw up an agreement
and an associated frequency plan of assignments in the
LF/MF broadcasting bands in Regions 1 and 3 to replace,
as appropriate, existing plans for those bands.

i
* *
i

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

Document No, 21-E
25 September 197^
Original: English

PLENARY MEETING

German Democratic Republic

comments

TO SOME TECHNICAL CRITERIA OP FREQUENCY PLANNING
IN LP AND MF BROADCASTING

1.

Channel width (carrier frequency separation)
Comment:

The German Democratic Republic is of the opinion that for all
areas of Regions 1 and jj in LF and MF sound broadcasting, a
uniform channel spacing of 9 kHz should be applied.

Reason:

A uniform channel spacing permits to reduce the extent of mutual
interference and extends the possibilities of an efficient
utilization of the frequency spectrum. The choice of suitable
intermediate frequencies Used in the receiver and the use of
digital frequency adjustment are facilitated.
A channel spacing of 9 kHz is in accordance with economic
considerations and the parameters of modern transmitting and
receiving systems operated at present.
The introduction of 9 kHz channel spacing would enable all
countries using a channel spacing of 10 kHz at present to obtain
additional transmitting frequencies.

2.

RF protection ratio
Comment:

The German Democratic Republic considers it appropriate to start
in frequency planning of LF/MF sound broadcasting from the
following RF protection ratios:
50 dB for a constant wanted signal (propagation at day)
27 dB for a fading wanted signal (propagation at night)
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Reason;

A RF protection ratio of 30 dB for co-channel interference
ensures an acceptable receiving quality and conforms to a
reasonable compromise between receiving quality and economic
frequency utilization,, In case of a fading wanted signal, a
degradation of quality of at least 3 dB has to be accepted for
physical reasons.

AF bandwidth (transmitted bandwidth)
Comment:

The German Democratic Republic starts from the fact that the
double sideband AM system (A3) is retained at present. In
conformity with her point of view concerning channel spacing, the
German Democratic Republic proposes to choose the AF bandwidth
between 4.5 kHz and 9 kHz in such a way that for the securing of
good transmission quality optimum use of channel spacing is made.
In countries where LF/MF sound broadcasting has to meet high
quality requirements, the German Democratic Republic considers
the use of AF bandwidths up to 9 kHz acceptable as long as this
does not lead to interference caused to other countries.

Reason:

With a view to enhance immunity from disturbance smaller
bandwidths in sound broadcasting receiving technique are more and
more used. Therefore, it seems justified to limit also the
radiated bandwidth accordingly if the amount of adjacent channel
interference may thus be reduced.

Minimum field strength
Comment: The German Democratic Republic considers a value of 60 dB above
1 jiV/m for the minimum field strength, referred to 1000 kHz,
appropriate.
Reason:

The experience hitherto acquired has confirmed its usefulness.
*

Intermediate frequency
Comment: The German Democratic Republic proposes to fix for the
transmitting frequencies of IF/MF sound broadcasting and for the
intermediate frequencies of sound broadcasting receivers integral
multiples of the uniform channel spacing.
Reason:

Such a frequency constellation decreases substantially heterodyne
interference which may occur in the receiver.
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PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

PROTECTION OF THE AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION SERVICE
IN THE BAND 255 ~ 285 kHz

1.

Introduction
At its technical session, the Conference ■will pay particular attention
to the planning criteria for the hand 150 - 285 kHz, which is allocated to
broadcasting in Region 1.
However, the band 255 - 285 kHz is also allocated, on a primary basis,
and with equal rights, to aeronautical radionavigation.
Moreover, in the western part of the European Broadcasting Area, it
is allocated exclusively to aeronautical radionavigation under No. 177*
In fact, it has been used for some years in both the European and
African Broadcasting Areas for the operation of medium-range radiobeacons and
short-range locators whose maintenance is essential for efficient traffic
control around airports.
This document analyses the present situation and indicates the
precautions to be adopted in planning.
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Analysis
2.1
It should he noted that, in the Table of Frequency allocations, the
band 255'to 285 kHz is listed as being allocated in Region 1 to the maritime
mobile broadcasting service and to the aeronautical radionavigation service
"on a primary basis" in each case. These services therefore have equal rights
(subject, however, to the reservations of No. 17*+ concerning the maritime
mobile service). Neither session of the Conference would seem to have the
amendment of this Table of Frequency Allocations as part of its terms of
reference.
2.2
However, Note 177 specifies that, apart from the assignment of
frequencies to stations of the maritime mobile service in the United Kingdom,
the band 255-285 kHz is used in the western part of the European Broadcasting
Area solely by the aeronautical radionavigation service.
2.3

Logically, therefore, two conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing
2.3.1

2.3.2

:

Firstly, any new assignment made to broadcasting stations in a part
of Region 1 outside the European Broadcasting Area referred to in 2.2
above will be subsequent to existing assignments registered for
aeronautical radionavigation stations in these areas and will therefore
be acceptable only subject to the reservation that they cause no
interference to the latter.

Secondly, the Atlantic City (l9*+7) and Geneva (1959) Conferences
clearly wished the band 255 ~ 285 kHz to be reserved to the
aeronautical radionavigation service (which in fact it is) in the
western part of the European Broadcasting Area. An assignment to a
powerful broadcasting transmitter in the eastern part of the
European Broadcasting Area may, owing to its location, be incompatible
with this use, in the same way, moreover, as similar assignments in any
other part of Region 1 within range of interference.

2.h
The present use of the band 255 - 285 kHz by the aeronautical
radionavigation service is shown in Table A for the installations of the
European Region of ICAO and in Table B for those operating in Africa. It will be
seen that it is very substantial. Any increase in broadcasting activities within
or near this band and within range of interference (see below) would require this
serviceto be transferred to another part of the spectrum in bands 5 a^d 6,
which is scarcely feasible. It should be pointed out that these aeronautical
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radionavigation stations are fundamental components of a safety service
(see No. 69 of the Radio Regulations) since human life is at stake
(particularly in runway approach and landing phases).
2.*+.l
The International Civil Aviation Organization specifies the
standards for radionavigation equipment and systems, together with
the recommended practices and the criteria for protection between
installations. These points are defined in Annex 10 to the
Chicago Convention.
2.5
It is true that the provision of protection among a large number of
aeronautical radiobeacons is based on day-time protection (see Nos. *433 and
*435 of the Radio Regulations).
However, whereas this corresponds to a slight reduction of the
useful range (coverage) obtained at night-time, a powerful broadcasting
station using the radiobeacon frequency or an adjacent frequency, even when
transmitting over a very large geographical distance, causes interference
throughout the whole area at night-time owing to the field strength of the
skywave, and renders the radiobeacon unusable beyond a radius which is too
small to be useful for any purpose whatever (see below). However, air
traffic does not stop at night-time.
2.5.1
To our knowledge, no protection curve has yet been established
by the C.C.I.R. and only operational experience was available for
purposes of protection against the broadcasting stations
CESKOSLOVENSKO (272 kHz), MINSK (28l kHz) and MOSCOW (263 kHz)
listed in the Copenhagen Plan, 19*+8.
For an unknown reason, a recent increase in the field strength
of the MINSK station was recorded at LE TOUQUET (281 kHz) and the
radiobeacon has become unusable by aircraft. It had to be
transferred to 358 kHz on 6 June 197*+. The two stations are about
1750 km apart.
2.6
The appearance of an Algerian broadcasting station on 251 kHz in
1973 has meant changing the frequencies of at least 10 European radiobeacons
(see Table C). This illustrates the effect which can be produced on the
aeronautical service by changes in the broadcasting service. In this
particular case, the frequency used for broadcasting was in an exclusive
broadcasting band but adjacent to the radionavigation band.
The consequences would be much more serious in the case of a
broadcasting station transmitting in the band 255-285 kHz.
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2.6.1
Account must be taken of the quasi-maximum value (and not
the median value) reached at night-time by the field produced
by the sky-wave propagated from broadcasting stations, since the
signals of radionavigation facilities may be required at any time,
even when the interfering signal is received at a particularly
high level.
Checks carried out
The characteristics of a large number of aeronautical radiobeacons
are checked periodically at the Mobile Service Radio Monitoring Centre
(C.C.R.M., Ophain, Belgium), so that we have at our disposal basic measurement
data (field strength measurements) for 18 installations operating in the band
255-285 kHz.
It also proved possible to measure on broadcasting stations
operating in the band 255t 285 kHz; the results are shown in Table D.
Technical study
*+.1

Station on the same frequency

The example taken (see graph No. 1) is a broadcasting station
transmitting on 250 kHz a power of 100 kW over a distance of 1850 km
(1000 nautical miles) from an aeronautical radiobeacon station (1000 nautical
miles is roughly the distance from PARIS to BUCHAREST or from ALGIERS to
BREMEN).
Average ground characteristics are assumed.
*4.1.1

Night-time conditions :
Sky-wave level of) Median
field strength :
interfering broad)
52 dB (l yV/m)
casting transmitter
)
Quasi-maximum field strength :
(night-time)
)
6l dB (l UV/m)

The radionavigation station is assumed to require a
protection of 15 dB.
The limits of the radiobeacon range are defined in Nos. *+35
and *+36 of the Radio Regulations.
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a)

1 radiobeacon with a range of
strength of 67 dB (l ]iV/m) at
less than 1 nautical mile.

93 km (50 nm) produces a field
2 nm and 76 dB (l ]iV/m) at

b)

1 radiobeacon with a range of *47 km (25 nm) produces a field
strength of 67 dB (l yV/m) at 1 nm and j6 dB (l yV/m) at
less than 1 nautical mile.

c)

1 radiobeacon with a range of 28 km (15 n m ) produces a field
strength of 67 dB (l yV/m) at less than 1 nautical mile.

The operation on one and the same frequency of a broadcasting
station of the type taken as an example would make it impossible to
use a radiobeacon, since it is found that :
a)

The field strength produced by a radiobeacon with a range of
15 nm is *43 dB less than that of a transmitter with a radiated
powez* of 1 kW.

b)

The field strength produced by a radiobeacon with a range of
25 nm is 39 <TB less than that of a transmitter with a radiated
power of 1 kW.

c)

The field strength produced by a radiobeacon with a range of
50 nm is 32 dB less than that of a transmitter with a radiated
power of 1 kW.

These values apply for an aeronautical radiobeacon operating
at 250 kHz in Region 1 to the North of parallel 30°N, for a medium
ground and for ground-wave propagation.
It may also be said that, for a radiobeacon with a range of
50 nm to obtain at this distance of 185O km a protection of 15 dB
in relation to the quasi-maximum night-time skywave of a broadcasting
station, it would have to provide j6 dB (l yV/m) at 50 11111 or a
field strength 7 hB greater than that corresponding to a radiated
power of 1 kW. The radiobeacon’s radiated power would therefore
have to be 5 kW. In practice, it is not considered feasible to
have a difference of 39 <YB between the day-time and night-time
radiated powers of an aeronautical radiobeacon.
l.2

Day-time conditions :

The example taken is a broadcasting station transmitting on
250 kHz a power of 100 kW, but located at a distance of 1000 km
(5*40 nm) from an aeronautical radiobeacon station.
Average ground characteristics are assumed.
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The field strength of the interfering broadcasting
transmitter (see graph) is *42 dB (l yV/m)
a 50 nm radiobeacon produces a field strength of 57 dB
(l yV/m) at 5 nm
a 25 nm radiobeacon produces a field strength of 57 dB
(l yV/m) at 2.5 nm
a 15 nm radiobeacon produces a field strength of 57 d.B
(l yV/m) at 2 nm
In other words, in this case also, operation on the same
frequency of a station of the type adopted as an example would make
it impossible to use a radiobeacon (15 dB protection).
*4.2

Adjacent channels

This case is difficult to assess. For a broadcasting emission with
100% modulation by a pure frequency, e.g., at 2 kHz, the power of a sideband
would only be 6 dB below that of the carrier. In other words, there would be
the equivalent of a transmitter having this power of 6 dB lower and radiating
on a frequency 2 kHz away from the carrier in question. It is difficult to
assess the undesirable effects for the aeronautical radionavigation service
in the presence of more complex sidebands, including the voice part, music,
etc., but they mightfbe expected to occur on 5 or 6 kHz from the carrier
frequency of the broadcasting transmitter in view of the characteristics of
aircraft radiocompass receivers (see examples 9 and 12 in Table C). In any
case, even if the radiocompass equipment operated adequately, identification
of the radiobeacon might be distorted or even obscured by the modulation of
the broadcasting emission; however, any error in identification might be
dangerous, particularly for a descending aircraft.
Conclusion
5.1
It follows logically from the foregoing that, in a radius of at
least 1850 km (1000 nm) around the Western European Area, broadcasting without
previous coordination is incompatible with the use of the band 255~285 kHz by
the aeronautical radionavigation service in this area.
Allowance will therefore have to be made for this when planning
for this band, in order not to impair the operating conditions of aeronautical
radiobeacons and locations in the Western European Area.
By the same token, planning for the African Area must be carried out
in such a way as not to impair the operating conditions of the existing
radiobeacons.
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5.2
It is therefore impossible to allow, without prior coordination,
any change in the existing broadcasting assignments in this band (or on a
frequency very close to this band), since it would lead to a deterioration
in the present conditions of use by the aeronautical radionavigation service.
(Use in accordance with the Table of Frequency Allocations and
No. 177 of the Radio Regulations.)
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TABLE A
BROADCASTING STATIONS (SR), CONSOL, NON-DIRECTIONAL
RADIOBEACONS (NDB) AND LOCATORS
(ICAO AND NATIONAL)
255 to 285 kHz (inclusive)
REGION EUR 1, except countries in the Middle East Region (MID)
but including Turkey

COUNTRY

J SR

CONSOL

RADIO' BEACONS

LOCATORS

COMMENTS

ALB
ALG
AUT
BEL
BUL
CYP
D
DDR

9
!
»
•1
!
!
!
!
!

-

3
2

-

1
~
I*

7
* according to certain
monitoring results
(CCRM - EBU)

1

DNK
E

16

3
2

8

20

EGY
F

1

FNL
G
GIB
GRC
HNG
HOL
I
IRL
LBY
LUX

7
!
!
!
!
1
1
!
!

~
~
_

12
“

8
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TABLE A ( c o n t 'd . )

i
!

i
COUNTRY

SR

CONSOL

!
!____________
!

IRADIOBEACONS
•
(NDB)
»

l\ LOCATORS
*
i'

COMMENTS

(L)

MCO
ML*
MRC
NO&
POL
PO*
ROU

k

S

26

1

SUL
TCii
tun

2

1

TUri

7

1

URd
(W of 40°eJ

(MOSKVA II 263 kHz
(
130 kW
(
MINSK
281 kHz
(
100 kw

YUd

!

CESKOSLOVENSKO 272 kHz
200 kW

110

TOTAL

SO

Stations SR in the immediate proximity of the hand 255 ~ 285 kHz

ALG

1

(231 kHz. at TIPAZA)

FNL

1

(23^ kHz at LAHTI)
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TABLE B
RADIOBEACONS AND LOCATORS (ICAO AND NATIONAL)
255 ~ 285 kHz
REGION AFRICAN AREA (SOUTH 30° NORTH)

COUNTRY

RADIOBEACONS

AFI.

1

AFS

8

AGL

7

ARS

k

ASO

1

LOCATORS

BDI

1

CAF

2

CGO

10

30

CME

3

2

CNR

2

1

2

.COG
COM

1

CPV

1

CTI

2

DAH

2

ETH
GAB

3

GHA

3

GMB

2

GUI

1

HVO

2

KEN

2

E BR

1

MAU

1

MDG

3

MLI

COMMENTS
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I
I

1
1
5
r
1
I

MOZ
MTN
NGR
NIG

!
!
i
!
1
I
i

RRW
SDN
SEN
SOM

{

SRL
SWZ
TCD

i
I

1
1
i

TGK
TGO
UGA
YEM

T

i
r
i
i
i

ZMB

3

1
3

k

RHS

!
J

!

!
i
!
I
!
!
j
i
t
!
!
i

I
I
I
I
I

j
i

TOTAL

3

i
!
i
;
!

3
1

|

3

1

1

!
{

3

j

1

I

1
3

k
1
1
2

I

\
2

!

1

t
!
i
!

1

79

i

!

!
•i
!
i
4
!
!
1
I
!
!
!
!
!
I
!
!

»
!

1
1

!
j
!
!
!
!

8o

!
!

»
!
!
t
X
!
i
X
!
!
!
!
j
!
I
!
!
!
I
!
!
!
!
!
!
i

!

!

TABLE C
AMENDMENTS TO THE REGIONAL ICAO PLAN FOR NAVIGATIONAL AIDS OPERATING IN

T) e
P 0
TO 0

BANDS 3 AND 6 MOTIVATED BY INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY BROADCASTING STATIONS

(D

H 0
IN') P

(Period November 1971 - July 197^)

c+
1

T
N‘

PROPOSED AMENDMENT NUMBER

STATE

»

LOCATION

AID

AMENDMENT AND REASON
!

1
!
I
!

3

1

k

!
!
!
5

!
!
!
!
i
!

!

EUR 72/16 - COM/16
(Revised)

Spain

REUS

EUR 72/25 - C0M/25
(Revised)

Yugoslavia

METLJIKA
TIVAT

EUR 72/29 - COM/28

United Kingdom

STA w l TED

EUR 72/37 “ COM/35

Switzerland

GLAND

EUR 73/1 - COM/36

Portugal

LISBOA
(Alverca)

N.B.

NDB = radiobeacon
L

= radio-locator with range of 29 NM

NM

= range in nautical miles

a
0

1
I

1
50 NM NDB

Leaves 299 for 272 kHz.
Harmful interference by
broadcasting station.

50 NM NDB
L

Leaves 261 for 39^ kHz.
Leaves 277 for 332 kHz.
Harmful interference by
broadcasting stations.
Leaves 292 for 369 kHz.
Serious interference by
broadcasting station on
291 kHz.

25 UM NDB

Leaves 293.9 for 320 kHz.
Harmful interference by
unidentified broadcasting
station.
Leaves 207 for 2U8 kHz.
Harmful interference by
Arabic broadcasting
station.

U
!
!
I
!
1
j
1
1

ro
ro

TABLE C ( c o n t ’d . )

r

■.. . ■

i

! No
I
!
t
. . , ...
.....

■■

PROPOSED AMENDMENT NUMBER

—

t!
*

— - -. - ..♦STATE

1

!
— 1—

.— ---

--

-.. ..

LOCATION

AID

AMENDMENT AND REASON

Leaves 249.3 for 341 kHz
Leaves 251 for 331 kHz.
Harmful interference by
new broadcasting station,

France

BIARRITZ
TOURS

EUR 73/9 - COM/44

Spain

MALAGA

60 NM JfDB

Leaves 256 for 330 kHz.
Harmful interference by
Algerian broadcasting
stations.

10

EUR 73/13 - COM/48

Italy

CAMPAGNANO

30 NM NDB

Leaves 250 for 301.5 kHz.
Harmful interference by
Algiers broadcasting
station.

11

EUR 73/20 - COM/34

Federal
Republic of
Germany

GERMINGHAUSEN

30

NDB

Leaves 386 for 365.5 kHz.
Harmful interference by
unidentified broadcasting
station.

12

EUR 73/22 - COM/36

Spain

MENORCA

30 NM NDE

Leaves 246 for 344 kHz.
Harmful interference by
Algerian broadcasting
station.

13

EUR 73/34 - COM /66

Spain

CALAMOCHA

50 NM NDB

Leaves 250 for 375 kHz.
Harmful interference by
Algerian broadcasting
station.

8

L
L
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EUR 73/7 - COM/42

7

No. 22-E

tt
fB O
o
fl)
H a>
3
c+

OS

TABLE C ( c o n t ' d . )

o
*
ro
ro

N<

PROPOSED AMENDMENT NUMBER

STATE

J

LOCATION

14

EUR 7 V 11 “ COM/84

United Kingdom

DUNSFOLD

15

EUR 7 V 1 6 - COM /88

France

LE TOUQUET

16

EUR 73/31-AGA/2-COM/63

Belgium

OLNO

(Revised)

AID

2 0 NM •NDB

AMENDMENT AND REASON

Leaves 2h0 for LOI kHz.
Harmful interference By
Broadcasting emissions.

Leaves 281 for 358 kHz.
Harmful interference By
Minsk Broadcasting
station.
!
r so NM NDB
i
!
!
!
!

Aid (on 250 kHz) withdrawn.
Harmful interference
caused By North African
broadcasting station.
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TABLE D

FIELD STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS CARRIED
OUT ON EMISSIONS OF BROADCASTING
STATIONS.OPERATING IN THE BAND 255 ~ 285 kHz

1.

In France

MINSK (28l kHz) measurement carried out at LE TOUQUET at the aeronautical
locator after its shutdown.
distance LE TOUQUET - MINSK IT50 km.
-

11/12/73 - 1800 UT 79-5

dB

(1 yV/m)

-

12/12/73 - 0930 UT 70.8

dB

(1 yV/m)

-

12/12/73 - 1330 UT U5.3. dB

(l yV/m)

2.

In Belgium, at the CCRM, Ophain
Between 13 and 28 August 197U (selectivity 100 Hz)

530

PRAGUE

272

' 900

MINSK

281

1520

Night time
field strength
(20h UT)

58 - 62

52 - 65
k3 ~ 60

27 - U6

33 - k2

0

263

Transition
field
strength*

VXI
00

BURG/
MAGDEBURG

Day time
field
strength

—1

Distance
km

27 - 3U
none

1
L f\

Frequency
kHz

1
t~-OJ

Station

1

field strength in dB/microyolt/metre - minimum and maximum

* = 2 hours before and 1 hour after sunset.

FIELD STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS CARRIED OUT
ON A BROADCASTING STATION OPERATING NEAR THE BAND
255 ~ 285 kHz

251

lU80

1
O

TIPAZA

Ul - 63

66 - 73

•Xl

P

TO

U

o
o

CD
CD
H
OA P

T

c+

$

m

3

!:! J’
I..-

a

o
a9>

IV)
(V)

1

tn

M

N>
H-

TO
P*
C+

S
H-

1 TO

500 kHz
300 ”
200 "
150 ”

(600 m)
(1000” )
(1500” )
(2000” )

c+

cr

P

1

CD

c+
1
c+

to

B

tv

CD

<
P

tv
«<4

H*

B
'

H-

CO

tr

<

CD
<
P
-— - <J

—*

P
P
CO
H*

<ji

K>
“3,

1

2

3

4

S

fi 7 : S 10

2

3

4

5 f I I5 £100

Ground wave propagation curves; Ground, a = 10 2 S/m,
A. Inverse-distance (Recommendation
3.1 Rev. 74)

10000 km

Night-time sky wave 250 kHz
(Report 264. and IFRB Standards A 5 Page 4)

CD

B
CD

1
3 H*
P P
* P
H*
g

s._✓

3
P
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Document No. 23~E(Rev.)
7 October 197^Original : French

PLENARY MEETING

Memorandum by the Secretary-General

NOTIFICATIONS TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

In accordance with No. 6lU of the General Regulations annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention (Montreux, 1965), notifications of
the convening of the Regional Broadcasting Conference were sent to those
international organizations which seemed likely to be interested in its work.
Formal requests for admission to the Conference were received
from the organizations listed in the Annex.
In pursuance of No. 6l6 of the General Regulations, the Conference
is invited to decide whether these organizations are to be admitted.*)

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex : 1

*)

Note by the Secretariat : These organizations were admitted by the first
Plenary Meeting.

P A G E INTEN TIONALLY L E F T B L A N K

P A G E L A I S S E E EN B L A N C IN T E N T IO N N E L L E M E N T
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A N N E X

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

International Special Committee on Radio Interference (C.I.S.P.R.)
International Radio and Television Organization (O.I.R.T.)
Arab Telecommunication Union (A.T.U.)
Asian Broadcasting Union (A.B.U.)
Arab States Broadcasting Union
Union of National Radio and Television Organizations of Africa (U.R.T.N.A.)
European Broadcasting Union (E.B.U.)
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(FIRST SESSION)
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Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Memorandum by the Secretary-General

NOTIFICATIONS TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

In accordance with No. 6lU of the General Regulations annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention (Montreux, 1965)9 notifications of
the convening of the Regional Broadcasting Conference were sent to those
international organizations which seemed likely to be interested in its work.
Formal requests for admission to the Conference were received
from the organizations listed in the Annex.
In pursuance of No. 6l6 of the General Regulations, the Conference
is invited to decide whether these organizations are to be admitted.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

i
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A N N E X

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

International Special Committee on Radio Interference (C.I.S.P.R.)
International Radio and Television Organization (O.I.R.T.)
Arab Telecommunication Union (A.T.U.)
Asian Broadcasting Union (A.B.U.)
Union of National Radio and Television Organizations of Africa (U.R.T.N.A.)
European Broadcasting Union (E.B.U.)

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Document No. 2^--E(Rev. )
7 October 197^Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Memorandum by the Secretary-General

INVITATIONS TO THE FIRST SESSION OF
THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE LF/MF BROADCASTING
CONFERENCE (REGIONS 1 AND 3)

1.

Members of the Union
On 29 November 1973 invitations were sent to all Members of the Union
in Regions 1 and 3 (exept for Portugal, the Portugese Oversea Provinces,
Rhodesia and the Republic of South Africa.
An invitation was also sent to the Republic of Gambia after it had acceded
to the Convention.
In line with Administrative Council Decision No. D 307, Members of the
Union in Region 2 were invited to send observers to the Conference.
A summary of the replies received to date is contained in the annex
hereto.

2.

Associated Member
An invitation was sent to the Associate Member Papua New Guinea and
was accepted.

3•

Recognized private operating agencies
The letters of invitation stipulated that any country or associate
Member could forward the invitation to the private operating agencies it
recognized.
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To date, the following Administrations have announced the participation
of private operating agencies :
Austria

Osterreichischer Rundfunk

Burundi

La Voix de la Revolution du Burundi

Luxembourg

Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Telediffusion

United Kingdom

British Broadcasting Corporation Independent
Broadcasting Authority

United Nations and specialized agencies
On 30 November 1973 invitations were sent to the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, to the International Labour Organisation (i.L.O.) the
World Meterorological Organization (W.M.O.) and the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
Neither the Secretary-General of the United Nations nor the heads of
the specialized agencies mentioned considered it indispensable to be represented
at the Conference.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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NAME OF COUNTRY
A.

YES

NO

MEMBERS (REGIONS 1 AND 3)

REGION
i
i
|
i

Afghanistan (Republic of)

■3

Albania (People's Republic of)

X

Algeria (Algerian Democratic and
Popular Republic)

X

1

X

1

Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)

X

1

Australia

X

3

Austria

X

1

Bangladesh (People's Republic of)

X

1

3

Belgium

X

;

1

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

X

!

l

Germany (Federal Republic of)

!

1

■

Burma (Socialist Republic of the Union)

X

3

X

1

.
Botswana (Republic of)
Bulgaria (People's Republic of)

X

1

Burundi (Republi c of)

X

1

Cameroon (United Republic of)

1

Central African Republic

X

1

China (People's Republic of)

X

Cyprus (Republic of)

x

3
■..... .
1

i
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NAME OF COUNTRY

YES

Vatican City State

NO

REGION
1

x
|

Congo (People's Republic of the)

x

i

1

Korea (Republic of)

X

!

3

Ivory Coast (Republic of the)

X

1

Dahomey (Republic of)

X

1

Denmark

X

1

Egypt (Arab Republic of)

x

United Arab Emirates

x

Group of Territories represented by
the French Overseas Post and
Telecommunication Agency

i

;

1

|

1

i

|

Spain

x

1/3

i
i

;

1

i

Ethiopia
X .
Fiji

1

1
1
3

X

Finland

X

I
i
1

-

i

X

I

1

France

1

Gabon Republic

1

i

Gambia (Republic of the)

x

1

;

Ghana

1

X

Greece

x

1

;

Guinea (Republic of)

1

Equatorial Guinea (Republic of)
Upper Volta (Republic of)

x

1

i
X

1

Hungarian People's Republic

X

1

India (Republic of)

X

3
i.
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NAME OF COUNTRY

YES

REGION

NO

Indonesia (Republic of)

X

3

Iran

X

3

Iraq (Republic of)

X

3

Ireland

X

1

Iceland

X

1

Israel (State of)

X

1

X

1

J apan

X

3

Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of)

X

1

X

1

Italy

1

■

Kenya (Republic of)
.
Khmer Republic

3

X

Kuwait (State of)

X

1

Laos (Kingdom of)

X

3

Lesotho (Kingdom of)

X

1

Lebanon

X

1

Liberia (.Republic of)

X

1

Libyan Arab Republic

X

1

Liechtenstein (Principality of)

X

1

Luxembourg

X

1

Malaysia

X

3

Malawi

X

1

Maldives (Republic of)
Malagasy Republic

3

X
X

i
j

i

Mali (Republic of)
Malta

X

!
i

1
1
l
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NAME OF COUNTRY

REGION

NO

YES

Morocco (Kingdom of)

X

1

Mauritius

X

1

X

1

Mauritania (Islamic Republic of)
i
!
Monaco

X

I

1

Mongolian People's Republic

1

Nauru (Republic of)
i

x

3

i

Nepal

3
{
i
I
1

Niger (Republic of the)

1
_

Nigeria (Federal Republic of)

X

1

Norway

X

1

New Zealand

X

3

Oman (Sultanate of)

X

1

Uganda (Republic of)

X

1

Pakistan

X

3

Netherlands (Kingdom of the)

X

1

Philippines (Republic of the)

X

3

Poland (People's Republic of)

X

1

X

1

Syrian Arab Republic

X

1

German Democratic Republic

X

1

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

X

1

X

1

X

1

Qatar (State of)

Roumania (Socialist Republic of)
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

1

1
!
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NAME OF COUNTRY

>

YES

NO

REGION

Rwanda (Republic of)

X

1

Senegal (Republic of the)

X

1

Sierra Leone

X

1

Singapore (Republic of)

X

3

Somali Democratic Republic

! ''

X

1

Sudan (Democratic Republic of the)

X

1

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) (Republic of)

X

3

Sweden

X

1

Switzerland (Confederation of)

X

1

Swaziland (Kingdom of)

X

1

Tanzania (United Republic of)

X

1

Chad (.Republic of the)

X

1

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

X

1

Spanish Saharian Territory

1

Overseas Territories for the international
relations of which the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland are responsible

X

1/3

Thailand

X

3

Togolese Republic

X

1

Tonga (Kingdom of)

X

. 3

Tunisia

X

Turkey

X

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

X

1

Viet-Nam (Republic of)

X

3

.1
...1
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NAME OF COUNTRY

YES

NO

Yemen Arab Republic

REGION
1

Yemen (People's Democratic Republic of)

X

1

Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of)

X

1

Zaire (Republic of)

X

1

Zambia (Republic of)

X

1

ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Papua New Guinea
B.

X

MEMBERS (REGION 2)
(Observers)

Brazil (Federative Republic of)

X

2

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Corrigendum No. 3 to
Document N o . 2U'-E
15 October 19lb
Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Note from the Secretary-General

PARTICIPATION IN THE REGIONAL
BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

The delegation of Austria requests the deletion of any
reference to the "Qesterreichischer RundfunhM in Document No, 2h,
point 3.

M. MILI
S ecret ary-General

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

^ r i g e j d u m Mo. 2 to
Document No. 24-E

Z°AIT:Z L

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Note from the Secretary-General

PARTICIPATION IN THE REGIONAL
BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

The delegation of Burundi requests the deletion of any
reference to the "La Voix de la Revolution du Burundi" in
Document No. 2k, point 3.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

Corrigendum to
Document No, 24-E
8 October 1974
Original : French

Note from the Secretary-General
PARTICIPATION IN THE REGIONAL
BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

The Luxembourg delegation requests the deletion of any
reference to the Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Telediffusion in
Document No. 24 > point 3#

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

Document No.. 2h~E
U October 197^Original : French

PLENARY MEETING

Memorandum by the Secretary-General

INVITATIONS TO THE FIRST SESSION OF
THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE LF/YIF BROADCASTING
CONFERENCE (REGIONS 1 AND 7)

1.

Members of the Union
,On 29 November 1973 invitations were sent to all Members of the Union
in Regions 1 and 3 (exept for Portugal, ,the Portugese Oversea Provinces, ...
Rhodesia and the Republic of South Africa.

.

An invitation was also sent to the Republic of Gambia after it had acceded
to the Convention.
In line with Administrative Council Decision No. D 307, Members of the
Union in Region 2 were invited to send observers to the Conference.
A. summary of the replies received to date is contained in the annex
hereto.
2.

Associated Member
An invitation was sent to the Associate Member Papua New Guinea and
was accepted.

3.
*
i

Recognized private operating agencies
The letters of invitation stipulated that any country or associate
Member could forward the invitation to the private operating agencies it
recognized.
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To date, the following Administrations have announced the participation
of private operating agencies :
Austria

'Osterreichischer Rundfunk

Burundi

La Voix de la Revolution du Burundi

Luxembourg

Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Telediffusion

United Kingdom

British Broadcasting Corporation Independent
Broadcasting Authority

United Nations and specialized agencies
On 30 November 1973 invitations were sent to the Secretary-General pf
the United Nations, to the International Labour Organisation (I.L.O.) the
World Meterorological Organization (W.M.O.) and the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
Neither the Seqretary-General of the United Nations nor the heads of
the specialized agencies mentioned considered it indispensable to be represented
at the Conference.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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,
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■•■■■■■

r

.......................... ...........

■ -

....... .

^

NAME OF COUNTRY
A.

YES

NO

REGION

MEMBERS (REGIONS 1 AND 3)

Afghanistan (Republic of)

3

Albania (People's Republic of)

X

1

Algeria (Algerian Democratic and
Popular Republic)

X

1

Germany (Federal Republic of)

X

1

Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)

X

1

X

3

Austria

X

1

Bangladesh (People's Republic of)

X

3

Belgium

X

i

(
!

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic

X

i

|
1
1

! ■

, j ••

Australia
1 1

I

Burma (Socialist Republic of the Union)

X

3

Botswana (Republic of)

X

1
T ' ’

Bulgaria (People's Republic of)

x

Burundi (Republic of)

X

... i
1
,i

Cameroon (United Republic of)
. .

i

Central African Republic

X

China (People's Republic of)

X

1
3

X

1

Cyprus (Republic of)
-■----- ------------- ■
—-- - ---

-—T

i
■

!
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NAME OE COUNTRY

YES

NO

REGION

Vatican City State

X

1

Congo (People's Republic of the)

X

1

Korea (Republic of)

X

3

Ivory Coast (Republic of the)

X

1

Dahomey (Republic of)

X

1

Denmark

X

1

Egypt (Arab Republic of)

X

1

United Arab Emirates

X

1

Group of Territories represented by
the French Overseas Post and
Telecommunication Agency

1/3

Spain

X

1

Ethiopia

X

1

Fiji

X

3

Finland

X

1

France

X

1

Gabon Republic

X

1

Gambia (Republic of the)

1

Ghana
Greece

X

1
1

X

Guinea (Republic of)

1

Equatorial Guinea (Republic of)

X

1

Upper Volta (Republic of)

X

1

Hungarian People's Republic

X

1

India (Republic of)

X

3
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NAME OF COUNTRY

YES

NO

REGION

Indonesia (Republic of)

X

3

Iran

X

3

Iraq (Republic of)

X

3

Ireland

,X

1

Iceland

X

1

Israel (State of)

x

1

Italy

x

1

Japan

x

3

Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of)

X

1

Kenya (Republic of)

X

1

Khmer Republic

X

3

Kuwait (State of)

X

1

Laos (Kingdom of)

x

3

Lesotho (Kingdom of)

X

1

Lebanon

1

Liberia (Republic of)

X

1

Libyan Arab Republic

X

1

Liechtenstein (Principality of)

*

1

Luxembourg

X

1

Malaysia

X

3

Malawi

X

1

Maldives (Republic of)
Malagasy Republic

X

x

Mali (Republic of)
Malta

3
1
1

X

1
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NAME OF COUNTRY

YES

NO

REGION

Morocco (Kingdom of)

x.

1

Mauritius

X

1

Mauritania (Islamic Republic of)

X

1

Monaco

X

1

Mongolian People's Republic
Nauru (Republic of)

1
X

3

Nepal

3

Niger (Republic of the)

1

Nigeria (Federal Republic of)

X

1

Norway-

X

1

New Zealand

X

3

Oman (Sultanate of)

X

1

Uganda (Republic of)

X

1

Pakistan

X

3

Netherlands (Kingdom of the)

X

1

Philippines (Republic of the)

X

3

Poland (People's Republic of)

X

1

Qatar (State of)

X

1

Syrian Arab Republic

X

1

German Democratic Republic

X

1

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

X

I

Roumania (Socialist Republic of)

X

1

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

X

1
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-- —— — ----—-- ---------- ----- ...-... ,.

YES

NAME OF COUNTRY
■
■
Rwanda (Republic of)

■r'
•

NO

REGION
1

X

1

Sierra Leone

X

1

Singapore (Republic of)

X

3

X

1

X

1

X

3

X

1

X

1

-

Somali Democratic Republic
-'
■1 ^’'■1"11 "■---■ ■-- '1 ■-1
1
Sudan (Democratic Republic of the)

1

■
X

Senegal (Republic of the)

-

T!..„

\ -'-f-' '(
r■ 1•■t . ■■

!

; Sri Lanka (Ceylon) (Republic of)
■ ....
.
11 11
■■ ’I1 .
Sweden
.
.i
; ,i(
iy
i
s Switzerland (Confederation of)
.. •
" ,(
■
1''
;r
I Swaziland (Kingdom of)
s"
" 1
.'
■ ■ ,...1
I Tanzania (United Republic of)
1

!"
'
"
" ..
. . 1,11
Chad (Republic of the)
I"... ... . '' , '
'
■.1’"
'1""' '
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

X
X

!

X

!

X

1

Spanish Saharian Territory

1

Overseas Territories for the international
relation? of which the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland are responsible
Thailand
■1— — ■
’ ■■
Togolese Republic

X

1/3

X

3

X

1

. .' i» .i .■.^.i

Tonga (Kingdom of)
Tunisia
‘ 1' "J'
Turkey

1

X

""

1

'' • " 1 ''*
1

-------

.. i

.

i

Viet-Nam (Republic of)

X

1

X

1

X
.|.i

.. .

3

")1 '

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
....

1

. ()

1

X
-------

3

J
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NAME OF COUNTRY
Yemen Arab Republic

' YES

NO

•'

REGION
1

Yemen (People's Democratic Republic of)

X

1

Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of)

X

1

Zaire (Republic of)

X

1
“-T"••-•

Zambia (Republic of)

X

1

X

3

•X

2

ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Papua New Guinea
B.

MEMBERS (REGION 2)
(Observers)

Brazil (Federative Republic of)

.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Document No. 25~E
25 September 197^Original : English

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

New Zealand

PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

1.

Introduction
This document reviews past planning of the LF/MF. broadcasting
bands, discusses existing problems, particularly as they relate to channel
spacing, and the use of super power stations, then surveys proposals for
the use of defined power blocks and the application of lattice networks
in a way which could meet the needs of a majority,,
The last world-wide I.T.U. conference on LF and MF broadcasting
was held in Atlantic City in 19^7* Inherent in the Atlantic City Acts and
Article 7 of the I.T.U. Montreux Convention 1965 was the obligation that .
the power ratings and channelling systems adopted in Regional Conferences
would be such that other regions of the world would not be affected by the
decisions. The regional Copenhagen Conference in I9U8 and the 1966
Europe-African Regional Conference were designed to resolve internal
matters only.

2.

General
It is now evident that many of the proposals and decisions made
at these regional I.T.U. conferences did have an important effect on the'
services of other countries not represented,, For this reason it is
important that the present conference recognize the possibility of effects
between Regions of any new standards adopted, particularly the effect of
the non-participation of Region 2. The proposals presented so far fall
into three categories :
1.

Those that can be adopted without'any effect on Region 2 or
countries not present at the conference.

2.

Those that can only be adopted with such restrictions on power
that they may lose some of their initial attractiveness.

3.

Those that cannot really be adopted without including Region 2.
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Because of serious congestion in the European Broadcasting Area
it is a proposal of a large section of Region 1 to solve the problem by a
reduction in channel spacing to 8 kHz and the adoption of a common 8 kHz
standard throughout Regions 1 and 3o
However, it is believed that some sections of Region 1 prefer
to stay on their present 9 kHz channelling and it is possible that they
would see the simplest solution as one of Region 3, and perhaps the rest
of the world, adopting the existing European standards.
New Zealand is not attracted to the idea of low quality
transmission and reception which appears to be acceptable in the European
Broadcasting Area. At present only 62 of 108 channels are
in New Zealand. 20A3 emissions are used and most of the channelling is
at 20 kHz increments.
A fundamental problem with differing channel spacings in
different Regions is the interference caused by heterodyne beats. It is
clear that only a world-wide channel spacing standard would eliminate such
beats. New Zealand would agree, to any such standard but would favour the
retention of our 20A3 transmission standard by appropriate channel sharing
with our neighbours. The elimination of beats would be a major step
towards better spectrum utilization.
Channelling and interference problems
New Zealand is some 10 000 km distant from the western seaboard
of North America. The propagation path lies along the magentic field
lines through Samoa and Hawaii. Quite regularly, with the present low
sunspot activity, we measure between '5 p.m. and midnight (local time) field
strengths in the order of 20 to 3^- dBu from this area.
Calculation by Doc.6/1083 (Rev.l) method (Formula l) between a
San Francisco 50 kW station and Auckland gives expected 50 $ median value
fields of 30 dbU for zero sunspot number. Taking Uo dB for protection
ratio and the 20 dB extra needed to overcome heterodynes, it will be seen
that if we adopt a standard different from U.S.A. our local stations would
only be protected to their 90 dBu contour instead of 70 dBu.
As shown by Doc.6/1083, the order of interference predicted is
such that it would probably not be possible for Europe and Africa to use
high and super high power seaboard stations on 9 and 8 kHz channelling
unless they have substantial night time power reductions or are on some
of the few frequencies that are common to 10, 9 and 8 kHz channelling.
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The predicted and the measured fields are in sufficient
agreement to justify a study of other calculations based on the
Report, Doc.6/IO83 (Rev. 1').
Typical world-wide skywave calculations are contained in
Appendix I. These have been calculated for 1 kW and a short vertical
radiator. As most of the inter-region interference originates from
transmitters of 10 kW or more and these almost invariably have a high
mast, 3 dB needs to be added as well as the power scaling factor.
Not all high power transmitters will cause interference. Those
that are well inland and whose interference paths are normal to the lines
of magnetic field have considerably less interference potential. Seaboard
transmitters with paths parallel to magnetic field lines are potentially
serious sources of interference.
The implications of D 0 C . 6 /I O 83 (Rev.l) should be considered to
enable a more refined lattice grid approach to be adopted. However
present conditions, where widely different powers are being used in
various sections of the MF band, make it difficult to apply even the most
elementary lattice grid planning concepts and therefore a number of other
issues need to be considered.
^.

Powers required
New Zealand recognizes that many countries have extensive
territories and that high power transmission on at least one frequency
is often the only practical way to give distant, sparsely populated
areas a basic form of national coverage even though such services may in
fact be subject to fading and interference. This type of service should
not require more than a small portion of the available spectrum.
New Zealand considers that the bulk of the MF broadcasting
band should be devoted to networks of lower powered transmitters where
the maximum power is. such that a reasonable protection ratio of the order
of U0 dB is obtained at the fading zone distance. This implies fields
of 1 to 3 mY/m at the fading zone and powers of between 5 and 50 kW for
anti-fading radiators. Hence we would suggest that it is inefficient to
provide most of a country's coverage with very high power transmitters.

5.

The need for power blocks
Apart from the fact that high power gives extensive and
unsatisfactory coverage beyond the night time fading zone, the high power
station causes disproportionate interference to the coverage areas of
lower power stations on the same frequency. This tends to force many lower
power stations to escalate their power to maintain essential coverage.
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As higher power transmitters require greater co-channel lattice grid
separations they also tend to restrict the capacity of a band to provide
programme channels. Obviously as some high power services must be provided
they should not be channelled in the same section of the band as medium or
low power services which in their own way can be providing an equal and
sometimes a much more efficient public service.
The present power spectrum usage
Any attempt to determine the optimum number of the power frequency
blocks, the desirable lattice grid channelling numbers and basic spacing
distances must pay some regard to the present world-wide frequency usage.
As the use of the LF band for broadcasting is confined to Region 1, this
summary of world-wide spectrum usage only deals with the medium frequency
band. The sources of this study are the International Frequency List of
the I.F.R.B. February 1973 and the World Radio and TV Handbook 1974.
An orderly division of the MF spectrum into power blocks is
practiced in Region 2 where very little high power broadcasting takes
place on frequencies above 1 200 kHz. In North America, in particular,,
definite frequency groups are provided solely for low and medium power
stations.
However, quite large power differences exist between some adjacent
channels, and many of the power block groupings are insufficient to
generate an effective lattice grid channel group of 9 or more channels.
Nevertheless the Region 2 situation as a whole represents one of the
earliest and most successful examples of good engineering practice in
terms of minimizing interference to other users.
It is noted that there is a world-wide trend to put high power
stations in the lower frequency section of the MF band and that medium
and low power systems tend to occupy the higher medium frequencies. Only
in Europe and in parts of the Asian area of Region 3, where the spectrum
has become overcrowded with high power stations, is there a tendency,
towards the use of high power transmitters in the higher frequency sections
of the MF band.
The present usage of high power stations in Europe, and certainly
the whole world, does not seem to justify one proposal that a 520 kHz
wide high power sky wave broadcasting block should be developed at the
high end of the MF band.
While the overall situation is fairly complex it would appear that
a broad world-wide planning approach could be developed that would pay
significant regard to the main trends of present usage.
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Much of the difficulty in the world originates from the trend
towards extremely high powers and it is significant that many of these
stations are concentrated in a very small section of the world in Europe
and the Middle East.
An example of the situation is given as Appendix II.
Lattice grid numbers and power blocks
To allow for a reasonable measure of adjacent channel protection
it is considered that the minimum number of continuous channels that can
be efficiently allocated in discrete lattice blocks is 9- However,
because of existing frequency use similar minimum low order channel number
groupings like 12, 15 and 18 could be more convenient. Very high lattice
grid numbers produce solutions that tend to clash with the practical
requirements of many countries. As a concept it is envisaged that a
grouping together of some two or more low number lattice groups at the low
frequency end of the MF band, for existing high power operation, followed
by graded power changes between different power blocks throughout the
rest of the MF band, would be a first step that most countries could agree
to. In the high power lattice blocks there would be a real need for
world-wide common channelling but in the lower power blocks it may be
possible to continue with different channelling on a permanent or
temporary basis. Thus the channelling of blocks in 120 kHz groups, for
instance, would allow for 15 channels of 8 kHz or 12 channels of 10 kHz
in the low power blocks. An alternative is to consider a 360 kHzblock
in the higher end ofthe spectrum for low power operation where lattice
groups of 36, kO and U5 channels could possibly be allocated for 10, 9 or
8 kHz channelling.
There are conflicting demands in coverage planning ranging from
extensive coverage on a few programmes to the other extreme of providing
a large number of different types of programme for small areas of
concentrated population. The first is generally satisfied by high power,
transmitters and widely spaced lattices, the other by low and medium
power transmitters with closer spaced lattices. However, extensive rural
coverage can be achieved by closely spaced lattice stations of low power,
provided multi-frequency synchronous station planning is used. In this
case common programmes must be used at night time and special measures
need to be taken over adjacent channelling if low co-channel protection
ratios of the synchronized systems are to be utilized.
A further point on lattice grid planning is that the lattices for
high and medium power planning need to be distorted over practical .land
areas to take into account different attenuation rates caused by land,
sea and the earth's magnetic field.
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Adapting the power block principle to present frequency and power usage
In any practical division of the band into power blocks it is
important for economic reasons that any shift in frequency should not
be too great. This favours the idea of having a large number of
different classes of power blocks distributed evenly throughout the band so
that the different power level categories can move to appropriate sectors
with a minimum frequency shift. However on lattice grid minimum number
considerations it would appear that the minimum width of each power block
should be at least 90 kHz.
It would also be of advantage if blocks could be allocated in
such a manner that changes in the channel spacing in one Region would
not compromise a basic universal power block plan. While New Zealand
does not particularly favour separate 8, 9 or 10 kHz planning it is
pointed out that such solutions need a common reference frequency so
that the maximum number of non-heterodying frequencies are available
for higher power operation. .560 kHz is one such reference frequency. As
the higher power stations have a disproportionate effect on adjacent
channel stations of lower power it would be desirable to limit transitions
of power between power blocks to steps of the order of 10 dB. This means
that low power blocks must not be adjacent to high power blocks. If the
MF band were to be divided into nine 120 kHz blocks and the first two
blocks at the lower frequency end were to be high power and there were
to be at least 3 high, 2 medium and 3 low power blocks, then there would
be 37 ways of arranging these power blocks in. the MF band.
On the other hand assuming that the first two channels are high
power as in the above example, other combinations of nine block numbers are
possible as shown in the table below.

Minimum number
of blocks required

Number of combinations
available

2 high, 1 medium, 1 low power

280

3 high, 1 medium, 1 low power

217

3 high, 2 medium, 1 low power

212

3 high, 2 medium, 2 low power

107

3 high, 3 medium, 2 low power

83

3 high, 2 medium, 3 low power

37 '
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There could he an advantage in considering 800, l 160 and
1 520 kHz as common points at which two 360 kHz wide channel groupings
could he made - the block below 800 kHz being primarily for High and
Medium power and the section above 1 520 kHz being for medium or high
power services if such services must be accommodated in the high end of
the band. The two 360 kHz blocks in the centre of the band would then
be divided up into a number of smaller blocks on an agreed basis.
9.

Priorities of service
If a working solution is to be obtained to prevent MF band
congestion it would appear that in every high, medium and low power block,
the lattice grid allocations would be made to stations of a first priority.
These would have an agreed protection ratio at an agreed field strength
contour. However, in addition to these allocations, a practical plan
would probably have to allow, on a non-interference basis, for lower
category stations of limited coverage objective.
These lower category stations would generally have powers of at
least one power block grading less than the first priority stations to
which the master lattice grid distribution had been made. The result of such
an approach would be to allow for extra broadcasting programme outlets
during daytime conditions when skywave propagation is absent, thus allowing
for pocket coverage of very restricted areas. The concept of a protection
ratio for these second order stations would be merely a means of defining
or measuring the contour within which these services were effective
However, with segregation of stations into different and sufficient power
blocks it should be possible to provide for a very large number of stations
with small lattice grid distance separations. If this were to be carried
out most needs could probably be satisfied by first priority allocations
in an appropriate power block.

10. Conclusion
Technical parameters considered at this conference must include
those which concern stations operating in Region 2. A common world-wide
channel spacing is preferred but possible admixtures of spacings may be
achievable with very careful planning.
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APPENDIX

Field Strengths calculated by CCIR S.G.6 Document
1083 ( R e v , l), July 1 9 7 ^ » "Methods of Predicting
Skyvave Field Strengths Between 150 and 1600 kHz"
at a frequency of 1000 kHz. ( F o r m u l a 7)

Note:

l) Asterisks show cross-region fields where
extra protection for heterodyne beats may
have to be taken into account.

Natal Brazil
to

Havana
New York:
Madrid
Lisbon
Canary Xs
Belgrade
Alger
Gambier
Cairo
Lagos
Dar es Salaam
Cape Town
Montevideo
Lima
Quito
Tripoli

Field (dB^i) for 1 k¥
Short Antenna
Sunspot No. = 0
Sunspot No. = 50

*
*
*
*'
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

6

3

17

10
8

10
20
30

-1
10
25

.5
-4
1
2k
17
-21
6
7

19
30
-3

8
25
-7
04

1
2k
17
-21
6
5
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Berlin
to

Alger
Dar es Salaam
Tanararive
Capotora
Baghdad
Cairo
Lagos
Canary Is
New York
Madrid
Leningrad
Moscow
Lvov
Bucharest
Calcutta
Musqa t
Bangkok
Colombo
Islamabad
Riyadh

Lagos
to

Montevideo
Lima
Quito
Ilavanna
New York
Natal
Gambia
Canary Is
Madrid
Belgrade
Moscow
Cairo
Tashkent
Islamabad
Calcu tta
Colombo
Djakarta
Perth
Dar es Salaam
Tanararive
Capetown

Field (dB^i) for 1 kW
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. = 50

*

*
*
#
*

34
-7
-8
-12
15
19
5
17
-20
25
28
25

34
-9
-10
-15
14
18
4

4o
33
-8
8
-15
0
2
10

40
32
-10
6
-16
-2
0
8

16
-28
24
2?
24

Field (dBu) for 1 kW
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. = 5 0
*
*

#
*
*
*

4
-17
-1 1
-13
-6
-4
22
28
17

11

*
*
*
*
*

-2
15
-4
-5
-17
-16
-25
-18
19
16
18

4
-17
-11
-13
.-14
-4
22
28
16
10
-4
15
-4
-5
-17
-16
-25
-21
19
16
18

Tripoli
to

Madrid
New York
Berlin
Leningrad
Belgrade
Moscow
Taskent
Calcutta
Islamabad
Colombo
Djakarta
Shanghai
Perth
Tanararive
Dar es Salaam
Capetown
Lagos
Gambia
Canary Is
Havana

Quadima
to

Madrid
New York
Berlin
Leningrad
Tashkent
Chita
Shanghai
Calcutta
Bangkok
Djakarta
Perth
Colombo
Dar es Salaam
Tanararive
Cape town
Lagos
Havana
Gambia
Canary Is

Field (dDu ) for 1 lb,
Shoi't Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. = 50
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

35
-4
30
15
35

17
12
5
13
7
-5
-8
-16
4
10
1
23
13
24
-1

35
-11
30
14
35
17
12
5

n
7
-5
-8
-19
4
10
1
23
13
24
-1

Field (dDn) fox' 1 id.
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 5C
No. = 0
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

20
-12

20
13
21
-4
-5
8
0
5
-8
17
16
10
1
17
-8
8
17

19
-21
19
13
21
-4
-5
8
0
*}

-10
17
16
10

i

17
-8
8
17
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Tehran
to

Dar es Salaam
Manila
Colombo
Lagos
Capetown
Djakarta
Tanararive
Gambia
Alger
Madrid
Moscow
Tokyo
Belgrade
Berlin
Tashkent
Calcutta

Calcutta
to

Perth
Auckland
Manila
Honolulu
Vladivostok
Sydney
Pt Moresby
Bangkok
Shanghai
Taslilcent
Musquat
Madrid
Mogadiscio
Tanararive
Darwin
Belgrade
Cairo
Dar es Salaam
Brisbane

Field (dDp) for 1 kW
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. = 50

*
*
*

#

*

21
10
25
4
-3
11
8
-7
11
5
23
-4
21
12
34
18

21
10
25
4
-3
11
8
-7
11
4
22
-4
20
12
34
18

Belgrade
Cairo
Dar es Salaam
Brisbane
Sydney
Madrid
Mogadiscio
Tanararive
Darwin
rt Moresby
Perth
Bangkok
Shanghai
Tashkent
Manila
Auckland
Honolulu
Vladivostok
Musquat

Field (dBji) for 1 kW
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
Nd. = 50

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

11
-11
18
-10
20
-10
8
32
20
26
23
-14
15
6
16
-2
4
15
-S

Colombo
to

Brisbane
to
Colombo
Vladivostok
Vancouver
Shanghai
Calcutta
Anchorage
San Francisco
Guatemala
Santiago
Havana
Honolulu
Lima
New Orleans
Quito
Djakarta

9
-11
18
-10
20
-12
8
32
20
26
23
-16
15
6
14
-3
3
15
-10
-a.

Field '(dBji) for 1 k'.'
Short Anten;aa
Sunspot
Sunspo C
No. = 0
No.. = 5°
*
*
*
*
*
*

#

*
*

6
13
14
-10
-10
-5
11
18
12
1
14
17
11
27
2
-12
-19
14
29

4
11
14
-10
-10
-7
11
18
10
1
12
17
11
27
o
-12
-19
14
28

Field (dBp) ior 1 Id,'
Short Anten 1Act
Sunspot
Sunspot
N o . ~ 5-0
No . = 0
#

-11
8
-11
12
2
-10
-3
-10
-13
-15
19
-7
-14
-21
4

-13
10
-25
10
-1
-24
-18
-1 4

-15
- 19
17
-1 n
—3 <
-24
n
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Tokyo
to

Vancouver
Apia
Moresby
Perth
Honolulu
Auckland
Sydney
Djakarta
Vladivostok
Colombo
Manila
Madras
Anchorage•
San Francisco
Chita
Shanghai
Bangkok
Pyongyang

San Francisco
to

Auckland
Sydney
Morobe
Hitachi
Brisbane
Pt Moresby
Tokyo
Manila
Honolulu
Perth
Lisbon
Lima
Natal
Nev York
Apia
Quito
Sant iago
Canar)r Is
Godthaab

Field (dBji) for 1 kW
Short Antenna
Sunspot
,Sunspot
No. - 0
No. = 50

21

-4
24
14
3
21

-7

-7

-1
19
44
2
•30

-1
19
44
2
30
13

3
24
14
5

*

13
7
-8

*

24
33
13'

38

1

-16
24
33
13
38

Field (dBti) for 1 kW
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. = 50

*

*

2
-4
1
3
-1
~9
-8
-6
30
-28
-28
7
-19
1
9
1.
-2
-18
-46

-8
-19
-9
-5
-15
-20
-16
-17
26
-46
-39
0
-29
-8
0
-5
-11
-27
-57

Honolulu
to

Anchorage
Nev York
Apia
San Francisco
Qui to
Auckland
Sydney
Djakarta
Shanghai
Brisbane
Pt Moresby
Manila
Vladivostok

Field (dDp) for 1 kf
Short Antenna
Sunspot
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. = 50
16
-9
25
30
-3
20
15

2
13
18
11

8
*

Kieta

Nev York
to

Oslo
Madrid
Lisbon
Canary Is
Gambia
Montevideo
Apia
Auckland
Sydney
Brisbane
Capetown

17

23

11
-17
25
26
-3
20
13
2
13
16
11

8
17
23

Field (d B u ) for 1 id'
Short Antenna
Sunspo t
Sunspot
No. = 0
No. - 50
t
*
*
*
*
*

*

-18

-9
3
8
13
0
-22
-24
-32
-30
-8

-24
-16
-4
3
6
-9

-33
-39
-52
-49
-21
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

f g S / ; 97f~E

(FIRST SESSION)

Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

plenary meeting

France

MF BROADCASTING
ANTENNA WITH HIGH BACK PROTECTION

This document describes an antenna with back radiation extremely
reduced in a fairly vide angle. It has been in operation for more than a year.
Structure : three conventional guyed masts 133 m high (electrical
height near 0.625 A) -aligned vith spacing of 0.375 A.
The antinodal currentsj used for the theoretical calculation of the
radiation pattern (applying the conventional hypothesis of sign vave
distribution)9 are as follows :
Relative amplitude
Front mast

1

Central mast

1.96

Rear mast

1

Relative phase
- 60°
0°
+ 60°

The theoretical pattern in the horizontal plane is given in the
annex. The calculation shows that the cymomotive force to the rear is HO dB
below the maximum cymomotive force in an angle of ± U0° around the back axis
(i.e. a total, of 80°).
The theoretical pattern in the vertical plane would be obtained by
multiplying the function representing the horizontal pattern by that representing
the vertical pattern of a 0.625 A mast. It is immediately seen that the
radiation in the back axis remains below kO dB in an angle of elevation between
0 (horizontal) and HO at least.
Construction and feed regulation : The real distribution of currents
in each mast was calculated by a new method developed by French industry.*)
This distribution is clearly different from the sinewave distribution. It was

*)

Computer programme based on Maxwellian equations and factoring in the mast
diameter.
'
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used to determine the impedances at the base of each mast, and particularly
the phases and amplitudes of tbe feed voltage giving the horizontal pattern
required.
Each mast is fed from a central distribution cabin housing the
equipment for the relative phase and amplitude control at the base of the
masts.
The earth network, is very elaborate : 120 wires of an approximate
length of 0.55 A around each mast. All intersecting wires are soldered
together. The earth, network is at ground surface.
The feed regulation effected solely by the cabin instrumentation
(ammeter and phase^meter) made it possible to obtain an attenuation of about
2b dB in the back axis. The pattern shown in the annex was obtained by
adjustment of the amplitude of the central mast.
The front part of the pattern was measured 1 or 2 km out at sea.
The back part was measured on land, at a distance of 2 km> with a slight
correction to allow for ground conductivity, estimated at 6 or 8 mmho/m.
A higher rearward protection could have been obtained by continuing
to regulate by approximation. It was feared, however, that the variations
versus time, particularly of the earthing, would cancel out these improvements*
In fact, after one year’s experience, the phases and amplitudes of the currents
at the base of the masts did not vary. In the same way, the back field strength,
detected at precise points, showed no appreciable variation (i.e. more tban
1 dB), including measurement errors (position and calibration of field
strength measuring device).
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ANTENNA WITH 3 VERTICAL MASTS
Horizontal directivity pattern

Theoretical pattern
Measured pattern
Measured hack pattern
(graduations to he increased
hy 25 dB)
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LF/MF BROADCASTING - DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAE

The advantages of directional antennae are well known to
engineers, even though such antennae are at present relatively uncommon,
particularly in Europe. This document considers some of their
theoretical aspects, with particular reference to antennae with strong
back protection.
These could have considerable application in the
preparation of a Frequency Plan.
1.

Two--mast antennae
Theoretical patterns for these antennae appear in the
literature on the subject and depend on the spacing of the masts and
the phase of the currents.
These patterns have theoretical zero
minima in some directions.
One of the most frequently used antennae
has two masts A./4 apart and gives a cardioidal pattern with zero
minimum along the back axis (currents fed in quadrature).
In practice, most antennae of this type have masts A./4 apart
with only one mast fed and the other being tuned at the base by means of
a reactance.
In this case, the minimum rarely exceeds 10 to 12 dB (in
comparison with the maximum).
In France, it has been found that by feeding both masts an
attenuation . of 20 to 25 dB can be achieved without much difficulty.
.Effective methods of predicting and controlling the currents at the base
of the masts, developed in France, make it possible to ensure that the
antenna is working properly at all times.
These methods are
applicable whatever the height of the masts.
The increase in the cost
of the installation is negligible in comparison with the benefits
obtained.
The pattern is stable with respect to time provided that
the earth network is sufficiently extensive and the ground of medium
or good quality.
Moreover, the aim in many cases is to reduce radiation over
a given angle rather than in a single direction.
For this purpose,
the cardioidal pattern is not the best.
Figure 1 shows the make-up
and pattern of an antenna giving a calculated attenuation of 24.5 hB
over an angle of + 28°.
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An antenna of this type has been in operation for the last
three years.
Even though only rough adjustments have been made,
attenuations of 20 dB and 25 dB respectively have been measured along
the back axis and at the theoretical zero minima.
It should also be remembered that by feeding unequal
currents to the masts, the zero minima of the theoretical pattern can
easily be suppressed while still retaining the overall shape of the
pattern.
Three-mast antennae

A very large number of different patterns can be obtained
with three masts. Figures 2 and 5 show the theoretical patterns in two
particular cases in which a high degree of back protection has been
sought over a wide angle (the so-called half-moon pattern). It has been
found that, as before, actual attenuation of 20 to 25 dB can be
achieved on open terrain and are stable with respect to time..
In very
good conditions even higher values are possible.
Another advantage of these two types of antennae should be
noted. The back vertical pattern shows very weak radiation at
angles of elevation of 0 to 50° in the case of Figure 2, and 0 to 70°
in the case of Figure 3* This would allow considerable reduction of
the sky wave interference from this antenna over a wide angle at
distances greater than 300 to 400 km from it.
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PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

The Republic of Zambia -would like to present a paper for study,
consideration and acceptance of the Conference.
Topography
Zambia occupies an area of 285,130 square miles, and lies on the
plateau of Central Africa between the longitudes 22°15’S and l8°S.
With the exception of the valleys of the Zambezi, the Luapula,
the Kafue and the Luangwa rivers the greater part of Zambia is a plateau,
3000 ft above sea level. In the north east direction the plateau rises to
occasional altitudes of over 5000 ft. For instance, the highest mountains
are the Nyika in the Lundazi area of the Eastern Province, which rises to a
height of 7^00 ft.
Most of the countryside is well wooded even the crest of the
highest hills bearing trees, but there are several vast plains. Thousands
of square miles of country lie under grass along parts of the Kafue and
Zambezi rivers.
Tall grass also covers a large area south of the Lake Bangweulu
where there is a contrast with the southern part of the country, bush is
sparse and alternates with grasslands.
Soil conductivity
As can be seen most of the areas in Zambia are covered with
vegetation, the upper soil layers dry out very fast once the rains stop.
The real top soil drying out fast past the wilting point due to direct
evaporation. Therefore, it suggests that soils in Zambia are leached
except for areas in the Gwembe Valley, Luangwa Valley and Kafue Flats and
an area between Livingstone and Sesheke alongside the main rivers as
mentioned above. In these areas sodium-influenced soils are in some cases
associated with saline soils i.e. soils with high electrolytic conductivity.
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But on the whole saline soils are very rare as- compared to
non-saline soils.
Mount Makulu Research Station report on electrolytic conductivity in
Zamhian soils
1.
The Soil Science Section of the Department of Agriculture for
Zambia presented this brief report to assist in the establishment of the
soil conductivity in the country: The method used was the determination
of electrolytic conductivity of some soil samples.
2.
The determination of electrolytic conductivity is carried out
on the saturation extract, thus it would correspond more or less to field
conditions immediately after a heavy rain shower.
3.
The moisture content at saturation depends very much on particle
size distribution in the soil. Also, the amount of moisture at wilting
(in the dry season) depends very much on particle size distribution.

Soil

Coarse
Medium
Fine

Moisture percentage
(dry weight base)
saturation
15 " 30
30-50
50 - 90

.

Wilting ratio

. 3 - 6-5
6 - 1 5 - 3 - 5
15 - 2 5 - 3 - k

As is seen the ratio of moisture content at saturation to
moisture content at wilting is very high. The conductivity increases very
fast with moisture content.
U.
Some methods used for moisture determinatipn, based on electrical
resistance,have shown a range of 1 000 - 10 000 ohms/cm at high moisture
content (close to saturation). This corresponds well with our electrical
conductivity measurements in saturation extracts being of the order
0.1 - 1 - 0 mmho/cm or 10 - 100 mmho/m. On the other hand, at the wilting
point the resistance may be of the order of 50 000 ohms to 100 000 ohms.
This is around 0.01 - 0 - 02 mmho/cm or 1 - 2 mmho/m.
5*
Since most areas are covered with vegetation, the upper soil
layers dry out very fast once the rains stop. The real top of the soil
often drys out past the wilting point due to direct evaporation.
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6.
As a guideline we may set up the following numbers for
electrolytic conductivity :

Soils
Saline
Normal
Normal
Normal

soils,
soils,
soils ,
soils,

in some scattered areas, saturated
saturated
at wilting of plants
very dry (upper 2ocm)

Electrolytic
mmho/m
100 - Uoo
10 - 100
1-2
1

The values at wilting are probably the most important ones, since
the dry season is longer than the wet season. The upper layers will dry
out to the wilting point in a very short time in sandy soils, and in
somewhat longer time in clay soils. In the drying process roots exhaust
progressively deeper layers. At the end of the dry season trees
generally have exhausted the moisture to wilting point to a depth greater
than /m in all coarse and medium soils, often also in the clay soils.
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A N N E X

DETERMINATION OF GROUND CONDUCTIVITY USING THE
SURFACE WAVE ATTENUATION METHOD

Abstract
The results of field strength measurements for Chongwe, Chipata,
Monze, Kalomo, Kasama and Mongu are given in this report. The graphs
drawn from our actual measurements, but standardized, are compared with
the C.C.I.R. propagation curves. The-ground conductivity is determined
by comparison between our curves and those of the G.C.I.R.

Theory
E = E E
m
s 1
300
where

m V / m ---- ------------------------------(l)

E^ = Measured field strength
E

s

= Standard field strength

E^ = Field strength at 1 km (unattenuated field strength)
300 mV/m is the figure of merit (Ed/dkW) for a short aerial
(vertical aerial shorter than one quarter wavelength with 1 kW
applied).
In decibels equation (l) becomes :
E = E + E - 110 d B ------------------------------- (2)
m
s
1
where

300 mV/m converted to dB becomes nearly 110 dB.

From (2), to standardize the measured field strength, in order
to use the propagation curves taken from the documents of the V H t h
Plenary Session of the Comite Consultatif International des
Radiocommunications (C.C.I.R.), which refer to 3 x lO^/D/mV/m (300/D mV)
'where D is the distance from the transmitter in kilometres, rewriting
equation (2) gives:
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E

s

= E + 110 - En d B -----------------------------(2)1
m
1

Equation (2)^ is the one used to standardize all the measured
field strengths irrespective of pover used at the time of experiment.
Discussion
The standard curves shov that the ground conductivity (keeping
the distance and permittivity constant) increases logarithmically.
Hence linear interpolation of the ground conductivity of our actual
curves is not possible. However, interpolation has been done less
accurately by dividing logarithmically the distances between the
standard propagation curves to get the one that coincides with our actual
curve.
The actual curves do not necessarily follow the gradient of the
reference curves. The reasons for this are the terrain differences
(between ours and that of the one they installed their equipment on) and
the position of the aerial, i.e. if the aerial is between a mountain and
the field strength meter the readings will be a little higher because
of reflections. On the other hand, when the mountain is between the
aerial and the field strength meter, the readings will be lower. The
effect of reflections can be readily seen on those curves that go above
the 'red line'.
The results also show that the central region, i.e. following
the line of rail, has soils of higher conductivity of about 30 mS/m.
The regions of Chipata, Kasama and Mongu have low conductivities
(below 3 mS/m).
Interpolated results
1.
2.
3.
k.

Monze
Kalomo
Chongwe West
Mongu North
Mongu South
Mongu East

about
about
about
about
about
about

30
30
30
30
3
1.3

mS/m
mS/m
mS/m
mS/m
mS/m
mS/m

The average is about 3 mS/m.
NJ3.

The average value given here is not the arithmetic mean.

5*

Chipata East
about
Chipata South about

h mS/m
1.7 mS/m

The average is about 2.5 mS/m.
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6.

Kasama South
about
2 mS/m
Kasama Eastabout
1.3 mS/m
The average is about l.T mS/m.

t

Summary of results
i!
Place
1.
2.
3.
k.
5.
6-.

Monze
Kalomo
Chongwe
Mongu
Chipata
Kasama

Conductivity
30
30
30
3
2.5
1.7

mS/m
mS/m
mS/m
mS/m
mS/m
mS/m

mS/m = millisiemens per
meter

GRAPHS

OF

FIELD

STRENGTH

AGAINST

DISTANCE

(FOR H42 KH2, / KW t r a n s m it t e r )

FIELD

STRENGTH

IN

dB.

Standardized Propagation c u rv e s
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Republic of Zambia
PROPOSAL ALTERNATIVE MODULATION SYSTEM FOR LF/MF
SOUND BROADCASTING

Introduction
Conventional sound broadcasting using the double sideband
amplitude modulation will continue enjoying the monopoly over other
systems, and more so in the developing countries where cheap radio receivers
are yet to be produced to meet economical needs.
There is no doubt the other aspects of modulation system gradually
developed, would in their own period create a new era in radio reception
after an extensive investigation put into the improvement of the system.
But the big question still remains, what use are the alternative
modulation system either in LF/MF,HF, VHF, or UHF broadcasting if the
citizen will continue being confronted with the common problem of the no un
availability of a relatively cheap radio receiver on the market ?
Recommendation
In view of the uneconomical situation brought about by the
proposed change of the double sideband to single sideband amplitude
modulation involving both the transmission network and receivers .
It is recommended that experiments be carried out by individual
administration in zone 1 who are better privileged in both manpower and
economical resources.
Reason
It is in zone 1 where problems of co-channel and adjacent harmful
interference is more severe, and this plan would ease channel congestion
experienced at present.
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1.

Channel spacing

The Republic of Zambia would like to propose that channel spacing
should be .8 KHz for zone 1 and that due to the much better developed
population density distribution within the 300 km of each country in
Europe, low powered ground wave radiation would seem adequate.
2.

Maximum transmitter carrier power

In Africa transmitter planning is centralized for broadcasting
coverage intended to reach the people penetrating through greater distances
of empty space, for it becomes uneconomical to spread out in any other
way transmitter power density suitable for each populated area, as the
problem of shortage of skilled manpower, road communications, electricity
and the other essential development projects becomes more pronounced.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the transmitter carrier power distribution
and separation as outlined and accepted in the African LF/MF plan 1966
should remain unchanged.
Reason
While as there is an impressive inter-state community link
provided by the Euro-Vision TV network in Europe the same cannot be said
of African countries aspiring for the same programme exchange, but could
approach this need through improved sound broadcasting system, and hence
an interference free allocation of broadcast frequency on a national
basis and using high powered transmitters would be desirable..
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Republic of Zambia

NATIONAL BROADCASTING FREQUENCY
8l8 kHz CHISAMBA 28/17 - 1^526

During the 1966 African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference it was
agreed in the final act that each channel should be allocated one national
frequency to broadcast on high transmitter carrier power and for Zambia
the 8l8 kHz frequency in channel 33 was allocated to transmit 250 kW.
Harmful interference
Harmful and detrimental interference has been experienced from
10 kW co-channel station in Egypt based at the co-ordinates 31E09-29N03
installed at Beni Suef.
This skywave interference is more pronounced within the areas of
b0 db minimum field strength to be protected around Kasama, Chipata,
Mongu and Kaoma, from 2100 to 2305 closing time.
Bad short wave reception
Reception on short wave internal coverage transmission is poor and
suffers static and atmospheric noise in these areas.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the system of lattice planning of
frequency allocation be adopted, because at present the 2 degrees in the
latitude difference has been noticed to be inadequate separation.
Proposal
And in view of the fact Zambia has had to contain the economical
pressure with the border closure in the southern exit to sea.
It is the intention of the Republic of Zambia to have a
paralleled project on the planning board to include a 500 kW transmitter
on 8l8 kHz. Without embarking on a venturous programme of the installation
of eight provincial MF broadcasting stations for the Home and General
Service Programmes for obvious reasons shortage of manpower, and essential
development project to make the scheme feasible.
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PREPARATORY WORK REQUIRED OF EACH ADMINISTRATION BEFORE
THE FORTHCOMING CONFERENCE

Ground conductivity,Document No. h-E 16 September I96U
Recommendation No. 1 concerning measurement of equivalent ground
conductivity in Africa by the preparatory meeting of experts of the
African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference (Geneva I96U) recommend inter alia :
"That the administration or broadcasting organization -in Africa should
submit to the C.C.I.R. secretariat, for use by the African LF/MF
Broadcasting Conference, the results of measurement of equivalent ground
conductivity already completed or which may be made before the conference
in October, 1966".
The Republic of Zambia would like to make it known that no
submission has ever been made from this country on ground conductivity.
And therefore would like to endorse that the map drawn based on
measurements 7000 paths gives a relative accuracy of approximately
-k6 to +85%, the map could be described as only rough approximation.
The Republic of Zambia conducted its own ground conductivity
measurements during the period 15 April to 15 July 197^, see Appendix 1.
And would appreciate comments from member administrations, and
if these measurements compare favourably with the C.C.I.R. standards and
accepted the paper becomes the official document of the Republic of
Zambia.
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Pakistan
CLARIFICATION IN RESPECT OF PROTECTION RATIO
AS DISCUSSED IN DOCUMENT No. lp-E

Agenda Item No. 3
It is clarified that the figure of 30 dB mentioned in the
document in question has been found to be barely acceptable in actual
tests for co-channpl sharing stations. It has to be recognized in this
connection that a lower value of actual protection becomes realisable
compared to the theoretical protection planned for. Under the circumstances,
for planning purposes, it will be necessary to provide a protection ratio
considerably higher than 30 dB. It is felt that a value higher than 35 dB
of protection between the desired and undesired signals may be necessary
to achieve the barely acceptable actual value of 30 dB.
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PROPOSALS TO THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE FOR
LF/MF BROADCASTING (FIRST SESSION)

1*

The Netherlands Administration attaches great value to an
allotment plan for broadcasting frequencies in the LF and MF bands, based
on an 8 kHz channel spacing, an additional condition being that the
carrier frequencies should form multiples of 8 kHz.

2.

This view is in accordance with proposals put forward by the
E.B.U. in its document TECH-3206, which was distributed by the I.T.U.
(Circular Letter U80, of 21 August 197*0.
The Netherlands Administration fully subscribes the
considerations having resulted into the relevant E.B.U. proposal.

3.

It is a known fact that broadcast transmitters, especially
those operating on frequencies in the MF and LF bands, may cause
interference in telephone transmission systems. The extent of such
interference depends on many factors, such as:
a)

radiated power of the transmitter;

b)

distance from the transmitter;

c)

screening of the transmission equipment.

The disturbing radio signal can either penetrate directly in
a transmission band (basic group or baseband), or be modulated into a
transmission band via the image band of the modulating equipment.
3.1
With 9 kHz spacing between the transmitted carriers and k kHz
spacing between telephony channels the effect is an interfering tone
with a pitch of 1, 2 or 3 kHz.
In conformity with C.C.I.T.T. Recommendation G 2^2 the
tolerated level of such tones should not exceed -70 dBmO.
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3.2
If in the future very powerful transmitters are put into
service (transmitters of more than 1 MW already exist) the admissible
interference level will be exceeded for many of the existing transmission
systems of early design. Protective measures, if feasible at all, will
often be costly and require much time to be implemented on a large
scale.
A much better provision to arrive at reduced interference
would be to choose broadcast frequencies such that they will not cause
inadmissible interference. Such a choice can be made by relating the
frequencies of the broadcasting transmitters to the modulation schemes
of telephone transmission systems, standardized to a large extent to
a H kHz spacing by the C.C.I.T.T. (See e.g. C.C.I.T.T.
Recommendation G 233)*
Considering the drawbacks mentioned above, and in the light
of the provision suggested under point k it is proposed that.an 8 kHz
spacing should be adopted between the carriers of broadcast transmitters
in the LF/MF bands. Moreover, the carrier frequencies should be
multiples of U kHz. When these proposals.are adopted, the induced
disturbing frequencies will occur between the telephone channels, and,
consequently, cause no interference.
Note : Some powerful broadcast transmitters in Europe, transmitting on a
frequency that is a multiple of 9 kHz, do not cause much interference.
This can be explained from the fact that their carrier is a multiple
of k kHz.
In view of what has been observed in point 3 considerably
increased interference is to be expected if the Conference should decide
not to adopt the provision suggested in point U, which provision is of
major importance to the Netherlands.
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BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

COMMITTEES h, 9 & 6

Note by the Secretary-General

SITUATION OF THE FREQUENCY BANDS
ALLOCATED EXCLUSIVELY OR OTHERWISE TO LF/MF BROADCASTING
IN REGIONS 1 AND 3

I have the honour to submit to the Conference the attached
memorandum from the I.F.R.B.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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A N N E X

MEMORANDUM BY THE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTRATION BOARD

Situation of the frequency bands allocated exclusively
or otherwise to LF/MF broadcasting in Regions 1 and 3 .
(Radio Regulations, and Special Agreements )

Under No. U82 of the Radio Regulations, the Board's functions
include that of "technical planning for radio conferences with a view to
reducing their duration". It is with this in mind that the Board has
prepared this study to facilitate the work of the first session of the
Conference.
Each of the frequency bands which will be dealt with by the
Conference is characterized by a more or less complex situation as regards
the provisions of the Radio Regulations including*those relating to the
procedures for notifying and registering frequency assignments. Before
reviewing the regulations relating to each band, the Board thought it
appropriate in the first instance to list the Radio Conferences which
have dealt with these bands since 19*+7s some of which set up special
agreements which are still in force.
Radio Conferences which have dealt with the frequency bands 190 - 289 kHz
and 929 ~ 1 609 kHz since 19*+7
The Administrative Radio Conference of Atlantic City (l9*+7)
revised this part of the Table of Frequency Allocations, which was
slightly modified later by the Administrative Radio Conference of Geneva
(l959)j it has not been altered since. The part of the Table in force ■
at present for the frequency bands concerned is reproduced in Annex 1
hereto.
Since early 19*+8, as a result of the "Resolution relating to
the preparation of the New International Frequency List" , adopted by the
Atlantic City Administrative Radio Conference (l9*+7) and the Additional
Protocol adopted by the Conference concerning the establishment of a
regional broadcasting agreement for the European Area, the following
conferences or meetings have participated in the planning of frequency
assignments in these bands in Regions 1 and 3 :
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-

the European Broadcasting Conference of Copenhagen (19^8)
drew up a convention including a frequency assignment plan
for broadcasting stations in the European area in the bands
in question together with a procedure for subsequent modifications.
This convention, which includes also frequency assignments to
stations in the Maritime Mobile Service, is still in force.
It should be noted that at the same time and place, a regional
European Conference was held for the Maritime Mobile Service
which planned the bands *+15 - *+85 kHz and 515 ~ 525 kHz;
further to a decision taken by the Administrative Council of
. the Union at its Uth session (Resolution No. 155s 19*+9)s a
Committee of the countries concerned prepared for Africa in 19*+9,
a frequency list for all services (including broadcasting) for
the bands 150 - 285 kHz and H25 ~ 1 605 kHz, in other words,
virtually the same as those dealt with for the European area
by the two Copenhagen conferences. This list was not accompanied
by any procedure for subsequent modifications;

-

the regional Administrative Radio Conference for Region 3
(Geneva, 19*+9) prepared a frequency list for all services
(including broadcasting) for the bands between 150 and 3 900 kHz,
except for the bands allocated exclusively to the aeronautical
mobile service (2 85O - 3 155 kHz and 3 *+00 - 3 500 kHz). This
list was not accompanied by any procedure for subsequent modifications

-

the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference of Geneva, 19519
on the basis of the work of the preceding conferences and meetings,
adopted for all services (including broadcasting), the New
International Frequency List, in particular for the band lU kHz 3 900 kHz in Regions 1 and 3. Following that conference, the
frequency assignments appearing in all the plans and lists
adopted by the conference, were included in the Master Frequency
Register. With the exception of the plan drawn up by the European
Broadcasting Conference at Copenhagen, which came into force on
15 March 1950, the various parts of the New International Frequency
List for the bands in question came into force, depending on the
band and the Region concerned, between 1 July 1952 and
1 February 1953;

-

the Administrative Radio Conference of Geneva (1959) decided
that the frequency assignments appearing in the Master Frequency
Register on 1 May 1961 in the bands in question would be included
in the new Master International Frequency Register, except for
those not put into use by that date (no date in column 2c);
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-

the African Regional Administrative LF and MF Broadcasting
Conference (Geneva, 1966) prepared a frequency assignment plan
for broadcasting stations in the African Broadcasting Area.
This regional agreement, despite its title, is limited to the
band 525 - 1 605 kHz and includes a procedure for subsequent
modifications, which is more, elaborate than that applicable in
the European Broadcasting Area. The frequency assignments it
contains are entered individually in the Master International
Frequency Register when they are notified to the I.F.R.B. as
having been put into use.

In conforuuty with the current regulations, the procedure of
Article 9 of the Radio Regulations is in force in these bands in Regions 1
and 3* It includes, when a frequency assignment is being entered in the
Master Register, the use of columns 2a or 2b of the latter. All the new
assignments and modifications notified to the I.F.R.B. are dealt with
according to this procedure, the provisions of No. 505 being involved in
the European Broadcasting Area and in the African Broadcasting Area in
view of the existence of the aforementioned regional agreements.
The situation in each of the bands concerned
11.1

LF (band 150 ~ 285 kHz, Region 1 only)

It is only in Region 1 that the frequency band 150 - 285 kHz
is allocated to broadcasting. In some countries of this Region located
in Africa, the band is more limited. As noted earlier, the European
Broadcasting Conference (Copenhagen, I9L8 ) drew ,up a plan for this band
but the African Broadcasting Conference (Geneva, 1966) did not plan it as
no requirement was put forward.
Three sub-bands are to be considered.
11.1.1

Band 150 ~ l60 kHz

This band is allocated in Region 1 to the maritime mobile service
and to broadcasting, each having the status of primary service. However,
in Nos. 167, 17*+ and 175 of the Radio Regulations, precautions are taken
to specify the protection of the broadcasting service. These provisions
read as follows :
"167.

Only classes Al or FI, Ah or f'h emissions are authorized
in the band 90 - 160 kHz for stations of the fixed and
maritime mobile services. Exceptionally, class A7J emissions
is also authorized in the band 90 ~ l60 kHz for stations of
the maritime mobile service.
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17*+-

175-

The maritime mobile service shall not cause harmful
interference to the reception of broadcasting stations
within the boundaries of the national territories in which
the broadcasting stations are- situated.
By special agreement."

In fact, the special agreements referred to in No. 175 of the
Radio Regulations of 1959 are those made at the Copenhagen European
Broadcasting Conference (l9*+8) and found on page 19 of the Copenhagen
Broadcasting Convention (copy in Annex 2) and in 19*+9 when a frequency
list, in particular for the band 150 - l6Q kHz, was being prepared for
Africa.
11.1.2

Band l60 - 225 kHz

This band is allocated exclusively to broadcasting in Region 1,
except in Zaire, Rwanda, Burundi, Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia,
Malawi, South Africa and South West Africa (Namibia) where, under No. 176
of the Radio Regulations, it is allocated, not to the broadcasting service,
but to the aeronautical mobile and the aeronautical radionavigation services,
or to the fixed service. This band was planned for the European area. The
plan for the African area contains no assignment in this band.
11.1.3

Band 255 - 285 kHz

This band is allocated to broadcasting on a shared basis, with
equal rights, with the maritime mobile service and the aeronautical radio
navigation service, except in the countries mentioned in paragraph II.1.2
(where it is allocated to the aeronautical mobile and the aeronautical
radionavigation services) and in the Western part of the European broadcasting
area where it is in general allocated exclusively to the aeronautical
radionavigation service. The provisions of No. 17*+ again give some details
on the protection of the broadcasting service.
Mention should be made here of the provisions of Nos. 120 , 121,
122 and 123 of the Atlantic City Radio Regulations (l9*+7) which stated that
*)

"120,

The necessary special arrangements which will be made by an
Administrative Conference for the European Area of Region 1 will
take into account the following considerations :

12IL a) In the western part of the European Area, the band 255 “ 285 kHz
will be used for the aeronautical radionavigation service.
Additionally, the United Kingdom will share portions of the
band with the maritime mobile service.
122, b) In the U.S.S.R., the band 255 “ 285 kHz will be shared between
the broadcasting and the maritime mobile services.
123- c) The Norwegian broadcasting stations at present working in the
band 255 ~ 285 kHz may continue to do so if authorized by the
above-mentioned Conference."
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special arrangements should be made for the European area of Region 1.
In fact, these arrangements are those made at the European Broadcasting
Conference in Copenhagen (l9*+8) and reproduced in Annex 2 hereto.
III. MF (band 525 ~ 1 605 kHz, Regions 1 and 3 )
This band is allocated exclusively to the broadcasting service,
except in Region 3 where the lower part of the band, i.e., 525 - 535 kHz,
is allocated to this service on a permitted basis, shared with the mobile
service.
Should the Conference decide to assign frequencies in the
band 525 - 535 kHz to broadcasting stations in Region 3, the provisions of
No. 138 of the Radio Regulations should be taken into account :
"138.

Permitted and primary services have equal rights, except
that, in the preparation of frequency plans, the primary
service, as compared with the permitted service, shall have
prior choice of frequencies."

IV. Provisions of No. 117 of the Radio Regulations
The Board draws the attention of the Conference to the provisions
of No. 117 of the Radio Regulations, which read as follows :
"117.

V.

Where, in adjacent Regions or sub-Regions, a band of
frequencies is allocated to different services of the same
category (see Section II of Article 5)9 the basic principle
is the equality of right to operate. Accordingly, the
stations of each service in one Region or sub-Region must
operate so as not to cause harmful interference to services
in the other Regions or sub-Regions.”

Situation of the frequency assignments recorded in the International Master
Frequency Register
The Board has prepared the computer programmes necessary for
preparing extracts from the Master Register in all the bands mentioned
•above in the order the Conference might wish.
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Extract from the Table of Frequency Allocations (Geneva. 1989)
kHz
Allocation to Services
Region

Region 2

1

Region 3

150— 160

150— 160
M a r it im e m o b il e 1 6 7 1 7 4

F ix e d

B r o a d c a s t in g

M a r i t i m e m o b il e

175

167

160 — 255

160 — 200

160 — 200

B r o a d c a s t in g

F ix e d

F ix e d

Aeronautical
radionavigation
179

200 — 285

176

255 — 285
M a r i ti m e m o b ile

A e r o n a u tic a l r a d io n a v ig a tio n

174

B r o a d c a s tin g

Aeronautical mobile

A e r o n a u tic a l
RADIONAVIGATION
176

177

178

525— 535

525 — 535

525 — 535

B r o a d c a s t in g

M o b il e

M o b il e

Broadcasting

191

Aeronautical
radionavigation

188

Broadcasting

190

535— 1605
B r o a d c a s t in g

167
Only classes A l or FI, A4 or F4 emissions are authorized in the band 90-160
Mar kc/s for stations o f the fixed and maritime mobile services. Exceptionally, class
A7J emissions is also authorized in the band 90-160' kc/s for stations of the
maritime mobile service.
174

175

The maritime mobile service shall not cause harmful interference to the recep
tion of broadcasting stations within the boundaries of the national territories
in which the broadcasting stations are situated.
By special agreement.

176

In the Belgian Congo and Ruanda Urundi, Ethiopia, the Portuguese Oversea
Provinces in Region 1 south of the equator, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and the
Union o f South Africa and the Territory of South West Africa, the band 160200 kc/s is allocated to the fixed service; the band 200-285 kc/s is allocated to
aeronautical mobile and aeronautical radionavigation services.

177

In the western part o f the European Broadcasting Area, the band 255-285
kc/s is used solely by the aeronautical radionavigation service except that in the
United Kingdom frequencies are also assigned, by special agreement, to stations
o f the maritime mobile service.

178

Norwegian stations o f the aeronautical fixed service situated in northern areas
subject to auroral disturbances are allowed to continue operation on one frequency
in the band 255-285 kc/s.

190

In Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and the Union o f South Africa and the Territory of
South West Africa, the band 525-535 kc/s is allocated to the mobile service.

191

The carrier power of broadcasting stations in this band shall not exceed
250 watts.
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Annex 2

Extract from the European Broadcasting Convention
(Copenhagen, 1948)
Long Waves
B a n d o f 1 5 0 to 2 8 5 k c / s 1)

Hand No.

Frequency
Ke/s

1

155

Power (ibservuliDii.s
in KW

Country

Station

__ ,
Brasov
Trom so

Roum anian PR
N orw ay

150
10

France

450

JtS F S R

500

2

Kit

A llouis

3

173

Moskva 1

4

182

Reykjavik
Ltilea
Ankara

5

191

Motala

2)

Iceland
Sw eden
Turkey

100
10
120

Sw eden

200

■
ti

200

D roitw ich I
(or Ottringharh)

U n ited K ing
dom

400

7

209

K iev I

SSR o f
the U kraine

150

.

•

8

218

Oslo

N orw ay

200

9

227

W arszaw a I

Rep. of Poland

200

10

230

L eningrad I

RSFSR

100

t

.
11

245

Ivalundborg

D enm ark

150 I

12

254

Lahti

F in lan d

200

13

203

Moskva II

RSFSR

150

14

272

C,eskoslovensko

C zechoslovakia

200 i
!

15

281

Minsk

SSR
of B ielorussia

‘) T h e

const

s ta tio n s

— I SSK

M a r itim e

s h a ll

(C o a s t

s ta tio n )

k c /s ,

M u rm a n s k

k c /s ,

N a ry a n -M a r

284

k c /s ,

A r k h a n g e ls k

tio n

o f

o f

k c /s ,

R iy n io u tii

k c /s ,

P o r ts m o u tii

k e /s ,

P ly m o u th

200

k c /s ,

U o s y th

270

k c /s ,

P ly m o u t h

R a d io

R a d io

(C o a s t
and

R a d io

R om a

R a d io

(C o a s t

(C o a s t

use

th e

fo llo w in g

(C o a s t

R a d io

(C o a s t

s t a tio n )

R a d io

(C o a s t

s t a t io n )

1 5 7 .0

k c /s ,

N a p o li

1 5 7 .5

k c /s ,

G enova

N o r w e g ia n

v o lu m e .

(C o a s t

R a d io

N o r w e g ia n

and

kW
S e r v ic e

w ith

th e

N o rw a y .

T r o in s d

docum ent

C o n v e n tio n , C o p e n h a g e n , 1 9 4 8
s ta tio n

o f

k \V

1

k \V

po w e r

1

T r o in s d )

is

kV V

1
1
1
1
on

th e

a g r e e m e n t c o n c lu d e d
T h is

kW

1

s t a tio n )

o f

k \V
kW

s t a tio n )

(C o a s t

s ta tio n

1 .5
1
1

fr e q u e n c ie s :

s t a tio n )

C a g lia r i
A u g u s ta

R a d io

po w e r

s ta tio n )

k c /s ,

R e p u b lic

0 .0 2 5

s t a t io n )

(C o a s t

K e /s ,

c o n fo r m ity

kW

M a r itim e

s t a t io n )

1 5 8 .8

in

kV V
kW

Ir e la n d

(C o a s t s t a t io n )

R a d io

s h a ll

th e

1
1 .5
0 .2 5

s ta tio n )

N o rth e rn

1 5 8 .8

o f

pow er

s t a tio n )

vC o a s t s ta tio n )

R a d io

R a d io

S e r v ic e

k c /s ,

(C o a s t

fr e q u e n c ie s :

155

M a r itim e

R a d io

B r ita in

200

B r o a d c a s tin g
th e

G re a t

th e . f o l l o w i n g

P e o p le ’ s

p re s e n t

fr e q u e n c ie s :

R a d io

158
207

o p e r a tio n

K n ro p e a n

fo llo w in g
s ta tio n )

a u th o r is e d

n ia n

th e

(C o a s t

1 5 8 .8

is

use

R a d io

152

T he

s h a ll

L e n in g r a d

use

— Ita lia n

S e r v ic e

h e /s ,

K in g d o m

\

th e :

152

— I 'n it e ii

-)

o f

100

155

k W
k W
kVV
k c /s

b e tw e e n

(P ro to c o l
and

k W

annexed

r e la tin g

re p ro d u c e d

a t

fre q u e n c y

th e
to

th e

th e
end

R o um a
to

th e

o p e ra 
o f

th e
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PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF FIRST SESSION OF REGIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE LF/MF BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(197^> GENEVA)

SOME POINTS ON THE FREQUENCY PLANNING FOR MF BROADCASTING

1.

Unification of technical and operational criteria in Regions 1 and 3
It is desirable that the technical and operational criteria of
MF broadcasting are unified internationally, as far as possible, for the
efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum which is one of limited
natural resources.
Transmitting powers should not be so high in order to diminish
harmful interference caused by sky-waves at night.

^
1
|
*

Assigned frequencies should be unified throughout Regions 1 and
3 in order to remove the whistle produced by the carrier frequency beat.
According to C.C.I.R. Recommendation UH9- I , the value of RF protection
ratio against the beat-note interference has to be up to 20 dB than that
of co-channel protection ratio. This means that the beat-note interference
brings about the more serious problem than the co-channel interference
does. Even with only unification of carrier frequencies in Regions 1
. and 3, the efficient utilization of MF spectrum might be realized to
a considerable degree.
2.

Channel spacing
It would be desirable that the channel spacing could be unified
throughout Regions 1 and 3. In trying to do so, due attention should
be paid to the fact that the narrower spacing requires the higher RF
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adjacent channel protection ratio, and, therefore, it is preferable to
adopt 10 kHz for the unified spacing value because a considerable number
of broadcasting stations have already operated with 10 kHz spacing in
Regions 1 and 3.
3.

Modulation standards
The frequency planning should be based on the DSB-AM system
now in use all over the world.
Since the advantages derived from the unification of AF bandwidth
of transmitters are not so many, AF bandwidth should be appropriately
decided in every individual country in respect to the expected quality
of MF broadcasting.

U.

RF co-channel protection ratio
The values of RF co-channel protection ratio should be as
small as possible to meet a number of requirements submitted by various
countries with limited number of channels.
C.C.I.R. Recommendation Ul+8(Rev.) describes that lower values
may be required for planning purposes.

5*

Field strength necessary to permit satisfactory reception
' '

.• ■:

Field strength required must be kept at such a value that may
be proof against the presence of noise (both atmospheric and man-made)
and interference caused by other transmitters.
Should the broader service area of a transmitter be desired,
the smaller field strength value might be required. Taking real -noise
levels and presence of unwanted signals into consideration, however,:we.
may presume that it would produce poor results to make this value too
small. On the contrary, it would be more effective to increase..the number
of broadcasting stations by making the value large to the reasonable., •
extent.
6.

Frequency planning

',

^

In Region 3, where exist many island countries, a number o f ■.
languages are spoken and the population is not uniformly distributed.
Broadcasting service should be provided to most people with
• programmes they desire to enjoy with the language they can understand, vSuch service may be obtained by means of the ground-wave effectively.
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The ground-wave service is the most suitable one when considering
particular situations in Region 3*
High powered sky-wave service should not be performed as far
as practicable with a view to avoiding possible harmful interference to
neighbouring countries.
It is desirable to introduce as many international common
frequencies (ICFs) as possible, and when utilizing the other frequencies,
it is also preferable to permit the establishment of low powered stations
under such a condition that interfering field strength does not exceed
a certain value.
In order to get effective results by means of unification of
assigned frequencies, it is necessary to change the frequencies now in
use at existing broadcasting stations. However, if the change of
frequencies could be limited within about + 100 kHz, the required cost
would not be so expensive.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

Corrigendum to
Document No. 36-E
IT October I97I+
Original ; English

COMMITTEE k

India

On page 3, in column 2 of the Table, replace MU00 kWM by
"100 kW".
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' COMMITTEE k

India '
PROPOSALS FOR' THE DORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Proposal No. 1 : Modulation standards and channel spacing

The Republic of India proposes that uniform channel spacing and
the same carrier frequencies should be a d o p t e d throughout the Regions 1
and 3 in the MF Broadcast band. The channel spacing should not be less
than 9 kHz, It also proposes that for purposes of planning, the Regional
Administrative Conference, 197*1- should consider double sideband (DSB)
amplitude modulation as the standard system in MF Band. The audio
bandwidth should be 10 kHz. No dynamic compression of the modulating
signal is proposed.
Reasons :

*
I
i

1.

The interference potential of a transmitter depends, inter alia,
upon the carrier frequency difference between the wanted and
unwanted transmitters. Interference is highest when the carrier
frequency difference is between about 100 Hz and 5 kHz. It is,
therefore, desirable to have uniform channel spacing and
identical carrier frequencies throughout the Regions 1 and 3.

2.

The channel spacing in Region 3 is 10 kHz. This has been found
satisfactory in this Region. However, for the purposes of
achieving uniform channel spacing as between Region 1 and Region 3,
we will be agreeable to lower the channel spacing, but this lower
value cannot be less than 9 kHz so as to restrict the degradation
in service to a reasonable level.

3.

In the developing countries, because of the higher system costs,
FM broadcasting is either in its early stages or non-existent,
Such countries, therefore, depend entirely upon MF broadcasting
for transmission of "quality" programmes. Tests in India have
shown that a large number of commonly available receivers are
capable of reproducing almost the entire audio bandwidth of
10 kHz. Restriction of audio bandwidth., which implies
degradation in service quality, is hence unacceptable.

V.

Extensive experiments in Sweden (C.C.I.R. Doc. 10/*43 of Sweden;
Period 1970 1973) have shown that the quality of programmes
deteriorates considerably when dynamic compression of the
modulating signal is employed in the transmitters without the
use of a corresponding expander in the receiving chain. The
use of expanders increases the cost of the receivers and
necessitates modification of all the existing receivers. Such
a situation.in India is unacceptable.
Proposal ho. 2 : Adjacent channel protection ratio

The Republic of India proposes that, for the purpose of
planning, curve "A" in Figure 1 of the C.C.I.R. Recommendation *4*49,_1
(Rev. 197*0 may be employed for determining the relative protection ratios
for various values of frequency separation.
Reasons : For the reasons detailed in proposal 1, it is considered
undesirable either to reduce the transmission bandwidth or to
employ a high degree of dynamic compression. The only curve in
C.C.I.R. Recommendation *4*49-1 (Rev.7*0 which satisfies the
above conditions is the curve "A".
Proposal No. 3 : Co-channel protection ratio
The Republic of India proposes that for the purposes of
international sharing the figure of *40 dB for co-channel protection ratio
as stipulated in C.C.I.R. Recommendation *08, should be maintained.
Reasons :
1.

Extensive measurements and experiments concerning tolerable
interference levels carried out by the Indian Administration as
reflected in C.C.I.R. Report No. 302 indicate that a signal-torinterference ratio of about *1-0 dB would be required for near
cent per cent listener satisfaction. Any reduction in this
ratio would be detrimental to the interests of countries who
depend only on MF broadcasting for quality service as mentioned
in proposal 1. It is, therefore, necessary to maintain the
co-channel protection ratio of *40 dB.

2.

A *40 dB co-channel protection ratio must in any case be ensured
for high power transmitters (50 kW and above) which are usually
intended for coverage of large areas. These transmitters, in
addition to providing considerable groundwave coverage, are
also capable of producing a skywave field of a value which equals
or exceeds the minimum field strength adequate for satisfactory
reception. In the case of these transmitters a co-channel
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protection ratio of *40 dB at the fringe of the groundwave
service area will automatically ensure a protection ratio well
above 30 dB in the extended skywave service area available by
nignt. This can be illustrated by the following table :

Power of transmitter
Wanted
Interfering
trans
transmitter
mitter ■

100 kW

*400 kW

co-channel
distance
for *40 dB
protection
ratio

Fre
quency

5500 km

1 MHz

Groundwave
service
range for
minimum
field
strength
of 63 dBu;
conducti
vity of
10~2
1 mho/m
160 km

Skywave
service
range
for
minimum
field
strength
of
63 dBu

Protection
ratio
available
at fringe
of skywave
service
range

600 km

39 dB

Proposal No. *4 : Minimum signal to be protected
The Republic of India proposes that for purposes of planning
the figure of 63 dBu may be adopted as the "nominal usable field
strength" throughout the MF band.
Reasons : In deciding the minimum field strength to be protected, economic
factors have also to be considered along with technical factors
like radio noise, and characteristics of receivers. In the
developing countries, the limitation of resources makes it
necessary to extend the coverage of a broadcast transmitter to
the maximum extent and hence to protect the lowest acceptable
field. It has been found in practice that in India a minimum
field strength of 63 dBu is adequate for good reception.
Proposal No. 5 • Transmitting antenna characteristics
The Republic of India proposes that, for purposes of planning,
the present practice of considering an omni-directional small vertical
antenna on the ground as a reference antenna may be continued. This
assumes that the cymomotive force at low elevation angles is 300 Volts
when a transmitter of 1 kW power is employed.
Reasons : It is recognized that use of directional arrays of vertical
radiators can reduce interference and hence improve coverage.
However, on account of their complexity and higher cost they
cannot be considered for evolving a basic plan. Desiring
administrations may, by mutual agreement, opt to use directional
antennae in specific cases to reduce mutual interference.
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Republic of the Philippines

PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK CONFERENCE

The Republic of the Philippines is a country in Region 3 which
is separated by bodies of water from its neighbours. Under this
situation it is not difficult for this country to confine radio broadcast
signals reasonably well within its territorial limits.
Considering that the Philippines is composed of more than
seven thousand islands with many ethnic and cultural groups of people
unevenly distributed throughout the whole archipelago, it requires
varied programming coverage.
In making the following proposals, the Republic of the
Philippines holds that :
1.
LF/MF broadcasting should be intended solely for a national
service and that in the planning of a broadcast system, consideration
must be given to avoidance of harmful interference to local stations as
well as stations of the neighbouring countries.
2.
Where any change is to be made in the present frequency
broadcast bands, it should be made in the interest of the majority of the
countries involved.
3.
The technical standards should be so set that broadcast radio
receiving sets may be priced within the reach of the masses.
The following are the proposals of the Philippine Administration
I.
Adoption of the 10 kHz channel spacing and 10 kHz bandwidth of
emission for the LF/MF standard broadcast band.

|

II.
Adoption of the protection ratio of 35 dB .between wanted and
unwanted signals of co-channel stations.
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Minimum signal to be protected shall be 1000 microvolts
(60 dBu).
III.
Adoption of the proposed grouping of high power stations in
the upper portion of the broadcast band and the grouping of medium
power and low power stations in the lower portion of the band.
The power classification is as follows :
50 -

--

300 kW - --- Category 1 • (High power)

10 -

--

less

1 -

--

less

10 kW--Category3

(Low power)

0.1

--

less

1 kW--Category U

(Very low power)

50 kW--Category 2

(Medium power)

Channel assignments are to be permitted only after
coordination with affected countries.
Operations of super power broadcast stations (with power
exceeding 300 kW) shall not be allowed.
IV.

Method of Planning - Use of the band 525-1605 kHz

Each channel should be planned to. accommodate transmitters
having powers as close as possible to each other, and transmitters
situated in two adjacent channels should be of comparable power.
From the point of view of the reception area to be protected,
it would be desirable to protect the ground-wave service area of each
station up to the limit where the field strength reaches the minimum to
be protected. In special cases and to be specified by administration
protection should be given to the sky-wave service area at the point
where the field strength of this wave is at least equal to the minimum
field to be protected. Broadcast station grouping in the MF band should
be as follows :
Category I - - - (High power) - - - Upper channel of the band
skywave service area
Category 2 - - - (Medium power) - - Lower channel of the band
large groundwave area
Category 3 - ~ - (Low power and very low power intermediate
channel of the band groundwave service area
Intermediate frequency of receivers
The intermediate frequencies of broadcast receivers used will
lie in the *+50-*+70 kHz range.
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Preparation of a plan
Planning should begin with the high powered-stations. Thereafter,
for each channel, low power stations could be introduced, if so necessary,
such that the service area of the high powered station would not be
affected.
The order of magnitude Of the existing stations shall be
retained, although no particular effort need be made to keep the
frequencies now in use - subject to agreed limitations.
Precautions are necessary during planning, to avoid trouble due
to radiation by oscillator and image frequencies of superheterodyne
receivers, especially when programmes are designed for reception at the
same site.
Footnote :
Use of the upper channels of the band by low power station
(Category b) may be allowed in the:Philippines.
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In view of the problems arising from the sharing of the
255“285 kHz band between broadcasting and aeronautical radionavigation
services in Region 1, the Belgian Administration arranged for the Centre
de Controle des Radiocommunications des Services Mobiles (C.C.R.M.)
(Mobile Service Radio Monitoring Centre) to carry out a study of the.,,
interference caused by such sharing to aeronautical radionavigation.
The Belgian Delegation thought thai the results of this study
might be useful for the work of Committee b and therefore presents them
in the annex to this document.

i
I
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A N K E X

SOME-CONSIDERATIONS ON THE INTERFERENCE CAUSED
BY BROADCASTING STATIONS TO THE AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION SERVICE1}

Introduction
The interference caused, to the aeronautical radionavigation
service by broadcasting stations is mainly due to the enormous difference
in the powers used : whereas aeronautical radio beacons (NDB = non-directional
beacon) provide their service with a radiated power usually less than 1 Watt,
broadcasting' stations operate with several hundred kilowatts.
The result is that, whereas it is easy to operate two radio
beacons on the same frequency in a fairly small geographical area, this is
not. true in the.case of a radio beacon and a broadcasting station.
At the limits of its service area, a radio beacon must ensure a
field strength of 37 dB/yV/m with a wanted signal-to-interference ratio of
15 dP; i.e.,. the field strength of the interfering signal on the same
frequency should not exceed 22 dB/yV/m.
The C.C.R.M, measured the field strengths of the following
broadcasting transmitters : TIPAZA (25-1 kHz, distance l600 km), MINSK
(28l kHz, distance I65O km), BURG MAGDEBURG (263 kHz, distance 550 km) and
PRAGUE (272 kHz, distance 700 km) and found that the night field strength
fluctuated around 60 dB/yV/m, or ^0 dB too much. It is therefore impossible
to provide a normal night service with an NDB operating on the same frequency
as a broadcasting station, even if that station is 1500 km away from the
coverage area of the NDB.
The question therefore arises : What additional protection can be
obtained when there is a slight difference between the frequencies of the
two stations?

""M "i
nI 11
l) Document based on a study carried out by the Mobile Service Radio
Monitoring Centre (C.C.R.M.) at Ophain, Belgium.
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Broadcasting transmitter spectra
As a step towards answering this question, the C.C.R.M. monitored
thespectra of broadcasting
transmissions during normal programmes.
For this purpose, we used a spectrum analyser equipped with a
memory screen and we memorized successive scans. We noted the maximum
amplitude (recording envelope), which may frequently be attained during
certain programmes : for example, commentaries by enthusiastic speakers.
The spectra were first analysed with a comparatively high
selectivity (300 Hz at 3 dB) so as to eliminate the carrier as far as
possible when measuring the lateral lines.
Subsequently a wider selectivity (1 kHz at 3 dB) was used to
approximate to the real conditions in which beacon receivers (or ADF :
Automatic Direction Finder) on board aircraft operate.
The amplitude of the interfering signal received by the ADF
receiver is a function of a number of factors :
1.

The modulation frequency which determines the width of the
spectrum. Some broadcasting stations use filters to avoid
modulating their emissions by signals with a frequency above
U.5 kHz (C.C.I.R. Report U57)
This arrangement obviously
tends to eliminate interference when there is a difference
between the carriers of an NDB and a broadcasting station.

2.

The modulation percentage which determines the spectrum
amplitude.

3*

The selectivity of the ADF receiver on which depend the extent
to which the carrier is rejected and the number of components of
the modulating wave which are integrated.
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The 300 Hz selectivity gives a better idea of the shape of the
spectrum emitted (points 1 and 2 above), but it is only by. using a selectivity
equal to that of an ADF receiver that one can find the amplitude of the
interfering signal received.
As the results obtained depend on the programme of emissions
and are therefore difficult to reproduce accurately, we have confined
ourselves, in the attached diagram, to reproducing the general tendency
observed (typical curve)k
'
The emissions observed were mainly those of the Brussels French
station, at Wavre (620 kHz) and Luxembourg (236 kHz), which are received
at the Ophain CCRM (Belgium) with a considerable day strength.
' The diagram also shows the selectivity curve of an ADF receiver
as defined in Annex 10 of the International Civil Aviation Convention
(Supplement B to Part 2, paragraph 35) and that of the instrument used
for the analysis.
The curve plotted with this selectivity (l kHz at 3 dB) shows
that, with differences of less than 5 kHz, attenuation is less than 20 dB.
Suppose, for example, that the ADF receiver is tuned to within
3 kHz of a broadcast emission. The carrier of the emission (see
selectivity curve) will Ide a/fetenuated by 35 dB, but most of the modulation
sideband will be received without attenuation, so ’that the amplitude
of the interfering signal will be only 15 dB (typical value) less than
that of a signal received without carrier difference.
However, the situation is not so bad as might have been expected
theoretically on the basis of 100% modulation by a 3 kHz sinusoidal signal
giving a lateral line whose amplitude is half that of the carrier. The
interfering signal would then be only 6 dB below the level of the carrier.
This case may, of course, occur, but it is exceptional.
Nevertheless the attenuation found in practice - of 15 dB with a difference
of 3 kHz and even of 20 dB with a difference of 5 kHz - is still quite
insufficient because, as we saw in the introduction to this document,
an attenuation of i+0 dB is necessary.
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We may therefore conclude that a broadcasting station will
disturb the functioning of NDB aeronautical radio beacons within _+ 5 kHz
of its frequency and at distances of up to 1,500 km and possibly more.
The result will always be a reduction of the effective coverage
of the NDB which, at night, may be very serious.
With frequency differences of over 5 kHz, the situation
gradually improves and an analysis of the various factors we have
considered would be necessary in each individual case.
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SPECTRE TYPIQUE D'UNE EMISSION DE RADIODIFFUSION
TYPICAL BROADCASTING TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM
ESPECTRO TIPICO DE UNA TRANSMISION DE RADIODIFUSION

f[j

Analyseur de spectre
B = 1 kHz a 3 dB
Spectrum analyser
Analizador de espectro
Recepteur "A.D.F."
A.D.F. Receiver
Receptor A.D.F.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Document No.
7 October 197^
Original : French

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING
I
Note by the Secretary-General
COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
(as approved at the first Plenary Meeting)

The suggestions made below were- arrived at in the light of the
committee structure at previous conferences and the provisions of Administrative
Council Resolution 719*
Committee 1 - Steering Committee
Terms of Reference :
To coordinate the work of the Committees, fix the timetable of
meetings, etc.
Committee 2 - Credentials Committee
Terms of Reference :
To verify the credentials of delegations (No. 639 of the General
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux, 1965).
Committee 3 ~ Budget Control Committee
Terms of Reference :
To determine the organization and the facilities available to the
delegates, examine and approve the accounts for expenditure incurred
throughout the duration of the Conference (No. 67*+ of the General
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux, 1965).
Committee k - Technical Data and Criteria Committee
Terms of Reference :
To prepare the technical and operational criteria which will serve as
a basis for the establishment, by the second session of the Regional
Administrative Radio Conference, of frequency assignment plans for
the LF/MF broadcasting bands in Regions 1 and 3, taking into account
the following non-exhaustive list of items :
-

propagation data,
emission :
class of emission
bandwidth,
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centre frequency (channel spacing),
power,
transmitting antennae characteristics,
-

reception criteria :
protection ratio,
minimum field strength to be protected and noise,

-

bands shared with other services.

Committee 5 ~ Planning Methods Committee
Terms of Reference :
In the light of the results achieved by Committee U :
to decide upon the planning methods which will serve as a basis for
the establishment, by the second session of the Regional Administrative
Radio Conference, of frequency assignment plans for the LF/MF
broadcasting bands in Regions 1 and 3, taking into account the
technical and operational criteria established by the Technical
Committee.
Some of the points to be studied are as follows :
-

planning methods (on the basis of the information supplied by
Committee ^),
synchronized networks.

Committee 6 - Committee for Submission of Requirements
Terms of Reference :
Taking account of the results achieved by Committees h and 5 and with
a view to establishing a plan at the 2nd session :
• -

~

to determine the form in which frequency requirements to be
included in the frequency assignment plans should be submitted
to the I.T.U.,
fix the final date for this submission,
issue any directive which the Conference may consider useful for
the establishment of the plan.
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Committee 7 ~ Editorial Committee
Terms of Reference :
To improve the form without altering the sense of the texts drafted
by the various Committees and combine them with those parts of former texts
which have not been altered (No. 759 of the General Regulations annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux, 1965).

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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COMMITTEES 4 M D 5

European Broadcasting Union

CONTRIBUTION TO THE I.T.U. BROADCASTING CONFERENCE (FIRST SESSION)
GENEVA, OCTOBER 197U

P ro po sa ls based on th e c o n c l u s i o n s reached w i t h i n t h e E. B. U. on
r e pl an ni n g the LF/MF b r o a d c a s t i n g s e r v i c e in Regions 1 and 3

The E.B.U. has studied intensely the technical aspects of LF/MF
broadcasting. Questions of coverage and system parameters were studied
in particular by its Working Party A since 1960. The results of the
studies are set out in E.B.U. doc. TECH 3206 "Technical parameters
for LF/MF Broadcasting". These results have led the E.B.U. to definite
conclusions, which are summarised hereafter. It is believed that their
application would lead to the best possible use of the spectrum available
for LF/MF broadcasting.
In consequence, the E.B.U. puts forward the following proposals,
the justifications for which are given in E.B.U. doc. TECH 3206 (page
numbers shown in brackets):

1. Transmission system
Double-sideband amplitude modulation is proposed (p. 8), with the
following standard characteristics:
1.1 Uniform channel spacing (p. 9)
1.2 Carrier frequencies: integral multiples of thechannel

spacing (p. 11)

1.3 Intermediate frequency
of the channel spacing

(orfrequencies):integral multiples
(p.11)

1.4 Channel spacing: 8 kHz

(p.9)
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2.

Protection ratios

2.1 Co-channel condition (p. 12)
Wanted signal, ground wave: 30 dB
Wanted signal, sky wave:
27 dB
Interfering signals either ground wave or sky wave.
2.2 Adjacent-channel condition (p. 12-13)
C.C.I.R. Recommendation 449-2 to be applied.
For 8 kHz channel spacing these proposals would lead to the
following values:

Wanted signal•

Interfering signal (ground wave or sky wave)
AF bandwidth restriction
about 4.5 kHz '

about 10 kHz

Compression
high

normal

high

normal

Ground wave

8 dB

12 dB

I1 dB

14 dB

Sky wave

5 dB

9 dB

8 dB

11 dB

3. Categories of transmitters (p. 13)
It is proposed to distinguish between transmitters according to
their type of intended service, for example, as follows:
Category 1: Transmitters intended for serving very large areas, primarily
by means of the sky wave at night.
Category 2: Transmitters (or synchronised groups of transmitters) for serving
the maximum areas that can be covered in practice by the ground wave.
Category 3: Transmitters (or synchronised groups of transmitters) for serving
(by ground wave) smaller areas than those served by Category 2 transmitters,
for example, cities.
Category 4 : Transmitters
Category 3 transmitters,
groups within Category 2
respects to transmitters

for serving even smaller areas than those served by
where, these cannot be accommodated in synchronised
or Category 3.. These would be very similar in all
now using International Common Frequencies.
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From a technical point of view, the best solution would be
the following: blocks of channels should be assigned to transmitters
of Categories 1, 2 and 3. In principle:
- the upper- and lower-frequency sections of the MF band
should be allocated to Categories 1 and 2 respectively;
- the LF band should be entirely reserved for Category 2.
Low-power transmitters should operate in Category 4 channels
with the exception of those low-power transmitters which are part of a
network of medium- or high-power transmitters (synchronised or not).
Frequency requirements for the frequency-planning stage of the
Conference (Second session) should be formulated in terms of the categorie
defined beforehand. (First session).

4. Radiation (p. 7)
A frequency-assignment plan should be based not on transmitter
power, but on transmitter radiation. It is proposed to express the
radiation by cymomotive force, in accordance with the new C.C.I.R. Report
(Geneva, 1974) on this question.
The upper limit of the radiation must be such that ionospheric
cross-modulation does not produce harmful interference. The annoyance
caused by it should not exceed that resulting from co-channel inter
ference with a protection ratio of 30 dB.

5. Nominal usable field-strength (pp. 16-17)
Transmitters of different categories should be characterised
by different nominal usable field-strengths (as defined by a new C.C.I.R.
Recommendation).
The following values would be appropriate targets:
MF
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3

2 mV/m
5 mV/m
10 mV/m

or 66 dB (pV/m)
or 74 dB (pV/m)
or80 dB (pV/m)

LF
Category 2 :

10 mV/m or 80 dB (pV/m)

In rural regions (non tropical) a lower nominal field xvould be
acceptable in this band.
These nominal values should be considered only as average values, because
in practice the usable field-strength encountered, which determines the
service range of a transmitter which, is part of a given network, would
deviate in many cases from the nominal value. This deviation should be
limited to t.5 dB.
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6.

Frequency-assignment methods (p. 19)

From a technical point of view, frequency planning of
Categories 1 to 3 should be based on a method which makes use of
a regular lattice of equilateral or nearly equilateral triangles,
having sides corresponding to the wanted co-channel distances. Use
of a linear channel distribution should be made to assign channel
numbers to transmitter sites.

7. Sky-wave propagation (p. 4)
The E.B.U. supports the prediction method for ionospheric
propagation mentioned in Recommendation 435-1 (rev. '74).

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

Document NoP *+l-E
9 October 197*+
Original : English

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

COMMITTEES k, 5 & 6

Note by the Secretary-General

MEMORANDUM BY THE I.F.R.B.

EXTRACTS FROM THE MASTER INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTER

I have the honour to submit to the Conference the attached
memorandum from the I.F.R.B.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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A N N E X

Memorandum "by the I.F.R.B.

EXTRACTS FROM THE MASTER INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTER

1.
At the request of the Chairman of the Conference and with a view to
assisting Delegations in their work, the International Frequency Registration
Board has had prepared for distribution to each Delegation a list of frequency
assignments to broadcasting stations (BC) in the frequency bands 150-285 kHz
(LF) in Region 1 and in the bands 525-l 605 kHz (MF) in Regions 1 and 3
recorded in the Master International Frequency Register as of 7 October 197^*
2.
One copy of a list containing the recorded assignments to stations
located on the territory of the country designated by the symbol appearing
in Column Vb will be placed in the pigeon-hole of the Head of Delegation at
the same time as the distribution of the present document is made.
3*
In the shared bands, only entries concerning stations in the
Broadcasting Service have been included in the tabulated extracts of the
Master Register. These bands are, in Region 1 the band 150-160 kHz shared
between the Maritime Mobile and the Broadcasting Services and the band
255_285 kHz, shared between the Maritime Mobile, the Broadcasting and the
Aeronautical Radionavigation Services and in Region 3 the band 525- 535 kHz
shared between the Mobile Service and, on a permitted basis, the Broadcasting
Service. Consequently, the tabulations do not fully represent the notified
occupation of the spectrum for these bands.
b:
The explanation of those symbols or abbreviations which do not
appear in the Radio Regulations is to be found in the Preface to the
International Frequency List which is the published version of the Master
Register. For ease of reference, the relevant parts of the Preface and of
the Tables annexed thereto are reproduced in the Annex to the present
Memorandum.
5*
Any questions of detail in connection with the contents of these
extracts may be addressed to Office No. J130 or No. H121/H122.

A.N. GROMOV
Chairman
International Frequency Registration Board
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A

PREFACE

1.

G eneral

1.1

The International Frequency List is a service document published by the International Telecommunication
Union.

1.2 The International Frequency List is printed from information recorded in the Master International Frequency
Register. This information was compiled in accordance with Resolution No. 1 o f the Administrative Radio
Conference, Geneva, 1959, and is kept up to date by the International Frequency Registration Board in accord
ance with the provisions of the Radio Regulations. It is presented in the manner prescribed in Appendix 9 to
the Radio Regulations.
1.3

The International Frequency List is published in nine parts as follows:

.

Preface
Volume I

— particulars of. frequency assignments between 10 kHz and 4 063 kHz

Volume II

— particulars of frequency assignments between 4 063 kHz and 7 000 kHz

Volume III

— particulars of frequency assignments between 7 000 kHz and 11 700 kHz

Volume IV

— particulars o f frequency assignments between 11 700 kHz and 28 000 kHz

Volume V, Part a)

— particulars of frequency assignments in the bands between 28 M Hz and 50 MHz, excluding
broadcasting stations

Volume V, Part b) — particulars of frequency assignments in Region 1 in the bands between 50 M H z and
40 000 MHz, and o f assignments to broadcasting stations in Region 1 in thebands
between 28 M Hz and 50 M Hz
Volume V, Part c)

— particulars of frequency assignments in Region 2 in the bands between 50 M Hz and
40 000 M Hz

Volume V, Part d) — particulars of frequency assignments in Region 3 in the bands between 50 M Hz and
40 000 M Hz and of assignments to broadcasting stations in Region 3 in the bands
between 28 M Hz and 50 M Hz
2.

Mode of Preparation
In order to take maximum advantage o f the mechanical-electronic system used for keeping up to date the Master
International Frequency Register the International Frequency List is an “ offset” reproduction of information printed
by an electronic computer. The fact that each line of information is limited to 166 characters, together with the requi
rement for publication o f the List in several languages, has necessitated recourse to the use o f abbreviations, symbols
and coded remarks. These are explained, either hereinafter, or in the following tables which are annexed to this Preface:
Table No. 1 — Country Symbols
Table No. 2 — Standard Abbreviations and Symbols
Table No. 3 — General Remarks (pink paper)
Table No. 4 — Special Remarks applying to specific countries (pink paper)
Table No. 5 — Administrations, operating agencies and postal and telegraphic addresses o f the Administrations
responsible for the stations (blue paper)
Table No. 6 — Symbols representing the Findings of the I.F.R.B. and related Remarks (yellow paper)
Table No. 7 — Frequencies prescribed by the Radio Regulations for common use by stations o f a given service •

3.

Maintenance of the International Frequency List
The International Frequency List is kept up to date by quarterly recapitulative supplements.
when considered necessary, but at intervals not exceeding two years.

4.

New editions w ill appear

Individual and collective entries
4.1

An individual entry appears in the List for each frequency assignment made to a fixed, land, broadcasting, earth,
space, radionavigation land, radiolocation land or standard frequency station or to a ground-based station in
the Meteorological Aids Service.
5

5

4.2 Individual entries also appear in the List for each frequency to be used for the reception of mobile, earth or
space stations by a particular station or to be uSed for reception by a particular radio astronomy station.
4.3 In the frequency bands above 28 000 kHz, some entries (marked “ RR490” in Column 13c) are presented in accord
ance with the principles explained in No. 490 o f the Radio Regulations.
4.4 Except for standard frequency stations and frequencies specified in Appendix 18 to the Radio Regulations no
entries for specific stations or countries have been included in the List in the case o f frequencies prescribed by
the Radio Regulations for common use by stations of a given service. These frequencies— amongst which
are those specified in Appendices 15 and 17 to the Radio Regulations—are listed in Table No. 7 and shown
in the International Frequency List as described in paragraph 11.3.2.
4.5

Amateur stations using a particular frequency or frequency band are shown collectively under the name o f each
country which has so notified them.

4.6 Article 9 o f the Radio Regulations makes no provision for the notification to the I.F.R.B. o f frequencies used
by mobile stations to communicate between themselves. Hence neither the Master International Frequency
Register nor the International Frequency List should contain entries relating to frequencies so used. However,
Resolutions Nos. 1 and 15 o f the Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1959, make an exception for entries
relating to frequencies assigned by the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1951, to par
ticular countries for ship-to-ship communications in the regional bands, and fo r entries o f a similar kind included
subsequently in the Master Register. Furthermore, the allotments appearing in the plans adopted for the Radio
telephone Maritime Mobile Service and the Aeronautical Mobile Service (Appendices 25, 26 and 27 to the Radio
Regulations) have also been included in the Master Register, in accordance with Resolution No. 1, paragraph
2.1c) o f the Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1959.

5.

Remarks applicable to all columns of the International Frequency List
5.1

In order to assist the reader, dashed horizontal lines have been inserted between each successive group o f three
lines o f information. As a consequence, in some instances a dashed horizontal line separates lines of information
pertaining to the same entry.

5.2

It should be noted that information pertaining to the same entry and involving more than one line may be divided
between the bottom o f a page and the top of the following page.

5.3

As a general rule, an asterisk in a column means that all the information available cannot be included therein.
In this case, the asterisk is repeated in the column “ Other remarks” (Column 13c) where it is immediately followed
by the additional information.

5.4

When there are two or more lines for any one entry, the data on the first line apply to the entire entry, unless
otherwise indicated.

6. Column 1 — Assigned frequency (kHz or MHz)
6.1

A ll frequencies up to and including 28 000 kHz are expressed in kilohertz; all frequencies above that value are
expressed in megahertz. A light vertical dashed line is used instead of a decimal point inthis column.

6.2

When a frequency band has been notified, the lower lim it only
limits o f the band in question are shown in Column 5a.

is shown in this column.

6.3

Meaning of the symbols on

1):

the left of the frequency (Column

Thelowerand upper

1 — A new entry, included in the Master International Frequency Register since the publication of the last
recapitulative supplement (Supplement No. 7) to the sixth edition o f the International Frequency List
10 — Modification o f an entry, included in the Master International Frequency Register since the publication
of the last recapitulative supplement (Supplement No. 7) to the sixth edition of the International Frequency
List.

7.

Column 2c — Date of putting into use

The symbol “ V” , followed by “ 28” means that the notified date of putting into use was prior to 1 January 1928.

6
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8. Column 2d — Date of receipt of the notice by the I.F.R.B. when Columns 2a or 2b are not to be used
The symbol * * * means:
— either that the information concerning the assignment in question was first notified to the I.F.R.B. pursuant to the
provisions o f No. 272 of the Agreement o f the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1951
— or, if the frequency is above 27 500 kHz, that the I.F.R.B. first received the information concerning the assignment
in question before 1 A p ril 1952.
9.

10.

11.

Column 3 — Call sign (Identification)
9.1

In this column, data representing identification signals which are not call signs from the international series are
followed by two asterisks.

9.2

Other data, which are not call signs from the international series, are replaced by an asterisk showing that the
information in question is given in Column 13c.

Column 4a — Name of the transmitting station
10.1

Table No. 2 gives the standard abbreviations and symbols used in this column, together with their meanings.

10.2

In certain instances, the name of the station is followed by the abbreviated name o f the state or province in which
the station is located.

10.3

The symbol “ R ” means that the entry concerns a reception frequency.

10.4

The symbol “ RA ” means that the entry concerns a frequency used for reception by a radio astronomy station.

10.5

The explanation of the symbols designating areas shown in this column in respect o f allotments appearing in the
plan adopted for the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service is given in Part II o f Appendix 27 to the Radio
Regulations.

Column 4b — Country in which the transmitting station is located
11.1

The name of the country in which the transmitting station is located is represented by a symbol which is explained in
Table No. 1. In the case where the entry concerns a reception frequency, this symbol indicates the country in which the
receiving station is located. The presence of any given symbol designating a country with respect to a frequency assign
ment to a station is without prejudice to any question of territorial status which may be involved.

11.2 The country symbols have a geographical significance only. In each case where the administration responsible
for a particular assignment cannot be readily inferred from the symbol, a suitable remark has been included in
Column 13c against the assignment in question. In this case the name o f the station in Column 4a is followed
by an asterisk.
11.3

12.

11.3.1

Table No. 7 shows the frequencies (accompanied by their descriptive symbols) prescribed in the Radio
Regulations for common use by the stations o f a given service.

11.3.2

The symbol “ A A A ” indicates that the frequency is fo r world-wide common use by the stations o f a
given service. The symbol “ A A B ” indicates that the frequency is for common use by the stations o f
a given service, but in an area less than world-wide in scope. Where appropriate, the symbol “ A A A ” ,
or “ A A B ” , is followed by a symbolized description of the common use, with a reference to the relevant
number o f the Radio Regulations; this description is given in Columns 4a and 5a.

Column 4c — Geographical co-ordinates of the transmitter site (longitude and latitude) in degrees and minutes
12.1

Geographical co-ordinates are given in degrees and minutes.

12.2 The appropriate symbol E, W, N or S, representing the four cardinal points, is placed between the number
indicating the degrees and that indicating the minutes.
12.3

13.

In the case where the entry concerns a reception frequency, these geographical co-ordinates are those o f the
site o f the receiving station.

Column 5a — Locality(ies) or area(s) with which communication is established
13.1

In principle, the data in this column are of a geographical nature only.
are listed in Table No. 2.
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The abbreviations and symbols used
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13.2

When one or more entire countries have been designated as the reception area, the country symbols shown in
Table No. 1 of the present Preface have been used.

13.3

In principle, the symbol representing the name of the country in which the reception station is located has been
shown whenever this country is different from the country in which the transmitting station is located.

13.4 The explanation o f the symbols designating areas shown in this column in respect o f certain frequency assignments
to aeronautical stations, in particular of those made in conformity with the plan adopted for the Aeronautical
Mobile (R) Service, is given in Part II of Appendix 27 of the Radio Regulations.

14.

Column 5b — Length of circuit (km)
In the case of a network where more than one distance has been notified, only the maximum distance is shown in this
column.

15.

Column 6 — Class of station and nature of service
The symbols used in this column are those specified in the Radio Regulations (Appendix 10).

16.

Column 7 — Class of emission, necessary bandwidth and description of transmission
16.1

The bandwidth of emission is shown before the class of emission or group of classes o f emission concerned.
In the latter case, the bandwidth shown is that which applies to the class o f emission having the widest bandwidth.

16.2

The symbol “ S” is used in this column to designate the Hell-Schreiber system.

16.3

The other symbols used in this column are those specified in Section 1 o f Article 2 of the Radio Regulations.

16.4

In the case where the entry concerns a frequency used for reception by a radio astronomy station, the number
shown in this column represents the width of the frequency band observed.

16.5

17.

W here the entry, notified after the 1st Jan u ary 1973, concerns a space rad io co m n m n icatio n , this colum n
may contain th e assigned bandw idth, and w here the entry also includes carriers in C olum n 13c, it contains
the necessary bandw idth.

Column 8 — Power (kW)
17.1

In principle, the number shown in this column represents the value in kilowatts o f the power specified in Appen
dix 1, or the Appendix 1A, to the Radio Regulations for the class of emission or type o f transmission shown
in Column 7.

17.2

In the following cases, however, the number shown in this column does not represent the value of the power
in kilowatts:

17.3

17.2.1

When the notified power is less than 10 watts, the number which appears in this column represents the
value of the power in watts. In this case it is preceded by the symbol W.

17.2.2

When the notified power is greater than 999.99 kilowatts, the number which appears in this column
represents the value o f the power in Megawatts. In this case it is preceded by the symbol M.

17.2.3

When the notified power is less than 10 milliwatts, the number which appears in this column represents
the value o f the power in milliwatts. In this case it is preceded by the symbol M W .

The symbol “ E ” preceding or following, the indication of the value o f the power means that it is the effective
radiated power.

17.4 The number has been rounded up, where necessary, to permit insertion in the space available.
dashed line is used instead o f a decimal point in this column.
17.5

In the frequency bands allocated exclusively to the Aeronautical Mobile Service between 2 850 and kHz 18 030
kHz, the peak envelope power is indicated by the symbol “ P” in this column.
used in this column.

18.

A light vertical

For mean power, no symbol is

Column 9a — Azimuth of maximum radiation
The symbol “ N D ” indicates that positive information has been supplied that the antenna is non-directional.
8
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19. Column 10 — Maximum hours of operation of the circuit to each locality or area (G.M.T.)
19.1

19.2
19.3

The hours o f operation o f the circuits are shown in this column by whole numbers, separated by alightvertical
dashed line. In order to conserve space, fractions o f hours, when notified, have been rounded off to the nearest
whole number. This has been done in such a manner that the whole period notified by the administration
concerned is included in the rounded figures. (For the indication o f hours or periods o f use o f the frequency,
see Table No. 3).
Symbols composed of one or two letters, used in this column, are those specified in Appendix 10 to the Radio
Regulations.
In the frequency bands allocated exclusively to the Broadcasting Service between 5950 kHz and 26100 kHz, the
hours o f operation of the broadcasting stations are indicated by the symbol “ H ” (in the case o f a specific schedule)
or by the symbol “ H24” , as appropriate.

20. Column 11 — Megahertz order of the other frequencies normally utilized for the same circuit

21.

22.

20.1

The numbers shown in this column represent the megahertz order of the other frequenciesnormally used for
the circuit over the whole of the solar cycle. For this purpose, these megahertz orders are determined in Appen
dix 1 to the Radio Regulations.

20.2

The symbol X indicates that the frequency which appears in Column 1 is the only frequency used for the
particular circuit.

Columns 12a and 12b — Operating Administration or Company
— Postal and telegraphic address of the Administration responsible for the station
21.1

The information in these columns has been indicated by numerical and letter codes respectively, there being a
separate series for each country symbol.

21.2

The meaning ascribed to each letter and each number is to be found in Table No. 5 (blue paper).

Columns 13a and 13b — Results of examination and investigations by the I.F.R.B.
— Remarks related to the Finding by the I.F.R.B.
22.1 The symbols used in these columns represent the Findings of the I.F.R.B. and related remarks.
is given in Table No. 6 (yellow paper).

The explanation

22.2 Each Finding is represented by one or more symbols which are inserted in Column 13c and may be accompanied
by one or more additional symbols representing related remarks which are entered in Column 13b. In the case
of codings composed of more than one symbol, each component symbol retains its full meaning.
23.

Column 13c — Other remarks
The types o f remarks used in this column are:
23.1 An asterisk followed immediately by data which could not be inserted in the column to which the asterisk refers
(see paragraph 5.3). I f the asterisk refers to two or more columns, the data following it are placed in the nume
rical order of the corresponding columns in the International Frequency List.
23.2 General Remarks, represented by symbols o f one or more letters or numbers of one or more digits; the explana
tion o f these symbols and remark numbers is given in Table No. 3 (pink paper). The symbol or number repre
senting a General Remark is sometimes followed by figures which supply information indicated by the text of
that remark; in the case of a General Remark indicated by a number, these following figures are separated from
the remark number by a stroke (/); a group of six digits immediately following a symbol or a remark number
represents a date.
23.3 Special Remarks applying to a specific country, which are represented by the country symbol followed by one
or more figures; the explanation is given in Table No. 4 (pink paper); these remarks are classified therein by
alphabetical order o f country symbols.
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TABLE No. 1
COUNTRY SYMBOLS
Meanings o f the symbols used in Columns 4b and 5a o f the International Frequency List
N .B .: The coun try sym bols have a geographical significance only

Symbol

Name of the country

Symbol

Name of the country

AAA
AAB

Shared throughout the world
Shared by several countries, but in a restricted
area of the world
Adelie Land
Afghanistan
French Territory of the Afars and Issas
Republic of South A fric a 1
Angola
People’s Republic o f Albania
Algeria (Algerian Democratic and Popular
Republic)
State of Alaska, United States of America
New Amsterdam Island
Andorra
Spanish Province in West Africa
Argentine Republic
Kingdom o f Saudi Arabia
Ascension
South-West Africa
Netherlands Antilles
Commonwealth of Australia
Austria
Azores

CLM
CLN
CME
CNR
COG
COM
CPV
CTI
CTR
CUB
CVA
CYP
D 2
DAH
DNK
DOM
E
ECA
ECB
EC C
ECD
ECE
ECF
ECG
ECH
ECI
ECJ
ECK
ECL

Republic o f Colombia
Sri Lanka (Ceylon) (Republic of)
United Republic o f Cameroon
Canaries
People’s Republic of the Congo
Comoro Islands
Cape Verde Islands
Republic of the Ivory Coast
Costa Rica
Cuba
Vatican City State
Republic of Cyprus

ADL
AFG
AFI
AFS
AG L
ALB
ALG
ALS
AMS
AND
AOE
ARG
ARS
ASC
ASO
ATN
AUS
AU T
AZR
B
BAH
BAS
BDI
BEL
BER
BIO
BLR
BOL
BRB
BRM
BRU
BU L

Brazil
Bahamas
Kingdom of Lesotho
Republic of Botswana
Republic o f Burundi
Belgium
Bermuda
British Indian Ocean Territory
Bielorussian Soviet Socialist Republic
Bolivia
Barbados
Union o f Burma
Brunei
People’s Republic of Bulgaria

CAF
CAN
CAR
CBG
CGO
CHL
CHN
CHR
CKH
C KN

Central African Republic
Canada
Caroline Islands
Khmer Republic
Zaire (Republic of)
Chile (except Easter Island)
China (People’s Republic of)
Christmas Island (Indian Ocean)
Cook Islands
Cook Islands (ISorthern Group)

tc rr

1See I.T.U. Administrative Council Resolution No. 619 (22nd
Session, 1967)
- New symbols to replace D and G LP are under consideration

EGY
EH A
EHB
EHC
EHD
EHE
EHF
EHG
EHH
EH1
EHJ
EHK
EHL
EHM
EHN
EHO
EHP
EHQ
EHR
EHS
EHT
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Germany
Republic o f Dahomey
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Spain

Communication-satellite space station(s) fo r use
by the Administration or Administrations whose
names appear in Column 12b

E gypt (A ra b R epublic of)

Space research space station(s) for use by the
Administration o f Administrations whose names
appear in Column 12b

10

Symbol

Name of the country

Symbol

Name of the country

EM A I
EMB
EM C |
EN A

EQA
ETH

Meteorological-satellite space station(s) for use
by the Administration or Administrations whose
names appear in Column 12b
Radionavigation-satellite space station(s) for use
by the Administration or Administrations whose
names appear in Column 12b
Ecuador
Ethiopia

IOB
1RL
IR N
IRQ
1SL
1SR
IW A

British West Indies
Ireland
Iran
Republic of Iraq
Iceland
State o f Israel
Iwo Jima

F
FJI
FLK
FNL

France
F iji Islands
Falkland Islands and Dependencies3
Finland

J
JAR
JMC
JON
JOR

Japan
Jarvis Island
Jamaica
Johnston Island
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

G

KEN
KER
KOR
KRE
KW T

Kenya
Kerguelen Islands
Republic of Korea
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
State o f Kuwait

GDL
GHA
GIB
G IL
G LPGM B
GNE
GNP
GRC
GRL
GTM
GUB
GUF
GUI
GUM

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man
Gabon Republic
Territories and Colonies of the United Kingdom
in Region I
Territories and Colonies of the United Kingdom
in Region 2
Territories and Colonies o f the, United Kingdom
in Region 3
French Department of Guadeloupe
Ghana
Gibraltar
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
Persian G ulf
Gambia (Bathurst)
Republic of Equatorial Guinea
Portuguese Guinea
Greece
Greenland
Guatemala
Guyana
French Department of Guiana
Republic of Guinea
Guam

LAO
LBN
LBR
LBY
LUX

Kingdom o f Laos
Lebanon
Republic o f Liberia
Libyan Arab Republic
Luxembourg

HKG
HNB
HND
H NG
H OL
HTI
HVO
HWA
HW L

Hongkong
British Honduras
Republic o f Honduras
Hungarian People’s Republic
Kingdom of the Netherlands
Republic of Haiti
Republic o f Upper Volta
State of Hawaii, United States of America
Howland Island

M AC
M AU
MCO
MCS
M DG
MDR
M DW
M EX
M LA
M LD
M LI
M LT
M NG
MOZ
MRA
M RC
MRL
M RN
MRT
M TN
MWI

Macao
Mauritius
Monaco
Marcus Island
Malagasy Republic
Madeira
Midway Islands
Mexico
Malaysia
Republic of Maldives
Republic o f Mali
Malta
Mongolian People’s Republic
Mozambique
Mariana Islands
Kingdom of Morocco
Marshall Islands
Marion Island
French Department o f Martinique
Islamic Republic o f Mauritania
Malawi

I
ICO
IN D
IN P
INS

Italy
Cocos Keeling Islands
Republic of India
Portuguese India
Republic o f Indonesia

NCG
N CL
NGR
NGU
NHB
N IG
N1U
NOR
NPL
NRU
NZL

Nicaragua
New Caledonia and Dependencies
Republic of the Niger
Territory of New Guinea
New Hebrides (British-French Condominium)
Federal Republic of Nigeria
Niue Island
Norway
Nepal
Nauru Island
New Zealand

OCE
ONC

French Polynesia
Stations of the “ United Nations M ilitary Obser
ver Group in India and Pakistan”

GAB
GCA
GCB
GCC

2New symbols to replace D and GLP are under consideration
3 As regards jurisdiction over the Falkland (Malvinas) Islands
and certain other territories, see the statement by the Argentine
Republic (paragraph V of the Final Protocol to the International
Telecommunication Convention, Montreux, 1965) and that by
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
(paragraph L of that Protocol)

1
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Symbol

Name of the country

Symbol

Name of the country

ONJ

Stations of the “ United Nations Truce Super
vision Organization in areas between the Armis
tice Demarcation Lines at Jerusalem”

PAK
PAP
PAQ
PHL
PHX
PLM
PNR
PNZ
POL
POR
PRG
PRU
PTC
PTR

Pakistan
Territory of Papua
Easter Island, Chile
Republic of the Philippines
Phoenix Islands
Palmyra Island
Panama
Panama Canal Zone
People’s Republic of Poland
Portugal
Paraguay
Peru
Pitcairn Island
Puerto Rico

STP
SUI
SUR
SWN
SWZ
SYR

S. Thome and Principe
Confederation of Switzerland
Surinam
Swan Island
Kingdom of Swaziland
Syrian Arab Republic

TCD
TCH
TG K
TGO
THA
TKL
TM P
TON
TRC

REU
RHS,
ROD
ROU
RRW
RYU

French Department of Reunion
Rhodesia4
Rodriguez
Socialist Republic of Roumania
Republic of Rwanda
Ryu Kyu Islands

Republic of the Chad
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
United Republic of Tanzania (Tanganyika)
Togolese Republic
' Thailand
Tokelau Islands
Portuguese Timor
Tonga (Kingdom of)
Tristan da Cunha (Station o f the Republic
South Africa)
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey

S
SDN
SEN
SEY
SHN
SLM
SLV
SMA
SMO
SMR
SNG
SOM
SPM
SRL

Sweden
Democratic Republic of the Sudan
Republic of the Senegal
Seychelles
S. Helena
Solomon Islands
Republic of El Salvador
American Samoa
Western Samoa
Republic of San Marino
Republic o f Singapore
Somali Democratic Republic
S. Pierre and Miquelon
Sierra Leone

TRD
TU N
TUR

1 See Resolution No. 676, I.T.U. Administrative Council, 25th
Session, 1970

See Supplement next page.
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of

UGA
UKR
URG
URS
USA

Uganda
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
Oriental Republic of Uruguay
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
The 48 contiguous States o f the United States of
America (excludes the States o f Alaska and
Hawaii)

VEN
VIR
VTN

Republic of Venezuela
Virgin Islands
Republic of Viet-Nam

W AK
W AL

Wake Island
Wallis and Futuna Islands

YEM
YMS
YU G

Yemen Arab Republic
Yemen (People’s Democratic Republic of)
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

ZAN
ZM B

United Republic of Tanzania (Zanzibar)
Republic of Zambia

1 2

SUPPLEMENT

TABLE No. 1
COUNTRY SYMBOLS
Meanings of the symbols used in Columns 4b and 5a of the International Frequency List

Note: The country symbols have a geographical significance only (see No. 837 of the Radio Regulations).
3.3

Pages 10 to 12
3.3.1 Delete the following symbols:
“ BAS
Kingdom of Lesotho”
“ CGO Zaire (Republic of)”
“D
Germany”
“ GLP Persian Gulf ”
“ NGU Territory of New Guinea”
“ PAP
Territory of Papua”
3.3.2 Add the
“ BGD
“ BHR
“D
“ D DR
“ LSO
“ OMA
“ PNG
“ Q AT
“ UAE
“ ZAI

following symbols, in alphabetical order:
Bangladesh”
State of Bahrain”
Germany (Federal Republic o f)”
German Democratic Republic”
,
Kingdom of Lesotho”
Sultanate o f Oman”
Papua New Guinea”
State of Qatar”
United Arab Emirates”
Zaire (Republic o f)”

3.3.3 Replace the indications appearing against symbols “ A F G ” , “ A O E ” , “ AU S” , “ B ” , ‘‘B L R ” , “ B O L” , “ B R M ”
“ G ” , “ H N B ” , “ KE N ” , “ PNR” , “ PRG” and “ U G A ” by the following:
“ AFG
Afghanistan (Republic of)”
“ AOE
Spanish Saharian Territory”
“ AUS
Australia”
“B
Brazil (Federative Republic of)”
“ BLR
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic” (concerns the English text only)
Bolivia (Republic of)”
“ BOL
“ BRM
Burma (Socialist Republic of the Union o f)”
“G
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland”
Belize”
“ HNB
“ KEN
Kenya (Republic o f)”
“ PNR
Panama (Republic o f)”
“ PRG
Paraguay (Republic of)”
“ UGA
Uganda (Republic o f)”
3.3.4 Delete foot-note 2) appearing on the bottom of pages 10 and 11.
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TABLE No. 2
STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
Explanation of the abbreviations and symbols used in Columns 4a and 5a o f the International Frequency List
NOTE — In certain instances, the name of the station is followed by the abbreviated name o f the state or province in which
the station is located.
The explanation of the symbols designating areas shown in respect o f allotments appearing in the Plan adopted
for the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service is given in Part II of Appendix 27 to the Radio Regulations.
A b b r e v ia t io n
or sym bol

AC
AFB

A LL
H
LCH
BK
BM
BO
BRDG
BT
BY
C
CD
CHR
Cl R AF

CK
CL
CLLG
CNT
CO
COL
CP
CRY
CTG
CY
DEP
DM
DPT
D IO
E
EN
ES
ESTO
ET
LXC
EXTR
FAR
FDA
EDO
FED
FLS
FT
FTR *

Explanation
Aeronefs, aircraft, aeronave
A ir Force Base
This symbol, followed by the name o f a country, means that the frequency in question has been
notified for use throughout that country
Baie, Bay, Bukhta
Beach
Bank
Baggermolen
Boundary
Bridge
Butte
Buoy, Bouee, Boya
Cabo, Cap, Cape, Capo
Ciudad
Church
This symbol, preceded or followed by one or more numerals, designates the geographical recepRegulations
Creek
Central
College
Center, Centre
Country
Colonia
Camp, Campo
Cannery
Cottage
City
Depot
Dam
Department, Depar
Destacamento
East, Eastern, Est, 1
Estacion
Estancia
Establecimiento
Estate
Excepted, Excepte,
This symbol means ‘external” and indicates that the reception area is outside the country shown
in Column 4a
Farol
Fazenda
Fundo
Field
Falls
Fort, Forte, Fuerte
Fire Tower
13

H

Abbreviation
or symbol
GOV
GR
GRAL
G RD
GT
GVN
HD
HDA
H LL
HPTL
HR
HTS
HVN
HW AY
I
1NTR

Explanation

IS

Gobernador, Governador
Grand, Grande
General
Guard
Great
Gavan
Head
Hacienda
H ill
Hospital
Harbour
Heights
Haven
Highway
He, Ilha, Isla, Island, Isle (and plural)
This symbol means “ interior” and indicates that the reception area is within the territory o f the
country shown in Column 4b
Islands

JN

Junction

L
LCL

LD
LD G
LFB
LG
LH
LKT
LNG
LR
LSH
LSTN

Lac, Lago, Lake (and plural)
This symbol means “ local” and replaces indications such as “ the vicinity o f” or “ area o f” the
transmitting station; it has also been used where the same location has been given fo r reception
as fo r transmission
Land
Landing
Lifeboat
Lagoon
Lighthouse
Lookout
Lodging
Lower
Light ship
Light station

MON
MT
M TN
MTNS
MUN

Monument
Mont, Monte, Mount (and plural)
Mountain
Mountains
M unicipality

N
NMON
NO
NPK
NRF
NTL

New, Nouveau, Nouvelle, Nova, Nove, Novo, Nueva, Nuevo
National Monument
Nord, Norte, North, Northern
National Park
National Refuge
National

OCN STN V
OFC
OSTR

Ocean Station Vessel, Navire-station oceanique, Barco-estacion oce&nica
Oficina
Ostrov

PK
PMPSTN
PNT
PR
PRD
PRJ
PRK
PRS
PS
PT
PWR

Peak
Pump station
Point, Pointe, Ponta, Punta
Prince, Prins, Prinz
Presidencia, Presidente
Project
Park
Princess, Princesse
Pass
Port, Porto, Puerto
Power
14
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A b b r e v ia t io n

E x p la n a t io n

or sym bol
R
RA

RCH
RCK
RD
RDS
RG
RGR
RK
RPS
RPTR
RSV

RV
RVSD
S

SI)
SH
SHL
S ilL S
SO
SPR
SQ
STN
STRM
SVZ

TP
TR
TRP

UP
V
VUG
VLY
W
W SH
ZN

ZVD

This symbol means that the entry concerns a reception frequency
This symbol means that the entry concerns a frequency used for reception by a radio astronomy
station
Ranch
Rock
Road
Roads
Range
Ranger
Rudnik
Rapids
Repeater
Reserve, Reservation
River
Riverside
Saint, Sainte, San, Sankt, Santa, Santo, Sao, Svata, Svaty, etc.
Sound
Ship, navire, barco
Shoal
Shoals
Sud, South, Southern, Sur
Springs
Square
Station
Stream
Sovkhoz
Township
Tower
Trap
Upper
Vila, Villa, Ville
Village
Valley
West, Western, Oeste, Ouest
Weathership
This symbol means “ network” .
The letter “ A ” following this symbol designates the first network operated in a particular country
by an administration or private operating agency on the frequency shown in Column 1; the letter
“ B ” designates the second network operated in a particular country on this frequency by this
administration or private agency, and so on.
Zavod
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TABLE No. 3

GENERAL REMARKS
Explanation o f the symbols and numbers o f General Remarks
used in Column 13c of the International Frequency List
1.

AE

(followed by
one or more
figures)

AF66

AF66X

GENERAL REMARKS REPRESENTED BY SYMBOLS

The number immediately following
this symbol represents, in degrees, the
beamwidth between the half power
points (see Item 9,
paragraph c, of
Section B, Item 7,
paragraph c, o f
Section C, Item 10, paragraph a, of
Section D or Item 8, paragraph a, of
Section E of Appendix 1A to the Radio
Regulations, 1963 revision)

quencies to Broadcasting Stations in
the African Broadcasting Area in the
Bands 525-1605 kHz) for the assignment
concerned. The explanation o f this
remark is given in Chapter 2, para
graph 3 o f the said Annex 1 (pages 40
to 43 o f the Final Acts o f the African
L F /M F Broadcasting Conference, Ge
neva, 1966)

This listing was notified to the I.F.R.B.
in accordance with the provisions of
Article 4 o f the Regional Agreement
for the African Broadcasting Area,
Geneva, 1966. Is either in accordance
with the Plan adopted by the African
L F /M F Broadcasting Conference, Ge
neva, 1966, or one for which the pro
cedure prescribed in Article 3 of the
said Regional Agreement has been
carried out successfully. When this
symbol is followed by a stroke and a
group o f six digits, it indicates that the
assignment concerned was recorded in
the Master International Frequency
Register before the date of entry into
force o f the Regional Agreement, with
a date in Column 2a or Column 2b,
represented by the digits following the
stroke. It is solely in its relations with
the other Administrations parties to the
said Regional Agreement that, in ac
cordance with Resolution No. 2 adopted
by the African L F /M F Broadcasting
Conference, Geneva, 1966, the Adminis
tration which is responsible for the
present assignment has surrendered any
right it might hold, according to the
provisions o f Article 9 o f the Radio
Regulations, as a result o f the date
formerly entered in Column 2a orColumn 2b o f the Master Register

By this symbol attention is directed to
a remark to be found in Annex 1, Chap
ter 1 of the Regional Agreement for the
African Broadcasting Area, Geneva,
1966 (Plan for the Assignment o f Fre
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AH

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following
this symbol represents in metres, the
height o f the antenna as defined in
Item 9 (paragraph f) o f Section B and
in Item 7 (paragraph f) o f Section C
o f Appendix 1A to the Radio Regula
tions (1963 revision)

APG (followed by
one or two
groups of
figures
separated
by a stroke)

The first group o f figures immediately
following this symbol represents in
kilometres the altitude o f the apogee
o f the orbit o f the space station. The
second group o f figures represents in
kilometres the altitude o f the perigee.
I f the symbol is followed only by one
group o f figures, these represent in
kilometres the altitude o f the space
station in a circular orbit
(see Item 6 of Section D or Item 4 of
Section E o f Appendix 1A to the Radio
Regulations, 1963 revision)

AP25/1 or
AP25/2

This listing is an allotment appearing
in Section I (AP25/1) or in Section II
(AP25/2) o f Appendix 25 M O D to the
Radio Regulations (Frequency A llo t
ment Plan for Coast Radiotelephone
Stations operating in the Exclusive
Maritime Mobile Bands between 4 000
and 23 000 kHz)

AP25/3

This listing appears in the distribution
contained in Section I I I o f Appendix
25 M O D to the Radio Regulations
(distribution by the I.F.R.B. o f the
requirements submitted by Administra-
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before the date o f entry into force o f the
Regional Agreement for the African
Broadcasting Area, Geneva, 1966, and
which was deleted in accordance with
the provisions o f paragraph 2 o f Reso
lution No. 2 adopted by the African
L F /M F Broadcasting Conference, Ge
neva, 1966. It is solely in its relations
with the other Administrations parties
to the said Regional Agreement that,
in accordance with that Resolution, the
Administration which is responsible for
the present assignment has surrendered
any right it might hold, according to
the provisions o f Article 9 o f the Radio
Regulations, as a result o f the date
formerly recorded in Column 2a or
Column 2b o f the Master Register

tlons in accordance with Resolution
No. Mar 15 of the World Adminis
trative Maritime Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1967, with a view to the use of
the new HF: channels made available
for maritime radiotelephony as from
1 March 1970). From the point of
view of the frequency notification and
registration procedure to be applied,
the channel defined by the frequency
entered in Column 1 shall be regarded
as an allotment to the country repre
sented by the symbol appearing in
Column 4b (see paragraphs 6 to 9 of
Resolution No. M ar 15)

AP26/1

AP26/2

AP26X

AP27/1

AP27X

AR

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

This listing is a primary allotment
appearing in Part IV of Appendix 26 to
the Radio Regulations (Plan for the
Allotment of Frequencies for the Aero
nautical Mobile (OR) Service in the
Bands between 2 505 and 23 350 kHz)

AS

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following
this symbol represents in degrees the
planned minimum operating angle o f
elevation of the antenna as defined
in Item 9 (paragraph a) o f Section B
and Item 7 (paragraph a) o f Section C
o f Appendix 1A to the Radio Regula
tions (1963 revision)

AZ

(followed by
two groups
o f figures
separated by
a stroke)

The two numbers immediately follow 
ing this symbol represent in degrees the
planned range o f azimuthal angles
(see Item 9, paragraph b, o f Section
B or Item 7, paragraph b, o f Section
C of Appendix 1A to the Radio Regula
tions, 1963 revision)

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol is
the date on which the I.F.R.B. received
the advice that the assignment has been
in use for at least sixty or one hundred
and twenty days, as the case may be,
without any complaint o f harmful
interference having been received by
the notifying administration

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following this
symbol represents in kHz the overall
receiver bandwidth as defined in Item
6 (paragraph a) o f Section C and in
Item 7 (paragraph a) o f Section E o f
Appendix 1A to the Radio Regulations
(1963 revision)

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

A notice concerning a change in the
basic characteristics o f this assign
ment was received by the I.F.R.B. on
the date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol

This listing is a secondary allotment
appearing in Part IV of Appendix 26 to
the Radio Regulations (Plan for the
Allotment of Frequencies for the Aero
nautical Mobile (OR) Service in the
Bands between 2 505 and 23 350 kHz)

By this symbol attention is directed
to a remark to be found in Appendix 26
to the Radio Regulations (Frequency
Allotment Plan for the Aeronautical
Mobile Service (OR) in the Bands
between 2 505 and 23 350 kHz)

This listing is an allotment appearing
in Part I I of Appendix 27 to the Radio
Regulations (Frequency Allotment Plan
for the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Ser
vice in its Exclusive Bands between
2 850 kHz and 17 970 kHz)

BP

By this symbol attention is directed to
a remark to be found in Appendix 27
to the Radio Regulations (Frequency
Allotment Plan for the Aeronautical
Mobile (R) Service in its Exclusive
Bands between 2 850 kHz and
17 970 kHz)

The date represented by
mediately following the
date which was recorded
or Column 2b of the

the digits im
symbol is the
in Column 2a
present entry

CPHG or
CPHG1
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This listing is either in accordance
with the Plans adopted at Copenhagen
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1A to the Radio Regulations (1963
revision)

in 1948 fo r the Broadcasting Service
in the European Broadcasting Area or
the Maritime Mobile Service in the
European Maritime Area, or one for
which the procedure precribed respec
tively in Article 8 o f the Copenhagen
European Broadcasting Convention or
in Article 10 o f the Copenhagen Euro
pean Regional Convention fo r the
Maritime Mobile Radio Service, has
been carried out successfully. I f the
symbol is followed by the numeral 1,
attention is directed to a remark to be
found in the appropriate Copenhagen
Plan for the listing concerned

GGG

GH

(followed by The number immediately following this
one or more symbol represents the maximum iso
figures)
tropic gain (dB) o f the antenna in the
horizontal plane at any angle o f eleva
tion above the minimum angle o f eleva
tion (see Item 9, paragraph e, o f Section
B or Item 7, paragraph e, of Section C
o f Appendix 1A to the Radio Regula
tions, 1963 revision)

H

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The notice concerning this entry is not
in conformity with Nos. 491 or 639AL
Spa of the Radio Regulations

DD

According to Article 16 of the Agree
ment o f the Extraordinary Adminis
trative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1951, the out-of-band operations repre
sented by this entry should have ceased
on the date set for the start o f the final
adjustment o f all out-of-band opera
tions in the block in which this frequen
cy was situated according to No. 160
o f that Agreement; however, this
entry has not been deleted by the noti
fying Administration

E

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The re-submitted notice concerning this
entry was received b}' the I.F.R.B. on
the date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol

F

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The recorded frequency results from an
adjustment made in accordance with
Nos. 356 to 359 of the Radio Regula
tions, Atlantic City, 1947, as a result
o f a request received by the I.F.R.B. on
the date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol

GA

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following this
symbol represents isotropic gain (dB)
o f the antenna in the direction o f maxi
mum radiation or in the direction of
the main lobe as defined in Item 9
(paragraph d) o f Section B, Item 7
(paragraph d) o f Section C, Item 10
(paragraph b) o f Section D and Item 8
(paragraph b) o f Section E o f Appendix
19

In accordance with Resolution No. 4 o f
the Administrative Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1959, this entry is considered
as being to a permitted service, as
defined in Article 5 o f the Radio
Regulations

This entry concerning intership cornmunications was notified to the
I.F.R.B. on the date represented by
the digits immediately following the
symbol. This entry is either on a
frequency specified in a list adopted
by the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference, Geneva, 1951, for
ship-to-shore communications fo r the
Administration concerned or fo r inter
ship communications, or was notified
to the I.F.R.B. before 1 May 1961 in
a band specified by the Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conference, Ge
neva, 1951 (No. 40 o f the E.A.R.C.
Agreement fo r intership communica
tions in Region 1). Since mobile sta
tions are not mentioned in No. 486 o f
.the Radio Regulations, harmful inter
ference between ship stations should
be cleared by direct negotiations be
tween the Administrations concerned.
From the point o f view o f the applica
tion o f No. 502 of the Radio Regula
tions, this entry w ill be considered, as
far as the area o f operations is limited
and defined clearly enough to permit
the assessment o f the probabilities o f
harmful interference, in the same way
as i f a date were inserted in Column 2a,
subject to no harmful interference
being caused in practice to stations o f
other classes o f service to which the
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istrative Radio Conference, Geneva,
1951; and the date in Column 2c o f the
original entry was retained. The entry
was transferred to the Master Inter
national Frequency Register in accord
ance with the provisions o f Resolu
tion No. 1 o f the Administrative Radio
Conference, Geneva, 1959

band is allocated, account being taken,
in Region 1, o f Nos. 193 or 205 and
442 o f the Radio Regulations, where
appropriate

This entry concerning intership com
munications was adopted by the Extra
ordinary Administrative Radio Confer
ence, Geneva, 1951. From the point
o f view o f the application o f No. 502 of
the Radio Regulations, this entry will
be considered, as far as the area of
operations is limited and defined
clearly enough to permit the assessment
of the probabilities of harmful inter
ference, in the same way as if a date
were inserted in Column 2a

HH

This entry concerning intership commu
nications was notified to the I.F.R.B.
but is not on a frequency specified in
a list adopted by the Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conference, Ge
neva, 1951, for ship-to-shore commu
nications for the Administration con
cerned or for intership communica
tions. Since mobile stations are not
mentioned in No. 486 of the Radio
Regulations, this entry has been entered
in the Master International Frequency
Register and published in the Interna
tional Frequency List for information
only

HHH

IA

IO

K

KK

KS (followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following this
symbol represents the overall receiving
system operating noise temperature
(°K).
(See Item 11 o f Section E or
Item 7 o f Section F o f Appendix 1A to
the Radio Regulations, 1963 revision)

KT

(followed by The number immediately following this
one or more symbol represents the overall receivfigures)
ing system operating noise temperature
(°K) as defined in Item 10 o f Section
C o f Appendix 1A to the Radio Regula
tions (1963 revision)

LG

(followed by
two or three
figures and
a letter E
or W)

This entry relates to a space station
on board a stationary satellite. The
figures and the letter (E or W) immediately following this symbol represent,
in degrees, the mean geographical lon
gitude o f the projection o f the satellite’s
position on the surface o f the earth
(see Item 6 o f Section D or Item 4 o f
Section E o f Appendix 1A to the Radio
Regulations, 1963 revision)

(followed by
one or more
numerals)

This symbol indicates the number given
to the circuit by the International
C ivil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

NS

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following this
symbol represents, in degrees, the angle
o f inclination o f the orbit of the satellite
on board which the space station is
located. Where the number is followed
by the letter “ R ” , it means that the
satellite has a retrograde revolution

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following this
symbol indicates the number o f space
stations which are covered by this entry
(see Item 12 o f Section D or Item 10 of
Section E o f Appendix 1A to the Radio
Regulations, 1963 revision)

P

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

By a notice which was received by the
I.F.R.B. on the date represented by
the digits immediately following the
symbol P, the notifying Administration
requested the reinsertion o f this entry.
As there was no probability, or only
a slight probability (as explained by
the symbol A in Column 13b), that
harmful interference would be caused
to assignments operating in accordance
with particulars recorded in the Master
International Frequency Register sines
the date immediately following the
symbol PP (date o f deletion o f the
original entry), the entry has been

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)
(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

This assignment was deleted on the
date represented by the digits imme
diately following the symbol K K and
was reinserted in the Master Radio
Frequency Record as a result o f a
notice which was received by the
I.F.R.B. on the date immediately fo l
lowing the symbol K and which stated
that the notifying Administration had
reverted to this assignment in accord
ance with Nos. 115 and 250 o f the
Agreement o f the Extraordinary Admin

PP (followed by
six digits
representing
a date)
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2 0

quency allotment plan for H F coast
radiotelephone stations (see Recom
mendation No. M ar 6 o f the World
Administrative Maritime Radio Con
ference, Geneva, 1967)

reinserted and the dates in Columns
2c and 2a, 2b or 2d, as the case may
be, o f the original entry have been
retained

PROV

This is a provisional entry according to
Nos. 537 or 570BE Spa or 639BX Spa
o f the Radio Regulations and the date
which appears in Column 2c is the
projected date o f bringing into use
notified by the Administration con
cerned

PS

(followed by
one or more
figures)

The number immediately following this
symbol represents in minutes the period
o f the object in space aboard which the
space station is located. Where the
number is followed by the symbol J,
it represents in days the period o f the
object in space
(see Item 6 o f Section D or Item 4 of
Section E o f Appendix 1A to the Radio
Regulations, 1963 revision)

R

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol is
the date on which the I F.R.B. has
received the complete notice

RES MAR8

RES MAR 15

The frequency assignment used by a
coast radiotelegraph station for the
reception o f transmissions from ship
stations equipped with narrow-band
direct-printing telegraph or data trans
mission systems was entered in the
Master Register in accordance with the
provisions o f Resolution No. Mar 8 of
the World Administrative Maritime
Radio Conference, Geneva, 1967. This
entry in no way prejudges any decisions
which may be taken by the World
Administrative Maritime Radio Con
ference scheduled for 1974

The present frequency assignment used
by a coast radiotelephone station,
either for emission or for reception, as
the case may be, has been entered in the
Master Register in accordance with the
interim procedure laid down in Reso
lution No. Mar 15 o f the W orld A d
ministrative Maritime Radio Confer
ence, Geneva, 1967. This entry does
not prejudge the decisions to be taken
by the Radio Conference which w ill be
responsible for preparing a new fre-

RES M A R I9

This frequency assignment used by a
land station for the reception o f oceano
graphic data transmissions (or for the
transmission o f interrogation signals
to oceanographic stations) has been
entered in the Master Register in ac
cordance with the provisions o f Reso
lution No. M ar 19 o f the W orld Admin
istrative Maritime Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1967. Its use has been co
ordinated through the Intergovernmen
tal Oceanographic Commission (IOC)
and the W orld Meteorological Organ
ization (W M O) in accordance with the
recommendation o f these organizations
referred to in Resolution No. Mar 20
(see I.F.R.B. Circular-letter No. 217
dated 13 June 1969). This entry in no
way prejudges any decisions which may
be taken by the next Administrative
Radio Conference competent to deal
with the maritime mobile service

RR

(followed by
one or more
numerals)

This symbol indicates a paragraph o f
the Radio Regulations

SD

(followed by
a first group
o f figures
separated by
a stroke
from a
second
group
o f figures)

This entry relates to a space station
on board a stationary satellite. The
first group o f figures represents, in
degrees, the co-ordinates o f the point
on the earth’s surface towards which
the antenna is directed or the parallel
o f latitude towards which the equatori
al surface o f the antenna beam is di
rected, as the case may be. The second
group o f figures represents, in degrees,
the value o f the accuracy o f maintain
ing this direction (plus or minus). (See
Item 10, paragraph c, o f Section D or
Item 8, paragraph c, o f Section E of
Appendix 1A to the Radio Regulations,
1963 revision)

ST61X
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By this symbol attention is directed
to a remark to be found in Annex 2,
Chapter 2 o f the Regional Agreement
fo r the European Broadcasting Area,
Stockholm, 1961 (Plans for the Assign
ment o f Very High Frequencies and
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U ltra High Frequencies to Broadcast
ing Stations in the European Broad
casting Area) for the assignment con
cerned. The explanation of this re
mark is given in Chapter 3, paragraph 5
o f the said Annex 2 (pages 290 to 294
of the Final Acts of the European) VHF
U H F Broadcasting Conference

ST61X1

ST61X2

T

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

Board that the assignment has been
in use for at least sixty days w ith
out any complaint of harmful inter
ference having been received, and
consequently the assignment was
recorded in the Master International
Frequency Register; but the Board
has subsequently received informa
tion according to which the use o f
the frequency concerned has given
rise, during the period of sixty days
concerned, to complaints o f actual
harmful interference caused to one
or more assignments already re
corded in the Master International
Frequency Register

The corresponding assignment appears
in the Frequency Assignment Plans for
V H F and U H F broadcasting stations
in the European Broadcasting Area,
Stockholm, 1961. In these Plans it
includes the indication “ West Berlin”
in the column entitled “ Name of the
transmitting station” and no entry j
appears in the column headed “ Coun
t r y designator” . The symbol appear
ing in Column. 4b o f the present entry
under the terms of the Radio Regula
tions is that denoting the geographical
area within the limits of which the
station is situated

— or the notifying Administration, in
re-submitting the notice, informed
the Board that it was not in a posi
tion to state that the assignment
has been in use for at least sixty
days without any complaint of
harmful interference having been
received and asked, nevertheless,
that the notice be inserted in the
Master International Frequency Re
gister

The corresponding assignment appears
in the Frequency Assignement Plans
for VHF and U H F broadcasting sta
tions in the European Broadcasting
A rea, Stock ho Irn. 1961. In these
Plans it includes the indication “ East
Berlin” in the column entitled “ Name
o f the transmitting station” and no
entry appears in the column headed
“ Country designator” . The symbol
appearing in Column 4b of the present
entry under the terms of the Radio
Regulations is that denoting the geo
graphical area within the limits of which
the station is situated

In accordance with the provisions o f
Nos. 502 or 503 o f the Radio Regula
tions, the Board, since the date re
presented by the figures immediately
following the symbol, does not take
into account the information which
appears on this line in the examination
prescribed for the recording o f fre
quency assignments in Article 9 of the
Radio Regulations
The retention or recording, as appro
priate, o f this information, which does
not include any date in Column 2, in
the Master International Frequency
Register, and its publication in the
International F r e q u e n c y List are for
information only and are not intended
to ensure formal recognition as pro
vided in No. 165 o f the Convention

The notice containing the information
which appears on this line has received
an unfavourable Finding by the
I.F.R.B. with respect to Nos. 502 or
503 o f the Radio Regulations; the noti
fying Administration re-submitted the
notice to the Board in insisting, in
accordance with No. 515 o f the Radio
Regulations, upon reconsideration of
the notice, and the Finding of the
Board has remained unchanged.
However:

— the notifying Administration, in re
submitting the notice, informed the
22

TS

(followed by
hgures)

The figures following immediately this
symbol represent the carrier frequency
for the sound transmission o f this
television broadcast

TV

(followed by
figures)

The figures following immediately this
symbol represent the carrier frequency
for the vision transmission o f this tele
vision broadcast
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XX

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The I.F.R.B. has conducted the invest
igation envisaged in No. 516 of the
Radio Regulations and has found that
the operations represented by this
entry have given rise to complaints
o f harmful interference being caused to
the operations of an assignment or
assignments with which they appeared
to the Board to be incompatible.
Therefore, although the cancellation of
this entry has not been notified, the
I.F.R.B., in view o f the provisions of
Nos. 502 or 503 o f the Radio Regula
tions, does not take it into account
in the examination prescribed for the
recording of frequency assignments in
Article 9 o f those Regulations. The
date represented by the digits imme
diately following the symbol is that on
which the Beard ceased to take this
assignment [entry] into account in
■hese circumstances

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol is
the date on which the l.r.R .B . has
found that the operations represented
by this entry no longer give rise to
complaints of harmful interference
with respect to the operations o f an
assignment or assignments with which
they appeared to the Board to be incom
patible. As a consequence, ms Board,
n< view of the provisatiia of NY*?. 502
or 503 o f the Radio Regulations, again
takes this assignment into account in
the examination prescribed for the
recording of frequency assignments in
Article 9 of those Regulations. The
period between the date following the
symbol X and that following this sym
bol is that during which the assignment
[entry] was not taker, into account by
the Board in these circumstances
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(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

In connection with an enquiry by the
I.F.R.B. under Nos. 516 or 620 o f the
Radio Regulations, the notifying Adminstration has failed to supply the
Board within ninety days with the
necessary or pertinent information or
has stated that although the assign
ment [entry] is not representing actual
operations, ir wishes to maintain the
entry in the Master International Fre
quency Register. In accordance with
No. 621 o f the Radio Regulations,
therefore, the Board w ill disregard
this assignment [entry] when acting
upon any later notice, until such time
as it has been informed that the assign
ment [entry ] is being used as notified,
or until it has received the information
required. The date represented by the
digits immediately following the symbol
is that on which the Board ceased io
take this assignment [entry] into ac
count in the examination prescribed
for the recording of frequency assign
ments in Article 9 of the Radio Regu
lations

(followed by
six digits
representing
a date)

The date represented by the digits
immediately following the symbol is
the date on which the i.F.R.B. received,
in response to an enquiry under Nos.
516 or 620 o f the Radio Regulations,
the information that the assignment
[entry] is being used as notified or
the information required. The period
between the date following the symbol
Y and that following this symbol is
that during which, according to No. 621
o f the Radio Regulations, the assign
ment [entry] was not taken into
account by the Board in the examina
tion prescribed for the recording o f
frequency assignments in Article 9 o f
those Regulations
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SYMBOLS INDICATING THE USE OF THE FREQUENCY
A combination of four figures separated in two groups
o f two by a stroke, sometimes followed by one, two or
four letters, indicates hours, time, months or seasons or
periods o f solar activity o f the frequency concerned.
Their meaning is as follows:

Time

J
N
T

day
night
transition

Seasons

ET
HV
EQ

Summer
Winter
Equinox

Solar Index

A
L
M

High
Low
Medium

Examples:

a) 20/04 EQ L M meaning:
frequency to be used from 2000 to
0400 G M T, during Equinox, at low
or medium solar activity

Four figures separated in two groups
of two by a stroke indicate the hours
of operation o f the frequency (GMT)

b) J DC JN L meaning:
frequency to be used during day
time, in December and June, at low
solar activity

Months

JA
FE
MR
AR
MA
JN

January
February
March
April
May
June

JL
AU
SE
OC
NV
DC

July
August
September
October
November
December

Note: In the frequency bands allocated exclusively to the
Broadcasting Service between 5950 kHz and 26100 kHz,
no symbol is inserted against frequency assignments to
broadcasting stations to indicate the seasonal use of the
frequency (months or seasons and periods of solar
activity)
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2.

GENERAL REMARKS REPRESENTED BY NUMERALS

The Remark numbers not appearing in this table are not used at present in the International Frequency List

1
2/.
3/.
4
5
6

7
8

9'
10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Australian station(s)
Offset: + . . . . kHz
Offset: — . . . . kHz
Maximum power in the antenna
Station(s) of the Syrian Arab Republic
French station(s)
United States of America station(s)
United Kingdom station(s)
Austrian station(s)
Station(s) of the Republic of the Sudan
Assignment notified by the Republic of
South Africa (if this assignment is to
a station which is situated in SouthWest-Africa and therefore bears the
symbol “ ASO” in Column 4b, see
I.T.U. Administrative Council Reso
lution No. 619 (22nd Session, 1967))
Italian station(s)
Spanish station(s)
Meteorological
Simplex
Duplex
On request
Station(s) of the Republic of Korea
Surface control
Marker beacon

28
29
30/.

Primary flight control area
Temporary
Range over sea
Area control
Aerodrome control
Approach control
Finnish station(s)
On request by ship stations
Directivity of antenna is variable
Offset: . . . . kHz

31
32
33

Kenya station(s)
Turkish station(s)
Lighthouses

21
22

23
24
25
26
27

34

Loran

35

Inter-ship

36

The carrier frequency of the single side
band emissions represented by this
listing can also be used until 1 January
1972 for double sideband emissions
(see Resolutions No. Mar 6, No. Mar
11 and No. Mar 15 o f the World
Administrative Maritime Radio Con
ference, Geneva, 1967)
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37

On request by the aeronautical service

38

United Nations Organization’s sta
tion^)

39

Canadian station(s)

40

W ill be used only in case o f extreme
necessity

41

Primary use inter-ship; secondary use
ship-to-shore

42

Swiss station(s)

43

Station(s) of the State of Kuwait

44

One or more portable stations

45

River service

46

Emergency

47

Police

48

Stand by circuit

49

Time signals

50

Station(s) of the Socialist Republic of
Roumania

51

The present entry is the reproduction
o f an allotment for which no frequency
has been nominally designated in the
Frequency Allotment Plan for the Aero
nautical Mobile (OR) Service (Appen
dix 26 to the Radio Regulations)
because the frequency band in question
is shared between the Aeronautical
Mobile (OR) Service and one or more
other services. Hence, this entry does
not mean that the frequency mentioned
in Column 1, which is the lower lim it
o f the band concerned, is alloted to the
country whose symbol appears in
Column 4b. It is for each Adminis
tration concerned, in co-operation with
the other Administrations whose names
appear in the Plan in respect of each
of the allotments concerned, to select
the frequencies to be used for the Aero
nautical Mobile (OR) Service in this
shared band, taking into account the
frequencies already used by the other
primary services to which the band is
also allocated

52

Directional antehna is used at night
only

53

Directional antenna, different patterns
day and night

54

Netherlands station(s)

55

Station(s)
Republic

o f the

Federal

German

25

56

Belgian station(s)

57

Coastal area(s)

58

Calibration of direction finders

59/.

The present entry relating to single
sideband emissions is in accordance
with the provisions of Appendix 17 to
the Radio Regulations. The frequency
appearing in Column 1 is one of the
assigned frequencies specified in Section
B or Section C o f the said Appendix.
The figures following the Remark
number represent the carrier frequency

60/.

The figures following the Remark num
ber represent the carrier frequency or
reference frequency of a single side band
or independent side band emission

61

This frequency is assigned also within
the same area, to other stations of the
same class with technical characteristics
comparable to those recorded for this
assignment

62/.

This station is part of a network of
which some of the other stations use
the frequency or frequencies repre
sented by the digits following the
Remark number. Where several fre
quencies are involved, the digits repre
senting them are separated by a stroke
Example:

neva, 1951, Agreement and was pre
viously recorded in the Master Radio
Frequency Record with the date repre
sented by the digits immediately follow
ing the Remark number in Column 2b.
The assignment has been examined by
the I.F.R.B. in accordance with the
provisions of Resolution No. 1 of the
Administrative Radio Conference, Ge
neva, 1959. The Finding was favour
able w ith respect to No. 501 of the
Geneva Radio Regulations, and the
assignment now appears in the Master
International Frequency Register, ac
cording to the result o f the examination
with respect to Nos. 502 or 503 of the
Geneva Radio Regulations, with the
date of entry into force of these Regu
lations in Column 2a or Column 2b
71/...

This assignment was not in conformity
with the provisions of No. 501 of the
Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959, and
was previously recorded in the Master
International Frequency Register with
the date represented by the digits imme
diately following the Remark number
in Column 2b. As a consequence o f
the revision o f certain provisions of
the Radio Regulations by the World
Administrative Radio Conference to
deal with matters relating to the M ari
time Mobile Service, Geneva, 1967,
this assignment has been re-examined
by the I.F.R.B. The Finding was
favourable with respect to No. 501
of the Radio Regulations, and the
assignment now appears in the Master
International Frequency Register, ac
cording to the result of the examination
with respect to No. 502 or 503 of the
Radio Regulations, with the date of
entry into force of the revised provisions
of these Regulations in Column 2a or
Column 2b

72

Connected to the public telephone net
work

73

For testing purposes

74/.../.../.

62/4785/4786.5 meaning:
This station is part of a net
work o f which some of the
other stations use the fre
quencies 4785 kHz and
4786.5 kHz

63

Swedish station(s)

64

Time sharing

65

Search and rescue (SAR)

66

Broadcast or television relay

67

Decca

68

Press

W ithin the sector . . . 0 to . . . °, the
effective radiated power is reduced to
. . . kW

69

Railways

Example:

70/.

This assignment was not in conformity
with the Table of Frequency Alloca
tions, Atlantic City, 1947, or with cer
tain provisions o f the Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conference, Ge

75/.../.

26

74/340/20/0.02 meaning:
Within the sector 340° to
20°, the effective radiated
power is reduced to 0.02 kW

In the direction of . . . °, the effective
radiated power is reduced to . . . kW

2 6

Example: 75/360/10 meaning:

Chapter 1, paragraph 4 of the
Regional Agreement, Stockholm,
1961, and

In the direction o f 360°,
the effective radiated power
is reduced to 10 kW

7 6 /...

— for the African Broadcasting Area,
in accordance with Annex 2,
Chapter 1 paragraph 4 o f the
Regional Agreement, Geneva, 1963
The second symbol represents the fre
quency offset o f the carrier as a frac
tion o f the line frequency for the tele
vision system concerned which is
temporarily in use at present

The number immediately following
the Remark number is the maximum
effective height o f the transmitting
antenna in metres as defined,
— for the European Broadcasting Area,
in Annex 2, Chapter 1, paragraph 6
of the Regional Agreement, Stock
holm, 1961, and
— for the African Broadcasting Area,
in Annex 2, Chapter 1, paragraph 6
o f the Regional Agreement, Geneva,
1963

78

Harbour area

79

No specific power is indicated for this
allotment in Appendix 26 to the Radio
Regulations (Frequency Allotment Plan
for the Aeronautical Mobile (OR)
Service and Related Information). The
Plan was developed, however, on the
assumption that the peak power radia
ted by the aeronautical stations would
be 1 kW for A l emissions or 4 kW for
A3 emissions, unless otherwise indicated

80

No specific power is indicated for this
allotment in Appendix 26 to the Radio
Regulations (Frequency Allotment Plan
for the Aeronautical Mobile (OR) Serv
ice and Related Information). The Plan
was developed, however, on the assump
tion that the peak power radiated by
aircraft stations would be 50 W for A l
emissions or 200 W for A3 emissions,
or would not exceed the power o f the
corresponding aeronautical stations
when these are restricted, in the Plan,
to a lower power

82/.

The letter immediately following the
Remark number indicates the television
system,

The first group of figures immediately
following the Remark number is the
maximum effective height o f the trans
mitting antenna in metres as defined,
— for the European Broadcasting Area,
in Annex 3, Chapter 1, paragraph 6
of the Regional Agreement, Stock
holm, 1961, and
— for the .African Broadcasting Area,
in Annex 2, Chapter 1, paragraph 6
of the Regional Agreement, Geneva,
1963
The second group of figures represents
the effective height o f the antenna
which is temporarily in use at present

77/ . ..

The symbol immediately following the
Remark number represents the fre
quency offset o f the carrier as a fraction
o f the line frequency for the television
system concerned,
— for the European Broadcasting Area,
in accordance with Annex 2, Chap
ter 1, paragraph 4 o f the Regional
Agreement, Stockholm, 1961, and
— for the African Broadcasting Area,
in accordance with Annex 2, Chap
ter 1, paragraph 4 of the Regional
Agreement, Geneva, 1963

77T/. . . /

— for the European Broadcasting Area,
in accordance with Annex 2, Chap
ter 1, paragraph 2 o f the Regional
Agreement, Stockholm, 1961, or

The symbol immediately following the
Remark number represents the fre
quency offset of the carrier as a frac
tion of the line frequency for the tele
vision system concerned,

— for the African Broadcasting Area,
in accordance with Annex 3, Section
2, paragraph 2.2 (pages 321-325) o f
the Regional Agreement, Geneva,
1963

— for the European Broadcasting Area,
in accordance with Annex 2,

27

2n

83

Station(s) of the Republic o f Maldives

84

Utilized by the United Nations Organi
zation

8 5/ . .. /

Within the sector . . . ° to . . . °, the
maximum effective height o f the trans
mitting antenna is reduced to . . . metres
Example:

8 6/ . .. /

85/90/180/75 meaning:
W ithin the sector 90° to
180°, the maximum effec
tive height of the transmitt
ing antenna is reduced to
75 metres

In the direction o f . . .°, the maximum
effective height o f the transmitting
antenna is reduced to . . . metres
Example:

95/...

The figures following immediately the
Remark number represent the value in
watts or kilowatts o f the power used
at present

96

Foggy weather only

97

Broadcast o f N O TAM S (Notices to
airmen)

981. . . / . . .

The figures (or the groups o f figures)
following immediately the Remark
number represent the azimuth (or the
azimuths) o f the directivity o f the an
tenna which is in use at present

99/.../...

The groups o f figures following imme
diately the Remark number represent
the limits o f the sector in which the
transmissions are made at present

86/270/50 meaning:
In the direction 270°, the
maximum effective height of
the transmitting antenna is
reduced to 50 metres

87

Utilized by the W orld Health Organi
zation

88

Synchronized network

89/.

The letter immediately following the
Remark number indicates the plane of
polarization of radiation, H indicating
horizontal polarization and V, vertical
polarization

90

Customs

91/...

The number immediately following the
Remark number is the maximum effect
ive height o f the transmitting antenna
in metres as defined in Annex 2, Chap
ter 1, paragraph 6 o f the Regional
Agreement for the European Broadcast
ing Area, Stockholm, 1961. In this
particular case, the effective transmitt
ing antenna height is below the mean
level o f the ground between 3 km and
15 km from the transmitter in the direc
tion in which it is desired to determine
the field strength. The number imme
diately following the Remark number,
therefore, is a minus value

92

Programme transmission service

93

Notified for network; other stations
unspecified

94

Guard and call frequency

100

28

Common frequency for calling and
safety purposes in the radiocommunica
tion service for the navigation on the
Danube

101

Consol

102/...

Doppler frequency shift: ± . . . . kHz

103

Occasionally

104

M ultiple address press. The reception
points appearing in Column 5a may be
considered as representative points out
lining the area(s) to be served

105

Supplementary channel for regional
control

106

Frequency assignment used for the
navigation on the Rhine

107

Coast Guard

108

Lifeboats

109/.

The letter immediately following the
Remark number indicates the class of
observations to be taken, as defined in
Item 8 o f Section F of Appendix 1A to
the Radio Regulations (1963 revision)

110

Passive reflector

111

Frequency assignment used for the
navigation on the Rhine and on the
Scheldt

112/.../.../...

For the time being, transmissions are
made within the sector between . . . 0
and . . . 0 with an effective radiated
power o f . . . kW

28

Example:

1 1 3 /.../.

112/340/20/0.01 meaning:
For the time being, trans
missions are made within
the sector between 340° and
20° with an effective ra
diated power o f 0.01 kW

For the time being, the azimuth o f the
directivity o f the antenna in use is
. . . ° and the effective radiated power
is . . . kW
Example:

113/360/5 meaning:
For the time being, the
azimuth o f the directivity
o f the antenna in use is
360° and the effective radia
ted power is 5 kW

114

Oil drilling rig(s) (Col. 4a or 5a)

115/:

The figures immediately following the
Remark number represent the electric
height o f the antenna expressed in frac
tions o f wavelength (for example:
115/0.625X)

116

International exchange of police infor
mation

117

Geophysical research

118

Reserved

119/.

The figures immediately following the
Remark number represent the value o f
the root mean square fluctuation o f the
operating noise temperature

120

“ Semaphone” selective calling service

121

The notifying Administration has stated
that the power flux density limits
prescribed in Nos. 4700 and 470P o f
the Radio Regulations (1963 revision)
w ill not be exceeded. Consequently the
Board has considered that this fre
quency assignment is in conformity
with the provisions of No. 639AS of
the said Regulations

122

National defence

123

This frequency assignment is made for
the use of the Embassy of a foreign coun
try which has allocated the call sign

124

Fire

125

Medical advice

126

Surveillance Radar

29

127

Precision Approach Radar

128

Notices to mariners

129

Geodetic survey operations

130

Broadcast, television or remote pick up

131

Power notified is less than 10 watts

132

Power notified is less than 10 milliwatts

134

Omnidirectional radio range (VOR,
TVOR)

135

Main beacon, SBA

136

Localizer, ILS

137

Glide path, ILS

138

Distance measuring equipment (D M E)

139

Ground controlled approach (GCA)

140

Radar astronomy

141

Research spacecraft(s)

142

Deep Space Probe(s)

143

Radiosonde

144

Control circuit

145

Relay

146/.

The present entry concerns an earth
transmitting station which has been
recorded in the Master International
Frequency Register consequential to
the application o f the provisions of
No. 639AI o f the Radio Regulations
(1963 revision) as regards the Adm in
istration o f the country designated by
the symbol which follows the Remark
number

147

Radar

148

Telemetering

149

Vertical dipole antenna

150/.

This entry concerns a station o f the
Fixed Service or o f the Mobile Service
located within the coordination distance
o f an earth transmitting station re
corded in the Master International
Frequency Register on behalf o f the
Administration o f the country designat
ed by the symbol following the Remark
number and the necessary bandwidth

29

notified is separated by less than 6 M Hz
from that o f the earth station concerned
(No. 492A of the Radio Regulations,
1963 revision). The frequency assign
ment to the earth station concerned has
been recorded in the Master Interna
tional Frequency Register consequen
tial to the application o f the provisions
o f No. 639AI o f the Radio Regulations
(1963 revision) as regards the Admin
istration which notified the present
entry. However, this earth trans
mitting station is unlikely to be affected
by the emissions o f the station o f the
Fixed Service or o f the Mobile Service
and the present entry has therefore
been made in the Master International
Frequency Register in application o f the
provisions of No. 570AM o f the Radio
Regulations (1963 revision)

o f the Remark appearing in Column 1
o f the Frequency Allotment Plan ft.
the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service
which appears in Appendix 27 to u.e
Radio Regulations (page 46 or 50 as the
case may be). See also Resolution
No. Aer l o f the Aeronautical E.A.R.C.,
Geneva, 1966
157

Maximum peak envelope power sup
plied to the antenna transmission line

158

Use by stations in classes FA, FB, FC,
FL, M A , M L, MS and M O fo r co
ordinated search and rescue operations,
under the terms o f paragraph 4 o f the
Remark appearing in Column 3 o f the
Frequency Allotment Plan for the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service which
appears in Appendix 27 to the Radio
Regulations (page 46 or 50 as the case
may be). See also Resolution No.
Aer 1 o f the Aeronautical E.A.R.C.,
Geneva, 1966, and, as the case may be,
Nos. 1326C or 1353B o f the Radio
Regulations

159

Compass locator station

151

Eureka beacon

152

BABS beacon

153

Repeater station(s)

154

Remote control

160

Guard frequency

155/.

This entry relates to a frequency
assignment to an earth receiving station.
The notifying Administration did not
seek to co-ordinate the use o f this fre
quency assignment under No. 639AD of
the Radio Regulations (1963 revision)
with the Administration o f any other
country designated by the symbol
following the Remark number and
which, according to the Board’s calcula
tions, should normally have been con
cerned in application o f the said provi
sion. Since it relates to a frequency
assignment to an earth receiving station,
the Board, at the request o f the notify
ing Administration, has nevertheless re
corded it in the Master International
Frequency Register, on the under
standing that the service provided by
this station may be subject to harmful
interference caused by stations in the
Fixed or Mobile Services situated
within the co-ordination distance of
this earth station and coming under the
jurisdiction o f any country designated
by a symbol following the Remark
number

161

Highway Control

162

For scientific work

163

Fequency assignment used for
navigation on the Danube

164

Subject to non-interference basis to
other services

165

Sea areas in Region 3

166

The purpose o f this Remark number is
to draw attention to the classes o f
emission specified in Part I, Section
IIC , o f Appendix 27 to the Radio
Regulations— Frequency Allotment
Plan for the Aeronautical Mobile (R)
Service in its exclusive bands between
2 850 kHz and 17 970 kHz, Geneva,
1966

167

Broadcasting o f URSIGRAMS

168

Vertical incidence (Col. 9a)

169

Replacement frequency intended to be
used when, due to a partial or total
failure, a space station cannot use any
more the other frequencies assigned to
it

184

The country symbol is that which is
appropriate to the country notified by
the notifying Administration as indi-

156

Maximum peak envelope power
supplied to the antenna transmission
line for approach and aerodrome
control, under the terms o f paragraph 2

30

the

30

eating the territories within the limits
o f which the station is located (see
No. 837 of the Radio Regulations)

199

horizontal plane. The electric height
of the antenna is 0.2X (Col. 9a)

Call sign not allocated or variable for
security reasons, or other means of
identification used (Col. 3)

255

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R. Dia
gram No. 38 C) (Col. 9a)

256

Anti-fading antenna (Col. 9a)

202

The call sign consists of the name of
place appearing in Column 4a

257

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R. Dia
gram No. 38A) (Col. 9a)

203

The call sign consists of the indication
appearing in Column 3, abbreviated if
necessary, followed or preceded by
the name o f place as shown in Co
lumn 4a

258

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R. Dia
gram No. 16) (Col. 9a)

259

Rotating Antenna (Col. 9a)

260

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R. Dia
gram No. 38) (Col. 9a)

261

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R. Dia
gram No. 17) (Col. 9a)

262

Transmission o f alarm signals

263

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R. Dia
gram No. 39) (Col. 9a)

264

The notifying Administration has stated,
on behalf of the countries listed in
Column 12b that the rights and obli
gations resulting from this recording
accrue to the countries (or the Adminis
trations representing such countries)
which are or w ill become parties to the
Interim Agreement signed at Washing
ton D.C. on 20 August 1964, and for
such time as they remain parties to
that Agreement

265

Associated transmitting earth station(s)

218

W ill be used only in exceptional cir
cumstances

219

A link between a studio and its corres
ponding broadcasting transmitter (STL)

230

Ionospheric height measurements

235

Ionospheric scattering observation

251

Vertical radiation aerial
(C.C.I.R. Diagram No. 22) (Col. 9a)

252/

The figures immediately following the
Remark number represent the physical
direction of the dipoles expressed in
degrees (clockwise) from True North

253

Log-periodic antenna (Col. 9a)

254

Eight elements vertical radiation aerial
comprising four rows o f two dipoles
in each row which lie in the same

See Supplement next page.
\
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SUPPLEMENT

TABLE No. 3

GENERAL REMARKS
Explanation o f the numbers of General Remarks used in Column 13c o f the International Frequency List.

2. GENERAL REMARKS REPRESENTED BY NUMERALS
3.4 Pages 25 to 31
3.4.1 Add the following General Remarks:
“ 133
Used by the International Committee o f the Red Cross (Recommendation No. 34 o f the
Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1959)”
“ 170

The I.F.R.B. has no reason* to conclude that this station, situated on the territory o f the
Bangladesh, is still under the jurisdiction of the Administration of Pakistan or that the present
assignment is being used by this Administration. Pending an agreement between the Adminis
trations of the Bangladesh and Pakistan on the transfer o f responsibility, the I.F.R.B., in
accordance with Section V I o f Article 9 o f the Radio Regulations, has ceased to take the present
assignment into consideration in the examination which it carries out under Article 9 o f the
Radio Regulations with a view to recording frequency assignments in the Master Register”

“ 171

The Administration o f the Bangladesh stated in a letter of 16 March 1972 that the station in
question is under its jurisdiction and that at that date it was using the present assignment in
accordance with the basic characteristics recorded in the Master International Frequency
Register and derived from notices received from the Administration o f Pakistan. Following the
admission o f the Bangladesh as a Member o f the Union and pending an agreement between the
two Administrations on the transfer of responsibility, the I.F.R.B. has recorded this assignment
in the Master Register, on the understanding that it w ill be reviewed after the aforementioned
agreement has been communicated to the Board”

“ 302/...

The group of figures following the number of this remark gives in dBW the maximum power
density per Hz supplied to the antenna as defined in items 8b (section B) and 9b (section D) of
Appendix 1A to the Radio Regulations. When this power density is less than 1 watt per Hz its
value in decibels is preceded by the sign ( - ) ”

“ 304/... 1. . . The value entered in Column 9a indicates, in degrees, clockwise from true North, the azimuth
(rounded o ff to the nearest degree) of the direction o f maximum radiations of the antenna o f the
earth station assumed to be pointing towards the satellite in its nominal position on the geo
stationary satellite orbit. The two groups o f figures following this symbol give in degrees and
decimal fractions o f degrees the limits within which the azimuth of the direction of maximum
radiation o f the antenna of the earth station may vary during operations”
“ 307/...

The figure immediately following this symbol represents in degrees from the horizontal plane
the planned minimum operating angle of elevation o f the antenna in the direction of maximum
radiation as defiped in item 9 (paragraph e)) in section B and in item 8 (paragraph e)) in
section C o f Appendix 1A to the Radio Regulations”

“ 317/...

The figure following this symbol represents in Kelvins the total receiving system noise tem
perature at the receiver in-put of a space station or o f an earth station”

“ 318/... 1. . . The figure immediately following this symbol represents in Kelvins the noise temperature of
the satellite link between the earth station with which this entry is concerned and the earth
station whose name is represented in abridged form after the figure. When the figure is not
followed by any name, it represents a noise temperature representative of any satellite link using
the space station designated in Column 4a or 5a”
“ 319/...

The number immediately following this symbol represents in metres, the altitude of the antenna
above mean sea level”

“ 324/...

The figures following the Remark number represent, in dBW, the notified equivalent isotropically radiated power in the direction of maximum radiation of the antenna”

3.4.2 Delete the General Remark “ 81

German Democratic Republic” .
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ALG-AUS
TABLE No. 4

SPECIAL REMARKS APPLYING TO SPECIFIC COUNTRIES
Explanation of the symbols used in Column 13c o f the International Frequency List
The Remark numbers not appearing in this table are not used at present in the
International Frequency List

ALG

ALG1

ARS
ARS1

AUS
AUS1

Algeria
(Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic)

AUS7

Relay service to Great Britain

AUS8

Antenna type and dimensions:

Beacon-placement ships (Col. 4a or 5a)
One 64 metres and one 18.3 metres diameter
steerable paraboloid arranged as a variable
spacing, variable orientation interferometer

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Transmissions every hour, from H + 0 0 to
H + 1 0 and from H + 3 5 to H + 4 5 (Col. 10)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
1920 square metres; all azimuths; the angle of
elevation is between 30° and 90°

Commonwealth of Australia
Antenna type and dimensions:
Circular filled in array, diameter 1097.3 metres
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

AUS10

64 metres diameter steerable paraboloid

Beam 8 degrees diameter adjustable in NorthZenith-South plane
AUS2

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
1510 square metres; all azimuths; the angle of
elevation is between 30° and 90°

Antenna type and dimensions:
64 metres diameter steerable paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
1770 square metres; all azimuths; the angle of
elevation is between 30° and 90°

AUS3

AUS4

Antenna type and dimensions:

AUS 11

Antenna type and dimensions:
64 metres diameter steerable paraboloid

Transmission of oceanographic data from
Nomad Buoy station (150° 00' E 40° 00' S)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
1160 square metres; all azimuths; the angle of
elevation is between 30° and 90°

Antenna type and dimensions:
Three 13.5 metres diameter paraboloids arranged
as an interferometer
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
120 square metres; the azimuth is between 300°
and 60° and the angle of elevation between 20°
and 90°

AUS5

AUS 12

Antenna type and dimensions:
Cross, each arm 1600 metres x 12 metres
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
17 000 square metres; meridian transit only;
+ 18° to —90° declination

Antenna type and dimensions:
Cross, each arm 1600 metres x 12 metres
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
AUS13

25 000 square metres; meridian transit only
4-18° to —90° declination
A US6

Antenna type and dimensions:
96 paraboloids, 13.5 metres in diameter, equatorially mounted, arranged in a ring o f 3 kilo
metres diameter

Postmaster General Monitoring centres (Col. 4a)
33

33
AUS

AUS 14

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

6000 square metres; the azimuth is between 300°
and 60° and the angle of elevation between 0°
and 90°

10 000 square metres; meridian transit only;
azimuth fixed at 0° (±0.5°); +10° to —80°
declination

AUS20

Antenna type and dimensions:

Two rhombics, each leg 20 metres, arranged as
an interferometer

Cross, each arm 400 metres with 32 steerable
paraboloids 9 metres diameter

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

300 square metres; meridian transit only;
azimuth coverage ± 4 5 ° about meridian; fixed
declination at + 40°

1000 square metres; all azimuths, the angle of
elevation is between 15° and 90°

AUS21

AUS15

Antenna type and dimensions:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

15 square metres; meridian transit only; fixed
declination at —34°

20 square metres; all azimuths; the angle of
elevation is between 15° and 90°
AUS22

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

5 square metres; meridian transit only; fixed
declination at —34°

AUS23

AUS 18

Antenna type and dimensions:

Rectangular filled in array, 7.5 x 12 metres

Crossed compound interferometer, each arm
800 metres with 32 steerable paraboloids 9 metres
diameter and two steerable paraboloids 14 metres
diameter

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

90 square metres; meridian transit only; fixed
declination at —34°

1200 square metres; all azimuths; the angle of
elevation is between 15° and 90°

Antenna type and dimensions:

AUS24

Antenna type and dimensions:

Rectangular filled in array, 5 x 8 metres
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

40 square metres; meridian transit only; fixed
declination at —34°

AUS 19

Antenna type and dimensions:

Rectangular filled in array, 1.8 x 2.8 metres

Antenna type and dimensions:
Rectangular filled in array, 110 x 16.4 metres
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
180 square metres; meridian transit only; fixed
declination at —34°

AUS 17

Antenna type and dimensions:

Rectangular filled in array, 3.1 x 5.2 metres

6 metres diameter steerable paraboloid

AUS 16

Antenna type and dimensions:

Antenna type and dimensions:

Cross, each arm 914.4 x 10 metres

34

This transmitter is located at Belconnen and is
used for official correspondence with naval
vessels under the call sign VHP and for the
transmission of radiotelegrams addressed to
ships of the British Commonwealth of Nations
when the call sign VIX is employed. For the
former (VHP) service the transmitter is keyed
locally but in the case of the latter (VIX) it is
keyed over landlines from Sydney. The radiotelegram service is part of the British Common
wealth area scheme and, as published in the
I.T.U. List of Coast Stations, the service is
regarded as being provided by Sydney Radio

34AUT-CAN

AUT1
AUT2
AUT3
AUT4
AUT5
AUT6
AUT7
AUT8

from +22.5° to —35° (Col. 9b)
from +35° to —22.5° (Col. 9b)
from —40° to +80° (Col. 9b)
The values of reduced effective radiated power
refer to the horizontal plane
from +40° to —60°
(Col.9b)
from +20° to - ^ 0 °
(Col.9b)
from +35° to —60°
(Col.9b)
from +40° to —30° (Col. 9b)

Passive
Passive
Passive
Passive

repeater
repeater
repeater
repeater

inthe
inthe
inthe
inthe

BEL

Belgium

BEL1

Antenna type and dimensions:
Radiotelescope; dipole at the focus of a 6-metre
paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
17 square metres; full sky

BEL2

Antenna type and dimensions:
Multi-antenna interferometer, capable of work
ing simultaneously on lobe sweeping and drift
a) East-West baseline: 32 four-meter parabolic
antennas, 20 metres spacing
b) North-South baseline: 16 four-meter para
bolic antennas, 20 metres spacing
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
10 square metres; coverage from 45° to 315° in
azimuth and from 0° to 70° in elevation (up to
110° in azimuth 180°)

BEL3

BEL4

BEL5

to

Bolivia
On condition that no harmful interference is
caused to Chile on 2 551.5 kHz

BRM

Union of Burma
Notified by India (Col. 4a)
Canada

CAN1

During season of navigation (Col. 10)

CAN3

During the season o f navigation in the Hudson
Strait (Col. 10)

CAN5

Ships and pilot boats (Col. 4a)

CAN 6

Antenna type and dimensions:
Half-wave dipole, with screen
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
70 square metres; fixed pointing of beam;
azimuth due south; angle of elevation: 45°

CAN7

Antenna type and dimensions:
Half-wave dipole, with screen
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
30 square metres; fixed pointing o f beam;
azimuth due south; angle of elevation: 45°

CAN 8

Antenna type and dimensions:
Half-wave dipole, with screen
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
8 square metres; fixed pointing o f beam; azimuth
due south; angle o f elevation: 45°

CAN9

Antenna type and dimensions:
Polarimeter; dipole at the focus of a 6-metre
paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
20 square metres; coverage from 90° to 270° in
azimuth and from 0° to 70° in elevation (up to
180° in azimuth 180°)

Antenna type and dimensions:
Crossed six-element Yagis
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
20 square metres; azimuth coverage ±135° from
south; the angle o f elevation is between 30° and
70°

CAN10

Transmissions from coast station Ostend (OSU)
to packet-boats on the cross-Channel service
between Ostend and Dover

Antenna type and dimensions:
1.6 metre diameter steerable paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
1 square metre; azimuth coverage ±135° from
south; the angle o f elevation is between 30°
and 70°

Antenna type and dimensions:
Radiotelescope; slot disc-dipole at the focus of
a 7.5-metre paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
27 square metres; full sky

BEL6

H +55

BOL1

CAN

direction o f Livramento
direction of Tangua
direction of Vitoria
direction o f Guarapari

Transmissions every hour, from
H + 6 0 (Col. 10)

BOL

BRM2

Brazil

B
B1
B2
B3
B4

BEL37

Austria

AUT

CAN11

Antenna type and dimensions:
46 metres diameter steerable paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
880 square metres; fu ll sky

Emission from Marche or Houdeng, depending
on schedule and areas to be covered

35
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CAN-D
CAN 12

CHN .

Antenna type and dimensions:

China (People’s Republic of)

25.6 metres diameter paraboloid

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

CHN1

. The power w ill be reduced to 10 kW as from
sunset at Nanking. The radiated power in the
azimuth o f 135° w ill not exceed 10 kW

CHN2

The angular width o f the main lobe o f the
antenna is normally 12 degrees with an antenna
gain o f 13 dB; however, it may occasionally be
25 degrees with a gain of 7.5 dB (Cols. 9b and
■9c)

CHN3

I f harmful interference is caused to India, the
power w ill be reduced up to a minimum o f 1 kW

CHN4

On non-interference basis to station o f Rangoon

CHN5

On non-interference basis to station o f Delhi

CHN7

On non-interference basis to station Kandy
(Sri Lanka (Ceylon))

CHN8

I f harmful interference is caused to the reception
o f Imphal (India) the power w ill be reduced to
1 kW

CHN9

On non-interference basis to station Karwar
(India)

CHN10

Canton closes down at 1500 G M T. Bombay
operates beyond 1500 G M T normally. By
arrangement between India and China, China
would agree to operate on 20 kW between
1330 G M T and 1500 G M T provided there is no
harmful interference to China from Bombay
operating between these hours. India agrees
to suspend transmission between 1330 and
1500 G M T or to reduce power in the event o f
harmful interference to China

CHN14

Transmissions at 0110 and 0710 (Col. 10)

CHN17

Transmissions at 0030, 0630 and 1230 (Col. 10)

515 square metres; full sky

CAN 13

Antenna type and dimensions:
1.8 metre diameter paraboloid

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
2.5 square metres; polar mount; coverage from
60° to 300° in azimuth and from 0° to 90° in
elevation
C AN 14

Parabolic reflector antenna

C AN 15

Yagi type antenna

CAN 16

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two 8.5 metres diameter parabolic reflectors
separated by up to 1 km, arranged as a super
synthesis interferometer

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
2 x 57 square metres; full sky
CAN83

This frequency is used primarily for intership
communication on the Great Lakes by the
United States o f America and Canada

CAN84

Ships (Tugs) (Col. 4a)

CAN131 Canada w ill use this frequency only on a basis
o f non-interference to stations in the United
States o f America operating on the same
frequency
CAN135 Relay to United Kingdom
CAN145 Broadcasting o f International Ice Patrol bulletins
CAN200 A continuous carrier o f circular pattern modu
lated in space to a maximum o f 30% at a tone
frequency o f 1 020 Hz by alternate interlocking
of two figures o f eight patterns keyed respectively
to form the letters “ A ” and “ N ” , provides
directional track guidance. Radiotelephone trans
mission is accomplished by voice modulation
to a maximum o f 65 % o f the same carrier (6A3)

CHL

Chile

CHL1

On condition that no harmful interference is
caused to Argentine (Cordoba) on 2 445.5 kHz
and on 2 448.5 kHz

CHL2

On condition that no harmful interference is
caused to Argentine on 2 302.5 kHz

36

CLN

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) (Republic of)

CLN8

Transmissions at 0105, 0120, 0405, 0705, 0720
and 1005 (Col. 10)

CLN9

Transmissions at 0405, 0705, 0720 and 1005
(Col. 10)

CYA

Vatican City State

CVA7

300°, 315°, 270°, 260°, 250°, 235° (Col. 9a)

CVA8

65°, 70°, 80°, 85° (Col. 9a)

D

Germany

DI

The gain (Gv) o f the transmitting antenna in the
Sector 28° to 108° is — 4.5 dB, in the sectors 5°
to 25° and 1110 to 131°,— 25 dB

36

D-F
D2

The gain (Gv) of the transmitting antenna in the
sectors 108° to 132° and 321° to 345° is — 5dB
in the sectors 235° to 245° and 43° to 53°, — 12 dB

D3

Transmission of television signals from a heli
copter for the purpose of road traffic control

D4

The overall bandwidth at which the receiver
response is 60 dB below maximum, is 100 kHz

D5

and 70°, at a maximum altitude of 12 000 metres
(Col. 4a or 5a)
F8

Beacon-placement ships (Col. 4a or 5a)

F9

Antenna type and dimensions:
40 x 200 metres semi-directional radiotelescope

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

The experiments will last about 30 days.
The transmitter is brought into operation during
one orbit out o f three

5000 square metres; hour angle: 1 hour; the
angle o f elevation is between 0°and 120°
F10

Antenna type and dimensions:

DNK

Denmark

DNK1

10°, 70°, 84°, 130°, 180°, 190°, 250°, 264°, 310®
(Col. 9a)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Egypt (Arab Republic of)

3000 square metres; hour angle: 1 hour; the
angle o f elevation is between 0° and 120°

40 x 200 metres semi-directional radiotelescope

EGY
EGY3

Transmissions, every Wednesday from 0800 to
0835; every Friday from 1215 to 1245 (Col. 10)

EGY4

Huna Alkahira (Col. 3)

F11

Paris and all Prefectures in France

FI 2

Antenna type and dimensions:
40 x 200 metres semi-directional radiotelescope

F

FI

F2

France

1000 square metres; hour angle: 1 hour; the
angle o f elevation is between 0° and 120°

In case of harmful interference to 2 252 kHz
(Puerto Rico), or 2 258 kHz (Puerto Rico),
mutual agreement w ill be reached covering the
use of these frequencies

F3

In case of harmful interference to 2 830 kHz
(Puerto Rico), mutual agreement w ill be reached
covering the use o f this frequency

F4

In case of harmful interference to 3 205 kHz
(Puerto Rico), mutual agreement w ill be reached
covering the use of this frequency

F5

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

In case of harmful interference to 2 206 kHz
(Puerto Rico), mutual agreement w ill be reached
covering the use o f this frequency
FI 3

40 x 200 metres radiotelescope

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
150 square metres; hour angle: 1 hour; the angle
o f elevation is between 0° and 120°
F I4

Antenna type and dimensions:
Network o f 8 paraboloids, 10 metres in diameter,
distributed over 800 metres, North to South

Antenna type and dimensions:
7 metres diameter paraboloid

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

500 square metres; azimuth: 360°; the angle o f
elevation is between 0° and 110°

25 square metres; coverage from 260° to 100° in
azimuth and from 0° to 110° in elevation

F6

Antenna type and dimensions:

FI 5

Antenna type and dimensions:

Antenna type and dimensions:
Network o f 16 paraboloids, 5 metres in diameter,
distributed over 1.5 kilometre, East to West

Network of 16 paraboloids, 5 metres in diameter,
distributed over 1.5 kilometre, East to West

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

250 square metres; azimuth: 360°; the angle o f
elevation is between 0° and 110°

120 square metres; azimuth: 360°; the angle o f
elevation is between 0° and 110°
Earth stations aboard balloons moving over the
southern hemisphere, between the parallels 20°

FI 6

37

The characteristics are those of television system
L except for the number o f lines, which is 819

37

F-G
F17

The effective radiated power w ill be reduced in
the direction of 10° if measurements in the
service area of the station Haardtkopf show this
to be necessary

F18

Passive repeater in the direction o f Nice

F19

Passive repeater in the direction o f La Gaude

F20

Stratospheric balloons moving over the South
of France at an altitude o f thirty to forty kilo
metres

F21

Transmitting antenna characteristics:

1 950 kHz according to No. 195 of the Radio
Regulations, the notifying Administration re
serves the right to make fu ll use o f this fre
quency for ship-to-shore communications in the
event o f the termination o f the Loran operation
on 1 950 kHz and, accordingly, wishes to main
tain this entry in the Master Register
G2

The form o f this entry has been amended so as
to bring it into line with the prescriptions o f
Section B o f Appendix 1 to the Radio Regula
tions. The notifying Administration states that
it should not be implied from this that there has
been any change in the actual use o f the assign
ment, which w ill continue to be used exclusively
by British ships for working to United Kingdom
coast stations and coast stations o f other
countries in Region 1, in accordance with
No. 1348A o f the Radio Regulations

G3

N ot used in USA and Canadian waters

G4

This frequency is used by non-directional radio
beacons on board oil drilling rigs, in the N orth
Sea Area west o f 03° East and between 54° and
58° North

G5

This frequency is used by non-directional radio
beacons on board oil drilling rigs, in the N orth
Sea Area west o f 03° East and between 51° and
58° North

Vertical polarization:
a) coverage in azimuth: 0° to 360°
b) coverage in elevation: +10° t o —45°
The isotropic gain o f the antenna in the direc
tion of maximum radiation is + 4 dB
Horizontal polarization:
a) coverage in azimuth: 0° to 360°
b) coverage in elevation: —90° to —45°
The isotropic gain o f the antenna in the
direction of maximum radiation is — 1 dB
F54

T LX 5; TLD20 to 28; TLY20 to 32. (Col. 3)

F359

Except for Paris area (Col. 4a or 5a)

F479

This station transmits time signals o f the Inter
national Time Bureau and URSIGRAMS at
0900 and 2100

F480

This station transmits time signals of the Inter
national Time Bureau and URSIGRAMS at
0800, 1200 and 2000

G6

W ithin the sectors 70° to 1906 and 250° to 360°,
the power is reduced to 0.2 kW ; in the sector
20° to 50°, it is reduced to 1 kW (Cols. 8 and 9a)

F481

This station transmits time signals o f the Inter
national Time Bureau and URSIGRAMS at
0930, 1300 and 2230

G7

F498

Rochambeau A irp o rt (Col. 3)

Antenna type and dimensions:
Dipole interferometer
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
100 square metres; full sky

F499

Tahiti Radio (Col. 3)
G8

Antenna type and dimensions:

F JI

F iji Islands

Three 18.3 metres steerable paraboloids as
interferometer

FJI1

This assignment concerns a Hi-Fix Navigation
System involving one master station with F9
emission and two slave stations with A0 emission
operating in the area bounded by 176° 30' E 178° 00' W and 15° 30' S - 21° 00' S

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
2 000 000 square metres; full sky
G9

G

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands
and the Isle of Man

G1

Although, in practice, this frequency is not used
for the time being by British ships within the
zone Of operation o f the North-East Atlantic
Loran System temporarily authorized on

Antenna type and dimensions:
25 metres steerable parabolic reflector
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
300 square metres; full sky

G10

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two 25 metres diameter steerable paraboloids

38

¥
38

G

G il

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

250 square metres; fu ll sky

3000 square metres; fu ll sky
G21

Antenna type and dimensions:

Antenna type and dimensions:
One M ark I I 38 x 25.9 metres steerable para
boloid

1.8 metre diameter front fed steerable paraboloid

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

0.83 square metre; fu ll sky

3000 square metres; fu ll sky
G12

On non-interference basis to Tokyo on 2 225 kHz

G13

On non-interference basis to Samar on 2 230 kHz;
not used in New Zealand or Eastern Australian
waters

G22

Antenna type and dimensions:
One M ark I I 38 X 25.9 metres steerable para
boloid
»

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
520 square metres; fu ll sky

G14
i
G15

G16

N ot used in Eastern Australian waters
G23

One M ark I 76 metres diameter steerable
paraboloid and one M ark I I 38 x 25.9 metres
.steerable paraboloid. The two antennas may
be used either separately or together as an
interferometer

N ot used in New Zealand waters

Antenna type and dimensions:
One M ark I 76 metres diameter steerable
paraboloid and one M ark I I 38 x 25.9 metres
steerable paraboloid. The two antennas may
be used either separately or together as an inter
ferometer. The M ark I antenna may be used
as interferometer with the antenna at Wardle

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
3000 square metres; full sky

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

G24

This frequency is used by non-directional radio
beacons on board oil drilling rigs, in the North
Sea Area west o f 03° East and between 51° and
61° North

G25

Belize Radio (Col. 3)

G26

This frequency is also used fo r communications
between helicopters and ships in United Kingdom
waters (R D A R A IB)

G27

Labcom, Katima M ulilo (Col. 3)

G28

Linear polarization inclined at an angle o f 45°

3000 square metres; fu ll sky

G17

Antenna type and dimensions:
One M ark I I I 38 x 25.9 metres steerable para
boloid. This antenna w ill normally operate in
conjunction with the M ark I antenna at Jodrell
Bank as interferometer for measuring angular
diameter o f Radio Sources

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
520 square metres; fu ll sky

G29
G18

Lifeboats, lighthouses and lightships (Col. 4a or
5a)

G19

Lightships, lighthouses (Col. 4a or 5a)

Antenna type and dimensions:

G30

This circuit is used for liaison when testing
between Loran stations. Transmissions of ap
proximately one minute every twelve hours and
as required for technical liaison

Antenna type and dimensions:
"Dipole array 100 x 450 metres

G20

Antenna type and dimensions:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

One M ark I 76 metres diameter steerable para
boloid and one Mark I I 38 x 25.9 metres
steerable paraboloid

20 000 square metres; azimuth 180°; the angle
o f elevation is between 20° and 90°

39

39
G
G31

Antenna type and dimensions:
Eight 13 metres diameter steerable paraboloids
arranged as a multiple interferometer
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
300 000 square metres; full sky

G32

Antenna type and dimensions:
Three 20 metres diameter steerable paraboloids
arranged as a multiple interferometer
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
100 000 square metres; fu ll sky

G33

Antenna type and dimensions:
20 x450 metres cylindrical reflector
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
10 000 square metres; coverage from 0° to 180°
in azimuth and from 30° to 90° in elevation

G34

G35

G41

47°, 58°, 97°, 121°, 180°

(Col. 9a)

G42

34°, 58°, 82°, 110°, 133°,

174° (Col. 9a)

G43

224°, 260°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G44

47°, 80°, 110°, 126°, 180° (Col. 9a)

G45

47°, 58°, 70°, 100°, 121°,

G46

47°, 58°, 70°, 90°, 110°, 121°, 133°, 160°, 196°
(Col. 9a)

G47

227°, 250°, 289°, 318° (Col. 9a)

G48

47°, 58°, 70°, 90°, 110°, 150°, 196° (Col. 9a)

G49

227°, 260°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G50

47°, 58°, 97°, 105°, 133°, 180° (Col. 9a)

G51

224°, 80°, 260°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G52

47°, 90°, 110°, 150°, 165° (Col. 9a)

G53

Antenna type and dimensions:
25 metres steerable parabolic reflector
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Antenna type and dimensions:

180° (Col. 9a)

0.9 metre diameter front fed paraboloid, equatorially mounted
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

G54

47°, 82°, 114°, 133°, 172° (Col. 9a)

0.32 square metre; full sky

G55

34°, 58°, 82°,

Antenna type and dimensions:

G56

160°, 172°, 196°, 210° (Col. 9a)

0.9 metre diameter dual beam front fed para
boloid, equatorially mounted

G57

90°, 109°, 121°, 133°, 160° (Col. 9a)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

G58

34°, 58°, 80°, 260°, 114°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G59

184°, 196°, 210° (Col. 9a)

G60

34°, 47°, 58°, 70° (Col.

G61

34°, 47°, 58°, 70°, 160°, 174°, 190° (Col. 9a)

200 square metres; full sky

114° (Col. 9a)

0.32 square metre; fu ll sky
G36

Antenna type and dimensions:
1.2 metre diameter front fed paraboloid, equa
torially mounted

G37

9a)

G62

34°, 47°, 70°, 97°, 121°, 133°, 160° (Col. 9a) ■

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

G63

172°, 184°, 196°, 215° (Col. 9a)

0.56 square metre; full sky

G64

47°, 34°, 58°, 80°, 260°, 114°, 126°, 160°, 196°
210°, 326° (Col. 9a)

Antenna type and dimensions:
0.5 metre diameter dual beam front fed para
boloid, equatorially mounted

G65

58°, 70°, 100°,

126°, 172° (Col. 9a)

G66

58°, 70°, 114°,

150° (Col. 9a)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
0.1 square metre; fu ll sky

G67

47°, 58°, 110°,

146°, 165° (Col. 9a)

G68

34°, 58°, 47°, 82°, 114° (Col. 9a)

G69

44°, 58°, 70°, 110°, 165° (Col. 9a)

G70

34°, 47°, 70°, 97°, 110°, 126°, 133°, 146°, 174°,
196° (Col. 9a)

G38

44°, 58°, 80°, 98°, 114°, 318°, 126°, 306°, 138°,
294°, 160°, 190°, 224°, 260° (Col. 9a)

G39

34°, 47°, 58°, 70°, 90°, 105°, 133°, 160°, 184°
(Col. 9a)

G71

224°, 250°, 289° (Col. 9a)

G72

44°, 82°, 126°, 138°, 150°, 165°, 184° (Col. 9a)

227°, 238°, 250°, 294°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G73

224°, 250°, 294°, 306° (Col. 9a)

G40

40

10

G
G74
G75

294°, 306°, 326° (Col. 9a)
This frequency is used by non-directional radio
beacons on board drilling rigs, in the North Sea
area West of 022 East and North o f 59° North

G108

.227%.80°, 260°, 294°, 306° (Col. 9a)

G109

44% 78% 98°, 135% 172° (Col. 9a)

GUO

34°, 47°, 58°, 82°, 114% 126°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G ill

224°, 260° (Col. 9a)

G112

47°, 100°, 82°, 114% 150°, 165°, 190° (Col. 9a)

G 113

227°, 250°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G114

44% 80% 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G115

47% 80% 160° (Col. 9a)

G76

44°, 80°, 98°, 126°, 138°, 174°, 196° (Col. 9a)

G77

224°, 260°, 294°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G78

44°, 70°, 109°, 121°, 133°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G79

47°, 82°, 190° (Col. 9a)

G80

58°, 80°, 260°, 114°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G116

227°, 260°, 294°, 330°, (Col. 9a)

G81

34°, 70°, 100°, 150°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G117

34°, 80°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G82

44°, 80°, 114°, 126°, 174° (Col. 9a)

G118

227°, 260°, 294°, 310° (Col. 9a)

G83

44°, 80°, 114°, 174° (Col. 9a)

G il9

44°, 80°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G84 '

34°, 58°,-90°, 126°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G120

47°, 80°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G85

227°. 250°, 294°, 324° (Col. 9a)

G121

227% 262Y2940 (Col. 9a)

G86

44°, 80°, 133°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G122

44°, 80°, 110° (Col. 9a)

G87

294°. 330° (Col. 9a)

G123

47% 70°, 126° (Col. 9a)

G88

34°, 47°, 70°, 90°, 110°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G124

70°, 90% 126°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G89

224°, 250°, 294°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G125

227°, 250°, 294°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G90

44°. 80°, 260°, 100°, 121°, 133°, 174°,
(Col. 9a)

G126

44°, 224°, 80°, 260°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G127,

44°, 224°, 80°, 260° (Col. 9a)

196°

.

G91

227\ 238°, 289°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G128

227°, 260°,294Q, 306° (Col. 9a)

G92

47°, 58°, 100°, 121°, 133°, 174° (Col. 9a)

G129

34°, 80°, 126°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G93

227°, 250°, 289° (Col. 9a)

G130

80°, 260°, 227°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G94

34°, 58°, 80", 114°, 126°, 160°, 190° (Col. 9a)

G131

47°, 80°, 97°, 135°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G95

227°, 260°, 294°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G132

58°, 80°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G96

47°,

70°, 82°, 109°, 121°, 133°, 170° (Col. 9a)

G133

47% 80°, 100°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G97

58°,

82", 100", 114°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G134

34°, 80°, 100°, 125°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G98

44°,

70°, 97', 135°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G135

326°, 294°, 260°, 221° (Col. 9a)

G136

70°, 109°, 133°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G99

44°,

82°, 109 ', 121°, 150° (Col. 9a)
G137

227°, 260°, 289° (Col. 9a)

G100

250°, 294°, 326° (Col. 9a)

G138

G101

34°, 58°, 70°, 90°, 110°, 121°, 150°, 174°,
(Col. 9a)

34°, 70°, 100°, 135°, 172°, 224°, 260°, 294°
(Col. 9a)

G139

Circular polarization o f radiation

G102

30°, 47°, 70°, 100°, 114° (Col. 9a)

G140

47°, 80°, 160°, 196° (Col. 9a)

G103

58°, 70°, 97°, 121°, 150°, 174°, 196° (Col. 9a)

G141

34°, 109°, 133° (Col. 9a)

G104

44°, 68°, 272°, 80°, 260°, 114°, 318°, 126°, 306°
160° (Col. 9a)

G143

58°, 80°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G144

34°, 82°, 124°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G105

44°, 80°, 114°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G145

58°, 82°, 100°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G106

34°, 47°, 109°, 58°, 121°, 150°, 180° (Col. 9a)

G146

70°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G107

34°, 58°, 80°, 97°, 126°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G147

34°, 58°, 82°, 126°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

196°

u

G-I
G148

44°, 70°, 100°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G149

100°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G150

58°, 80°, 100°, 124°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G151

224°, 250°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G152

82°, 124°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G153

44°, 82°, 100°, 126°, 160°, 184° (Col. 9a)

G154

80°, 100°, 126°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G155

47°, 70°, 110°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G156

58°, 80°, 124°, 160° (Col. 9a)

G162

80°, 160°, 238°, 260°, 294° (Col. 9a)

G163

2°, 13°, 25 \ 37°, 135°, 170°, 303°, 315°, 327°,
338°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G164

25°, 135°, 205°, 217°, 315°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G 165

2°, 25°. 135°, 170°, 315°, 327°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G 166

2°, 25°, 37°, 135°, 170°, 315°, 327°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G167

2°, 25°, 37°, 135°, 170°, 315°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G168

13°, 250°, 205°, 217°, 315°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G169

13°, 25°, 315°, 327°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G170

2°, 25°, 135°, 170°, 315°, 338°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G171

25°, 37°, 135°, 170°, 205°, 217° (Col. 9a)

G172

2°, 13°, 25°, 135°, 170°, 303°, 315°, 327°, 350°
(Col. 9a)

G173

360°, 13°, 25°, 135°, 180°, 303°, 315°, 338°, 350;,
(Col. 9a)

GRL

Greenland

GRL1

This network includes all Greenland, i.e. inside
the geographical triangle:
68 49 30 W 76 34 00 N
46 02 56 W 60 42 50 N
20 13 18 W 74 18 19 N

GRL3

If harmful interference is caused to Canadian
assignments on this frequency, the Danish
Administration w ill be prepared to discuss the
matter with the Canadian Administration with
a view to the elimination o f the interference

HOL

Kingdom of the Netherlands

HOL1

Transmissions each
H + 15 (Col. 10)

hour,

from

HO 1.4

Lighthouses, vessels (Col. 4a)

HOI.5
HOL9

Lightships, lighthouses (Col. 4a)
Scheveningen Radio (Col. 3)

H +00

to

HOL 18 Station PCI carries out the service when station
PCH, using the same frequency, is unable to
do so
HOI-21 Curasao Aeradio (Col. 3)
HOL.-29 Amsterdam Control (Col. 3)
HOL41 Amsterdam Information (Col. 3)
HOL44 Groningen Tower (Col. 3)
HOL51 Beek Radio (Col. 3)
HOL52 Beek Radio; Beek Gonio (Col. 3)
HOL54 Amsterdam Control; Vlissingen Gonio (Col. 3)
HOL56 The Netherlands Administration reserves the
right to increase the power up to 200 kW
(Col. 8)
HOL58 Paramaribo Radio (Col. 3)
HOL64 Groningen Homer or Groningen Tower and
Groningen Radio (Col. 3)

G174

2°, 25°, 37°, 140°, 170°, 315°, 327°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G175

2°, 13°, 25°, 140°, 180°, 303°, 315°, 338°, 350c:
(Col. 9a)

G177

360°, 140°, 170°, 320°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G178

2°, 140°, 180°, 320°, 350° (Col. 9a)

G179

360°, 25°, 37°, 135°, 170°, 315°, 327°, 350°
(Col. 9a)

G188

Kingston Aeradio (Col. 3)

25 metres diameter steerable paraboloid

G220

Scottish Airways (Col. 3)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

G239

Coolidge Tower (Col. 3)

G240

Belize Aeradio (Col. 3)

G245

Transmissions for approximately 20 minutes, at
0000, 0300, 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800 and
2100 (Col. 10)

G259
GRC
GRC1

HOL68 Transmissions from 2200 to 0300 on weekdays,
from 0900 to 0300 on Sundays (Col. 10)
HOL69

Antenna type and dimensions:

10 metres diameter steerable paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
40 square metres; full sky
HOL70 Antenna type and dimensions:

600 square metres; full sky
HOL71 Antenna type and dimensions:
7.5 metres diameter steerable paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
25 square metres; full sky

Hongkong Radio (Col. 3)
Greece
Voice of America (Col. 3)
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I

Italy

II

The gain (Gv) o f the transmitting antenna in
the sector 135° to 165° is —4 dB; it is + 4 dB in
the sector 280" to 25°, — 14 dB in the sectors

U2

I-J
60° to 70°, 110° to 120°, 195° to 210° and 245°
to 250°, —6 dB in the sectors 80° to 95° and
220° to 235°

INS3

I f harmful interference is caused to Calcutta
(India), the power w ill be reduced to a minimum
o f 0.1 kW

Antenna type and dimensions:

INS6<

I f harmful interference is caused to Calcutta
(India) or S. Francisco del Monte (Philippines),
the power w ill be reduced to a minimum of
0.15 kW

Two antennas formed by curtains o f dipoles
arranged orthogonally in a Mills cross,
1200 metres x 30 metres each
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
35 000 square metres; fixed azimuth in the
meridian plane; the angle o f elevation is between
15° and 90°
115

IN D
IND1

IN D 2

IN D 3
1ND4

INS10

Transmitter located on a tug (Col. 4a)

INS13

Beranti Tower (Col. 3)

IRL
IRL1

Transmissions each hour from H + 1 0 to H + 15
and from H + 4 0 to H + 4 5 (Col. 10). Meteo
rological

Ireland
Lightships, lifeboats, lighthouses

IR N

Iran

IRN1

On non-interference basis to stations in Portu
guese India

IRN4

Antenna type and dimensions:
32 paraboloids, 1.8 metre in diameter

On non-interference basis to Indian station
Karwar

IRN9

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
32 x 1 square metres; full sky

I f harmful interference is caused to Kunming
(China), the power w ill be reduced to 15 kW
between 1400 and 1600 G M T

IR N 10

On non-interference basis to Rangoon (Burma)
between 1300 and 1800 G M T

Republic of India

Canton closes down at 1500 G M T. Bombay
operates beyond 1500 G M T normally. By
arrangement between India and China, China
would agree to operate on 20 kW between
1330 G M T and 1500 G M T provided there is
no harmful interference to China from Bombay
operating between these hours. India agrees
to suspend transmission between 1330 and
1500 G M T or to reduce power in the event of
harmful interference to China

IR Q

Republic of Iraq

IRQ1

Transmissions each hour from H + 0 6 to H + 0 9
and from H + 3 3 to H + 3 9 (Col.-10)

IS L

Iceland

ISL1

For two 40-minute periods per day (Col. 10)

ISL3

Reykjavik Naval Control (Col. 3)

ISR

Occasional use two or three days in a week

ISR7

Antenna type and dimensions:
Parabolic cylinder, 530 x 30 metres, with an
array of 968 dipoles along its focal line

J
J1

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Relay to the United States of America

1ND7

Notified by India for use by “ the Indian Mission
in Indo-China”

IN D 8

Vertical radiation aerial (C.C.I.R.
No. 39) (Col. 9a)
Republic of Indonesia

INS1

I f harmful interference is caused to Dacca
(Pakistan), the power w ill be reduced to a m ini
mum o f 0.15 kW

INS2

I f harmful interference is caused to Delhi
(India), the power w ill be reduced to a minimum
o f 0.15 kW

Japan
Antenna type and dimensions:
24 metres spherical reflector

J2

I f harmful interference is caused to the recep
tion o f Chittagong, Japan w ill reduce the radia
tion towards Pakistan as from 1130 G M T

J3

I f harmful interference is caused to the recep
tion o f Patna, the effective radiation in the
direction o f India w ill be reduced to 10 kW as
from 1130 G M T

J4

I f harmful interference is caused to the recep
tion o f Chinese stations, Japan w ill reduce the
radiation towards China to 10 kW. I f harmful
interference is caused to the reception of Pakis
tan station, Japan w ill reduce the radiation
towards Pakistan as from 1130 G M T

Diagram

INS

and

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
267 square metres; azimuth 180° or 360°; the
angle o f elevation is between 40° and 90°

9500 square metres; coverage from 0° to 180° in
azimuth and from 5° to 90° in elevation
1ND5

State of Israel
Transmissions every half hour, atH + 15
H + 4 5 (Col. 10)
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4-3
J-NPL
J5

J6
J7

J8

J9

I f harmful interference is caused to the opera
tion of Allahabad, Japan w ill consider measures
to eliminate interference
On non-interference basis to India
Transmission o f oceanographic data from MET
Buoy No. I station (135° 00' E 39° 00' N)
Identification: JM2A
Transmission o f oceanographic
Buoy No. 2 station (136° 30'
Identification: JM2B
Transmission o f oceanographic
Buoy No. 3 station (135° 00'
Identification: JM2C

data from MET
E 40° 00' N)
data from MET
E 20° 00' N)

J109
J110
J112

Kensetsu Nagaoka (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Nagano (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Matsumoto (Col. 3)

J113
J114

Tone Kum iai (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Akaho (Col. 3)

J115
J116

Kensetsu Sakashita (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Takaoka (Col. 3)

J117

Kensetsu Iwata (Col. 3)

J123
J128
J129
J130
J131
J132

Keiba Hombu (Col. 3)
Hinoemata Hokuden (Col. 3)
Takikawa Kokutetsu (Col. 3)
Oshamambe Kokutetsu (Col. 3)
Nagano Kokutetsu (Col. 3)
Iwamizawa Kokutetsu (Col. 3)

J54
J55
J56

Tohokudenryokuozehara (Col. 3)
Kawanakajima-Honsha (Col. 3)
Takugin-Muroran (Col. 3)

J57
J58
J59
J60
J61

Takugin-Asahikawa (Col. 3)

LBY

Takugin-Obihiro (Col. 3)
Takugin-Kitami (Col. 3)

LBY1

J62

Takugin-Kushiro (Col. 3)
Takugin-Sapporo (Col. 3)
Takugin-Hakodate (Col. 3)

J73

Mitsuikinzokuatozu (Col. 3)

J74

Tohokudenryoku Oirase (Col. 3)
Mitsuikinzokukanakido (Col. 3)
Mitsuikinzokunakanomata (Col. 3)

J75
J77
J78
J80
J81
.182
J83
J84
J85
J86
J87
J88
J89
J90
J91
J92
J93
J94
J95
J96
J97
J98
J99
JlOO

J101
J102
J103
J104
J105
J106
J107

Mitsuikinzokushikama (Col. 3)
Tohokudenryoku lwasaki (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Fukuchiyama (Col. 3)

Libyan Arab Republic
Transmissions every hour, at H + 3 9 (Col. 10)

MDG

Malagasy Republic

MDG1

Automatic transmission o f seismographic data

MRC

Kingdom of Morocco

MRC1

From 2000 to 0600 the station Zagora auto
matically transmits, for two minutes and
thirty seconds, every three hours (synoptic
observation times), the result o f its observations

NOR
NOR I

Norway
Antenna type and dimensions:

Kensetsu Maruyama (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Yuzawa (Col. 3)

7.6 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Kensetsu Sendai (Col. 3)
Mitsuikinzokudo (Col. 3)

28 square metres; full sky
NOR2

Kawanakajima Omachi (Col. 3)
Kawanakajima Takafu (Col. 3)
Kawanakajima Ueda (Col. 3)
Sempoku Honsha (Col. 3)
Sempoku Kensenuma (Col. 3)
Kokutetsu Aizuwakamatsu (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Hiroshima (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Miyakonojo (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Miyazaki (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Ichinoseki (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Iinokawa (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Ishibuchi (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Morioka (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Naruko (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Sakata (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Sarutani (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Tambara (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Yamagata (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Yoroihata (Col. 3)
Hiroshima Hiroden (Cbl. 3)
Kensetsu Sakuma (Col. 3)
Kensetsu Narude (Col. 3)

Antenna type and dimensions:
Three mattress antennas on an East-West
baseline; each antenna is composed of 16 half
wave dipoles
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
3 x 18 square metres; fixed azimuth; the angle
o f elevation is between 0° and 90°

NOR3
NOR5

Transmissions from 0900 to 1000, 1400 to 1500,
1900 to 2000 and 2300 to 2400 (Col. 10)
Antenna type and dimensions:
9.1 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
40 square metres; full sky

NOR6

The broadcasting stations Hamar and Roeros,
both assigned the frequency 520 kHz, w ill not
transmit simultaneously

NOR7

45°, 105°, 165°, 225°, 285°, 345° (Col. 9a)

NPL
NPL1
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Nepal
Notified by India

u

NZL-S
NZL

New Zealand

NZL10

Transmissions Fridays only (Col. 10)

NZL13

Transmissions Tuesdays only (Col. 10)

NZL15

Transmissions from 2300 to 2400 daily plus
one 24-hour period monthly (Col. 10)

PAK
PAK3

.

POR

Portugal

PORI

Transmissions at even hours, from H + 4 0 to
H + 6 0 and at odd hours, from H + 0 0 to H + 2 0
(Col. 10)

POR2

Transmissions at even hours,
H + 6 0 (Col. 10)

POR20

Transmissions at: 0115, 0515, 0915 and 1355
(Col. 10)

Pakistan
Pakistan w ill consider using directional aerial
system to reduce radiation in the direction of
Vientiane in the event of harmful interference to it

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
80 square metres; coverage from 170° to 190° in
azimuth and from 20° to 80° in elevation

from H + 2 0 to

PHL

Republic of the Philippines

S

Sweden

PHL4

On non-interference basis to standard frequency
signal on 2 500 kHz

51

Space station aboard a rocket the maximum
altitude o f which is 350 km (Col. 4a or 5a)

PHL 12

Manila relay o f the Voice of America (Col. 3)

52

PHL 14

Transmissions from 2100 to 0200 and 0900 to
1400 on weekdays; from 2100 to 0500 and 0800
to 1400 on Sundays (Col. 10)

Transmissions at: 0000, 0300,0600,0900, 1200
1500, 1800 and 2100 (Col. 10)

54

Antenna type and dimensions:

PHL15

POL
POL1

Antenna array

Transmissions from 2200 to 1400 on weekdays;
from 2200 to 0900 on Sundays and holidays
(Col. 10)

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
130 square metres; fu ll sky

People’s Republic of Poland

POL3

45°, 100°, 162°, 225°, 280°, 342° (Col. 9a)

56

Antenna type and dimensions;
25.6 metres paraboloid with Cassegrain feed
system

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two cylindrical paraboloids 4 x 8 metres with
folded dipole at the focus, 24 metres East-West
spacing
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

POL2

55

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
300 square metres; fu ll sky
57

25.6 metres paraboloid with Cassegrain feed
system

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two corner reflectors 6 x 6 x 80 metres with
eight (A) dipoles, 1400 metres East-West spacing
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
800 square metres; coverage from 160° to
200° in azimuth and from 10° to 80° in elevation

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
250 square metres; full sky
58

Malmoe Radio, Malmoe Control (Col. 3)

59

Directional antenna, protection 296° (Col. 9a)

510

Goeteborg Control; Goeteborg Radio (Col. 3)

Antenna type and dimensions:

511

Stockholm Control; Stockholm Radio (Col. 3)

Two log-periodic aerials, 20 metres East-West
spacing

512

Antenna type and dimensions:
25.6 metres paraboloid with Cassegrain feed
system
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
0.7 square metre; coverage from 120° to 240° in
azimuth and from 10° to 70° in elevation

POL4

Antenna type and dimensions:

18 square metres; coverage from 120° to 240° in
azimuth and from 10° to 70° in elevation

150 square metres; full sky

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two corner reflectors with eight wideband
dipoles, 220 metres East-West spacing
45

513

SEF, Stockholm Radio (Col. 3)

S16

SEB, Sundsvall Radio (Col. 3)

4-5

S-USA
519

100 channels on H x line at 1, 10 or 100 kHz
intervals down to 1100 M Hz

520

100 channels on OH line at 1 kHz intervals

521

Antenna type and dimensions:

SU I

Confederation of Switzerland

SUI3

The maximum effective height o f the transmitting
antenna, as defined in Annex 2, Chapter 1,
paragraph 6 of the Regional Agreement for the
European Broadcasting Area, Stockholm, 1961,
is
— 30 metres in the direction o f 60°,
— 60 metres in the direction o f France

THA

Thailand

Three-element Yagi
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
51 square metres; all azimuths; angle of elevation:
90°
522

THAI

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two-element interferometer, baseline 60 metres
long, each element is a ten-element log-periodical
antenna for 35-65 M Hz
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
23 square metres at 50 M Hz, baseline rotating
in all azimuths, both elements variable in eleva
tion from 0° to 70°

523

Balloon at a height o f about 30 kilometres

524

Decca Sea-Fix Chain used for position finding
in connection with hydrographic surveying along
the Swedish coast-line

S26

TUR

Turkey

TUR1

Transmissions are made at the beginning o f each
hour (Col. 10)

TUR2

Transmissions at 0530 and 1730 (Col. 10)

URG

Radiobeacon in rocket payload used for recovery
reasons

Transmission of fog signals, every 10 minutes,
starting at H + 0 0 (Col. 10)

URG3

Transmission of fog signals, every 10 minutes,
starting at H + 0 5 (Col. 10)

URG4

Transmission of fog signals, every 5 minutes
(Col. 10)

descent:

Near polar circular orbit

URS2

The transmitter is brought into operation depend
ing on visibility conditions when the altitude
o f the satellite is over about 15 000 km. The
power is adjusted to ensure that the power flux
density produced at the surface of the Earth
during operation o f the transmitter does not
exceed the lim it recommended in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 358-1, Oslo, 1966

URS3

Elliptical orbit

Maximum

Operating time on ground: Maximum 32 hours/
rocket
Test transmissions from ground: 20 hours year
527

528

529

Space station aboard a rocket the maximum
altitude of which is 200 km (Col. 4a or 5a)
Vertical polarization. Pulse power 10 kW.
The field strength from other stations on the
same frequency must not exceed 90 |iV at a
distance o f 200 km
Space station aboard a rocket the maximum
altitude of which is 250 km
Estimated number of rockets: 15/year
Operating time: 8 minutes/rocket

SDN

Democratic Republic of the Sudan

SDN1

This station operates from Khartoum by
remote control lines to antenna at Omdurman
(Col. 4a)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

URS1

Estimated number o f rockets: 15/year
Operating time during
10 minutes/rocket

Oriental Republic of Uruguay

URG2

URS

Maximum altitude of rocket is 20 km. Trans
mission starts during the descent at the height o f
6000 metres

Transmissions at 0000, 0300, 0600, 0900, 1200,
1500 and 1800 (Col. 10)

USA

United States of America

USA1

The gain (Gv) o f the transmitting antenna in
the sector 30° to 90° is — 30 dB; in the sector
220° to 260° —6 dB

USA2

Near polar orbit

USA3

Groups o f dashes (Col. 3)

USA4

Series o f dots (Col. 3)

USA5

Antenna type and dimensions:
109.7 x 21.3 metres standing paraboloid with
tiltable flat reflector
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
1690 square metres; — 35° to +65° declination

46

46

USA
USA6

USA7

USA8

2 x 300 square metres; hour angle: ± 4 hours;
—50° to +90° declination

Antenna type and dimensions:
Two-element interferometer, baseline 41 metres
long, each element is two five-element Yagis
stacked in phase
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
15 square metres, vertically directed, 45° in
both planes

USA 13

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
100 square metres; fu ll sky

Antenna type and dimensions:
18.3 metres diameter steerable paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
130.1 square metres; full sky

USA14

In accordance with No. 487 Radio Regulations
notice is given that this frequency also w ill be
used by coast stations for the reception o f ship
stations

USA 15

In accordance w ith No. 487 Radio Regulations
notice is given that this frequency also w ill be
used by land stations for the reception o f mobile
stations

USA 16

Antenna type and dimensions:

Antenna type and dimensions:
1)
2)

65 square metres Horn Reflector
36.6 metres diameter paraboloid, 1050 square
metres

305 metres diameter spherical reflector

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
37 000 square metres; all directions; the angle
o f elevation is between 69° and 90°

1) 42.3 square metres. The Horn Reflector is
mounted on single axis, variable only in
declination;
2) 472 square metres. The 36.6 metres para
boloid is fully steerable over the hemisphere

USA17

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
752.5 square metres; hour angle: ± 6 hours;
+88° to —48° declination

Antenna type and dimensions:
25.6 metres diameter paraboloid
USA18

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
260 square metres; fu ll sky

USA10

91.4 metres diameter paraboloid

Antenna type and dimensions:
8.5 metres diameter paraboloid

The frequencies in the band 1 750-1 800 kHz
used for Disaster Service are for disaster com
munications and, pursuant to paragraph 6 o
Resolution No. 1 of Region 2 Conference (ITU )
Washington, 1949, such use o f these frequencies
has been co-ordinated with other interested
Administrations of Region 2

USA 19

The transponder w ill operate initially for testing
purposes without modulation (FO). In this
mode the maximum e.i.r.p. w ill be 10.5 dBW

USA20

Antenna type and dimensions:
18.3 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
150 square metres: equatorial mount; hour
angle: ± 6 hours; + 9 0 ° to — 50°declination

USA21

USA 12

Antenna type and dimensions:
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
2694 square metres; transit telescope; +86° to
—20° declination

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
30 square metres; fu ll sky

USA 11

Antenna type and dimensions:
42.7 metres diameter paraboloid

A radiometer is used on both antenna systems

USA9

Antenna type and dimensions:
18.3 metres diameter paraboloid

Antenna type and dimensions:

Antenna type and dimensions:

3 metres diameter directive parabolic reflector

Two 27 metres diameter steerable paraboloids

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

4.37 square metres; full sky
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USA
USA22

Antenna type and dimensions:
25.6 metres diameter parabolic reflector

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
148.6 square metres; full sky

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
275 square metres; full sky
USA23

USA33

Antenna type and dimensions:
25.9 metres diameter parabolic reflector
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
20 square metres; azimuth coverage ±45° from
South; the angle o f elevation is between 0°
and 90°

280 square metres; full sky
USA24

Antenna type and dimensions:
25.9 metres diameter parabolic reflector

USA34

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
210 square metres; full sky
USA25

USA26

Antenna type and dimensions:
Parabolic cylinder 122 x 122 metres
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
7500 square metres; transit telescope; the angle
o f elevation is between 60° and 90°

USA35

USA28

There are small differential differences in the
velocities of the individual satellites of the
system; for this reason the periods w ill yary
between 12 days for the fastest and 13.7 days
for the slowest

526.8 square metres; hour angle: ± 6 hours;
+ 88° to — 52° declination
USA36

USA30

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
0.3 square metre; full sky

79 897 square metres; all directions; the angle
of elevation is between 67° and 90°
USA38

300 square metres; full sky
USA39

USA32

Antenna type and dimensions:
18.3 metres diameter paraboloid

Antenna type and dimensions:
25.9 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

This frequency is used primarily for intership
communications on the Great Lakes by the
United States o f America and Canada
Telegraphy only

Antenna type and dimensions:
305 metres diameter spherical reflector
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

Radiometric system used incorporates flexible
bandwidths up to the 1000 M Hz lim it of the
tunnel diodes, with “ band-reject” filters

USA31

Antenna type and dimensions:
0.9 metre diameter steerable paraboloid (Dicke
radiometer)

USA37

USA29

Antenna type and dimensions:

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:

26 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
180 square metres; full sky

Continuous during the periods when the satellite
moves in the daylight portion o f the orbit
(Col. 10)

Antenna type and dimensions:
12.8 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
128.7 square metres; azimuth coverage ± 41°;
+ 66° to 0° declination

Three elements interferometer, each element is
a 25.9 metres diameter paraboloid

Antenna type and dimensions:

USA27

Antenna type and dimensions:
Broadband dipoles over reflecting screen 5 x 5
metres

Antenna type and dimensions:
11 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
37.8 square metres; all directions; the angle of
elevation is between 15° and 90°
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USA
USA40

Antenna type and dimensions:
2 metres diameter parabolic dish
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
2 square metres; coverage from 0° to 180° in
azimuth and from 0° to 90° in elevation

USA41

In case o f harmful interference to 2 255 kHz
(Guadeloupe) mutual agreement w ill be reached
covering the use o f these frequencies

USA42

Antenna type and dimensions:
2.44 metres diameter paraboloid
Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth
and elevation:
2.35 square metres; full sky

USA43

Each of the IN TELSAT I I I satellites has a com
munication system primarily composed o f two
separate wideband linear translator repeaters,
each having a bandwith o f 225 MHz. One o f
these transponders receives signals in the fre
quency range 5 930 to 6 155 MHz, translates them
through a single 2 225 M Hz frequency conversion,
and retransmits them in the frequency range
3 705 to 3 930 M H z; the other transponder per
forms similarly, receiving signals in the range
6 195 to 6 420 M Hz and retransmitting them in
the range 3 970 to 4 195 M Hz (see also Special
Section No. SAT/4/728 annexed to I.F.R.B.
Circular No. 728, dated 8 November 1966)

USA44

The operation of FPI, Fort de France (M arti
nique) on 2 545 kHz w ill be protected from
harmful interference which may be caused by
this service

US A45

The reference frequencies are uniformly separated
by 2 500 kHz from frequency 5 935 M Hz to fre
quency 6 155 M Hz (both included). The emis
sion may consist o f any combination o f trans
missions with individual bandwiths of 5 000 kHz,
10 000 kHz or 20 000 kHz

USA46

USA47

The reference frequencies are uniformly separated
by 2 500 kHz from frequency 6 195 M H z to fre
quency 6 420 M Hz (both included). The emis
sion may consist of any combination o f trans
missions with individual bandwidths o f5 000 kHz,
10 000 kHz, 20 000 kHz or 40 000 kHz
The reference frequencies are uniformly separated
by 2 500 kHz from frequency 3 710 M Hz to fre
quency 3 930 M Hz (both included). The emis
sion may consist o f any combination o f trans
missions with individual baridwidths o f5 000 kHz,
10 000 kHz or 20 000 kHz
49

USA48

In case o f harmful interference to 2 830 kHz
(Guadeloupe) mutual agreement w ill be reached
covering the use o f this frequency

USA49

In case o f harmful interference to 3 205 kHz
(Martinique) mutual agreement w ill be reached
covering the use o f this frequency

USA50

The reference frequencies are uniformly separated
by 2 500 kHz from frequency 3 970 M H z to fre
quency 4 195 M Hz (both included). The emis
sion may consist o f any combination o f trans
missions with individual bandwidths o f 5 000 kHz,
10 000 kHz, 20 000 kHz or 40 000 kHz

USA51

Transmissions occur only upon telecommand
from earth stations at Fairbanks, Alaska, and
Rosman, N.C. Each transmission lasts five
minutes. The average number o f transmissions
per day is ten to Fairbanks, Alaska, and two to
Rosman, N.C. The average total transmission
time per day is 60 minutes. The time o f trans
missions depends upon orbit angles to earth
stations and station workload scheduling

USA52

Operates from sunrise to sunset at Portland,
Ore., and during any night hours not used by
WSB

USA53

Operates from sunrise at Portsmouth, N .H .,
to sunset at Atlanta, Ga., and during any night
hours not used by WSB

USA54

The station Rosman, N.C., receives an average
o f two transmissions per day from the satellite
and the station Fairbanks, Alaska, ten trans
missions per day. Each transmission lasts five
minutes. The time o f reception depends upon
orbit angles and station workload scheduling

USA55

The altitude o f the circular orbit described by
the space station around the moon is 1 100 k ilo 
metres; the angle o f inclination o f the orbit in
relation to the plane o f the lunar equator is 116°
and the period o f the space vehicle is 226 minutes

USA56

Operates from sunrise to sunset at Norfolk,
Neb., and during any night hours not used by
WBBM

USA57

Operates from sunrise at Chicago, 111., to sunset
at Dallas, Tex., Fort Worth, Tex., and during
any night hours not used by W F A A or WBAP

USA58

Operates from sunrise at Columbus, Ohio, to
sunset at Dallas, Tex., Fort Worth, Tex., and
during any night hours not used by W F A A or
WBAP

USA59

Operates from sunrise at New York, N .Y., to
sunset at Minneapolis, Minn., and during any
night hours not used by WCCO

4V

USA-YEM
USA60

Operates from sunrise at Clayton, Mo., to sunset
at Denver, Colo., and during any night hours
not used by K O A

USA61

Operates from sunrise at Ithaca, N.Y., to sunset
at New Orleans, La., and during any night
hours not used by W W L

USA64

Operates from sunrise to sunset at Chicago, 111.,
and during any night hours not used by WBT or
KFAB

USA147 Dashes (Col. 3)
USA 192 Unlimited when synchronized with W VET-TV
(Col. 10)
USA 194 Emissions limited to — 1.6 kH z and — 5 kHz
(Col. 7)
USA 195 Radio Free Europe (Col. 3)
USA198 Voice o f America (Col. 3)
USA199 Radio Liberation (Col. 3)

USA66

Directional antenna, same pattern day and night.
Unlimited when synchronized with W BZA

USA202 Emissions limited to + 3 kc/s and —6 kc/s
(Col. 7)

USA68

Operates from sunrise at Chicago, 111., to sunset
at Salt Lake City, Utah, and during any night
hours not used by KSL

VTN

Operates from sunrise at New York, N.Y., to
sunset at Fort Wayne, Ind., and during any
night hours not used by WOWO

YE M

Yemen Arab Republic

YEM1

Transmissions at 1200 and 1500, according to
traffic (Col. 10)

USA69

VTN1

Republic of Viet-Nam
On non-interference basis to Delhi (India)

SUPPLEMENT

TABLE No. 4
SPECIAL REMARKS APPLYING TO SPECIFIC COUNTRIES
Explanation of the symbols used in Column 13c of the International Frequency List
3.5 Add the following Remark:
Page 42
“ GRC2 Antenna type and dimensions:
2.5 metres diameter steerable paraboloid

Effective area and angular coverage in azimuth and elevation:
2.5 square metres; the azimuth is between 71° and 289° and the angle of elevation between 0° and 74° (sunoriented antenna)’3.6 Replace the text of Special Remark J9 by the following:
Page 44
“ J9
Transmission of oceanographic data from M ET Buoy No. 3 station (135°00'E 29°00'N)
Identification: JM2C”
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TABLE No. 6
SYMBOLS REPRESENTING THE FINDINGS OF THE I.F.R.B.
AND RELATED REMARKS
Explanation of the symbols used in Columns 13a and 13b o f the International Frequency List

1.
A

SYMBOLS USED IN COLUMN 13a OF THE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY LIST
Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 501 and 502 or 503 or 542 or 544 or 545 or 548 or 550 or
553, 554 Aer, 555, 556 Aer and 557 Aer or 558 Aer or563 or 564 or 565 or 629 to 633 o f the Radio
Regulations,
or
Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 570AB Spa and 570AD Spa o f the Radio Regulations,
or
Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 639AS Spa and 639AU Spa o f the Radio Regulations,
or
Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 570AB Spa or 639AS Spa in cases -where the provisions
o f Nos. 570AC Spa and 570AD Spa or 639AT Spa and 639AU Spa are not applicable

B

Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 501 or 570AB Spa or 639AS Spa, but unfavourable with
respect to Nos. 502 or 503 or 545 or 548 and 550 or 554 Aer or 556 Aer or 558 Aer or 563 or 564
or 565 or 570AD Spa or 639AU Spa o f the Radio Regulations. I f the symbol C appears in
Column 13c, the Finding is favourable with respect to Nos. 534 or 570BB Spa or 639BU Spa o f
the Radio Regulations because the change in the basic characteristics o f the assignment does not
increase the probability of harmful interference to assignments already recorded in the Master
International Frequency Register

C

Finding favourable with respect to No. 501 but unfavourable with respect to Nos. 502 or 503 or
545 of the Radio Regulations after investigation according to No. 516 o f those Regulations. I f
the symbol C appears in Column 13c, the Finding is favourable with respect to No. 534 o f the
Radio Regulations because the change in the basic characteristics o f the assignment does not
increase the probability of harmful interference to assignments already recorded in the Master
International Frequency Register

D

Finding unfavourable with respect to Nos. 501 or 570AB Spa or 639AS Spa o f the Radio Regula
tions

DA

Finding unfavourable with respect to No. 501 but favourable with respect to Nos. 502 or 503 of
the Radio Regulations

DB

Finding unfavourable with respect to Nos. 501 and 502 or 503 o f the Radio Regulations

E

Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 501 or 570AB Spa of the Radio Regulations and with
respect to Nos. 629 to 633 or 534 or 570BB Spa because the change in the basic characteristics
of the assignment does not increase the probability o f harmful interference to assignments already
recorded in the Master International Frequency Register (This symbol is used only when Finding A
cannot be given in cases where the existing entry has no Finding symbol in Column 13a)

F

Finding favourable with respect to Nos. 501 and 502 or 503 o f the Radio Regulations. In view
o f the provisions o f No. 505 of the Regulations, the I.F.R.B., in examining this frequency assign
ment which is not in conformity with the relevant regional agreement, did not take into account
assignments entered in the Master Register on behalf o f countries which are parties to this agreement
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H

Finding favourable with respect to No. 570AB Spa o f the Radio Regulations in cases where the
coordination procedure referred to in No. 570AC Spa has been successfully applied,
or
Finding favourable with respect to No. 639AS Spa o f the Radio Regulations in cases where the
coordination procedure referred to in No. 639AT Spa has been successfully applied,
or
Finding favourable with respect to No. 639AS Spa o f the Radio Regulations in cases where the
provisions o f No. 639A F Spa are applicable

T

For the explanation o f this symbol, see the same symbol in Part 1 o f Table No. 3 (General Remarks
represented by symbols)

U

As a result o f investigations under Nos. 516 [or 622], the I.F.R.B. has received confirmation that
this assignment is being used in accordance with the notified basic characteristics [according to
this entry]

V

The I.F.R.B. has conducted the investigation envisaged in No. 516 o f the Radio Regulations, but
has been unable to establish the reasons why the operations represented by this entry do not give
rise to complaints o f harmful interference being caused to the operations o f an assignment or
assignments with which they appeared to the Board to be incompatible

W

When the I.F.R.B. conducted investigations envisaged in No. 516 o f the Radio Regulations, it
concluded that there was a probability that the operations o f at least one o f the assignments which
have been recorded in the Master International Frequency Register in accordance with No. 515
o f the Radio Regulations would cause harmful interference to the operations represented by this
entry. The Board has been unable, however, to establish the reasons why the operations o f at
least one o f these assignments which have been recorded in the Master International Frequency
Register in accordance with No. 515 o f the Radio Regulations do not give rise to complaints o f
harmful interference to the operations represented by this entry since they appeared to the Board
to be incompatible

X

For the explanation o f this symbol, see the same symbol in Part 1 o f Table No. 3 (General Remarks
represented by symbols)

XX

For the explanation o f this symbol, see the same symbol in Part 1 o f Table No. 3 (General Remarks
represented by symbols)

Y

For the explanation o f this symbol, see the same symbol in Part 1 o f Table No. 3 (General Remarks
represented by symbols)

Z

For the explanation o f this symbol, see the same symbol in Part 1 o f Table No. 3 (General Remarks
represented by symbols)
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2. SYMBOLS USED IN COLUMN 13b OF THE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY LIST
A number
composed of
three figures

This symbol indicates a number o f the Radio Regulations.

A

According to the examination by the I.F.R.B., there exists a slight probability o f harmful inter
ference being caused to assignments already recorded in the Master International Frequency
Register, and hence precautions must be taken in the use o f this assignment, as reflected by this
entry, to avoid harmful interference to assignments already recorded in the Master Register
(No. 511 o f the Radio Regulations)

AF63

This listing is either in accordance with the Plans adopted by the African V H F /U H F Broadcasting
Conference, Geneva, 1963, or one fo r which the consultation procedure prescribed in Article 3
o f the Regional Agreement, Geneva, 1963, has been carried out successfully

API 8

This listing is in conformity with Appendix 18 to the Radio Regulations (Transmitting Frequencies
for the Band 156-174 M Hz for Radiotelephony in the International Maritime Mobile Service) or
with the Maritime V H F Radiotelephone Agreement, The Hague, 1957

B

The date entered in the appropriate part o f Column 2 has been established according to the pro
visions o f No. 518 o f the Radio Regulations

BR62

This listing is either in accordance with the Plan annexed to the Special Agreement, Brussels,
1962, concerning the use o f the band 582-606 M Hz by the Radionavigation Service or one for
which the procedure prescribed in Article 3 o f the Special Agreement, Brussels, 1962, has been
carried out successfully

BRS

This listing is in conformity with the Regional Agreement, Brussels, 1970, concerning the Rhine
Radiotelephone Service (International V H F Radiotelephone Mobile Service for Shipping on
Waterways o f the Rhine Basin)

C

This entry has been amended and the original date retained in the appropriate part o f Column 2
in accordance with Nos. 534 or 570BB Spa or 639BU Spa o f the Radio Regulations. The change
in the basic characteristics may result in an increase o f the probability o f harmful interference
that may be experienced by this assignment

D

This entry is not in conformity with Nos. 501 or 570AB Spa or 639AS Spa o f the Radio Regulations

DD

Since, according to the information recorded in Column 5 o f this entry, communication is intended
to be received in a region, or an area, in which the frequency band concerned is not allocated to
the particular service according to the Table o f Frequency Allocations, the entry has been considered
as not being in conformity with No. 501 o f the Radio Regulations

E

The examination carried out by the I.F.R.B. with respect to the provisions o f Article 7 o f the
Radio Regulations shows that some o f the characteristics of the frequency assignment concerned
exceed the limits specified in this Article. However, in view o f the small margin by which these
limits are exceeded and the fact that in practice the conditions o f use w ill certainly be more
favourable than the assumptions on which the calculations were based, the Board has reached a
favourable finding with respect to Nos. 501 or 570AB Spa o f the Radio Regulations, as the
case may be

F

The favourable Finding with respect to Nos. 502 or 503 o f the Radio Regulations has been given
subject to this use of the standard frequency being co-ordinated with all Administrations concerned

G

This assignment has been recorded in the Master International Frequency Register as a consequence
o f a favourable Finding reached by the I.F.R.B. on the understanding that the new assignment
w ill not affect in practice the reception at a notified point, or notified points, located in the territory
under the jurisdiction o f the notifying Administration, o f transmissions by a station, or stations,
operating according to particulars o f a frequency assignment, or frequency assignments, already
recorded in the Master International Frequency Register on behalf o f another Administration, or
other Administrations

In the case o f number 139, where this number is preceded by an asterisk (*), this means that the
relevant provisions o f No. 139 o f the Radio Regulations are applicable only within the area where
the class o f service shown for the entry concerned is a secondary service
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GE60

This listing is either in accordance with the Plans adopted by the Special Regional Conference,
Geneva, 1960, for the V H F Broadcasting Service (sound broadcasting and television services) or
one fo r which the procedure prescribed in Article 5 o f the Regional Agreement, Geneva, 1960, has
been carried out successfully

ICAO

This entry is in accordance with a Regional Agreement, or Recommendations o f a Regional
Meeting o f the International C ivil Aviation Organization (I.C.A.O.)

ST61

This listing is either in accordance with the Plans adopted by the European V H F /U H F Broad
casting Conference, Stockholm, 1961, or one for which the procedure prescribed in Article 4 of
the Regional Agreement, Stockholm, 1961 has been carried out successfully
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
Document No. 42-E
8 October 1974
Original : French

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
CHAIRMEN AND VICE-CHAIRMEN OF THE CONFERENCE
(Adopted at the first Plenary Meeting)

Chairman of the Conference

Confederation of Switzerland
(Mr. Fritz Locher)

Vice-Chairman of the Conference

Malaysia (Mr. K.P. Ramanathan Menon)

Vice-Chairman of the Conference

Federal Republic of Nigeria
(Mr. G.C. Okoli)

Vice-Chairman of the Conference

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(Mr. Vassili Chamchine)

Committee 1 - Steering Committee

(Composed of the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Conference as well as
the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the
other Committees)

Committee 2 - Credentials Committee

Chairman : Republic of Liberia
(Mr. Samuel H. Butler)
Vice-Chairman : New Zealand
(Mr. Derek C. Rose)

Committee 3 - Budget Control Committee

Chairman : Republic of India
(Dr. M.K. Rao)
Vice-Chairman : Belgium
(Mr. P.C.M. Bouchier)

Committee 4 - Technical Data and
Criteria Committee

Chairman : People1s Republic of Poland
(Mr. Jerzy Rutkowski)
Vice-Chairman : Central African Republic
(Mr. Jacques M ’Bilo)

Committee 5 - Planning Methods
Committee

Chairman : Federal Republic of Germany
(Mr. K. Rudolf Binz)
Vice-Chairman : Japan
(Mr. Nobukazu Morishima)

Dpcuroept No. 42-E
Page " 2

Cgmmiftee 6 - Committee for
Submission of
Requirements

Chairman : Algeria (Algerian Democratic
and Popular Republic) (Mr. Mohamed Harbi)
Vice-Chairman : Hungarian People's
Republic (Dr Lajos Horvith)

Committee 7

t

Editorial Committee'

Chairman : France (Miss M. Huet)
Vice-Chairman : Spain
(Mr. Jose Marla Arto Madrazo)
Vice-Chairman : United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
(Mr. Thomas Kilvington)

M. MILI

Secretary-General
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Document No. 43-E
8 October 1974
Original : French

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT
(adopted at the first Plenary Meeting)

In accordance with the provisions of the Rules of
Procedure of Conferences in the General Regulations annexed to
the Convention, one of the tasks of the first Plenary Meeting is
to constitute the conference secretariat.
Secretary of the Conference

Mr. M. Mill, Secretary-General

Technical Secretary

Mr. K. Comic

Executive Secretary

Mr. A. Winter-Jensen

Meeting Secretaries
Plenary Meetings •

Mr. H. Pouliquen

Committee 1 - Steering

Mr. H. Pouliquen

Committee 2 - Credentials

Mr. P.A. Traub

Committee 3 - Budget Control

Mr. R. Prelaz

Committee 4 - Technical Data
and Criteria

Mr. C. Glinz

Committee 5 - Planning
Methods'

Mr, M. Ahmad

Committee 6 - Submission of
Requirements

Mr. R. Pluss

Committee 7 -* Editorial

Mr. R. Macheret

Legal Adviser

Mr. M, Ibnou-Zekri

The secretariat will also consist of officials detached
from Headquarters and the requisite supernumerary personnel.

M. MILI

■<r
u . i. r .

Secretary-General
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BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974
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-COMMITTEE b
COMMITTEE 9

Arab States Broadcasting Union

(Does not concern the English text.)

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

Document No. ^U-E(Rev.)
9 October 197*+
Original : English

COMMITTEE U
COMMITTEE 5

Arab States Broadcasting Union

VIEWS ON THE TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF FREQUENCY
PLANNING IN LF AND MF BROADCASTING

1.

Channel spacing
The Arab States Broadcasting Union is of the opinion that the
unification of channel spacing is of great importance, and that 9 kHz is
the most suitable to avoid interference and taking into consideration
economical reasons.

2.

RF protection ratios
It is believed that the following minimum protection ratios
against co-channel interference will be acceptable to the services in the
following modes :

3.

1)

30 dB for groundwave propagation (desired signal)

2)

27 dB for skywave propagation (desired signal)

LF broadcasting
In view of the evidence gathered since the 1966 African Plan,
Arab States believe that LF broadcasting should be used wherever desired
to provide services additional to MF.

k.

Planning
Any future plan for frequency assignments should consider
population distribution, surface area and languages, etc.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

Document No. 1+1*-E
8 _October 1971*
Original : English

COMMITTEE k
COMMITTEE 5

Arab States Broadcasting Union

VIEWS ON THE TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF FREQUENCY
PLANNING IN LF AND MF BROADCASTING

1.

Channel spacing
The Arab States represented in the Arab States Broadcasting
Union are of the opinion that the unification of channel spacing is of
great importance, and that 9 kHz is the most suitable to avoid interference
and taking into consideration economical reasons.

2.

RF protection ratios

7

It is believed that a protection ratio of less than 30 cLB will
not provide an acceptable service.
3.

LF broadcasting
In view of the evidence gathered since the 1966 African Plan, Arab
States believe that LF broadcasting should be used wherever desired to
provide services additional to MF.

U.

Planning
Any future plan for frequency assignments should consider
population distribution, surface area and languages, etc.
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COMMITTEE

h

Finland

A COMPUTER METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF GROUND-WAVE PROPAGATION

OVER MIXED PATHS

T•

Introduction
It is. very difficult to determine analytically the ground-wave
propagation over mixed patfys. However, there are some semi-empirical
methods, which give good results in practice. One of the best methods is
the so called Millington's method (l, 2).

2#

The computer programme
In the Telecommunication Journal has been published a computer
programme for calculation of ground-wave field strength versus distance in .
the case when the path is homogenous (3).
A further advanced programme to calculate the ground-wave field
strength over mixed paths has been developed in Finland. This programme is
based on the C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2, and a modified version of the
programme published in the Telecommunication Journal is used as one of its
subprogrammes. The new programme computes the resulting field strength
versus distance by desired increments when frequency and power are given
(Annex). The programme exists in the FORTRAN language.

3.

Conclusions
If the soil parameters (a and e) of the different parts of the
mixed paths are known, it is rather simple to compute the ground-wave field
strength versus distance.
Therefore the Finnish delegation considers that in ground-wave
field strength calculations more detailed information concerning values of
soil parameters, if available, should be taken into account instead of
overall mean values.
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BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIR ST S E S S I O N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

BUDGET CONTROL COMMITTEE

Report by the Secretary-General

SITUATION CONCERNING EXPENDITURE FOR THE BROADCASTING
CONFERENCE AT 8 OCTOBER 197U

Rule 5 of Chapter 9 of the General. Regulations annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux, 1 9 6 5 , stipulates
that the Budget Control Committee is responsible for approving the
accounts for expenditure incurred throughout the duration of the Conference.
The Committee is also required to submit a report to the Plenary Meeting
showing, as accurately as possible, the estimated total expenditure
incurred by the Conference.
— , , ,In accordance with the above-mentioned provisions, a report on
the expenditure incurred for the Broadcasting Conference up to 8 October I9 7 U
is submitted to the Budget Control Committee for consideration. The
statement is supplemented by an estimate of foreseeable expenditure till
the conclusion of the work of the Conference.
According to this statement, expenditure is estimated at
1,103,000 Swiss francs, leaving a margin of 27,000 Swiss francs as compared
with the budget approved by the Administrative Council.

M. MILI
Se cr et ary- Gene ral

i
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No.

Item

1

2

ANNEX

P ro
v isio n a l
budget
3

T ransfers o f c re d its
F in al
budget
1*

I t e m / i t e m C h a p ./ c h a p .
■

5

6

C re d its
a v a ila b le
7

E x p e n d i t u r e a t 8 O c to b e r 197U
A ctu al
8

Committed

E stim a te d
10

9

T ot a l
D iffe re n c e
ex p en d itu re
11

12

6 2 6 ,0 0 0
5 3 .0 0 0
6 7 9 ,0 0 0

- 3 ,0 0 0

C h ap ter I - S t a f f
9 .1 0 1

9 .1 0 2
9*103

S a l a r i e s and r e l a t e d e x p e n s e s
- S a la rie s
381*,000
- O v e rtim e
5 3 ,0 0 0
1*3 7 ,0 0 0
T ra v e l expenses
- T ra v e l expenses
Insurance
- UNJSFP
- S ick n ess
- A ccid en ts

TOTAL CHAPTER I

6 3 1 ,0 0 0
5 3 ,0 0 0
681*,000

- 2 ,0 0 0

-

. 6 8 2 ,0 0 0

3 1 ,5 0 0

5 7 1 ,9 0 0

2 2 ,6 0 0
5 3 ,0 0 0
7 5 ,6 0 0

-

-

1*7,000

3 , 1*00

1 8 ,6 0 0

1 0 ,0 0 0

3 2 ,0 0 0

-1 5 ,0 0 0

900
300

3 ,1 0 0

1 6 ,0 0 0

1 ,2 0 0

3 ,1 0 0

8 ,7 0 0
3 ,0 0 0
1 1 ,7 0 0

1*,000
9 .0 0 0
3 .0 0 0
1 6 ,00o

-

71*5 ,0 0 0

3 6 ,1 0 0

5 9 3 ,6 0 0

9 7 ,3 0 0

7 2 7 ,0 0 0

8 7 ,7 0 0

11*6,600

2 ,7 0 0

2 3 7 ,0 0 0

21*5,000

8 7 ,7 0 0

2 ,3 0 0
li* 8 ,900

700
3 , 1*00

3 ,0 0 0
21*0,000

- 5 ,0 0 0

3 0 ,0 0 0

7 , 1*00
7,1*00

5 ,0 0 0
5 ,0 0 0

1 5 ,6 0 0
1 5 ,6 0 0

2 8 ,0 0 0
2 8 ,0 0 0

- 2 ,0 0 0

2 0 ,0 0 0

1*7,000

6 ,0 0 0
3 ,0 0 0
9 ,0 0 0

1 0 ,0 0 0
1*,000
ll* ,0 0 0

+ 2 ,0 0 0

1*66,000

71*5,000

_

_

3 1 ,5 0 0

5 7 1 ,9 0 0

- 1 8 ,0 0 0

C h a p t e r I I - P r e m is e s and Equi pment
9 .2 0 1

9 ,2 0 2

P r e m i s e s , f u r n i t u r e , m a c h in e s
9 7 ,0 0 0
- R e n t a l f o r CICG
- P u rch ase/lease
f u r n i t u r e and
3 ,0 0 0 .
m a c h in e s
1 0 0 ,0 0 0
Document p r o d u c t i o n
- P ro d u ctio n o f
c u r r e n t docu m ents

3 0 ,0 0 0
3 0 ,0 0 0

21*2,000

3 ,0 0 0
21*5,000

3 0 ,0 0 0
3 0 ,0 0 0

-

-

I
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h

1
9 .2 0 3

1

2

j

K

3

O f f i c e s u p p l i e s and o v e r h e a d s
- S u p p lies
8 ,0 0 0
3 ,0 0 0
- Local tr a n s p o r t
1

1 1 ,0 0 0

9... 20 U P o s t , t e l e g r a p h and t e l e p h o n e
- Post
2 0 ,0 0 0
- T eleg rap h charges
1 ,0 0 0
- T e le p h o n e c h a r g e s
1 ,0 0 0
2
2 ,0 0 0
!'

5 ....

!
1
i

0

7

9

10

U ,300

2 ,7 0 0
2 ,0 0 0

7 .0 0 0
2 .0 0 0

U,300

U,700

9 ,0 0 0

U,Uoo

iU,6oo

1 9 ,0 0 0

U,Hoo!

1U,600

1 9 ,0 0 0

8

j

i
1 1 ,0 0 0 i
2 0 ,0 0 0
1 .0 0 0
1 .0 0 0
2 2 ,0 0 0

1
!
j
j
j

12

i

8 ,0 0 0
3 ,0 0 0

!

11

1

1 1 ,0 0 0

2 2 ,0 0 0

-

- 2 ,0 0 0

- 3 ,0 0 0
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COMMITTEE 2

FIRST REPORT OF THE
WORKING GROUP OF COMMITTEE 2
(CREDENTIALS)

1.
The Working Group set -up at the first meeting of Committee 2
(Credentials) to examine credentials as and when they were submitted to
the Conference Secretariat met on Wednesday, 9 October 1974> at 1500 hours
under the chairmanship of Mr. Samuel H. BUTLER (Liberia), Chairman of
Committee 2.
2,
On the basis of the provisions in Chapter 5 of the General
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux, 1965 * the Working Group reached the conclusions set out in
Annexes 1 to 3 below.
7>.
The Working Group urges those delegations which have not yet
done so to hand in-their credentials without delay (if possible by 12 noon
on Wednesday, 16 October 1974) to the Executive Secretary of the Conference.
4.
Committee 2 Working Group will meet again on Wednesday,
16 October 1974, at 1500 hours to examine the remaining credentials.

Samuel H. BUTLER
Chairman of Committee 2

Annexes : 3
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A N N E X

1

DELEGATIONS WHOSE CREDENTIALS WERE FOUND TO BE IN ORDER
(on 9 October 1974, at 1630 hours)

Bielorussian Soviet Socialist Republic
China (People*s Republic of)
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Finland
France
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Hungarian People’s Republic
Ireland
Kenya (Republic of)
Korea (Republic of)
Kuwait (State of)
Laos (Kingdom of)
Lesotho (Kingdom of)
Liberia (Republic of)
Liechtenstein (Principality of)
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Morocco (Kingdom of)
Mauritius
Monaco
Netherlands (Kingdom of the)
Norway
New Zealand
Oman (Sultanate of)
Overseas Territories for the international relations of which the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
is responsible
Poland (People's Republic of)
Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)
Singapore (Republic of)
Spain
Switzerland (Confederation of)
Thailand
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Vatican City State
Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of)
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A N N E X

2

DELEGATIONS WHOSE CREDENTIALS HAVE NOT YET BEEN FOUND TO BE IN ORDER
(on 9 October 1974 at 1630 hours)

Pakistan *)
Qatar (State of) *)
Turkey **)

*)
**)

Accreditation not in conformity with No. 630 of the Convention
Provisionally accredited in accordance with Provision No. 631
of the Convention
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3

DELEGATIONS WHICH HAVE NOT YET HANDED IN THEIR CREDENTIALS
(on 9 October 1974 at 1630 hours)

Albania (People’s Republic of)
Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria (People’s Republic of)
Central African Republic
Dahomey (Republic of)
Denmark
Gabon Republic
Gambia (Republic of the)
German Democratic Republic
Greece
India (Republic of)
Indonesia (Republic of)
Iran
Italy
Ivory Coast (Republic of the)
Japan
Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of)
Lebanon
Libyan Arab Republic
Malawi
Malagasy Republic
Malta
Mauritania (Islamic Republic of)
Nigeria (Federal Republic of)
Philippines (Republic of the)
Roumania (Socialist Republic of)
Senegal (Republic of the)
Sierra Leone
Sweden
Tanzania (United Republic of)
Tunisia
Uganda (Republic of)
Viet-Nam (Republic of)
Zambia (Republic of)

Associate Member
Papua New Guinea
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Document No. 48-E
9 October 1974
Original : English

COMMITTEE 4

United Kingdom
EFFECT OF AN 8 kHz CHANNEL SPACING ON
TEE QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION

The United Kingdom (Document No. 2), with a number of other
administrations, have proposed the adoption of an 8 .kHz channel spacing.
The purpose of this proposal is to improve' the received signal by
increasing the distance between transmitters sharing the same channel,
so reducing co-channel interference.
Since the Object is to improve
reception consideration must be given to the arguments of those
administrations who believe that the adoption of an 8 kHz spacing
would impair the quality of reproduction.
Curves representing relative protection ratios, i.e. the ratio
of co-channel to adjacent-channel interfering signals causing the same
annoyance given in C.C.I.R. Recommendation 449 (p. 237 of Annex to
Document No. 10) have been supported by experiments in the United Kingdom.
These experiments were done using inexpensive receivers, some manufactured
in Asian countries. The curves show that, for a channel spacing of 8 kHz
and a transmitted audio bandwidth of 10 kHz, the relative protection
ratio is - 16 dB with the compression typical of that used in a
‘broadcasting studio (dynamic range at least 30 dB) and. - 19 dB with
additional compression (dynamic range 20 dB).
In a well-planned situation, which should result from this
Conference, transmitters occupying one channel would be well spaced from
those occupying adjacent channels.
On average the distance between
a transmitter and its neighbours in adjacent channels would be l/f 3
multiplied by that between neighbouring transmitters in the same channel.
Using the propagation data in C.C.I.R. Recommendation 435-1 (p#123 of

Document No. 48-E
Page 2
Annex to Document No. 10) for a co-channel distance of 2,700 km it is
found that adjacent-channel signals would be only about 9 hB stronger
than co-channel signals at low geomagnetic latitudes, rising to
14 dB at a geomagnetic latitude of 50°.
Thus, even with minimal
compression, the co-channel interference would be more important
(by 2-7 dB) than the adjacent-channel interference.
It is, however,
found that compression is desirable to reduce the effect of noise in low
signal strength areas quite irrespective of any decision regarding
channel spacing or transmitted bandwidth.
When compression is taken
into account it is found that co-channel interference is 5-10 dB more
important than adjacent-channel interference.
This provides a margin
giving flexibility in planning, which is useful because in practice
transmitters cannot be fitted to a regular lattice.
This margin can
be further increased by 2-3 dB by reducing the AF bandwidth but it is
not essential to do this.
Receivers having two alternative IF bandwidths would be
admirably suited to an 8 kHz channel spacing.
Listners at the edge
of the service area would use the narrower bandwidths at night, but
would benefit from the reduction in co-channel interference compared with
that resulting from a 9 kHz plan.
Those hearer to a transmitter could
use the wider bandwidth at all times.
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COMMITTEE 5

Italy
CHANNELS FOR LOW-POWER TRANSMITTERS

Whatever method the Conference may adopt for planning
low-power transmitter channels, the addition of a new transmitter
to an already planned network will inevitably mean an increase in the
usable field strength.
If this increase is kept very low (AF),
however, it can be assumed that the change will lead to a negligible
increase in interference within the network.
The international
negotiations on modifications to the original plan could be limited to
countries situated at less than a certain "coordination distance",
which would be a function of the proposed power and defined in such a
way that beyond that distance the increase in the usable field strength
of existing transmitters would be less than A f .
Table 1 gives coordination distances for co-channel transmitters,
assuming that the maximum tolerable increase A F in the usable field
strength is 0.1 dB*), which means interference caused by the new
transmitter 16 dB lower than the interfering field as a whole.
The
coordination distances for the adjacent channel are always less than
the co-channel distances, even if the adjacent channel is used by a
transmitter in category 2 or 3 **), since the adjacent channel protection
ratio is 20 dB less than the co-channel protection ratio.
It is not
necessary to adopt separate distances for the adjacent channel because
all countries at less than the coordination distance are to be regarded
as potential users of low-power transmitter channels.
Thus when a new transmitter is brought into service in a
low-power transmitter channel or the characteristics of an already
planned transmitter are changed, it will suffice to consult countries
whose distance from the new or modified transmitter is not more than
that given in Table 1 for the power and frequency in question.

*)

The figure of 0.1 dB is given by way of example.
The Conference
will have to fix the appropriate figure and the coordination distances
would have to be modified accordingly.
It is considered that channels for low-power transmitters should not
be adjacent to those for category 1.
The categories are those defined
in Document No, 40.

Document No. 49-E
Page 2

TABLE 1
Examples of co-channel coordination distances

Increase in nominal usable field strength : 0.1 dB
Nominal usable field strength : 88 dB jiV/m
Protection ratio : 30 dB
Skywave propagation curves : C.C.I.R. Report 264-2

Radiated power
(e.m.r.p.)
kW

*)

1 MHz

1.5 MHz

Coordination distance (km)

1

850

800

0.75

790

740

0.50

650

600

0.25

500

470

0 .1 0

300

300

0.05

250 >

*)

Interference by ground wave (sea path).

245*^
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS
(Documents 1 to 50)

No.

Origin

1

S.G.

Agenda of the Conference

2

U.K.

Preferred channel spacing in the
LF/MF broadcasting bands

PL

Alternative modulation systems for
LF/MF sound broadcasting

PL

Title

Destination
-

I

|

3

U.K.

1

k

U.K.

Directional antennae in MF planning

PL

5

U.K.

International low-power channels

PL

6

F.R. of
Germany

Proposals

PL

Considerations on questions to be
studied by the Conference at its
first session

PL'

f

i
1

7

8

9

10+Add.
+Corr.1

Rumania

Italy

Norway

S.G.

i
i

Some points relating to the technical
standards and planning methods propose?d
for the LF/MF Broadcasting Conference

PL

!
]

Some views on the frequency planning
for broadcasting stations in the
LF/MF bands

PL

|

Texts of the C.C.I.R. concerning
broadcasting in bands 5-(LF) and
6 (MF)

i
i
j
i

PL
j

11

Norway

j

A graphical method for estimation of
propagation over mixed paths

PL

|
!
I

Proposals

PL

i

1
12

Nigeria

I
j
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No.

i

Title

Origin
Algeria

Destination

Determination of equivalent ground
conductivity in the Region of Algiers
by the ground-wave attenuation method

PL

Results of sky-wave measurements
( 1 9 7 3 - 1 9 7 ^ period) carried out in low
and medium frequencies

PL

Proposals

PL

Second session of the Conference

PL

On the choice of carrier-frequency
spacing in LF and MF bands

PL

Concerning items on the agenda of the
first session of the Regional
Administrative Conference on LF/MF
broadcasting

PL

S.G.

Budget of the Conference

C. 3

20

S.G.

Convening of the Conference

PL

21

German
D.R.

Comments to some technical criteria
of frequency planning in LF and MF
Broadcasting

PL

Proposals

PL

Notifications to International
Organizations

PL

Invitations to the first session
of the Conference

PL

Proposals

PL

MF Broadcasting. Antenna with
high back protection

PL

13

lh

Algeria

1
i

15,

Pakistan

;

16

S.G.

17

U.S.S.R.

1

!

18

U.S.S.R.

i

19

'

22

France

2 3 (Rev.)

S.G.

24(Rev.)
+ Com.

S.G.

New
Zealand

25

France

26

f
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27

France

LF/MF Broadcasting-Directional
antennae

PL

28

Zambia

Proposals

PL

29

Zambia

Proposal alternative modulation
system for LF/MF sound broadcasting

PL

30

Zambia

National Broadcasting frequency
8 l 8 kHz Chisamba 28 /I7 -IU526

PL

31

Zambia

Preparatory ■work required of each
Administration before the forthcoming
Conference

PL

32

Pakistan

Clarification in respect of protection
ratio as discussed in document No. 15

PL

Proposals

PL

33
3b

Netherlands
S.G.

Situation of the frequency bands
allocated exclusively or otherwise
to LF/MF broadcasting in Regions 1 and 3

Japan

Proposals

C.U, 5 & 6

|

35

C. k & 5

i
36

India

Proposals

C.U

37

Philippines

Proposals

C.U & 5

38

Belgium

39

S.G.

Some considerations on the
interference caused by broadcasting
stations to the aeronautical
radionavigation service
Committee structure

C. k

1

PL

I
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40

E.B.U.

1+1

S.G.

Extracts from the Master International
Frequency Register

1+2

C.4

1+3

S.G.

|
!

Conference Secretariat

1+1+

A.S.B.U.

|
!
|

Views on the technical parameters of
frequency planning in LF and MF
broadcasting

■Finland
S.G.

46

1
!
1
!

C.4, 5 & 6

1
i

Terms of reference of Committee 4

1

45

C.4 & 5

Contribution to the I.T.U. Broadcasting
Conference

i
!
!
(

(Rev.)

Destination

Title

| A computer method for calculation of
j ground-wave propagation over mixed paths

i
/
i
|
|
1
i
!

PL
PL
C.4 & 5

C.4

!
|
I

Situation concerning expenditure for
the Broadcasting Conference at
8 October 1974

C.3

|

First report of the working group
of Committee 2 (credentials)

C .2

1

47

WG-C. 2

48

U.K.

Effect of an 8 kHz channel spacing
on the quality of reproduction

C.4

49

Italy

Channels for low-power transmitters

C. 5

50

S.G.

List of documents

i
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COMMITTEE 4

FIRST REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4B TO COMMITTEE 4

1.

Class of emission

The Working Group considered the relevant documents submitted to
the Conference together with relevant C.C.I.R. documentation and agreed
on the text contained in the Annex.
In several documents it was pointed out, that it is desirable in
future to make more economic use of the LF and MF broadcasting bands.
Possible solutions are single sideband and independent sideband
transmissions.
The point of view was emphasized, that C.C.I.R. should be asked
to carry out further studies on this matter. Following the opinion of
the meeting final discussion on this subject was postponed. ^
2.

Power

Following the decision of Committee 4 the Working* Group 4B
considered power of transmitters not in connection with propagation
phenomena, ionospheric cross-modulation and frequency planning, but
only in connection with definition and measurement of power. In this
connection C.C.I.R. Rec. 326-...(Doc. l/l026) was found to be useful
information for the work of the Broadcasting Conference..

Annex:

1
G. GROSSCHEL
Chairman
Working Group 4B
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ANNEX

Technical standards
Class of emission
The work of the Broadcasting Conference shall be based on
a system with double sideband amplitude modulation.
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corrigendumto

Document No. ^)2-E

U

October 1974

COMMITTEE 4

The date on top of the document must be read ;
25 September 1974

instead of 10 October 1974*
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10 October 197^
Original : French

COMMITTEE k

Federal Republic of .Germany., Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain,
Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Monaco, Norway, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland,
Vatican City State, Yugoslavia
CHANNEL SPACING

The African Conference on LF/MF Broadcasting, Geneva 1 9 6 6 , in
its Resolution No. 5s drew the attention of the I.T.U. Administrative
Council to the need to consider calling a Regional Conference comprising
the countries of the African Broadcasting Area, of the European
Broadcasting Area, of the Western part of Region 3 and the Middle East,
to establish a common plan for broadcasting in the LF/MF bands.
This Resolution arose from difficulties which countries in
Eastern Africa had experienced in coordinating their frequency
assignment with those of countries in the Western part of Region 3 and
the Middle East which used a different channel spacing.
The European countries agreed to this Conference because
careful studies in depth had shown that the existing broadcasting
situation in the low and medium frequency bands could be improved
throughout Regions 1 and 3.
The technical standards proposed, e.g. in Conference
Documents Nos. 2, 6 , 8 , 9 , 33 and i+0, give optimal utilization of the
radio-frequency spectrum and allow for improvement of the present
situation, taking into account the characteristics of present-day
receivers.
In these circumstances, the above-mentioned countries
consider that the improvements to be obtained by the adoption of these
standards should be used to improve the quality of service by reducing
interference levels, and not to increase the number of transmitters in
Europe.
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These
presented^by the
25th Session of
is essential to

studies, and in particular those given in the Report
I.F.R.B. and the Director of C.C.I.R. to the
the I.T.U. Administrative Council, have shown that it
adopt a uniform channel spacing.

Lack of uniformity in channel spacing within Regions 1 and 3
would lead to the failure of the Conference, because of the very high
interference levels in the countries closest to the boundary between
the areas with different channel spacings.
The best result is given by a spacing of 8 kHz which provides
the best balance between co-channel interference on the one hand, and
adjacent-channel interference on the other, taking into account C.C.I.R.
Recommendation HA9 - 2 .
Channel spacings greater than 8 kHz give less favourable
results and, in particular, the adoption of a uniform spacing of 10 kHz
will lead to unacceptable reductions in the areas served in Europe.
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Document No. 53-E
11 October 197^
Original : Russian

PLENARY MEETING

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

DRAFT RESOLUTION

The delegation of the U.S.S.R. herewith submits a draft
resolution on one of the questions discussed by Working Group U/B.

Annex : 1
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A N N E X

Working Group UB,
Noting the difficulties arising in the planning of
LM/MF broadcasting from the existence of different frequency spacings and
hence of different nominal carrier frequencies in the broadcasting channels
of the countries in Regions 1 and 3;
Considering Resolution No. L of the Broadcasting
Conference (Geneva, 1966), and taking into account C.C.I.R.
Recommendation No. Ut9 qnd the studies carried out recently by a
number of Administrations;
Aware that the variation in the nominal carrier
frequency of the existing broadcasting stations entails certain costs and,
in some cases, an alteration in the receiver tunings which have been
established over the years and to which listeners have become accustomed;
Considers it desirable to establish standard frequency
spacings and coincident nominal carrier frequencies for broadcasting
stations in Regions 1 and 3 } on the basis of the existing frequency
spacings 9 and 10 kHz* in response to the general wish of all countries to
improve broadcasting in Regions 1 and 3 at the least possible cost and
involving the least difficulty for listeners, and also for the purpose of
establishing a new plan with the least possible delay.
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PLENARY MEETING

COMMITTEE h

Note by the Secretary-General

MEMORANDUM BY THE I.F.R.B.
SITUATION OF BROADCASTING STATIONS IN REGION 2 VIS-A-VIS THOSE
IN REGIONS 1 AND 3

I have the honour to submit to the Conference the attached
nemorandum from the I.F.R.B.

Annex : 1

M. MILI
Secretary-General

MEMORANDUM BY THE I.F.R.B.

Situation of broadcasting stations in Region 2 vis-a-vis those
in Regions 1 and 3
1.
At the meeting of Group UB on 9 October, the I.F.R.B. was
requested to provide the Group with any useful information on the
regulatory provisions defining the rights of the Broadcasting Service in
the band 535~1 605 kHz respectively in Regions 1 and 3, on the one hand,
and in Region 2 on the other.
2.
In its Memorandum published in Document No. 3^, the Board set
out those provisions of the Radio Regulations which refer to broadcasting
in this frequency band in Regions 1 and 3.
3.
The Additional Protocol to the Final Acts of the International
Radio Conference, Atlantic City, 19^-7» which gave rise to the Regional
Broadcasting Conference, Copenhagen, 19 U8 „ includes an Annex containing
"Directives for the European Regional Broadcasting Conference". A copy of
this Protocol and of the Annex is attached at Annex 1 to the present
Memorandum. Apart from those provisions of the International
Telecommunication Convention (in particular those now to be found in
Nos,. 297 and 303 of the Montreux Convention, 1965) an<3- the Radio Regulations
which are of a general nature and apply to the stations of all radio
services, there are no provisions in these directives specifically defining
the reciprocal rights of stations in the European Broadcasting Area vis-a-vis
stations outside that Area.
U.
The regional Plans and Lists existing at the time of the
Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference in 1951 were then incorporated
in the "New International Frequency List", and that Conference adopted
Resolution No. 1 relating to the entry into force of the Plans and Lists
adopted by the Conference, which refers in general terms to the problems
likely to arise between Regions. The text of this Resolution is
reproduced at Annex 2 to the present Memorandum.
5.
The frequency assignments in this band to broadcasting stations
located in Regions 1 and 3 are considered by the Board :
-

to. ascertain whether they conform with the International
Telecommunication Convention and the Radio Regulations (No. 501
of the Radio Regulations);

-

where appropriate, to ascertain whether they conform with a
regional agreement (No. 505);

-

to determine the probability of harmful interference (No. 502).

- 2 -

6.

When the Board reaches a favourable finding, the frequency
assignment is recorded in the Master Register with a date
in Column2a
and, consequently, the provisions of No. 607 are applicable to the
assignment.
7.
When the Board reaches an unfavourable finding because of the
probability of harmful interference, it applies the relevant provisions
of the Radio Regulations, the result of which may be that the frequency
assignment is recorded with a reference to No. 515 and a date in Column 2b;
in this case, the provisions of No. 608 are applicable to the assignment.
8.

With regard to frequency assignments in this band to broadcasting
stations in Region 2, the Board :
-

examines the assignment
to ascertain whether it
conformswith
the International Telecommunication Convention and the Radio
Regulations (No. 501);

-

does notexamine the assignment to determine
harmful interference (No. 50U).

the probability of

/
The Board records this assignment without a date in Column 2a or 2b, and
the date entered in Column 2c is given for information only (No. 576).
9.
Although in the Table of Frequency Allocations the rights of the
Broadcasting Service in the band 535_1 605 kHz are the same in the three
Regions, it is clear from the foregoing that whereas frequency assignments
in Regions 1 and 3 which are recorded in the Master Register have a status
which is clearly defined in the Radio Regulations, the status of frequency
assignments in Region 2 is not defined.
10.
This special situation dates back to the Atlantic City Conference,
19^-7j when technological means made it possible to regard Region 2 as being
sufficiently distant from the other two Regions to preclude any serious
problem of interference. In view of the broadcasting techniques used today
and the knowledge of propagation that has been acquired, a different
attitude to the problem would probably be taken.

M

V
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(Additional Protocol)

312-E
(Additional Protocol)

ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL
to the Acts of the International Radio Conference of
Atlantic City, 1947, signed by the Delegates of
the European Region
(1) The undersigned Delegates, Plenipotentiaries of their
respective Governments,
- considering that the European Radio Convention of
Montreux (April 15, 1939) has not been ratified and
that the Frequency Allocation Plan annexed thereto
was not applied;
- considering that European broadcasting on long and
medium waves is in fact still governed by the Lucerne
Convention (1933) and the Plan attached thereto;
- recognize the necessity for settin g up a new Regional
Broadcasting Agreement and a new Frequency Alloca
tion Plan for the broadcasting stations of the European
Area, based on the provisions established at the Inter
national Radio Conference of Atlantic City ( 1 9 4 7 ) ; x>
consider that it is advisable to call a m eeting of a new
European Regional Broadcasting Conference en
trusted with the task of drawing up this new Regional
Agreement and this Plan and request the Government
of Denmark to call this meeting.
" D efinition of the E uropean broadcasting area: The E uropean area
is bounded on the w est by th e w estern boundary of Region, on the east
by the m eridian 40° E. of Greenwich and on the south by the p a ra l
lel 30° N., so as to include the w estern p a r t of the U .S.S.R. and the
te rrito rie s bordering on the M editerranean, w ith the exceptio.n of the
p a rts of A rab ia and Saudi A rab ia which are included in th is sector.
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(2) They entrust a Committee composed of the delegates of
the adm inistrations of the following eight countries:
Belgium, France, Netherlands, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and North Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland,
U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia, under the chairmanship of Bel
gium,
with the task of preparing, on the basis of the directives
included in the annex attached hereto, a preliminary
draft plan for the allocation of frequencies to broadcast
ing stations and of presenting it to the Government of
Belgium not later than March 15th, 1948.
These delegates shall be considered as the representa
tives of all the countries of the European region.
Any administration o f this region wishing to do so,
may, at the proper time, and when points of interest to
that country are being examined, send a delegation to the
Committee to express its views.
The Belgian Government w ill communicate the pre
lim inary draft to the m anaging Government of the Con
ference as well as to all the Governments of the European
broadcasting area through the Bureau of the Interna
tional Telecommunications Union.
(3) The Committee may decide, by agreement between its
members, to call for comp'etent experts.
The Committee shall begin its work on the 15th of Jan
uary 1948. Its headquarters shall be in Brussels.
For the composition, the preparation and the powers
of the new Conference, the undersigned delegates recom
mend the directives contained in the document attached
hereto.
In w itness whereof, the delegates of the respective
adm inistrations have signed the present Protocol in a
single copy which will remain in the archives of the Gov
ernment of the United States of America, and of which a
copy will be delivered to each Party.
Done at Atlantic City, the 2nd of October 1947.
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DOCUMENT
annexed to the
Additional Protocol
Directives for the European Regional Broadcasting Conference

§1
1. The Conference will be composed of representatives uf all
the countries comprised in the European Area which have
signed the International Telecommunications Convention
of Atlantic City (1947) or have adhered thereto. The Con
ference will have the power to invite other countries of
the European area.
2. Any extra-European country, signatory of this Convention
or which has adhered thereto, shall have the right to be
represented at this Conference by observers who will be
permitted to attend all meetings of this Conference and to
speak on any question which they consider affects the inter
ests of the radio services of their countries. These observ
ers shall not be entitled to vote.
3. The telecommunications operating services of the United
N ations shall be entitled to.tak e part in the Conference,
in accordance with the provisions of article 41 of the
International Telecommunications Convention of Atlantic
City (1947).
4. International Organizations, which have so requested, may
be authorized to participate in the Conference in an ad
visory capacity in the manner and to the extent fixed by the
Rules of Procedure (see § 12).

§2
1. The purpose of the Conference shall be to draw up a new
Regional Agreement for European Broadcasting and a
Frequency Allocation Plan for the European stations.
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2. In principle it shall meet on July 1st 1948 at Copen
hagen.

§3
1. The Conference, complying with the relative provisions of
Chapter III of the Radio Regulations of Atlantic City, will
allocate (either in the bands authorized for broadcasting
services, or in the bands shared w ith other services, or in
derogation, outside those bqnds) frequencies below 1 605
k c /s in accordance with the provisions of §§ 7 and 8 below.
2. It w ill deal w ith any related questions.

§4
1. In taking its decisions, this Conference will have regard
to the requirements of all the countries of the European
Area X).
2. To enable each country to ensure a national service of a
reasonably satisfactory quality, the Conference shall make
every effort to allocate to each country of the European
Area the adequate number of waves adapted to that pur
pose, and, in particular, one or more exclusive waves if gen
eral and technical conditions render this necessary.
It will be advisable to take into account, as equitably as
possible, the special conditions of each country on the one
hand, and, on the other, the existing economic situation
which makes it advisable to introduce the minimum num
ber of changes in the installations in service.
3. Where it is not possible to assign a frequency below 525
k c/s, either in the bands authorized for broadcasting serv
ices, or in derogation, outside these bands, to certain coun
tries of which the size and orographical structure may war
rant such an allocation, these countries will, so far as
possible, receive a frequency from among the lowest in the
band from 525 to 1 605 k c/s.
” The needs of th e U nited N ations shall be considered as a speciaf case.
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§5
1. Each country shall communicate its broadcasting require
ments as soon as possible, not later than January 1st, 1948,
to the Belgian Government which shall transm it them w ith
out delay to the Committee of eight countries (see para. 2
of the Additional Protocol).
2. This Committee shall meet in Brussels not later than Jan
uary 15, 1948, shall proceed to the study of these require
ments and shall obtain all other useful inform ation from
any available source, if necessary, by calling in experts.
3. It shall, in due time, announce to the various countries that
they m ay send delegates to state their views.
4. The Committee shall then draw up a first preliminary
draft of a Plan.
5. It shall forward this preliminary draft to the countries of
the European Area through the Belgian Government.
Each Government shall have the right, not later than two
months after the sending of the Plan, to submit its observa
tions to the Belgian Government so that they may be com
municated to the other Governments of the European
Area as well as to the Committee of eight countries.
6. In principle, six weeks before the date fixed for the
European Conference, the Committee shall meet again in
Brussels to proceed to the study of the observations re
ceived.
In the case of detailed remarks, the Committee may lim it
itself to analyzing them in a report.
On the other hand, if the observations are important, the
Committee may be disposed to alter its work and to present
a second preliminary draft.
7. The final document shall be transm itted to the m anaging
Government of the Conference as well as to the Govern
ments of the countries of the European Area through the
Bureau of the International Telecommunications UJiion.

annexed to A.P.)
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§6
1. In its decisions relative to the allocations of frequencies to
the various broadcasting stations, the Conference will
apply the rules of the Radio Regulations of Atlantic City
destined to regulate and to ensure the better working of
broadcasting services. The Conference will fix the upper
lim it of unmodulated powTer measured in the aerial of each
station for the frequency in question.
2. The arrangement adopted at the Conference will include,
among the general rules to be observed in future, provisions
similar to those cited above as well as those included in
Chapter III of the Radio Regulations of Atlantic City
(1947) 89, 90, 96, 242, 243, 245 to 249, and 374.

§7
If the European Regional Conference is led to contemplate
the use by a broadcasting station of a frequency in one of
the bands reserved for other European regional services,
the arrangement adopted will stipulate that if this use
causes interference which w7as not foreseen at the time of
the admission of the broadcasting station, the administra
tions concerned will do their utmost to obtain agreements
capable of elim inating this interference and, in this case,
the authorized services will haVe the preference in relation
to the broadcasting services.
§

8

If the European Regional Conference is led to contemplate
the use by a broadcasting station of a frequency in one of
the bands reserved internationally, in the general table of
allocation of frequencies, for the mobile services, it will,
before coming to a decision, make an exhaustive study of
the technical conditions under which this service could be
carried out without interference with the authorized inter

(Doc. annexed co A.P.)
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national mobile services and w ill do its utmost to obtain
the agreements necessary to such use. In any case, it is
understood that if a broadcasting station thus allowed to
use such a frequency, in derogation, should cause inter
ference w ith another service already authorized, it could
not continue to use that frequency unless the interference
is eliminated.
§ 9
1. In principle, the power of broadcasting stations must not
exceed the value which enables an efficient national service
of reasonably satisfactory quality to be economically pro
vided.
•

2. In virtue of this principle, the Conference w ill fix for each
station or each type of station the maximum authorized
power, taking into consideration:
a) the conditions of use of w aves: exclusive waves, shared
waves, synchronized w aves;
b) the position of frequencies, either in the authorized
bands, or in the bands of other services in which excep
tions will be adm itted;
c) special geographical, orographical, demographical, etc.,
conditions.
3. In principle, the sites of broadcasting stations, and more
particularly of those which work near the lim its of fre
quency bands, reserved for broadcasting, must be chosen,
with due regard to the power and the frequency, in such a
manner as to avoid, so far as possible, interference with
broadcasting services of other countries or with other serv
ices working on nearby frequencies.
4. In order to use with the maximum efficiency the possibil
ities which the provisions of the Radio Regulations of A t
lantic City (1947) afford, the Conference must take into
account, as fully as possible, the most recent state of the
technique, particularly as regards:
- aerials designed to overcome fading,
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- directive aerials,
- synchronisation of groups of national transm itters,
- wave sharing; and utilization of the zone of secondary
night sevice,
- installation of frequency modulation stations.
5. In order to study the possibilities of the exceptional admis
sion of certain broadcasting stations, in bands allocated
to other services, particular account will be taken of the
follow ing factors.
a) the intensity of field necessary to ensure normal com
munication between the stations of the services in ques
tion;
b) the necessary relation between such intensity and the
level of interference;
c) the selectivity curves of receivers normally used in those
services.
§ 10

The European Conference will fix the date of the entry into
force of the new Regional Agreement and of the Plan
annexed thereto.
§ 11
*• •

Since the work of the Committee of eight countries must
be considered as the first stage of this Conference, and the
delegates of the various administrations to this Committee
must n^t themselves be considered as authorized agents of
their own countries but as entrusted with a work of general
European interest, the expenses of this Committee shall in
principle, like those of the Conference itself, be borne by
all of the European countries.
However, to reduce the expenses indicated to a minimum,
it is agreed as follow s:
a) the salaries of the said delegates shall be borne by their
adm inistrations;
b) this shall also be the case with regard to their travelling
expenses;
» .
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c) the only reimbursement made to the delegates shall be

that of a single and identical contractual allowance in
Belgian francs corresponding to the daily travel allow
ance, calculated only for the days that the delegates are
actually in Belgium, at the rate o f . one delegate per
country. The Chairman of the Committee shall fix this
allowance, make the calculations for it and come to an
agreem ent with the Belgian Government on the pay
ment, which w ill be reimbursed to it through the
Bureau o f the .International Telecommunications Union,
acting in the name of all the countries participating in
the European Regional Broadcasting Conference;
d) the funds necessary for the operation of the Secretariat,
which shall be as small as possible, shall be advanced by
the Belgian Government under the same conditions of
reimbursement in effect for allowances to the delegates;
e) if the Committee of eight countries should decide, by
agreem ent among their members, to call for the collabor
ation of competent experts, it may make a recommend
ation to the European Regional Broadcasting Confer
ence, concerning the payment of the reasonable ex
penses of these exp erts;
f) the final apportionment of the expenses of the Commit
tee of eight countries^and of the Conference itself, shall
be made in accordance with the provisions of article 14
of the Telecommunication Convention of Atlantic City
(1947);
g) it may be decided that the international organizations

which may in future participate in the Conference will
be invited to participate in all of the expenses of this
Conference.
§

12

*

The Conference shall adopt its own Rules of Procedure.

i
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2

RESOLUTION No. 1
Relating to the Bringing into Force of the Plans and Lists
adopted by the Conference

The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference,
referring:

to the frequency assignment and allotment plans and lists adopted
by this Conference and
considering:

■

that it is desirable to clarify the procedure to be followed in the
event of conflicts between assignments which, bearing the same dates,
enjoy equal rights to protection from harmful interference, and
recognizing:
(a) that the number of requirements in relation to the available
spectrum space has precluded, in these plans and lists, the making of
assignments which in allcases will be free from the possibility ofharmful
interferenceand that,intheregional lists,there are possibilitiesofharmful
interference between some assignments in different Regions ;
(b) that, in many such cases, harmful interference may be avoided
by suitable arrangements between the interested Administrations, such
as time sharing, but that it may, in other cases, require adjustments of
the assigned frequencies ;
(c.) that the I.F.R.B., as a centralizing and advisory body, would
play a useful role in the clearance of harmful interference, but that the
assistance which itwould give may be limited by the practical possibilities
imposed by the plans and lists themselves ;
resolves:

1. that Administrations shall make every endeavour to clear
harmful interference to operations conducted in conformity with the
provisions of the plans and lists mentioned above, by direct negotiation
with the otherAdministrations involved, inaccordance with theprocedure
of Article 14 of the Radio Regulations ;
2. that the I.F.R.B. should be consulted in cases where changes
offrequency are envisaged, and shall be notified ofany frequency changes
which result from the negotiations mentioned in 1 above ;
3. that, should direct negotiations between Administrations fail
to solve a particular problem, the I.F.R.B., upon request, shall endeavour
to give such advice and assistance as itfinds to be practicable according
to the information at its disposal and within the technical limitations
imposed by the plan or list concerned.

Adopted by the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1951.
(pp 122 and 123 of the Final Acts)

INTERNATIONAL TE LE C O M M U N I C A T IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FI RS T S E S S I O N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

Original : English

COMMITTEE 5

Austria

Switzerland

FREQUENCY CHANGES ON OPERATING MF-STATIONS

The implementation of a new frequency plan will necessitate
frequency changes on a certain number of powerful MF-stations already in
operation. From the economic point of view the amount of expenditure for
such changes is of importance.
Studies carried out independently in Austria and Switzerland
have led to similar results, as that in most cases frequency changes
within the approximate range of + 10 $ of the actual operational carrier
frequency would not create substantial cost.
In establishing a new frequency plan this fact should be taken
into consideration as far as planning flexibility would not be influenced
substantially.

U.I.T.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

(FIRST S E S S IO N )

Document No. 56-B
11 Ootob r 1974
Original: English/French

COMMITTEE 4

FIRST REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4A TO -COMMITTEE 4

IONOSPHERIC CRO SS-MQDU LA.TION

It is recommended for the planning in the Regional
broadcasting Conference not to consider the influence of the ionospheric
cross-modulation.

in the

Information on ionospheric cross-modulation is to be found
C.C.I.R. Documents particularly in Report 460 and in

Recommendation 498 .

INTERNATIONAL TE LE CO M M U N IC A T IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST S E S S IO N )

^

11 October 197*+
Original ; French

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

COMMITTEE 4

SECOND REPORT
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C.M.F. - E.M.R.P.
In defining the radiatipn of transmitters it is recommended
that the concepts of c.m.f. and e.m.r.p. defined in C.C.I.R.
Report IQ/1003 be used simultaneously for planning purposes*

INTERNATIONAL T E LE C O M M U N IC A T IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

(FIRS T S E S S I O N )

Original: English/French

COMMITTEE 4

THIRD REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4A TO COMMITTEE 4

1.

Ground-wave propagation
1.1
It is proposed to use the C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2 to
determine the ground-wave field-strength.
1.2
To calculate the ground-wave field strength over a mixed path
(with different values of ground conductivity), it is proposed to use
the method described in the C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2. Annex I
contains a simplified manual method which enables a more rapid
approximate calculation.

2.

Ground conductivity
It is proposed to recommend to Committee 6 to include among
the,data to be requested from all Administrations information relating
to ground conductivity, as detailed as practicable. The values used
should preferably be to the nearest values for which the curves of
C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2 have been prepared, i.e. 3 x 10“2 , io-2,
3 x 10 “3 9 io-3, 3 x 10“^, 10”^, 3 x 10“5, 10-5 S/m.
In the absence of
the above information or any other relevant information, (for example,

the map included in the Final Acts of the African Broadcasting Conference,
Geneva, 1966) the value of 10~2 s/m should be used.
C.C.I.R. Report 229-2 contains information on the electrical
characteristics of the surface of the Earth.

Annex:
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A N N E X

A GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF PROPAGATION
OVER MIXED PATHS

The C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2 (Rev. 74 contains a
semi-empirical method to be used for the calculation of
field strengths over mixed paths (inhomogeneous smooth
earth).

This method is generally easy to use, particularly with the

aid of a computer.
For planning purposes where the coverage of a certain transmitter is
needed, a graphical procedure, based on the

same

method, might be

convenient for a quick estimation of the distance at which the ground
wave field strength has a certain value.
A short description of the graphical method is given here.
Figure 1 applies to a path having two sections with different but indivi
dually homogeneous electrical constants

0 ^ 6^ and 0 ^ £3 respectively for

the distances d^ and d^. Here the complex dielectric constant
ECtfS

it

8 ( 0 2 £ 2)

* ^or (^is’
tances b > d. the field strength curve obtained

by the G.C.I.R. Rec.368-2

method lies between the curves corresponding

to the two different electrical properties E ( 0^ g

) and E (

8 2 )•

At the distance d = 2 d^9(where d^ is the distance from the transmitter
to the border separating the two sections,)the curve goes
through the mid-point (the mean) between the curves E (
E ( 0^

) provided that the field strength is labelled linearly in dB.

In addition, the
by

same

\curve approaches an asymptote, which differs

m dB from the E ( 0^ 8 ^)-curve as indicated in Figure 1 where m is

the difference in dB between the curves E ( 0 ^
d =

8 ^ ) and

) and E ( Cfa £<2 )

and their mean. The point at d = 2 d^ and the asymptote make it

easy to draw the resulting

field strength curve.

Annex to Document No. 58-E
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Figure 2 also shows the

resulting curve for a two section path with

electrical constants now changing from

8^ to

complex dielectric constant £C<r1 £ 1)>£(o'2 Li)

^

^

as above.

where the
The corres

ponding procedure can be applied here bearing in mind that the asymptote
is now parallel to the E ( (J^ 8^)-curve.
For paths consisting of more than two sections, each change can be
considered separately in the same way as the first change.

The

resulting curve has to be a continuous curve, and the portions of
curves are displaced parallel to the value at the end of the previous
section.

Figure 3 indicates how the approximate graphical method can be used to
find the distance (coverage) where the field strength is 1 mV/m for a
transmitted power of 100 kW over a path having several sections with
different values of conductivity.
By means of ground-wave propagation curves for the three different values
of conductivity where the field strength is given,i n .dB relative to
1 jllV/m for a transmitted ppwer of .1 kW, the graphical procedure is
repeated for the various sections. The values 1 mV/m and 100 kW corres
pond to 40 dB relative to 1

jjV/m

and 1 kW, which gives a distance

(coverage) of 1TO km in the example.

‘

'

1

Using the graphical method it should be convenient to have ground-wave
propagation curves for some different sets of electrical constants at
each frequency concerned. Examples of such curves are given in Figures H
and 5 for 200 and 700 kHz. Further sets of curves can easily" be prepared
for a number of frequencies by means of Recommendation 3.68- 2 (Rev. 7*0*
A full description of the approximate graphical method is given by
K.N. Stokke (to be published).

The accuracy of this method is dependent on the difference in slope
of the field strength curves, and is therefore to an extent dependent on the
frequency.

For LF frequencies, the difference between the method described

in C.C.I.R. Rec.

368-2

and the approximate method is normally minimal, but

for the highest MF frequencies the differencies can be up to

3 d-B for

paths.
Fig.

6 of

this Annex is a comparison between the exact method and the

approximate method carried out by the use of a computer.
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INTERNATIONAL T E L EC O M M U N IC AT IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST S E S S IO N )

Corrigendum No.5 to
Document No. 59-E
19 October 1974
Original: French

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

COMMITTEE 4

CHANNEL SPACING

"Cameroon" and "Ethiopia" should be added to the list of
delegations submitting this document.

\

INTERNATIONAL T E LE C O M M U N IC A T IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST S E S S IO N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

Corrigendum No. 2 to
Document No. 59~E
16 October 197^
Original : French

COMMITTEE k

CHANNEL SPACING

Congo (Brazzaville) should be added to the list of delegations
submitting this document.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST S E S S IO N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

Corrigendum No.l to
Document No.59~E
1^ October 197*+
Original : French

COMMITTEE U

CHANNEL SPACING

this document**6 Sll0u^

added 'to 'the list of delegations submitting

INTERNATIONAL T E LE C O M M U N IC A T IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
*

(FIRST S E S S I O N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

Document No. 59~E
11 October I97U
Original ; English

COMMITTEE k

Algeria - Burundi - Central African Republic - Ivory Coast - Dahomey Egypt - Gabon - Gambia - Kenya - Lesotho - Liberia - Libya - Malawi Malagasy - Morocco - Mauritius - Mauritania - Nigeria - Uganda - Senegal Sierra Leone - Sudan - Tanzania -'Tchad - Togolese Republic - Zambia

CHANNEL SPACING

The African countrips enumerated above are of the opinion
that there should be a uniform channel spacing in the Long and Me d i m
frequency bands all over Regions 1 and 3.

frequency
countries
impaired,
a channel

Taking into account that broadcasting in the Long and Medium
bands is the main medium of mass communication in these
and that the existing quality of transmission should not be
the 26 African countries stated above are of the opinion that
spacing of 9 kHz should be adopted.

INTERNATIONAL TE LE C O M M U N I C A T IO N

UNION

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST S E S S IO N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

Document No. 6.0-F
11 October 1974
Original: English

COMMITTEE

h

SECOND REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4B TO COMMITTEE 4
TECHNICAL STANDARDS
NECESSARY BANDWIDTH

1.

According to provision No. 91 of* "the Radio Regulations the
necessary bandwidth of a broadcasting transmitter is the minimum value
of the occupied bandwidth sufficient to ensure the transmission of
information with the quality required for the system employed, under
specified conditions. This value should be decided by the Administration
responsible for the transmitter within the range 9 kHz (AF - bandwidth
4»5 kHz) to 20 kHz (AF - bandwidth 10 kHz).
2.
The necessary bandwidth of the emission is one of the
parameters that influence the adjacent channel protection ratio required,
as indicated by the curves of C.C.I.R. Rec. 449 *). This is one of the
parameters that may in certain cases be the subject of bilateral
negotiations between Administrations in the second session of the
Conference.
3.
Committee 6 should be requested to include the necessary
bandwidth among parameters of an emission to be given when submitting
requirements to the second session of the Conference.

*)

This reference may require revision in the light of the Working
Group's conclusions about relative protection-ratio curves.

U.I.T. ^

INTERNATIONAL TE LE C O M M U N I C A T IO N

UNION
_

Document No . 6l-E

u October 1971*

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

Original : English and French

(FIRST S E S S IO N )

GENEVA, 1 9 7 4

COMMITTEE It

»
I
REPORT OF WORKING GROUP

kC

TO COMMITTEE

k

Questions relating to the bands shared between broadcasting
service and other radiocommunication services

1.

In accordance -with the terms of reference (Document No. DT/6), Working
Group ^+C studied the questions relating to the hands shared between the
broadcasting service and other radiocommunication services. In this study
it specially took into account the Documents Nos. 22, 3^, 38 and ^1.

2.

The present situation of the assignments recorded in the Master
Register, maintained by the I.F.R.B., in the shared bands in question is
as follows
a)

150 - 160 kHz (Region l) :
b

13
b)

assignments of the broadcasting service
assignments of the maritime mobile service

255 - 285 kHz (Region l) :
11
12
1
207

assignments of the broadcasting service
assignments of the maritime mobile service
assignment of the fixed service
assignments of the aeronautical radionavigation service in
Europe
215 assignments of the aeronautical radionavigation service in
Africa
c)

525 - 535 kHz (Region 3) :
6 assignments of the broadcasting service
1 assignment of the aeronautical mobile service
17 assignments of the maritime mobile service

3.

The technical data presented by the Administrations of France
and Belgium was noted; it concerns particularly the operation of the
aeronautical radi.onavigation service in the presence of broadcasting
stations. Study of this question is, however, not within the competence
of the present Conference.
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Nevertheless, it is useful to examine the existing provisions
relating to the conditions of sharing among services which are established
by the texts in force.
The various cases that are encountered are studied below.
3.1
150 ~ l60 kHz band (Region l) : shared between the maritime
mobile and broadcasting services
- Nos. 17 U and 175 of the Radio Regulations
- European Broadcasting Convention , Copenhagen, 19^-8, Article 2
paragraph 2a), Article 6 paragraph 3a)
- Procedure of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations
3.2
295 ~ 285 kHz band (Region, l) : shared among the maritime mobile,
broadcasting and aeronautical radionavigation services
- Nos. 17^-3 176 (alternative allocation), 177 and 178 of the
Radio Regulations
- Document annexed to the Additional Protocol to the Acts of the
International Radio Conference of Atlantic City, 19^+7 5 paragraph 7
- European Broadcasting Convention, Copenhagen, 19^-8, Article 2
paragraph 2a), Article 6 paragraph k { 2 )
- No. ij-23 of the Radio Regulations

- Service range of radiobeacons - Nos. ^35* ^36, ^37 of the Radio
Regulations
- Protection of radiobeacons against interference - Nos. U33 and
k3b of the Radio Regulations (at least 10 dB)
(Note : I.C.A.O. prescribes 15 dB in Annex 10 to the Chicago
Convention)
- Procedure of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations
3.3
525 ~ 535 kHz band (Region 3) : shared between the mobile and
broadcasting services (broadcasting service is a permitted service)
- No. 138 of the Radio Regulations for the broadcasting service
- Procedure of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations
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The Working Group is of the opinion that these provisions should
he kept in mind hut considers that during the next revision of the Table of
Frequency Allocations (at the World Administrative Radio Conference
scheduled to be held in 1 9 7 9 ), it would be desirable to avoid allocations
which provide for sharing between broadcasting service and other services
such as the maritime mobile and aeronautical radionavigation services.
b.l

The present Conference has no powers to fix technical criteria
concerning radiocommunication services other than the broadcasting service
in the LF/MF bands for Regions 1 and 3.
Moreover, at the second session of this Broadcasting Conference
which will be required to establish a Plan, the conditions of putting into
use of any new assignments in the shared bands will have to be laid down in
the form of an appropriate coordination procedure.
(Article 9 of the
Radio Regulations.)
5.1
Finally, the provisions of Nos. 116 and 117 of the Radio
Regulations (protection of band-edges and coordination between Regions)
shall apply.

M. CHEF
Chairman
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1.

Definition
Synchronized Network : group of broadcasting transmitters whpse
qarrier frequencies are identical or differ only slightly, usually by a
fraction of an H z , and whqch broadcast the san*e programme.

2.

For the purposes of planning and for determining the
probabilities of harmful interference, a network of synchronized
transmitters may generally be represented by an equivalent single
transmitter of which the cha,racteristies are cqlcqlated according to the
method described in Appendix .... *) (see Annex l).

3,

Annex 2 contains a draft Recommendation.

Annexes : 2

' lfT'

'

I

■—■■■vpmjh

More details can be found in C.C.I.R, Reports Nos. 1+59 and 6 l6
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A N N E X 1

APPENDIX

___

CALCULATION OF INTERFERENCE IN THE CASE OF

■’

' r

■ T" '■

r

A SYNCHRONIZED NETWORK

Interference caused by a synchronized network
In the simple but frequent case in which the transmitters of the
synchronized network use omnidirectional antennae and in which the
transmitters are sufficiently close together, the interference can be
calculated by replacing the transmitters by an equivalent single
transmitter.
This transmitter will be located at the "centre of gravity"
of the network.
This centre is determined as that of various masses, the
mass in this case being the square of the c.m.f. of each of the
transmitters (or the e.m.r.p. of each transmitter).
The radiation of this
equivalent transmitter will be the sum of the radiations of .qa0*1
transmitter of the network (i.e. the sum of the squares of the c.m.f. or
the arithmetical sum of the e.m.r.p.).
if the transmitters of the network are equipped with directional
antennae, the same rules apply for the calculation of the interference in
a given direction (that of the transmitter to be protected).
In this case,
the centre of gravity and the radiated power of the equivalent transmitter
will depend on the direction considered.
The calculation of the centre of
gravity must be effected with the masses proportionate to the radiated
power of the transmitters in the direction considered.
In the same way,
the radiated power of the equivalent single transmitter will be determined
by adding up the radiated powers of each transmitter in the direction
considered.
Let D be the distance between any transmitter of the network and
any transmitter not belonging to the group and suffering interference,
and D ’ the distance of the cqntpe of gravity of the network from this
transmitter.
It is assumed that the previous method is acceptable only if :
I D - D’ I

< Q t15D in the case of co-channel interference

| D - D* |

< 0.25D in the case of adjacent channel interference

If the conditions described above for the distances are not
fulfilled, the general method will be applied, which consists in calculating
the interference caused by each transmitter in.the synchronized network and
adding up the squares of the interference fieldsy
Thqs method is d e a r l y
valid in all cases, and can be applied systematically if the validity of the
equivalent transmitter method is challenged.
The radio frequency protection ratio to be applied for interference
caused by a synchronized network suffered by the service of any other
transmitter is the same as for a single transmitter.
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2.

Interference suffered by a transmitter of the synchronized network
The interference suffered by a transmitter belonging to a
synchronized network can be due to :
-

the other transmitters of the synchronized network (internal
interference)'»

-

other transmitters (external interference).

In the case of external interference, the protection ratio is
considered to be the same as in the case of a single transmitter.
In the case of internal interference, the protection ratio is
regarded as a problem specific to each country.
However, in order to
compare different frequency p l a n s , it is necessary to calculate the
coverage of the transmitters of a synchronized network.
This coverage is
determined in the same way as in the general case, namely, by calculating
for each transmitter the usable field by the formula :

E

u

- \/E (a E
)2 +
v
e be

I

fa.E .)2 + E 2
^ l b;
m

where E ^ e and E.^ are the external and internal interference fields,
a^

and a^ are the corresponding protection ratios,

E

is fhe minimum usable field,

m

and

T

This formula corresponds to that given in C . C fI.R, Recommentation ^99,
In this calculation, tfye internal_protection ratio a, for the purposes of
planning objectives is taken as _/ 8J dB.
1 .
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A N N E X

.2

DRAFT RECOMMENDATION

.

USE- OF SYNCHRONIZED NETWORKS

—^ —

--------—--------------------------

r~

The Regional, LF and MF Broadcasting Conference,- .. .
considering,
that synchronized networks present considerable
advantages over an equivalent single transmitter and therefore should be
employed in much larger numbers in any frequency assignment plan;
that a synchronized network covers a greater area
than the equivalent single transmitter;
this increase, which depends
on the local conditions and the composition of the netw o r k , may be large;
that the population coverage is in most cases increased
to an even greater extent, since a synchronized network makes it possible
to set up transmitters providing a higher field strength, in the most
densely populated a reas; the population coverage may be doubled or
increased even m o r e ;
that subject to the rules explained in Appendix .♦.* ,
the interference caused by a synchronized network to transmitters in the
same channel or adjacent channels is practically identical to that which
would be caused by the equivalent single transmitter;
that in view of the present congestion of the LF and
MF b a n d s , transmitter syn chronization is one of the few ways of keeping
most of the transmitters in operation in a country and reducing the number
of channels required; this is a particularly important advantage';that transmitters can be synchronized on any channel
in the band employed (LF or M F ) ;
that the composition of a synchronized network may
take a wide variety of f orms, consisting, for example, of a small number
of high-power transmitters or a large number of low-power transmitters,
or a combination of both types of transmitter;

Annex 2 to Document No. .62-E (Rev-. 1'),
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that synchronization methods, which previously called for
complex equipment, monitoring centres and a large number of highly skilled,
technicians, are nowadays simplified;
indeed there is no prpblem at all if
atomic oscillators are used since these oscillators provide a m°re than adequate
stability frequency for many years without requiring any maintenance or
supervision; various countries are already using such oscillators while others
are planning to introduce them universally;
that the only limiiation of the synchronized network is the
need to broadcast the same programme at night-time.
However, different
programmes may be broadcast in daylight hours except in cases where the
transmitters are very close together and cause mutual, ground-wave interference^
recommends

• ■

that in developing their broadcasting network in the LF and
MF bands administrations use synchronized networks tp the maximum extent
possible.
Note : Additional technical information of synchronized networks will be found
in C.C.I.R. Reports Nos. ^59 and 6l 6 , and in Publication TECH 3210 of the
F.B.U, "Synchronized groups of transmitters in MF and LF broadcasting".
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Synchronized networks

*)

Synchronized networks should be used on a much wider scale in
a future frequency plan, since they offer considerable advantages over
an equivalent single transmitter.
Let us first define the equivalent
single transmitter as a transmitter which, in a given direction, has the
same radiated power as the sum of the radiated powers of the transmitters
of the synchronized network.
When the antennae are identical and
omnidirectional, the power of the equivalent single transmitter is equal
to the sum of the transmitters of the synchronized network.
The advantages are as follows :

*

*)

-

The synchronized network covers a greater area than the
equivalent single transmitter.
This increase, which depends
on the local conditions and the composition of the network,
may be large.

-

The population coverage is in most cases increased to an
even greater extent, since a synchronized network makes it
possible to set up transmitters providing a higher field
strength in the most densely populated areas.
The
population coverage may be doubled or increased even
more.

-

Subject to the rules explained below, the interference caused
by a synchronized network to transmitters in the same channel
or adjacent channels is practically identical to that which
would be caused by the equivalent single transmitter.

-

In view of the present congestion of the LF and MF
transmitter synchronization is one of the few ways
keeping most of the transmitters in operation in a
and reducing the number of channels required; this
particularly important advantage.

bands,
of
country
is a

Synchronized network : A group of broadcasting transmitters whose
carrier frequencies are identical or differ only slightly, usuall
by a fraction of a Hz, and which broadcast the same programme.
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The following considerations may be added :
'-

The transmitters may be synchronized irrespective of the
band employed (LF or M F ).

-

The composition of a synchronized network may take a wide
variety of forms, consisting, for example, of a small
number of high-power transmitters or a large number of
low-power transmitters, or a combination of both types
of transmitter.

-

The synchronization methods, which previously called for
complex equipment, monitoring centres and a large number
of highly skilled technicians, are nowadays simplified.
There is even no problem at all if atomic oscillators
are used since these oscillators provide a more than
adequate stability frequency*) for many years without
requiring any maintenance or supervision. The present
cost of these oscillators, still rather higher than that
of the conventional type, is absolutely negligible in
comparison with the advantages which they offer. They
will certainly get cheaper in the next few years.
Various
countries are already using such oscillators while others
are planning to introduce them universally.

The only drawback of the synchronized network is the need
to broadcast the same programme at night-time.
However, different
programmes may be broadcast in daylight hours except in cases where the
transmitters are very close together and cause mutual ground-wave
interference.
The bibliography C 3 J contains a detailed study of the
technical problems connected with the synchronized network (theoretical
study, composition of networks, determination of coverage, synchronization
methods, etc.).
Rules for the calculation of interference
1.

Interference caused by a synchronized network

In the simple but frequent case in which the transmitters of
the synchronized network use omnidirectional antennae and in which the
transmitters are sufficiently close together, the interference can be
calculated by replacing the transmitters by an equivalent single
transmitter.
This transmitter will be located at the "centre of gravity"
of the network.
This centre is determined as that of various masses,
the mass in this case being the square of the c.m.f. of each of the
transmitters (or the e.m.r.p. of each transmitter).
The radiation
of this equivalent transmitter will be the sum of the radiations of each
transmitter of the network (i.e. the sum of the squares of the c.m.f.
or the arithmetical sum of the e.m.r.p.).

■*)

"The frequency precision required for each synchronized network
transmitter is about ± 0.5 x l O
.
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Let D be the distance between any transmitter of the network and
the foreign transmitter to be protected and D* the distance of the centre
of gravity of the network from the foreign transmitter to be protected.
It is assumed that the previous method is acceptable only if :
- | D - D ’ | < 0.15D when the foreign transmitter of the network
is in the same channel
- | D - D'

| £ 0.25D when the foreign transmitter of the network
is in the adjacent channel

If the transmitters of the network are equipped with directional
antennae, the same rules apply for the calculation of the interference in a
given direction (that of the transmitter to be protected).
However, the
calculation of the centre of gravity must be effected with the masses
proportionate to the radiated power of the transmitters in the direction
considered.
In the same way, the radiated power of the equivalent single
transmitter will be determined by adding up the radiated powers of each
transmitter in the direction considered,
In this case, the centre of
gravity and the radiated power of the equivalent transmitter will depend
on the direction considered.
If the conditions described above for the distances are not
fulfilled, the general method will be applied, which consists in calculating
the interference caused by each transmitter in the synchronized network
and adding up the squares of the interference fields.
This method is
clearly valid in all cases, and it is perhaps easier to apply than that
of the equivalent transmitter in cases where the transmitters of the
network use directional antennae.
It should be applied systematically
if the validity of the equivalent transmitter method is challenged.
The protection ratio to be applied for interference by a
synchronized network is the same as for a single transmitter.
2.

Interference caused to a transmitter of the synchronized network
This interference is due :
- to the foreign transmitters (external interference)
- to the other transmitters of the synchronized network (internal
interference).

In the case of external interference, the protection ratio is
considered to be the same as for a single transmitter.
In the case of internal interference, the protection ratio is
regarded as a problem specific to each country.
However, in order to compare
different frequency plans, it is necessary to calculate the coverage of
the transmitters of a synchronized network.
This coverage is determined
in the same way as in the general case, namely, by calculating for each
transmitter the usable field by the formula :
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where E,
and E, . are the external and internal interference fields ,
be
di
a

E

e

m

and a. are the corresponding protection ratios, and
- 1
is the minimum usable field,
This is the same formula as that given in C.C.I.R. Recommendation

In this calculation, the internal protection ratio a. for the
purposes of planning objectives, is taken as [ 8_7 dB.
1
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Organization of the work of Committee U (Document No. DT/3)
The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming all those
participating in the work of Committee U. He then thanked the delegates
for the honour they had done himself and his country by electing him
to the chairmanship of Committee U.
He next drew attention to the list of items for discussion in
Committee h , as set out in Document No. D T / 3 9 and proposed that three
Working Groups be set up to deal with those items as follows :
Working Group

bA

: propagation - ground wave and sky wave;
cross-modulation and power limitations
related to it;
characteristics of
transmitting and receiving antennae.

Working Group UB : emission - class of emission, bandwidth,
centre frequency (channel spacing), powers;
reception conditions - protection ratios,
noise, minimum field, receivers.
Working Group Uc : a small ad-hoc group to deal with frequency
bands shared with other services.
The observer from the E.B.U., supported by the delegate of Italy,
said that power, since it was linked to antennae and propagation, would
best be assigned to Working Group kA.
The Vice-Chairman of the I.F.R.B., supported by the delegate of
S p a i n , said that it was normal conference practice for a subject with
several aspects to be considered by more than one Working Group and
proposed that in the present case the discussion of power should be
assigned primarily to Working Group B, while Working Group A also
considered that item but in the light of the results of Working Group B.
The delegate of France, supported by the delegate of the
Federal Republic of Germany, proposed that those aspects of power linked
to propagation and to antenna characteristics (Recommendation 1/1026 (l)
and Report 1/1062 (69)) should be assigned to Working Group HA, while all
other aspects (Document Nos. 7 9 12, 15 and 25) should be the concern of
Working Group UB, since they were linked to emission.
In spite of a preference expressed by the delegate of the
United Kingdom for the original suggestion of discussing all aspects of
power in Working Group ^B, the French proposal was approved.
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In reply to a query from the delegate of Pakistan, the Chairman
confirmed that as a result of the above decision cross-modulation would
be deleted from the terms of reference of Working Group 1*B and discussed
in Working Group bA only.
The creation of the three Working Groups was approved and their
proposed terms of reference, as amended in discussion, were adopted.
The following nominations for Chairmen of the Working Groups,
put forward by the Chairman, were unanimously approved :
Working Group

bA : Dr.

Working Group

UB : Mr. G. Groeschel (Federal Republic

Working Group

^C : Mr. M. Chef (France)

P. Knight (United Kingdom)

The schedule of work proposed by the Chairman for
and its Working Groups was approved. =

of Germany)

the Committee

The meeting rose at 1535 hours.

The Secretary
C. GLINZ

The Chairman
J. RUTKOWSKI
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PLENARY MEETING

DRAFT PLAN FOR THE DOCUMENT CONTAINING THE DECISIONS ADOPTED
AT THE

1st SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE

(proposed by the Editorial Committee)

Introduction
Chapter 1 : Definitions
Chapter

2 : Propagation
2.1

Ground-wave propagation

2.2

Sky-wave propagation

2.3

Cross-modulat ion

Chapter 3 :■>Broadcasting standards
3.1

Channel centre frequencies (channel spacing and
frequency of each channel)

3.2

Class of emission

3* 3

Emission bandwidth

3,U

Procedure for modulation

Chapter U : Transmission characteristics
j+.l

Transmitter power :
-

maximum value(s)
case of synchronised net^opks

^.2

L.3

Frequency stability
-

non-cynchronized transmitters

-

synchronized networks

Transmitter antennae
-

polarization

-

gain

-

horizontal and vertical directivity
^ C H /u jN
U.I.T.
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Chapter 5 : Protection ratios
5.1
.

. .5.2
5*3

Co-channel protection ratio
Adjacent channel protection ratio
Second channel (image channel) protection ratio

Chapter

6: Minimum usable field

Chapter

7 : Receivers.

Chapter

8: Shared bands

Chapter

9 : Planning method (see

strength

DT/22(Rev.))

Chapter 10: Form for submissiqn <?f requirements
Appendices
Resolutions
Recommendations
Opinions
This plan will be supplemented and, if appropriate,' amended in accordance
with the decisions adopted by Committee 5.

M. HUET
Chairman
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PROPAGATION BY SKY-WAVE

The following proposals are made for the sky-wave propagation
prediction methods to be adopted for LF/MF planning.
Within I.T.U. Region 1 and for Australia and New Zealand, the
method recommended in C.C.I.R. Recommendation ^35~1» described in
Section 7 and in the Annex of Report 575 (Document 6/1083(Rev.l)),
should be used.
In I.T.U. Region 1 the basic propagation formula is
given by Equation (1) of the Annex of Report 575*
In Australia and
New Zealand the basic propagation formula is given by Equation (.13) of
the Annex of Report 575*
Within the Asian part of Region 3, the Cairo North-South curve,
given in Fig. 13 of C.C.I.R. Report U31 (Doc. 6/IO 63) or a mathematical
formula which gives the same result, should be used.
No corrections should
be made for sea gain or for polarization coupling loss.
For sky-wave field-strength prediction, the boundary between
Australia and New Zealand and the Asian part of Region 3, shall be
described by geographic latitude 11° South,
The method which should be used for paths which pass from one
region to another should be that which applies at the mid-point of -the
great-circle path.

t|
i ,
|

Within the whole of I.T.U. Regions 1 and 3, the reference
transmitting aerial is a semi-isotropic source which radiates with a
cycomotive force of 300 V or an e.m.r.p. of 1 kW. Corrections must be
applied
to calculated field-strengths to take account of the actual cymomotive force,
which should be determined by one of the
methods described in Section 1,2 of.
C.C.I.R. Report 6l 8 (Document 10/1003).
Section 2.2 of the Annex to
C.C.I.R. Report 575 should be disregarded.
Within the whole of I.T.U. Regions 1 and 3, 'the corrections for
nocturnal, day-to-day and short-period variations of field-strength,
given in Sections 3 and k of the Annex to C.C.I.R. Report 575? should be
applied.
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ANNEX

DRAFT REPORT OF DRAFTING SUB-GROUP 4A-2
Examples of the use of the sky-wave field-strength prediction
method described, in Section 7 ofC.C.I.R*

Doc.

6^1083 (Nev. 1)

Figure numbers quoted below refer to C.C.I.R. .Doc. 6/l083 (Rev.l).
1)

Shrrt distance path
Data
Transmitter

Rome (Italy)

Re-..elver

Darmstadt (F.R.G.)'

Gr ; t-circle distance

980 km

•Frequency

845 kHz

4)

Basic field strength (Annex Fig.

45.5 d B M

Geomagnetic latitude of transmitter

<f>

Geomagnetic latitude of receiver

.«■ 440
® 52°

< f> T

+

< t> R

Geomagnetic latitude parameter

.. _

Basic loss factor (Annex Fig. 5)

Annex Fig.

430

7.2

Attenuation contributed by loss factor * 7.2 x 950 x 10 ^ « 6.9 dB
Annual median field strength
2)

« 45*5 -*

6.9 » 38.6 dByu

Lor.g distance path with one terminal near the sea and the other
in the tropical region
Daa
Transmitter

Riyad (Saudi Arabia)

Receiver

Helsinki

Grenfc-circle distance
Frequency

(Finland)

4 280 km
587 kHz

(2 km from sea)

8
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Basic field strength (Annex Pig. 4)

32*5 dBM

Geomagnetic latitude of transmitter
.« ~
j
«
Geomagnetic latitude of receiver

=? 18°
r-o«
<j> « 5o°
R

First half
of path
Geomagnetic latitude parameter

)

) Annex Pig# 8
C
j

Second half
of path

34>m + <&„
----- i— ---2- _ 28°
4

| Basic loss factor (Annex Pig. 5)

----Su „ 43«

4.1

Average loss factor =

6.9

1

«

2

Attenuation contributed by loss factor

=*5*5

-3
* 5*5 x 4 280 x 3,0
» 23*5 dB

Dip latitude of transmitter

I(Annex Fig. 9)

- 30®

Direction of propagation relative to
magnetic east-west at transmitter, 6

=? 70°

Polarisation coupling loss at
transmitter (Annex Pig. 7)

= 0.5 dB

Sea-gain for terminal on the coast,
Gq (Annex Pig. 2)

- 9*0 dB

Reduction in sea^-gain because receiver
is 2 km from sea
f 10,-3.
J x 1.75 x 2 x 587
1 n —* ■' ■■
7*0

Sea-gain

G
s

Annual median field strength
Note;

m

a

~

0 .2

dB

a 9 , 0 - 0.2 » 8 . 8 dB
* 3 2 .5 - 23*5 + 8 . 8 - 0.5 « 17#3 &BM

These two examples give the field strength produced by a semiisotropic source radiating with a cymomotive force of 300 V
e.m.r.p. of 1 kW.
Corrections for antenna gain (Annex Fig.
for transmitter power are not included.
The reference time
after sunset.
For other times, use should he made of Annex

or an
l) and
is 6 hours
Fig. 3.
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DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAE

1.
In order to facilitate planning, it should be bprne in mind that in
some cases directional antennae can be used.
Present technical knowlege shows that there is po particular technical
difficulty about constructing antennae with high back protection within a wide
angular sector in the horizontal and vertical planes.
Thus it has been possible to obtain with a 3 mast antenna a front to
back ratio of over 25 dB over a sector of 80° in the horizontal plane and 40°
the vertical plane.
For planning purposes a value of 20 dB would appear to be
reasonable for radiation in the horizontal plane and 15 dB for radiation in the
vertical plane.
Administrations could, however, agree to other values of
protection in special case?.
Present techniques also make it possible to obtain very varied
radiation diagrams utilizable in certain cases.
Antennae with low radiation at high elevation angles can also be
built, which, for a ground-wave service at night, enable the area affected by
fading to
be further away from the transmitter.
2.
The Plan should be drawn up without
directivity of receiving antennae.

Note : 1.

taking into account the

Radiation in the horizontal plane concerns primarily the ground wave,

2.

Radiation in the vertical plane concerns primarily the sky wave.

3.

It may not be possible to achieve high values of directivity when
the antenna is situated on irregular terrain.
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Australia, Republic of Korea, Republic of I n d i a , Republic of Indonesia,
Iran, Japan, Kingdom of Laos, Malaysia, New Z e a l a n d ,
Pakistan, Republic of the Philippines, Republic of Singapore, Thailand

CHANNEL SPACING

The countries in Region 5 enumerated above present at
this Conference,
considering
1,
that channel spacing in the Medium Frequency broadcasting
bands should be uniform on a world-wide basis;

2.
that in Region 3 a larger number of transmitters than in
Region 1 are now being operated efficiently with a channel spacing of 10 kHz;
are of the opinion
1.
that a uniform channel spacing throughout Region 1 and 3
is highly desirable \
2.
that there are advantages for Region 3 in retaining a
uniform channel spacing of 10 kHz.
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Countries in Region 3

CHANNEL SPACING

Most countries in Region

present at this Conference,

considering

1.
that channel spacing in the Medium Frequency broadcasting
bands should be uniform on a world-wide basis;
2.
that in Region 3 a larger number of transmitters than in
Region 1 are now being operated efficiently with a channel spacing of 10 kHz*,
are of the opinion

1.

that a uniform

channel spacing throughout Region 1 and 3

is highly desirable;
2.
that there are advantages for Region 3 in retaining a
uniform channel spacing of 10 kHz.
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New Zealand
MULTI-FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZED NETWORKS
This paper elaborates oil the concept of multi-frequency
synchronized systems and lattice planning analysis embodied in paragraph 2 ,
item 7 of page 5 of Document No. 25.
It includes protection ratio, bandwidth
to channelling ratio and power block concepts related to this subject.
As a step towards improving the ground wave coverage factor of
MF broadcasting systems the increasing activity in establishing single
frequency synchronized networks is well justified;, however there are two
limitations with this method.
The first is that the single frequency system
cannot give complete programme coverage because of the area of distortion
and destructive interference ("mush" area) about the common boundary of any
two elements of the system.
The second limitation arises from the fact that
with different programmes the elementary adjacent channel spacing of
synchronized systems must normally exceed that of the co-channel spacing
in the lattice grid method of studying such systems.
This means that the
two adjacent channels about the one used for the synchronized network cannot
be used anywhere near the system and this under normal circumstances
restricts the ultimate usefulness of the method.
To overcome or reduce the first problem of the distortion or
"mush" areas, it is possible to introduce two (or more) extra frequency
channels, and using them in a similar synchronous network fashion, position
them physically in the centres of the mush areas of the first system so
that there is always one frequency on which good reception is available.
Such a system has been constructed and has been briefly outlined by
Sankin^-'.
To overcome the second problem of the elementary adjacent channel
spacings (or protection ratios) exceeding the co-channel spacing (or
protection ratio) it is necessary to either reduce the system bandwidth or
increase the channelling width until the adjacent channel separation
requirement can be contracted well below that of the co-channel spacing.
If both of these steps are taken, it is possible to envisage the
distribution of several nationwide programmes on a high coverage factor
basis using synchronized networks of low-and medium-power transmitters,.
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The basic principles of multi-programme, multi-frequency networks
can be illustrated b y a series of tables of protection ratios for a
particular example.
The example that follows is a difficult one of trying
to channel three programmes on nine adjacent frequencies, f50 to f58.
To
simplify the presentation absolute ratios are given.
It is assumed that
1+0 dB is a normal desirable protection ratio and that 8 dB will, under
synchronized conditions, give the same results with the same programme;
that the absolute adjacent channel protection ratio is 25 dB (i.e. 15 dB
below normal co-channel ratio) on different programmes, that 25~(i+0-8) = -7 dB
is the absolute adjacent channel protection ratio on the same programme
under synchronized conditions - all considered with a high audio bandwidth
to channel spacing ratio.
Tables I and II result from these parameters and
the two different channel allocation methods shown.
TABLE I
Multi-frequency synch system - high AF to channel
spacing ratio - frequencies well separated for each programme
Internal protection
ratios

Prog. 1

Prog. 2

Prog. 3

f50

f53

f 56

f51

f5^

f57

f52

f55

f58

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Upper a d j . ch.

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

Lower a d j . ch.

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

dB
Co-channel

TABLE II
Multi-frequency synch system - high AF to channel
spacing ratio - adjacent frequencies used for each programme
Internal protection
ratios
dB

Prog.

1

Prog. 2

Prog. 3

f50

*51

f52

f53

f 5U

f55

f56

*57

f58

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Upper a d j . ch.

-7

-7

25

-7

-7

25

-7

-7

25

Lower a d j . ch.

25

-7

-7

25

-7

-7

25

-7

-7

Co-channel
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If the same exercise is repeated with a system that has either
the audio bandwidth reduced to less than half the channel spacing, or the
effective channel spacing increased to more than double the audio bandwidth,
to the extent that the adjacent channel protection ratio is (say) 6 dB
below the co-channel value on a different programme, then Tables III and IV
result from the same exercise.
TABLE III
Multi-frequency synch system - low AF to channel
spacing ratio - frequencies well separated for each programme

Internal protection
ratios
dB

Prog. 1

Prog. 2
f 5U

Prog. 3
f57

f52

'■£55

f58

8

8

8

8

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

f 50

■f53

f56

f51

Co-channel

8

8

8

8

.8

Upper adj. ch.

2

2

2

2

Lower adj. ch.

2

2

2

2

^

TABLE IV
Multi-frequency synch system - Low AF to channel
spacing ratio - adjacent frequencies used for each programme
Internal protection
ratios
dB

Prog. 1
f 50

8

8

-2k

2

2

-2k -2k

Co-channel

Lower a d j . c h .

i

Upper adj . ch.

'£51. f52

OJ

8

Prog. 2
£53

f5k

8

8

-2k -2k
2

Prog. 3

.'■£55

.8
2

-2k: -2k

£56

f57

f58

8

8

8

-2k

-2k

2

2

-2k

-2k

Discussion
The nine channel three programme system example highlights the
factors to be considered.
The system becomes more attractive in terms of
three uniform power blocks of 12 channels for distributing six programmes.
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The Table III concept would lead to one programme in each block, while the
Table IV concept may facilitate the use of a common transmitting antenna.
/ This document is submitted as a planning guide for the information of
delegates .J
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Asian Broadcasting Union
REPORT OF A.B.U. STUDY GROUP

10 ON

.l f / m f p l a n n i n g i n t h e A.B.U, r e g i o n

Realizing the far-reaching effect of the I.T.U. Regional
Administrative Radio Conference on LF/MF Broadcasting for Regions 1 and
3 and recognizing that the various issues involved will vitally affect
A.B.U. members ...in their present broadcasting systems and their plans
for the future* the A.B.U. had created a Study Group (10) to go into
the matter.
As a result the Study Group, after very careful consideration*
submitted a report and recommendations'to-the A.B.U. Engineering Committee
at its recent meeting in Tokyo* 30 September - 3 October 1974.
li noted
that as
many countries in the A.B.U. region depend on MF waves for their
broadcasting services any lowering of the existing technical standards
would adversely affect the quality of services.
The General Assembly
of the A.B.U, at the aboYe-mentioned Tokyo meeting endorsed the recommenda
tions of the A.B.U. Study Group as duly approved by the A.B.U. Engineering
Committee and noted with satisfaction that there was a general concensus
among the A.B.U. members on most of the issues that are to be considered
at the 1974 I.T.U. LF/MP Conference.
The relevant recommendations of this A.B.U. Study Group (10) are
reproduced below.
As referred to earlier there are certain reservations
by A.B.U. member organizations on some of the recommendations.

Report of A.B.U. Study Group 10 on LF/MF planning in the A.B.U. Region
The Study Group was' required to consider and discuss the various
parameters relating to LF/kF planning in the A.B.U. Region* in preparation
for the forthcoming Administrative Regional Radio Conference of the I.T.U.
to be held in Geneva in October 1974.
The conclusions of the Study Group meeting are as follows

:
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Channel spacing
At present Region 1 uses a channel spacing of 9 kHz while 10 kHz is
being used in Regions 2 and 3.
The most objectionable interference appears when
two transmitters operate at a small separation in their carrier frequencies.
It is therefore recognized that a uniform channel spacing would be conducive
to lesser interference potential.
The E.B.U. has suggested a uniform channel spacing of 8 kHz for
both Regions 1 and 3 on the basis that such reduced channel spacing may
give maximum coverage and thus provide additional channels.
The A.B.U.
Study Group 10 has examined this in great detail and found that while even
on a n 8
kHz channel spacing it isalways possible to broadcast a full 10 kHz
audio bandwidth* such a,reduction in channel spacing will lead to increased
adjacent channel interference.
Hence maximized coverage would not be achieved
on 8 kHz channel spacing unless audio-quality is permitted to be degraded by
simultaneous reduction of audio bandwidth to about 4,1 kHz from the
existing 10 kHz.
The suggestion of the E.B.U. to reduce the channel spacing has
arisen
out of the indiscriminate increase in the number and power of trans
mitters in the LP/MF bands in the European Region and their desire to obtain
additional channels for yet more transmitters at the expense of quality in
LF/MF broadcasting,
'
Most of the European countries have a well developed high quality
VHF-FM broadcasting network and could therefore relegate LF/MF broadcasting
to a poorer quality service.
Most of the Asian countries, which are yet only
developing* do not have such an alternate medium of high quality broadcasting
services nor does their situation permit the development of a complete FM
network in the near future.
These countries have pecessarily therefore to
depend upon MF for their only high quality service.
The Study Group is of the opinion that quality standards cannot
be permitted to be downgraded and hence the present channel spacing of
10 kHz may be continued to be maintained in Region 3»
This will enable the
introduction of independent side-band and single side-band transmission/reception*
when such a technological breakthrough tak;qs place.
The A.B.U. Study Group 10 would recommend a common channel spacing
to obtain uniformity and to avoid heterodype interference between the two
Regions.
Audio bandwidth
At present all amplitude modulated transmissions are authorized by
I.T.U. for 20 A3 condition, whereby they qan transmit an audio bandwidth of
10 kHz,
The bandwidth has thus far been considered to provide excellent
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quality.
The existence of a large number of receivers with a limited pass
band has given rise to the suggestions that better spectrum utilization could
be obtained by limiting the transmitted audio bandwidth to about 4 kHz.
This,
it is argued, will also facilitate a reduction
in channel spacing to 8 kHz
whereby more channels could be obtained in the LF/MF bands.
The Study Group took note of para. 6 of C.C.I.R. Report 302
(p.139, Vol. V, part I, New Delhi, 1970) wherein, on the basis of experiments
in India it has been stated, "it is necessary to maintain the normal bandwidth
of modulation frequencies to well beyond 5 kHz.
Any modification to the
design of broadcast receivers tending to attenuate frequencies at 5 kHz and
lower will therefore result in serious deterioration in the quality of
reception.1' These experiments were conducted by All India Radio in 1959 on
high quality receivers. NHK has only recently conducted subjective tests
with the present day typical Japanese receivers.
The results of these
experiments have shown that there is a marked deterioration in the quality
of reception when t h e .transmitted audio bandwidth is reduced from 10 kHz
to 5 kHz.
Besides, in many countries there are high quality receivers, which
even though less in number, should not be deprived of the desirable quality
of reception.
The Study Group felt that in the majority of Asian countries where
MF is the only available good quality broadcasting medium, the quality of
reception should under no circumstances be sacrificed.
There should therefore
be no reduction in the permissible audio bandwidth of transmission from the
existing 10 kHz.
Lattice linear channel distribution
The Study Group recognizes that the lattice linear distribution
scheme is an efficient method of providing coverage.
However, it assumes
certain uniform density of population, distribution of land masses and equal
service areas from each transmitter.
These conditions in actual practice
may not be realizable.
Consequently its applicability in many countries
particularly in Asia will result in severe distortion to the lattice plan
and call for major compromises, which may offset the very advantages which
the lattice plan seeks to achieve.
The Study Group therefore considered the lattice plan as unsuitable
for Asian countries and realized that each country will have to work out its
own frequency assignment plan taking into account the existing services and
adhering as far as possible to the basic principles of the lattice scheme
and fulfilling the I.F.R.B. technical standards.
Protection ratio for co-channel sharing
C.C.I.R, Recommendation 448 specifies a protection ratio of 40 dB
for co-channel transmissions under steady state conditions.

This is the same
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as the audio frequency protection ratio (p. 25, Vol. V* part I, C.C.I.R.,
New Delhi* 1970)*
This protection ratio of 40 dB is therefore essential for
high quality service.
Accordingly the T . F aR.B, only gives a qualified
approval in cases where the protection ratio is between 40 and 35 dB,
Protection ratio is an important parameter for sharing of co-channel
operations.
Reduction in this ratio will facilitate the closer packing of
transmitters but at the same time will lower either the service area or the
quality of reception.
In most of the developing Asian countries which rely
on MF as their only means of broadcast service, degradation in quality will
not be acceptable.
Recordingsunder actual field conditions by NHK were listened to by
the Study Group.
It was found that, for figures of 33 dB and below, the
interference starts becoming perceptible.
NHK are operating their MF broad
casting service with a 26 dB protection ratio.
For their high quality
broadcasting, the NHK have been using VHF-FM transmissions.
It is also recognized that, when we aim at 40 dB protection ratio
in planning, a lower value becomes realizable in actual practice.
The Study Group felt that there could be no objection to some
countries adopting a lower protection ratio for their own services as long
as their operations continue to provide the stipulated protection of 40 dB
to the usages of other administrations.
The Study Group also recognized that the
quality of the receiver has no bearing on the co-channel protection ratio.
It is therefore recommended that the protection ratio for co-channel
operation as stated in Recommendation 448 should not be lowered from the
existing 40 dB.
The recent suggestion to amend Recommendation 448 by
introducing the note that
"for planning purposes a lower protection ratio
may be necessary" should be opposed. NHK has reservations on this point.
Minimum signal to be protected
The Study Group recognizes
that the minimum signal to be protected
is an important parameter for deciding sharing of frequencies in the LF/MF
bands.
This signal E-min depends on the noise grade of the area and the
signal-to-noise ratio required for the desired quality of service.
The E.B.U.
has suggested that the minimum signal to be protected should be higher than that
strictly warranted by the noise grade alone so that optimum spectrum
utilization would be obtained, and that the signal E-nom to be actually protected
should be about 3 dB higher than the E-min,
However* in developing countries
with limited resources, use of transmitter powers to provide even the E-min
(to overcome noise) for a desired service area may not always be possible.
A field strength of 63 dB/p has generally been found to be acceptable In
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developing countries.
The adoption of a uniform figure as the signal to
he protected in the MF hand -will be helpful for both the E.B.U. and the
A.B.U. Regions.
The Study Group therefore recommends that for planning purposes
the E-nom figure of 64 dB/y may he adopted for field-strength to he
protected in the MF hand.
This figure is recommended because 6l dB/y is
the E-min in Europe for the mid MF hand frequency of 1 M H z , And provides
the 3 dB margin for spectrum optimization.
The figure is also almost
equal to the figure -considered acceptable in Asia.
Strictly speaking the
E-nom for the higher end of the MF hand should he lower and the E-nom for
the lower end should he higher than this mid-frequency value.
Adoption
of an average figure for the entire band will he helpful for uniform
planning purposes.
A separate figure of E'-nom in the LF band would he required
to he specified.
High man-made noise in certain urban locations will require
these areas to be planned on the basis of a higher signal than stipulated,
above.
Splitting of the MF hand for different categories of service
There are' proposals to split the MF hand for different
categories of service and for the usage of different sets of"transmitter „
powers pertaining thereto, some of which may he used to provide a
sky-wave coverage.
In the A.B.U. Region where high quality service is primarily
obtained through the MF hand for reasons of resource limitation and other
special considerations, the entire LF/MF bands should as far as possible
he used mainly for ground-wave coverages.
It is to he noted that splitting of the MF hand would seriously
restrict the flexibility in planning, particularly for countries who need
to operate 2 or 3 transmissions multiplexed into the same aerial system.
The suggested splitting would also he inconvenient and costly
to most countries which would be required to change their frequencies
from one part of the band to the other as a consequence of such
categorization.
.•

*
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The Study Group therefore recommends that any splitting of the
hand for different categories of service should either he dropped
altogether or pursued with great caution, except for the International
Common Frequencies (iCFs) for which place may he reserved in the upper
edge of the MF hand.
Power limitations

.s

'

According to Report 1+00-1 of the C.C.I.R. the maximum coverage
factor per frequency channel is obtained hy the use of high powered
transmitters at suitable co-channel distances.
The'use of such high'
power transmitters would thus he economical for covering large areas by
ground-wave propagation specially in developing countries.
After detailed discussions and study of various aspects, the
Study Group agrees that no maximum limit of the figure of transmitter
power can he stipulated.
But' the Study Group emphasizes that the use of
high powers should he restricted to the minimum necessary for intended
services mainly by ground-wave within o n e ’s own national boundaries.
At
the same time it should he ensured that such usages do not cause harmful
interference to existing co-channel or adjacent channel operations outside
national boundaries either in the day or inH?the .night hy affording the
specified protection ratio.
\
: r>

The Study Group took note of draft new Recommendation on
ionospheric cross-modulation vide Document 10/316-E presented at the final
meeting of the C.C.I.R. Study Group 10 at Geneva in March 197*+• I*1®
Study Group also took note of Report U60 and other C.C.I.R. document s''
presented at the C.C.I.R. final meetings in Geneva on the same subject.
Studies thus far do not enable determination of the maximum permissible
radiated power for avoiding ionospheric cross-modulation.
Hence limitation
of powers on such a basis cannot be considered at this stage.
This Study Group recommends to the member organizations to
conduct further studies on the subject of ionospheric cross-modulation.
4

Prevention of further usage of super-power medium-frequency
transmitters for external broadcasting
♦
Radio Regulation No. 1+23 clearly jfroly.bits the usage of medium
frequencies for providing service to areas ,outside national boundaries.
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From practical considerations and taking into account other
f actors, the Study Group realizes that all present usages of high-power
transmitters for external services will have to he tolerated.
Such
transmissions may not he permitted to claim any protection whatsoever
outside their national frontiers as these usages are in contravention of
international regulations.
VHF planning in Region 3

>
The Study Group recognizes the efficacy of VHF/FM network.for
providing country—wide, coverage without, interference t© other, countries.
VHF transmitters, have essentially a line of sight coverage area and as
such in most cases a large number of transmitters will he required for
serving a given area.
For national coverages such a system will also
require an extensive communication network for high quality programme
distribution.
The Study Group appreciates that in a large number of
developing countries such conditions may not be economical or feasible
in the near future.
Such countries will therefore have to continue to
depend on LF/MF broadcasting alone.
Taking into account the progressive
reduction in the cost of FM receivers, the Study Group recommends that
developing countries should be encouraged to introduce VHF/FM transmissions
to the maximum extent possible.
The Study Group also recommends that, in view of the already
extensive usage of VHF in highly developed countries, their administrations
may be advised to consider relinquishing some of the present MF
allocations for the use ©f developing countries.
Use of LF band
The Study Group notes that the LF band is pot allocated to
countries in Region 3.
It also notes that LF usages will require high
powers to overcome noise, particularly in tropical*regions. The presentday technological development permits the employment of high-power
transmitters in the LF band for satisfactory service for all countries in
Region 3*
The Study Group therefore strongly recommends ^ h a t the I.T.U.
should be urged to allow the usage of this band also in Region 3..
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Byelorussian (Soviet Socialist Republic) - Bulgaria (People's
Republic of) - Hungarian (People’s Republic of) - Poland (People's
Republic of) - German Democratic Republic - Ukrainian (Soviet
Socialist Republic) - Czechoslovak (Socialist Republic)

UNIFORM CHANNEL SPACING

The above mentioned countries are of the opinion that for all
areas of Regions 1 and 3 in LF and MF sound broadqasting a uniform channel
spacing should be applied.
A uniform channel spacing permits to reduce the extent of
mutual interference and extends the possibilities of an efficient
utilization of the frequency spectrum qspeciully from the point of view
of service area.
A channel spacing of 9 kHz could be adopted as suitable
compromise between the use of 10 kH? and 8 kHz.
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Terms of reference of the Committee (Document No. DT/f)
The terms of reference contained in Document No. DT/l and adopted
at the first Plenary Meeting were no t e d .
Organization of the Committee’s work
The Chairman suggested that the Committee set up a Working
Group composed of representatives of Regions B, C, D and E to examine in
detail the credentials received hy the Secretariat and to submit a report
on its findings to the Committee.
It was agreed that members of the following delegations would
take part in the Working Group : (France (Region B), Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic (Region C), Algeria (Algerian Democratic and Popular
Republic) (Region D) and Japan (Region E).
The Chairman requested the above-named delegations to submit
to the Secretariat the names of the persons nominated to serve on the
Working, Group.
The Chairman said that all delegations would be informed that
credentials should be submitted to the Secretariat no later than the
morning of. Wednesday, 16 October 197^+s so that the Committee could
prepare its report for submission to the Plenary Meeting by the deadline
(fixed by the first Plenary Meeting) of 22 October 197*+» 1500 hours,
The meeting rose at 1530 h o u r s .

TRe Secretary
P.A. TRAUB

The Chairman
S.H. BUTLER
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CHAPTER

1

rH

DEFINITIONS

m

Cymomotive forpp
„
Tr~"
v—r~
given direction)
(See Report 6l 8 of the C.C.I.R.) '

H'
”

(c.m.f.)

given pointhin'Pr° (iUCt ;£>ormed'
multiplying the electric field-strength at a
m i n t f v ™ 4.i.n s^ c e 2
» ^ue to a transmitting station, by the distance of the
components o T t h T S
3iSt“ Ce “ USt
SUfficient fOT the reaCtithe
•
negligible;
moreover the finite conductivity of
ground 18 supposed to have no effect on propagation.
expressed i ^ t e ™
Propagation

^ ^ 0 f°rCe

is a vector;
when necessary it may be
components along axes perpendicular to the direction of

field s t r e n g t h ' i n ' m W ^ a t T d i s t l c e S T L / *
i—i

g g l c t i v e m o n o p ole radiated
(See Report 6l 8 of the C.C.I.R.)

direction p r e f e r r e d
direction

1
—1
pq*

f—
1
pq*

H

pq

1
—I
pq

rH

pq*

C°rreSP°ndS “

ica1^

to the

(e .m _ B v

!° “ a ntenna’ multiplied by its gain in a given
chat of a short vertical antenna in the horizontal
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2.3

Ionospheric cross-modulation1 ^

PQ

For planning no account should be taken of the influence of
ionospheric cross-modulation.
l)
Information on ionospheric cross—modulation is to be found
in the C.C.I.R. texts, particularly in Recommendation k98 and Report 460.

H
PQ

Radiated power of transmitting stations
To express the radiated power of a transmitting station the two
concepts of cymomotive force (c.m.f.) and effective monopole radiated power
(e.m.r.p.), defined in Chapter 1, should be used simultaneously.
PQ

i—I
PQ

;PQ

i—I
pq

i—I
pq
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CHAPTER

8

BANDS SHARED BETWEEN BROADCASTING SERVICE
AHD OTHER RADIOCOMMUNICATION SERVICES

The existing provisions relating to the conditions of sharing
among services which are established by the texts in force should be kept
in mind.
The various cases encountered

are listed below.

8*1.1
130 ~ l60 kHz band (Region l) : shared between the maritime
mobile and broadcasting services :

175 of the Radio Regulations

-

Nos. 174 and

-

European Broadcasting Convention, Copenhagen, 1948
paragraph 2a; Article 6 , paragraph 3a)

-

Procedure

of Article

(Article 2,

9 of the Radio Regulations.

8.1.2
233 ~ 283 kHz hand (Region l) : shared among the maritime
broadcasting and aeronautical radionavigation services :

mobile.*

-

Nos. 174, 176 (alternative allocation), 177 and
Radio Regulations

-

Document annexed to the Additional Protocol to the Final Acts
of the International Radio Conference, Atlantic City, 1 9 4 7 ,
paragraph 7

-

European Broadcasting Convention, Copenhagen, 1948 (Article 2,
paragraph 2a; Article 6 , paragraph 4(2))

-

No. 423 of the Radio Regulations

-

Service range of radiobeacons
Regulations

-

Protection of radiobeacons against interference : Nos* 433
and 434 of the Radio Regulations (at least 10 dB).

:

178 of the

Nos. 435* 436, 437 of the Radio

(Note : I.C.A.O. prescribes 15 dB in Annex 10 to the Chicago
Convention)
-

Procedure of Article

9 of the Radio Regulations.

8.1.3
525 ~ 535 kHz band (Region 3) : shared between the mobile and
broadcasting services (broadcasting service is a permitted service) :
-

No. 138 of the Radio Regulations fqr the broadcasting service

-

Procedure of Article

9 of the Radio Regulations
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In addition, the provisions of Nos. 116 and 117 of the Radio
Regulations (protection of band-edges and coordination between Regions) a.re
applicable.
Finally, at the second ^essiop of the Broadcasting Conference*
which will be required to establish a Plan, the conditions for putting
into use any new assignments in the shared bands will have to be laid down
in the form of an appropriate coordination procedure (Article 9 of the
Radio Regulations).
Ihe First Session of -the Broadcasting Conference considers that,
during the next revision of the Table of Frequency Allopations (at the
World Administrative Radio Conference scheduled to be held in 1979)* it
would be desirable to avoid allocations which provide for sharing between
broadcasting service and other services, such as the maritime mobile and
aeronautical radionavigation services.
To this end, the Second Session
of the Broadcasting Conference might consider the need to prepare any
appropriate recommendations.
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Terms of reference of the Committee (Document No. DT/l)
The terms of reference contained in Document No, DT/l and adopted
at the first plenary meeting were noted.
It was considered that it was'
obviously too early for the Committee to review the budgetary situation of
the Conference.
Budget of the Conference (Document No, 19)
In answer to a query by the Vice-Chairman, the Secretary of the
Committee (Head of the Finance Department) explained t,hat the travel expenses
referred to on page 3 of Annex 1 were those related to the recruitment of
supernumerary staff outside Geneva; he also explained the procedure whereby
in the case of a regional conference interest was charged on the amount^ used
to cover conference expenses up to the date when members o^ the regions
concerned were invoiced.
Organization of the work of the Committee,
The Secretary of the Committee having explained that the
Secretariat could prepare a statement of tpe financial situation of the
Conference during the first week, it was agreed that the Budget Control
Committee would hold a second meeting towards the end of the first week of
the Conference and a third a n d 9 perhaps, final meeting to consider the
report (to be drafted in advance by the Secretariat) early in the third week
of the Conference.
The meeting rose at 1655 hours,

The Secretary
R. PRELAZ

The Chairman
M.K, RAO

;
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-
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-

3.
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Opening of the Conference
The Secretary-General welcomed all delegations and gave them some
practical information.
He then referred to No. 662 of the Montreux
Convention, 1965 (Chapter 9 of the General Regulations, Rule 2), which
stated that when there was no inviting government, the conference would he
opened hy the oldest Head of Delegation.
In accordance with that rule, he
gave the floor to the Dean of the Conference.
Mr. Jose Maria Arto Madrazo (Spain), Dean of the Conference,
gave the address reproduced in Annex 1. He then declared open the first
session of the Regional Broadcasting Conference.
Election of the Chairman of the first session of the Conference
The Dean of the Conference said that at the meeting of Heads of
Delegations held that morning, it had been decided unanimously to propose
the candidature of Mr. Fritz Locher (Confederation of Switzerland).
Taking into consideration both the personality, competence and experience
of Mr. Locher, who had participated in the work of a great many conferences
of the Union, and the fact that the Broadcasting Conference was being held
in Switzerland, the Heads of Delegations had thought it appropriate and
desirable that the Director of the Swiss P.T.T. should be appointed
Chairman.
Applause
The Dean of the Conference noted that Mr. Fritz Locher
(Confederation of Switzerland) had been unanimously elected Chairman of
the first session of the LF/MF Broadcasting Conference.
The Chairman-elect thanked delegations for the confidence shown
in him and the honour done to his country by electing him Chairman of such
an important Conference.
He said that he would do everything in his power
to contribute to the success of the first session, with the active
assistance and cooperation of the eminent personalities who had come to
Geneva to participate.
He then made the statement reproduced in Annex 2.
Election of the Vice-Chairmen of the first session of the Conference
The Secretary-General said that at their meeting that morning,
the Heads of Delegations had considered that the posts of Vice-Chairman
should be distributed geographically, and that one representative from
each of the regions except that to which the Chairman belonged (Western
Europe) should be elected.
Following their discussions, they had decided
to propose the following as Vice-Chairmen :
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Mr. Vassili CHAMCHINE (U.S.S.R.) for Eastern Europe
Mr. G . C . OKOLI (Nigeria) for Africa
Mr. K.P. MENON (Malaysia) for Asia.
The proposal of the Heads of Delegations was approved.
The Chairman congratulated the Vice-Chairman on their election and
said that he was happy to he able to count on their collaboration.
Address by the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General gave the address reproduced in Annex 3*
The Chairman thanked the Secretary-General for the interesting
general information he had provided and for his good wishes for the success
of the Conference.
Committee structure and organization of the work of the Conference
(Document No. DT/l)
The Chairman of the I.F.R.B. congratulated the Chairman of the
Conference and welcomed all the delegations.
He was sure that the Conference
would be successful owing to the experience and good will of the participants
in the first session.
As soon as the Committees were set up, they could rely on the
active cooperation of the International Frequency Registration Board, its
specialized secretariat and its engineers, who had taken part in the work
of earlier I.T.U. conferences.
The I.F.R.B. was awaiting the instructions
and directives of the Conference concerning preparations for its second
session and would not fail, as in the past, to carry out the tasks entrusted
to it, under the provisions of the Convention.
To facilitate, the Committees’ work, the I.F.R.B. had prepared a
document containing statistical data which showed some possible uses of the
radio spectrum in the LF and MF bands.
The Chairman thanked the Chairman of the I.F.R.B. for his
congratulations and good wishes and for the assurances he had given concerning
the B o ar d ’s participation in the work of the Conference and its Committees.
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With regard to Document No. DT/l, he said that the representative
of France had proposed the addition of another item, "bands shared with
other services", at the end of the terms of reference of Committee
That
change had been approved at the meeting of Heads of Delegations.
The Committee structure unanimously approved by the Heads of
Delegations (Document No. DT/l as amended) was adopted.
Election of Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the Committees
The Secretary-General said that the Heads of Delegations had
proposed to appoint the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen in accordance with
equitable geographical distribution between the various regions and taking
into account a fair linguistic balance and the special qualifications that
certain participants were known to possess.
The Heads of Delegations proposed that the chairmanship and
vice-chairmanship of the Committees should be distributed as follows :
Committee 1 - Steering Committee
Chairman

: the Chairman

Vice-Chairmen : the Vice-Chairmen
Committee 2 - Credentials
Chairman

: Mr. Samuel H. Butler (Liberia)

Vice-Chairman : Mr. Derek C. Rose (New Zealand)
Committee 3 - Budget Control
Chairman

: not appointed (India)

Vice-Chairman : Mr. P.C.M. Bouchier (Belgium)
Committee

k

- Technical Data and Criteria

Chairman

: Mr. Jerzy Rutkowski (P.R. of Poland)

Vice-Chairman : Mr. Jacques M'Bilo (Central African Republic)
Committee 5 - Planning Methods
Chairman

: Mr. Rudolf K. Binz (F.R. of Germany)

Vice-Chairman : Mr. Nobukazu Morishima (Japan)
Committee

6 - Submission of Requirements
Chairman

: Mr'. Mohamed Harbi (Algeria) •

Vice-Chairman : Mr. Lajos Horvath (Hungarian P.R.)
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Committee 7 - Editorial
Chairman

: Miss M. Huet (France)

Vice-Chairmen : Mr. Jose Maria Arto Madrazo (Spain)
Mr. Thomas Kilvington (United Kingdom)
The proposal of the Heads of Delegations was adopted.
The Chairman congratulated the newly-elected officers and wished
them success in the fulfilment of their tasks.
Constitution of Conference Secretariat
The Secretary-General suggested that the Conference should he
assisted in the performance of its many tasks hy a secretariat consisting
of the following :
Secretary of the Conference : the Secretary-General of the I.T.U.
Technical Secretary

: Mr. K. Comic

Executive Secretary

: Mr. A. Winter-Jer

Plenary meetings and
Committee 1
Committee

2

■ : Mr. H. Pouliquen
: Mr. P..A. Traub

Committee 3

: Mr. E. Prelaz

Committee V

: Mr. Ch . Glinz

Committee 5
Committee

6

Mr. A. Maqbool
: Mr. R. Pluss

Committee 7

: M r . R. Macheret

Legal Adviser
Assisted hy other Union
officials according to
the requirements of the
Conference

: Mr. M. Ihnou Zekri

The Secretary-General*s suggestion concerning the composition of
the Conference secretariat was approved.
Assignment 'of documents to Committees (Document No. DT/3)
The Secretary-General said that the last line of assignments to
Committee k should be amended to read "hands shared with other services",
in accordance with the amendment to Document No. DT/l.
Moreover, the
following recently circulated documents should he referred to in the
appropriate places in Document No. DT/3 :
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28, 29, 30, 31 (Zambia)
32 (Pakistan)
33 (Japan)
3b (I.F.R.B.)
35 (Netherlands)
The meeting took note of those changes.
Document No. DT/3 was approved, subject to the amendments
requested by the Secretary-General and the comments by the Chairman of
the I.F.R.B. to the effect- that the I.F.R.B. would submit a document.
9.

Convening of the Conference (Document No. 20)
The Secretary-General presented a memorandum, Annex 1 of which
described the various measures taken since 1959 with a view to the
convening of the first session of the Regional Administrative LF/MF
Broadcasting Conference.
Annex 2 contained the Administrative Council
Resolution relating to the convening of the second session.
The Secretary-General’s memorandum was noted.

10.

Invitations to the Conference (Document No.

2k)

The Secretary-General said that there were two changes to be made
to the document to take account of information received since its
publication, namely, to add a cross in the "YES" column opposite Gambia
(p. k) and Lebanon (p. 5)*
In addition, it should be noted that Brazil, in accordance with
the provisions of the Convention, would be attending the Conference as an
observer.
Document No. 2U, as amended, was noted.
11.

Participation of international organizations in the work of the Conference
(Document No. 23)
The Secretary-General briefly introduced Document No. 23. Annexed
to that document was a list of the international organizations that had
requested admission to the Conference.
The Arab States Broadcasting Union,
whose request for admission had reached the Union after publication of
Document No. 23, should be added to the list.
In accordance with the
provisions of No. 6l 6 of the General Regulations, the Conference had the
task of deciding whether or not to admit these organizations.
As there was no objection, it was decided to admit the
organizations concerned.
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12.

Date by which the Credentials Committee must reach its conclusions
On a proposal by the Secretary-General, it was agreed to set
the date and time by which the Credentials Committee must reach its
conclusions at 22 October 1974 at 1900 h o u r s .

13.

Conference time-table
It was decided to adopt the following time-table for the
Conference :

0930 hours - 1230 hours
1500 hours - 1800 hours »

Ik.

Other business
a ) The representative of the European Broadcasting Union (E.B.U.)
thanked the meeting for authorizing his organization to follow the work
of the Conference.
The E.B.U. had spent the last twelve years in very
careful preparation for the present first session, whose success would
be vital to a favourable outcome for the second session and hence would
also be vital to broadcasting as a whole.
His organization had
prepared a contribution that he had been asked to submit to the
Conference.
b) The Secretary-General said that on 3 October he had received
a telegram from the President of the Commonwealth Broadcasting
Association stating that during its recent meeting in Malta the
Association had recognized the immense importance of the I.T.U.
Broadcasting Conference to the satisfactory and interference-free use
of the LF/MF bands by all the world's broadcasting organizations.
That statement was noted.
The meeting rose at 1220 h o u r s .

The Secretary-General :
M. MIL!

Annexes : 3

The Chairman
F. LOCHER
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A N N E X

1

Speech by Mr. Arto Madrazo

Secretary-General, Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is an honour for my country and for myself personally to
deliver the opening speech, in accordance with No. 662 of the General
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication Convention of
Montreux, at this First Session of the Regional Administrative LF/MF
Broadcasting Conference.
Except for the one held at Copenhagen in 19^8,
at which Spain was not represented for reasons beyond its control, such
conferences have traditionally been held in this beautiful country of
Switzerland.
'
The natural course of events in recent years and the concern and
close cooperation of all peace-loving countries have made it possible for
the delegations of the countries in Regions 1 and 3 to meet in this room
under I.T.U. auspices.
The meeting is attended by technical experts who
wish to establish planning standards based on the studies carried out by
the C.C.I.R. and the I.F.R.B., on the experience acquired by our
Administrations and on the work of the international organizations which
are concerned with broadcasting problems in the various Regions.
As you know, the I.T.U., like this building which now houses its
headquarters, was built up gradually.
The establishment of the I.T.U. *was begun on 17 May 1865 with
the signing of the Paris Convention by twenty sovereign States which
created the International Telegraph Union.
It might be pertinent to recall the subsequent Conventions of
the Telegraph Union signed at Vienna (l869) 9 Rome (.1871) and particularly
at St. Petersburg
(1875); the St. Petersburg Convention remained in
force without amendment for 57 years and was used to draw up the Convention
and Radio Regulations at Berlin (.1906) setting up the Radiotelegraph Union
and thus continuing the organization ‘of telecommunications.
It was in my country, when at the invitation of the Spanish
Government the International Telegraph and Radiotelegraph Conferences
were held simultaneously, that the first consolidated Telecommunication
Convention was adopted in Madrid in 1932 and the International
Telecommunication Union was established.
I have referred to these historical events - with which many of
you are already familiar - because it was at the Plenipotentiary Conference
in Madrid that the need for a European conference to draw up a broadcasting
convention was recognized in view of the existence of radio stations
operating outside the table of frequency allocations.
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A list prepared by the International Broadcasting Union (I.B.U.),
the forerunner of the present European Broadcasting Union (E.B.U.), showed
that in Europe there were 32 broadcasting stations using out-of-band
frequencies and the question of frequency allocations was submitted to
the Madrid Conference.
A decision was adopted in an additional protocol
to the Acts of the Conference on the convening, composition and duties
of a Conference of Governments in the European Region.
The Conference
was to be held before the entry into force of the General Radio Regulations
of Madrid for the purpose of establishing an Agreement and a Plan for
the allocation of frequencies to the broadcasting stations in that Region
and of adopting provisions governing the use of such frequencies.
This Protocol established, in addition, that any government of
an extra-European country could be represented at the European Conference
and that the following international bodies could also attend in a
consultative capacity on request :
I.B.U.

(International Broadcasting Union)

I.A.N.C.

(international Air Navigation Committee)

I.R.M.C.

(international Radio Maritime Committee)

U.R.S.I.

(international Union of Radio Science)'

International Shipping Conference.
As a result of this Additional Protocol, the first Broadcasting
Conference met in Lucerne in 1933, establishing a convention and an
annexed plan which, bearing the name of this city located on the shores
of the Lake of the Four Cantons, was signed on 19 July 1933.
At the conclusion of the Lucerne Conference, the Dean of the
Conference, Mr. G. GNEME (Italy), who for many years was our Dean at all
I.T.U. conferences, stated that the agreement about to be.signed was
in fact a constitutional charter for European broadcasting, which would
serve as the point of departure for the entire future development of this
service.
We should bear in mind that in 1933 Europe had only 257 transmitters
with a power of 3,260 kW, whereas today there are in the European
Broadcasting Area around 1,390 transmitters with bj .1 MW to which must
be added some 900 in the African Broadcasting Area with 18.2 MW, as well
as those of the Asian area.
As you know, the Montreux Convention (1939), which superseded the
Lucerne Convention, did not come into effect owing to the unfortunate
circumstances prevailing in Europe at the time set for its entry into force.
The following Convention, that of Copenhagen (19^8), was concluded
in difficult circumstances despite the good intentions of the host country
to place broadcasting in the European Broadcasting Area on an orderly basis..
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It is sufficient to read the statements annexed to the Convention to
realize that no solution could be reached through the plan drawn up
at this Conference, which was held without the participation of Spain
and without any awareness of that country's requirements, at which
Germany was represented by the then occupying powers and at which of
the states represented Austria, Egypt, Syria, Iceland, Sweden and Turkey
did not sign the Convention, while 19 other countries introduced
reservations at the time of signing.
Resolution No. 1+ of the African Broadcasting Conference for
LF/MF Broadcasting held in Geneva in 1966 pointed to the need for the
coordination of the African Broadcasting Plan with those countries of
Region 3 and the Middle East which did not belong to the European
Broadcasting Area and called upon the Administrations of those countries
to consider the matter and to consider adopting for their MF broadcasting
stations channels whose centre frequencies would be the same as those in
the African and European Broadcasting Areas.
Thus we are met here today prepared to embark upon a new stage.
It is a question not of a constitutional charter for European broadcasting
so much as a regional constitutional charter for broadcasting in
Regions 1 and 3.
At this First Session of the Conference we have to lay the
technical foundations which will enable us to attain this objective.
There is no doubt that we have to overcome many difficulties in view
of the divergent technical criteria existing in our Regions, but let us
hope that we shall arrive at constructive solutions which will meet most
of the desiderata of all delegations.
The number of channels at present available allocated to
LF/MF broadcasting under the Radio Regulations is clearly inadequate, but
we are unable to expand these bands at the expense of other radio services
and, even though technical development provides the means of such increase,
we have to be practical and adopt conservative solutions if we do in
fact wish to achieve efficient planning at the Conference.
The importance of sound broadcasting in social communication
is obvious to all and needs no special comment.
However, although our
terms of reference are restricted to the technical problems arising in
what we might call the "classical" broadcasting bands in which, so to speak,
all broadcasting services first saw the light of day and in which all
countries without exception are entitled to a place for some of their
broadcasting services, we cannot ignore the existence of other frequency
b a n d s , such as the VHF and UHF b a n d s , that could well do with being
reviewed too, and others, such as the 12 GHz band, that still await planning.
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About a year ago, the Malaga-Torremolinos Plenipotentiary
Conference responded to suggestions made by countries in the European
Broadcasting Area, supported by the administrations of other regions,
that a World Radio Conference should be convened to plan the satellite
broadcasting service in the 12 GHz band, in view of the fact that other
radio services, such as terrestrial broadcasting, could not develop in
this band until some plan had been made for it, and it was decided that
the Conference should be held not later than in April 1977*
Another well-known fact is UNE S C O ’s efforts in connection with
direct broadcasting satellites, for which initial trials for community
reception of educational services are being carried out in the United States
of America.
The Malaga-Torremolinos Plenipotentiary Conference approved
another resolution instructing the C.C.I.R. to study the technical and
operating aspects of setting up low-capacity earth stations and associated
satellite systems to meet the needs of developing countries.
It is against this background that we are called upon to reflect
on the problems posed by sound broadcasting today.
Allow me, at the close of this statement, to ask all delegates
for their comprehension in taking into account the need for planning
the requirements of the new countries created by the decolonization policies
of the post-war period, which haye made it possible for old and new peoples
to emerge from a depersonalized reality without prospects and take their
place among the free nations of the world.
The colonial powers did not
always pay proper attention to the requirements of their subject peoples
and, as far as broadcasting was concerned, there were frequent cases of
allocations made more because of urban concentrations of settlers than to
serve towns with a large native population.
A long time has passed since the Copenhagen Conference whose
deliberations were based on the map of the remains of a Europe suffering
from the effects.of the w a r , which were also felt in African and Asian
countries.
It is new for us to have present at these conferences the
genuine representatives of nations kept in the background at earlier
meetings which now give the world an example of political maturity.
For
these countries, and all those which for one reason or another were not present
when the decisions were taken at Copenhagen and were obliged to arrange
their own broadcasting plans I ask for your understanding and goodwill.
Despite the numerous difficulties we have to overcome, I am
optimistic and encouraged by the evident spirit of collaboration of all
the delegations present and I trust we shall arrive at an agreement on all the
technical principles we have to deal with here.
Before concluding, I
should like to express our appreciation for the excellent cooperation we
have received - and are still receiving - from the C.C.I.R., the I.F.R.B.
and the observers from the international broadcasting organizations.
I.
Conference.

now declare open the First Session of the Regional Broadcastin
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ADDRESS BY MR. FRITZ LOCHER (SWITZERLAND),
CHAIRMAN OF THE BROADCASTING CONFERENCE

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I wish to thank you for the trust you have placed in me and for
the honour you have done to my country in asking me to preside over this
important Conference.
I assure you that I shall do everything in my power
to contribute to the success of our work.
With the help and cooperation of
such eminent persons as those gathered in this hall, I hope that we shall
end by solving the problems which confront u s .
If we consider the work which lies ahead of us, we will be
obliged to admit that our task is not an easy one. As long ago as 1966,
the African LF and MF Broadcasting Conference recognized the need to draw
up a unified plan for the regions represented at those meetings.
It
recommended that this Conference should be held in an attempt to find a
solution for the congestion in the LF and MF bands.
The situation has deteriorated further since that time.
The
problem with which we are faced is complex.
It cannot be solved without
great good will, a spirit of cooperation and voluntary concessions.
But
it must be borne in mind that we are not here to carry out a theoretical
exercise.
For listeners to broadcast programmes, the situation has become
inextricable;
the congestion in the LF and MF bands has become such that
these listeners expect us to find a remedy.
We must remember that the
general public has seldom been as concerned about the results and success
of an I.T.U. conference as it is about this one. We are aware that
subscribers are already reluctant to turn on programmes in these frequency
bands, because the interference is such that agreeable listening is
generally no longer possible.
Thus, our work will certainly be in the
interest of all concerned.
I wish to thank you personally for the effort of good will that
you are going to make.
With your cooperation, I am convinced that we shall
succeed together in carrying out the task entrusted to us.
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SPEECH DELIVERED BY MR. M. M I L I ,
SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE I.T.U.

Mr. Chairman,

First of all may I congratulate you on your brilliant
election as Chairman of this important and difficult session.
You
have a most demanding task before you inasmuch as the many technical
problems to be dealt with are further complicated by the fact that
they overlap with the difficulties inherent in providing countries
with broadcasting coverage.
However, Mr. Chairman, your ability,
your savoir-faire and your wide experience in the various fields
of telecommunications are a guarantee that the meeting will be a
success.
You will, moreover, be ably seconded by the three
vice-chairmen, to w hom I also offer my congratulations.
I am sure
that their support will greatly ease the task ahead of you.
In addition, of course, you can count on-the help and
support of all those I.T.U. staff members who have been specially
detached to the Conference.
Regardless of whether they are
administrative staff, technicians, engineers or elected officials,
they will always be on hand to assist you and to place their help
and knowledge at the disposal of the Committees that you will be
setting up.
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Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my most pleasant duty to welcome you to Geneva to the
first session of the Regional Administrative LF/MF Conference.
Broadcasting is one of the most important of telecommunication services
and this long-awaited meeting is being held to revise a plan that was
established over 25 years ago.
In addition, it is the first Conference
to have been held on the broadcasting service since 1963 and 1966. In
those years, as you will remember, two African conferences were held,
one concerned with the LF and MF bands and the other with the VHF and
UHF b a n d s .
It may, moreover, not be inopportune for me to mention that
the two sessions of the present Conference will be followed in 1977 by
a World Administrative Radio Conference which will have the task of
preparing a plan for the satellite-broadcasting service in the 12 GHz,
or SHF, band.
This range of conferences is once again clear illustration
of the particular attention paid by I.T.U. •Members to the broadcasting
service, a service in which the general public has .taken the keenest
interest since its inception.
Broadcasting is an ideal means for
instantaneous transmission of information and educational material to
large masses of people and it is for this .reason that many countries
accord it such high priority and attach so much importance to the
frequencies allocated to them.

Looking back, the first Broadcasting Planning Conference was
held in Geneva in 1925, a time when this important service was still in
its infancy.
The 1925 Conference - as the Dean of the Conference mentioned was followed by several others : the Prague Conference in 1929, the Lucerne
Conference in 1933, the MontreuX Conference in'1939, whose plan was never
applied because of the war, and lastly the Copenhagen Conference in I 9I18.
The plan drawn up by this last is still in force And you have the difficult
task of establishing the principles which will govern its revision.
The Dean spoke at length about these Conferences and I need not
say more.
Various methods of preparation were adopted but with the progress
of technique they have had to be revised, and that is why, after 1961, it
was considered necessary to convene a preparatory meeting before any
administrative broadcasting conference specifically to prepare the technical
data required for planning.
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The first session of the present Conference will follow this
procedure.
You are all familiar with the agenda, which was drawn up
in 1973 by the Administrative Council.
:
As for the second session, which will be held in this building
next year, the Administrative Council has decided that its agenda should
include the examination of the report made by the present session and
the establishment, on the basis of the criteria and methods set out in
that report, of an agreement and an associated frequency plan.
As far as the present session is concerned, the most important
set of preparatory documents is that submitted by the Xlllth Plenary
Assembly of the C.C.I.R., which was held in this building less than three
months ago.
In view of the short time since this Assembly, you will note
that the appearance of these documents has been sacrificed in the interests
of economy and speedy distribution to the various delegations.

Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

As usual, an enormous amount of work has been put in by administrations
in preparing this conference, either by the submission of contributions for
this session or by participation in the work of the C.C.I.R.
May I, therefore,
draw your particular attention to the fundamental importance for the smooth
running of the conference of the magnificent job which has been done by
this Consultative Committee of the I.T.U. Work of no less significance has
been done by the I.F.R.B. and by the competent services of the General Secretariat.
I must also mention here the extremely useful work which has been
carried out by the Regional Broadcasting Unions. The first Regional Unions
came into being soon after the birth of broadcasting and their long experience
has proved extremely valuable in their participation in the work of the
C.C.I.R.
Their participation is reflected in contributions which represent
the joint view of various groups of Union Members, thus simplifying discussions
and facilitating the adoption of relevant recommendations by the C.C.I.R.
I therefore take this opportunity of thanking them for their most valuable
assistance to the work of the I.T.U.
I would also like to thank them for
the lecturers they have provided for the seminars organized by the Union in
1973 and 191b in Djakarta, Nairobi and Kuwait to give appropriate information
and training to help ensure the conference's success.
Their participation
contributed largely to the success of these seminars, which were organized
with U.N.D.P. financial assistance.
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Another aspect of the Union’s activities in favour of
developing countries which has a bearing on this conference, is
the establishment, in cooperation with the U.N.D.P., of an extensive
monitoring station network to make systematic field strength measurements
and provide new data for those regions of the world where such measurements
are scanty or non-existent.

Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am delighted to see so many broadcasting experts gathered
together at this meeting. Many of them have a world-wide reputation and
have long been familiar with our work, particularly within the C.C.I.R.
Study Groups. I would like to thank them for coming and I am quite sure ■
that their presence will ensure that the work of the conference will be
crowned with the success hoped for it.
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COMMITTEE 2

SECOND REPORT OF THE
WORKING GROUP OF COMMITTEE 2
(CREDENTIALS)

1*
The Working Group of Committee 2 (Credentials) held its
second meeting on Wednesday, 16 October 197*T>at 093° hours under the
chairmanship of Mr. Samuel H. ~RTTTT.FR (Liberia), Chairman of Pommittee 2t
2.
The Working Group resumed its examination of credentials
submitted to the Conference Secretariat since its previous meeting
Wednesday, 9 October 197*+.

on

3It was decided to publish in Annexes 1 to 3 below a revised
version of the conclusions reached by the Working Group so far. These
three Annexes therefore supersede those contained in Document No. k j .
*+.
The Working Group of Committee 2 will 1hold its last meeting
on Monday. 21 October 197*+. at 0930 hours in order tp examine the lp.st
credentials submitted to the Executive Secretary of the Conference.

Samuel H. BUTLER
Chairman of Committee 2
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A N N E X

1

DELEGATIONS
WHOSE
CREDENTIALS ,WERE . FOUND TO, .BE
IN■- ORDER
----- . . . .
I
- M . .. .
„■. I «
. ■!. ■■ A -!, ■
(as at 1130 hrs, 1 6 October 197*+)

Albania (People’s Republic of)
Algeria (Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic)
Germany (Federal Republic of)
Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)
Australia
Austria
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic
Cameroon (United Republic of)
Central African Republic
China (People’s Republic of)
Vatican City State
Korea (Republic of)
Ivory Coast (Republic of)
Denmark
Egypt (Arab Republic of)
Group of Teritories represented by the French Overseas
Post and Telecommunication Agency ‘ '
Spain
Finland
France
Gabon Republic
Greece
Hungarian People’s Republic
India (Republic of)
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Kenya (Republic of)
Kuwait (State of)
Laos (Kingdom of)
Lesotho (Kingdom of)
Lebanon
Liberia (Republic of)
Liechtenstein (Principality of)
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malawi
Malagasy Republic
Morocco (Kingdom of)
Mauritius
Monaco

l)

Powers delegated to France (No. 6k0 of the Convention).
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Nigeria (Federal Republic of)
Norway
New Zealand
Oman (Sultanate of)
Pakistan
Netherlands (Kingdom of the)
Philippines (Republic of the)
Poland (People's Republic? of)
German Democratic Republic
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Singapore (Republic of)
Sweden
Switzerland (Confederation of)
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Overseas Territories for the international relatipns of which tke
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern re an
are responsible
Thailand
Togolese Republic
Turkey
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal Republic of)
Zaire (Republic of)
ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Papua New Guinea

TOTAL : 63 countries
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A N NE X

2

DELEGATIONS WHOSE CREDENTIALS WERE FOUND TQ BE vNOT
IN ORDER
y
~

-

1*

' '» "

I "•'•••.

■""'I

1

(as at 1130 hrs,

1

■ 1,

H

, .r

■!!- . .

»■ ■ ■

—' - M”

16 October 197*0

** Dahomey (Republic of)
* Indonesia (Republic of)
* Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom pf)
* Mongolian People's Republic
*** Qatar (State of)

*** Tanzania (United Republic of)

TOTAL : 6 countries

*
**

***

Provisionally accredited in accordance with proyision No, 631
of the Convention.
Accreditation not in conformity with the terms of provisions
Nos. 630 and 633 of the Convention,
Accreditation not in conformity yith the terms of provision
No. 630 of the Convention.
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DELEGATIONS
WHICH HAVE NOT YET DEPOSITED
CREDENTIALS
---------n-—— n
-I
-r—~
■(^s at 1130 hrs,‘-l6 Octpber 197^-)

Belgium
Bulgaria (People’s Republic of)
Burundi (Republic of)
Congo (People's Republic of the)
Gambia (Republic of the)
Iran
Libyan Arab Republic
Malta
Mauritania (Islamic Republic of)
Uganda (Republic of)
Roumania (Socialist Republic of)
Senegal (Republic of the)
Sierra Leone
Sudan (Democratic Republic of the)
Chad (Republic of the)
Tunisia
Viet-Nam (Republic of)
Zambia (Republic of)

TOTAL : 18 countries
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COMMITTEE 4

THIRD REPORT OF WORKING

group

4b

TO COMMITTEE 4
Radio frequency protection ratios
1.
Radio frequency protection ratios are deiined in C.u^I.R.
Recommendation 447, paragraph 4.
2.

For planning purposes., the following values of co-ohapnel protection
]1H be
ho used :
.
ratios should
30 dB for a stable wanted signal interfered by a stable or
fluctuating signal,
27 dB for a fluctuating wanted signal interfered by a stable
or fluctuating signal.
In cases of a fluctuating wanted or unwanted signal, these values
aPPly for at least 50%> of the nights of the year at midnight.
However some countries proposed higher values pf up to 40 dB and
These values may be adopted in some particular cases,
owing agreement between the Administrations concerned.
9 ^resPectively.

o

L

2 *bis
^ For planning purposes, the following values of co-channel
protection ratios should be used, subject to agreement between the
Administrations concerned :

30 dB for a stable wanted signal interfered by a stable or
fluctuating signal,
27 dB for a fluctuating wanted signal interfered by a stable
or fluctuating signal.
These figures apply to countries whepe the position is extremely
difficult on account of severe congestion in the MF band but where
fortunately a high quality alternative in the form of VHF
broadcasting exists.
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b)

-

up to UO dB (when the conditions permit) for a stable wanted
signal interfered by a stable or fluctuating signal,

- up to 37 dB (when the conditions permit) for a fluctuating wanted
signal interfered by a stable or fluctuating signal.
These figures apply to countries where MF is the principal means
of providing a high quality broadcasting service.
Note : In cases of fluctuating wanted or unwanted signal, the values of
co-channel protection ratios apply for at least 50 % of the nights
of the year at midnight';4 /
3*
Adjacent channel protection ratio may be taken from C.C.I.R.
Recommendation k k 9 / . . . (Document No. 10/1018). During the second session of
the Conference planning should be based on curve A of that Recommendation.
Thus, planning will be based on a transmitted audio bandwidth of 10 kHz.
After thecompletion of the first draft of the plan, curves B, C and D of
the Recommendation may be used, subject to agreement between the Administrations
concerned.
The delegation of Australia stated that where Administrations of
countries considered it necessary to provide a high quality medium frequency
broadcasting service, an appropriate value of adjacent channel relative
protection ratio cannot be taken from the curves of Recommendation i+i+9•
A value of up to 0 dB may be adopted, following agreement between the
Administrations concerned.
U.
An internal protection ratio of 8 dB shall be adopted for
determining the service area of a synchronized network.*)
5*
It is noted that by selecting integral multiples of the channel
spacing for future use as the receiver's intermediate frequency or frequencies
some advantage may be achieved in reducing receiver-internal interference
(see C.C.I.R. Report U58 ... (Document No. IO/IO5 8 ) , item 3.2.U). Such an
arrangement is of interest only when the values of carrier frequencies are
themselves integral multiples of their spacing.

*)

These paragraphs will be transmitted to Committee 5*
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COMMITTEE

k

FOURTH REPORT OF WORKING GROUP ...,.TO COMMITTEE
■"
--k
TECHNICAL STANDARDS
Noise 9 minimum field-strength

1*
When attempting to specify values of minimum usable field-sfrength
for Regions 1 and 3 the Working Group decided not to take account of manmade noise in order to reduce the number of variables that have to be
considered-. Furthermore the Group -was of the opinion that it is more the
responsibility of Committee 5 to specify the influence of the particular
values of man made-noise.
For these reasons the minimum field-strength values fixed here
do not correspond to the minimum usable field-strength as defined in
C.C.I.R. Recommendation h99 (Doc. 10/1031).
2.
Reliable information on atmospheric noise available in C.C.I.R.
Report 322 and values resulting from experience and measurements in the
countries concerned were used as a basis to lay down minimum field-strength
value for three different zones A, B and C in Regions 1 and 3*
The dividing line^etween zones A and B begins at the point of
intersection of parallel 20 N with the western border or Region 1, (No. 126
of the Radio Regulations). Thence it follows the parallel 20°N up to the
point of intersection with meridian 20 E; thence by great circle arq to
the point with coordinates
E 0 ; thence It follows the Equator up to
the intersection with meridian 80°Ej thence by great circle aro to the
point with coordinates 100°E, 20°N; thence it follows the parallel 20 N up
to the point of intersection with the eastern border of Region 3 (No. 12§
of the Radio Regulations).
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The dividing line between zones B and C begins at the point of
intersection of parallel 6 S with the western border of Region -1 (No. 126
of the Radio Regulations); thence it follows the parallel 6 S up to the
pointof intersection with meridian 20 E;
thence by great circle arc
to the
point with coordinates k6 E, 26 G;
thence by great circle arc up
to the point with coordinates 80 E, 20 S;
thence it follows the parallel
20 S up to the point of intersection with the eastern border of Region 3
(No. 128 of the Radio Regulations).
3.
The contours of these three zones are given in the map
contained in Annex 1. As "minimum field-strength necessary to overcome
natural noise"*) in these zones the following values are proposed
(for 1 MHz) :

*)

+ 6G

dB y in Zone

A

+ 70

dB y in Zone

B

t 63

dB y in Zone

C

This corresponds to the minimum usable field strength pf the
C.C.I.R., except that man-made noise has been neglected.
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COMMITTEE 4

FIFTH REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4B TO COMMITTEE 4

TECHNICAL STANDARDS
Frequency dependence of minimum field-strength, service area
1#
It. is recommended to adopt one uniform curve representing
the correction value Aa to be added to the values of 'Ininimum field-strength
to overcome natural noise” for frequencies other than 1 MHz* The correction
curve is given in the Annex.

The Delegations of France and Sweden consider that this curve is not
valid for LF and that lower values of the "minimum field-dtrength" can be
admitted for rural areas.
2.
Committee 4 decided to convey its opinion to.‘Committee 5* that
in the definition of service area the percentage of time during which the
conditions are satisfied should be stated.

1
I
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SIXTH REPORT OF WORKING GROUP Uff TO COMMITTEE h

DRAFT RESOLUTION ___

relating to bandwidth saving modulation systems

The Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference; ,
Geneva, 197^?
considering
a)
the improved efficiency in the use of the frequency bands 5 (LF)
and 6 (MF) that might be achieved by the application of bandwidth saving
modulation systems,
b)
the difficulties involved with transmitters and receivers, and
furthermore with frequency planning when a later transition to bandwidth
saving modulation systems is envisaged,
requests
1.
the C.C.I.R. to speed up its studies of bandwidth saving modulation
methods with particular reference to the technical, operational ar^d
economic aspects of single-sideband and independent sideband modulation,

requests
the next competent World Administrative Radio .Conference tq deqid©
on the basis of the results of the above studies of the C.C.f.Rr such
techniques in the LF/MF broadcasting service.
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Document No. 8g~E
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Original ; English

COMMITTEE 3

SUMMARY RECORD
OF THE
FIRST MEETING OF COMMITTEE 5
(PLANNING METHODS)
Monday, 7 October 197*+, at 1600 hrs

Chairman : Mr. K.R. BINZ (Federal Republic of Germany)

Subjects discussed

Document No.

1.

Election of rapporteurs

2.

Terms of reference of Committee 5

DT/l

3.

Assignment of documents to Committee 5 and
general introduction of documents

DT/3

*4.

Organization of the work
*+.1

Working Group 5A
Planning methods, Service area, Coverage,
Division of MF band for various types of
coverage

*+.2

Working Group 5B
.Synchronized networks, International Common
. Frequencies
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Opening the meetings the Chairman welcomed all those taking part
in the work of Committee 5* He thanked all delegates for the honour they
had shown him and his country hy electing him to the chairmanship of
Committee 5*
Election of rapporteurs
The appointment of Mr. Poizat (France) and Mr. K.R.E. Dunh (Upited
Kingdom) as rapporteurs, which was proposed hy the Chairman, was unanimously
approved.
Terms of reference of Committee 5 (Document No. DT/l)
The terms of reference of Committee 5» as set out in Document
No. DT/l, page 2, were approved.
Assignment of documents to Committee 5 and general introduction of documents
(Document No. DT/3)
The Chairman invited those delegations who had submitted documents
since Document No. DT/3 had been issued to indicate under which items of
Document No. DT/3 their contributions should be considered. Those papers
dealing in a general way with various aspects of Committee 5 's work would
be considered later by the Working Group Chairmen to see which parts were
relevant to the particular tasks of their.Working Groups,
The delegate of Zambia said that Documents Nos. 28 and 31 were
intended to provide the Conference with data on soil conductivity in Zambia
which had been unavailable at the time of the previous Broadcasting
Conference in 1 9 6 6 . Document No. 30 was also of general interest.
Document No. 29 was concerned with power and should be dealt with by
Working Group kA.
The delegate of Pakistan said that Document No, 32 contained a
clarification of the discussion on protection ratios given in Document No, 15
and should be considered by Working Group kB.
The delegate of the Netherlands said that Document No, 33 dealt
in a general manner with channel spacing in the LF/MF bands and should be
considered by Committee k.
The Chairman of the I.F.R.B. said that Document No. 3k gave a
general view of the present situation in the LF and MF bands. It also
examined the background problems and reported on the solutions that
successive World Administrative Radio Conferences (starting with the
Atlantic City Conference in 19k7) had found for those problems. A detailed
description of the situation prevailing in each frequency band allocated
on an exclusive or shared basis to broadcasting in the LF/MF band was also
provided. Committee 5 was reminded that the I.FfR.B, had prepared computer
programmes to enable any brief extract of the Master Frequency Register
that might be needed for the Committee’s work to be compiled quickly pn
request.
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The delegate of Japan said that parts of Document No, 35 were
relevant to study in Committee 5 under the items "service areas" and
"international common frequencies".
The observer from the E.B.U. drew the Committee’s attention to
the fact that a contribution from the E.B.U. of relevance to the work of
Committees k and 5 would shortly be issued.
The Chairman then invited those delegations which had submitted
the documents assigned to Committee 5 in Document No. DT/3 to introduce those
documents briefly.
The delegate of the United Kingdom said that Document No. 2, which
made out a case for uniform channel spacing and put forward the United
Kingdom's views on the best choice of channel spacing, was primarily for
discussion in Committee k. There were some other matters in the document
that were of interest to Committee 5» hut the document as a whole should
pnly be discussed in that Committee when Committee k's conclusions on
channel spacing had become available.
He went on to say that Document No. 5j which dealt with
International Low-power Channels, had been correctly assigned to
Committee 5 in Document No. DT/3. It contained a proposal conqenning ILCjs
which was based on a different principle from that embodied in the
Copenhagen Plan.
The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany said that
Document Nov 6 dealt with various problems to be discussed in Committees k
and 5. Proposal No. 9> page 8 , of the document was of specific relevance
to Committee 5 and concerned the division of the MF band into several
sub-bands for different types of coverage. This would ensure the most
efficient use of the frequency spectrum and enable a long-lasting
frequency plan to be drawn up.
The delegate of Roumania said that
were relevant to the work of Committee k.

the contents of Document No. 7

The delegate of Italy said that Document No. 8 concerned planning
methodsand was based on the assumption that a suitable correlation must be
established between the transmitter powers of, and the distances between,
co-channel and adjacent channel transmitters. It proposed that
transmitters should be split up into a number of categories according to
the type of service to be provided, and went on to suggest various measures
which might be taken with a view to meeting the requirements of the various
countries in the plan area.
The delegate of Norway said that Document No. 9 'was of a general
character. Some of the points it dealt with were relevant to the work of
Committee k while others were of concern to Committee 5. The relevant
portions of the document would therefore have to be taken intp account by
Working Groups 5A and 5B.
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The delegate of Nigeria said that Document No. 12 provided
recommendations on*service area and coverage problems but it was initially
pertinent to Committee 4.
The delegate of Pakistan said that Document No. 15 dealt for the
most-part with subjects of concern to Committee 4, although it did contain
a small section on planning methods. He therefore ass imed that it would be
considered by both Committees.
The delegate of the U.S.S.R. said that Document No. 18 would have
to be considered by Committees 4 and 5« The introductory part and paragraphs
7 and 8 were more particularly relevant to the work of Committee 5«
The delegate of New Zealand said that Document No. 25, which
not yet beendistributed, was devoted principally to channelling and
interference problems and had been given the correct assignment in
Document No. DT/3.

had

The delegate of Japan said that Document No. 35, which had been
added to the list of documents assigned to Committee 5* concerned frequency
planning for MF broadcasting. In principle, his Administration was not in
favour of dividing the MF band into several bands. It also considered that
as many international common frequencies as possible should be introduced.
The Chairman said that delegates would be given the opportunity of
introducing their documents in greater detail in Working Groups 5A and 5B.
The Director of the C.C.I.R.said that, in order to assist
delegates, an addendum to Document No. 10 and its Annex had been prepared,
containing a brief'summary of the most important texts in the document and
its Annex, grouped into sections dealing with specific topicp of concern to
the Conference.
Organization of the work
The Chairman invited comments on the subjects ullooa,ted, to
Working Groups 5A and 5B, as listed in the agenda of the current meeting.
The representative of the E.B.U. proposed that "Categories of
transmission” should be added to the list of subjects assigned to Wopking
Group 5A, after "Coverage".
It was so decided.
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Replying to a question put by the delegate of Pakistan concerning
the eventual use o»f the LF band for the broadcasting service in Region 3 ,
t*16 Chairman said that the Conference was not competent to modify the
Radio Regulations,
I

The purpose of the first session of the Conference was to study
technical criteria and draw up proposals for submission to the second session
It could not deal with any question that was not on its agenda. If any
delegation wished to bring up such a question, the only course of action
open to it would be to submit a draft recommendation or a draft resolution
addressed to the 1979 Administrative Radio Conference.

S

The lists of subjects assigned to Working Groups 5A and 5B
were approved, as amended.
/

The Chairman proposed that Mr. Terzani (Italy) and Mr, Ben Youssef
(Tunisia) should serve as the Chairmen of Working Groups 5A and 5B
respectively.
It was so decided.
The meeting rose at 1720 hours.

The Secretary :
M. AHMAD '

The Chairman :
K,R. BINZ
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Australia
PLANNING METHODS

Australia recognizes that Europe has a serious problem in the
MF band and we are impressed by the extensive studies carried out by
administrations in Europe in seeking a solution to the problems which
beset them. We do not accept, however, that planning methods applicable
to the European area are applicable to our area and equally, of course,
the reverse is also true. Neither do we accept that the situation now
pertaining in Europe will develop over the course of the years in Australia.
We submit that, in developing planning methods, due recognition
must be taken of different situations applying in parts of Region 3 from
Region 1 and that it is not a realistic proposition to apply a uniform
planning method to the entirety of Regions 1 and 3.
It has been proposed in Document No. h9 by Italy that low power
transmitters could be added to a planned network without affecting that
network by other than a negligible amount, if the increase in interference
is restricted to a very low level.
In placing a value, on this negligible increase in interference
level, the concept of a certain coordination distance has been put forwarda distance beyond which it would not be necessary to coordinate the new
usage of a channel with existing co-channel assignments. The relevant
transmitter powers and the associated distances have been given in Table 1
of the document.
There appears to be no reason why this concept could not be
extended to greater distances and, as a consequence, to greater powers.
If this assumption is correct, it would seem
the Australian area, and in Oceania, might be situated
other concentrations of stations that local agreements
moderate transmitter" powers might make it possible for
proceed as an ancillary to other planning. There is a

that countries in
so remotely from
and the use of
local planning to
precedent for this

U.I.T.
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type of operation in other parts of the spectrum where services are
permitted on a non-interference basis.
Values have been given to the concept and
coordination distance should be extended to 3,500 km
permissible power could be increased to 10 kW. The
with the proposals in Document No. k 9 , are given in

it is proposed that the
and beyond, while the
effects, in comparison
the Annex.

It is emphasized, however, that this concept would in no way
change the desirability for all administrations in Region 1 and Region 3
to agree to common channelling.
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TABLE 1

Document No. U9
Frequency
Power
Distance
Nominal Usable
Field Strength

New proposal

1 MHz
1 ,0 0 0

watts

850 km
88 dBp.

1 MHz
1 0 ,0 0 0

watts

1 ,6 5 0 km
88 dBp.

1 0 ,0 0 0

watts

3,500 km
6k dBp.

Table 1 compares, on the same basic premises, the new proposal
with those of Document No. k 9 . C.C.I.R. Report 2 6 h - 2 has been used as the
basic sky-wave propagation reference and, while it is possible that these
values are not exactly applicable in Australia, the minimal effect of a
10 kW transmitter on co-channel stations at a distance of 3,500km can be
readily appreciated. At greater distances, of course, the Nominal Usable
Field Strength affected by the additional interference would be even less
than 6k dBp, and it is unlikely that any practical Nominal Usable Field
Strength would be substantially less than this value.
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COMMITTEE 5

FIRST REPORT OF WORKING PARTY 5A TO COMMITTEE 5

Introduction
Working Party 5A held eight meetings during which it considered
twenty documents submitted to the Conference and three C.C.I.R. texts
concerning planning methods.
The Working Party considers that all technical measures liable
to improve the present situation in LF/MF broadcasting should be
adopted. To that end, it recommends the adoption of the following
propositions concerning planning.
With regard to the planning principle set forth in the
second paragraph below, certain countries expressed a preference for a
more technical planning principle based on coverage units.
Planning principles
The LF/MF Broadcasting Conference will draw up a new LF/MF
frequency assignment plan in Regions 1 and 3.
The plan will be drawn up in accordance with the principle
that all countries, large and small, have equal rights. It should also
be based on the requirements of administrations and should bring about
satisfactory reception conditions in all countries, having regard to the
different situations of the countries in Regions 1 and 3 and, in particular,
the needs of the developing countries.
The plan will be drawn up having regard to ground-wave service
areas and, in certain cases, of space-nvave service areas. The groundwave may be used to cover large or small areas.

Document No. 8^-E
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It is extremely desirable that channel spacing should be
uniform over the whole area covered by the plan. (The ideal would
obviously be for this principle to apply throughout the world.)
The nominal frequencies of channels will be whole-number
multiples of the channel spacing interval.
The intermediate frequencies of receivers will be whole-number
multiples of the channel spacing interval.

C. TERZANI
Chairman
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PLENARY MEETING

B.2
2nd SERIES OF TEXTS SUBMITTED BY THE
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE TO THE PLENARY MEETING

The following texts are submitted to the Plenary Meeting
for first reading :
Source

Document N o .

Title

C4

-

C4

58

2.1

Ground-wave propagation

C4

51

5.2

Class of emission

C4

60

3*3

Necessary bandwidth

C4

51

4.1.1

C4

•

58

Chapter 1

Appendix A

Definitions (necessary
bandwidth)

A graphical method for
estimation of propaga
tion over mixed paths

Miss M. HUET
Chairman of the
Editorial Committee

Annexes : 11 pages
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OJ

PQ

B.2

CHAPTER 1

B.2

DEFINITIONS

Necessary bandwidth

B.2

B. 2

B.2

B. 2

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

For a given class of emission, the necessary bandwidth is
the minimum value of the occupied bandwidth sufficient to ensure the
transmission of information with the quality required for the system
employed, under specified conditions.

B.2

Document
No. 85-E
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CHAPTER 2

B.2

PROPAGATION

2.1 Ground-wave propagation

B.2

The curves of C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2 should he used to
determine the ground-wave field-strength.

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

In the case of a mixed path (i.e., with different values of
ground conductivity), the method described in C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2
should be used^).' Appendix A contains a simplified graphical procedure
which enables a more rapid approximate calculation to be made.

A computer programme has been given to the I.F.R.B.

B, 2

B.2

l)

OJ
PQ*
t

OJ

PQ

BLUE PAGES
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OJ

PQ

3.2 Class of emission

OJ

The work of the Broadcasting Conference shall be based on a
system with double sideband amplitude modulation.

PQ
3.3 Necessary bandwidth

oj

For a broadcasting station, the Administration responsible for
the transmitter should select a value within the range 9 kHz (audiofrequency bandwidth Ik 5 kHz) to 20 kHz (audio-frequency bandwidth 10 kHz).

PQ

OJ

PQ

The necessary bandwidth of the emission is on£ of the parameters
that *influence the adjacent channel protection ratio J_ as indicated by
the curves of C.C.I.R. Recommendation UU9 '_/. This is one of the
parameters that may in certain cases be the subject of negotiations
between the Administrations concerned in the second session of the
Conference.

OJ

PQ*

OJ

PQ
/ *)

OJ

PQ

OJ

PQ*

OJ

PQ

OJ

PQ*

OJ

PQ*

This reference may require revision in the light of Committee V s
conclusions about relative protection-ratio curves. /

B.2
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CHAPTER k

B.2

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

B.2

4.1 Power
4.1.1
The power of a transmitter shall be specified as carrier power
in the absence of modulation.

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

B.2

C.C.I.R. Recommendation 326-1 gives useful information on the
definition and the measurement of power.
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pq

APPENDIX A

A GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF PROPAGATION
CVJ

pq

cu

OJ

PQ

OVER MIXED PATHS

C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2(Rev.T^) contains a semi-empirical
method to he used for the calculation of field-strengths over mixed paths
(inhomogeheous smooth earth),, This method is generally easy to use,
particularly with the aid of a computer.
For planning purposes where the coverage of a certain
transmitter has to he determined, a graphical procedure, hased on the
same method, might be convenient for a rapid estimation of the distance
at which the ground-wave field-strength has a given value.
A short description of the graphical method is given here.

OJ

pq*

^
PQ

cvj
PQ

OJ

PQ*

OJ

PQ

OJ

CQ*

OJ

PQ*

Figure 1 applies to a path having two sections, of lengths d^
and d^, with different electrical constants a ,
and
, e 2 respectively,
In this example, the complex dielectric constant e(o^ £^7 is assumed to
he greater than £(c7 e^). For distances d > d^, the field-strength curve
obtained hy the method described in CoC.I.R. Recommendation 368-2.
lies between the curves corresponding to the two different electrical
properties E(g^ £^) and E(a^
^
distance 2 d^ (where d^ is the
distance from the transmitter to the border separating the two sections),
the curve is half-way between the curves E(g^ e ) and E(a_ e2 ^ 5 provided
that the field-strength is plotted linearly m dB 0 In addition, this
curve has an asymptote, which differs by m dB from the E(a £ ) curve, as
indicated in Figure 1 , where m is half the difference in dB, at d = d ,
between the curves E(o^ e^) and E(a^ £2 ^* ^
easy
draw the resulting
field-strength curve from the point through which it passes at d = 2d^ and
its asymptote.
Figure 2 shows the curve obtained for a two-section path with
electrical constants now changing from cr , £^ to a , £^, where the complex
dielectric constant e(cr, e^) is greater than e(d e ), as above. The same
procedure can be applied here, bearing in mind that the asymptote is now
parallel to the E(a e ) curve.

cvi
FQ

cu
FQ

OJ

’
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For paths consisting of more than two sections, each change of
constants is dealt with separately, in the same way as the first change.
The resulting curve is continuous, each portion being displaced to
correspond with the value at the end of the previous section.
Figure 3 indicates how the approximate graphical procedure can
he used to determine the distance at which the field-strength is 1 mV/m
for a transmitted power of 100 kW over a path having several sections with
different values of conductivity.

FQ

oj

FQ

cu
CQ

^

By means of ground-wave propagation curves for the three different
values of conductivity, where the field-strength is given in dB relative
to 1 yV/m for a transmitted power of 1 kW, the graphical procedure is
repeated for the various sections. The values 1 mV/m and 100 kW
correspond to U0 dB relative to 1 yV/m and 1 kW, which gives a distance
of 170 km in the example.
For the use of the graphical procedure, it would he convenient,
on the same graph, to have ground-wave propagation curves for various
electrical constants at each frequency concerned. Examples of such curves
are given in Figures h and 5 for 200 and 700 kHz; the dashed curves each
represent the arithmetic mean of the field strengths in dB (i.e. the
geometric mean of the field strengths in absolute terms) corresponding to
the two adjacent solid curves. Further sets of curves can easily he
prepared for a number of frequencies hy means of C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 368-2.

FQ

OJ

pq

oj

FQ

OJ

FQ

OJ

FQ

OJ

PQ

The accuracy of this graphical procedure depends on the
difference in slope of the propagation curves, and is therefore to an
extent dependent on the frequency. For LF frequencies, the difference
between the result obtained by the method described in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 368-2 and that obtained by the approximate procedure is
normally minimal, but for the highest MF frequencies there may be a.
difference of up to 3 dB for many paths.
Figure 6 of this Appendix is a comparison between results
obtained by computer using the procedure described in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 368-2 and those obtained by the approximate graphical
procedure.
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France

VERTICAL ANTENNA DIAGRAMS

This document is submitted for information.
A new method has been developed in France by means of which the
vertical radiation diagrams of conventional MF and LF broadcasting antennae
can be determined with a good approximation. The method consists in
measuring the current (both in phase and amplitude) in a cylindrical
radiator so as to satisfy Maxwell's equations at the conductor surface.
A current distribution is obtained which differs considerably
from the classical sinusoidal distribution, and depends in particular on
the feed point and the conductor radius. It is possible to derive inter "
alia the impedances at the feed point and the vertical diagram.
The method has been checked using small-scale'models and fullsize installations.
Figures 1 to 4 below give a few examples of diagrams for a single
mast.
In the figures :
H = geometric height of the antenna
R = the equivalent radius of the mast
Other diagrams will be published later.
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COMMITTEE 5

REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 5B
LOW POWER CHANNELS

1*

Chapter 1

,
Definition

Low Power Channels (LPCs)
*)
Low Power Channels
are for use by medium frequency
broadcasting stations employing a maximum e.m.r.p. of 1 kW (c.m.f. of 300 V)
and for which simplified planning and coordinating methods may be used.
.

2.

•

Chapter 9*3
9.3.1

3.

The value of the nominal usable field strength in low
power channels shall be 88 dB (yV/m). However, the composite
field strength of a low power transmitter network at the
boundary of the territory of any other country must not
exceed 0.5 mV/m except in the case of coordination with
the country concerned. Appendix ... shows the method of
calculating this field strength.

The Sub-Group took note of the fact that Committee 6 might be
required to study the need for a special simplified form for the requirements
of administrations needing LPC allocations.

4

Annexes ; 2

#)

These Low Power Channels are intended to replace the International
Common..Frequencies defined in the 19^8 Copenhagen Plan.
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APPENDIX ...

METHODS OF PLANNING LOW POWER CHANNELS
Method of Planning* )
The nominal usable field strength in these channels being 88 dB yV/m,
in order that this value may not be exceeded as a result of interference
from transmitters situated in other cpuntries the transmitter network of
each country is to be so regulated that the composite field strength due
to its network at the border of any neighbouring country does not exceed
0.5 mV/m in any LPC.
. The composite field strength is calculated according to
the formula /E^ 2 + E22 + E ^ + —
where En , E^ , E^ , -are
the values of field strength due to each individual transmitter
in a country operating in a given LPC. For this purpose, only
the field strengths due to the stations within 500 km of the
border of a neighbouring country will be included in the
calculation.
These values of field strength E^, Eg, E^ etc. are to be
calculated according to the curves shown m Figure 1 , taking account of the actual e.m.r.p. and distance from the border
of the neighbouring country. The curves are for an e.m.r.p. of
1 kW (c.m.f. of 300 V) with the ground-wave propagation based
upon a ground conductivity of 10 mS/m over land and k S/m over
sea. Where the ground conductivity is known to be significantly
greater than 10 mS/m, the higher value should be used in the
calculation. In the case of sky-wave propagation, the curves
have been derived assuming the characteristics of a short
vertical transmitting aerial.

*)

.

.

.

.

.

.

It may be of assistance to administrations when drawing up their
requirements for LPC assignments to note that an approximate indication
of their quota of assignments in these channels may be assessed on the
basis of uniform power density. According to this principle, the total
power used in a country of area A kpi^ may be approximately A. 50 MW in
any LPC.
It must be stressed that this will depend upon local conditions and will
in any case be less if transmitters are required to be concentrated
near the borders with other countries.

Annex 1 to Document No. 87-E
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Modification to the Plan
Subsequent to Part 2 of the Conference, it may he that
administrations require to modify or add to their requirements.
In these circumstances, it will be permissible for administrations
to make changes, coordinating only with those countries whose
borders fall within a certain distance of the new or modified
station. This coordination distance is dependent upon the e.m.r.p.
of the new or modified station and values are shown in Table 1.
The basis of Table 1 is that the increase in the value of the nominal
usable field strength will not exceed 0.2 dB taking into account both .
ground-wave and sky-wave propagation.
The simplified coordination is not to be used for the
addition of synchronized transmitters unless the total equivalent
power of the group does not exceed 1 kW.
Where new requirements are such that the simplified
coordination cannot be used, modification or additions to the
plan may be agreed by the normal coordination procedure.

TABLE 1

c.m.f.
(V)

e.m.r.p.
(kW)

Coordination distance
(km) .

300

1 .0

700

260

0.75

500

212

0.5

Uoo

150

0.25

2 0 0 , 350 '

0 .1

95
67

.

0.05

*)

*)
70, 250 '
*)
5 0 , 200 '

Values used where the propagation path is over sea.

Distance (km)
Distancia (km)
g a3^

S/d/d-LQ oN ^-uaiunoocr ne i axauuv
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DRAF.L1 RECOMMENDATION
LOW POWER CHANNELS

The Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference*
considering
that a coordinated plan for assignments on thes® qhannels
is to he drawn up at the second session of the Conference;
that simplified methods are to ho used f°r the initial
planning and also for coordination of any subsequent additions on
modifications to the plan;
recommends
that channel allocations for LPCs shall not be adjacent
to those employed for services operating with low usable field strengths*

m

that LPCs shall be separated from each othen in frequency
order to allow simultaneous use in one area;

that LPCs shall be reserved for transmitters which
cannot form part of a synchronized network on another channel.
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SUMMARY RECORD
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SECOND MEETING OF COMMITTEE 3
(BUDGET CONTROL)

Thursday, 10 October 197^»

i-630 hrs

Chairman : Dr. M.K. RAO (India.)

Subjects discussed
1.

Discussion on the organization and the
•facilities available to delegates to the
Conference

2.

Situation concerning expenditure for the
Conference at 8 October 197^

3.

Date of the Committee's next meeting

Document No.
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Discussion on the organization and the facilities available to delegates
to the Conference
Tiie Chairman reminded the Committee that under its terms of
reference it had to consider the organization and the facilities available
to delegates, i.e., to give its opinion on those matters and draw attention
to any shortcomings that could be remedied, either at the present Conference
or at later ones.
The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany pointed out that
several delegates were working in the new conference building for the first
time and were encountering certain difficulties; for example, there were
not enough seats for the large delegations attending the Working Groups.
That was true, in particular, of Rooms II and III, where meetings of working
groups attended by large numbers were held. The present building,
moreover, did not seem to have many small rooms suitable for groups of
limited size, such as the Editorial Committee or ad hoc groups.
The Chairman thanked the speaker and said that the points raised,
would be conveyed to the Conference Secretariat for necessary steps to
improve the situation in this regard.
The Vice-Chairman agreed with the delegates of the Federal
Republic of Germany, adding that it was not easy to find one’s way about
in the C.I.C.G. building. He therefore thought it would be a good idea
to give delegates a plan of the premises, including the main offices of
senior I.T.U. officials and indicating how they were allocated. He also
thought that instead of setting aside a particular room permanently for
one committee or another, it might be preferable to redistribute the rooms
after the first few days of the Conference, in the light of the approximate
numbers attending the meetings of different committees.
The Chairman said in reply that these comments would also be
taken into account so that some improvements might be made in the course
of the present Conference.
Situation concerning expenditure for the Broadcasting Conference at
8 October 197^ (Document No. hG)
The Secretary of the Committee observed that since the Conference
had only just started, precise information was not yet available on
certain items, for example, overtime, supernumerary staff, etc. He therefore
wished to make it clear that the estimate of expenditure to be submitted
to the Committee at its next meeting would in all likelihood be more
favourable than the present one, which gave maximum figures.
- r nn

it. ..in i« r. - - —
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The Chairman, replying to a comment made hy the delegate of the
Federal Republic of Germany, who thought that under item 9.102, on page 3
of Document No. 1+6, the figurej of 10,000 Swiss francs was rather high,
pointed out that it was not yet known just what staff would be needed. He
cited the example of the Maritime Conference, which had started working
more intensively in the third week, so that it had become necessary to
recruit extra staff. On the basis of that experience, it would be wise
to make some provision for the travel expenses of interpreters and
translators who might be needed later on.
The Secretary of the Committee confirmed what had just been
said. The sum of 10,000 Swiss francs was indeed intended to cover such
travel expenses. He wished to stress once again that more precise
figures would be provided at the Committee’s next meeting.
The delegate of the U.S.S.R. congratulated the Secretary of the
Committee on the care that had been taken in preparing Document No. 1+6.
He wondered, however, why items 9*302 and 9*202 had not been combined and
what-reason there was for the relatively high estimate of 1+5,000 Swiss franqs
for reproduction of the report to the second session of the Conference.
The Secretary of the Committee replied th&t the two items had
been separated in order to simplify consideration of the budget by the
Administrative Council and the Budget Control Cojmmittee. He also explained
that a distinction should be made between the Final Acts and the report
to the second session. The Final Acts were intended for sale and the
printing costs were borne partly by the publications budget, whereas the
report to the second session was not a sales publication and as such the
printing costs would be borne by the Conference itself.
After an exchange of views between the delegate of the Federal
Eepublic of Germany and the Chairman on the sum of 30,000 Swiss francs
for the production of current documents and the sum of 1+5#000 Swiss francs
for reproduction of the report to the second session, the Vice-Chairman
observed that the report would have to be issued in more copies than the
current documents, but that it was not known at present exactly how many
would be required, just as the length of the report, was not known. It
therefore seemed advisable to postpone discussion of the sum of
1+5,000 Swiss francs to the next meeting, because more details wouldthen
be available on the length of the report.
The Secretary of the Committee, replying to a comment made by
the delegate Of the Federal Republic of Germany, said that the publication
of the C.C.I.R. contribution to the present Conference was not included
in the 30,000 Swiss francs under item 9*202, which only covered the extra
copies of the contribution run off.
As regards the report to the second session, if it could be
reproduced by I.T.U.’s own services, the sum of 1+5,000 Swiss francs would
probably be too high, but if it had to be done by outside printers and
possibly involve night work, the sum of 1+5,000 Swiss francs would no doubt
be justified.
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It was accordingly decided not to change the sum of 1+5,000 Swiss
francs for the time being.
The Chairman summed np the decisions taken by the Committee j
1) Measures would be taken
a) to ensure that large delegations had enough seats in the
rooms used by Working Groups;
b)

to provide delegates with a plan of the conference building
so that they could find po^iference rooms and offices of
senior I.T.U. officials without difficulty;

2) The figures contained in the Annex to Document No. 1+6 would
remain ns they were for the time being and would be reconsidered
at the Committee’s next meeting.
Date of the Committee’s next meeting
At the proposal of the Chairman, it was agreed that the third
meeting of the Committee would be held on Tuesday, 22 October 197^ > at
1630 hours.
The meeting rose at 1725 hours.

The Secretary :
R. PREIAZ

The Chairman
'

M.K, RAO
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1.

New documents

: Doqument N o .
k9 (Italy)

52
53
5l+
55
59
2.

3.

(19 European States)
(U.S.S.R.)
(I.F.R.B.)
(Austria, Switzerland)
(27 African States)

Reports of Working Groups
2.1

Report of Working Group 5A

2.2

Report of Working Group 5B

Editorial Group of Committee 5

62
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New documents
After opening the meeting the Chairman asked for a summarized
introduction of the new documents, with special mention of the parts of
the documents to be considered by Committee 5.
Document No. A9 (Italy)
The delegate of Italy introduced the document, explaining that
its purpose was to simplify coordination procedures that would be necessary
for introducing new low-power transmitters or for making changes in the
existing transmitters in low-power channels. The introduction of new
transmitters always resulted in an increase of the usable field strength,
and that increase must be kept within tolerable limits : in Table 1 of
the document, which gives coordination distances for co-channel
transmitters, 0.1 dB was given by way of an example, so that the
interference caused by the new transmitter would be 16 dB lower than the
interfering field as a whole. The coordination distance between
transmitters had been calculated as a function of radiated power for 1 MHz
and 1.5 MHz, justifying a nominal usable field strength of 88 dB yV/m :
although 80 dB had been regarded as permissible, it must be recognize^
that interference would come from a large number of sources and would
therefore be unintelligible; accordingly, 10 $B had been added, bringing
the usable field strength to 90 dB, and a margin of 2 dB had been
subtracted; the final figure of 88 dB yV/m coincided with the calculated
values for low-power channels in European countries. Finally, the last
line of the table related to ground-wave (sea path) interference (which qf
course presented the worst case) as a function of a radiated power of only
50 W.
The Committee took note of Document No. 19 and .referred it to
Working Group 5B.
Document No. 53 (U.S.S.R.)
The delegate of the U.S.S.R. said that the aspects of his
delegations draft resolution which were of concern to Committee 5 were,
first, the establishment of standard frequency spacings and coincident
nominal carrier frequencies for broadcasting stations'in Regions 1 and 3
and secondly, effecting the necessary measures at the least possible cost.
The Chairman observed that the frequency changes, of course,
should be kept as small as possible and practicable.
After a brief discussion, the delegate of the United Kingdom,
supported by the delegates of the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
New Zealand and China, suggested that the document should npt be discussed
untila decision on it had been reached in Committee
It was so decided.
Document No. 5^ (I.F.R.B.)
The Vice-Chairman of the I.F.R.B. pointed out that the document
had been submitted in response to a specific question and said that the
J.F.R.B. would be prepared to provide any further information that might be
required.
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The observer for Brazil, referring to the statement in
paragraph 8 of the document that the Board did not examine frequency
assignments in the band 535 ~ 1 605 kHz to broadcasting stations in
Region 2 to determine the possibility of harmful interference, said that
a station in the Caribbean with a power of 500 kW was using frequency
800 kHz which, under the Latin American agreement, was exclusively
assigned to Brazil. Interference was being caused to broadcasting in
Sao Paolo, many hundred kilometres away.
The Chairman said that the Committee was not competent to
discuss matters relating to coordination with Region 2,
The Committee took note of Document No. 5^*
Document No. 55 (Austria, Switzerland)
The delegate of Switzerland said that the conclusion that
frequency changes within the range of i 10 $ of the operational carrier
frequency would not create substantial cost had been based mainly on
studies of two large Swiss transmitters currently operating on 530 kHz
and j 6 h kHz.
The delegate of the Netherlands stressed the importance of
narrowing channel spacing so as to keep frequency changes to a minimum.
The delegate of the United Kingdom supported that view.
Adoption of a uniform 8 kHz spacing would result in a number of vacant
channels which would provide greater flexibility.
The delegates of Ireland and Spain endorsed those views.
The delegate of the U.S.S.R. said that the assertion that changes
within - 10 $ of the operational carrier would cause no difficulties to
administrations was premature and sweeping, since the figure must depend,
on the structure of transmitters and antennae.
The delegate of Pakistan agreed with the preceding speaker and
suggested that a limit of ± 5 kHz would be more realistic from the economic
point of view.
The observer for the Asian Broadcasting Union pointed out that
frequency changes would represent a very costly item for certain
multilingual developing countries, such as Singapore and Malaysia, which
had to use diplexing and triplexing processes.
After further discussion, the Committee took note of
Document No. 55 and referred it to Working Group 5A for consideration in
the light of the debate.
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Documents Nos. 59 (26 African countries) and 52 (19 European countries)
The delegate, of Algeria, introducing Document No. 59 , said that
the aspects of the paper which concerned Committee 5 were the proposal for
uniform channel spacing, which followed from Resolution No. A of the 1966
African Broadcasting Conference, and the statement that since broadcasting
in the LF and MF bands was the main medium of mass communication in the
African countries, provision must be made for the wide expansion of that
medium. Cameroon should be added to the list of sponsors.
The delegate of Switzerland pointed out that the first two
paragraphs of Document No. 52 related to the matters under discussion and
should therefore be put before the Committee.
In reply to the observer for the Asian Broadcasting Union and the
delegate of Pakistan, who pointed out that decisions on channel spacing for
Regions 1 and 3 would necessarily affect certain countries in Region 2,
especially those relatively close to the Pacific Islands, Australia and
New Zealand, that the ideal solution would be to have a world-wide uniform
channel spacing and that the increasing power of African transmitters wq.s
bound to cause interference in Region 2, the delegate of Italy emphasized
the need to take the background of the Conference into consideration : the
1966 African Broadcasting Conference had recommended uniform spacing for
Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Western Asia, but the I.F.R.B. and thq
C.C.I.R. had counselled against drawing a dividing line through the Asian
continent, and that advice had been accepted; in any case, planning for
Region 2 did not fall within the terms of reference of the current Conference
The delegate of India said that the Asian Broadcasting Union had
agreed unanimously at its recent meeting that a channel spacing of 10 kHz
should be maintained. To the best of his knowledge, that decision coinqided
with the practice in Region 2, so that different views on the matter were
held only in Region 1. The A.B.U. also agreed that uniform spacing was
vitally important. An engineering officer of the A.B.U. had just arrived
at the Conference and would be prepared to submit papers on his Union’s
conclusions concerning technical standards and planning methods.
The Committee took note of DocumentsNos. 59 and 52, on the
understanding that some of the points raised during the dehate concerning
co-ordination with Region 2 could be brought up in the Plenary Meeting.
Reports of Working Groups
2.1

Report of Working Group 5A

The Chairman of Working Group 5A said that the group had not yet
advanced far enough in its work to be able to submit a written report to the
present meeting of Committee 5. The group had had five meetings to date and
had been examining general planning principles and service bands. Two
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sub-working groups had been set up. Sub-Working Group 5A-1, under the
chairmanship of Mr. J.A. O ’Shannassy (Australia), had the task of drafting
the conclusions of the sub-working groups into suitable form for submission
to Working Group 5A. A first report (see Document No. DT/19)
been
prepared by that sub-working group, but had still to be examined by Working
Group 5A before it could be submitted to Committee 5* A second Sub-Working
Group, 5A-2, under the chairmanship of Mr. J.D. Kalisilira (Zambia) was
responsible for considering the nominal field-strength values to be laid
down for the various services.
The Committee took note of the verbal report made by the Chairman
of Working Group 5A.
2.2

Report of Working Group 5B

The Chairman of Working Group 5B said that two sub-working groups
had been set up to deal with the matters assigned to that working group.
Sub-Working Group 5B-1, under the chairmanship of Mr. S. Lacharnay (France),
was examining the problems relating to the use of synchronized networks, while
Sub-Working Group 5B-2, under the chairmanship of Mr. F. Wise (United Kingdom)
considered the problems relating to international common frequencies.
Sub-Working Group 5B-1 had produced its first report in Document No.DT/ 1 6 , which
had been accepted by Working Group 5A with one minor change in the last
paragraph and was submitted to Committee 5 for its consideration in
Document No. 6 2 .
The delegate of the United Kingdom, supported by the delegate of
Pakistan, proposed that, as delegations had not yet had sufficient time to
study Document No. 62, which had only just been distributed, its discussion
should be deferred to the next meeting of the Committee.
It was so agreed.
The Vice-Chairman of the I.F.R.B., noting that the presentation of
Document No. 62 was not in the form to be expected of a final document of an
administrative conference, suggested that it should be redrafted in a more
suitable manner and offered the I.F.R.B.’s assistance, in any such redrafting.
Improvements would, for example, be : to make the definition of the
synchronized network an integral part of the text, rather than a footnote,
in view of its importance for the efficient use of the spectrum, and to
redraft the conclusions of the document in the form of a recommendation from
the Conference to administrations, drawing the latters' attention to the
advantages of synchronized networks.
On a proposal by the Chairman, supported by the delegate of Japan,
it was agreed that Working Group 5B would review Document N o . 62 in the light
of the comments made by the I.F.R.B. and prepare a final version for submission
to the next meeting of Committee 5 .
Editorial Group of Committee 5
On a proposal by the Chairman, it was agreed to set up a
Committee 5 editorial group which would review all documents issued by that
Committee and its working groups and standardize their presentation before
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sending to Committee 7 for submission to the Plenary meetingT The Editorial
Group would be composed of the Chairmen of Committee 5» its working groups
and sub-working groups.
The meeting rose at 1115 hours.

The Secretary
M. AHMAD

The Chairman
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Subjects discussed
1.

General submission of documents for
the Conference

2.

Terms of reference of the three
Working Groups : 4A, Ab and 4C

Document N o .
2, 3, 4, 6 , 7, 8 , 9,
10, 11,12, 13, 14, 15,
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27,
28,29, 31, 32, 33,
.35,
36, 37,38 and 40
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General submission of documents for the Conference (Documents Nos. 2, 3*

6 , 7 , 8 , 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38 , 40)
4,

The Chairman invited delegates to introduce the documents
submitted by'their delegations as briefly as possible.
The delegate of the United Kingdom introduced Document No. 2,
which discussed variops aspects of the choice of channel spacing and
concluded that a channel spacing of 8 kHz would be best. He further
introduced Document No. 3 on alternative modulation systems,, the conclusion
of which was that double sideband was the only form of modulation which
should be considered at that Conference and Document No. 4, which gave
examples of the use of directional antennae in MF planning.
The delegate of the Federal Republic .of Germany introduced
Document No. 6 , which contained 15 proposals for technical parameters to
be adopted by Committee 4.
. . Document No. 7 was not presented.
The delegate of Italy introduced Document No. 8 , which, after a
brief historical introduction, recalled the bases for planning methods
and supported the parameters proposed by the E.B.U.
The delegate of Norway, introducing Document No. 9* said it
was relevant to the work of several committees and those parts of it pf
particular concern to Committee 4 were the first and second paragraph on
page l a n d the fifth paragraph on page 2 .
The Director of the
C.C.I.R. presented Document No.10
which
was of interest to all the technical committees. He pointed out that the
People's Republic of China had made a reservation to Recommendation 435;
the word.
”unanimously” should therefore be deleted from page 121 of the
documentand a reference made to that reservation.
Commenting on the annex to the addendum to Document No. 10,
which gave a brief summary of the most important texts in the document,
he drew attention in connection with field strength apd service area to
Recommendation 449 and Reports 400^-2, 616 and 6 l8 f Recommendation 388-2
was the most important text in connection with determination of the ooverage
area for ground-wave propagation. With regard to sky-wave propagation, he
drew attention to Recommendation 435""2 and Report 575j which was a
significant revision of the Cairo curves and reconciled several important
methods for the calculation of field strength.
In connection with transmitting
antennae, he referred to Reports 401-2 and 616.
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Methods of modulation, channel spacing and protection ratios
were discussed in a number of texts among which he mentioned particularly
Reports 400-2, 458-1 and 299~3 and Recommendations 448-1 and 449~2.
Recommendation 449“2 drew attention to the effect on protection ratios in
adjacent channel spacing and showed that an increased protection ratio was
required for very small channel spacings.
It would therefore be necessary
to consider carefully proposals for uniform channel spacing and to avoid
overlapping of channels in different areas.
The delegate of Norway introduced Document No. 11, which was
based on the results of work carried out by the C.C.I.R. Interim Working
Party 5/lIt would facilitate the use of Millington's method for the
calculation of field strengths in cases where there were several changes
in earth constants.
The delegate of Nigeria introduced Document No. 12, which had
been prepared with special reference to the 1966 African Broadcasting
Conference.
It made proposals for uniform channel spacings of 9 kHz. in
Region i. and recommendations regarding co-channel ratio.
The delegate of Algeria introduced Document No. 13, on the
determination of equivalent ground conductivity, indicating that due to
photographic reduction, the scale of the map on page 7 of the document.
was no longer correct, and Document No. 14, which showed the results of
measurements carried out over a one-year period at Tamanrasset in the
Sahara. The Latter document might be discussed by Working Group 4A.
The delegate of Pakistan Introduced Document No. 15, drawing
attention to a minor editorial change in the second paragraph on page 1 .
He also introduced Document No. 32, which clarified the comments on
protection ratios on page 2 of Document No. 15*
He believed that there should be uniform channel spacing in
Regions 1 and 3 in order to avoid heterodyne interference. Experiments
which had been carried out to determine whether it was possible to reduce
the existing channel spacing of 10 kHz in Region 3* had led to the conclusion
that that could not be done without a deterioration in the quality of
broadcasting. He therefore felt the 10 kHz spacing in Region 3 should be
maintained. The protection ratio should not be reduced below 30 dB.
With regard to transmitter powers, most of the countries in Region 3 bid
not have sufficient resources to establish a large number of low-power
transmitters; a minimum power of 100 kW was therefore essential for economic
coverage in those countries. So far as planning methods were concerned,
he urged that no action should be taken which would necessitate violent
changes in existing frequency usage, since that would place an unnecessary
financial burden on developing countries and disorientate listeners.
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The delegate of the U.S.S.R. introduced Document No. 17, apd
drew attention to a mistake in Figure No. 7 on page 11. He stressed the
importance of channel spacing, which influenced the quality of broadcasting,
and the need to adopt a uniform carrier-frequency spacing, preferably
9 kHz for stations in Regions 1 and 3 s° as to reduce interference, He
also introduced Document No. 18, which related to the work of both
Committee 4 and Committee 5* The system of single sideband modulation
required further study, which should be undertaken by the C.C.I.R., pnd
in the meantime the double sideband system should be maintained.
The delegate of the German Democratic Republic introduced
Document No. 21.
The delegate of France introduced. Doqument No. 22, thq him of
which was to draw attention to shared bands, and to demonstrate the need
for special protection for the aeronautical radionavigation service.
The delegate of New Zealand introduced Document No. 25, and
made various minor corrections to the text. The document drew attention
to inter-Region 2-3 and 1 interference and to the desirability of reducing
the power of sea-board stations when the channelling used produced
heterodyne interference.
It also pointed out that a world-wide channelling
standard was advisable.
The delegate of France introduced Documents Nos. 26 arid 27,
which dealt with experiments which had been carried out with two-mast
and three-mast antennae with a view to obtaining maximum back protection.
He stressed the importance of the work, which would make it possible to
share the same channel at fairly short distances without substantial
interference, and thus offered one of the rare means of improving the
existing situation in LF/MF broadcasting.
The delegate of Zambia introduced Documents Nos. 28, 29 and 31?
and drew attention to minor editorial changes. He pointed out that the
reference to Zone 1 in the last paragraph on the first page of Document No. 29
was intended to refer to Africa only, and suggested that for greater
clarity Region 1 might be used to denote Africa and Region IB Europe.
The delegate of the Netherlands introduced Document No. 35 .>
which drew attention to interference in telephone transmission systems
which might be caused by powerful broadcasting transmitters, and suggested
ways of minimizing it.
The meeting was suspended at 1245 hours and was resumed at

1500 hours.
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The delegate of Japan introduced Document No. 35> explaining
that the first five paragraphs concerned Committee 4, while the sixth
should be considered by Committee 5*
Japan pointed out in the document that the technical criteria,
which would be used as a basis in unifying channel spacing and modulation
characteristics, should aim primarily at ensuring satisfactory reception.

.'

It would also be desirable to attempt to unify the frequency
assignment standards in order to remove the whistle produced by the carrier
frequency beat.
The delegate of India introduced Document No. 36 , remarking
that for developing countries the cost of FM broadcasting was very high and that
that means of communication was therefore practically non-existent or only
in its initial stages in those countries, which therefore desired gpod .
quality broadcasting in the MF bands. It would thus be inconvenient to
impose quality limitations reducing the audio bandwidth or the channel ■
spacing.
The delegate of the Philippines introduced Document No. 37,
pointing out that his country's proposal did not only aim. to protect its
own interest, but also those of all the countries Members of Regions 1
and 3* In studying and preparing the proposal, account had been taken of
the conditions prevailing in other Member countries.
Although some points
might meet with opposition, the delegation of the Philippines felt it
would be useful to submit them to the Conference.
The delegate of Belgium said that Document N o . 38 contained the
results of a study carried out by the Centre de Controls des Radiocommunications
des Services Mobiles (C.C.R.M.) (Mobile Service Radio Monitoring Centre).
Those results might be of use in the work of Committee 4.
The observer from the E.B.U. introduced Document No. 40,
containing proposals In connection with planning LF/MF broadcasting for
Regions i and 3 . Working Party A of the E.B.U. had studied problems of
service area coverage and system parameters for 15 years. The results
of the study were given in E.B.U. document TECH 3206. The proposals put
forward in Document No. 40 were based on the results of the E.B.U's study,
and could therefore be regarded as sound. Some points in the E.B.U's
contribution were relevant to Committee 5*
The Chairman suggested that the documents just introduced should
be examined in detail in the working groups.
It was so decided.
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Terms of reference of the three Working Groups : 4A, 4B and 4C (Documents
Nos. nr/4, DT/5, DT/6)

be

The Secretary of the Committee indicated three alterations to
made in the French version of Document No. DT/4.
page 3 • delete, under the heading, the expression "(IMF-8 )”;
page 4 : same correction;
page 5 '
• same correction under the second heading.

In Document No. DT/5, page 3* the heading ’’ANNEXE 4” should be
replaced by ’’ANNEXE” .
Moreover, the annexes to Documents Nos. DT/4 and DT/5 pnly took
into account Documents 2 to 24 and 26, as Document No. 25 and subsequent
documents had not yet been published when those annexes were prepared.
Document No. DT/4
The terms of reference of Working Group 4A were approved.
Document No. DT/5

in

The delegate of Japan asked for Document No. 35 to be included
the’’documents to be considered” under 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 2e and 2g f

It was so agreed and the Chairman added that the other documents
published since Document No. DT/5 appeared would also be mentioned.
The delegate of Pakistan requested that the entry ”30 dB” , under
"Pakistan (Documept No. 15)” on page 5? should be replaced by "35 dB” .
It was so agreed.
The terms of reference of Working Group 4B were approved in
the amended form subject to pertinept additions.
Document No. Pl /6
The Chairman of Working Group 4C requested that the phrase "and
Doc, No. 381’ should be added to the "documents to be considered".
The terms of reference of Working Group 4C were approved in
their completed form.

The meeting rose at 1525 hours,

The Secretary ;
C, GLINZ

The Chairman :
Jerzy RUTKOWSKI
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Document No . 91~E
17 October 1974
Original : French

COMMITTEE 5

SECOND REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 5A
TO COMMITTEE 5

Introduction
The Working Group considers it desirable that the chapter on
definitions should contain the definitions of nominal usable field strength
usable field strength and service area given in C.C.I.R. Recommendation 499
The Group also considers it advisable that the definition of nominal
service area should he added, since reference is made to that service area
for planning. These definitions, with some modifications thought advisable
for their application to planning, ar.e set out below.
!•

Nominal usable field strength (Enom)
The minimum conventional value of the field strength necessary
to permit satisfactory reception, under specified conditions, in the
presence of natural noise, industrial noise and interference due to other
transmitters. Where the wanted and/or unwanted signal is fluctuating, the
percentage of the time during which the value of Enom is exceeded shall be
specified. The value of the nominal usable field strength is taken as a
reference for planning purposes.

2.

Nominal service area (of a broadcasting transmitter)
The area within which the field strength of a transmitter is
equal to or greater than the nominal usable field strength.

3*

Usable field strength (Eu )
The minimum value of the field strength necessary to permit
satisfactory reception, under specified conditions, in the presence of
natural noise, industrial noise and interference in a practical situation
(or in one resulting from a frequency plan). Where the wanted and/or
unwanted signal is fluctuating, the percentage of the time during which
the value Eu is exceeded must be specified.
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k.

Service area (of a broadcasting transmitter)
The area in which the field strength of a transmitter is equal
to or greater than the usable field strength.

C. TERZANI
Chairman

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
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Document N o . 92-E
17 October 1974
Original : English

COMMITTEE 6

SUMMARY RECORD
OF THE
FIRST MEETING OF COMMITTEE 6
(SUBMISSION OF REQUIREMENTS)
Tuesday, 8 October 1974, at 0935 hrs

Chairman : Mr. M. HARBI (Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic)

Subjects discussed :
1.

Terms of reference

2.

General discussion and organization
of the work of Committee 6
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The Chairman welcomed the members of the Committee and thanked
them for the honour they had done to his country and himself in
electing him to his post.
Terms of reference (Document No. 39 )
The Committee took note of its terms of reference as they were
set out on page 2 of Document No. 39*
General discussion and organization of the work of Committee 6
The Chairman observed that the Committee would have to deal with
three essential points, the information to be given in submitting
requirements, the form in which that information should be presented and
the final date for the submission of requirements.
With regard to the
latter point, some delegations attending the Conference had understood
that requirements would be submitted during the current session; that
was hardly feasible, however, since the question was not on the agenda
of the session and administrations were not prepared to submit their
requirements.
Accordingly, the alternatives were either to submit
requirements at the second session or to do so in the interval between
the two sessions.
The delegate of the United Kingdom said he agreed that
requirements could not be submitted during the current session, since
they would depend to some extent on the outcome of that session.
On the
other hand, it would be too late to submit them to the second session,
for the I.F.R.B. must be given time to collate the data and to formulate
the basis of a plan which should be circulated to administrations as far
in advance as possible.
The requirements should therefore be submitted
4 to 6 months after the closure of the current session.
The delegate of Italy, supported by the delegates of Spain and
Pakistan, suggested that requirements should be submitted 3 "to 4 months
before the opening of the second session, to enable administrations to
make a detailed study of the results of the first session.
The delegate of Ireland said that the date of submission should
be as late as possible, 6 or more months after the end of the first
session.
The Deputy Secretary-General said that, in fixing the date of
the second session of the Conference, the Administrative .Council had had
to take into account the Union’s very heavy calendar of conferences for
1976 and 1977*
The suggestions that had just been made caused some
concern to the I.T.U. secretariat: the requirements that would be
submitted in fact represented proposals within the meaning of the
Convention, which provided that proposals should be submitted within a
reasonable time before a Conference;
3 months before the second session
would hardly give time for proper study at the national and international
levels.
From the material point of view, moreover, when requirements
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were received, the General Secretariat would need about a month to
assemble, translate and reproduce them for distribution to and use by
the I.F.R.B. and Administrations concerned.
To allow for careful study
of the material, at the national and international levels, it would
probably be better to fix a time-limit as early as possible after the
end of the first session, not less than 6 months and preferably 7 months
before the opening of the second session.
The Secretariat hoped to be
able to make the full report on the current session available to
delegations before they left Geneva.
The Vice-Chairman of the I.F.R.B. said that the Board had not
discussed the question of the time-limit because it did not want to
prejudge the issue.
It would express its views on the matter only when
the Conference took a decision on the form in which requirements were to
be submitted.
The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany said he thought
that the time-limit should be about half-way between the two sessions, to
give the Secretariat, the I.F.R.B. and administrations time to carry out
the necessary detailed studies.

.

The delegate of the United Kingdom pointed out that, although
the exact work to be done by the I.F.R.B. would not be known until the
end of the current session, it could be assumed that that work, involving
collation, sorting and computer processing of data and perhaps the
preparation of one or more study plans, would take more time than the
relatively simple task of drawing up a list of requirements, particularly
since most administrations already had at least some idea of those
requirements.
The submission date should therefore be as early as
possible after the end of the first session, and 6 months should be
regarded as the absolutely latest limit.
The delegate of Algeria
be fixed until the Committee knew
involved for the administrations,
since the final date would depend
could best be divided between the
General Secretariat.

considered that the final date could not
more exactly the nature of the work
the I.F.R.B. and the General Secretariat,
on how the time needed for that work
administrations, the I.F.R.B. and the

The delegate of Switzerland remarked that the administrations
would have to deal not only with the results of the first session, but
also with the data of all the requirements, before the second session.
The final date should therefore be fixed as close as possible to the first
session, and in any case not less than 6 months before the second,
especially since the I.F.R.B. would also need time to process the
requirements.
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The delegate of Italy said that, since the time available was
inadequate, it would have to be utilized optimally, in which case the
Italian Administration would need at least 6 or 7 months to study the
results of the first session and to prepare plans for the second.
The delegate of New Zealand explained that the time between the
two sessions could be grouped into three periods, the first being the time
the administrations would need to formulate their requirements, the
second the time I.T.U. would need to process and distribute those
requirements, the third being the time the administrations would need to
study I.T.U.Ts collation of the administrations’ requirements, and to
prepare for the second session.
He felt that administrations must
already have some idea of their requirements, and that therefore the
biggest unknowns were the second and third periods.
Four months should
be sufficient for the first period, allowing more time for processing
and distributing.
Moreover, since the administrations did not know
the form the I.F.R.B.'s output would take, it would perhaps be preferable
to allow 6 weeks for the administrations' study of that output.
The delegate of Nigeria considered that requirements should be
submitted as soon as possible.
Those delegations that were already in
a position to submit their requirements should be encouraged to do so,
especially -since it might assist the work of the Committee to form a
tentative idea of what the various requirements would be.
The delegate of Sweden felt that the I.F.R.B.’s summary should
be distributed at least 2 months before the second session, therefore thp
final date should be 1 May, or even April 1975, to allow the I.F.R.B.
sufficient time to prepare that summary.
He did not think that the
I.F.R.B. should prepare a tentative plan, and he agreed that the final
date should not be fixed until the nature of the I.F.R.B.’s task was
known more precisely.
The Chairman. summing up what had been said so far, remarked
that there appeared to be agreement on the necessity of submitting
requirements between the two sessions, and that the final date would
depend largely on the nature of the I.F.R.B.’s work.
He considered
that it might therefore be better to wait until the work of Committees 4
and 5 had progressed further before coming to a compromise o;n how much
time would be needed for the formulation of requirements, and for
processing and distribution by the I.F.R.B.
The Vice-Chairman of the I.F.R.B. considered that it was
difficult to decide on any specific final date at the present time.
The main practical problem was that of the necessary delays when
communicating with the administrations.
Since only 11 months were
available altogether, it would be an advantage if the delegations could
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prepare for the second session more quickly after receiving the I.F.R.Btfs
summary.
He considered that it would be too time-consuming for the
I.F.R.B. to set up preliminary plans, or to distribute the complete
summary and thought it would be preferable to set up a scheme based on
requirements for each channel, and then inform the administrations
concerned of any incompatibilities by telex.
In that way, it might be
possible for discussion to start before the beginning of the second
session.
When the I.F.R.B. had a clearer idea of what would be required
of it, he would be able to give more concrete information on how much
time the I.F.R.B. would require at the next meeting.
The delegate of Italy reminded the meeting that plans prepared
before the I.T.U. conferences had always been rejected during the lq.st
25 years, and that all accepted plans had been decided during conferences.
He therefore felt that the I.T.U. should simply collate the various
administrations' requirements and present them in a suitable form, and
that all plans should be made during the second session itself.
The Vice-Chairman of the I.F.R.B. replied that he had not
spoken of preparing plans, but merely of studying the situation and
pointing out incompatibilities.
However, the precise task of the
I.F.R.B., depended on the decisions of Committees 4 and 5*
The Chairman said in conclusion that it would not be possible
to decide on the question of the presentation of requirements, or on the
nature of the I.F.R.B.'s task until Committees 4 and 5 had advanced
further, and he therefore suggested that Committee 6 should meet again at
a later convenient time to study the information which Administrations
should provide when presenting their requirements and the form in which
these requirements would be submitted to the I.T.U.
The meeting rose at 1040 hours.

The Secretary :
R. PLUSS

I

The Chairman
M.- HARBI
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1.

Editorial amendments to reports of Working Groups
In response to a statement made by the United Kingdom delegate
on behalf of Committee 7 (Editorial), the Chairman asked the Committee to
authorize him and the Chairmen of the Working Groups to make any necessary
amendments to the reports of the Working Groups so as to put them in a
form satisfactory to Committee J.
It was so agreed.

2.

kA

First Report of Working Group

(Document No. 56 )

The delegate of the United Kingdom, speaking as Chairman of
Working Group bA, introduced the first report of Working Group bA
(Document No. 56) on ionospheric cross-modulation.
The report was approved.
3.

Second Report of Working Group

bA

(Document No. 57)

The delegate of the United Kingdom, speaking as Chairman of
Working Group UA, introduced the second report of Working Group bA
(Document No. 57) on CMF/EMRP.
The report was approved.

b.

Third Report of Working Group

bA

(Document No. 58)

The delegate of the United Kingdom, speaking as Chairman of
Working Group bA, introduced the third report of Working Group LA
(Document No. 58) on ground-wave propagation and ground conductivity.
On the proposal of the delegate of Finland, it was agreed to
add : MA computer programme has been given to the I.F.R.B." after the
first sentence in paragraph 1.2.
The Chairman proposed minor drafting amendments to paragraphs 1.1
and 2, which were approved.
The report, as amended, was approved.
5*

First Report of Working Group

bB

(Document No. 51)

The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germanya speaking as
Chairman of Working Group UB, introduced the first report of Working
Group bB (Document No. 5l) on class of emission and power, proposing as
an amendment to the report the addition of the words : "It is proposed
that the power of transmitters should be specified as carrier power."
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After a brief discussion, in which the delegates of France and
the U.S.S.R. and a representative of the I.F.R.B. intervened, it was agreed
that to avoid any confusion the definition of carrier power given in No. 97
of the Radio Regulations should be repeated in the report.
The report, as thus amended, was approved.
Second Report of Working Group

kB

(Document No. 60)

The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany, speaking as
Chairman of Working Group kB, introduced the second report of Working
Group UB on technical standards : necessary bandwidth.
The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany proposed that
the first sentence in paragraph 1 of the report be amended to read
".... the necessary bandwidth of the emission of a broadcasting
transmitter ....".
After a brief discussion by the delegates of France and the
U.S.S.R. in which reference was made to No. 91 of-the Radio Regulations,
the Chairman proposed the following drafting for paragraph 1 : ".... pf
the Radio Regulations, for a given class of emission, the necessary
bandwidth is the minimum value ...... under speqific conditions. For a
broadcasting station, this value should be decided ... ".
The delegate of Sweden deplored the fact that the report as
drafted left it to Administrations to choose their own Radio Frequency
bandwidth value within the range 9 kHz to 20 k H z . There was thus no
incitement for an Administration to require only 9 kHz, which would give
less protection from an adjacent channel, and it was unlikely that any
would do so. He believed that it was very important to reach' agreement
on the use of a smaller maximum bandwidth, and suggested that attempts
should be made to reach such agreement at least within regions.
The Chairman recalled that during lengthy discussion of that point
in the Working Group, many Administrations had insisted on retaining
the value of 20 kHz, so as to maintain the quality of their broadcasting
transmission.
It was agreed, on the proposal of the French delegate, to
delete the word "bilateral" in paragraph 2 of the report.
The delegate of the United Kingdom said that the point raised
by the Swedish delegate was of relevance to the question of adjacent
channel protection ratio which had been discussed in Editorial Sub-Group UB-’2,
where it had been agreed that for planning purposes the curve used should
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be that related to 10 kHz audio modulation bandwidth. That meant that if
the plan was based on 10 kHz audio bandwidth and there was some interference,
a small advantage could be gained by reducing the audio bandwidth to 7.5*
and that could be negotiated between Administrations if they so desired.
There was nothing in the document to prevent Administrations from agreeing
on a lower modulation bandwidth so as to start with a slight advantage
in adjacent channel protection ratio.
The delegate of Tunisia said that the Swedish delegate’s view
was of interest and suggested that the words : "However? in tfye case of
regional agreements a value of 10 kHz is strongly recompiended" , should
be added at the end of paragraph 1. The suggestion, supported by the
French delegate, was opposed by the delegates of India and New Zealand,
and withdrawn by the delegate of Tunisia in deference to the wishes of the
maj ority.
The delegate of India proposed a further slight amendment to the
secondsentence of paragraph 1, so that it yould read : "For a broadcasting
transmitter this value should be decided by the concerned Administration
and may lie within the range 9 kHz (AF-bandwidth 1+.5 kHz) to 20 kHz
(AF-bandwidth 10 kHz)."
The report, as amended by the Chairman and the delegates of
France and India, was approved.
Report of Working Group ^C to Committee

h

(Document No. 6l)

The delegate of France, speaking as Chairman of Working Group Uc,
introduced the report of Working Group kC and drew attention to certain
typographical changes.
The report was approved.
Reference

of Document No. 62 to Working Group L b

It was agreed, at the request of the Chairman of Committee 5 S
to refer Document No. 62 to Working Group UB.
The meeting rose at 1815 hours.

The Secretary
C. GLINZ

The Chairman ;
J. RUTK0WSKI
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Fourth Report of Working Group kA

(Document No. 65 )

The Chairman of Working Group U A , introducing Document No.
indicated certain corrections concerning the French text only.

65,

Replying to a point raised by the Chairman of the Editorial
Committee, he said that the word "Region" at the beginning of the second
line of the fifth paragraph of the French text should not be capitalized.
The representative of the I.F.R.B. said that the word "medio"
should be inserted after the word "punto" in the second line of the fifth
paragraph of the Spanish text.
He suggested t h a t , for the greater convenience of the Second
Session of the Conference, those parts of C.C.I.R. Recommendation U35-1
and C.-C;I.R. Report U31 which were referred to in the second and third
paragraphs should be appended to the document under consideration and
reproduced in the report of the First Session.
The Chairman of the Editorial Committee agreed that that would
be useful, but wondered whether the additional work involved would not
put an undue strain on the Secretariat’s resources.
The Executive Secretary said that there would be no difficulty
in reproducing the additional text in time for inclusion in the final
report of the First Session provided that it did not exceed 10-20 pages
in length.
The representative of the I.F.R.B. said that the length of the
texts he had in mind was of the order of six or seven pages.
The Chairman suggested that the Chairman of Working Group kA
be requested to indicate to the Editorial Committee which texts should be
appended to the document.
It was so agreed.
The delegate of I ndia, referring to the second sentence of the
third paragraph, said that measurements taken in this country clearly
indicated that some additional losses had to be allowed for propagation
in the East-West direction, especially at low latitudes.
It was
therefore difficult to accept the stipulation that no corrections should
be made for polarization coupling loss.
In the absence of any other
method taking account of directional differences, he suggested that the
method of C.C.I.R. Working Party 6/k should be adopted for estimating
sky-wave propagation.
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The Chairman of Working Group

kA

agreed that experience in

India bore out the need for corrections for polarization coupling loss
to be made in Region 3. He suggested accordingly that the polarization
coupling loss should be calculated according to the method described in'
Annex to C.C.I.R. Report 575» also for the Asian Part of Region 3.
The delegates of India and of the Peop l e ’s Republic of China
accepted that suggestion.
Document No. 65, as amended, was approved.
Fifth Report of Working Group

kA

(Document No.

66)

The Chairman of Working Group kA. introduced the document and
said that the words "sector of" in the second line of the third paragraph
of‘ the English text should be replaced by the words "conical sector which
subtends", and that the word "primarily" in Note 2 should be deleted.
The delegate of Italy remarked that Note 3 gave no definition
of what was meant by high or low values of directivity, and was therefore
too vague.
He proposed that Note 3 should be deleted and the words
"provided the antenna is situated on level ground" should be added at
the end of the second sentence of the third paragraph.
It was so agreed.
Document No.

66, as amended, was approved.

Summary Record of the First Meeting

(Document No. 63)

The Summary Record of the first meeting was approved.
The meeting rose at 15^5 hours.

The Secretary
C. GLINZ

The Chairman
J. RUTKOWSKI
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People's Republic of China

STATEMENT

We reiterate :
The Paris Agreement on Vietnam has in fact recognized the
existence of twq administrations in South Vietnam. The Provisional
Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Vietnam is the genuine
representative of the South Vietnamese People. Under the present
circumstances, it is inappropriate for the Saigon Administration to
participate unilaterally in the I.T.U. Conference.
At a time when agreement of principle has been reached between
the North and the South of Korea on the independent and peaceful
reunification, o£ the country, it is unreasonable for the South Korean
Authorities to be represented unilaterally in the I.T.U. Conference.
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FINAL REPORT OF COMMITTEE 2 (CREDENTIALS) TO THE
PLENARY MEETING
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l
FINAL REPORT OF COMMITTEE 2 (CREDENTIALS) TO THE
PLENARY MEETING

1.
Committee 2 held two meetings.
At its first meeting, it set up
a Working Group to examine credentials as and when they were submitted to
the Conference Secretariat.
2.
The composition of the Working Group, which met on 9» l6 and
21 October 197^ under the chairmanship of Mr. Samuel H, BUTLER (Liberia),
Chairman of Committee 2, was as follows :
Region B (Western Europe) was represented by France (Mr. Fauris)
Region C (Eastern Europe and Northern Asia) was represented by the
'Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (Mr. Zybanov)
Region D (Africa) was represented by Algeria (Algerian Democratic
and Popular Republic) (Mr. Bensaid)
Region E (Asia and Australasia) was represented by Japan (Hr.Kajitani)
3e
On the basis of the provisions of Chapter 5 of the General
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunication Convention
(Montreux, 1965), Committee 2 reached the conclusions set out in
Annex No.

1

below.

^*
The delegations of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Byelorussia,
Bulgaria, Ukraine, the P e ople’s Repubic of Poland, Czechoslovakia, the
Democratic^ German Republic and Mongolia have requested that the statements
contained in Annexes 2 and 3 should be attached to the Report.

The delegation of the Socialist Republic of Roumania requests
that the statement in Annex H should also be attached to the Report.

5.

The Committee authorized its Chairman, or its'Vice-Chairman, to
examine any credentials which might be submitted after its last meeting on
Monday, 21 October 197^-, and to report on them directly to the Plenary
Meeting.

Samuel H. BUTLER
Chairman of Committee 2

Annexes : H
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A N N E X

1

REGIONAL BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
REGIONS 1 AND 3
First session

Geneva, 1974

SITUATION WITH REGARD TO CREDENTIALS
ON 21 OCTOBER 1974, AT 1230 HOURS

Note : The countries in regions 1 and 3 that are not represented at the
Conference have been crossed out in this list and marked with a dash
in columns 2 to 4 *

Credentials
Country

In
order

1
_L •

.A.X ^ I I d i l l 1 J

Uc l l l

I

.ttL/

2

■

LI U

_L L/

3

4

-L J

2. Albania (People's Republic of)

X

3. Algeria (Algerian Democratic and
Popular Republic)

X

4 . Germany (Federal Republic of)

X

5 . Saudi Arabia (Kingdom of)

X

6 .

Not in Not re
order ceived

Australia

X

7. Austria

X

8 . Bangladesh (People's Republic of)

X

9. Belgium

X

10. Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic

13* Bulgaria (People's Republic of)

X

X

Comments

5

Annex 1 to Document No.
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1

2

14. Burundi (Republic of)

X

15. Cameroon (United Republic of)

X

16.

Central African Republic

X

17. China (People's Republic of)

X

19. Vatican City State

X

20.

Congo (People's Republic

of the)
X

22. Ivory Coast (Republic of the)

X
X

23. Dahomey (Republic of)
24- Denmark

X

25. Egypt (Arab Republic of)

X

27. Group of Territories represented by
the French Overseas Post and
Telecommunication Agency

X
j
i

1)

X

31. Finland

X

32. France

X

33*

X

34• Gambia (Republic of the)

36. Greece

5

3)

x

29- Ethiopia

Gabon Republic

4

X

21. Korea (Republic of)

28. Spain

3

X

X
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1

2

40. Hungarian People's Republic

X

41. India (Republic of)

X

3

•

4

5

X

42. Indonesia (Republic of)

2)
X

43. Iran

(t-j

aa

*r

45*

Ireland

-un*ic— ©x-P7
^
X

46, Ioeland-

48. Italy

X

49* Japan

X

50. Jordan (Hashemite Kingdom of)

X

2)

X

51. Kenya (Republic of)

*
Ejg,— Khmer_Republic
53- Kuwait (State of)

•

X

54* Laos (Kingdom of)

X

55. Lesotho (Kingdom of)

X

56. Lebanon

X

57* Liberia (Republic of)

X

58. Libyan Arab Republic

X

59* Liechtenstein (Principality of)

X

60. Luxembourg

X

6l. Malaysia

X

62. Malawi

X

64* Malagasy Republic

X

U 4

11UJ—L ^XlL U.VJJ—LU Ui. j
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1

2

3

6 7 . Morocco (Kingdom of)

X

68. Mauritius

X

69° Mauritania (Islamic Republic of)
70. Monaco

X
X

75. Nigeria (Federal Republic of)

X

76. Norway

X

77* Hew Zealand

X

78. Oman (Sultanate of)

X

•

79* Uganda (Republic of)

X

80. Pakistan

X

81. Netherlands (Kingdom of the)

X

82. Philippines

(Republic of the)

X

83. Poland (People's Republic of)

X

84. Qatar (State of)

X

Syrian Arab Republic

X

86. German Democratic Republic

X

87- Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

X

88. Roumania (Socialist Republic of)

X

89- United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

X

X L r> LvJ-X LX

V XL w

w JL. ^ v/

V

2)

X

71. Mongolian People's Republic

w

5

X

66. Malta

v

4

1f

4)
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1

2

3

91. Senegal (Republic of, the)
92. Sierra Leone

X

.........

. . .■

X

95* Sudan (Democratic Republic of the)
1

97•

X

J—

X j Li/1 i l i - L i

y v U j X U xL J

^ X LU

(X U X

X

U

w X

X

J

X

Sweden

98. Switzerland (Confederation of)

X

100. Tanzania (United Republic of)

X

101c

Chad (Republic of the)

102.

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

X

IO 4 . Overseas Territories for the inter
national relations of which t h e .
Government of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern
• Ireland are responsible

X

105.

Thailand

.

x

X

108. Tunisia

X

109.

X

Turkey

110. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

n-T'i

- © * '7

4)
X

106. Togolese Republic

111. Viet-Nam (Republic of)

5

X

93. Singapore (Republic of)

7 O

4

X
X
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1

2

114. Yugoslavia (Socialist Federal
Republic of)

X

115* Zaire (Republic of)

X

3

116. Zambia (Republic of)

4

5

X

ASSOCIATED MEMBER
117. Papua New Guinea

X

Notes
1) Powers delegated to Prance (No.

640 of the Convention).

2) Provisionally accredited in accordance with provision No.
Convention.

631 of the

3) Accreditation not in conformity with the terns of provisions Nos.
633 of the Convention.

630 and

4 ) Accreditation not in conformity with the terns of provision No. 63O of the
Convention.
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A N N EX

2

STATEMENT

By the delegations of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Hungarian People's
Republic, the German Democratic Republic, the People's Republic of
Poland, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Mongolian
People's Republic :
The Delegation of the Saigon Administration may not speak on
behalf of South Viet-Nam since, under the Paris Agreement of
1973, there are two zones and two Administrations in South
Viet-Nam (the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the
Republic of South Viet-Nam and the. Saigon Administration).
The delegations listed above consider that account should be
taken of this situation in convening the Second Session of the Conference.
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A N N E X

3

STATEMENT

By the People's Republic of Bulgaria, t h e •Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, the Hungarian People's Republic, the German Democratic
Republic, the People's Republic of Poland, the Mongolian People's Republic,
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic :
The delegations listed above are empowered to declare that the
representatives of the South Korean authorities attending the Regional
Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference do not represent all Korea
and may not speak on behalf of Korea.
They consider that the Korean People's Democratic Republic should
have the full representation to which it is entitled at the Second Session
of the Conference.
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A N N E X

h

STATEMENT OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROUMANIA

In view of the Paris Agreement on Viet-Nam and the agreement
concluded between North Korea and South Korea concerning the reunification
of the country, the delegation of the Socialist Republic of Roumania
makes the following statement :
To ensure the full success of the Regional Administrative
LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, the delegations of the Revolutionary
.Provisional Government of South Viet-Nam and the Government of North
Korea should be represented.
The delegations of the Saigon Administration and South Korea
cannot alone represent the interests of these peoples.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
Document No. 97-E
19 October 1974
Original : French

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(FIRST SESSION)

GENEVA, 1974

COMMITTEE

FINAL REPORT OF WORKING GROUP
TO COMMITTEE

6

6A

6

1.

Wording Group 6A was set up by Committe 6 to revise the
draft form to be used by Administrations when submitting their
frequency requirements, also the detailed instructions concerning
the information to be entered under the various items on the form,

2.

The delegations of the following countries participated
in the Group's work:
Algeria, Federal Republic of Germany, Saudi
Arabia, Bielorussia, Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France,
India, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Nigeria, Norway, Papua N e w Guinea,
German Democratic Republic, the Ukraine, The United Kingdom,
Tunisia and the U.S.S.R.

3.

.
The Group held two meetings at which it revised the draft
form for submission of requirements and the document containing the
draft detailed instructions on how to fill in the form, taking into
account the points which had been raised by Committee 6 ,

4.

The Delegation of the U.S.S.R. asked that, in cases where
a requirement corresponded, to an assignment already in service, the
date of bringing into service of the assignment, or any other relevant
information, should be included in the requirements submission form.
The Working Group considered that it would be preferable to bring the
problem up in Committee 6 .
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5.

The Group recommends the adoption of
the draft f orm in Annex A to the present document
the draft detailed instructions in Annex B to the
present document
the draft definitions in Annex C to the present
document,

6.

Working Group 6A also recommends that the form and. the
detailed instructions should be reproduced by the I,T,U. General
Secretariat in a sufficient number of copies to be sent to
Administrations after the end of the present Session of the
Conference,

H, HARBI
Chairman of Working Group
A n n exes:

3

6A
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ANNEX A

FORM FOR THE SUBMISSION OF A FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT REQUIREMENT
(See detailed instructions * Annex B)
Regional Administrative
Conference fa r LF/MF

1)

Requirement sheet No.

Administration

Broadcasting
(Geneva* 1975)

*--------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ——■
—■
——-------Transmitting station
A)

2)

3)

Name

1 \ J 1 1 I 1 1 LI

.

5)

.

1.. l . _ L _

7)

1 1 1

1

. 6)

Desired frequency (kHz)

8)

A3

1

. J __ i _

1

ftntMma s its
Latitude
(degrees and minutes)
N

“ ...

J ___ i

1

to

j

or,

.* j .

i
9)

Carrier power Pc (kW)

..._ L _L....... l _ _ . J ..........

....

,

i

M

,

i

10) Ground 'ave

a) Coordinates of the centre of
the area

b) Radius in km

11) Sky-wave

a) Coordinates of the centre of
the area

b) Radius in km

Hours of operation ) GMT

...... ............

1

_

Antenna characteristics

13)

-

.
14)

Antenna other than simple ve rtica l antenna

Height
(metres)
1

1

Attach the radiation diagrams in the horizontal and/or ve rtic a l planes.

15)

,

16) Horizontal plane

a) azimuth of maximum
radiation (in degrees)

Gain in dB

c)

gain

(in dB)

main lobe (in degrees)

1

1

1

1

1

t

i

1

1

L

.

18)

b) angular width o f the

1

a) angle of olovotiom of
maximam radiation (in
degrtae) where other'
than zero

17) Vertical plane

b) angular width of the
main lobe (in degrees)

I

I .

c) gain (in dB)

I

1

Distance from antenna from sea, fo r stations at less than 100 km from sea
Attach a map showing the antenna s ite re la tiv e to the coastline

19)

Synchronized network

I f the station forms part of a synchronized network,, l i s t below other stations forming part of the network and
fo r each such station complete a separate requirement sheet(where necessary continue on separate sheet of paper)
Name of the station
«
I
i
N.B.:

!
f

‘
i

i

l
i

i

l
i

'

*
i

«

*

»
i
»

t
*
«

Requirement sheet No.
1
f
i

i

12) Mean value ef ground conductivity in
___________ service area (S/m;________

Required service area

Simple
vertica l
antenna

.

Frequency range desired fo r altaraate frequencies '{kHz)

: ± . i.i..

Necessary bandwidth in kHz

Coordinates of
Longitude
(degrees and minutes)
E

Country

1
i
i

i
i
i

1
i
i

l
r
1

I f th is requirement covers an assignment in use indicate the ? equency:.....................kHz.
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ANNEX

B

Detailed instructions concerning the information to be
entered in the various boxes in the form for the
submission of a frequency assignment requirement

1*

M ^ P l stratlon

Name of the Administration submitting the requirement.

2.

Name of
transmitting ,
station

Indicate the name of the locality b y which the station
is (or will be) known or in which it is (or will be)
located* Use the name as shown in the International
Frequency List where this exists. Limit the number of
letters and numerals to a total of 14.*

3.

Country

Indicate the country in which the station is (or will
he) located, using the symbols appearing in Table 1 of
the Preface to the International Frequency L i s t . (Seventh

Edition, together with the latest Recapitulative Supple
ment) .
'

4.

Coordinates of the antenna
Indicate the geographical coordinates of the site of
the transmitter antenna (longitude and latitude, in
degrees and minutes).

5.

Frequency desired

Indicate the assigned frequency of the channel (see
No. 85 of the Radio Regulations) your Administration
would prefer to use. /'For this purpose the frequency
and channel designations adopted at the present Session
of the Conference shall be used * Where this is not
possible, state in the next box the frequency range
within which the most suitable assigned frequency
could be selected during planning.

J
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6.

Frequency range desired
If a frequency has "been indicated in the preceding
box, indicate here the frequency range(s) within
which an alternative frequency could be selected
during planning.

Example s
7.

680 - 740 kHz or 1200 - 1300 kHz

Necessary bandwidth
Indicate the necessary bandwidth of the emission
as defined in No. 91 of the Radio Regulations.
The value of this bandwidth should be between
9 kHz (AF-bandwidth: 4-5 kHz) and 20 kHz
(AF-bandwidth:
10 kHz).

8.

Carrier Power
Indicate the average power supplied to the antenna
transmission line by the transmitter during one
radio frequency cycle under conditions of no
modulation (see No. 97 of the Radio Regulations).

9.

Hours of operation (GMT)
Indicate the daily hours of operation of the
transmitter (GMT).
The first entry should show
the time the first emission of the day begins, and
the second the time the last emission ends.

Example:

10. and 11.

07

I 23

Required service area
Indicate the radius of the required service area
round the transmitter, in km, specifying whether the
area is served by ground-wave and/or sky wave.
In case where directional antenna is used, the
approximate co-ordinates of the centre of the
required service area and the radius, in km, of
the service range shall be indicated.

Annex B to Document No. 97-E
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12.

Ground conductivity in the
required service area
Give particulars of ground conductivity, preferably
rounded off to the nearest values for which the
curves in C.C.I.R. Recommendation 368-2 are plotted
6 y appropriate symbol (1-8 inclusive) taken from the
following conversion table :

Value

Symbol

3 x lCf2 S/m

=

i

S/m

=

2

3 x 10“3 S/m

=

3

10“3

S/m

=

4

3 x l(f4 S/m

=

5

S/m

=

6

3 x 10"5 S/m

=

7

S/m

=

8

lCf2

-4
10

10"5

Antenna characteristics

and 14* Simple vertical antenna (see extrac1g from C.C.I.R. /"No.
in the annex hereto) *
13«

• • • J

reproduced

Indicate the height of the antenna (in metres) and
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14..

its gain (dB) (as a ratio of a short vertical antenna)
in given direction* The radiation may be expressed
either in effective monopole radiated power (e.m.r.p*)
or in cymomotive force (c.m.f.); to define the gain
of an antenna (as a ratio of a short vertical antenna)
in a given direction one should adopt either of the
two definitions s
The ratio between the cymomotive force of an
antenna concerned in the direction in question
and the cymomotive force in the horizontal plane
of a short vertical antenna without losses on a
perfectly conducting • plane, the two antennas
being supplied with the same power.
The ratio of the power required at the input of a
short vertical antenna without losses situated on
perfectly conducting horizontal plane to produce the
reference effective monopole radiated power (e.m.r.p.)
of 1 kW (cymomotive force of 300V) in the
horizontal direction, to the power supplied to the
actual antenna to produce the same e.m.r.p. (c.m.f.)
in the given direction.
The ratio, expressed in dB, is the same for the two
definitions.

15. to 17.

Antenna other than a simple vertical antenna

15.

The form should be accompanied by radiation diagram(s)
of the antenna in the horizontal and vertical
plane(s).
If this is impossible, indicates

16.

in the horizontal plane:
a)

• b)

c)

the azimuth of maximum radiation, in degrees,
(clockwise) from True North;
the total angle, in degrees, within which the
power radiated in any direction does not fall
more than 6 dB below the power radiated in the
direction of maximum radiation;
the gain of the antenna,

(dB) (see item 14. above).
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17•

in the vertical planes
a)

the angle of elevation, in degrees, of maximum
radiation;

b)

the total angle,in degrees, within which the
power radiated in any direction does not fall
more than 6 dB below the power radiated in the
direction of maximum radiation;

c)

the gain of the antenna

(dB)

(see item

14 above)

When the antenna diagram shows substantial
secondary lobes indicate on a separate sheet for
each lobe the azimuth and the angle of elevation
of the radiation in the direction of the lobe
axis and the gain, in dB, with respect to the
maximum radiation of a short vertical antenna
placed on a perfectly conducting plane earth.

18•

Distance of the antenna site from the sea, in the
case of stationsless than 100 km from the sea
Attach a map (on a scale of at least l/l,000,000)
showing 1the site of the antenna in relation to the
coast if the latter is less than 100 km from the
antenna.
The scale of the map and direction of
True North should be indicated on the map.

19*

Synchronized network
If the transmitter forms part, or is intended to
form part, of a synchronized network, indicate the
name and the corresponding requirement sheet number
of the other transmitters in the network.
A separat
request form must be filled in for each of these
stations.

N.B.

If the requirement corresponds to a frequency assignment
already in service, that frequency should be indicated
irrespective of whether the Administration wishes to
retain the frequency or agrees to its transfer.

ly-he

Administration may supply such additional
information as it may consider useful on a separate
sheet ■J
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ANNEX

G

Draft definitions

GAIN OF AN ANTENNA (AS A RATIO OF A SHORT
VERTICAL ANTENNA) IN A GIVEN DIRECTION

The radiation may be expressed either in effective monopole radiated
power (e.m.r.p.) or in cymomotive force (c.m.f.); to define the gain of an
antenna (as a ratio of a short vertical antenna) in a given direction one
should adopted either of the two definitions j
The ratio between the cymomotive force of an antenna
concerned in the direction in question and the cymomotive force in
the horizontal plane of a. short vertical antenna without losses on a
perfectly conducting plane, the two antennas being supplied with the
same power.
The ratio of the power required at the input of a short
vertical antenna without losses situated on perfectly conducting
horizontal plane to produce the reference effective monopole radiated
power (e.m.r.p.) of 1 kW (cymomotive force (c.m.f. of 300V) in the
horizontal direction, to the power supplied to the actual antenna to '
produce the same e.m.r.p. (c.m.f.) in the given direction.
The ratio, expressed in dB, is the same for the two definitions.
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CHAPTER 5

B-.3"

RADIO-FREQUENCY PROTECTION RATIOS

5.1

Co-channel protection ratios

B.3

For planning purposes, the following values of the
co-channel protection ratio should be used :
""

30 dB for a stable wanted signal interfered with by a stable
or fluctuating signal,

”

27 dB for a fluctuating wanted signal interfered with by a
stable or fluctuating signal.

B.3

a)

b)
However, upon agreement between the Administrations concerned,
the following values may be used :
up to UO dB (when the conditions permit) for a stable wanted
signal interfered with by a stable or fluctuating signal^

”

up to 37 dB (when the conditions permit) for a fluctuating
wanted signal interfered with by a stable or fluctuating
signal.

B.3

B.3

~

These values apply to countries where MF is the principal
means of providing a broadcasting service.

B.3

Note : In the case of fluctuating wanted or unwanted signals, the values
of the co-channel protection ratio apply for at least 50% of the nights
of the year at m i d n i g h t .

B.3

B .3 — •• -

B.3

B.3

B.3

5.2

Adjacent channel protection ratios
The curves in Appendix C enable the adjacent channel
protection ratio to be determined.
At the second session of the
Conference planning should be based on curve A of this Appendix
i.e. using an audio-frequency bandwidth of 10 kHz.
On completion of
the first draft of the Plan, curves B, C and D may be used, subject
to agreement between the Administrations concerned.*)

*) The delegation of Australia stated that where Administrations
considered it necessary to provide a high quality medium frequency
broadcasting service, an appropriate value of adjacent channel relative
protection ratio cannot be taken from the curves of Appendix C.
A
value of up to 0 dB may be adopted, following agreement between the
Administrations concerned.
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65

2.2 Sky-wave propagation
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78
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CH

72

Chap.

8 Bands shared between
broadcasting service and
other radiocommunication
services

CU

65

Appendix B

Examples of the use of
the sky-wave fieldstrength prediction
method described in
section 7 of C.C.I.R.
Report 575

Miss M. HUET
Chairman of the
Editorial Committee
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Sky-wave propagation
Within I.T.U. Region 1 and for Australia and New Zealand, the skywave propagation prediction method recommended in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 4-35“ 1*
described in Section 7 and the Annex to Report 575* should be used.
In I.T.U. Region 1 the basic propagation formula is given by Equation (l)
of the Annex to Report 575*
In Australia and New Zealand the basic
propagation formula is given by Equation (13) of the Annex to Report 575*
Some examples of the use of this method are given in Appendix B.

B.3

B.3

B

.3

2.2

Within the Asian part of Region 3, the Cairo North-South curve,
given in Fig. 13 of C.C.I.R. Report 431, or a mathematical formula which
gives the same result, should be used.
No corrections should be made for
sea gain, but polarization coupling loss should be calculated according to
the method described in the Annex to C.C.I.R. Report 575*

For paths which pass from one region to another, the method used
should be that which applies at the mid-point of the great-circle path.
Within the whole of I.T.U. Regions 1 and 3, the reference ,
transmitting aerial is a semi-isotropic source which radiates with a
cymomotive force (c.m.f.) of 300 V or an e.m.r.p. of 1 kW.
Corrections
must be applied to calculated field-strengths to take account of the
actual c.m.f., which should be determined by one of the methods described
in Section 1.2 of C.C.I.R. Report 6l 8 . Section 2.2 of the Annex to
C.C.I.R. Report 575 should be disregarded.

B.3

B.3

B.3

For sky-wave field-strength prediction, the boundary between
Australia and New Zealand, on the one hand, and the Asian part of Region 3,
on the other hand, shall be described by geographic latitude 11 South.

B.3

B.3

B.3

B.3

B.3

Within the whole of I.T.U. Regions 1 and 3, the corrections for
nocturnal, day-to-day and short-period variations of field-strength, given
in Sections 3 and 4 of the Annex to C.C.I.R. Report 575» should be applied.
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CHAPTER 5

B.3

RADIO-FREQUENCY PROTECTION RATIOS

Radio-frequency protection ratios are defined in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation ^1*7, paragraph k .

B.3

5.1

Co-channel protection ratios
For planning purposes, the following values of the
co-channel protection ratio should he used :
”

30 dB for a stable wanted signal interfered with by a stable
or fluctuating signal,

“

27 dB for a fluctuating wanted signal interfered with by a
stable or fluctuating signal.

B.3

a)

B.3

B.3

b)
However, upon agreement between the Administrations concerned,
the following values may be used :
”

up to Uo dB (when the conditions permit) for a stable wanted
signal interfered with by a stable or fluctuating signal_,

“

up to 37 dB (when the conditions permit) for a fluctuating
wanted signal interfered with by a stable or fluctuating
signal.

B.3

These values apply to countries where MF is the principal
means of providing a broadcasting service.

B.3

B.3

B.3

B.3

B.3

Note : In the case of fluctuating wanted or unwanted signals, the values
of the co-channel protection ratio apply for at least 50% of the nights
of the year at m i d n i g ht.
5.2

Adjacent channel protection ratios
The adjacent channel protection ratio may be derived from
C.C.I.R. Recommendation bk9. At the second session of the Conference,
planning should be based on curve A of Recommendation U^9.
Thus
planning will be based on an audio-frequency modulation bandwidth of
10 kHz.
On completion of the first draft of the Plan, curves B, C
and D of the Recommendation may be used, subject to agreement between
the Administrations concerned.
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CHAPTER 8
B M P S SHARED BETWEEN BROADCASTING SERVICE
AND OTHER RADIOCOMMUNICATION SERVICES
oo
pq

-

8.1

The existing provisions relating to the conditions of sharing
among services which are established hy the texts in force should he kept
in mind.

00

w

The various cases encountered

are listed below.

8.1.1
130 ~ l60 kHz hand (Region l) : shared between the maritime
mobile and broadcasting services :
00

pq

-

Nos. 174 and 175 of the Radio Regulations

-

European Broadcasting Convention, Copenhagen, 1948
paragraph 2a; Article 6 , paragraph 3a)

-

Procedure

(Article 2,

00

of Article 9 of the Radio Regulations.

8.1.2
235 ~ 283 kHz band (Region l) : shared among the maritime
broadcasting and aeronautical radionavigation services :
°?

mobile^

178 of the

-

Nos. 174, 176 (alternative allocation), 177 and
Radio Regulations

-

Document annexed to the Additional Protocol to the Final Acts
of the International Radio Conference, Atlantic City, 1947»
paragraph 7

-

European Broadcasting Convention, Copenhagen, 1948 (Article 2,
paragraph 2a; Article 6 , paragraph 4(2))

-

No. 423 of the Radio Regulations

-

Service range of radiobeacons
Regulations

—

Protection of radiobeacons against interference : Nos. 433
and 434 of the Radio Regulations (at least 10 dB).

on
pq

pq

00
pq

:

Nos. 435

9 436, 437 of the Radio

(Note : I.C.A.O. prescribes 15 dB in Annex 10 to the Chicago
Convention)
00

pq’

-

Procedure of Article

9 of the Radio Regulations.

8.1.3
525 ~ 535 kHz band (Region 3) : shared between the mobile
broadcasting services (broadcasting service is a permitted service)
00
pq

00

pq

and
:

-

No. 138 of the Radio Regulations for the broadcasting service

-

Procedure of Article

9 of the Radio Regulations

BLUE PAGES
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8.2
co

In addition, the provisions of Nos. 116 and 117 of the Radio
Regulations (protection of band-edges and coordination between Regions) are
applicable.
Finally, at the second session of the Broadcasting Conference,
which will be required to establish a Plan, the conditions for putting
into use any new assignments in the shared bands will have to be laid down
in the form of an appropriate coordination procedure (Article 9 of the
Radio Regulations).

00

pcj

8.3.1
However, the present Conference has no powers to fix technical
criteria concerning radiocommunication services other than the
broadcasting service in the LF/MF bands for Regions 1 and 3.

00

pq*

8.U

00

pq

oo
pq

00

pq

oo
pq

00
pq*

00

pq*

oo
pq’

oo
pq*

The First Session of the Broadcasting Conference considers that,
during the next revision of the Table of Frequency Allocations (at the
World Administrative Radio Conference scheduled to be held in 1979), it
would be desirable to avoid allocations which provide for sharing between
broadcasting service and other services, such as the maritime mobile and
aeronautical radionavigation services.
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APPENDIX B

Examples of the use of the sky-wave field-strength prediction
oo
method described in Section 7 of C.C.I.R. Report 575

pq

Figure numbers quoted below refer to the Annex to C.C.I.R.
Report 575.
oo
pq’

1)

Short-distance path
Data

00

Transmitter

Rome

(Italy)

Receiver

Darmstadt

pq*

oo
pq

(F.R.G.)

Great-circle distance

950 km

Frequency

845 kHz

45.5

Basic field strength (Fig. 4)
Geomagnetic latitude of transmitter

$ t = 44°

Geomagnetic latitude of receiver

$ R = 52°

dB((iV/m)
Fig. 8

00
$

Geomagnetic latitude parameter

pq*

+ ®R

Basic loss factor (Fig. 5)

= 48c

7-2

Attenuation contributed by loss factor = 7*2 x 950 x 10

00

pq*

Annual median field-strength = 45*5 "
2)

6.9 = 58.6

^ = 6.9

dB

dB(|j,V/m)

Long-distance path with one terminal near the sea and the other
in the tropical region

00

pq

Data
Transmitter

Riyad (Saudi Arabia)

Receiver

Helsinki

(Finland)

(2 km from sea)

00

pq

Great-circle distance
Frequency

4,280 km

587 kHz
32.5

Basic field-strength (Fig. 4)
00

18°

Geomagnetic latitude of transmitter

4? T =

Geomagnetic latitude of receiver

® R = 58°

pq*

00
pq*

m
pq

dB(pV/m)

Pig. 8
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Second half
of path

First half
of path
on
PQ

Geomagnetic latitude parameter

t

•^T

Basic loss factor (Fig. 5)

+<^ R
4

28°

=

3?t

+33?

r

=

4 8 o

4

6.9

4.1

on
PQ*

Average loss factor =

4.1 +

6.9

2

= 5.5

on

Attenuation contributed by loss factor

= 5 * 5 x 4,280 x

PQ

Dip latitude of transmitter, I (Fig.9 )

= 30°

Direction of propagation relative to
magnetic east-west at transmitter, 6

= 70°

PQ

Polarization coupling loss at
transmitter (Fig. 7)

= 0.5 dB

oo

Sea-gain :
for terminal on the coast, G
(Fig. 2)
°

= 9.0 dB

00

PQ*

10”3 = 23.5

reduction because receiver is

2 km from sea

=

10 -3 x 1.75 x 2 x 587
9.0

OO
PQ

00
PQ

on

♦

PQ*

00

PQ

on

pq

on
PQ

resultant gain, G
Annual median field-strength
Note : These two
isotropic
of 1 kW.
power are
For other

= 9.0 - 0.2 =
= 32-5 " 25*5 +

0.2 dB

8.8 dB

8.8 - 0.5 = 17,*3

dB(pv/m)

examples give the field-strength produced by a semi
source radiating with a c.m.f. of 300 V or an e.m.r.p.
Corrections for antenna gain (Fig. l) and for transmitter
not included.
The reference time is 6 hours after sunset,
times, use should be made of Fig. 3*
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